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PROFESSOR POUSSIN ON SAKAYAVANAM

By Sten Konow

In a short note, above II, p. 584, Professor de Ua Vallee Poussin

has commented on Professor Bhandarkar’s discussion, above I,

pp, 275ff ., of the dvandva ^akayavanam, and especially onmy remarks
on the same, above II, pp. iSgff. Against my suggestion that the

bompound bears reference to Sakas and Yavanas in Bactria he
objects that Greek princes were ruling in India in the first part of

the second century B.C. and that the ^akas could hardly have been
:|ooked upon as $udras niravasitas if they were only known by name,
and he adds :

' The right conclusion (I venture to say) is the

^loss of Patanjali which is a strong argument against the generally

admitted date of the author of the Mahabhasya. See B’lnde aux
temps des Mauryas, pp. 199-202 ’.

I readily admit that I ought to have taken due notice of Professor

Poussin’s excellent book in my paper, the more so because it contains

a clear and good resume of the discussion about Patanjali’s date.

My only excuse is that I was alone concerned with Professor

Bhandarkar’s argmnent, and that I was not, and am not, prepared to

accept Professor Poussin’s solution of the problem. After his new
note, however, it becomes incumbent on me to state m}^ reasons for

disagreeing, and I may perhaps hope that Professor Bhandarkar,

wlio is much better qualified for the task than I, will do the same.

j.
The usual dating of Patanjali about the middle of the second

cfentury B.C. is, as is well known, based on his remarks on two of

PSnini’s rules about the use of tenses.

In dealing with the various forms used to denote past time
\t}iute) Panini III, ii, in prescribes the imperfect (/«w) for a past

feich does not belong to the present day {anadyatane, i.e. according

^the first varttika and Patanjah’s rendering of the same, when
Sisre is no (question of the) current day, avidyamdnddyatane).

^en comes the second varttika farokse ca lokavijndte prayoktur

%fianavisaye
‘

and (the imperfect is used) about what is out of

*ht, universally known, within the range of him who uses it (i.e.

fcht have been witnessed by him) ’. As examples of this use of

e imperfect are given the sentences arunad Yavanah Sdketam,

Wumd Yavano Madhyamikdm,
'

the Yavana has besieged Saketa,

ladhyamika ’.

f From this passage the conclusion has been drawn that a Greek

be it Menander or Demetrius, laid siege to Saketa and
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Madhyamika during Patanjall’s lifetime, and some years ago I
maintained * that this happened when he was writing the com-
mentary on the third book of Panini. Mr. Ramaprasad Chanda *

has challenged the latter statement, because the siege of Saketa and
Madhyamika is referred to in a rule treating ‘ of bhiita,

“
past ”,

anadyatana {=avidyamdnddyatana)
“
not in progress on the present

day ”, i.e. completed in the past. So the siege of Saketa and
Madhyamika could not have been contemporaneous with
Pusyamitra’s horse sacrifice, but must have taken place before.’

I cannot admit the justice of this objection, which I had myself
considered when I wrote my paper. We must remember the whole
context. In III, ii, no lun (aorist) is taught as the proper tense
about past time in general {bhutakdlasdmdnyam). Then comes the
restriction anadyatane Ian, followed by one varttika parokse ca, etc.

It seems to me that the ca shows that here the restriction anadyatana
is no more valid. That follows, so far as I can see, from Patanjali’s

ensuing remark. He tells us that parokse has been added, because
the aorist [lun) must be used if the speaker has actually seen what
he speaks about. Thus he must say udagdd ddityah

‘

the sun has
risen ’, where there is clearly no reference to anadyatana, but exactly

to the current day.

The other indication which has been utilized for settling the

question about Patanjali’s date is found in his commentary on
Panini, III, ii, 123, vartamdne lat,

' the present (is used) about what
is going on ’. The first varttika adds that it should be stated that

the present is used when what has been begun has not ceased
(pravrttasydvirdme), because we say ihddhimahe

‘ we are studying
here ’, iha vasdmah

’ we are living here ’, iha Pusyamitram ydjaydmah
‘ here we are sacrificing for Pusyamitra ’.

The inference has been drawn that a sacrifice for Pusyamitra
was in progress when PatanjaU wrote this part of his commentary.
Some scholars have even maintained that Patanjali was one of the
officiating priests, because he uses the first person. I do not, how-
ever think, that the latter inference is necessary

; cf. the first example
ihddhimahe.

As will be seen from Professor Poussin’s book, most scholars

are of opinion that here we actually have chronological indications,

but nobody would assert that such can be proved to be the case.

Everybody will admit that it is possible that Professor Poussin is

right when he follows the late M. Barth in stating that Patanjali'^

examples might be current school examples, taken over from his

predecessors, and the same is of course the case with the dvandva

^ Acta Orientalia, I, p. 31. * Indian Historical Quarterly, V, p. 325,.
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$akayavanain. But this sceptical view is hardly strengthened by
Professor Poussin's remark that the very word yavana is used in an
example of the present in the late haghukaumudi. It would seem
to have been more to the point if he had mentioned the fact that a
comparatively early grammarian likeCandra did not retain PatanjaU’s

examples arunad Yavanah Sdketam, arunad Yavano Madhyamikdm,
but replaced them by ajayad Jarto Hunan (Candravrtti, I, ii, 8i)
‘ the Jarta defeated the Hunas Is it not likely that this was done
just because Patanjali’s sentences were felt to contain some chrono-
logical indication ?

Nor can I follow Professor Poussin when he, hke Mr.
Probhatchandra Chakravarti,’ finds a reference to Pusyamitra in

the quotation mahipdlavacah irutvd jughusuh pusyamdnavdh in the
Bhasya on Panini, VII, ii, 23. Professor Poussin translates

:

‘ having heard the king’s word the men of Pus3^a raised a cry ’,

and he adds :
‘ Does not this demi-stanza place Patanjali after Pusya-

mitra ? It seems to be taken from a poem on Pusyamitra’s revolt

and the murder of the last Mauiya.’

I do not think it possible to translate pusyamdnavdh in this

way. The Bhasj^a on Panini, IV, i, 161, which teaches the formation
of mdnusa and manusya, contains the following karika : apatye

kutsite mudhe manor autsargikah smrtah 1 nakdrasya ca milrdhanyas
tena sidhyati mdnavah

||,

‘ the suffix of the general rule
(

sc. aip)

has been prescribed after manu in the meanings “ descendant ”,

‘‘blamable ”, “ foolish ”, and the cerebral replaces the na, thus the
form mdnava comes out '. It is here of no interest to discuss the
remarks of later commentators about the cerebralization or non-
cerebralization of the n. What is of importance is that mdnava,
mdnavaka always means ‘ descendant ’, ‘ boy ' in the Mahabhasya.
Panini I, ii, 63 states that the dual, and not the plural, is used when
the naksatra names tisya and punarvasu are put together in a

dvandva. Patanjali raises the question why the word naksatra is

used in the rule, and the answer is that the plural must be used in

a dvandva comprising young Tis^^a and the two 3’oung Punarvasus
{tisyai ca mdnavakah punarvasu ca mdnavakau). Now since pusya
is synonymous with tisya, it seems probable that pusyamdnavdh
means ‘ the Pusya boys ', and has nothing whatever to do with
Pusyamitra.

On the other hand, it is a well-known fact that Patanjah never

mentions any Indian ruler who is later than Pusyamitra, but more
than once Candragupta and Pusyamitra, Candraguptasabhd and
Pusyamitrasabhd. And that he was not too far remote in time

' Above II, p. 754.
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from the Mauryas has, in my opinion rightly, been inferred from his

reference to the greed of the Mauryas, which led them to deal in

images (V, hi, 99).

In all such cases it is of course possible to maintain that Patanjali

simply copied his predecessors. But in order to make this probable,

it would be necessary to point to such features which would make
it impossible to assume a high date. And, so far as I can see, that

has not been done.

No inference can of course be drawn from the few Prakrit

words, such as dnapayati, vattati, vaddhaii, and still less from the
Iranian iavati, which has been taken over from Yaska. It is,

however, worth while bearing in mind that we nowhere find any
trace of late phonetical features. The form Madhurd which is

used in the Bhasya on VIII, ii, 84 instead of the more common
Mathurd, is also known from the Kharavela inscription, and it is

evidently old.

Much has been written about Patanjali's knowledge of Indian
literature, but it has not been possible to arrive at certain results.

The enumeration Vol. I, p. 9 : catvdro veddh sdngdh sarahasyd

bahudhd vibhinnd ekasatam adhvaryusdkhdh sahasravartmd sdmaveda
ekavimiatidhd bdhvrcyam navadhdtharvano vedo vdkovdkyam itihdsah

purdnam vaidyakam is certainly not meant to be exhaustive,

for we hear, e.g. about a Vdramcam kdvyam and about Jdlukdh
Uokdh, and the stanza Vol. Ill, p. 58 = Manu, II, 120. On the

other hand, the fragments found in Chinese Turkestan show how
incomplete our knowledge of the oldest Indian literature is.

It is possible that a thorough examination of such philosophical

termini as are used by Patanjali might lead to some definite result.

In one instance we can see that he knew a formulation which agrees

with old Buddhist and Jaina texts. In VI, i, 135-157 Panini deals

with the addition of s {sut) before ^ in a series of words, thus in

maskara and maskarin when meaning venii and parivrdjaka,

respectively. Patanjali asks why maskarin is mentioned separately.

It can be explained as derived from maskara by adding the suffix

ini. The answer is that it is not formed in this way, but from
md and kr, because the maskarin says md kria karmdni idntir vah
ireyasl ‘do not perform acts, quietism is your way to bliss ’. Here
it is evident that Patanjali bases his explanation on a current formula-

tion of the tenets of the maskarins. And it is remarkable how closely

it agrees with what old Buddhist and Jaina sources tell us. Hoernle *

has given an excellent account of the teaching of Gosala Mahkhali-

^ Uvasagadasao, Appendix, and Encyclopaedia of Religions and Ethics, s.v.

ajivika.
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putta and shown that it is described in very similar terms by the
Jainas, Uvasagadasao, pp. 97 and 115, and by the Buddhists,

Digha Nikaya, I, 53, Satnyutta Nikaya, III, 210, as denying the

value of exertion, activity and vigour. The shortest and most
concise formula is found in the Ahguttara Nikaya, III, 268 : Makkhali
bhikkhave moghapuriso evamvMl evamditthi n’atthi kammain n’atthi

kiriyam n’atthi viriyam
‘

Makkhali, ye monks, the foolish person, is

speaking thus, is having such view ; there is no act, there is no
deed, there is no vigour Patanjali’s formulation comes to the
same thing, but is given as an injunction. His remark is of interest

for our understanding of the designations Makkhali and Mankhali-
putta, which can hardly from the beginning have meant ‘ son of

Mankhali but rather ‘ the maskarin scion ’. And it is of interest

in the present connexion, because it refers us to a formula which is

evidently old.

I hope that the whole question about Patanjali’s relations to

Indian pliilosophy will some day be taken up for discussion by
scholars thoroughly at home in the various schools. But I think
that it must be dealt with in a different way from what has usually

been the case. The question is not only, and perhaps not even
principally, in how far Patanjali was acquainted with the various

philosophical systems. What we should like to know is whether
it is probable that philosophy, and especially Nyaya, is indebted
to grammar and to Patanjali. It seems to me that such indebtedness
there is, and that it is rather great, and I believe that an unbiassed
examination of the whole matter may lead to important chronological

results.

Professor Poussin has no doubt come to the result that such
features are not of sufficient importance in the face of the difficulty

presented by the mention of the ^akas and Yavanas in the compound
^akayavanam.

The Yavanas were, of course, known to the Indians at an early

date. Panini mentions them, and Katyayana also knew about the

Greek script.* Just in the days of Pusyamitra their number must

' I agree with those scholars who hold that we have no right to infer that such

was also the case with Panini. The rule IV, i, 49 belongs to the adhikara striydm,

IV, i, 3, and most of the nouns formed with the suffix dnuk denote female beings.

Only four of them, viz. hitnanl, aranydni, yavdnx and yavandni have, according to

Katyayana, a different meaning, ‘ snowdrift ‘ big wood *, ' some inferior kind of

grain * and * Greek script respectively. In the case of aranydni we know that it

can also mean * forest fairy *, which fact seems to have escaped the notice of

Katyayana, who, it should be remembered, did not belong to the same part of India

as Panini. The case may have been similar with regard to the remaining three words,

himdnl can very well have been the deified snowdrift, the ‘ snow fairy *, yavdni the
" barley fairy and yavananl ‘ the Greek lady '•
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have increased in India as a consequence of the pressure exercised

on their Bactrian dominion by the 6akas and other ‘ Scythian
’

tribes. According to Manu, X, 44 they were looked upon as

degraded Ksatriyas who had become ^udras, while Patanjali speaks
of them simply as ^udras. From this fact and from the mention of

the ^akas also as Sudras who were originally Ksatriyas in Manu’s
stanza, it would be possible to draw the inference that Manu’s
statement belongs to a later date than Patanjali. But, at all events,

the mention of the Yavanas by Patanjali does not present any
difficulty.

According to Professor Poussin, the Sakas could not, in 170 or

in 150 before one era, have won such an importance that their name
could be mentioned in the dvandva ^akayavanam, which, besides,

shows that they must, in the estimation of the Brahmanas, have
been intimately associated with the Yavanas, a state of things

which could hardly be conceivable if they were only known by name.
And therefore the whole Patanjali chronology falls to pieces.

But why should they be known by name only, even if they were
settled not only outside of Aryavarta, as definitely stated by
Patanjali, but outside of India ? Individual 6akas are likely to

have come to india before the ^aka invasion which brought them to

Mathura in Aryavarta in the first century B.C., from which time
they must have been known even as Ksatriyas. luom the fact

that Patanjali speaks of both 6akas and Yavanas as Madras and not
as degraded Ksatriyas some people might even be inclined to draw
the inference that at his time even the Yavanas had not established

themselves as Ksatriyas in India. The association of Sakas and
Yavanas, on the other hand, was hardh' one of friendship and
intimacy. It might even be asked whether Patanjali ’s reference to

Sakas and Yavanas was not, to a certain extent, influenced by Panini’s
preceding sutray^saw ca virodhah sdsvatikah. That Patanjali did not
think that that rule was only valid in the case of animals may be
inferred from the fact that he, Vol. I, p. 476, gives sramanabrdh-
manam as an example. It might be maintained that Sakas and
Yavanas actually had a idsvatika virodha. The Sakas were largely

instrumental in making an end to the Greek dominion in Bactria
as in India, and I see no difficulty in the assumption that tales

about their antagonism with the Yavanas were told in India before

they were themselves subjected by other tribes in Bactria.

We are sometimes too apt to look on ancient India as isolated

from the outer world, chiefly because the affairs of foreign countries

do not seem to have much interested the spiritual leaders of Indian
society. In the old literature preserved to us we do not hear an3d;hing

about the Persian empire or the Achaemenides, who held sway in
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part of India, though Indian troops were included in the army of

Xerxes. Alexander’s name would have been unknown in India, if

we were allowed to draw any inference from the silence about him
in ancient sources. And it is only a chance rule of Panini which
shows that the name of the Yavanas was known in his days. But
all this does not allow the inference that happenings in foreign

countries escaped the notice of educated Indians. Indian colonists

and traders had, at an early date, found their way to distant places,

even to such where they most necessarily have come into contact with

Sakas, and foreign trade has certainly played an important part in

the economic life of India from the most ancient times, even before

the Aryans came into the country, and with such trade information

must necessarily follow. As soon as we get more secular sources of

information, as in the inscriptions of Asoka, we find that there

were relations with other countries.

If we return to the possibility of tales about the struggle between
Sakas and Yavanas in Bactria finding their way to India at an
early date, we cannot entirely overlook the fact that Indian Aryans
were not only found in Aryavarta and in India proper. Their

territory extended, as it does at the present day, at least up towards
the Hindukush, and the trade routes which we knov/ existed at a
later date between the country of the ^akas and Kashmir were
scarcely of late origin. News travel quickly, even over thinly

populated out-of-the-way countries. I cannot find that Professor

Pous.sin has, in any way, succeeded in disproving the conclusions

drawn by Professor Bhandarkar and myself. He may have more
cogent reasons for liis opinion than what he has mentioned, and I am
entirely open to conviction. So far as I can see, however, the
‘ inextricable difficulties ’ he speaks of are non-existent.
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The date of the Vedas has been for a long time a vexed
problem. Several attempts have been made at different times to

determine it on objective grounds but they have convinced only the

writers themselves. The result is great uncertainty or uncritical

acquiescence in tliis view or that. It is. therefore, necessary tliat

we should from time to time critically examine the views propounded
by scholars about the date of the V'cdas.

Professor M. Winternitz of Prague delivered in the University

of Calcutta in August, 1923, his lirst Readership Lecture on 'The
Age of the Veda’, which w’as 2)ublished in C.R., November, 1923,

and was reprinted in 1925, along with the other lectures delivered

by him, under the title Some Problems of Indian Literature.

Dr. Hemchandra Raychaudhuri published in C.R., October,

1924, pp. 67-77, a criticism of Prof. Winternitz’s views. Wintemitz
did not reply to Raychaudhuri ’s criticism when revising the English

translation of his Geschichte der indischen Literatur Bd. I (Calcutta,

* Abbreviations used in the paper :

—

Rv.S .—Rgveda Samhita.

A.B .—Aitareya Brdhmana.
6.B .—Saiapatha Brahmaija.

V.I .—Vedic Index by Macdonell and Keith.

Some Problems—Some Problems of Indian Literature by Wintemitz.
Sarasvati

—
‘ On the identification of the Rgvedic river Sarasvati and some

connected problems ’, by the writer (Journal of the Depart-

ment of I,ettcrs, Cal. Univer., Vol. XV).
C.R .— Calcutta Review.

J.R.A.S .—Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
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1927) and I do not know if he has replied anywhere else. The
questions raised by Raychaudhuri are very important and they

deserve proper examination. I propose to confine myself here to

only the geographical aspect of the problems raised by him.^

Winternitz has shown that Max Muller’s dates for the different

classes of Vedic Literature, which are only minimum dates, but are

wrongly taken by other scholars as exact dates, are purely arbitrary.*

In view of the vastness of the Vedic literature and the great

development in thought and form that it shows, he finds it impossible

to take that literature as ranging between only six centuries (1200

B.C. to 600 B.C.). He thinks that Aryan penetration into Hindustan
and then into South India must have been a very slow process. We
know that Aryan culture had penetrated into South India already

in the third century B.C. and important Vedic schools like those of

Baudhayana and Apastamba had been established there. The
beginnings of Vedic literature and civilization have therefore to be
placed long anterior to this time.® He says in this connexion :

‘ And yet during the whole time from the first beginnings to the last

off-shoots of Vedic literature the Indo-Aryan people have only con-

quered the comparatively small area from the Indus to the Ganges. If

it took such a long time for Aryan civilization to spread only from
the extreme North-West to the liastern (langes District, how many
centuries must have been required not only for Vedic literature

but at the same time also for Brahmanical culture, theology and
even priestly supremacy to pervade the whole of Central and Southern
India !

’ ‘

Raychaudhuri seriously doubts the correctness of the sentence
italicized. He says ;

—

(i) The Brdhmanas show the expansion of the Aryans into

Central India and the Deccan, e.g.

—

(rt) A.B. knows of Vidarbha (VIII, 34) and ‘ several kingdoms
of dakshind dis

’

(VIII, 14).®

* 1 cannot examine here Dr. Raychaudhuri’s liistorical arguments for

determining tlic date of the Vedas. I may only say thk that he has placed too

much reliance on the vamsa lists in the Brdhmanas and Aranyakas, which are both
confused and contradictory. His further assumption that two succe,ssive teachers

named in a variiia list are removed from each other by one generation is wholly
unjustifiable. We have here only vidyd-sampraddya and not succession lists of

Pontiffs ;
in one generation a certain vidyd can pass through many mouths. Con-

sequently positing of an interval of 30 years or any other fixed interval between
these successive teachers is absolutely unwarranted.

* Some Problems, p. 5. * Ibid., pp. 14-15. * Ibid., p. 14.
® I have supplied references where they are wanting in Raychaudhuri’s paper

and corrected them where they are wrong.
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(6) refers to the Nisadha country (II, 3. 2. i, 2) and to

Vidarhha (XIV, 5. 5. 22 and 7. 3. 28 = Brhaddranyaka

Upanisad in the Kanva recension II, 6. 3 and IV, 6. 3).

(2) Even R.V.S., admittedly the earliest Vedic text, also

shows traces of knowledge of Eastern and Central India :

—

() It refers to the Sarayu (IV, 30. 18, etc.).

() As it contains the compositions of Gotama Rahugana
(I, 74-93), the leader of the Aryan colonization of

Videha, and names Nami Sapya, the king of Videha
(VI, 20. 6 : X, 48. 9) it cannot be removed from the

time of the eastward expansion of the Aryans.

(c) It directly names Kikata, i.e. Magadha (III, 53. 14).

(d) The Cedi country is also referred to (VIII, 5 - 37-39)-

‘ It is thus clear says he, ‘ that not only the Ganges valley,

but a considerable portion of Central India and the Deccan was
Aryanized long before “ the last off-shoots of Vedic literature

”

The italicized sentence of Winternitz, criticized by Raychaudhuri,
is not very happily worded, for it seems to suggest that even the

latest Vedic texts show the Arj-aiis confined to the Punjab and
western U.P., but the next sentence shows that he wants to include

the whole of U.P. and Behar.* But Raychaudhuri’s contention

that they include Central India and Deccan as well requires examina-
tion. The Vidarbha country, as such, is not referred to in the A itareya

and the ^atapatha Brdfiinanas ; we have a Bhima Vaidarbha named
in the former text and a \'idarbhiu Kaundinya in the latter. It will,

of course, be natural to take Vaidarbha and Vidarbhin as formed
from the place-(cw;n-tribe-) name Vidarbha. But what is there to

show that Vidarbha as a place name meant in that age our modern
Berar ? These janapada-vdcaka terms originally meant certain

tribes and were used by extension for places where they were settled

at that time. Hence the use of the plural number for such names.
When a tribe shifted from one locality to another, the name (meaning
both the tribe and the locality) was also shifted.* It is thus that
we have so many transferences of geographical names in India and
outside. We have, therefore, to determine the exact significance of

these geographical terms occurring in the Vedas independently of

* C.R., Oct., 1924, p. 68.
* For he speaks there of tlie ‘ Eastern Oanges District ’. In liis History of

Indian Literature (Vol. I, p. 303) his wording is ‘ from the Indus as far as the Ganges,

the actual Hindustan ’.

* See the writer’s Hindi paper, ‘ Vaidik Bhfigol ’, in the Bhugol, IX, p. 51

and also liis Sarasvatl, pp. 5-6 and 43-48.
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their Puranic connotation. If we were to be guided by the Puranas

and the Ahhidhdnacintdmani (!) in these matters,* the whole Vedic

literature would have to be explained in their light and all the

characteristic Vedic myths and legends would then put on a different

appearance altogether. This would be an absolutely unhistorical

method which no historian should ask us to follow. The Vedic texts

themselves and not the Puranas should be chiefly used for inter-

preting the Vedas. It is thus that we know that the Gomatl men-
tioned in Rv.S., X, 75. 6, is the Gomal in Afghanistan and not the

Gomti in IJ.P. Failure to recognize this simple point has led to

many mistakes in the interpretation of Vedic history and geography.

We should not, therefore, assume that Vidarbha and Cedi in the

Vedas meant Berar and Bundelkhand respectivel3^ Unfortunately,

there is nothing in these texts to show where the Vidarbha people

and the Cedis were dwelling in the times of A.B., 6.B. and Rv.S.

VIII, 5 *“
,

I fear that the alleged reference to the Nisadha country in S.B.,

II, 3. 2. I, 2, cannot be accepted. First of all, Nada Naisidha (and

not Naisadha) * is mentioned there. The name Naisidha is formed
from Nisidha and not Nisadha. It may be contended that Nisidha

is only the earlier form for the later name Nisidha, which is

by no means impossible. But we are as much ignorant about
the location of the Nisadha country in that age as of Vidarbha
and Cedi. And can we be sure that Nada Naisidha was a king as is

assumed in F.7 .‘ from which we might gather that he was the king
of the Naisidha= Nisadha country? The text of S.B. does not
seem to bear this out. It runs as follows :

—

^ ^ f %feTT I CT%’T

* As Raycliaudhuri wants us to in connexion with the identification of klkata.
* I say this in s])ite of V.I., I, p. 263, under Cedi.
® Eggeling in SBE., XII, p. 338, suggests and the Vedic Index, I, p. 433, asserts

that Naisidha is wrongly printed for Naisadha. This is to be rejected. Naisidha
is the actual reading of the MSvS. of 6.B. followed not only by Weber but also by
Satyavrata Samasramin in his Calcutta edition and corroborated by Sayana’s com-
mentary.

* Following Weber (Indische Siudien, I, 225-7), '"'ho has accepted Sayana’s
identification of Nada Naisidha with the famous Nala, King of Nisadha of Maha-
hhdrata fame.
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' These are indeed gods, who dwell in (the house of) the Yajamana,
viz. Indra, King Yama, Nada Naisidha, Ana^nant Safigamana and
Asant Pamsava. Now, the Ahavaniya fire is Indra, the Garhapatya
fire is King Yama and the Daksina fire is Nada Naisidha—^that

every day they carry fire to the south for him (i.e. for Daksinagni=
Nada Naisidha),* it is for this that people say “ Every day Nada
Naisidha leads l^ng Yama to the South

Here Na<^ Naisidha is most expressly called a god like Indra
and Yama. The meaning of the last sentence, referring to his

leading Yama to the south every day, is not clear.* In any case, his

actual mention as a god and his identification with the Southern
Fire relegate him to the domain of mythology. Consequently we
learn nothing about the whereabouts of the Naisidha tribe. It is

possible to equate Nada Naisidha with Nala Naisadha, but that
would make Nala mythological in origin (=The Reed Fire, famous
in myths of the origin of fire ?) and not Nada of human birth. H.
Jacobi has shown a similar mythological origin for the famous Rama
stor>'. The romantic story of Urvasi and Pururavas is in origin

also a nature myth. Even if Nada Naisidha is taken as an old

hero, already raised to the status of a god in 6.B., we learn

nothing about the location of his Nisidhas. If they were a ‘ southern
’

people, even that would not caxry us far, for ‘ south ’ is a relative

term, and we must know ‘ south of what place ?
'.

Rv.S. shows the Aryans still confined to the west of the Ganges.

The Sarayu is certainly mentioned there. But there is nothing to

show that it is the famous river in Oudh. The Sarayu is referred to

in Pv.S., IV, 30. 18 ; V, 53. 9 and X, 64. 9. In V, 53. 9, it is named
along with Rasa, Kubha, Kruniu and Sindhu, all western rivers. It

is, therefore, very likely, that Sarayu too is a western river, identical

with the old Iranian Haroyu (=modem Harirud).* This is con-

firmed by the fact that in the whole Rv.S. the Ganges is named only
once, * viz. in the late nadtstuti of the Tenth Mandala (X, 75. 7).

It is highly improbable, therefore, that the Sarayu of Oudh should

* Fire bums continuously in the Garhapatya pit and it is carried from there

to the Ahavaniya and Daksina pits at the time of the daily oblations in those fires.

The Daksina fire is in the southern direction.

* Wintemitz takes it to mean that he undertook ‘ warlike expeditions towards

the south ’ (History of Indian Literature, Vol. I, p. 383). But this is on the as-sump-

tion that Nada Naisidha was a human hero.

* Sarasvati, p. 48, n. 3, and Vaidik Bhiigol, p. 47. Similarly Gomati refeir^

to in VIII, 24. 30 and X, 75. 6 is the Gomal (vide Sarasvati, pp. 43-5 and Vaidik

BhUgol, pp. 45-6).
* It is by no means certain that inft m JfqEp of VI, 45. 31, refers to the

river Ganga. See Vaidik BhUgol, p. 45.
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have been known to the poets of ^v.S. Raychandhuri’s statement

that ‘ In the time of the Rig Veda Aryan settlements had spread as

far as the Sarayn the association of which with the Arya
Citraratha (Rig Veda, IV, 30. 18 ;

Ramayana, II, 32. 17) suggests that

the river which flows past Ayodhya is meant ’
' cannot be accepted,

because the Ramayana does not prove any such thing. Rv.S.

IV, 30. 18 mentions that Indra killed the two Aryas Arna and
Citraratha on the banks of the Sarayn . What has that Citraratha

to do with the Citraratha mentioned in the Ramayana, II, 32. 17 ?

The thirty-second canto of the Ayodhya Kanda of the Ramayana
describes Rama’s gifts to Brahmins and his friends when he was
about to leave Ayodhya for the forest. Citraratha who was

Rama’s charioteer and old companion was one

of these recipients. He can never be identified with Citraratha of

Rv.S., IV, 30. 18. It is true that in the Ramayana also this Citraratha

is called arya (II, 32. 17). But arya here means ‘ noble ’, ‘ respected ’.

The charioteer was always a very trusted and honoured officer of

the princes in ancient India. Rama calls the charioteer Sumantra
Prabhu (‘ master ’) in Ramayana, II, 46. 25. We cannot, therefore,

identify this ‘ noble ’ Citraratha with the Citraratha killed b}'^ Indra.

That the two Citrarathas are both called arya proves nothing.

The word means ‘ noble ’ in the Ramayana but not so in the Rk-
sarhhitd passage. There the sense seems to be that of ‘ man ’, as in

Rv.S. I. 59. 2 :
I, 117. 2 and other passages. Citraratha is an arya,

i.e. ‘ human ’, antagonist of Indra in IV'’. 30. 18, as contrasted with

his ddsd, i.e. ‘demon’,* enemies, 6usna, kaulitara, ^ambara and
Varcin, named in verses i3-i5._ The evidence of the Ramayana,
therefore, does not place the Arya Citraratha on the Sarayu of

Rv.S., IV, 30. 18, in Oudh.
I have already said that ‘ south ’ is a relative term. Con-

sequently the ‘ southern kingdoms ’ mentioned in A.B., VIII, 14,

should not be assumed to be kingdoms in the Deccan. We are

fortunate to find in this case an indication in the text as to where
those southern kingdoms are to be placed. A.B., VIII, 12-14,

describes the Aindra Mahabhiseka. Section 14 contains that well-

known passage in which the gods are described as consecrating Indra

‘ C.R., Oct., 1924, p. 74.
* ‘ Minister ’ is not the only sense of saciva in Sanskrit.
* I have shown in a paper, ‘ Dasa and Dasyu in the Rgveda-Sarhhita

communicated to the XVII International Congress of Orientalists, held at Rome in

September, 1935 * that ddsd and ddsyu meant in the Rv.S. ‘ demon ’ and not
‘ non-Aryan ’ as is commonly assumed.
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in different directions, from which different kinds of overlordship

accrued to him. In connexion with the southern direction it says :

—

v\aq [̂ c( ^sfirfiTO^ vt^^sTRf^fwsn^r^ Orfrfjwg i

' Then the Rudra gods consecrated him in the southern direction

with six days with the Pancavirii^ stoma,

^

with this group of three

teas, with this Yajus, with these Vydhrtis, for hhoja-s\iip. Therefore

in the southern direction whatever kings of the Satvants are con-

secrated, people call them ‘ Bhoja ’ after this ordainment of the

gods.’

After a few sentences we are told that ‘ in the fixed, central

direction ’ ( TTNurmr uftwPit Mir ) the Sadhya and Aptya gods

consecrated him for rdjya, after which in that direction, among
the Kuru-Pancalas and the Va^-Usinaras, the consecrated kings

are called Rdjan. Consequently the central country is where the

Kuru-Panchalas and the Va^-Uslnaras dwelt. Besides this speci-

fication there are several other indications to show that A.B. is a

product of the Kuruksetra countr\'. ‘ In the southern direction
’

must therefore mean to the south of the lands of the Kuru-Panchalas
and the Va^-Usinaras, where lived, as we have just seen, the

Satvants, i.e. the Yadavas. Consequently the land meant is ob-

viously tlie Mathura region and adjoining districts.* From there to

the Deccan is a far cry.® We have also no justification for taking

the Andhras mentioned in A.B.
, VII, 18, as inhabitants of the Deccan.

All that the text warrants is the fact that they were frontier people

( ) with reference to the Aryan settlement.*

Klkata of Rv.S., Ill, 53. 14, can never mean Magadha as has
been almost universally assumed.® It is true that the $nmad~

' See Keith, Brdhmanas of the Rigveda, p. 330 n.

^ See location of the Satvants in the map in V.L,, Vol. I.

® A,B., VIII, 15, however, knows the earth extending to the sea. We do not

know if this is the eastern sea or the western one. The seventh and eighth paheikds

of the A.B. are very late additions, later than the Sdmkhdyana Brdhmana, Rv.S.

also shows some knowledge of the sea (see F./., Vol. II, pp. 43X73).
* Similarly we should not suppose that the historical Andhra-Satavahauas

origiiiated in the Telugu country merely because the Telugu country is now known
as Andhra, though the historical indications are quite different. The further

assumption that the Satavahanas were Dravidians in race because jthe natives of

modern Andhra speak Dravidian is also as unhistorical. The name Andhra may be

connected with Andhaka, borne by an Aryan Yadava tribe.

^ See Vaidik BhUgol, p, 52, J.R,A,S., 1930, pp. 896-7.
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Bhagavata (I, 3. 24)* and other mediaeval texts know Kikata as a
synonym for Magadha, But that does not warrant us to assume
that they were synonyms in the time of Rv.S., Ill, 53 - -A- close

study of that hymn shows that it refers to Sudas’s crossing of the

Beas and the Sutlej and his subsequent adventures under the guid-

ance of his priest Visvamitra as in III, 33.* Rv.S,, III, 33. ii, 12,

say that the Bharatas who were about to cross the rivers wanted to

acquire the cattle on the other side and III, 53- 14» obviously refers to

the same thing. ® We find the Trtsu-Bharatas earlier in CentralPunjab.

Consequently they crossed the Beas and the Sutlej from the north-

west. Visvamitra requests Indra in III, 53. 14, to give over to his

people the cattle of King Pramaganda of the NaicaMkha city or

territory in the countrj'^ of Kikata, because the people there did not

worship Indra with the milk of those cows. The context forces on
us the conclusion that Kikata is the country to the immediate south
of the vSutlej

,
i.e. the land that was later known as Kuruksetra. That

the people there did not perform the Vedic sacrifice shows that

they were non-Aryans unaffected by Vedic civilization. Yaska is

therefore quite right when he says : ’rm
‘ Kikata is the country where non-Aryans dwell ’, Nirukta VI, 32,

Jarl Charpentier has offered a very interesting explanation of

Naicdidkha, viz. 'a place where the banyan tree (lit. “with

branches hanging downwards’'—Yaska
) was

worshipped.
’
‘ We need not accept the whole of his explanation,

for the simpler sense of ‘ abounding in banyan trees ’ would easily

come out of the etymology. It is interesting to note that A.B.,
VII, 30, actually makes Kuruksetra the home of the banyan tree :

‘ they (the banyan trees) are called now nyuhja (i.e. “bent "—naicd-
^dkha) in Kuruksetra

;
these (i.e. the banyans of Kuruksetra) are the

first born of all banyans, others are born from them ’. It appears
from this passage that the Aryans met with the banyan tree in Kuru-
ksetra first. Hence Naicdsdkha would be a very appropriate name for

Kuruksetra. Consequently it is this Kuruksetra which should be

* HJf: vijftTra t ’nft *nwT far»ri»r: wPraifir 1—
Vijayadlivaja’s com., Sridhara and Visvanatha

Cakravartin.
• See Sarasvaii, p. 61, J.R.A.S., 1930, p. 896.
• See Sarasvatl, pp. 51-2, 61-2. Rv.S., Ill, 33. i, names Vipa^ before Sutudri

because Vipa^ was encountered first when moving to the south-east from Central

Punjab.
* J.R.A.S,, 1930, pp. 335-345. See also my note in ibid., pp. 894-7.
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taken as the non-Aryan Kikata country of Rv.S., Ill, 53. 14. We are

now informed that remains of a pre-historic civilization as at Harappa,
Mohenjo-daro, etc. have been found in this region also.* We may
hope that excavation in this area will reveal vestige of the impact of

the Aryans and the pre-Aryans. As the frontier of the expanding
Aryans advanced, ' the land of the non-Aryans ' receded, till it

reached Magadha, which was for long a non-Aryan’s land.® Hence
the later use of the term Kikata for Magadha. The Rgvedic
Kikata is only Kuruksetra.

Raychaudhuri’s contention that Gotama Rahugana of the

^atapatha Brdhmana fame, the leader of the eastern colonization, is

known to Rv.S. also, does not deserve acceptance. The Anukramant
of Rv.S. ascribes hymns 74-93 of the First Mandala to Gautama
Rahugana but there is nothing in those hymns to show that their

authors had anything to do with Gautama Rahugana, priest of

Videgha Mathava, of ^.B. The plural nprarr: (i.e. Rahuganas) in I,

78. 5, by the side of or or (‘ by Gotamas
’

‘ Gotamas ’) in I, 77. 5, 78. i, 88. 4 and 92. 7, shows that

Rahugana is as much of a family epithet as Gotama. We
cannot, therefore, take Gotama Rahugana as the name of a single

individual. That the Gotama R^ugana of ^.B. is not among the

authors of Rv.S., I, 74-93, is proved by the fact that of the three

verses Gotama Rahugana recites in S.B. not a single one comes
from the Gotama Rahugana collection of Rv.S.® As regards Nami
Sapya, who is mentioned in Rv.S., I, 53. 7, VI, 20. 6 and X. 48. 9,

as a friend of Indra who killed the demon Namuci (prolonged
drought ?) on his account, he may be a king of the Videhas as the
Tandyamuhdbrdhmana (XXV, 10. 17) makes him out to be. But
how can we conclude from this that he lived in North Behar ? We
should note that Mathava is called a Videgha (=Videha) in ^.B.

even when he was living on the banks of the Sarasvati (I, 4. 3. 10
and 14) and had not left for the east following the track of Agni

* At Kotla Nihang in Dt. Amballa, 30 to 40 miles to the north-west of the
present Kuruk^tra. ^ India in 1929-30, p. 354, and also the forthcoming Annual
Report of the Archeological Survey of India for 1929-30.

® Cf. the Smrti injunction against journey to Ahga, Vahga, Kalihga, Saurastra

and Magadha : ^ I 11

Johan van Manen finds the ultimate source of such injunctions in Baudhdyana
Dharma SUtra I, i. 2. 13-15 {Advance Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

April-May, 1935, pp. 25-6).

• *n '•t etc. comes from Rv.S., V, 26. 3 ; etc. from VIII,

44. 17 ; and wi etc. from V, 26. 2.
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Vai^vanara and his priest Gotama R^ugana. That is exactly
because Videha is a tribal epithet. Nami Sapya, king of the Videhas

), also is placed by the Tandyamahabrahmana on the

banks of the Sarasvati, where he performs a Sarasvata satra that
takes him immediately to heaven. We learn from this text that in
the course of the satra NamI Sapya marched from Vinasana (the
place where the Sarasvati disappears in the sands) up the stream
to Plak^ Prasravana, which is forty days’ ride, and there took his
final bath and that his sacrificial cattle pastured to the north, on the
banks of the lake Sthuldrma. Consequently the old habitat of the
Videha tribe must have been in the vicinity of the Sarasvati basin,
i.e. in or near the Kuruksetra country.

Consequently Raycliaudhuri is wrong in claiming that Rv.S.
contains traces of the diffusion of the Aryans up to Behar and
Central India or that the Brdhmana texts show their penetration into
Southern India. His mistake is due to his following the unhistorical
method of Pargiter which seeks to interpret the Vedas in the light of
the Purdnas which are in age and spirit very far removed from the
Vedas.

Therefore the thesis of Winternitz, that the Vedic texts show
that the Aryans took a very long time in penetrating into the whole
of Hindustan and extending further south, remains unaffected. He
has, however, joined in one mistake which is unfortunately very
common, that the Rgveda Sarhhitd is in its entirety earfier than the
rest of the Vedic literature.^ A close study of the Rgveda Samhitd
shows that though much or most of it is earlier than the other
Vedic texts, there is still a good deal in it that belongs to their times
and there are even some portions that belong to the age of the very
latest works comprised in the Vedic literature.* There must,
therefore, be compositions in Rv.S. which are contemporaneous with
or later than the expansion of the Aryans into Behar or into Central
or Southern India, but, as chance would have it, no certain
geographical references indicating this have been preserved in the
extant text of Rv.S. The greater portion of the Rgveda-Samhitd,
however, remains sharply distinguished from the other Vedic texts
and must be considered on grounds of language, thought and sundry
other matters as earlier than those works.

' Sow« Problems, pp. 9, 19. in my earlier writings I too assumed the correct-
ness of this view. I have, however, corrected myself in a paper entitled ‘ The place
of the Rgveda-Samhitd in the chronology of Vedic literature ’, read before the Eighth
All-India Orientd Conference, held at Mysore in December, 1935.

* E.g. the Aprl, Pra-uga, Aivamedha and other ritualistic hymns and hymns
like X, 190, which are very late.



REBIRTH AND OMNISCIENCE IN PALI BUDDHISM*

By Ananda K. Coomaraswamy

S., II, 92 : Gamhhlro cayam ananda paticcasamuppdda gambhl-
rdvabhdsa ca.

Heracleitus, XLI : Nadlm samdndn punar ndvapattum sahast-

tardivodakdni nirantaram samsravante.

The following remarks are with reference
:

(i) to Mrs. Rhys
Davids’ Kindred Sayings, II, n.d. {1923 ?), Editorial Notes, p. xi,

and (2) her ‘ Rebirth in the Pali Scriptures ’ pubhshed in the

Calcutta Review, September, 1930. By way of parenthesis, let me
say that I have nearly completed a much longer study of the

doctrine of Death, Resurrection, and Reincarnation as taught in the

Rg Veda, Brahmanas, Upani^ds, Bhagavad Gita, and in Pali

Buddhism ; and do not find either that the doctrine ‘ developes
’

as we pass from the beginning to the end of this series, or, what is

more important, that any doctrine of the return of the individual

to that same world from which he departed at death is anywhere
officially taught. Proofs of these statements require more detailed

analysis than can be presented here. In the meantime there is

offered a brief criticism of some of Mrs. Rh3^s Davids’ interpretations

of the Buddhist doctrine presented in the Pali texts.

Mrs. Rhys Davids is always much concerned to show : (i) that

personality persists from incarnation to incarnation, and {2) to

demonstrate the rationahstic aspects of the Buddhist teaching.

In the first connection she says (KS., ii, xi) ‘ In spite of the simply
expressed admission that beings [sattd) ffid “ run on, fare on

”

\sattdnam . . . sandhdvatam samsaratam, S., II, 178] the Milinda
[Mil., 72] came to say “ Is there any being {koci satto) who goes on
from this body to another body [imamhd kdyd ahnarh kdyarh sankam-
ati] ? No indeed, sire

”
’.* This argument is fallacious for two rea-

* Abbreviations: RV., Rg Veda Samhiia •, AV., Atharva Veda Samhitd; TS.,

Taittiriya Samhitd ; PB., Pahcavim§a Brdhmana
; JUB., Jaiminiya Upanisad

Brdhmana; SB., Satapatha Brdhmana', BU., Brhaddranyaka Upanisad', CU.,

Chdndogya Upanisad ; MU., Maitri Upanisad ; KU., Katha Upanisad ; TU., Taitti-

riya Upanisad ;
lU., Hdvdsya Upanisad ; A., Ahguttara Nikdya

;
D., Dlgha Nikdya ;

M., Majjhima Nikdya ; Dhs., Dhamma Sangani ; Mil., Milindapahha ;
Vis., Visuddhi

Magga
; BG., Bhagavad GUd; KS., Kindred Sayings ; SBE., Sacred Books of the

East.
• References within square brackets are added by the present writer.
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sons : (i) sankamati used with the indirect object kayam as above, or

implied as in Mil., 71 na ca sankamati paUsandahati ca (‘ There is no
passing on, sc. to another body, but only an analogous-kindling ’)

undoubtedly means to ‘go on to ’
, but sandhdvati, samsarati, used

quite intransitively should not mean, at any rate need not mean,
‘ run on, fare on ’, but rather ‘ run together, fare together ', i.e.

‘ be assembled ’, and that this is the sense is rendered almost certain

by the fact that satto is treated by S. as a composite,* and must
therefore come under the invariable rule that ' all component things

are perishable ’ (D., II, 159), and (2) Mil., 72 does not stand alone,

but is supported by Mil., 28, ‘ Just as when we say “ chariot ” this is

valid merely in the sense that there is a relationship of parts, just

so it is that when the aggregates are established (khandesu santesu)

we speak conventionally (sawwMft= secundum rationem dicendi) of

an “ essence
”

’ {satto, Mrs. Rhys Davids’ ‘ being ’)
;
and this is

precisely a verbatim quotation from S., I, 135 !
® There is thus no

foundation whatever for the statement, ‘the Milinda came to say
. . . ', the truth is that ‘ the Milinda repeats . . .

’.

In the second connection, with reference to the passage (S., II,

178) anamataggdyam, etc., ‘ Incalculable is the beginning . . . The
earliest point is not revealed etc., Mrs. Rhys Davids (KS., xi)

calls this ‘ forcible warning . . . viz. that when we began to be is

past man’s finding out ’ an ‘ emphatic rejection of quasi-omniscience ’,

and quotes derisively a Yoga-bhasya text to the effect that in the
wise there is ‘ some understanding of the prior and final limit of

Samsara ’
;
and continues ‘ Yet he, who made no exception of himself

* S., I, 135 cited above ; and S., II, 255 (VIII, i, 10), evarUpo pi ndma satto

hhavissati, evarupo pi ndma attabhdvapatildhho bhavissati,
’

an essence becomes with
such a body and soul, assuming an analogous-conditioning-of-Spirit it becomes
with just such a body and soul ’—in other words, satta is a bhava, not a simple
substance but a composite.

Plato’s remark (Republic) that ‘That can hardly be eternal which is com-
pounded of many things ’ may be noted in this connection.

* And as Sister Adamant retorts to Mara, ‘ Satta ! why all this pother about
satta ?

’

® In S., II, 178, ‘ The earliest point is not revealed ’, na panndyati corresponds
to D., Ill, 4 where a disciple complains that the Buddha ‘ does not reveal to me
the beginning ’ (na . . . agannan pannapeti). This is the solution of the problem
of the ‘ closed fist ’

;
the Buddha does not indeed keep an5d;hing back, but on the

other hand he does not pretend to tell what cannot be told, but only points out the
Way that leads to the knowledge of the inexpressible, which Way must be trodden
by every man for himself (D., Ill, 4). It is not as a man, not qua ‘the ascetic

Gotama., now waking, now sleeping ’ (M., I, 482) that the Buddha is omniscient
(sabannU), not qua ‘ ascetic or Brahman ’ that anyone can possess an absolute

knowledge or insight (M., II, 127-128), but only superhumanly that one can attain

to That by which when it is known, all things are Imown.
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in that repudiation, came to be called sabb’annu, all knowing !

‘

And the ultimate beginning, which he did not reject, came to be
considered as never having been

!

' As a matter of fact, not only

are the Buddha's superhuman nature and superhuman understanding
matters of constant reference in the Suttas, but S., II, 212 in fact

plainly asserts that the Buddha, by virtue of expertize in the four

jhanas, and furthermore possessed of super-knowledge {abhihha)

can call to mind his own ‘ former abodes ’ {pubbe nivdsan) without
suggestion of limit.* In any case, D., Ill, 28 (XXIV, 2, 14)

‘ The
ultimate beginning of things I know, and more than that ’ {agahhah
.... pajdndmi . . . tato ca uttaritaram pajdndmi) disposes of the
whole matter, plainly affirming the Buddha's real omniscience. If

it was also stated that a beginning had ‘ never been ’ (I do not

know the text), no contradiction is involved ;
for ‘ beginning ' has

more than one meaning. A thing can be said to ‘ begin ’ either in

time, or with respect to its principle, and that which begins in the

latter sense need not begin in time. This will apply above all to

time itself, wliich cannot have had a beginning in time, for that

would involve the antinomy of a ‘ time before time '. The logical

distinction is not one of time from a time before time, but of time
from eternity—of an endless series of heres and nows from the
Here and Now ‘ where every where and every when is focussed ',

of which an empirical knowledge is evidently impossible, although
from what is literally another ‘ point ' of view it can be known.*

' In M., I, 482 the Buddha apparently repudiates sabanna. But M., II, 126-127

makes it quite clear that this repudiation was made in a particular connection and
not absolutely. It would, further, be hard to distinguish sabanna from the abhinna,
*

super-knowledge ' (surpassing even that of the four arupa-jhdnas)

,

by which super-

knowledge the Buddha ' remembers former abodes ' in S., II, 213, see KS., II, 143
note.

* If the same powers are allowed for Kassapa, it is because he attained to an
identical qualification (arahatta), like the Buddha he is cetovimutti, pamia-vimuiti

,

or as Hindus would express it is a jivan-mukta. The element of rationality is

represented, not by the thought that the Buddha is not omniscient, but by the

thought that omniscience is attainable by any one able and willing to practise the

prerequisite contemplations. A perfectly intelligible method for recalling series of

past births is for example offered (Vis., ch. XIII), and it would be less than scientific

to reject the possibilities put forward without first employing the recommended
means of realizing them. A priori disbelief in such a case is no more scientific than

an a priori belief.

® In what sense the Buddha as ‘ Eye * {cakkhu, cakkhum loke, passim), as the

Supernal Sun who ‘ surveys the whole * \viivam ahhi ca^e, RV. passim), necessarily

perceives both the beginning and the end of an endless series can only be adequately

explained by the use of visual symbols. Eike Agni's, the Vedic Comprehensor of

Births, the Buddha's Awakening takes place at the * navel of the earth that is,

at the centre of the whole universe, thought of as a wheel or circle {cakra, mandala).
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All of Mrs. Rhys Davids’ question-raisings in the present con-

nection are bound up on the one hand with her acceptance of what
are taken to be occult and psychic implications in the Buddhist
texts, and on the other with her rejection of their metaphysical
symbolism

;
the former are ‘ consoling the latter may be con-

sidered to be ‘ devastating We hold that, just as in the case of

RV., so in that of the Buddhist texts, at least in the case of any
one text such as D. or S., it is far safer to distrust our own powers
of understanding than to pick and choose what seems to us plausible

or implausible in its context. We have no right to denature our

sources. In the Pali canon, the metaphysical and ‘ rationalistic
’

elements are so inextricably interwoven as to forbid any such

arbitrary procedure as to attempt to extract from them, by omitting

the ‘ miracles ’, a residue of supposedly ‘ original ’ doctrine.

The doctrines about the Buddha’s nativity in D. for example
can no more be rejected than can the doctrines about jhdna

;
we

have to understand both in relation to one another, not to accept

the one and reject the other according to our taste. If the events

of the Nativity are dhammatd in D., they are no less so in RV. when
related of Indragni, nor, it may be added, any less ‘ in order ’ when
related of any other Messiah. A full discussion of Who was the

Buddha must be undertaken elsewhere *
; but in the present connec-

tion we may point out that precisely the characteristically ‘ Buddhist
’

doctrines of omniscience about births and the origin of evil, are

enunciated in RV. in connection with Varuna and Indragni.

Vanina, for example, ‘ knows all things speculatively ’ {viivam

sa vedo varuno yathd dhiyd, X, ii. i) *
; Agni’s most characteristic

designation, Jatavedas, ‘ Knower of Births ’, is his because he is

‘ omniscient of all generations ’ {viivd veda janimd, VI, 15. 13, etc.).

He is himself the Point about which the whole circle turns ; it is precisely from this
‘ point ’ that the whole circumference of the circle is simultaneously visible (whereas
from the point of view of any point on the circumference the knowledge of any other
point can only be attained by a step by step procedure). The central point is the
true beginning and end of the circumference, being its principle ; every point on the
circumference is at once a beginning and an end in time, at the same time that the
circumference itself is endless.

* The problem is partly dealt with in my Elements of Buddhist Iconography.
* Vedic dhi, dhydna,=YiX\ jhdna. The far-reaching significance attached to

Vedic dhl,
'

contemplation ’, ‘ speculation equally as means of knowledge and as
means of operation, may be indicated by the fact that the most honoured of all

mantras. III, 62. 10, apart from the laudatory expressions, consists of nothing but
the prayer ‘ May He (Savitr, the Supernal Sun) impel our speculation ’ {dhiyo yo
nah pra codaydt), cf. I, 61. 16 dhiyath dhdh, I, 89. 5 dhiyarhjinvam . . . hUmahe, II,

40. 6 dhiyath pu^d jinvatu, VI, 47. 10 codaya dhiyam ayaso na dhdram (‘ impel
our contemplation as it were an iron shaft ’), etc.
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and this knowledge is his in his identity with Varuna at birth (V.

3. i), so that we find it stated that he is thus provident ‘ even when
in embryo

'
{garbhe nu san, IV, 27. i). This indeed reminds us

of the expression yoniso manasikara,^ already a cliche in Pali

Buddhism, where it is used with panndya in connection with insight

into the conditions of birth, e.g., S., II, 10 and passim, Mil., I, 32
explaining manasikdra by uhana (Skr. avahana, 'threshing', ‘win-
nowing ‘ dispelling ’) and panndya by chedana (‘ cutting off ').

The equivalencies of the antenatal precocities of Agiii and the
Buddha scarcely need to be insisted upon

;
the notion of ‘ thought

’

as a weapon or tool is also typically Vedic. RV. moreover is already
quite familiar with a doctrine {iruti, destra) of the ‘ cause
[niddnam) of the tri])le Destruction ’ (X, 114. 2), corresponding to

the Buddhist ‘ three causes of actions ’ {tin . . . niddndni kammdnam,
A., I, 263, etc.), the ‘ cause of 111 ’ {dukkhassa niddnam, Dhs., 1059) ;

again, ‘ Thou, Indra, surely knowest the means of averting these

dissolutions, yea, every day thou comest clean of the snares ’ (RV.,

VIII, 24. 24), cf. AV., XVI, 5
‘ We know the birth-place (Janitram)

of torpor, the child of Destruction, the Ender art thou. Death {mrtyu
= PaIi mdra) art thou ’.

Mrs. Rhys Davids seems to rest her argument on the anthro-

pocentric proposition that the Buddha could not have been om-
niscient of an all that has neither beginning nor end. As to this, the

Visuddhimagga (Ch. XIII) explains in some detail the difference in

kind between the Buddha’s manner of knowing, and that of other

beings whose powers are graded upward to those of the Bodhisattva

;

which latter, great as they are, still differ in kind from those of a
Buddha. The procedure is in any case speculative.* In the case

of the inferior intelligences, there is a step-by-step regressus in

memory either by way of the ‘ analogous-succession of aggregates
’

* Yoniso manasikdra becoming ‘ spontaneous intellection ’, ‘ intuition ’, ‘ native

(sahaja) understanding ’, etc. as distinguished from what can be learnt.

* Needless to say, it is dhammatd in all traditions that the divine manner of

knowing and operation is speculative ; cf. for example St. Thomas, Sum. Theol.,

I, q. 14, a. 16 and q. 15, a. i, ‘ God has of himself speculative knowledge only . . .

In the speculative knowledge of himself, he possesses both speculative and practical

knowledge of all other things . . . God does not understand things according to an

idea existing outside himself ... an idea in God is identical with his essence ’.

(Essence here must not be confused in kind with essences in the plural, as Being

with beings
; the divine Essence or Being is i)erfectly simple and without composi-

tion, all other essences are composite, as affirmed above in the text quoted from

S., II, 255.) The Being (sai) that is in all beings (bhOta) is everywhere one and the

same, but other than their several being {sattva), or becoming {bhava) ;
there is

no substantial identity of Being with being, thus defined ;
Being is one only with

Itself.
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{khanda-patipdti) or by that of ‘ downfalls and analogous-composi-

tions ’ {cuti-patisandhi), i.e. deaths and consequent births ‘
; such a

‘ recollection of former abodes ’ may be extended far back into past

aeons ; the ‘ moment
'

{thdnam) * of passage from one conception

to the previous death is hard to follow, dark and difficult precisely

because the antecedent ‘ soul and body {ndmarupam) has been

destroyed without residue {asesam niruddham) and another has
stepped forth ’ [annum uppannam). But a Buddha has no occasion

to resort to such a step-by-step procedure, he need not learn but
only look ;

for the Buddhas, ‘ whatever moment [thdnam) they wish
becomes immediately apparent, whether it be above or below,

through countless myriads of aeons.* Skipping many myriads of

aeons as one might abbreviate a text, bounding like a lion, they
come down where they will ’ (Vis., 411).

If now there is nothing that passes over from one body to

another when the latter is reconstituted by the pattern of a former
kamma, to form in its turn one more link in the endless chain of

mediate causes, what is this notliing, and how is tliis sometliing that

is not any thing referred to, if at all ? Such an inversion of the

statement that ‘ Nothing passes over ’ may seem at first sight to

beg the question
;
but we must remember that in metaphysics and

theology, ‘ nothing ’, that which is ‘ no thing ', is by no means
necessarily synonymous with ‘ logical non-entity ’, but may designate

* The earlier uses of the expressions khandha and cuti can be studied to

advantage. Skandha occurs in connection with divine procession not so much in

the sense of aggregate as in that of ‘ stem ’ (trunk or branch of a tree, but not
entirely without a genealogical implication)

; e.g. as ‘ stem ’ of the Tree of Life
(AV., X, 7, 38 vrksasya skandhah) or Rubus Igneus (MU., VII, ii, ‘ In Agni that
wakes up, udbudhyati, perpetually, prohferating, stem eifter stem ’, utkramya
skandhdiskandham) . Cuti corresponds to Cyavana, passim ; cyavante in RV., X,
124. 4 ; and cyavanti in BG., IX, 24-25, in connection with the inveteration and
resurrection of fallen principles.

® Thdnam corresponds to utthdnam in PB., XXV, 10 and TS., VII, 2. 1 (death
at the full term of hfe is one utthdnam, in two senses, both as stopping place and
as starting place).

Cf. JUB., Ill, II, where to be conceived is called a man’s ‘ first death
’

‘ He
dies then first when the emitted seed becomes a being ’ [sambhUtam bhavati).

® St. Thomas, Sum. Theol., I, q. 14, a. 9 c, ‘ The present glance of God extends
over all time and to all things which are present in any time, as to objects present
to Him ’. The whole problem of the ‘ knowledge ' of the infinite is admirably dis-

^ssed by St. Thomas, Sum. Theol., I, q. 86, a. 2 c and I. q. 14, a. 12, i ‘ Our
intellect cannot understand the infinite . . . the infinite could not be known
actually, unless all its parts were counted ’ (i.e. the step by step procedure of the
Pali texts, to which however there is no end, because the end is immeasurable distant);

and on the other hand, ‘ God does not know the infinite, or infinite things, as if

He entmerated part after part ; since he knows all things simultaneously, and not
successively. Hence there is nothing to prevent Him from, knowing infinite things.’
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a principle, which is no thing in the sense that it is not a thing amongst
other things, nor hke them quahfied or composite. In this via

remotionis, God is often in Christian literature referred to as ‘ no
tiling ’

: the Upanisads in the same way declare that He, the Spirit,

Atman, 'IS NOT, IS NOT’ (neti, neti, BU., IV, 4, 22), a proposition

that is not contradictory of, but must be understood as comple-
mentary to that of the via affirmativa,

‘ HE IS ’ {asti, KU., VI, 13).

As a matter of fact we find the Pali texts (A., S., Vis., etc.)

again and again substituting for the expressions namarUpa,
bhava, jdti, satta denoting a ‘ born being ', or ceta, mana, vinndna
denoting the conscious and knowing subject, a symbol of a quite

different order, viz. atta~bhdva {= dtmabhdva)

‘

Conditioning of

Spirit ’ or ‘ Naturing of Essence ’, for example in S., V, 442, sukhu-
mattd . . . attabhdvassa, rendered by Woodward ‘ minuteness of their

bodies’, and Vis., 412, ekassa attabhdvassa cutim disvd patisandhim
passanti,

‘

having seen the downfall of one of the Siiirit’s condition-

ings, they see its analogous-reconstitution ’. An alternative expres-

sion of like significance is attato=dtmatas, that which is ‘ from the

Spirit ’, met with in S., II, 94-95 and II, 252 discussed below.

In attabhdva, ‘ bhdva ’ must not b}' any means be confused

with ‘ bhava
’

;
on the contrary the whole expression attabhdva

corresponds to the single word bhava. Attabhdva is not a ‘ becoming
of atta

’

involving change, but a ‘ naturing of atta,’ that is, the subjec-

tion of Essence or Spirit to the accidents of becoming, by which sub-

jection it is to all appearances {riipam) changed and diversified,

although in reality it remains unaffected because of its perfect

simplicity and sameness.® Attabhdva as ‘body’, etc., is thus the

‘ Cf. BG., II, 16;

ndsato vidyate bhdvo, ndbhdvo vidyaie satah

ubhayor api dfsto'ntas tv anayos tativadarlibhih

*

There is neither naturing of non-being, nor of being aught but naturing : the

limit of both is seen by those who see the Principle, or vSuchness

Sat and asai correspond to atta and anatta. The BG. text may be regarded as

an expansion of RV., X, 72, 2 asatah sad ajdyata
*

Being was begotten of non-being

(St. Thomas, Summa, I. 45. i c ‘Creation ... is from the not-being, which is

nothing *.)

* When as above we speak of ‘ nature * (bhdva) and of (actual) ‘ form ' (rupam)

it is a technicality :
* Nature is the thing that essence can receive . . . Form is a

revelation of essence . . . P'orms are many, the essence is only one . . . Intellect's

object and sustenance is essence, not accident
'
(Eckhart). God is an integral

omnipresence (vUvam ekam, RV., Ill, 54. 8, etc.), one and many, near and far

(§B., X, 5. 2, 16-17), Spirit is omnimodal (sarva-maya, BU., IV, 4, 5), lending

itself to all modalities, * Even as one regards Him, so is He named ' (RV., y, 44. 6).

But that * nature ' can thus be ‘ added ' to essence by no means implies an increase,

much rather an apparent diminution, for thus the essence is ' contracted and
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individual likeness {namarupam) according to which the atta, atnum,

is apparently determined—multiply (bahi^hd), viz. as pralvci^dlman,

adhydtman. It is thus that ‘ Subdividing His Essence, or Spirit

[dtmdnam vibhajya) He fills these worlds . . . He, the indwelling

Essence or Spirit in all beings {sarvabhutdntardtman) maketh His

single form to be manifold {ekam rupam bahudhd yah karoti), and
those contemplatives who see Him thus as Spirit-hypostasised

[dtmastham) enjoy a perpetual beatitude, none others ’ (MU., VI,

26 and KU., V, 12) ;
corresponding exactly to ‘ I being one become

many {eko pi bahudhd homi), and being many become one ’ {bahudhd

pi hutvd eko homi), s]>oken by the Buddha in S., II, 212, in perfect

agreement with RV., VIII, 58. 2 ‘Being One, He becomes all this
’

{ekam vd idam vt babhiiva sarvam) and BU., I, 4, 7 'There in the

Spirit all these functionings which are nothing but the names of His
acts are unified (eie sarvd ekam bhavanti), which same That, viz.

the Spirit {dtman), is in all this the trace to be pursued {padanlyam
asya sarvasya), and is That by which one knows this All, even as

one might find (a lost beast) by following up its track ’ {padendnu-
vindet)}

The use of the equivalent attato in two passages of S. is also

very significant. In S., II, 94-95 the many layfolk are contrasted
with the indoctrinated disciples. The knowing and conscious subject
(atta, mana, vinndna]

‘

every night and every day steps iorth as one
thing and recedes as another ’ {dnad eva uppajjati ahnam nirujjhati,

i.e. is continually originating as one thing and disintegrating as
another) *; and because these expressions, ‘ heart, mind, conscious-

identified into variety ’. We have dealt elsewhere with the fallacy involved in
Mrs. Rhys Davids’ expression ‘ more being ’ (‘ more by addition of ' body ’

!),

see Elements of Buddhist Iconography, Note in, and also my ‘ Study of the Katha
Upanisad (IV, i) ’ in IHQ., XI, 1935, p. 582.

1 The well-known doctrine of the vestigium pedi.
* Cf. Plato, Symposium :

‘ Generation always leaves behind a new existence in
the place of the old. Nay even in the life of the same individual there is succession
and not absolute unity : a man is called the same, and yet in the short interval
which elapses between youth and age, and in which every animal is said to have
Ufe and identity, he is undergoing a perpetual process of loss and reparation . . .

Which is true not only of the body, but also of the soul, whose habits, etc. are
always coming and going There is also a remarkable discussion of transmigration
in the tenth book of the Republic, where the manner in which the patterns of old
lives are chosen by new souls at the beginning of a new aeon is described at
length ; the patterns themselves being soulless, it is clear that here also no
thing is thought of as passing over from one body to another.

The case of Christian teaching is of interest because there actually survives in
it just as much of the traditional doctrine of causal becoming as can be reconciled
with a cosmology that envisages no longer a succession of aeons, but one beginning
and one end of time. Thus ‘Those things that are not (yet) in themselves.
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ness lend themselves so readily to the thought ‘ This is mine,

this am I, this is nty Spirit ’ {ctam mama eso ham asmi r.so me attd) *

it
‘ is well for the many layfolk to experience the body {kdyam) as

“from the Spirit” {attato), not indeed as “heart”, etc.’, where
kdyam attato is tantamount to the more technical attabhdva employed
elsewhere. The indoctrinated disciples who ‘ naturally form a right

idea of the analogous-procedure-implied-in-birth ’ {paticca-samuppa-

dam yeva sddhukam yoniso manasi karoti) will not refer to the body,

but only reflect ‘ This being, that comes to be
;
from the arising

of this, that comes to be. This not being, that does not come to be ;

from the cessation of this, that ceases ’. We are thus given two
ways, one more easy, and one more difficult, of saying the same
thing. In S., II, 252 (XVIII, 21) the question, how to avoid the

notion of an ‘ I ' and ' mine ’ is again attacked, this time in a dialogue

between the indoctrinated disciple Rahula and his father the Buddha.
The latter answers :

‘ Whatever an appearance (rupam) be, whether
past, future, or present, your’s or another’s, concrete or subtile,

mean or noble, far or near, if you regard it with true insight and
as it has become (yathdbhutam)

,

you will consider ; “It is not mine,

I am not it, this is not my Spirit ” (netam mama, neso ham asmi,

na me so attd, cf. S., II, 17, and Mahdvagga I, 4 where the permanence
and reality of attd are similarly taken for granted, cf. SBE., XIII,

p. 100 ,
Xote . And in the same way as regards heart, mind, or con-

(pre-)exist with God inasmuch as they are foreknown i e. as ‘ eternal reasons’ fSt.

Thomas, Summa, I-II, 91, i a ad i). St. Thomas also E^rees with St. Augustine
that ‘the human body pre-existed in the previous works in their causal virtues’,

in so far as this is a matter of ‘ passive potentiality ’ {ib. I, 91, 2 ad 4). Still more
striking is Eckhart’s ‘ Aught is suspended from the divine essence ; its progression

is matter, wherein the soul puts on new forms and puts off her old ones. The
change from one into the other is her death : the one she doffs she dies to, and the

one she dons she lives in ’.

* Conversely expressed in S., II, 17, where the man who does not take his

stand upon either of the extremes, but thinks ‘ This is not my Spirit (attd na me ti),

whatever is bom is simply “ 111
’’

’, is not perplexed. It is to be remarked that

in S., II, 94, Mrs. Rhys Davids renders attd by ‘ spirit ’ and in S., II, 17 by ‘ soul ’

—

terms of very different meaning in Christian theology ! Can one wonder, to use the
word of the latter text, that she is perplexed (vicikicchati) ? It is not atta, but citta,

mana, vihhdim, that can be rendered by ‘ soul ’.

* The text is often referred to as the Anattalakkhana Sutta, rendered by Rhys
Davids and Oldenberg ‘ The Sutta of the not having the signs of self ’. We are

however inclined to suggest, at least in such a context as this, that anatta does not

mean “ the absence of Spirit ” but rather corresponds to the expression in the

text, na me so attd, ' This (body with its consciousness) is not my Spirit ’
: in

which case the title of the Sutta becomes ‘ Sutta of the proofs that This (body,

etc.) is not the Spirit ’.

Another notable text in which attd is evidently ‘ Spirit ’ can be cited in S., I,

75 (—Uddna, 47, and very closely modelled on BU., II, 4, and IV, 5). Here the
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sciousness, you will consider :
" It is not mine ”, etc., and so to you

thus knowing, thus seeing both as regards the body and its con-

sciousness, and as regards external objects, there will be no conceit

of ” I ” or " Mine
Thus the canonical Pali texts by no means deny the atman.

On the contrary, what they are concerned about is to avoid the

possibility of confusing the ‘ body and its consciousness ’ with atman,

in other words attabhdva with atta itself. One is only liable to fall

into such an error because of the conceit of ‘ I ’ and ‘ Mine ’. The
Asuras in CU., VIII, 8 are represented as making just this mistake,

but in S., II, 94 it is taken for granted that even the ‘ man}^ layfolk
’

have too much intelUgence to permit of any such error. ^ The

man ‘who can find in all the world naught dearer than the Spirit' {na . . .

piyataram atiana kvaci) is referred to with approval as a ‘ lover of the Spirit

'

(attakdmo, cf. BU. IV. 3. 21 dptakdmam dtmakdmam akdmam). In all these cases

it is essential to be familiar with the Brahmanical sources, for how else can we
know what must have been evoked in the minds of the audience by the use of

such already familiar expressions as attakdma, arhana niddna, etc. etc. ? In the

present case, Woodward's rendering of attakdmo by ‘ self-lover ' is altogether un-

suitable, because the content of the English phrase ‘ self-love ' by no means pro-

vides a basis for the love of others, but rather the contrary ; whereas one ' to

whom all things are dear only because of the Spirit ' that is in all the same, and
who understands that ‘ this (body with its consciousness) is not my Spirit ’ can have
no motif for a preferential self-consideration. In all plain English ‘ self-love

'

means ‘selfishness', and that can hardly be made a motif altruism. The text

is not simply a commandment to ‘ Do as you would be done by ', but points out
that for the man in whom the sense of ‘ I * and ‘ mine ' is dead, there remains no
ground for self-preference

;
so that attakdmo, if to be rendered by an ethical term,

is far more ‘ self-forgetfulness ' than ‘ self-love '.

' Cf. RV., X, 168. 4 ' Spirit of the Angels [dtmd devdndm), whose sound is

heard, but hath no likeness {rupam), call we on Him, the Gale '. It seems to have
been reserved for western scholars, following in the footsteps of the Asuras, to

render atman by ' body ' in some contexts. This is literally the ' sin against the
Holy Ghost ' (dtmahana, as in lU., IV, 3).

Almost equally preposterous is the common rendering of atta and atman by
' soul '. The authors of this solecism seem to forget (i) that the whole man is a
tripartite being

—

Tria sunt quihus homo constat : spiritus, anima, et corpus (St.

Augustine, De Fide et Symholo, X, 23), and (2) the soul, amongst other charac-
teristics, is not its own being, does not receive its being from God except in com-
bination with a body, was not in being before the body, is threefold (vegetative,

sensitive, intellectual), and is the form of the body (as ndma of rUpa), see St. Thomas,
Summa Theologia, Indices et Lexicon, Turin, 1932, s.v. anima\ in none of which
respects (although in some others) can the soul be assimilated to dtman as defined

in Indian scripture. P'urthermore, the rendering of dtman by ‘ soul ' lends itself

to pantheistic interpretations quite alien to Indian metaphysics, where (as also in

the ultimate reaches of Christian mysticism) union and identity with God are accom-
plished only when all that is personal (ndmarupa, soul and body) have been com-
pletely naughted ; as to which JUB., Ill, 14 is most explicit,—the question is

put to the aspirant at the Gate, ‘ Who art thou ', and if he answers ' So and so
'
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reality of the atman being thus established from Buddhist sources,

let us consider the Buddha himself. Mil., 71-73, a locus classicus

for the absence of any essence {satta) in component things, asserts

that ‘ In the last analysis there is no Comprehensor who can be
laid hold of ' (J>aramatthena . . . vedagu na upalabhhati)

,

but at the
same time that ‘ The Buddha is ’ {buddho atthi ? dma). It is true

that one cannot point Him out, saying ‘ He is here, or there ’

;

He is extinguished, like a flame that has gone out. He is not dis-

cernable ; nevertheless, ‘ He can be pointed out in the Body of the

Norm {dhammakdyena) for indeed He uttered the Norm ’ {dhamma
hi .. . desito). Or as that would be expressed in western terms,
‘ He is revealed in His Spoken Word ’.

It is thus apparent that the Buddha, Who as we saw above,
‘ being one, becomes manifold ’, is Himself the atta in every attabhdva :

not the ‘ soul ’ but the Spiritus, the Ghost, in every one of these

transient habitations {nivdsa) that are composites of soul-and-body
{ndmarupa)

.

He is not only the Way, but also the Life. Considered
in this light, how greatly the Buddha’s famous exhortation gains in

significance, ‘ Be ye sitch as have the Spirit for their lamp, the

Spirit as their refuge {attadlpa . . . attasarand), be the Norm your
lamp, the Norm your refuge {dhammadlpa dhammasarand)

,

there

is no other refuge ’ (D., II, 100), which were nearly His last words
and are identical in significance with those of Jesus ‘ He shall give

you another Comforter, that He may abide with you for ever ; even
the Spirit of truth

;
Whom the world cannot receive, because it

seeth Him not, neither knoweth Him : but ye know Him, for He
dwelleth with you, and shall be in you ’ (John, XIV, 16-17). Is it

not precisely because they ‘ knew Him ’ thus, knew ‘ the unborn
Body-dweller ® that is not slain when the body is slain, but dis-

carding outworn bodies moves on to others that are new ’, because
they knew the ‘ unmanifested, indivisible, immutable Body-dweller,
for Whom, thus knowing, it is not meet to grieve ’ (BG., II, 17-28)

that the adept disciples, remembering that ‘ the decay of all com-

be is repulsed, or conversely if he answers ‘ Who “ 1 ” am, that Light art Thou
’

he is wdcomed with the words ‘ Who “ thou ” art, that am I, and Who " I ” am,
that art thou, proceed ’

; for then only can it be said, as in BU., IV, 3, 21, that there

remains no longer any distinction of ‘ a within or a without ’
—

‘ One with one uniting,

void shines into void, equally spirated, despirated, there is the Supreme Being
’

(Eckhart).
‘ Cf. D., Ill, 84 ‘ The Tathagata may be spoken of as dhammakaya or

brahmakdya ’, and S., Ill, 120 ‘ He who sees the Norm sees Me, and he who sees

Me sees the Norm ’. The Buddha’s ‘ Three Bodies ’ correspond to his ‘ Three Fields
’

(Vis., II, 414). The third ‘ body ’, like the third ‘ throne ’, and Vedic ‘ third wheel ’,

is of course arupa, unmanifested and unmanifestable.
* The Spirit, bodiless in bodies ’ (aiarirarh iarire^u . . . dtmdnam, KU., II, 22).
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posite things is inevitable ’ did not in fact unduly grieve when ' the

Eye-in-the-World had gone out
'
(D., II, 177) ?

Does it follow because we agree with Mrs. Rhys Davids in her

view that the Buddha really accepted and taught an dtman doctrine

such as existed already in Vedic and Aupanisada teaching, that we
must also agree with her that the supposedly more characteristically

Buddhist doctrine of anatta, the doctrine of an ultimately despirated

nature of all things, represents only a monastic subversion of

what the Buddha really taught ? Emphatically, no. In the first

place, let us observe that anatta is anything but an exclusively

Buddhist term. In BU., I, 2. 1-7, for example. Death, Privation,

the Godhead or Deity ab intra, to be united with Whom is to have
escaped for ever from contingent death, is spoken of as wishing,*

in the beginning, ‘ Ret Me be spirated ’ {dtmanm sydm)
;
and this

is the same as to say that Death, the Godhead in and per se, ante

principium, is andtmya, anatta, despirated. Just the same is more
exphcitly expressed in TU., II, 7,

‘ Truly, when one finds a fearless

support in that which is invisible (adrsya), despirated {andtmya),

untold {anirukta), and placeless {anilayana), then has he attained

to fearlessness ’. Thus also the IJpanisads, notoriously depositary

of the dtman doctrine, at the same time expound an ultimate andtmya ;

in other words, and as we have already seen, employ both methods
of approach, the via affirmativa and the via remotionis, corresponding

to the ab extra and ab intra aspects of their single Principle. In this

respect the Upanisads and Buddhism are alike, or differ only in

emphasis.
For the familiar Buddhist anatta there is no need to cite texts.

All that need be said is that we are not really faced with the dilemma

:

Was the being of the Spirit, atta, dtman, affirmed or denied by the

Buddha himself ? There remains a further possibiUty, a veritable

via media, according to which the being of the Spirit can have been
at the same time affirmed and denied, not without contrast indeed,

but certainly without contradiction. Nothing is more charac-
teristic of the Buddha’s logoi than the constant rejection of extremes
and praise of a ‘ middle way By ‘ middle way ' He does not

* ‘ Wishing ’ is expressed in syam. It is as in RV., VII, loi. 3,
‘ Now is He

sterile, now becometh progenitive, he shapes a body as He will ’ {yaihd vacant),

and X, 168. 4 ‘ The Spirit inoveth as It will ’ (carati yatha va&am)
; as also in Genesis,

the Spirit of God moved on the face of the Waters, i.e. reduced potentiality to act.

Yatha vaiam is moreover not merely ‘ as He wills ’ but also, va&a being a designation

of the Supernal Sun (RV., X, 171. 4),
‘ according to the Sun ’

;
just as in Christianity

the Son is called the Father’s ‘ art ’, in and whereby all things are brought forth.

* E.g. S., II, 17, where existence and non-existence {atthitah ceva natthitah ca)

are called extremes (anid), neither of which is independently true ;
‘ the Tathigata
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mean a compromise, nor intend an evasion of the issue, but refers

to a solution in which the two extremes, neither of which is false

in relation to the other though each may be false if considered

absolutely, are combined in a higher synthesis.* This is the
traditional doctrine of the Veda, Brahmanas, and Upanisads, and
everywhere recognizable also in Buddhist teaching, despite the

latter’s vaunted heterodoxy. It is stated with magistral brevity,

perfectly and fully stated, in RV., X, 129, 2 ‘ That One suspires

despirited ’ {tad ekam dnlt * avatam).
‘

That One is equally spirated,

despirated ’
; in that It dnit, being dtman, in that It is avatam, i.e.=

nirvdtam, being andtmya. All that follows is merely an expansion,
not a ‘ development ’, of this audition {iruti). In JUB., Ill, 33, for

example, he who worships the fourfold aspect of Deity, considering

the Persons only as they are in themselves {adhidaivata) has little

chance of reacliing them, and on the other hand, he who worships

them only as the Life that operates within himself {adhydtman)

will lose them when he dies. But ‘ He who knows them bothwise
as becoming One, he knows the Spirit, he knows the Brahman . . .

by him the whole is gotten, the whole is won ’. More nearly verbally

in accordance with the Buddhist manner of formulation is the

Isavasya Upanisad, ‘ The Secret of the Garment of the Lord ’.

Vasya here, as that which ‘ is to be worn ’, or alternatively ‘ to be
occupied ' is either ‘ garment ', or ‘ abode ’, and in the latter sense

equivalent to the Buddhist nivdsa ;
in any case, the world is regarded

teaches you the Norm by a mean ' {majjhena). In the same way {ib. 20} it cannot

be admitted that pain either is, or is not, absolutely ; in one sense there is pain,

in another sense, there is no pain. Just as in Christian doctrine, the Deity as Son
being passible, as Father impassible ; as God existent, as Godhead non-existent

(cf . Eckhart, ‘ free as the Godhead in its non-existence ’), while it cannot be said of

the Deity as such either that He suffers or that He does not suffer, or that He is or

is not, absolutely, in whom all contradictions are resolved. In the Supreme Identity,

there is the Unity of being and non-being, sadasat as in RV., X, 5, 7, and thus it is

that in a realm beyond antitheses, the lion and the lamb ‘ lie down together ’.

^ Here again it will be helpful to make use of a visual symbol. Suppose an
equilateral or isosceles triangle, and that the termini of the base represent any two
extremes, such as the propositions atta, anatta ; then the middle way is represented

only analogically by a point midway between the two extremities on the same level

of reference, but really by the apex of the triangle on a higher level of reference

;

and as may be added, if we abstract the spatial factor, wliich has no place in Gnosis,

then the two extremes and mean will coincide in a single point. This point is the

same as that at the centre of our circle proposed above, the base of the triangle

being an arc of the circle, and the sides of the triangle two radii connecting the

termini of the arc with the centre of the circle (the base will seem to be a straight

line, if the radii are long enough, say a million light-years, and yet is really curved).

* Anlt, from an, to breathe, as also in dtman ; the past tense denoting the

eternal present, as commonly in RV. (and in Genesis).
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as an indwelt theophany. The second half of verse i continues,
‘ Dispossest thereof, enjoy it {tena tyakttena bhunjitha), grasp not,

for " Whose is wealth ”
? ’, corresponding very closely to S., II,

194, describing the contented Brother, ‘ If he has no robe, let him
not be concerned {na paritassati), but if he have one, he should

enjoy it ’ {paribhunjati). Then in verse 7
‘ When he perceives that

all beings are but naturings of the Spirit {dtmdivabhut, tantamount
to Pali attabhdva), then there is no delusion, neither any sorrow,

he sees the Unity In verse 9-14 the extreme positions are dis-

counted, he only obtaining ‘ Uife ’ {amrtam) who sees their Identity.

These extremes are those of vidyd and avidyd ; scmbhuti and asam-
bhuti ; sambhava and asambhava ; the devotee of any one of these

extremes, considered apart from its correlative, is doomed to dark-
ness, but he who follows both and knows their unity, by the one
passes over Death and by the other attains to Uife. This is then
the Indian doctrine, common to the Vedas, Upanisads, and
Buddhism.*

In the same way the Mundaka Upanisad, I ; for how can we
distinguish the Buddha, the ‘ knower that cannot be seized ’ {vedagu

na upalabbhati. Mil., I, 71), but Who ‘ Is
'

{atthi, ib. 73) from ‘ That,
the omniscient Brahman, which cannot be seen nor seized ’ {adreiyam
agrdhyam), but Whom the Contemplatives know to be ‘ the source

of beings ’ {bhtltayonim) ? The canonical Buddha, as He reveals

himself on the one hand, and as He is in himself on the other, cannot
be distinguished from the Brahman that is apara and para, mortal
and immortal, and by the same token is the biunity of Mitravarunau,
WTio being mortal and immortal (RV. i. 164. 38) see respectively

and also conjointly both the finite and the infinite (RV., V, 62. 8)

—

Whose knowledge, in other words, is not merely of ‘ this all ’, but
transcendent, like the Buddha’s Who knows not merely the ' begin-
ning’ but also ‘ far more than that ’ {tato ca uttaritaram, D., Ill, 28),

* The repudiation of an exclusive devotion either to avidyd or to vidyd in lU.
9-11 is paralleled in Uddna, 71-72, where the ‘ brahma-life ’ (elsewhere consistently
praised) and the life of pleasure are both condemned. The similar repudiation of
an exclusive devotion to either sambhuti or asambhdti in lU. 12-14 is similarly
paralleled in Uddna, 20, where the Comprehensor is praised as having ‘gone
beyond the two extremes of bhavdbhava ’.

Plato similarly (in the Republic) speaks of a ‘ mean between being and non-
being ’, and in the Parmenides concludes that all things both are and are not,

appear to be and appear not to be. Faith is, as Boethius says, is a mean between
contrary heresies. As for the application of these doctrines, all tradition is agreed
that neither the active nor the contemplative life is complete in itself ; these lives

are to be combined and made one, in imitation of the coincidence of action and
inaction in the First Principle.
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i.e. not only the possibilities of being (whether manifested or un-

manifested), but also those of non-being.

We have not attemj^ted to discuss the truth or credibility of

the doctrines presented. On the other hand, we think it has been
demonstrated beyond all question (i) that just as in orthodox
scripture, so also in early Buddhism, no doctrine of reincarnation

(re-embodiment of a given personality), but only a doctrine of trans-

migration, is taught, (2) that the propositions atta and anatta are

simultaneously maintained, alike in orthodox formulations and in

early Buddhism, and (3) that again as in the orthodox tradition, so

in early Buddhism, an omniscience of the Buddha, the Great Person,

is affirmed, primarily with resjject to all becomings, but also with

respect to ‘ far more than that ’.

One last word on method : we have protested against the

denaturing of texts by the rejection of their metaphysical parts,

and maintain that nothing but a distortion of their meaning can

result from such a i)rocedure. Further, we maintain that it is as

absurd to approach the study of the Upanisads and Buddhism
without a previous knowledge of the .Samhitas and Brahmanas as

it would be to discuss the New Testament as though the Old had
never existed. And finally, that exegesis is a science and/or art

having certae viac operandi, and that it is as hopeless to approach

the Sanskrit or Pali scri])tures fortified only by a knowledge of the

languages tliemselves and without any jnevious knowledge of theo-

logy and metajiliysics, as it would be to approach the Sanskrit mathe-
matical or medical literature without a knowledge of mathematics or

anatomy.





RG-VEDIC ORTHOEPY*

By Batakrishna Ghosh

The earliest monument of the Sanskrit language is the Rg-Veda,
the date of which however cannot be fixed with certainty. Yet the

language of the Rg-Veda is so much akin to the language of the

GaSas of Avesta that they may be safely considered to belong to

approximately the same age, and as the language of the Gaflas

is by no means very far removed from that of the Old Persian

inscriptions of the Achannenian monarchs of the sixth century B.C.,

the Rg-Veda may be roughly dated about looo B.C.

This date of the Rg-Veda is also corroborated by the evidence

of history and archaeology. As the great historian Eduard Meyer
pointed out long ago, the brachycephaUc Indo-Europeans appear in

history for the first time in the Egyptian sculptures of the latter half

of the second millennium B.C. The Achaeans, the Greeks of the

Homeric age, who conquered the Pelasgians in the mainland in

Greece and were themselves subjugated by the later Doric invaders,

are mentioned {achaiwuU) in the list of prisoners of Rama.ses III

(1200 B.C.). About the same time or a little earlier, the names of

gods of the Vedic pantheon Indra [in-da-ra], Vanina {u-ru-va-na)

,

etc. are mentioned in the Mitanni records in distant Cappadocia.
All these multifarious evidences seem to suggest that sometime during

the latter half of the second millennium B.C. the various tribes of

the Indo-European barbarians ousted from their unknown original

home traversed the wide plains of Eurasia in all directions, and a

particular branch of them pushed on to India after spending some
time in Iran together with the forefathers of the Iranians. They
were the forefathers of the Vedic Indians.

The Rg-Vedic Indians seem to have completely forgotten their

pre-Indian associations, although they were still predominantly
nomadic in their habits of hfe. The grama continued to signify till

a comparatively late period not a settled village but a roving clan of

wandering shepherds as is clearly proved by the legend of ^aryata
Manava recorded in various Brahmanas. Geographically they were
still confined to the land of the five rivers. The earUest days of

the Vedic Indians had been an5d;hing but happy. From the arid

regions of Iran and Central Asia they stumbled across the frontier

* Being a chapter of author’s forthcoming “Linguistic Introduction to

Sanskrit’.
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barriers only to be appalled by the fury of a sub-tropical clime, and
they had to make their way into the plains of India only in the face

of fierce opposition from the aboriginal inhabitants, whom they never
ceased to curse and condemn in their hymns.

In spite of such an eventful career the Vedic Indians failed to

develop a poetry of high order like the Homeric Greeks, for already

from the plains of Iran they had brought with them the cult of

sacrifices which continued to dominate the intellectual life of the

Indians till almost the present day. Originally the sacrifices were
meant to placate the gods and to persuade them to confer favours,

but soon the sacrifices assumed a mj^stic importance and the gods
themselves sank to the status of mere pretexts for them. Thus they
gradually lost all their personal characteristics, and the same endless

cycle of phrases, epithets and adjectives came to be applied to

almost every one of them irrespective of their original functions and
attributes. Rg-Vedic poetry therefore lacks the colour and flavour

of the Homeric epics.

All the parts of the Rg-Vcda are not equally old. The so-

called family mandalas (Il-VII) represent the oldest part of the

Rg-Veda whereas the tenth mandala is decidedly the latest. The
ninth mandala is linguistically quite heterogeneous, for the hymns
addressed to Soma have been collected in it from every part of the
Rg-Veda. The remaining first and the eighth mandalas are really

old, but the hymns of various groups of priests have been collected

in them.
For the history of the languages of the Indo-European world

the Rg-Veda is undoubtedly the most important work, for excepting
the Hittite inscriptions it is the oldest known linguistic monument
of the Indo-European peoples. But before dealing with the language
of the Rg-Veda, it is necessary to try to reconstruct its text as
accurately as possible. For although the Indians through all the
ages have paid the closest attention to the Rg-Veda it is quite certain
that its text had been originally much different from what it is

to-day. But it is possible to restore the original text, at least to
some extent, by a careful study of the Rg-Vedic metres, and, what
is more, the restored text reveals many important linguistic charac-
teristics which it would not have been otherwise possible to dis-

cover.

The word pdvakd may be taken up as a convenient example of

how the original text of the Rg-Veda has been later tampered with.

Eater Indian grammarians were at a loss to know why the feminine
of pdvaka is pdvakd and not pdvikd as Panini would have it.

According to Panini a word ending in -aka, the element -ka of which
is suffixal, would assume the aspect -ikd when the feminine suffix
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-a is attached to it. For all that we know of Sanskrit grammar the
element -ka of pdvakd is actually suffixal and the vowel that precedes

it is also a short S. as Panini requires, and yet this short & is not
changed into i. It is because appearances are altogether decep-
tive here. In the present text of the Rg-Veda this word is in fact

always written as pdvakd, but the metre shows that it has always to

be read as pavdkd. As the vowel preceding the suhix -ka is in this

case long d and not short d (as the written form implies), Panini's

above-mentioned rule finds no scope here. This is the obvious
explanation of the apparently irregular feminine form pdvakd in

Sanskrit, and it clearly shows that for an adequate comprehension
of the Vedic language, it is always necessaiy to know how it was
actually read, and for this purpose we have to depend mostly on the
metre. In the case of pdvakd the evidence of metre always points

to the reading pavdkd ; cf. RV. Ill, 17. i sociskeso ghrtdnirnik pdvakdh,

VI, I, 8 prettsanim isdyantam pdvakdm etc.

Pdvakd is one of the few words which have been systematically

misrepresented in the present text of the Rg-Veda. Much more
important however is the case of certain phonemes of very frequent

occurrence which have been similarly misrepresented in it. Ya
and va for instance have very frequently to be read as iya and uva
in the older parts of the Rg-Veda. Besides the evidence of the

metre the Vedic literatiire is full of notices which leave no doubt 011

this score.

The TS. VI, I, 2, 6 quotes RV. V, 50, i in the slightly altered

form : viive devdsya netur mdrto vrnfta sakhydm, visve rdyd isudhyasi

dyumndm vrmta pusydse, and comments thereon : saptdksaram

prathamdm paddm, astdksardni trmi. The second pada thus consists

of eight syllables according to the author of the TS. although according

to the written text it has no more than seven. It is to be concluded
therefore that the word sakhydm was actually read as sakhidm. The
word svdr is written as monosyllabic by the Vajasaneyins, but in

the Taittiriya texts it is invariably written as suvdr (dissyllabic).

But even the Vajasaneyi texts, when they speak about the number
of syllables in svdr, invariably give it as two. Cf. §B. 2, i, 4, 14 ;

II, I, 6, 5 ; 14, 8, 6, 4. This is all the more remarkable, for here

we have before us prose texts which could not be influenced by
considerations of metre. In the same way the word rdjanyd is said

to consist of four syllables and dyaus of two respectively in the

Satapatha Brahmana (5, i, 5, 14 ; 14, 8, 15, i), and when the same

Brahmana (14, 8, 15, 3) further states that the words prdno’pdnd

vydndh (in a prose passage) make up altogether eight syllables, we
have only to infer from it that the word written as vydndh was read

as viydndh.
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But it is not always safe to accept the opinion of the authors

of later Brahmanas in this respect, for not infrequently they have
overdone their part and dissolved the semi-vowels into their com-
ponent parts even where such a procedure is neither warranted by the

Rg-vedic metre, nor is supported by the evidence of other Indo-

European languages. Thus, excepting once, the word satyd is always
dissyllabic in the RV., and this is perfectly as it should be,

for its Gothic counterpart sunja
(
< *sundia) clearly shows that

the semi-vowel y is here of Indo-European antiquity. Yet the

§B. 14, 8, 6, 2 declares it to be tri.syllabic : tad etdt trydksaram
safydm iti. Similarly the word diva which occurs very frequently

in the RV. is almost always dissyllabic, for here too the semi-vowel

V is of Indo-European origin, cf. Eat. equus
(
< * equos) and in the

word tvdc too the metre leaves the semi-vowel undissolved, for on the

evidence of Gr. sdkos
(
< * tmkos) it is as old as that in diva.

The dissolution of semi-vowels into their original component
parts has however to be carried on not only in the stem-forms as

shown above, but sometimes also in the endings. It was suggested
in the first chapter that the consonantal endings beginning with bh-

are probably nothing but -bhi
(
> Gr. -phi) extended by different

elements in different cases. This theory finds welcome support in

the fact that the semi-vowel y has actually to be dissolved into iy

meiri causa in these endings, in which case the first element always
turns out to be -bhi. Thus the mantra ukiham vdctndrdya devebhyah
is said to consist of eleven syllables in AB. 3, 12, which shows that
not only the words vdei indrdya have to be read with hiatus, but also

that the form devebhyah accounts for four syllables, which has
hence to be read as devebhiah. We shall find in a later chapter
that the distinction between strong and weak declensions of i- and
w-stems can be comprehended only when the semi-vowels are dis-

solved into their component parts, and the very existence of the
very frequent secondary suffix -iya can be discovered almost solely on
the basis of readings restored by dissolving the semi-vowel y.

Reduplication of a final nasal after a short vowel when a vowel
follows (Panini 8. 3, 32) is a peculiar law of euphonic combination
in Sanskrit, and except in a very few sporadic cases in some early

Greek inscriptions nothing of the kind can be pointed out in the
other Indo-Pmropean language. It is futile to try to explain away
this phenomenon as due to the effect of stress accent, for it is quite
certain that in the age of the Rg-Veda the accent was still pre-

dominantly musical. A close scrutiny of the cases of this reduplica-

tion in the present text of the Rg-Veda clearly shows us however
how it came about and moreover it will help us to improve the text

in many places as it lies before us to-day.
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It is again with the help of the metre that it is possible to

determine where the reduplication of the final nasal is necessary

and permissible and where it is due merely to analogy. In fact the

metre shows that the reduplication is necessary where after the nasal

a final consonant has been dropped,* but where no such final con-

sonant has been dropj)ed the reduplication is not usually permissible,

although in the vulgate text of the RV. it is regularly reduplicated

also in these cases. Thus the final n in participial forms such as

ioiucann, dpdnn, prathdyann, dprndnn has to be reduplicated on the

evidence of the metre, but in the case of endingless locatives such as

mdrdhdn, ekasmin, and vocatives such as puruhanman, vajrin the
reduplicated nasal actually disturbs the metre, for in the case of the

participles the final nasal was followed by a t, whereas in the loca-

tive and vocative forms the nasal itself was final. Cf. e.g.

RV. 6, 66, 2
:
ye agndyo nd sosucann idhdnah

RV. 6, 1,4: iravasydvah irdva dpann dmrktam
RV. 4, 53, 2 : vicaksandh prathdyann dprnann urn.

In all these cases of participle present the reduplication of the

final n is necessary' on metrical grounds, and it is certainly no mere
accident that the reduplicated nasal here represents an original nt.

But in the case of vocatives such as puruhanman, vajrin, e.g.

RV. 8, 70, 2 : indram idm iumbha puruhanmann
dvase ydsya dvitd vidhartdri,

RV. I, 80, II
:
ydd indra vajrinn ojasd,

and locatives such as murdhdn, ekasmin, e.g.

RV. 6, 45, 31 : vdrsisthe miirdhdnn asthdt,

RV. 8, 45, 34 : md na dkasminn dgasi,

the reduplicated nasal as given in the traditional text of the RV.
actually disturbs the metre, for unlike the participles dealt with
above, here the nasal had been always final. It is to be concluded
therefore that the final redactors of the RV. started reduplicating

the final nasal of the participles in reminiscence of the actual pro-

nunciation of the original authors of the hymns * but were soon led

astray by mere appearances and began to reduphcate the final

nasal also in locatives and vocatives where it had never been
followed by another consonant. This confusion had taken place

^ Of a group of consonants at the end of a word only the first remains and the

rest are dropped in Sanskrit.

* It is not improbable that the Rsis still pronoimced the participles as §6§ucant,

dpdnt, prathdyant, etc.
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already in the Rg-Vedic period, for sometimes in the text of the

RV. even the reduplicated nasal of an endingless locative seems to

be metrically justified.

After these cases of nasal reduplication in which traces of the

elided final t are still clearly found it will be proper to consider

another series of cases, for the correct estimation of which however
the metre will be of no avail. According to Panini VIII, 3. 30, a

t can be optionally inserted between a final n and an initial s (e.g.

san sah > sant sah)

.

Here too the t is not due merely to a phonetic

phenomenon (as in cases like vatsyami < * vas-syami etc.), but had its

origin in those forms in which a / had been actually dropped after

the final n. Afterwards however the reduplication was analogically

extended also to those cases where no consonant had been dropped
after the n. Thus in RV. 10, 40, 12 d vdm agant sumatir vdjimvasii

the euphonic i in agani is actuall}' of historical origin, but when the

same dental appears also after the vocative rdjan (cf. RV., i, 91,

4 rdjant soma prdti havyd grbhdya) it is clearly due to mere form-

analog3'’ with agan etc. We are now in a position also to explain

the peculiar Sandhi of n-\-s into n{c)ch (Pan. VHI. 3, 31). Here too

the process began from those cases where the final « was originally

followed by a t, and this t combined with the following s gave rise to

{c)ch (as tacchiva < tat-\-siva). Thus in RV. i, 100, 7 ranayan

churasdtan the sandhi of n-\-i into n-\-ch is historical, for here the

participle ravayan stands for older *ranayant, and the apparent
sandhi of n-\-s is in fact that of which in ordinary course would
give rise to n{c)ch. But cases of sandhi like vajrin chnathihi (i,

63, 5) or ddsyfin chimyun (i, loi, 18) are cases of pure form analogy,
for here the final nasal in question had never been followed by a
dental.

One of the most remarkable features of the text of the Rg-
Veda is its vowels of dissyllabic value, the most frequent case being
that of gen. plur. in -dm. Thus we find no less than five cases of

this dissyllabic ending in four verses of one and the same hymn 8, 39 :

2. tanusu ddmsam esdm
4. urjdhutir vdsundm
5. sd hold ^dsvatmdm
6. agnir jdtd devdndm agnir veda mdrtdndm.

On the evidence of the metre the ending -dm in each of the five

forms esdm, vdsundm, idsvaitndm, devdndm and mdrtdndm has the
prosodical value of two short syllables, so that they will have to be
read as esaam, vdsunaam, sdsvaiinaam, devdnaam and mdrtdnaam
respectively. In fact in about one-third of its occurrences in the
RV. the ending -dm in genitive plural has a dissyllabic value and it
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is cvtrious to note that the same ending has the same dissyllabic

value frequently also in the Avesta, and its remote echo can be
heard in the corresponding ending also of other Indo-European
languages ; the circumflex accent of Cireek -on and Eithuanian -it,

due to contraction of two different vowels, clearly shows that
Sanskrit has here preserved essentially intact the Indo-European
state of things. The ending -dm is in reality in all the cases cited

above the result of combination of the final a of the stem with the
ending -dm.

Tlie dissyllabic value of the ending -dm had its origin doubtless

in rt-stems, where contraction of two vowels had actually taken
place, and from these a-stems they were later easily transferred to

other vowel and consonant stems. It may be objected that the

dissyllabic value of the ending -dm cannot be due to the contraction

of the stem vowel -a with the d- of the ending, for in the ca.se of a-

stcms the ending in question is -ndm and not -dm from the earliest

Sanskrit. But here too the confusion is due to deceptive ap])earance,

for the ending -dndm as given in the vulgatc text of the RV. has
often to be read as -dm, which is doubtless the original form. Thus
in the stereotyped phrase, devandm jdnma, the first word has some-
times to be read as devdm jdnma on the evidence of metre e.g. VI.

51, 2! This is one of the extreme cases of tampering with the

original text of the RV.
The circumflex accent of this ending in Greek and Lithuanian

calls for a word of explanation. In a sjdlable with acute accent the

])itch of voice attains the highe.st point about its middle,—during

the first half the pitch being ascending, and in the second half des-

cending. But it is characteristic of a syllable with circumflex

accent, as may be still observed in Lithuanian, that two such peak-

points are reached in course of one and the same syllable, which is,

naturally, invariably long. In fact syllables with circumflex accent

are as a rule the result of the amalgamation of two separate syllables

with two separate peak-points. Now, Greek and Lithuanian have
retained in their circtimflex the original two separate peak-points

although the original two separate syllables have in them been
moulded into one. In Sanskrit however the development had been

quite different
;
although in later days the original circumflex came

to be regarded as a simple long in it, in the age of the RV. it still

retained its dissyllabic value as shown above, presumably with two
separate peak-points.

Besides the genitive plural ending -dm various other forms of

Rg-Vedic noun and verb inflexion contain vowels of dissyllabic

value, and most of them can be fully explained historically. The

ablative singular ending -at of «-stem several times appears to be
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dissyllabic in value, e.g. pardkat in 8. 5, 31 : a vahethe pardkat purvlr

aindntdv asvind. The corresponding ending -5s in Greek with its

circumflex accent again shows that the dissyllabic value of the

suffix in question goes back to the Indo-European epoch. In the

same way the ending -as in nominative plural has to be read as

-aas in a few cases, e.g., i, 105, 5 : ami ye devd sthdna trisv d rocane

divdh : here the metre clearly shows that devd has to be read as devaa.

Similarly the word somdh in 8. 2, 7 trdya indrasya somdh has to be
read as somaah, and in 8, 31, 13, ydthd no mitro aryamd vdrunah
sdnti gopdh sugd rtdsya pdnthdh the forms gopdh and pdnthdh have to

be read as gopadh and pdnthaah respectively.

In the field of verbal flexion too the restored dissyllabic reading

of the long vowel throws welcome light on the history of Sanskrit.

According to Paninean grammar contraction of the augment with
the initial radical vowel is obligatory, but, again on the evidence of

the metre, the state of things must have been quite different in the

Rg-Vedic age. Thus in

10, 49, 3 : ahdm kiilsam dvam dhh'ir iitibhih,

10, 108, 5 : imd gdvah sarame yd aicchah

and 7, 79, 4 : vi drlhdsya dmo ddrer atirnoh

the respective augmented verb-forms have to be read as aavam,

aicchah and aiirnoh respectively, which shows that the contraction

of the augment with the initial radical vowel had not yet been fully

achieved in the age of the Rg-Veda. In fact the unanimous evidence

of Greek and Skt. proves that the augment was by no means an
integral part of the verb-form of tenses for which it was obligatory

in later language. It is in origin a preverb which served to indicate

that the action in question had taken place in the past. Wherever
other concomitant circumstances sufficed to indicate that the
action in question had taken place in the past the augment could be,

and used to be, omitted. This is the regular usage in earliest

Sanskrit and Homeric Greek.

The subjunctive mode, which has been almost completely
eliminated from classical Sanskrit, plays an important part in the
verbal flexion obtaining in the RV., and its special mode-stem is

formed by adding to the tense-stem an a (cf. as-d-t). But as this

a often combines with the thematic vowel (cf. ind. tdpati, subj.

tdpdti) it is often very difficult to distinguish the subjunctive from
the corresponding indicative form. Here again the metre comes to

the rescue, which often discloses the fact that the contraction of the
thematic vowel with the suffixal a of the subjunctive mode had
perhaps not yet been fully achieved in the age of the Rg-Veda.
Cf. e.g.
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6, 67, II : Anuydd gdva sphurdn rjipydm,

10, 50, 5 : dso nu kam ajdro vdrdhdi ca.

The subjunctive forms sphurdn and vdrdhdh here have to be read as

sphuradn and vdrdhaah respectively. Sometimes even indicative

forms (of roots ending in -a), which had never been extended by the

modal suffix a, exhibit a long d of dissyllabic value, but they are

clearly due to form-analogy with subjunctive forms. Thus a form
like pdnti (from root pd-) may be both indicative {pd-\-nti) and
subjunctive {pd-\-a-\-nti), and in this case the dissyllabic d may be
easily analogically transferred from subjunctive to indicative.

But indicative forms like *pdanti may also be simply due to form-

analogy with addnii, etc. as Wackernagel has ingeniously suggested.

Sometimes the long radical vowels of sigmatic aorist forms such as

aksdr (q, 98, 2) are of dissyllabic value, but no historical explanation

may be offered for them, and they must be regarded as cases of

mechanical transfer from their original sources.

In the cases dealt with above the lengthening of vowels may be
explained by grammatically analysing the forms concerned

; but this

is not always the case. In a large number of cases in the R\\ and
sometimes even in the later Vedic literature, vowels which from their

origin have been always short, are lengthened apparently only

because the metre requires it. It is mostly in connection with these

lengthened vowels that the author of the Padapatha of the Rg-Veda
betrays his imperfect knowledge of the text he was dealing with.

As a rule, the lengthening is permitted only in the interior of a

verse, and that before a single consonant. Exceptions to this rule

are mostly apparent or due to analogy. Thus the final vowel in

ddha has been lengthened in RV. 4, 10. 2 ddhd hy ague apparently

before the consonant group hy, but the pdda in question has to be
actually read as ddhd hi agne (with hiatus). Again in RV. 1, 25.

g irudhi
|

hdvatn the short i of srudhi has been lengthened actually at

the end of a pdda, but this is clearly due to analogy with the frequent

cases of srudhi hdvam at the beginning of a verse. Cases of lengthen-

ing like RV. 8, 17. i pibd imdm and 8, 34. 11 ranayd ihd are on the

other hand ambiguous, for pibd and ranayd here may also be regarded

as subjunctive instead of indicative forms. These ungrammatical

lengthenings are to be explained by the Indo-European rhythmic

law which usually did not tolerate a succession of short vowels, as

Wackernagel has amply demonstrated in his masterly monograph
on the subject. Traces of similar rhythmic lengthening may be still

clearly perceived in Greek, cf. sophos but sophoteros, hieros but

hierdsune, etc. The ungrammatical lengthening of the reduplication

syllable of reduplicating aorists such as djijanat (from jan-) and
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adkamata (from kant-) is due to this old Indo-European rhythmic
law.

It has been proved long ago that the well-known rhythmic law
‘ vocalis ante vocalcm corripitur which is an important factor in

Greek and Eatin prosody, is derived from the original Indo-European.
Traces of the action of this law may be discovered also in Sanskrit,

but mostly on the basis of readings restored with the help of the
metre. Thus the trisyllabic mapeh out of ma dpeh is actually to be

read as mU dpeh. This ancient rhythmic law may be perceived also

in the cases of hiatus and contraction in the RV. Here hiatus takes
place by preference before heavy syllables, and specially before

initial vowels followed by a group of consonants. This peculiar

tendency of the hiatus clearly shows that in these cases it is not due
to the exigencies of metre. In fact, analogous conditions prevailing

in Greek prove that here too Sanskrit essentially continues the
ancient Indo-European tradition. In Greek too contraction takes
place by preference before single consonants and the uncontracted
form appears before consonant groups. Thus the word neos appears
in compound in its uncontracted form before the consonant group
-tt- in neottos, but it is contracted into nou- in noumenia before a

simple consonant.
Apart from these sporadical cases this rhythmic law is of supreme

importance, both in case-suffixes and in primary or secondary
derivative suffixes, for it largely determines where the semi-vowels

y and v are to be dissolved into iy and uv respectively. It has been
shown above that the case-ending -bhyas has often to be read as
-hhias (dissyllabic) meiri causa, but in 120 cases it has a monosyllabic
value {-bhyas). Now it is significant to note that only in 2 out of
these 120 cases the vowel preceding the suffix is short, in all others
it is long. The very common suffix -tya behaves in exactly the same
way : after a long vowel it has always to be read as -Ha and after

a short vowel it is regularly -tya. Further, due to this rh^hmic
law, in the inside of a verse, the pronoun tya- is monosyllabic after

a light syllable no less than 107 times, and dissyllabic {tiya-) only 3
times, and after a heavy syllable it is 26 times dissyllabic and only

7 times monosyllabic. The ancient Indo-European rhythmic law
which can be thus perceived in the RV. has left clear traces also in

other Indo-European languages, for in Gothic nominal flexion too,

similar phenomena may be observed : thus of Goth, -ja-stems,

those with a heavy base undergo contraction, e.g. hairdeis from
hairdja-] but such contraction is unknown where the base in ques-
tion is a light one, cf. harjis from harja-.

In the whole range of Vedic nominal flexion the old forms have
nowhere been so much tampered with as in the case of Gen. and Eoc.
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sg. of i-, u- and r-stems. In classical Sanskrit the endings in question
are -yoh, -voh and -roh respectively, but in the RV., on metrical

considerations, in the overwhelming majority of cases, these endings
have to be read as -tyoh, -uvoh and -aroh respectively,—even after a
light syllable. In fact monosyllabic -yoh occurs in the RV. only
in the form yuvatyoh, which is very probably due to analogy with
corresponding case-forms of i-stems of the devi-type (about which in

Chapter V), and monosyllabic -voh does not occur at all in the RV.
and appears for the first time in the AV. In the face of such
unanimous internal evidence it may be safely concluded that in this

respect too the RV. represents the older state of things, althotigh

sure traces of these restored endings cannot be found in any other

Indo-European language.

In conclusion a few more peculiar fc'atures of the text of the

RV. may be noted, which however do not reveal any pre-Indian

affinities of Sanskrit. In the sound-group -sir- the r does not seem
to have been pronounced at all, for in forms like ustrdnam, rdstrdndm

the n is never cerebralized
,
although it is apparently preceded by r.

The non-pronunciation of r in this sound-group may be inferred also

from the fact that the feminine of tvdstd (stem tvdstar-) is ivd0
and not tvdsirt. Another peculiar feature of Rg-vedic ortho-

graphy is that long f is regularly represented in it by short r,

excepting in tho.se cases where palpably similar forms with other

long vowels were known
;
thus mdtfh, pitfndni are actually written

with long f, because in analogous forms from a- i- M-stems the

stem-vowel is actually lengthened. If such a form is written with

a short r it has yet to be read as long on prosodical grounds
;
thus

nrndm, tisrndm have to be read as nfndm, tisfndm. But where
no such palpably similar form with an analogous long vowel
is present the long f is written as sliort, e.g. trlhd for tflhd.

Lastly the original text of the RV. has been often disfigured also

by Prakritic influence. Thus the word tredhd has to be always

read as trisyllabic, which shows that its original form was trayidhd

or irayadhd. It can be proved by means of evidence from the

Brahmanas that this Prakritic influence had made itself felt at a

time when y and v were still pronounced as iy and uv respectively.





SOME RECENT VIEWS ON THE GUPTA ERA

By Miss Karuna Kana Gupta

Ivike other problems of Indian chronology, the epoch of the

Gupta era had been a matter of much discussion in the early ’eighties.

But with the publication of Fleet’s theory, supported by the

discovery of the Mandasor Inscription of Kumara Gupta and
Bandhuvarman, it had been generally agreed among scholars that

Yr. I of Gupta Era=3i9-20 A.D. Recently, however. Fleet’s theory

has been challenged by several scholars. In MAR‘ 1923, Dr.

Shamasastry wrote a long article against the date 319-20 A.D.
and proposed in its place 200-201 A.D. as the epoch of the Gupta
era. In the same article he referred to a paper read by Mr. Hiralal

Amritalal Shah before the First Oriental Conference in Poona, on
the same subject, in which he had presented ‘ quite different reasons ’,

and arrived at about A.D. 200 for the initial date of the Gupta era.*

In MAR 1927, the Bhattakapatra Grant of Dharasena II was edited,

with a query on the correctness of A.D. 319-20 being the epoch of

the Gupta era. Mr. Govinda Pai wrote an article in J.I.H., Vols. XI
and XII {1932 and 1933), on the Gupta and Valabhi eras, pointing

out several reasons, why the date of 319-20 A.D. should be rejected

and 272-73 A.D. be accepted instead. Finally we find Mr. Dhirendra
Nath Mukherjee writing in the Daulatpur College Magazine (Feb.

1934, and Feb. 1935) on the same subject, and proposing 57-58 B.C.

as the initial date of the Gupta era.

At present therefore we have three new theories in the field

about the epoch of the Gupta era, widely different from each other,

and a number of objections against Fleet’s old theory. It is time,

therefore, to examine critically the arguments against the era of

319-20 A.D. and also to see whether any of the other theories suit

the known conditions better than Fleet’s date.

One common characteristic of all these writers seem to be the

marked emphasis they lay on tradition. Dr. Shamasastry has

admirably summarized this attitude in the introduction to his article.

‘ Dr. Fleet’s theory about the age of the Imperial Guptas was ’,

he writes, ‘ based on epigraphical and astronomical data alone,

^ Mysore Archseological Reports.
* It seems that this paper has not been published as yet. See MAR 1923,

p. 30.
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practically ignoring the traditional data bearing on the question . . .

Had he however received the suggestion that with the selection of

another epoch, all the three data, traditional, epigraphical, and
astronomical, would not merely find a satisfactory explanation, but
also throw a flood of light on what has hitherto been considered a
dark period in the early history of India, he would hardly have
omitted to notice it and revise and reshape his Gupta chronology
His subsequent sections of the article show that he has amply made
up for this omission on Dr. Fleet’s part by approaching the epigra-

phical data from the standpoint of the traditional, and not in the
reverse order, as ought to be the method of a true historian. In
other words, he tries to explain epigraphical facts in accordance with
theories deduced from old traditions. This remark is true of

Mr. Mukherjee also, and of Mr. Pai to a certain extent.

The arguments advanced by these scholars against the epoch of

319-20 A.D. may conveniently be summarized under four heads :

—

(a) Chinese tradition,

(b) Jaina and Buddhist tradition,

(cj Indian non-sectarian and Brahmanical tradition,

and (d) certain epigraphical data.

The Chinese traditions going agaiast Fleet’s epoeh are :

—

(1) Hiuen Tsang’s reference to Mihirakula and therefore

Baladitya and Yasodharman as having flourished several centuries

before his time, whereas according to Fleet’s chronology, the interval

between Hiuen Tsang and Mihirakula ought to be merely one
hundred years.

(2) Statements of other Chinese authorities, who also appear to

place Mihirakida at a date much before 515 A.D.—and of

Rajatarangini, which makes only twelve reigns intervene between
Kaniska and Mihirakula.

(3) Hiuen Tsang’s statement that the monasteries of Nalanda
were built soon after the Nirvana of Buddha, by kings who appear
to be identical with Kumara Gupta I, Buddha Gupta, etc. of the
Imperial Gupta line.

(4) Itsing’s reference to Sri-Gupta as having flourished about
500 years before his time, i.e. in c. 150 A.D.

(5) A Chinese tradition that the Yuechi abolished their monarchy
between 200-280 A.D. This proves that Samudra Gupta must
have flourished before that date since he is referred to in the
Allahabad Pillar Inscriptions as receiving tributes from the Daiva-
putra Sahi 3ahanusahi or Ku^na kings.

(6) Fa-Hian’s account shows in some cases conditions widely
different from that of Chandra Gupta II’s days as known fromdifferent
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traditions. Sravasti and ^ri-Saila were flourishing centres in the
days of the Gupta. But they were almost desolate when Fa-Hian
visited India. Therefore Fa-Hian’s date must have been much
later than the Gupta period.

Among the Jaina and Buddhist traditions, the most important
are the following :

—

* (7) A passage in the Jaina Harivamsa composed by
Jinasenachaiym, referring to the successive rulers of Avanti, seems to

state that 725 years had pa.sscd after the Nirvana of Mahavira when
the Guptas became kings. This is an evidence of the Guptas having
ruled much earlier than Fleet’s date.

(8) According to Jaina tradition, vSiddhasena and Padalipta

were contemporaries, and may be placed about the middle of the

1st c. A.l). Siddhasena is known to have converted Vikramaditya
of Ujjaini and Padalipta to have ciired King Murunda of Pataliputra

of a terrible headaclie. The Puranas attribute 200 years to 13

Murundas. From certain other Jaina passages, it is also known
that Murunda and ^filivahana of Pratisthaua were ruling at the

same time. Allowing roughly 250 years to the Murundas therefore,

the last king would fall about the end of the 3rd century A.D.
As Samudra Gupta is known to have defeated the Murundas, the

Guptas must be placed before the third century A.D.

(9) Vasubaudhu, the disciple of Manoratha, has been con-

nected by Paramartha with Vikramaditya and his son BMaditya,
i.e. Pura Gupta and Narasimha Gupta. As Manoratha flourished

before A.D. 150, the Gupta rule must have begun long before it.

(10) The .S5mchronism of Meghavarna with Samudra Gupta was
wrongly established by Sylvain Devi. An examination of the

Chinese statement and Mahavam.sa passages show that there were
more than one Meghavarna in Ceylon, and as the Meghavarna of

the 4th century A.D. was Meghavarna Kittiiiri, while the Chinese

rendering is merely Chi-mi-kia-po-mo, evidently some earlier

Meghavarna is meant, and not the later one. Kitti is an indispensable

part of the name, the omission of which cannot be looked over.

(11) The third class of evidence mainly centres round the belief

that Vikramaditya flourished about 57-58 B.C. and all early references

to Vikramaditya are taken by Mr. D. Mukherjee to be proofs of the

Guptas Having ruled in the ist century B.C.

(12) As regards the epigraphic evidence, the most formidable

one is the fact that while Hiuen Tsang refers to T’oulou-p’o-po-iou

or Dhruvabhatta as being the King of Valabhi during his days, the

known date of Siladitya VII, the only Valabhi king who has been

memioned as Dhruvabhatta in his inscription, is G.S. 447 - Now
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Hiuen Tsang’s date is the middle of the 7th century A.D., but G.S.

447=767 A.D.

(13) A second and apparently important evidence is the

Bhattakapatra (haiit of Dharasena II mentioned above, dated in

G.S. 257 which mentions a solar eclip.se in that year. Astronomical

calculations .show however that there could not have been any solar

eclijjse between the years 573 “5()3, A.l).

(14) A third objection, raised by Mr. Pai, concerns itself with

the Khoh Plates of Sanikshobha, G.»S. 209, wliieh, according to Fleet’s

date, would be 528-29 A.l). and mention the words (iupla-nrpardjya-

hhuktau. This would be iin])os.sible, according to him, as the Guptas
had been dispossessed of their territories by the Hunas about 515 A.D.

(15) Similarly he objects to the Bhavnagar Plates of Dhruvaseua
I, of G.S. 207 * being interiueted according to the era of 319-20
A.D. By doing that, the date would be equivalent to 52O-27 A.D.,

a year in the reign of Yasodharman. But as the reference to the

Valablh king as meditating on the feet of (tat-padaiiudhyato) the

.sovereign (Yasodharman) indicates, the latter was dead by that

time.

(t6) Besides the.se, there are two other minor points, one
dwelling on the .similarity of Gupta and Kusana coins, which seems
to indicate that they were contemporaries, and the other on the
reference

(17) to the Pusyamitras in the Bhitari Pillar Inscriptions of

Skanda Gupta, who being the descendants of vSunga Pusyamitra,
cannot be suddenly carried down to as late as the 5th century A.D.

At first sight, all this is rather a host of evidence, .sternly bearing
down upon Fleet’s theory, formidable enough in their numerical
strength to drive it out of tield. But closer study will take the
edge out of most of the.se and it will be seen that they can boast of

little except their number. Kven leaving aside the fact that most
of them contradict each other, .so that united, they lead us nowhere,
we shall see that not one of them stands on a sound basis.

P'irstly, it is a wrong historical method to rely too much upon
the accounts of foreign trav'^ellers like Hiuen-Tsang and Itsing, and
to accept their statements literally. They were foreigners and
must have been obliged to rely wholly on current popular tradition,
without being able to test them critically. And it must be admitted
that the chronological sense of the average Indian has always been
regrettably poor. He might quite easily have repre.sented a hundred
years as three or more centuries. The confused state of chronology

‘ I.A., Vol. V.
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in India during Hiiien Tsang’s period is well attested to by the
pilgrim’s account of the various traditions about the dates of the
Nirvana then current in India. In his endeavour to reach the true
date of the Nirvana, he met with at least ten different dates and conse-
quently was obliged to give up the task as impossible. Moreover,
being foreigners, there was always the danger of the Chinese pilgrims
misinterpreting the traditional data. Besides, the accounts of
Hiuen Tsang as well as the other pilgrims show that they were not
above the fault of being over-credulous. They were devoted
Buddhists, and since the political history of India was not their
first object, we cannot expect them to be critically sensitive in the
matters of political facts and chronology. The reference to the
building of Nalanda ‘ .soon after ’ (Watters, ii, p. 164) or ‘ not long
after ’ (Beal, ii, 168) the death of Buddha is by itself a sufficient

proof of this. The traditional date of the Nirvana, current in
Ceylon, is 544 B.C., and the other traditional date now accepted by
most scholars because it is sup])orted by certain other data, 484
B.C. Now if the kings who built the Nalanda monasteries belonged
really to the Gupta dynasty, as they seem to do, then even the date
of 57'38 C-C. would be too late for the beginning of the Gupta
period ! And if we are to accept 700 years as having elapsed between
the first foundation of Nalanda monasteries and the time of Hiuen
Tsang, we shall have to believe that Buddha’s Nirvana took place
several years before Oo B.C. Evidently therefore Hinen Tsang’s (or
for that matter It-Sing’s) statements cannot be accepted at their
face value and are far from being considered a decisive evidence.
All such traditions must be critically edited before they can serve as
basic hypotheses in our search for sober history.

Nor is it possible for us to lay much importance on similar other
Chinese authorities. Although their accounts contain some kernels
of truth, they cannot be accepted always as historical facts. Indeed
their statements are often only partially true or incomplete, if not
fallacious. So we cannot accept Mihirakula’s date to have been
much before A.U. 515 on the evidence of such writings alone.
Besides although according to the Rajatarahgiui only 12 reigns
intervened between Kaniska and Mihirakula, it will not be safe to
infer anything from this, firstly because we are not sure about
Kaniska’s period as yet, and secondly because the account of the
Rajatarahgini begins to be reliable only from the Sth-qth century
A.D. Its earlier part, particularly the chronology, is not at all

trustworthy.

Then again, there might be some truth in the Chinese statement
about the abolition of monarchy by the Yue-Chi between 200-
280 A.D. But as we learn that Sapor II was helped in his seige of
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Amida in 360 A.D., by the king of the Kusanas/ Fleet’s chronology

is not ninch affected by the intcrnicdiate revolution.

As regards the di.screpancy of Fa-Hian’s description with the

conditions of Chandra (lupta Il’s time, it will be seen that for the

flourishing condition of vSravasti and ^risaila, Mr. Mukherjee can

lead us back only to two very fliin.sy traditions. The first depends

on the identification of one of the Gupta Vikramadityas with the

Vikraniaditya of ^ravasti, who was according to tradition a con-

temporary of Manoratha, the preceptor of Vasubandhu. The other

inference is drawn from a .story contained in the Sthala-Mahatmya
of Srisaila, about the romance of Chandravati, a daughter of the

Gupta king Chandra ('xupta, and the god on the ^risaila. This

shows, according to Mr. Mukherjee, ‘ that during Chandra Gupta
II’s time, §ri-Parvata was a very important place of pilgrimage.’

Unfortunately neither the inference nor the credibility of the data is

apparent to us. If we arc to believe in all that the Sthala-Mahatmyas
tell us, there will be no distinction left between legend and history.

As for the date of Manoratha and Vasubandhu, an examination

of the known data about them will soon make it evident that we
are far from being sure about their period, and consequently it is

most unwise to make their date a basis for further deductions.

Watters (i, pj). 211-12) .shows that there were two Yasubandhus and
two Manorathas and that Vasubandhu, the preceptor of Baladitya,

should not be confused with the 21st Patriarch of the same name.
Now this is just what Mr. Mukherjee has done. Secondly, Manoratha
and Va.subandhu’s date is said to have been within 1,000 years of

Buddha’s Nirvana.^ This would mean roughly the latter part of the
6th century A.D., the date of Buddha’s Nirvana being accepted as

c. 484 B.C. Kvidently more than one objection of these authors are

based irpon different dates of the Nirvana. But when it is a question
of at least ten different dates,* it is safest not to deduce anything from
one of them—and particularly to challenge an old theory on its basis

—unless that date is conclusivcdy proved to be the most acceptable.

So long as that is not done, we must say that Fleet’s scheme has as

good a claim as, if not better than other theories in the field.

Mr. Pai’s objection to the .synchronism between Meghavarna
and Samudra Girpta, being ba.sed on a similar difference in the
Nirvana year is easily explained away. As for Dr. Shamasastry’s
objection, we find that the full name of the earlier Meghavarna with

* Cf. Smith E.H.I., p. 290, and n. 2.

* Watters, i, p. 357.
* See above.
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whom they would identify the king referred to by the Chinese author,

is Meghavarnabhya. If we hold Kittiiiri to be an indispensable

part of the name, there is all the more reason for taking the syllable

dhhya to be the same. Hence nothing can be deduced against

Fleet’s theory from this difference also.

The greatest strength of Dr. vShamasastry’s arguments is derived

from the Jaina Harivamsa passage. Now that passage gives the
following list of Avanti rulers • —

{a) Pfilakka . .

Nandas
Murundas
Pirsyamitra
Vasumitra and Agnimitra
Cardabba Kings
Naravahana
Bhattubanas
Guptas

Then Kalki ruled for 42 years.

Now if we accept this list as true, since Palakka is said to have
ascended the throne on the very night of Mahavira’s Nirvana, it

will be seen that 725 years had elapsed after 527 B.C. when the

Guptas ascended the throne. Accordingly the rise of the Guptas
woiild be c. 198 A.D.

But if we compare with this the other passage cited by
Dr. Shaniasastry, we shall find that it gives to some extent almost
the same list, with one or two important exceptions. The list of

Merutunga and other Jaina commentators runs as follows :

—

(b) Palakka 60 years

Nandas • 155
Mauryas . . 108 „
Pusyamitra 30
BMainitra and Bhanumitra 60 ,,

Nabhovahana 40 „
Gardabhila 13
Sakas .

.

4

ruled for 60 years.

.. 155
40 >.

30 ..

,, bo ,,

„ 100 ,,

„ 40 ..

240 ,,

,, 221 ,,

As for the differences between the two lists, we have

—

(1) the omission of the Mauryas and Sakas from the
Harivamsa passage

;

(2) slight differences in names, such as Naravahana in (a)

and Nabhovahana in (b)

;
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(3) the regnal period of the Gardabhila or Gardabha kings

is different in the two passages ; (a) gives us 100 years,

and in (/;) we have only 13.’

Kvidently these two lists were compiled from the same ancient

tradition, but that tradition has suffered some change under both

hands. The nc'arest approach to the truth therefore would be

derived by supplementing one list by the other. Now if we add to

the Harivamsa list the 108 years of the Mauryas and the 4 of the

Sakas, we get 725+ 1 1 2= 837 years as measuring the distance between

the Nirvana of Mahavira and the rise of the Guptas, which may
consefinently be attributed to c. 310 A. I). Thus the Jaina passages

cited by Dr. Shainasastry is an inconvenient weapon which can be

utilized by both .sides. It would be wi.ser to reject such traditions

which are ca])able of different interpretations suiting all theories.

He has attempted to override this difficulty by fixing the date of

Kalki by a greatly intricate and perfectly unconvincing method, at

c. /128-472 A.D. In a verse quoted in the introduction to

Gomathasara of Nemichandra, Chamundaraya, whose ‘ exact date

is not known ', but ncverthele.ss ‘ is ascertained beyond doubt to be
the clo.se of the i<ffh century A.D. and the first half of the iith ’, is

said to have set up a statue in Kalki year 600. From a second

colophon it is known that Chamundaraya was living in ^aka $am.
qi5=n:gq3 A.D. Then by various a.stronomical calculations he shows
that this Kalki era mtist have .started in A.D. 427. Therefore he
argues, the Gnptas must have flourished 231 years before 432 A.D.,

the date of Kalki’s accession according to Nemichandra, i.e. in

200-201 A.D.
Unfortunately very little empha.si.s can be laid on astronomical

calculations, inasmuch as it appears that they can now be made
to suit any and every epoch. Mr. Pai and Dr. Shamasa.stry both
claim that their theories are supported by astronomical calculations,

while h'leet in his Introduction to C.I.I. Ill, had made a similar

claim fifty years before, {secondly, the tradition of Kalki is so
widely distributed all over India, and the belief in the re-incarnation
of Kalki ,so deeply rooted, that we hear of more than one king or
semi-mythical ])erson of the same name. Dr. Shamasastry has
himself referred to two such examples which are fantastic enough
even for the most credulous. It is not possible therefore to believe

* There is some diflicultv in fixin" the regnal jrerioil of the Gardabhilas. The
Puranas give 72 years lo 7 kings At present the best we can do therefore is

to accept approximately too \ears for them, following the Jaina Harivarn^a
tradition.
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in a historical person of the same name without more conclusive

evidence, far from making new calculations on its basis.

Next to the Harivamsa passage, Dr. Shamasastry lays his

greatest emphasis on the period of tlie Murundas, as derived from
Jaina tradition. But we are not at all definite about the total

number of years covered by their reign. According to the Puranas,

it was 200 years
;
the J aina Harivam.sa attributes 40 years to them,

and Dr. Shamasastiy takes 250 years for 13 kings, while we might
easily believe the regnal period to have been 260-300 years, with
the natural average of 20-25 years for each generation. Here again,

there is no conclu.sivc evidence on Dr. Shamasastry’s part to prove
his theory superior. Besides even after the downfall of the Marundas
there might have been some scions of the family ruling over petty

kingdoms and Samudra (rupta’s victory over the Murundas might
have referred to one of them. Sten Konow has shown in his

Introduction to C.I.I., II, that Murunda was a 6aka word meaning
simply ‘ over-lord ’. It is possible therefore that more than one
dynasty of the ^akas might have used that title.

Before concluding our examination of the objections deduced
from traditions, it will be interesting to note a curious remark on
the part of Dr. Shamasastry, revealing his attitude towards them.
In p. 23, MAR 1923, he writes, ‘ when tampered with, or corrected,

no tradition will retain its intrinsic value, and when any traditional

statement is made use of in support of any other event, it should
be taken as it was preserved ’. There is a similar remark on the
part of Mr. Pai (J.I.H., XI, p. 174) when he argues that we must
accept 544 B.C. as the date of Buddha’s Nirvana, whether it be the

true date or not, since it has been accepted so long in Ceylonese tradi-

tion ! He seems to forget that the intervals of certain events from
the Nirvana are more likely to be remembered than the date of the

Nirvana itself and dates are apt to get confused in the course of

several centuries. Clearly such attitude means the negation of the

true historical method, whose essence lies in a critical attitude and a
capability of distinguishing between fiction and history. Dr.

Shamasastry however has proved in the course of his article

that this is not his true attitude in practice, since he himself has
‘ tampered ’ with tradition more than once, particularly while
utilizing the Harivamsa passage.

Of the arguments based on epigraphy, only No. (12) of the above
list requires our close consideration. The rest are due to a misunder-
standing of the available data and can easily be proved false. It

is generally known that the reading Pusyamitrdn in the Bhitari Pillar

Inscriptions has never been accepted as final, the alternative reading

Yudhyamitrdn being equally plausible. Besides even if the first read-
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ing be accepted, there is no reason for believing them to be direct

descendants of Pusyamitra Sunga. Being mentioned as a tribe, they

may rather be connected with the Padmamitras, Patuniitras and
Puspamitras of the Purilnas.

Secondly, the similarity between the Gupta and Kusana coins

only shows that the Guptas inherited the Kusana dominions and
imitated their 1y])e. That the two empires could not have been
contem})oraiieous is proved by the fact that the same tracts were

ruled over by both these dynasties. Evidently therefore, there

must have been some interval between them, though we cannot
say definitely that this interval was very great.* But even in that

case, considering other data, it would be wiser to bring the Kusanas
down, rather than take the Guptas back to a much earlier period.

Thirdly, it is wrong to suppose, on the analogy of Gupta dynastic

lists, that the qualifying words tat-pdddmidhyato for a feudatory
would mean that the king on whose feet the vassal is represented to

be meditating, must have been dead. Sovereign kings, regarding

none else as their superior, would naturally refer to themselves as

meditating on the feet of their fathers from wliom their authority

was evidently derived. But common-.sense bars the acceptance of a
view which would have us believe that a feiidatory would always
refer to the former king, then dead, instead of his living and ruling

master. Besides, there is nothing in the plates referred to by Mr. Pai
which would make us believe that the sovereign king mentioned
there was Ya.sodharman

Mr. Pai’s objection (No. ij) ® to the Khoh Plates of Samkshobha
being interpreted according to the era of 319-20 A.D. is based 011 a
belief that in 505 -515 A. I), the Guptas were dispossessed of all

their dominions by the Hunas. But examination of the known
epigraphic data will show that there is no reason to accept this as
true. Toramana and Mihirakula might have wrested the Western
dominions of the Guptas from them, but they might most certainly
have been ruling over Baghelkhancl as well as Bihar and Bengal.
The Gupta rule certainly did not end with Narasimha Gupta, but
was contimted for at least three more reigns—of Kumara Gupta II,

Budha Gupta and Bhanu Gupta, even if Vainya Gupta be not
accepted as belonging to the Imperial line. These tracts must have

* A study of the Gupta coins .shows that the Gupta imitations were of the
later Kusana issues—ami of a superior workmans] lip—evidences of belonging to a
later period. Cf. Allan—Intr. to Gupta coins, Ixix.

* The exact words are simple (a) Akhilamandalahhoga siedmlna parama swd-
tnina swaydmupaUhiia rdjyabhisheka

,

and {b) paramabhattaraka padanudhyato,
....etc.

® See above.
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been under the uninterrupted possession of the Guptas up to their

final decline. Consequently there is nothing against interpreting

the plates of Sainkshobha in the years of 319-20 era.

So of the formidable list of arguments presented by the scholars

mentioned above, only two now remain in the field. It will be

seen that even of these two neither can hold ground. We must
postpone our final judgment on the Bhattakapatra Grant for the

time being, since there appears to be some confusion with regard to

it. Referring to the different publications and notices of the Grant
we find that it was first noticed by Mr. Diskalkar in An. Rep.
Watson Mu. Rajkot 1925-26, pp. I3f. and 1926-27 pp. I3f.

Then in MAR 1927, p. 27, it was summarily edited as referred to

above. In this case as well as in Bhandarkar’s Ifist, No. 1324,
we find the Samvat year given as G. 257, and a note attached that

there was no solar eclipse between the years 574-591 A.D. Mr. Pai

also has pointed out that there was no solar eclipse between the

years 573-592 A.D. On the other hand, Mr. Diskalkar in E.I.,

XXI, p. 179 has recently edited the same plates, referring to them
as hitherto unpublished. What is more curious, though the Samvat
year given in the heading is G.S. 257, we find it changed into 254
in the course of the article ! He also points out that ‘ according to

Mr. L. D. Swami Kaniiu Pillai’s Indian Ephenieris (Vol. I, pt. I

pp. 22of.) there was a solar eclipse in the month of Chaitra (i.e.

Vaisakha, according to the Purnimanta calculation) on the 19th
March 573 A.D.’

Now in the face of these conflicting statements, it is impossible
to arrive at a conclusion unless the plates are re-edited carefully

and the errors removed. This however will be very difficult as

Mr. Diskalkar points out that the plates have been lost, ‘ the
impressions were not properly taken '—and it is well-known how
treacherous these impressions often are. Then again, I should like to

point out that even if the date 257 is accepted and interpreted

according to the era of 272-73 A.D. as suggested by Mr. Pai, it will

be seen that the eclipse of 529-30 A.D. could not have been visible

from Valabhi.^ As the plates were issued from Valabhi, this is quite

a strong argument against accepting Mr. Pai’s theory on the basis

of the Bhattakapatra Grant. Considering the three possibilities

that (i) the date may have been wrongly read, (2) the plates might
have been .spurious, (3) and a solar ecUpse might after all have
taken place in 573 A.D., it is wiser at present to let alone the Grant,
until these points are cleared up.

* Cf. MAR 1927, p. 276.
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Similarly there is a suggestion of confusion and probable mis-

conception in Iliuen-Tsang’s statement about the contemporary
king of ValabliT. The Chinese meaning of the name, as given by the

pilgrim, suggests Dhruvapatu, rather than Dhruvabhatta. Siladitya

VII is called Dhruvata in his Inscriptions of 447 G.E. (No. 1373

—

Bhandarkar), and cf)nsequently he has been identified with Tou-
lou-p’o-po-lnii. But there must always remain some doubt against

this identification, particularly so since Indians were rather free in

their use of name-endings like Bhatta, Varman, Sena, etc. Thus
the same king might be called Dhruvasena and Dhruvabhatta at

different times.* Until further evidence is forthcoming it will not

be wise to accept this identification as final, and to reject the era of

3i()-2o A.l). on its basis. T’ou-lou-p’o-po-to of Hiuen Tsang might
have been Dhruvasena III or the Rastrakuta King Dhruvaraja
Indravarnian for all we know.®

'J'he above remarks will show clearly that the basis of the
challenge hurled against Fleet’s chronology rests on quicksand. As
not one of the arguments advanced can stand the test of critical

research, the old era may safely be allowed to remain. But since

these discussions have been called up, it is perhaps better to submit
the newly suggested theories to a further criticism and find out how
far they tally with the actual facts of the Gupta period.

There are three known data that can help us positively in fixing

the epoch of the Gupta era :

—

(1) The Mandasor Inscii])ti()ns of Kumara Gupta and Bandhu-
varman dated Malava era 493= 436 A.D.®

(2) The defeat of the Western Satraps by the Guptas, and
the final overthrowal of that dynasty.

(]) The Ganjam Plates of Sasanka, dated G.S. 300=620 A.D.

Of these, the Mandasor Inscription is the most important positive

evidence for the era of 19-20 A.D., and each of the three scholars

mentioned above has tried to explain it away and to make it fit in

with his particular theory. Mr. Pai and Dr. Shama.sastry hold that
the Kumara Gupta mentioned here must be Kumara Gupta II. In
order to make this possible, Mr. Pai makes Kumara Gupta II rule

from G.vS. 150-210, i.e. 423 A.D.—483 A.D. according to his calcula-

tions. Similarly, Dr. Shamasastry places him in 430-455 A.D.,

* We know tliat the same Riistrakuta king was known under the two different
names Dantidurga, and D.mtivarmaii.

* Fleet—Gupta Ins. Jntr., p. 40.
® The inscription contains two dates. But for our present purpose, we are

concerned only with the earlier one.
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counting backward from Damodara Gupta whom he refers to c. 530-

34 A.D. But this is impossible for numerous reasons :

—

(a) Damodara Gupta cannot be referred to c. 53^-34 A.D. as

he had fought not with the Hiinas, as Dr. Shamasastry
holds, but with the Maukharis, who had done so.’

His proper date ought to be c. 507 A.D. since

Adityasena ruled in Harsha era 66.

{b) There is nothing to prove that the later Guptas of Magadha
ruled in one line of unbroken succession with the

Imperial Guptas. Neither is there any evidence of

their having ruled innnediatcly after the latter. Con-
sequently, the period of Damodara Gupta cannot help

us in fixing the date of Kuniara Gujita II.

(r) Thirdly, Kuniara Gupta II’s known date is G.R. 154.

According to Dr. Shamasastry ’s date this would mean
that Kuniara Gupta II ruled in 35D55 A. I). It is

therefore impossible for him to have ruled in 430-455
A.D. as well.

(d) Dastly, both Mr. Pai and Dr. Shamasastry have com-
mitted the fallacy of ignoring the full evidence of

Buddha Gupta’s inscriptions. According to Mr. Pai,

Buddha Gupta was not a paramount sovereign at all,

as in his inscriptions he is called merely a bhupati and
not mahdrajddhirdja

.

Rvidently he has overlooked the

testimony of Buddha Gupta’s Damodarpur C.P. of year

163 where he has been given full Imperial titles. Nor
can he be regarded as sovereign merely in the we.stern

part of the Gupta empire, as Dr. Shamasastry takes
him to be, because we have his Sarnath Inscription

of year 157, subsequent to Kuniara Gupta Il’sSaranath
Inscriptions of year 154, and his Bran Pillar Inscrip-

tion of year 165. Consequently, Kuniara Gupta II

could not have been ruling in 164 G.E. and the only
alternative left to us is to accept the Kumara Gupta
of the Mandasor Inscription as Kuniara Gupta I.

The theories of Dr. Shamasastry and Mr. Pai thus
fall to the ground.

Mr. Mukherjee’s method of explaining the Mandasor Inscription

is curiously simple. In the first place he has identified the Gupta era

with the Vikrama era of 57-58 B.C. and made Chandra Gupta I

its founder by attributing to him the epithet Vikraniaditya, although

’ Cf. Aphsad Ins.—Fleet—Gupta Ins., p. 20of.
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we possess no evidence of his ever using such a title. Then he pro-

poses a second identification—of the Malava era with the earlier Sri

Harsha era, which, according to Alberuni, started 400 years before

the Vikrama Sainvat. .^193 Malava era would therefore be 93 V.S.

or G.S. and he places Kumara Gupta I in 93 G.S. although we know
that Chandra Gupta IT ruled at least down to year 93. His grounds

for the above identification we may summarize in his own words.
‘ Darsaka or Harshaka started building Pataliputra but died before

he could finish it Udayasva, in memory of his brother-in-law

Harshaka, started the new Harsha era from the date of his accession

the river Kritamala flowed through the Pandya Capital Madura
(South Mathura), to commemorate the name of their mother river

the era also bore the name Krta ’. It is needless to waste

time discussing such a theory.

Mr. Mukherjee sim]:)lilics the other difficulties also by making
the Kusanas the Western Satraps and the Guptas all use the V.S.

But if we believed that, we would have to hold that the Gupta
victory over the ^akas was contemporaneous with the reign of

Rudradamana, and that soon after the reign of Chandra Gupta II

MMwa and Kathiwad passed again into the hands of the Sakas,

whose rule then existed tip to year 388 (i.e. over nearly three centuries)

at least. This is a contradiction of known facts. The evidence of

coins shows that the pieces issued in Malwa and Kathiwad by the

Sakas about year 388 -fx were restruck by the Guptas. We know
also that Malwa remained under Gupta suzerainty up to the days
of Buddha Gupta, and Kathiwad was ruled over firstly by Gupta
Viceroys at least down to G.S. 138, and afterwards by the powerful
Maitrakas who remained feudatories to the Guptas for quite a long
period. Similarly the eras of 200-20T A.D. and 272-73 A.D. would
make the Gupta victory over Sakas take place during the reigns

of Bhatrdaman and Svami Rudrasena III respectively,* after whom
the Saka rule continued for at least 100 years in the first case

and more than 22 years in the latter. Both these theories, there-

fore, ought to be rejected.

Thus we see that the Mandasor Inscription as well as the
history of the western Satraps support the theory of 319-20 A.D. The
other positive evidence for the case of Fleet’s chronology are the
Ganjam Plates of Sasanka, G.S. 300. As we know that Saianka was
a contemporary of Harshavardhana, evidently the G.S. must have
started in the first quarter of the 4th century A.D., i.e. A.D. 319-20.
Mr. Mukherjee attempts to explain this away by holding that Sasanka

* The western Satrap coins were most probably dated according to the §aka
era. See Rapson C.A.D., i.e. Coins of the Andhra Dynasty Introduction.
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was a Mahasamanta under Rajyavardhana—that both the Rohtas-

gadh seal as well as the ‘ real sense of Hiuen Tsang’s statement
'
point

to it—and therefore he could not have been identical with the Sasanka
of the Ganjam plates who appears to be an influential and sovereign

king. But Hiuen Tsang’s reference to Sasanka is always by the

title of king ^ and it is not clear why Sasanka should be mentioned as

so dangerous an enemy, particularly of Buddhism, if he was a

mere vassal under Hansha, the patron of that religion. Secondly,

Mr. Mukherjee tries to show that although Sasanka murdered Rajya-

vardhana, when the latter was the king, ‘ Harsha never fought

^asanka ’, because ‘ he was his Mahasamanta and owed allegiance

to him Surely this is distorting history to suit a particular theory.

It is expressly mentioned by Hiuen Tsang that Harsha ‘ set out to

avenge his brother’s murder and to reduce the neighbouring countries

to subjection ’.* Hiuen Tsang’s statement is clear enough
; ^asanka,

the king of Karnasuvarna, was an enemy of Harsha and there is

every reason to suppose that this king, who figures so prominently

in the history of the early part of the 7th century A.D., must
have been identical with the influential king of the same name,
mentioned in the Ganjam Plates.

All these i)oints being considered it is impossible to accept these

new theories which are based on so very weak arguments and are

in flagrant contradiction to some of the well-established historical

facts.

^ Cf. Wattei,s i, 34.J, ii, 43, ()2 , 115. ii(), 192.

* Cf. Watters i, p. 343.





THE ROYAL CROWNS OF INDIAN KINGS

By P. K. Aciiarya

The royalty in ancient India, in the age of the ^ilpasSstra to
be more precise, was divided into nine classes on the basis of the
corresponding division of their orders, insignia, (jualifications, powers,
measures, actions,* kingdoms, entourage, army, revenue-system,
forts and cities, palaces and mansions, and pavilions and their
various component parts and auxiliary courts, offices, residences,
gardens, cemeteries and cremation grounds, arches, theatres, personal
ornaments and house-furniture, and lastly the thrones, crowns and
coronations. From these royal equipments it will appear that the
Indian kings did not get their title as a mere honour, personal or
hereditary, from a superior authority in recognition of their services,
pubhc or private. On the other hand, it appears clear from our
sdstra and history that they had to qualify themselves for the title

by birth, education and property. In other words, the title implied
the substance and symbol of real power, and not the mere paper
diploma of an honorary insignia of meaningless, bombastic and
unpronounceable phrases. In fact, in the times of the Vedic and
post-Vedic literature that is up to the pre-Christian era, the royal
title did not go beyond the expressions Kaja, Maharaja, and
Chakravartin.* The Persian invasions by Darius in the fifth

* Their six qualities consist of valour, energy, finnncs.s, ability, liberality and
majesty, (Manu-Samhita, VII, loo).

Their three-fold powers consist of majesty (prabhava), energy {utsaha) and
counsel (mantra), (Amarakosha, 2, 8, i, iq).

The six measures compri.se alliance, war, marching, halting, dividing the army
and seeking protection, (Manu, VII, loo).

The three-fold actions are known as mobilization (pratyutkrama), array
(prakrama), and advance (upakrama).

^
»urTtTSl

—
‘ a great king ’ is frc<juently rcfei red to in the Brahmanas, Aitareya,,

vii. 34, 9; Kausitaki V.vS. ; Satapatha i. (>, 4, 2i
; ii. 5, 4, 9. Brihad Aranyaka

Upanishad, ii. i, 19 ; Maitrayani Ilpanisliad, ii. i.

It seems to mean no more than a king, or rather perhaps a reigning and powerful

king, as opposed to a mere prince, who would also be called tqsiiT
1

‘ King of kings ’, later a title of paramount sovereignty, is only found
in Vedic literature in the late Taittiriya Aranyaka (i. 31, 6) as a divine epithet.

Ramayana— and are the only titles mentioned.

Mahabharata—tT»r and are the only titles mentioned.
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century B.C. and the Grecian invasions led by Alexander the great

in the fourth century B.C. could not deprive the Indian kings of

the substance of their powers. The kings of the ^isunaga, Nanda,
and Maurya dynasties were content with the real Indian titles^ of

Raja and Maharaja alone. But from the beginning of the Christian

era India became subject to the constant attack of the central

Asian nomadic Yuechi hordes who left for good their hearth and
home in search of a land of gold and sunshine for their permanent
residence unlike the earlier Persian and Grecian invaders who came
for the i^urposes of plunder alone like the earliest Pathan and Mughal
invaders of the mediaeval ages. Like the kings of the Arabian
Night stories who found them.selves overnight installed upon royal

thrones by some miracles from their humble position, the homeless

nomadic Yue-chi hordes mingled with Sakas and Kushans whose
territories the5^ had destroyed when found themselves enthroned
over the fertile and sunny Indian Empire seem to have lost their

heads owing to an overflow of fortune and began to assume bom-
bastic titles like the Daivaputra, Shahanushahi, combining the Indian
and the Persian ones in a disproportionate manner. Thus from the

times of these Indo-Scythian settlers, the royal titles began to be
mere verbose and the imperial Gupta kings when by their matri-

monial connections with the Lichchhavis of the Himalayan borders

came to powers from their original humble position to rule over a
portion of the Indian Empire assumed as many as five to seven
bombastic titles at one time

; the meanings thereof could hardly be
applicable in most cases of tho.se who assumed them like the prefix

numbering one, five and eight to one hundred and one, five

and eight, and even to one thousand and one added before the
names of chiefs and land-holders whose pecuniary income and
intrinsic powers are far below those of a district collector of no
pretension to any title. Thus one and the same king of a limited
territory was called Maharaja, Rajadhiraja, Parmesvara, Parama-
bhattaraka Maharajadhiraja, Maharaka, and Chakravarttl.*

Mat.P., Chap. 142, 59-73 ; Vish. II, III, ii. 57.

^T«TiT—Ag.P., ccxviii. I-J5 ; eexx. 1-42 ;
ccxxi. 36, 42 ;

ccxxii. 1-6
;
11-T9,

etc.; ccxxiii. 4-41, j 6, etc.; ccxxiv. 1-42; ccxxv. 1-33; ccxxvi. 5-20; ccxxviii.

1-8
;
ccxxiv. 2-25

;
ccxxxiii. 11-26

; ccxxxv. 1-17 ;
ccxxxvi. 1-66, ccxxxvii. 1-19

;

ccxxxviii. 1-22
;
ccxxxix. 1-48 ; ccxl. 1-32 ; ccxli. 1-68

;
ccxlv. 1-6

;
ccliii. 30-34,

66 ;
cclviii. 81-83

i
cclxviii. 1-31

;
cclxix. 1-39 ; cclxxvi. 25.

Vish.P., I, xxii. 16, etc.
;

III, xiii. 34, 38, etc.
;
Mat.P., Chap. 215, 2-99 ;

Chap. 216, 1-38 ; Chap. 217, 1-87 ; Cliap. 218, 1-38 ;
Chap. 219, 1-34 ; Chap. 220,

i~47 Chap. 222, 1-10
;
Chap. 223, 1-16

; Chap. 226, i
; Chap. 240, 2-27.

^ Junagarh Rock Inscription of Rudradaman of the ist century :

—

{a) TTIT’ WVWW I
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In the age of the Silpa-sastra, however, the epithets of aU

things had to justify themselves because it was an age of art and

(b) KT^- I

Kushan of 2nd and 3rd centuries

:

(a) Sin. Vihar Copper-plate Inscr. of the year 11 :

—

(b) Ara Inscr. of the year 41 :

—

(Ka) i (Sa) rasa Vajheshkaputrasa.

Gupta of the 4th and 5th centuries : In Allahabad vStone Pillar Inscr. we find

and W^railftr^TW ,
later on coupled with (supreme lord) and

(most worshipped one). Cf. Alina grant of Siladitya, VII. A Rewa

grant of ,
dated v.s. 1297 says :

• Other

titles of paramount sovereignty are and I

ist half of 6th century: Mandasor Stone Inscr. of Yasadharman and Vishnu-

vardhana :

—

^ mvfn ajarftr

TTr^vc.... I

7th century : Madhuvana, Copper-plate of Harsha

Deoli Plate of Krishna III. 862 Saka 940-41 A.D.

:

^ ^ »jXTr:i«rTfVKTW ... 1

>iWJTro« rnjTrrairfvtTar 1

7th century : Sunsadi Plates of Siladitya 11 (669-70 A.C.) :

Bangarh grant of Mahipada I (who ruled 978-1030 A.D.)

.

wTTtTwrfV>tT<ir! 1

Sen Kings of loth and nth centuries :

(a) Barrackpur Copper-plate of Vijaya Sena :

f»c€t I

(b) Naihati Copper-plate of Vallala Sena :

—

.rjtiNi’c »r^twifirtw nrt^-

Sir^: I

(c) Anulia and Govindpur Copper-plate of Lakshmana Sena :—

rrtufNm (or)
i»r: 11
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architecture where not a single member of moulding could assume
meaningless title not warranted by its form and substance. In that

age of truth and reality and for those solid practical purposes the

royalty was classified in a descending order into Chakravartin,

Adhiraja, otherwise called Maharaja, which later became combined
as Maharajadhiraja, Narendra, Parshnika, Pattadhara, Mandalesa,

Pattabhaj, Praharaka and Astragraha. As stated above these

orders of kings were based upon neither on birth alone nor on the

favour of a superior authority but upon various qualification and
property franchise. But we are concerned here only with the

Crowns which are the culminating royal insignia. It is, however,

regrettable though logical, that all traces of even such an insignia

should have entirely disappeared and the Indian Kings should

have been left to their fancy to devise some sort of head dre-ss including

the Western top hats and the Eastern Pagries of all sorts having
entirely forgotten the various types of the crowns and the occasions

of their use.

The four occasions for which the various types of crowns are

required are known as Prapta or Prathama, Mangala, Vlra, and
Vijaya. Prapta means ‘ received ’, i.e. when the royal office comes
to a king by inheritance or otherwise. This is also called the

Prathama or ‘ first ’ coronation-function wkh a special type of crown
in celebration of assumption of the exalted office. Mangala implies
‘ auspicious occasions ’ like the public and ceremonial entry of the
king to some festivals or assemblies. For this purpose the kings
used to wear a special type of Crown. Vtra means a ‘ hero ’

:

here it denotes some heroic achievement, for the celebration of

which a special crown was required. It would corresspond to the
present-day ‘ honour ’ awarded by the King-Emperor or the Viceroy,
and also with the ‘ diploma ’ conferred by a University or other
educational associations. In both these latter cases also the paper
‘ honour ’ or ‘ diploma ’ is associated with some insignia or uniform
but not with any real crown. Vijaya implies ‘ victory ’ in warfare,
which event also was celebrated by a sort of fresh coronation with a
special type of crown.

The types of crowns comprise Jata, Mauli,‘ Kirita, Karanda,
Sirasraka, Kuntala, Kesabandha, Dhammilla, Alaka, Cliuda, Mukuta
and Patta. There were three kinds of the Patta-crown. The
Patra-patta was assigned to the Pattadhara class of kings, Ratna-
patta for the Mandalesa kings, and the Pushpa-patta for the Pattabhaj
order. The lowest orders of kings known as the Praharaka and the

* These two types—Jata and Mauli—are generally reserved for certain groups
of deities.
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Astragraha were not entitled to put on a real crown or a diadem.
Their head dress consisted of the Pushpamdlya or a sort of flower-

garland. Thus of the nine orders of kings the remaining four alone

could put on a real crown. The Kirita crown was reserved for the

Chakravartti (otherwise called Sarvabhauma) and the Maharaja
(otherwise called Adhiraja) orders of kings, the Karanda crown for

the Narendra class and the ^irastraka for the Parshnika group. The
Chakravartti and the three higher orders could put on occasionally

on the Makuta and the Karanda types also.

The Kuntula and the Makuta types were reserved for the con-
sort of the Chakravartti order, the Kesabhandha type for the queens
of the Maharaja (Adhiraja) and the Narendra orders, the Dhammilla
and the Makuta types for the queens of the Parshnika, Pattadhara,
Mandalesa, and Pattabhaj Kings, and the Alaka and Chudaka for

the wives of the Praharaka and Astragraha kings.

The artistic details of the crowns refer to the dimensions,
designs, ornaments, and the number of gems and jewels to be set

therein. The height of the crowns varies in accordance with the
importance of the royal bearers. It may be equal to the length of

the face, or twice or thrice thereof. The height of the Kirita crown
of the Chakravartti order should be equal to the base of his head,
but the same type of crown when used by the Maharaja (Adhiraja)

kings should be one-sixteenth part less in height. The height of the
Karanda crown reserved for the Narendra kings should be two parts
(out of the sixteen) less, and that of the ^irastraka crown for the
Parshnika kings should be eight parts (out of the sixteen) less.

The height of the Makuta crown for the queens of the Chakravartti
and Maharaja (Adhiraja) should be equal to the girth of their head,
or three-fourths or one-half thereof, and the height of the crowns
of all other royal consorts should be equal to the length of their

face. But the height of the Dhammilla type assigned to the queens
of the Parshnika, Pattadhara, Mandalesa and Pattabhaj and the
Alaka type for the wives of the Praharaka and Astragraha kings
should be less than the length of the face by one-fourth and one-half
respectively.

The height of the Patra-patta turban for the Pattadhara kings
should be one-third of the girth of the head, that of the Ratna-patta
for the Mandalesa should be one-fourth, and that of the Pushpapatta
for the Pattabhaj should be one-sixth of the girth of the head.

The height of the crest-jewel above the (Makuta) crown is

excluded from the height proper of the crown. The Jata, Makuta,
Ke^abandha, and Kuntala crowns should be triangular in general
plan with the pattern of three-fold pocket, three-fold cup, three-
fold leaf, three-fold cavity, or three-fold casket. The Elirita and
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Matili crowns should resemble the ear in general design. The

Karanda should look like the beak of peacock and the &rastraka

like the bubble. • The Dhammilla should be shaped like the creeper.

The Alaka should resemble a curl of hair and the Chudaka should

be like the crest of a cock or peacock in general plan. The crown
Kirita (or Mukuta) assigned to the Chakravartti order should be

furnished with garlands made of ten leaves, rows or strings of gold

pieces and jewels. The ornaments may vary in number from five

hundred to one thousand, two thousand and two thousand five

hundred in the small, intermediate and large size. The variation of

the ornaments also depends upon the occasions of the use of the

crown. Different crowns are used for the four coronations, namely,

Prapta or Prathama, Mahgala, Vira and Vijaya.

The number of jewels in the Makuta crown of the consort of

the Chakravartti order should be half of those prescribed for the

King’s crown. But the jewels in the crown of the same name
assigned to the Maharaja (Adhiraja) order may be up to two thousand,

classified as before into three varieties. For the Makuta crown of

the Narendra King, however, the jewels should number five hundred,

one thousand, and one thousand and five hundred in the three

varieties. In the ^irastra crown of the Parshnika Kings there should
be four hundred, eight hundred, and twelve hundred jewels. In the

Patra-Patta crown of the Pattadhara Kings there should be three

hundred, six hundred and nine hundred jewels
;
in the Ratna-patta

crown of the Mandalesa Kings the jewels should number two hundred,
four hundred, six hundred and in the Pushpa-patta crown of the

Pattabhaj Kings there should be one himdred, two hundred and
three hundred jewels in the three varieties.

As a general rule the height of the royal crowns being divided
into twenty-six parts, the forehead fillet should be of five parts,

the crest of two-and-a-half parts, the ear of five parts, and the
bottom of six parts, and the rest for the head proper. This height

of the crest jewel extends from the band to the bud ornament.
Along the height of the lower band one part should be covered with
garlands of jewels and all the circular members are discreetly fitted

thereto. All other regions are generally furnished with wave-
mouldings the interior of which is adorned with flowers of jewels.

The ear-parts are adorned with crocodile-carvings, the interior of

which is furnished with jewel bands surrounded with ornamental
leaves. 'I'he jewel band is made in front, and on the outside it is

surrounded with creepers. In the face-part of the crocodile the
garland of creepers with projection is carved. At the front and
back there is a continuous string of crocodiles.

There is a characteristic difference in the mouldings, ornaments
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and adornments with jewels and gems of all the crowns. The plates

may serve as illustrations.*

The Chapter (XTIX) of the Mdnasdra, the standard work
on the Silpasastra, dealing with the divine and royal crowns opens
with a discourse on the necessity of making proper gifts to the
artist. These gifts comprise young girls and other maids together

with an assemblage of wealth and jewels, corn, land, houses, servants

and conveyances. ‘If the heart of the artists be gratified' it is

stated, ‘ the master will attain his desirable fruit, but if the artist

be dissatisfied (at the gifts) all prosperity will be ruined ’. This
perhaps implies that without the prospect of a handsome remuneration
and reward the artistic finish of the crown, of whichever type it

may be, is not possible. In fact, art cannot prosper without proper
patronage and generous encouragements.

* For further details readers are referred to the writer’s Indian architecture,

pp. 64-66.

Dictionary of Hindu architecture, pp. 130, 223-225, 330-331, 461, 515-516,

The Manasara, Text, pp. 313-321.

,, „ Translation, pp. 483-496.
Illustrations, Vol. V, Plates CXXXVHI, CXXXIX, CXL.





HEARTH AND HOME

By Girija Prasanna Majumdar

^ JITT^ ftTPTTiR (Garuda P., Ch. 46.)

The ‘ hearth ’ is primarily a ‘ fire-place ’ which symbolizes the

abode of comfort and hospitality. The ‘ home ’ is primarily a
dwelling-place which symbolizes the centre of an institution

—

domestic, religious, charitable, or educational. The ‘ homestead
’

represents a dwelling-house with the adjacent ground, the enclosure,

and the out-buildings. The Sanskrit term vastu or vastu * (Pali

vatthu) primarily denotes a site, the site for a building, the site for

a garden, the site for a dwelling-house, the site for a monastery, in

short, for all that is implied by a homestead, or ‘ hearth and home ’.

The term, as employed in Indian Vdstuvidya or Sthapatividy^l *,

denotes not only the site but all that is erected or built thereon.

A householder is a grhi, grhapati, or grhastha (Pah, gihi, gahapati or

gahattha), and the fire which is kept ablaze by a grhapati is called

g&rhapatya} There is no conception of a home in Indian literature,

domestic or religious, without its association with a fire-place {agni-

idld, agydgdra).

The Vedic texts repeatedly speak of ‘ fixed dwellings, villages and
towns ’, ‘ cities * made of stone and iron having stuccoed or plastered

* V4stu—Grhayogya bhurvastu ; grhakaranayogyabhumih.
* Vistuvidya—see Ch. 52. Brhatsamhitd ; Vistuyuktih in Yuktikalpataru,

pp. 26-35 > V4stu in Sabdakalpadrama ; Vistuvidy4-vis4radah in Brahmapurdna.
Ch. 47, 3 (Poona ed.. 1895, p. 139) ; one of the 64 kalas, Vatsydyana’s Kdmasutra,
I, iii, 14.

Sthapti-vidyd

—

Sthapati : during Vedic period he was a Royal Official—A.V.,

II, 32, 4 ; V, 23, II ;
Taitt. Sam., IV, 5. 2, 2 ; Vaj. Sam., XVI, 19 ; Sat. Brah.,

V, 4, 4, 17 ;
etc. ; subsequently he came to be regarded as Vdstuvidydvidhdnajno

laghuhasto jitadramah, ^rghadardi ca duradca sthapatib parikirtitah, Matsya P.,

Ch. 189. He was honoured by a householder along with gods and brahmins :

—

wrr firitN I 99. Ch. 53, Brhatsamhitd ; cf. also

Ramayana, Adikanda, Ch. xiii, 15, 16.

* Grhapatisaihyukto garhapatyah agni, etc.

* r!v., II, 19, 6, 8 ; IV, 30, 20 ; VI, 47, 2 ; VII, 19, 5. Par and para occur

more than sixty times in the whole of the Ri^eda Samhitd. Sayana takes both

the terms to mean nagara or city. The paras might be built on hills (R.V., 1 , 130, 7),

they were very often made of ayas (VII, 15, 14), and of stone {aiman, IV, 30, 20)
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houses ‘ cities having vast comprehensive, thousand-doored,

thousand-columned dwellings ‘ dwellings having halls {prdclna

vamia)} In them we have the use of dgdra * or gfha * (both

singular and plural) to denote a dwelling-house for men. The word
grha is also used to denote a shed for cattle “ and for sheep.® A
dwelling-house is said to have been composed of several rooms that

could be securely shut up.’ The house consisted of, in addition

to other rooms, a havirdhdna (oblation-holder), an agnisdla (fire-

place), a patmndm sadana * (inner apartments for ladies), sadas

(sitting rooms), and a dhanadhdni* (treasure-house, or granary).

The grha as a homestead also included the stables and the rest,

and used to be surrounded by a fence or a wall of some sort.*® Other
terms used in connection with dwellings are : sa/a,** harmya,^^

nivesana,^^ and durona}*
In the next stage of Indian literature, as represented by the

Pali Canonical literature, the Arthasastra, the two Sanskrit Epics,

and the rest, we have ample evidence of the great advance made
in India in respect of the art of building. Even the earliest portions

of the extant Pali Canon clearly refer to Vatthuvijjd (Vastuvidyd) as

one of the many sciences and arts that had developed by the time.

The Vatthuvijjd or Vastuvidya was but another name for Sthapati-
vidyd, the art of the architect, mentioned in the Arthasastra. The
art of building also came to be known as Vaddhakisippa, the pro-

fessional art of a builder. The common term to denote a house-
holder was, of course, gahakdraka *® {grhakdraka) which is explained

and were provided with gates {dura, \’I, i8, 15). For a discussion on the meaning
of par and pura, see K. M. Gupta’s The Land .System and Agriculture of the Vedic
Age, Orientalia, Part II, pp. 525-528.

» R.V., VII, 88, 5.

* §at. Brah., Ill, i, i, 6, 7 ; 6, i, 23 ; IV, 6, 8, 20.
* A.V., IV, 36, 3 ; Kaus. Up., II. 15.

* R.V., II, 42, 3 ;
III, 53, b

;
IV. 49, 6 ; etc. ; A.V., I, 27, 4 ;

III, 10, ii
;
VI,

137, I
;
etc. ; Ait. Brah., VIII, 21, 26 ; etc., Vaj. Satn., II, 32 ; IV, 33 ; etc. ; Sat.

Brah., I, i, 2, 22 ; 6, i, 19 ; etc.

‘ R.V., VII, 56. 16 ;
A.V., I, 3, 4.

® R.V., X, 106. 5 ;
A.V., III, 3.

’ R.V., I, 69, 2 ;
A.V., V, 31, 5 : VI, 120, I

; etc.

« A.V., IX, 3, 7.

* Taitt. Aran. X, 67. w R.V., VII, 55, 6.
“ A.V., V, 31, 5 ; VI, 106, 3 ; etc. ; §at. Brah., Ill, i, i, 6 ; etc.
*• Palace of Yama, A.V., XVIII, 4, 55.
« R.V., IV, 19, 9 ;

VII, 19, 5.

“ R.y., Ill, 1, 18 ; 25, 5 ; IV, 3, I ; V, 76, 3 ; A.V., VII, 17, 3. For a complete
information, see Wilson, Vol. I, Intro, xli; Vol. II, Intro, xv ; Vedic Index, Vol. I,

pp. 229-230 ;
Zimmer-Altindisches Leben, 155.

“ Dhammapada 153, 154—Th. I, 183, 184 ; Dh. Comm., Ill, 128.
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as being a synonym of vaddhaki} The skilled builders, or trained

architects were honoured as ihapatis (Sk. sthapatis)^ and it appears
that it became a custom with an Indian monarch, as early as the

Buddha's time, to keep two thapatis in his service, the Pali Dham-
macetiya Sutta immortalizing the names of two such thapatis,

Isidatta and Purina, in the service of King Pasenadi of Kosala.*

Almost all the words which are catalogued in Sanskrit lexicons,

the Amarakosa and the rest, vesnia, sadma, sadana, hhavana, dgdra,

dlaya, nilaya, oka, niketana, geha, sdld, mandira, vdsa, nivdsa, samvdsa,

dvdsa, and the like, are met with in the texts of the Pali Canon and
other contemporaneous Indian works. It is not always easy to

distinguish between the significance of one set of words and another.

But a broad distinction in meaning of the terms employed may be
realized from a general classification of the homesteads with reference

to the persons, or classes of persons, who use them. The people of

India were broadly divided into the grhi, those who kept to house-

hold life, and the pravrajita, those who adopted the ascetic and
wandering life. The first comprised the common people and the
aristocracy, the latter best lepesented by the king and his family.

The second comprised the tdpasas, or hermits, and the hhikkhus,

or parivrdjakas, the wandering ascetics, recluses, religious mendicants
including the members of the Buddhist Holy Order. The parks
and the public or private gardens * formed then as now a necessary

part of the scheme of house-building, and as such they are allowed
a place within the scope of the Vastuvidya or Sthapatividya.

Here we are to understand ‘ hearth and home ’ in this broad
sense and to treat the whole subject mainly from the point of view
of the part played by plants, either as a source of building materials,

or as constituting the natural and {esthetic surroundings, or even as

a means of decoration.

* Cf. nagara-vaddhaki

,

the architect of a city, Miln., II, i, 9. For detail see

Indian Architectural terms by Coomaraswamy, Jour. A.O. Soc., Vol. 48, 3, pp. 250-

275. For other meanings of the term vaddhaki, see J.R.A.S. (1901), p. 863 with
footnote.

* See ante. In the Jaina tradition the thapati, or the master-builder, is

counted as one of the 14 ‘ jewels ’ of a Royal Court, Uttaradhyayanasutra
Commentary. Cf. Coomaraswamy, p. 272.

* Majjhima, II, p. 123 : Isidatta (Rsidanta)-Pur5na thapatayo mamabhatti
mamayana ahain nesath jivitaih data, yasassa ahatt4 : King Pasenadi said :

‘ Rsidatta

and Purana, the two architects, are my men, my employees. I provide them with

livelihood, and I procure fame for them.
’

* For information on this interesting subject, see Upavana-Vinoda, pp. 17-18 ^

Construction of a Garden-house. See also Arthaiastra, Bk. II, Ch. ii, where provisions

are made for Imperial and public game forests, placed in charge of For^t Officers

(Kupyadhyaksas, cf. Sukra. I, 665-666) and forest guards. Shyama Sastri ed.
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I. Hearth and Home op Common People

The general Pali word to denote a dwelling-place, or residence

of a person, is vasanatthma (Sk. vasasthdna), and the mode of life of

a common householder is called gharavdsa * (household-life). The
word ghardvasatha is employed in the sense of a dwelling-house. A
ginjakdvasatha * denoted a brick-built house. The dwelling-place of

a householder is simply called a ghara * which is said to have been
provided with door-posts {dvdra-bdhd).* These houses had each an
outer side and an inner side, and the homestead also contained a
kitchen (pdkatthdna or randhanasdld), a granary {koUhaka), a store-

hoiise {bhanddra or bhandasdld)

,

an extra house for guests and visitors

{asanasdld), cattle-shed {go-sdld), and the like with an adjoining

aviary {vitanka) and the whole house used to be surrounded by a

wall or a fencing of some sort.® If the householder happened to be
an artisan, the homestead also contained an additional workshop
(dvesana, sippasdld), such as kumbhakdrasdld, tantuvdya-sdld,

kammdra-sdld, etc. There was a kitchen garden attached to each
house.

The subject of these dwelling-houses is to be dealt with under
the following heads : Selection of site, plan of the homestead and
commencement of building work, building materials, and trees in a
homestead.®

^ Vinaya II, i8o
; A., II, 208 ; M.I., 179, 240, 267, 344 ; S.N., 406 ; Jat.,I,6i.

* Ang., Chakkanikaya,— ; Digha, II—. According to Buddhaghosa ginjak4 -

vasatha=:itthakainayo pasado.
» Dhammapada 241, 302; Ang., II, 68; Sn., 43: Jat., I, 290; IV, 2, 364,

492; Miln.,47.
* Petavatthu p. 4 • dv5rabahasu titthanti agantvana sakaih-gharath. Cf.

Mahivamsa, XXV, 38.
* Cf. Yuktikalpataru, p. 49, Grhayukti

—

w *1 wrmn 1

® Kamikagama, patala 33, lays down the following procedure for an architect
while going to construct a house :

—

vTWT?brt g ftwrt wwfl 1

wg 11

ai: awfw? H
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A. Selection of Site

The Gobhila Grhyasutra ^ prescribes : A man should build a

house on an even ground which is covered with grass, which cannot be
destroyed by inundation or otherwise, on which the waters flow

off to the east, or to the north, on which grow plants which have
no milky juice, or thorns, and which are not acrid. One who is

desirous of holy lustre should select a ground on which darbha
grass grows, of strength on soil covered with big sorts of grass,

and of cattle on soil covered with tender grass. (2-1 1 ).

The Brhatsaihhita * recommends for this purpose the ground
on which grow such annual herbs as jaya, jayanti, sacrificial plants

like pippala as well as creepers ( ),
and the ground

which is sweet, charming and fragrant, pleasant, level and without

any pores, even and hard isanw fwNT *r ^
as a proper site for the construction of a dwelling-house.

The ground marked by the presence of enshrined trees (caitya),

or that marked by the presence of anthills and pits {valmikasvabhra

sankule), or the ground marked by the presence of a tortoise-shaped

mound {kurmakdre) is to be avoided, for the first means danger from
planets and ghosts, the second disaster, the third loss of wealth.

The ground which is overgrown with kuia, sara, durvd, and
kdia grasses taken in order is said to be conducive to the family
prosperity of brahmin, ksatriya, vaisya, and of other castes

respectively (fWW w%Jir i

etc.).

According to the same authority a man does well to cut away
all trees near a house except those in which birds dwell, those which
are broken, dried up or burnt, and those which stand by temples
or grow on a cremation ground. He should also leave undisturbed
trees having milky juice, and dhava, vihhitaka, nimba, and^arani

"(mini: 1

fTfift «

‘ Loc. cit., IV, 7 ; S.B.E. 30, pp. 120-122. Cf. also A^valiyana, II, 7, i, etc.

seq . ; Piraskara, III, 4 ; Apastambha, VII, 17, i ; Sankhayana, III, 2, seq.

;

Khadira,
IV, 2, 6, seq, and Hiranyakeiin, I, 27-28.

* Loc. cit., Ch. 52, Slokas 1-125.
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trees (

1

B. Plan of the Homestead and Commencement of
Building Work

The prescription in the Vatsyayana Kamasutra regarding the
planning of the house of a ndgaraka is applicable to the houses in

general. According to Vatsyayana, a dwelling-house must be
built in close proximity to a source of water. It is to be divided

into two parts, the inner part for women and the outer part

for attending to business, etc., by the master of the house.

( «iiuc%cr ). Attached to

every house there should be a vrksavdtika or fuspavatikd

,

a garden
with wide grounds where flowering plants and fruit trees can grow,

as well as vegetables. A well or tank, large or small, should be

excavated in the middle of the homestead (»r^ fpi ^
«T»r^). The person in charge of this garden (usually the mistress-

of the house) , is to duly procure seeds of common kitchen vegetables

and medicinal herbs, such as mfilaka, dluka, pdlahki, damanaka,
dmrdtaka, ervdruka, trapusa, vdrtdka, kusmdnda, aldvu, surana,

iukandsa, svayamguptd, tilaparnikd, agnimantha, lacuna, paldndu,

and such others (

-

crnw). The direction is also given as to how greens and

vegetables are to be reared in specially prepared beds, sugarcane in

clumps, stunted shrubs of mustard, jiraka, ajamoda, ^atapuspd,
and similar herbs in patches, and the dark tamala trees in groves

The flowering plants recommended comprise kuvjaka, dmalaka,
mallikd, jdti, kurantaka, navamdlikd, tagara, nandydvarta, japd,
etc.

;
the shrubs include vdlaka, uiira, and other grasses which yield

fragrant leaves and roots. The garden is also to be provided with

bowers and vine groves ( ) with raised platforms.

* Cf. Matsya P., Ch. 227, ^ D etc.
;
Yuktikalpataru,

Vastuyuktih : finiw wwt i *r f H See

also Silpa^astra by Rev. J. F. Kearns (Ind. Ant., 1876, pp. 231, 235) ; Essay on the
Architecture of the Hindus by Ram Raj, p. 49; Manasara, Chs. Ill, IV, and V;
Mayamata, Chs. Ill and IV

; Indian Architecture by Dr. P. K. Acharya.
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here and there, for rest or recreation '(;

ll
). A swing ‘ too is to be fitted

on a spot well guarded from the sun by a leafy canopy ( rijt

^t'STT The text speaks, indeed, of an abundance

of various flowers to be artfully arranged here and there. The
homestead is to be kept perfectly clean and the floors of houses

are to be kept smooth and polished so as to relieve the eyes ( ’’t

etc.).®

According to the Matsya Purana some space is to be left all

round the building and the trees should rather be at the back of the
house than in front.®

The Hindu authorities substantially agree as to the month,
period, and day in which the building work should commence.
According to the Yuktikalpataru,‘ for instance, the most auspicious
months for this purpose are Vaisdkha, Asdda, ^rdvana, Kdrtika, Agra-
hdyana and Phdlguna, the auspicious period is the bright hah of the
month, and all days of the week, except the Sunday and the
Tuesday, while the Matsya Purana ® includes also the month of
Mdgha in the list of auspicious months with the proviso that if the
work commences in this month, there is a risk of fire.

C. Building Materials

The trees, bamboos, canes, ropes, and grasses, constituted then
as now, the main building materials of common houses in India.*

1 Cf. Manasara, Ch. L, where height of the post or pillar is given • see Indian
Architecture, p. 69, by Dr. P. K, Acharya.

* KamasQtra, I, iv, 3 and 4 ; III, i, 6, 7, 8 ; cf. Social Life by Chakladar
pp. 151-155 ; see Upavana-Vinoda for a detailed information regardiiig the laying
out of a Vrksavatika.

' ®

* Loc' ck, Ch. 256, 3-10, p. 299. The authority further says that ‘ after choosing
a good and lovely site one should lay the foundation of the house in an auspicious
hour ascertained by an astrologer after putting some jewels underneath it. Over
the jewel is to be placed a stone, and on the stone all sorts of seeds are to be kept ’.

Loc. cit.
;
the text runs

: 1

II and so on, p. 32.

® Loc. cit., Ch. 253 ;
S.B.H., XVII, ii, p. 295. The text runs

: ^rfinwijfrfw

I ^irr% h See also Visvakarmaprakaia, ^Is.

27-29.
• Arrian in his Indika (X) says that cities in India that were situated on the

banks of rivers, or on a sea coast were generally built of wood rather than of brick.
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The Sohgaura Copper-plate ' contains the design of two store-

houses {kotthdgara) built on one and the same pattern. Each of

them appears to be a two-roofed thatched house, built entirely of

wood, bamboo, and grass. The Suttanipata Commentary * speaks

of an institution of carpenters, or wood carvers, which maintained
itself by executing occasional orders for the building purpose.

The Brhatsamhita, the ^ilparatna, and the Puranas give

detailed descriptions of various kinds of wood and timber to be
used in the construction of dwelling-houses. They also prescribe

certain ceremonies to be observed in cutting down the trees for timber.

The Brhatsamhita says *
: After offering oblations and worship during

the night one should do well to walk round the tree beginning from
the east, before cutting it down. If the tree in question fall either

to the east, or to the north in the process of its being cut, it means
good ; if otherwise one should do well not to use that tree for the

purpose of building a house.

If the tree is properly cut down it is propitious to a house
;

and if the part where the tree is cut is yellow one should conclude
the presence of a gosdpa in that tree. If that part is intensely red

there must be a frog inside the tree ;
if blue, a snake ; if slightly

red, a krkaldsa
;

if jewellish, a stone ; if violet, a mouse
; and if it

assumes the colour of a sword one must conclude that there is

water in the tree.

The wood of the following trees are to be avoided : those that
are inhabited by birds, are broken, dried up, burnt up by fire,

growing within temple yards and burial grounds, those that have
milky juice, the vibhUaka, nimba, and iami (arani).

According to the Matsya Purana ‘ one should go on an auspicious

day to the forest and should first of all offer sacrifices and worship
to the trees selected for timber. If the tree falls towards the north-

east it is very lucky and it is unlucky if it falls towards the south.
The wood of bo-tree and of other milky trees should not be used for

a building, nor should the wood of trees inhabited by a large number
of birds, or one burnt up by fire be used, nor the tree cut and torn
by wind is auspicious. The wood of the trees broken by elephants,
struck by lightning, semi-dried up, or dried up of itself, or those
growing near a Chaitya, or sacrificial place, a temple, confluence of

two rivers, burial ground, well and tank, should in no case be used

1 J.R.A.S., 1907, pp. 5iofif.
; Barua, Ann. Bh. Orien. Res. Inst., XI, pp. 32ff.

;

I.H.Q., X, pp. 54-56.
* Paramatthajotika, Vol. II, Part 2, pp. 575-577.
* Loc. cit., Ch. 52, pp. 643-705, the translation is author’s own.
* Chap. 257 ; Eng. Tran. S.B.H., XVII, ii (1917).
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for house-building by one desirous of great influence and wealth.

These trees are to be specially avoided. Nipa, nimba, vibhUaka,

ilesmdntaka, mango, kantaki trees, asana, aioka, madhiika, sarjja,

sdla are the auspicious timber trees. It is very auspicious to use
sandal and panasa wood for a building. Deodar and haridra are

auspicious when used in the building in one, two, or three pieces.

But if more pieces are used it is dangerous, ^inisapd, sriparni, or

tinduka are auspicious in house-building when only one of these

is used, but the mixture is inauspicious. Similarly, syandana,
panasa, sarala, arjuna and padmaka trees alone are auspicious, but
when mixed are inauspicious. A tree cut and brought down to the
ground is named godhd. If the colour of the wood at the time of

cutting down a timber tree is that of manjisthd the tree is termed
bheka

;
if the wood is of the blue colour it is named sarpa

; if it is

red it is termed sarata
;
if it is of the colour of the pearls it is termed

sukadi ; if it is of tawny colour it is termed musika ; if the wood is

of the shape of a sword it is known as jalaccheda
;
one should avoid

the use of such timber for building purposes. If the wood of an
auspicious tree previously cut be lying somewhere, one should fetch

it and use it. Multiply the length of the tree by the circumference
in hands and then divide it by 8 ;

if the remainder is i
,
it is dhwajd

;

if the remainder is 2, it is vrsa
; if 3, it is simha

; if 4, it is vrsabha
;

if 5, it is gardhava ; if 6, it is hasti
;
and if 7, it is kdka. Of these,

dhwajd is auspicious in all directions and is good, especially it brings
all sorts of happiness when used in towards the western door. Simha
is auspicious towards the north, vrsabha towards the east, and hasti

towards the south. This is what the Rsis have said and all these
are lucky. The other trees face the corner directions and they
should be avoided (3-19).

The Silparatna ‘ mentions stone, brick, good timber, good
earth, and iron as materials out of which buildings may be con-
structed :

fjwPmr: r r

The text gives following directions regarding the collection and
selection of timber : The person desirous of happiness should do

* Ch. I4,^R Building materials (si. i), and timber (sis.

77-188), p. 65 (Ed. Oanapati Sastri) ; see also Vdstuvidyd—by the same author,

Ch. 5, sis. 13-19 (pp. 28-29), Ch. 15 wr *rm:, pp. 69-72. Cf. also

Manusyalayachandrika, edited by the same author ; Vi^vakarmapraka^a (Bombay,

1917 Samvat) ; Matsya P., Ch. 252-257 ; Agni P., Ch. 105 ; Garuda P., Ch. 46 ; and
others.
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well to avoid the trees that are full of holes, that are entwined
by creepers, that are eaten up by worm, full of thorns, or that always
bear flowers and fruits, that are under the influence of gods, that

are curved in size, broken, or have ghosts and snakes residing in

them, or that contain nests of birds, have milky juice, are struck

by wind and burnt by fire, that are ravaged by elephants or struck

by lightnings, or grown in a temple area, or at the confluence of rivers,

or that are on the banks of tanks and near wells. One should do
well to avoid using the following trees : Paldsa, kutaja, lodhra, vilva,

pilu, sirisa, slesmdtaka, kadamha, koviddra, himsuka, pathyakhyaQ),
dmalaka, arjuua, suptisnavamd (?), ambasta, saptaparna, kdras-

kara, vikantaka, nyagrodha, udumbara, asvattha, plaksa, sdlmali,

tinduka, nandydvarta
,
vadara, karavira, kapittha, sarpamdra, arimeda,

putranjiva, dunduka, tintrm, pdtald, asoka, karpura, aguru, anjana,

and arka (76- 84). One should also avoid trees with sap-wood. One
should better use trees that are straight, hard-wooded, strong, and
perennial, such as $dka, asana, madhuka, sdla, sarjja, candana,

panasa, devaddru. The following trees are specially recommended
for making posts of a building : khadira, sdla, madhuka, vaka

simsapd, arjuna, akanau (w^ir*^?), kirini ( ? ),

padmaka and candana
^
visikha (?), dhanvana, pindi, simha, rdjddana,

sami and talaka (93-94).

As regards materials for the roofing of a house the Vinaya
texts recommend brick, stone, cement, straw,' and leaves.* The
same authority also speaks of three kinds of ramparts made of

brick walls, stone walls, and wooden fences (VI, 3, 4). We have
also mention of fences of three kinds, namely, bamboo fences, thorn
fences, and ditches (VI, 3, 10).^

1 Cf. A.V., III, 12, 5 ;
IX, 3, 4, 7.

* Cullavagga, VI, 3, 10 ;
XX, Part iii, pp. 177-179.

* House-entry Ceremony : After the house is constructed, the Brhatsamhita
directs that * one should enter a newly constructed house in an auspicious moment,
after making several artificial flower gates at the outer entrance of the house, and
after keeping several pots full of water there and performing worship with the help

of incense and other scents, with oblation in accompaniment of the recitation of

Vedic formula by the Brahmins ' (Ch. 52, 123).

The Matsya Purana also directs that ‘ after building according to the prescribed

formula one should place a pot full of water, curds, uncooked rice, fruits, flowers and
gold at the gates. Then entry into the house should be made on an auspicious

moment' (Ch. 257, 22-23). Cf. also Yuktikalpataru, p. 33; Atha praheiakalah
\

and Samayapradlpa for the following text : etc. quoted

in the Sabdakalpadruma, Vol. II, pp. 1027-1028 ; also CuUavagga, V, 21.
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D. Trees in a Homestead

The Gobhila Grhyasutra lays down certain definite rules

regarding the planting of trees in a homestead. According to

Gobhila a householder should avoid an Asvattha tree on the east

side (of his house), and a Plaksa on the south side, a Nyagrodha on
the west side, and an Udumbara on the north. An Asvattha brings

(to the house) danger from fire ; a Plaksa tree, early death ; a
Nyagrodha, oppression through (hostile) arms, and an Udumbara,
diseases to the eye. The Asvattha is sacred to the Sun, the Plaksa
to Yama, the Nyagrodha is the tree that belongs to Varuna, and the
Udumbara to Prajapati. He should place these (trees) in another
place and should sacrifice in honour of their presiding deities.

‘

According to the Agni Purana, a Plaksa tree planted and grown
on the north of a building brings good luck to its master, so are

a Vata on the east and Udumbara on south and an Asvattha on the

west. Thorny shrubs to be so planted as to edge the southern
boundary of the homestead. The flower garden should be laid

on the left hand side of a dwelling-house and blooming plants or

sesame cultivated therein. Tanks should be excavated in the garden
and arms of rivers should be made to run into the same. Arista,

asoka, plantain, punndga, sirisa, jamlm, vakula, pomegranate, and
such other useful trees should be carefully planted in the garden.*

The Matsya Purana has a similar but a more elaborate prescrip-

tion, according to which a Banyan tree to the east of the house is

auspicious ; so are a fig tree to the south, a Pipal on the west, and
a Plaksa to the north. If thorny trees, milky trees, asana trees,

and the straight trees be planted in the homestead, it means miserj^

to the lady of the house and her children. If one does not cut down
such a growth, he should plant auspicious trees near them (obviously

to neutralize the evil effects). The following trees in the home-
stead are very auspicious : Punndga, asoka, vakida, sami, tilaka,

campaka, dddima, pippali, drdksd, and also a flower bower {kusuma-
mandapa) . The trees that bring prosperity and increase riches are :

Jambtra, piiga, mallikd, cocoanut, kadali, and pdtali. (20-24.)*

In the Uinga Purana occurs the following text regarding houses
with inauspicious trees on the homestead :

—

1 Loc. cit., IV, 7 ; S.B.E., XXX, p. 122.
® Loc. cit., Ch. 246 ; Eng. Tran., pp. 889-893 ; Ch. 282, pp. 1037-1038. Cf.

also Garuda Purana, Ch. 46, Vastumanalakasmana, where it is said :

I n etc.

• Loc. cit., Ch. 255 ; S.B.H., XVII, ii, p. 298.
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According to Varahamihira the presence of Plaksa, Vata,

Udumbara, and Asvattha trees respectively to the south, west,

north, and east of a house forebodes evil. The same trees present

in a reverse order, i.e. Plaksa being to the north, Vata to the east,

Udumbara to the south, and Asvattha to the west, it means good to

the house. The presence of thorny trees like khadira near a house

means danger from enemies, that of kstra trees, loss of things, and
that of trees like mangoes, etc., indicates loss of children. One
should not use even the wood of these trees as fuel. If one does

not want to dispense with these trees, one must, at least, plant

punnaga, a.soka, arista, vakula, panasa, .sami, and sala near them.*

Garga, an authority quoted in the Brhatsaihhita, prescribes

that one should avoid Asvattha to the east, Plaksa to the south,

Nyagrodha to the west and Udumbara to the north (of his house),

for it is said that Asvattha (in such a position) engenders fear,

Plaksa defeat, Nyagrodha illness of the king and Udumbara that of

eyes. Vata in front of a house is best, .so are the Udumbara, Asvattha,
and Plaksa in the south, west and north of the house respectively.

The Sukraniti suggests that those trees which bear good flowers

should be planted in the homestead (IV, iv, 103). A fair garden
should be laid out to the left of the dwelling house (IV, iv, 104).
Those treeswhich bear thorns, e.g. khadira, etc. areknown as dranyaka
(wild), and should be planted in forests (IV, iv, 1 13-1 14). Expansive
trees, shrubs and creepers are to be carefully planted in a home-
stead, if domestic

;
in forests, if wild (IV, iv, 123-124).*

* Brhatsariihita, Ch. 52, pp. 643-705.
* S.B.H., XIII, pp. 165-166 (1914).
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The Yuktikalpataru (p. 47) has the following directions on the

point

:

11

1

cT^ ftgcH II

n«rHT *rTft%^rT^ f4f^ 1

f^VtT I

h4^ 11 322-325.

II. Hearth and Home of Aristocracy

The aristocracy, other than that of the royal family, is said to

have been rejiresented by three classes of persons, called Khattiya-
mahasala, Brahmana-mahasala and Cahapati-niahasala. According
to Buddhaghosa a Mahasala was a man of great substance [mahdsdra).

That is to say wealth constituted the socio-economic status of aristo-

cracy in ancient India. ‘ Buddhaghosa gives ’, says Dr. B. C. Daw,
‘ a traditional idea of the minimum monetary strength determining
the status of a person considered wealthy (mahasala) among the
nobles, the Brahmins, and the traders. A noble was considered
wealthy if he had hoarded treasures worth one hundred or one
thousand crores and in whose house the daily egress and ingress of

money took place at the rate of one to two cart-loads of kahdpanas.
A Brahmin was deemed affluent if he had a hoarding of eighty crores

and in whose house the daily transactions of money amounted to

one tumba. Similarly, a trader or banker was considered rich if he
had hoarded at least forty crores, and in whose house the daily

outflow and receipts of money went on at the rate of five ammanas
to one tumba of kahdpanas.’^

The wealthy among the nobles were either courtiers and high
officials, or leading citizens of a town. The wealthy among the

Brahmins were either ministers, or councillors in royal service, or

heads of State-endowed Vedic institutions. The wealthy among
the rest of the householders were cither merchants, or bankers, or

owners of big factories.^ The ndgaraka is the general term employed

^ Sravasti in Indian Literature, p. 19 ;
see also Sumangalavilasini, II, p. 586.

* The Jaina Uvasaga-dasao introduces to us Saddalu-putta, a lay supporter of

the Ajivikas, who had attached to his house a large pottery in which thousands of

neighbours daily worked. Bibliotheca Indika, edited by Hoernle.
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in the Vatsyayana Kamasutra to denote a person who could well

afford to pass as a fashionable man of the town
;
in other words, to

think of the nagaraka is to think of the aristocracy in general.

As regards the ‘ hearth and home ’ of such an aristocracy, the

principles of the selection of the site, the testing of the soil, the general

plan of the homestead, etc. are the same as those of other people.

Here we are to consider only those descriptions in Indian literature

and of those re2)resentations in Indian art that have bearing upon
the homestead of the Indian nagaraka, or aristocracy, as defined

above.

Karly records of Buddhism preserved the memory of some of

the rich households of such bankers as Ifhananjaya, vSudatta-Anatha-
pindika, Migara and Sirivaddhaka. We need not bring together

occasional descriptions of their residences. The description of the
play-hall {kr'iddsala) built by Mahosadha, son of the banker,
Sirivaddhaka, may suffice to give an idea of the grandeur and
surroundings of their homesteads. The de,scription of Mahosadha’s
play-hall, as given in the Maha-Ummagga Jataka (I'ausbdll No. 546).
is important for reasons more than one. First, it states the circum-
stances that led man to think of building a house. Secondly, it

shows how the site was selected, and the ground was jorepared for

the laying out of the house. Thirdly, it indicates how the plan
and design were made. Lastly, it exhibits how the plan and design
were carried out, and the homestead was given an aesthetic and
hygienic look all round. We are told that when one day Mahosadha
was playing with other children in the village some elephants and
other animals passed by and disturbed their games. Sometimes
they were disturbed by the rain and heat. As a protection
against all these disturbing factors Mahosadha felt the need of a
suitable hall and made up his mind to build one where he and his

playmates might comfortably stand, sit or lie in time of wind, hot
sunshine, or rain. The contract was given to a master-builder.
The estimated cost of construction was put down at one hundred
lacs of money. The builder took the money, levelled the ground,
cut posts and spread out the measuring line according to his
practical experience, without grasping the idea which was in
Mahosadha’s mind. Mahosadha guided him in the matter, saying,
' Here is the plan drawn out by me. Take the line and proceed to
build the hall according to my instructions.’ The hall was so

in another a lodging for the destitute, in another a place for the lying-

in of destitute women, in another a lodging for holy-men of all

denominations, in another a lodging for other sorts of men, in another

where foreign merchants could stow their goods— all apartments
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having doors opening outside. There was also a public place
erected for sports with a court of justice and a hall for religious

congregations attached to it. When the work was completed he
sent for painters, he having himself examined them, set them to
work at painting beautiful pictures, so that the hall when com-
pleted became like the celestial hall, SudhammS. Still he thought
that the homestead was not complete without a tank in it. He
ordered the ground to be dressed and sent for an architect, and
having discussed with him and given him money, he had a tank
constructed with a thousand bends in the bank and a hundred
bathing ghats. The water was covered with the five kinds of lotuses,

and looked as beautiful as the lake in the heavenly garden, Nandana.
On its bank were planted various trees, and a park was laid out
which vied with Nandana. Near this hall he made arrangements for

a public distribution of alms to holy men of all persuasions, and for

strangers and for people from neighbouring villages.*

The Brahmin-mahasalas, as Dr. Barua and Dr. Daw have sought
to prove, ‘ were not only rich and influential but distinguished heads
of Vedic institutions founded in different localities in Kosala and
Magadha. There nnist have been similar institutions also in other
parts of India They are represented as residing each in a place
‘ teeming with life, with much grass-land, wood-land, and corn-
fields around, on a royal domain ’ which was either the gift of king
Pasenadi of Kosala, or that of king Bimbisara of Magadha. Their
homesteads must have been spacious enough, each to make an
accommodation for 500-700 hundred pupils. They were allowed to
exercise as much power over the locality as the king himself. Theirs
must have been palatial buildings on extensive grounds. Unfor-
tunately no clear and full description of their residences is to be
found anjwvhere in literature.

The Pali Andabhuta Jataka (F. No. 62) speaks of a Brahmin
chaplain in service of the king of Benares who could well afford to
build and maintain a seven-storeyed building, each storey provided
with an entrance guarded by female guards.*

The Arthasastra * lays down in general terms that in each
fortified city there shall be temples

;
the royal palace

; houses of
ministers, royal preceptors, priests, artisans

; houses of common
people, stables, storehouses, factories, working house, bazars.

and tTans\ation.

* Bama—A History of Pre-Buddliistic Indian Philosophy, p. 360. Eaw

—

Sravasti in Indian Literature, pp. 14, 15*

* Purohitassapi geham sattabhumakam sattadvdraputthakam hoti, sabbesu ti

dviraputthakesu itthinam neva arakkho.

* Loc. dt., Bk'.’ll, Ch. IV, pp. 57-60 ; Shyama Sastri edition.
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hospitals, parks, gardens, groves and the rest—all laid out on definite

plans.

The Brhatsamhita * contains elaborate rules determining dimen-

sions of the king’s palace, the quarters of the officials and the rest

without giving the needed full description of the homesteads. But
the account of the residence of the nagarika, Vasantasena, in the

Mrcchakatika may be taken as a typical description of the houses

and homesteads of wealthy aristocracy of India in the past.

Vasantasena’s residence consisted of eight courts {prakostha)

with a garden attached to it. The homestead was surrounded by a

wall with a main gate. The gate was very high. The arch {torana)

was made of ivory, the pillars supporting the arch were adorned

with garlands hanging low and moving to and fro by the wind.

Its beauty was further enhanced by the highly precious stone-set

flags fluttering in the wind as if welcoming all visitors. At the

base of the pillars were placed many manf^ala kalasas, all crystal

jars, with auspicious mango twigs placed on them. The ornamented
door-leaves were made impregnable by thickly set nails.

The gateway led to the first court which consisted of rows of

pavilions [pasada-panli) with ornamented stairways set with all

manner of precious stones. The prdsddas were covered with chunam
plaster and looked elegantly white as the moon, the conchshell and
the white lotus. The crystal windows in decorated frames opened
as if having a view of the city of Ujjain. The pavilions were in

charge of guards. The second court contained stables for bulls,

cows, buffaloes, horses and elephants. The third court contained

ante-chamber well furnished and decorated with elegant seats for

men of noble birth and aristocracy. The chambers contained books,
dice boards, and other arrangements for pastimes. They were also

rendered entertaining with revolving painted and multi-coloured

pictures.

The fourth court consisted of music and dancing halls, equipped
with such musical instruments as the mrdanga, the flute, the
harp and the rest

;
entertainments were given by young women

who were well trained in the art of singing, dancing and of playing
on instrumental music. The halls contained ‘ water-coolers {salila-

gagario— salilagargarayah) hanging from the ox-eye windows
(gavakkha-gavdksa) The fifth court formed the kitchen department
with elaborate arrangements for cooking various dainty dishes

including egg preparations, cakes, modakas, and other sweets. The

* Loc. cit., Ch. 52. §ls. 1-125
; pp. 643-705.

® Indian Architectural Terms, by A. K. Coomaraswamy. Jour. Amer. Orien.
Soc., 48, 3, pp. 257-258.
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sixth court consisted of pavilions with beautiful and splendid, gold

and silver, arches, that being decorated with blue emeralds looked

like so many rainbows. Architects, artisans, and appraisers were
busy comparing precious stones and assessing their values. The
jewellers were busy making jewelleries, and other artists were busy
preparing the toilet.

The seventh court formed the aviary provided with beautifully

constructed cages in which were kept the suka, the mayna, the

lavaka, the cuckoo, the partridge, the pigeons, and peacocks, while

in the artificial small lakes were to be found swans and cranes.

The eighth court consisted of bed-chambers, all tastefully decorated
and well furnished, the rooms being set apart for different inmates.

The garden within the homestead was a paragon of beauty.

The flower-beds were all artistically laid out, and various trees

planted, some heavy-foliaged with swings hung from their branches.

The golden yuthikd, the sephalikd, the mallikd, the mdlati, the

navamallikd, the kuruvaka and the mddhavi were the sweet and
fragrant flowers that had lent charm to the garden. The tanks
were charmingly adorned with red and white lotuses and lilies. The
Asoka trees with their red flowers in bunches stood up, here and
there, like posted soldiers.

‘

' Summarized from Mrcchakatika, IV, 28-30 ;
ed. Haridas Siddhantavagish,

Bengal, 1329 B.S.





DISTINGUISHED MEN AND WOMEN IN JAINISM (II)

By B. C. Baw

Cariipsi MehtS and Sadulkhan Umdar of Campan met, on their

vv. - n H Durbar, a clown who addressed the former
ema e ram.

‘ Sah Badsah On reaching the Durbar, Sadul-

khan said to Badsah Mahmud Begda, ‘ Your Majesty, that clown
who eats your salt, has praised the merchant and called him “ Sah
Badsah In answer to Mahmud Begda’s query as to why he had
praised the merchant named Campsi, the clown said, ‘ The ancestors

of the merchant did many good deeds, J agdu vSah saved the people

from the ravages of famine in Samvat 1315 The Badsah let the

clown go and thought that he would prove his words to be false as

soon as he would get an opportunity.

Once a severe famine broke out in Guzarat. The Badsah did not
get an opportunity to test the generosity of the merchant. He said

to the clown, ‘ Tell that merchant to feed the famine-stricken people

for one year. If he fails to do so, he will be punished, and the man
who caUs him Sah Badsah will also have the same fate ’. In
consultation with the merchant, the clown asked for a year’s time
which was granted by the Badsah.

Merchants and bankers assembled together and decided to raise

money. The money so collected was enough to meet the expenses
of feeding the famine-stricken people for four months only. They
then came to Patana where merchants collected funds to cover the
expenses for two months more. They then came to Dholaka where
they succeeded in getting an amount sufficient for ten days. Thus
they spent twenty days in collecting funds. As they were to reach
C^pan within ten days, they proceeded towards Dhuihdhuk. On
their way through Hadala, a village, they were fed sumptuously by
Khema, a trader who passed his days like a poor man. On learning

from Campsi Mehta and other merchants of their mission, Khema
consulted his father Dedrani who advised him thus, ‘My boy!
Money has never accompanied and will not accompany anybody after

death
;

it may be regained but an opportunity comes but once.

This occasion affords us an opportunity to acquire, while staying at

home, the merit which is generally accrued by dying on the bed of

the Ganges. We must do good deeds as far as possible ’. Then
Khema undertook to feed the famine-stricken people for 360 days.

At this everybody was struck with wonder. Khema took the party

to a cave in a bush close by. All were surprised to see the vast
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riches stored up there. They praised Khema for not being proud
and conceited, and took him to the Durbar. They introduced him
to the Badsah saying that Khema Seth would feed the famine-

stricken people of Gujarat for 360 days. Questioned by the Badsah
as to how many villages he had, Khema said that he had only two

—

one a scale and the other a pot. With the help of the former he

used to purchase vegetables and with the latter he used to sell

oil, ghee, etc. The Badsah was greatly pleased and praised Khema
very much. Khema gave food to hundreds of thousands of men for

one year and thus saved them from starvation. Then he lived a

holy life in the sacred city named Satrunjaya where he breathed his

last. Since the days of Khema there runs a proverb, ‘ The first Sah
is the merchant, the second is the Badsah ’.

On the death of his father, Dedasaha, who was very rich, Pethada-

, . kumara gradtially lost his inherited fortune and
Pethadakumara. ,

"
1. -j, • -i-i r -l*became so very j)oor that h was impossible for him

to maintain himself, liis wife, radmini, and his only son, Jhajhan.
With his wife and son, he began to pass his days in a monastery in

a village called NMiduri in Nimar. Once a learned Muni came to

the village and advised the villagers to lead a happy life, to practise

self-control by meditation and to sanctify their mind by deep devotion
to God. Some of the villagers followed his advice. At this time
poor Pethadakumara was thinking of his bad luck. The learned

Muni advised him to observe the vow of earning money. Pethada-
kumara promised to perform pious deeds after keeping something
for his livelihood if he would again receive sufficient riches. Gradually
he became poorer and poorer so much so that it was impossible for

him to make two ends meet. He then left the village with his

family.

At this time Mandavagarh in Malava was a beautiful town
inhabited by thousands of rieh and respected merchants. Pethada-
kumara came to this town and opened a shop. He used to purchase
pure ghee from milk-women of neighbouring villages and to sell it

at a fixed pi'ice. He did well in his business on account of his

honesty and genial temperament. Pethadakumara made money
within a short time. Jayasinha, king of that country, was very
much charmed by his intelligence and he liked his son also on account
of his wisdom and sagacity. The king appointed him as his Chief
Minister and bis son named Jhajhan as his Police Officer. The old
prime minister became jealous of him. He said to the king that
Pethadakumara had a citravail which never exhausts one’s own store.

Pethadakumara being asked, spoke the truth and assured the king
that the citravali would be used for the benefit of the kingdom.
The king was very much pleased. Pethadakmnara reduced taxation
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and tried his utmost to improve the condition of the people. He
then came to Mount Abu and saw a beautiful temple thereon.

There he found various kinds of trees and plants. With the help

of a tree he sticceeded in manufacturing gold. Pethadakumara
spent a large sum of money in building beautiful temples at

Mandavagarh and Devagiri, besides many other temples in different

places in order to fulfil his promise. He secretly helped his co-

religionists. At the age of thirty-two he led the life of a celibate.

Once Tilavati, queen of king Jayasinha, was attacked with
high fever accompanied by burning sensation all over her body.
Her maid-servant brought Pethadakumara’s cloth and covered up
her body with it. She felt relieved and slept. A wicked person
informed the king that the queen enamoured of the beauty of the
prime minister had been lying by putting his cloth on her body.
At this the king became very much annoyed, imprisoned the prime
minister, and ordered the executioners to take the queen to the

forest and kill her there. The executioners brought the queen to

the forest but could not kill her. They left her in the forest and
came back. The qiteen changed her dress and returned to the city.

Jhajhan kumara cleverly brought her to his house.

Once the king’s favourite elephant, heavily drunk, bolted for a
while and became senseless. When all attempts to restore the
elephant to normal health were fruitless, a maid-servant brought
Pethadakumara’s cloth and covered the body of the elephant with
it. The animal recovered and stood up. The maid-servant then
narrated how the queen was cured of her high fever by covering
her body with Pethadakumara’s cloth. On hearing this account,

the king became very much remorseful. He then released Pethada-
kumara from prison and he regretfully acknowledged his offence.

The king was surprised to learn that the queen had then been living.

He sent for the queen, begged her pardon and began to reign happily.

Pethadakumara in his old age and accompanied by a big retinue

of followers came to Siddhacala or ^atrunjaya where he became a

great devotee of Tord Adinatha. He then visited Girnar and
returned to Mandava. Several good books were written at his

instance. He passed away peacefully after spending the rest of his

days in deep meditation.

Srenika, king of Rajagrha, had many skilful artists and painters

, . brought from different places and had a museum
mara umara.

After the exhibits were hung on the wall, the

main door of the Museum fell down and broke. A new door was
prepared again but it also fell down and broke immediately after

fixing. At this the king became disgusted and consulted an

astrologer. It was then announced by beat of drum that a boy
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having thirty-two marks would be required by the king for sacrifice.

A brahmin-beggar named Rsabhadatta had four sons of whom the

youngest, Amarakumara, had thirty-two marks. He used to listen

to the advice of the religious men. He learnt the Navakara
mantra, the remembrance of which removes distress and difficulty.

Rsabhadatta sold his son Amarakumara to the king and the son
was afterwards brought to the Museum. He was then bathed in

the holy water of the Ganges, garlanded and besmeared with sandal
paste. He then was kept standing near the sacrificial fire. With
the help of the Navakara Mantra he escaped injury from sacrificial

fire in which he was thrown and everybody was astounded to find

him appearing like a saint free from any mark of injury on his

person. At this moment the king fell down bleeding profusely and
afterwards he felt relieved with the help of Amarakumara. The
king being pleased offered him wealth which he refused. Amara-
kumara then went to a forest to engage himself in deep meditation.

His parents received the news that their son had become a saint

and they feared much that the money so paid to them by the king
would be snatched away by royal officers. His mother was bold
enough to see her son in the forest and she put an end to his life by
stabbing him on the breast. Amarakumara fully knew that it was
the act of his mother who was so very cruel to him and he expired
absorbed in good thoughts.

Almost simultaneou.sly Bhadrii met with a terrible end of her
life as she was devoured by a lioness in consequence of her misdeed.

Bahira, a Buddhist monk, was the commander-in-chief of

Vimala S'lli
Vanaraja, the first king of Gujarat. He was a very
able and influential Ksatri5"a. His courageous son

Vira was religious minded. Vira had by his wife, Viramati, a son
named Vimala possessed of thirty-two marks. When his son
returned home after finishing his education, Vira advised him to be
fearless and to follow the teachings of Mahavira. He then left home
to receive ordination. Shortly afterwards Viramati came to know
that many people had been jealous of Vimala, and it was not safe

for him to live there. So with her son, she left that place and
came to reside in her father’s house. Since then Vimala used to
help his maternal uncle in cultivation and in keeping poultry in the
forest. He learnt riding and archery. Very soon he became a
reputed archer, ^ridatta, a merchant of Patana, decided to give
his daughter, 6ri, in marriage to Vimala. Vimala learnt from his

maternal uncle that this marriage would not be performed, until he
could accumulate a large sum of money. Vimala went to a forest

with the grim determination to earn money. While he was brooding
over this beneath a tree, he accidentally penetrated his stick into a
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hole and found a pitcher full of gold mohurs. He brought that
pitcher home and placed it before his mother. Viramati was very
pleased and fixed the date of her son’s marriage. Very soon Vimala’s

marriage with Sridevi was performed with pomp and grandeur.
Then he with his mother and wife left his maternal uncle’s house
and came to Patana. One day he found that none of the soldiers

engaged in target practice, could hit the target
;
so he told them

that they would not be able to rescue the lost kingdom of Maharaja
Bhimadeva. Just at this time the Maharaja came there but he
too failed to hit the target. Vimala smilingly said that all assembled
persons were novices and that though they were at the helm of the
royal administration, they were incompetent to rule the kingdom.
On hearing this, the Maharaja requested him to display his

archery. Vimala said, ‘ Bet a boy with io8 betel leaves on his

belly lie on the ground and I shall hit those leaves which will be
marked by your Majesty and the boy will not be hurt. If I fail to

do so, you are at liberty to kill me. Further, by your command,
I can hit the ear-ring of a woman churning curd. Similarly I shall

be punished if I fail to do so ’. Then Vimala satisfied the king by
showing his skill in archery. He was appointed as the Commander
of 500 cavalry. He kept the army under his control. Chieftains of

Gujarat were afraid of him. Soon he succeeded in securing the post
of a minister. He built a very big and beautiful residence and
increased the strength of his own army. He had deep regard for

Jinesvaradeva. His prosperity was not liked by his enemies who
informed the king of his raising a big army with the intention of

conquering his kingdom. It was further reported to the king that
he had no regard for any god other than Jinesvaradeva. The
king came to Vimala Sah’s house and was convinced of the genuine-
ness of the report he received. In course of the meeting of the
cabinet for devising ways and means to remove Vimala ^ah from
the kingdom, one of the ministers suggested that at dinner time a
tiger should be let loose in the city and Vimala 6ah would be asked
to bring the tiger under control. The tiger would surely kill him
and the end would then be achieved. The king accepted this

suggestion. Accordingly on the following day, a tiger was set free

and it began to run hither and thither. The people became panicky.
Vimala Sah caught hold of the tiger by its ears so tightly that it

could not escape. He then encaged it. People began to praise

him but the king and his ministers were (hsappointed. A few days
later Vimala 6ah defeated his rival, Rajamalla, in a boxing and
thus frustrated the plan of the king to kill him. Vimala §ah noticed

a sudden change in King’s attitude towards him and on enquiry

he was asked by the ministers to repay the loan of a large sum of
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money taken by his grandmother. He further came to know from
them that this was the reason why the king behaved with him so

coldly. He at once left the place with many cavalry, infantry and
camels loaded with gold, elephants and chariots, fully knowing that

conspiracy was going on against him. He proceeded towards Mount
Abu. When the king of Candravati, a town near the Mount Abu,
heard of Vimala Sah’s march, he fled from his kingdom. Vimala
6ah acting as the commander-in-chief of king Bhimadeva, conquered
many places and declared the victory of King Bhimadeva. He
defeated Pandiya, the tyrant king of Sind, and he forced

Khundadeva, king of Paramara, to accept the suzerainty of king
Bhimadeva. He then ascended the throne of Candravati. King
Bhimadeva sent an umbrella and a tail-fan as presents to Vimala
^ah. King Vimala 6ah built beautiful temples and rest-houses,

dug wells and tanks, and opened markets. There he was passing

his days well. There came one day a priest named ^ridharmaghosa
who advised him to lead a religious life and explained to him the

essence of dharnia. The priest also asked him to build a Jaina
temple on the Mount Abu. Vimala Sah came to Mount Abu with
his relatives and found many temples of God Siva with eleven

thousand worshippers. At that time the influence of the Brahmins
was very great. Vimala Sah purchased a piece of land for building

a temple. He brought skilful artisans from different countries to

build the temples. Many valuable marble slabs were also laid there.

Several years were spent in the construction of this beautiful temple
on the Mount Abu, where the image of God Rsabha was placed.

This unique temple still adorns the Mount Abu.
Sripala was the only son of King Simharatha and Queen

A . Kamalaprabha, who ruled over Campa in Ahga.
npa a.

father when he was a mere boy. The
Prime Minister declared a Council of Regency. But Sripala’s uncle,

Ajitasena, who was a very clever man, conspired with the army
and officers of the State and decided to kill the queen-mother and
the boy-king. 'I'he queen-mother got some scent of this conspiracy.

She fled from the palace with her son at midnight and entered
straightway into a dense forest which was full of wild animals. She
took shelter in a colony of seven hundred lepers. She was kept
covered with a white bedsheet. In course of their search, the soldiers

of king Ajitasena came there and enquired the lepers about the
queen-mother and the boy-king but no clue was found out. The
soldiers then left the place.

Having taken his food from the lepers, ^ripala was attacked with
leprosy which caused his skin to burst like the bark of a Umbara
tree. He was therefore named Umbara Rana. The Queen-mother,
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Kamalaprabha, learnt from a stranger that a certain physician

(vaidya) of Kausambi could cure all Wnds of leprosy. She started

for Kausambi and asked all the lepers to wait at Ujjain where she

would meet them. The lepers acted according to her instruction.

At this time there reigned at Ujjain a king named PratipMa who had
two fully accompUshed daughters, Siirasundari and Maynasundari.
The king asked them whether they were dependent on destiny or

on their father for their livelihood. Siirasundari said that she was
dependent on her father while Mayna replied that she was a child

of destiny. The king was pleased with his first daughter and gave
her in marriage to a prince. While searching for an old bridegroom
for his second daughter, the king found a gang of lepers among
whom he met Umbara Rana and gave Mayna in marriage to him.

He said to Mayna, ‘ Daughter, now feel the consequence of being a

dependent on destiny ’. Mayna replied, ‘ If Fortune favours me,
I shall be happy ’. Mayna and Umbara Rana then came to the

village called Svaminatha and observed the vow of Amvila for nine

times at the instance of the royal preceptor. After the observance
of the vow for the third time was over, Umbara Rana was totally

free from the malady. Seven hundred lepers also observed the same
vow and were cured. On her way to Kausambi Kamalaprabha
heard of this and returned to Ujjain. Mayna’s maternal uncle who
used to reside in that village, brought her and her family to the

palace newly built for her.

One day while Sripala was riding in the village, a man pointing

his finger towards him, said to another, ‘ The king’s son-in-law is

riding Sripala was sorry to hear such words and thought thus,
‘ The best man is he who is known by his merits, next to him is he
who is known by the reputation of his father ; a mean person is he
who is known by his maternal uncle’s name and the meanest is he
who is known by the reputation of his father-in-law ’. He then
decided to go elsewhere to earn money and to regain his lost kingdom.
He left his mother and wife assuring them that he would return

home after one year. When he reached a mountain, he saw a man
trying to be an expert in an art and was requested by him to stay
with him for some time. Sripala acceded to his request and that

man mastered the art. Greatly pleased with him he taught him two
arts, by virtue of one, a man would not be drowned, and by virtue

of the other, his body would not be injured by any kind of weapon.
Sripala then left the place and reached Bhandoca port where he
found a rich merchant named Dhavalaseth who was about to leave

the port for foreign countries with 500 ships loaded with merchandise.

Sripala promised to pay 100 gold coins per month and boarded a

ship. When the ships were anchored at the port of Varbbarakota,
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the port officers demanded tolls. Dhavalaseth refused to meet the

demand and was arrested. Sripala thought that Dhavalaseth would
be put to death and the merchandise would be forfeited. He asked

the guards not to touch a single hair of Dhavalaseth. A great battle

ensued with the result that the soldiers were defeated and fled.

6ripala escaped injury by virtue of one of the arts he had already

learnt. Dhavalaseth was saved and he gave half of the merchandise
to ^ripala as a reward. Sripala first married the daughter of the

king of Varbbarakota. Dhavalaseth and 6ripala left the place and
came to Ratnadvipa. Sripala then succeeded in marrying the

daughter of the king of Ratnadvipa by opening the door of the

temple according to the royal proclamation.

Sripala with his two wives and Dhavalaseth proceeded home-
wards. Dhavalaseth grew jealous of his (^ripala’s) fortune and tried

to kill him by throwing him on the sea. ^ripala began to swim.
Under the influence of Jalatarani art, he reached Kahkan where he
took shelter in a forest. The king of Kahkan had a marriageable

daughter who was given in marriage to ^ripala.

After throwing 6ripala on the .sea, Dhavalaseth tried to outrage

the modesty of the two chaste wives of ^ripala but in vain.

Dhavalaseth then reached Kahkan and was surprised to find ^ripala

there. He could not imagine how ^ripala had come there.

Dhavalaseth then tried to prove that Sripala was of low descent but
in vain.

The king decided to put him to death but ^ripala out of

gratitude to Dhavalaseth for having given him shelter at one time,

saved him. Sripala was very kind to Dhavalaseth who was not a
very good man. He attempted to enter into the inner portion of

^ripala’s house with an evil intention at midnight but he fell down
and met with an instantaneous death.

Once a princess promised to marry one who would be able to

defeat her in playing upon Vina, ^ripala defeated her and married
her. Once an exquisitely beautiful girl declared her own Svayamvara.
When ^ripala came there, the girl put the garland round his neck.
Once a princess decided to marry one who would be able to complete
a certain ballad (doha). 3rlpda did so and married the princess.

Once a princess was bitten by a poisonous snake, Sripala saved her
life .and married her. A certain princess promised to marry one
who would be able to sing Radhavegh ; 6rip^a did so and married
the princess. Thus he married eight princesses and earned a good
fortune.

Accompanied by his eight wives and a large number of soldiers,

Sripala came to Ujjain. The king of Ujjain thought that a more
powerful king had come to attack him, so he acknowledged Sripala
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as his overlord. Sripala met his mother and his first wife, Mayna-
sundari and they became very pleased to see him.

Sripala then came to Campa with a big army and requested

Ajitasena to abdicate the throne and to devote himself to piety. The
latter refused to comply with his request with the result that a big

battle ensued. Ajitasena was defeated. Sripala ascended the throne

and appointed his uncle as one of his high officers. In course of time
Ajitasena took ordination and began to lead a religious life. King
Sripala with Queen Maynasundari and other queens led a holy life

and in due course attained moksa.
Durdhara, a Brahmin youth, was a veritable rogue, who was

n Hh p h- greatly insulted and driven out of the kingdom. He
r. a ra an.

pocketed the insult quietly but he determined to

take vengeance upon the entire populace. Proceeding aimlessly he
entered into a dense forest and spent the night on the top of a

tree. At daybreak he proceeded till he met some Bhils who took
him to their king. Durdhara told the king that he would like to

stay with him and to help him in making money. The king of the

Bhils understood that Durdhara would be very skilful in stealing,

so he gladly agreed. In course of time the king of the Bhils liked

him very much, treated him as his son, and gave him the entire

property. Durdhara used to kill his compeer in the act of stealing,

so he was named Drdha Prahari.

Once he being the chief of a gang of dacoits came to the city

of Kusasthala to plunder it. A member of the gang entered into the
house of a poor Brahmin who tried to resist him with a cudgel but
was killed by Drdha Prahari. The Brahmin’s cow could not see

this horrible sight and rushed forward to attack Drdha Prahari
who fearlessly killed it. Unable to tolerate this sort of torture, the
Brahmin’s wife who was pregnant, began to abuse Drdha Prahari,

who struck her at the belly with the result that both the woman
and the child in the womb died instantaneously. After killing a
Brahmin, a cow, a woman and a child, Drdha Prahari became
very much remorseful and came to a forest where he met a muni
by whom he was ordained. He afterwards became a pious man and
was engaged in deep meditation. People who knew him to be
a wicked person began to throw stones at him, to beat him mercilessly

and to torture him in many ways ; but he patiently bore the
injury with the result that he attained complete sanctification and
developed love for all creatures. People then took him to be a
saint and acted according to his advice. At last he attained salvation.





THE CONCEPT OF AJNANA IN VEDANTA
PHILOSOPHY

By Satkari Mookerjee

Almost all schools of Philosophy believe in the reality of ajndna

or ignorance as an epistemic fact. That there are limits to our

knowledge and we are conscious of these limits is not open to

doubt and this constitutes an undeniable confession of the existence

of ignorance as a psychic phenomenon. Barring the realistic school

of Prabhakara there is almost complete unanimity with regard to

the possibility and actuality of false knowledge (mithydjndna) which
consists in believing one thing for another, that is to say, in attribut-

ing a false predicate to a real subject. There is of course difference

of opinion with regard to the ontological status of the predicate

in the same or different context, with which we shall not concern

ourselves in the present paper. I propose to discuss the primary
evidence of ignorance as revealed in our ordinary simple experience
‘ I am ignorant ’. Ignorance may be unqualified or quaUfied

;

according as it may have a reference to an objective datum or not
have it. But whether the judgment of ignorance be qualified or

otherwise, an analysis of it will be a prolific pursuit and the determina-
tion of the qualitative character of the judgment will yield important
results in the domain of metaphysics. The Advaitist has based
the entire superstructure of his philosophy on the positive character
of this elementary judgment and a contrary finding will deal a
fatal blow to his metaphysical theory. A study of this problem is

therefore possessed of exceeding philosophical interest and the
controversy among rival philosophers has been preserved to us in

voluminous literatures, and it will not be possible to go into specific

details of the issues raised. We propose to undertake a short evalua-
tion of the logical value of the judgment and shall purposely refrain

from entering into the metaphysical issues.

Now, what is the implication of the judgment ‘ I do not know ’ ?

Is it a negative judgment or affirmative ? If negative, what does
it negate ? It may be said that knowledge is negated. But negation
of knowledge involves affirmation of it as its necessary presupposition
and affirmation and negation of knowledge in the same context is

self-contradictory. In denying knowledge I affirm my knowledge
of this denial, otherwise the denial will not be possible. So the
negation of knowledge cannot be understood in a vmiversal

unrestricted reference without self-contradiction. Moreover, nega-
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tion of an object is made possible only by a previous knowledge

of the object and this previous knowledge must be present in the

mind at the time of negative judgment. A person can predicate

the absence of a jar provided he has knowle^e of a jar and not

otherwise. If the knowledge of the object were not a necessary

condition of negative judgment, a blind man could be expected to

deny colour and other visible attributes of an object—which is an
absurdity. If the judgment ‘ I do not know ’ be negative, the

knowledge of the object of negation, e.g. knowledge, must be present

in the mind and the presence of knowledge being contradictorily

opposed to absence of knowledge, the judgment ‘ I do not know
’

would not be possible. In other words, the judgment 'I do not

know’ cannot be negative in character under pain of self-contra-

diction.

It may be contended that the knowledge of the object of negation

may be present in the shape of memory and the negation of know-
ledge here means the negation of perceptual knowledge or the like

—

that is, of a type of knowledge distinct from memory. There can
be no contradiction between the presence of one kind of knowledge
and the absence of another kind. But this contention is not
supported by experience. The judgment ‘ I do not know ’ or ‘ I

have no knowledge ’ does not allow such restriction being put upon
‘ knowledge ’, the negation of which is predicated. When I say
‘ I have no knowledge ’, I cannot be supposed to mean that I have
absence of a particular kind of knowledge only. To take a concrete

instance, ‘ there is no jar on the ground ’ is a negative judgment.
Now the negation of jar is an unqualified negation and is incom-
patible with the knowledge of the presence of any jar. If any jar

is present on the ground my denial of it will be false and con-
tradictory and not true. No sane man can be expected to have
such negative judgment when he is aware of the presence of any
particular individual jar. The negation of jar in the judgment
concerned implies the negation of all jars and not of a particular

jar, because there is no qualifying adjective present in the judgment.
Of course one can deny the presence of a blue jar though a red jar

may be present
; but in that case one must express the judgment

in the form ‘ there is no blue jar ’. The negation of the unqualified
jar has a universal reference and it will be contradictory to experience
to put a restricted interpretation upon it. The judgment ‘ I have
no knowledge ’ is an equally unqualified negative judgment and as
such has a universal reference, in other words, the absence of all

knowledge is predicated. But this is impossible, as the knowledge
of the negated predicate is bound to be present as the univer^
condition of negative judgment. So we cannot predicate the absence
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of knowledge in a universal reference under pain of contradiction.

The analogy of other negative judgments is not relevant, as the
predicate is not knowledge but other objects. You can say ‘ there

is no pen ’ as there is no contradiction between the absence of pen
and the knowledge of pen present in memory. But this does not

hold good in a negative judgment with knowledge as the object of

negation.

We have seen that unqualified negation of knowledge involves

self-contradiction. We shall see that the same difficulty arises even
when the negation is qualified by reference to an object. ‘ I have
no knowledge of Persian ’ is a specific negative judgment. A man
who has absolutely no knowledge of the existence of the Persian

language cannot be supposed to make this judgment. Only a person

who has such knowledge can declare his ignorance of the language.

But if this ignorance were tantamount to negation of knowledge
the judgment would lead to self-contradiction. Negation of know-
ledge of Persian presupposes the knowledge of it as its necessary
condition and the negation of knowledge with its affirmation in

case of hopeless self-contradiction. It may appear that this is only
a mean quibble. What is denied is the specific knowledge of the
language and this is not incompatible with the imphcit affirmation

of a general knowledge. One may know of the existence of Persian,

but this knowledge does not amount to knowledge of the language
in its details. So the contradiction is only specious. But the
objection of the Advaitist is not based upon a quibble. Your
interpretation that the negation here refers to specific knowledge
and not knowledge of its mere existence does not go sufficiently deep
into the implications of the judgment. Well, if specific knowledge
of the language be the object of negation, the knowledge of the
object must be present as the condition of the negative judgment.
How can you know that you have no specific knowledge of the
language unless you are thoroughly persuaded that there is such a
thing as specific knowledge of the same ? And if you are aware of
the specific knowledge the denial of it will be equally self-con-

tradictory. One may contend that the awareness of the possibility

of specific knowledge does not amount to specific knowledge of the
language and so there is no contradiction, as only the absence of
specific knowledge is opposed to presence of the same and not to
awareness of the possibihty of such knowledge. But this too does
not improve the situation. For the absence of specific knowledge
can be predicated only if there is a knowledge of what is called

specific knowledge. So the contradiction is imavoidable. One may
say that knowledge of definite details is only affirmed and this is

made possible by a general knowledge of the existence of such definite
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details. But the knowledge of the existence of definite details is

equivalent to knowledge of the definite details. The knowledge of

the existence of the jar is the same thing as the knowledge of the

jar. The knowledge of the existence of the details is therefore the

self-identical knowledge of the details. Knowledge means know-

ledge of the possibility. So the denial of knowledge, specific or other-

wise, invariably leads to self-contradiction.

One may possibly contend that the knowledge of details as the

pre-condition of the negation of details relates to other entities

than the object of negation. When I affirm that I have no
detailed knowledge of Persian, I am of course aware there is such

a thing as detailed knowledge, but this detailed knowledge does

not relate to Persian but to the language I know. The simple

meaning of the judgment is that I have no such detailed knowledge
of Persian as I have of English and so on. So there is no contradic-

tion between knowledge and absence of knowledge. But this

contention is only superficial. What is the precise object of the

negative judgment ? It is not general knowledge of the language
wffich is the condition of it. Nor can it be the specific knowledge,

as the knowledge of it will be the presupposition of the negative

judgment. Does the negative judgment seek to deny the specific

knowledge of Persian or of any other language ? Certainly the

latter possibility is not tenable, as this would be a contradiction of

fact. My specific knowledge of EngUsh is not denied when I say
I do not know Persian. It must therefore be admitted that it is

specific knowledge of Persian that is negated in the judgment. So
specific knowledge as the object of negation has a necessary reference

to Persian and I am aware that I have no specific knowledge of

Persian although I am aware that such knowledge is possible. But
as we have said before, knowledge of the possibility of thing is not
distinct from knowledge of the thing. It may be urged that
knowledge of the possibility of specific knowledge of Persian is not
tantamount to specific knowledge of Persian. What I am aware of
is only the possibility of it and what I deny is actual possession of
the thing. But this too is only a superficial defence. How do you
know that knowledge of the possibility of specific knowledge of
Persian is different from actual specific knowledge of Persian, unless
you are aware what actual specific knowledge of Persian is ?

Certainly one cannot say that a chair is different from a table unless
one has knowledge of each of the terms. So if the possibility of specific
knowledge is to be distinguished from actual specific knowledge, there
must be a previous knowledge of the two terms to be distinguished.
This means that denial of specific knowledge, possible or actual, is

only feasible only with an affirmation of the same and affirmation
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and n^ation of the same thing in the same reference and context

involves an unmitigated absurdity.

Furthermore, the memory of dreamless sleep furnishes evidence

of positive ignorance and we shall see reasons for refusing to believe

it to be a negation of all knowledge. A person awakening from a
state of dreamless sleep remembers that he did not experience any-

thing in that interval. I^et us examine the import of this judgment
‘ I did not know anything '. It has been contended that this

judgment is only a case of inference. The judgment posits absence
of knowledge in dreamless sleep and this absence of knowledge is

inferred from the absence of all conditions of knowledge. But
this involves a petitio principii. How can one be sure of the
absence of the conditions of knowledge ? The absence of the cause

is inferred from the absence of the effect and the absence of the

cause of knowledge is sought to be proved from the absence of

knowledge and the latter again is established by means of the former.

This is clearly a case of arguing in a vicious circle. Nor can the
absence of the conditions of knowledge be inferred from the refreshed

state of the sense-organs, because the refreshed condition of the
organs is due to another cause, viz. the experience of the bhssful

nature of the self, which shines unobstructed in that state. More-
over, the judgment ‘ I did not know anything ’ cannot be con-

strued to refer to a negative condition in which the absence of

knowledge has been felt. Negation can be understood only by
reference to the object and if there is a negation of knowledge, the
presence of knowledge in the form of reference to the negated object

has to be posited and thi^ involves the absurdity of simultaneous
affirmation and negation of knowledge. The absence of knowledge
cannot be inferred as there is total lack of a ground of inference.

Nor can it be remembered unless there was a perceptual experience
of it ; but perceptual experience of negation, even if it is conceded,
would presuppose the knowledge of the object of negation, e.g.

knowledge, and so there will be a contradiction. The fact of the
matter is that there can be no denial of knowledge without its

affirmation.

The Advaitist observes that the inevitable difficulty attending
the attempts of interpreting the experience of ‘ I do not know ’,

etc. as unquaUfied negation of knowledge gives the corroborative
proof of a positive entity, called ‘ ignorance '.

‘ I do not know ' is

not a negative judgment. It is a pure affirmation of ignorance

—

a positive fact. And this ignorance may be felt directly in itself

with or without reference to an object. In dreamless sleep we
envisage this ignorance as enveloping the pure consciousness of

self and this is referred to in wakeful experience. The absence of
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knowledge is a concomitant of ignorance and hence it is competent

to be inferred on the basis of ignorance. It may be urged that this

ignorance too cannot be perceived as ignorance is diametrically

opposed to knowledge and knowledge of ignorance will be open to

the same difficulty as the knowledge of negation of knowledge.

But the Advaitist maintains that the difficulty does not arise in

the case of positive ignorance and there is no contradiction between

ignorance and transcendent experience of the same. Ignorance

about a thing is opposed by knowledge of the self-same object and

so there can be no synchronism between them. But the existence

of ignorance is proved by our direct experience of it and this experi-

ence is not empirical, but transcendental. If there were opposition

between ignorance and transcendent experience {sdksijmna),

the existence of ignorance could never be known. Certainly it is

absurd to argue that the proof of ignorance should be antagonistic

to its existence—a position which leads to the denial of an obvious

fact. We have therefore no alternative but to formulate the theory

that there is no opposition between ignorance and a priori knowledge
of ignorance and the opposition subsists only between determinate

knowledge and ignorance when they refer to the same object. The
attestation of ignorance is effected by the transcendent conscious-

ness, which is an eternal fact and is not generated by any accredited

instrument of knowledge. This transcendent consciousness is

alogical or super-logical in character and is the prius of logical

knowledge. Ignorance or false knowledge is sublated by a logical

knowledge and not by transcendental consciousness, which rather

attests and reveals all knowledge-situations irrespective of their

logical character. But this advantage cannot be claimed by negative
knowledge, as negation presupposes the knowledge of the term
to be negated and this is incompatible with negation of all knowledge,
as has been set forth before.

Ramanuja does not admit the possibility of transcendental
pure consciousness and all consciousness according to him is know-
ledge with a subject-object reference. Accordingly he refuses to
believe that consciousness may be in one place antagonistic to
ignorance and in another place may function as its attesting proof.

But this denial by Ramanuja of the transcendent variety of
knowledge does not appear to be in consonance with our experience.
The relation of opposition between two terms is understood from the
experience of the behaviour of the terms in question and is never
known a priori. The empirical knowledge of a jar is antagonistic
to ignorance of the jar and it does not lie in us to question or impugn
this relation on a priori grounds. We cannot call in question the
validity of opposition obtaining between heat and cold and we
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have to record this law on the basis of our observation. In other

words, our knowledge of opposition is empirical in character and
when the relation of opposition is seen to obtain between ignorance

and empirical knowledge it is not competent to us to question its

truth or to extend this law to other facts on the basis of analogy.

The behaviour of things is known from observation and the extension

of our knowledge to unobserved data is always exposed to the risk

of untruth and infidelity to facts. If one argues that a lump of

steel should behave as a sword, as both are composed of the same
substance, viz. steel, the argument is proved false only by an appeal
to fact and not by abstract a priori considerations. So there is no
logic in the contention that ignorance would be exposed to the same
fate as negation of knowledge and if one is not opposed to knowledge
the other should also not be opposed. And to deny the difference

between transcendent consciousness and empirical consciousness is

to defy the verdict of experience.

We have to dispose of another difficulty in theory of entitative

ignorance. It has been shown that ignorance like absence of

knowledge is opposed by presence of knowledge when they relate

to the same object. Now, when I say that I do not know Persian

I affirm only my ignorance of Persian and this ignorance cannot
subsist it there is knowledge of the same. That being the case,

ignorance of Persian cannot be affirmed if there is knowledge of

Persian and if there is no knowledge of Persian one cannot affirm

one's ignorance of the same. So the theory of ignorance too is

confronted by a cut de sac. It may be contended that ignorance
together with the object referred to is attested by transcendental
consciousness and transcendental consciousness does not present
opposition to any knowledge, false or true. So the consciousness
of ignorance along with the object referred to does not involve a
lo^cal difficulty, as the consciousness is alogical in character. But
this contention, even if conceded, raises another difficulty. If the
knowledge of ignorance and its object be furnished by transcendental
consciousness, the knowledge of the object should be definite and
capable of being explained. Even transcendent knowledge is

capable of leading to affirmation and communication of its objects,

as is seen to be the case with mental facts, which are all revealed
by transcendental knowledge and are capable of being affirmed or

communicated. If the object of ignorance were revealed by trans-

cendental knowledge, this should enable us to define and explain
the nature of the object. But this would make ignorance impossible.

We are ignorant of an object only if we cannot specify the nature
of the object. Ignorance of an object would thus be rendered

impossible whether there is awareness or absence of awareness of the
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object. So the theory of positive ignorance has no advantage over

the other theory which believes it to be a negation of knowledge.

If however the difficulty is sought to be avoided by the h3T)othesis that

ignorance of the specific nature of the object is consistent with the

general knowledge of the same, the same explanation can be offered

by the advocate of negation also. It can be consistently supposed

that absence of knowledge of the specific nature is not incompatible

with a general knowledge of an object and so the affirmation and
negation of knowledge will not involve a contradiction. And
the congruence of this combination is attested by the possibility of

such psychical phenomena as desire of knowledge and the like.

Now a desire of knowledge is possible only if there is a general

awareness of the object sought to be known together with absence

of specific knowledge. If there is specific knowledge or unqualified

absence of knowledge, no enquiry or desire to know can come into

existence. The judgments ‘ I do not know ’ and the like are thus

capable of being explained in terms of negation and the hypothesis

of an entitative ignorance is uncalled for.

The Advaita in reply observes that the opponent has no doubt
made out a plausible case for himself, but the explanation will not
stand scrutiny. In a situation where there is combined affirmation

and negation of the same kind of facts the knowledge of the negation
invariably presupposes the knowledge of the specific nature of the
object negated. For instance, when we negate a jar in a place where
another jar is present, the negation of the jar relates to a particular

jar and is capable of being predicated if the jar to be negated is

known in its full individuality. To take another example. When
I find that of the two pens I use, one of Parker’s and another of

Waterman’s make, the Parker’s pen is not present on the table,

I can affirm the absence of the Parker’s pen only because I know what
a Parker’s pen is from what it is not. In this case there is a simul-
taneous knowledge of the presence and of the absence of the same
class of objects and this knowledge has been made possible because
I am aware of the specific determinate nature of the object of negation.
The judgment ‘ I do not know ’ also involves, as we have seen
before, an affirmation and a denial of knowledge—to be expUcit,
there is an affirmation of one piece of knowledge and the negation
of another, both however belonging to the same class-category. And
in such a situation the knowledge of the specific determinate in-

dividuality of the negated object is the necessary condition and
this makes the negative judgment impossible. But this difficulty

does not arise if the so-called negative judgment is looked upon as
affirmation of a positive fact. The judgment ‘ I do not know the
specific contents of the book ’ is thus an affirmative judgment and
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asserts the knowledge of a positive fact, viz. ignorance, which has
the appearance of a negative concept, the negative character being
a consequential determination of it. And the knowledge of a positive
subjective phenomenon having a reference to an objective datum
does not involve or presuppose the knowledge of the objective
datum with all its specific determinations. This is evident from the
cognizance of such psychical phenomena as enquiry, desire of know-
ledge, and the like. One feels the urge of a desire of knowledge only
when one is aware of the presence of the object and not its fuU
determination. The ignorance of the determination is a positive
fact and is felt without the full knowledge of the specific deter-
minations of the object of the desire. So also with all cases of
absence of knowledge as felt by a person within his mind. It is

not absence of knowledge that is felt, because the knowledge of
absence can be understood only if there is knowledge of the relevant
object with all its determinations and this means the impossibility
of such experiences as ‘ I do not know ’. But the difficulty vanishes
if the psychic phenomenon ‘ do not know ’ is thought to be an
assertion of a positive psychosis, as this does not presuppose the
knowledge of the object with all its determinations. The negative
judgment on the other hand is only formed after the full specific
knowledge of the object of ignorance has been acquired and not
before. Only when a man has fully studied the contents of a book,
he can feel and say that he did not know these facts before his
study. The judgment is indeed negative, but this has been made
possible by a full knowledge of the contents with their specific
determinations. If the initial primary experience of ignorance,
which is the preliminary condition of enquiry, be regarded as a
negative judgment, this will presuppose full knowledge of the object
of enquiry as a precondition and this is suicidal to its possibility.
The full knowledge is the result and not the condition. So the so-
called negative judgment ‘ I do not know this or that ’ is believed
by the Advaitist to be affirmatory of a positive subjective fact and
the knowledge of such psychical phenomena does not require the
full knowledge of the object

; but this would be an inevitable
consequence if the judgment were negative.

We have seen that the Advaitist’s proposition that nescience
or i^orance {ajiiana or avidyd) is a positive fact and is directly
intuited in our experience is based upon a dialectical necessity and
the absurdities of the contrary interpretation of it as a negative
experience, which have been discussed by us, furnish a corroborative
evidence of the soundness of the theory. This positive ignorance, it

l^s been shown, is a djmamic formative principle which serves as
the prius of the whole phenomenal world, both subjective and
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objective. It lies beyond the scope of the present discourse to go

into the metaphysical issues hanging upon this concept; but we
think we have prepared the way for such discussion by giving the

psychological evidence in favour of the existence of ajMna as a

positive fact. The metaphysical issues follow as logical consequences

from its entitative character. It may be hoped that a critical

student of Vedanta will realize that Vedanta does not draw all its

strength only from scriptural evidence, but is broad-based upon an
unassailable logical foundation.



CAREER OF YUSUF ADIL SHAH OF BUAPUR^

By K. K. Basu

The second story about the early history of Yusuf ‘Adil ^ah
is given by Mir Ibrahim AsadUiani. Not unlike his other ancestors,

who rendered devoted service to the royal family of the ‘Adil Shahis,

Ibrahim awaited upon ‘Ali ‘Adil ^ah II.

‘Ala’-ud-din, popularly called Hasan Gangu, and the founder
of the Bahmani dynasty, was succeeded by a long line of kings.

During the reign of one of his descendants Sultan Mahmud Bahmani,
whose dignity outshone Faridun’s * and J amshed’s * and whose
posterity became distinguished like Bahman * and I.sfandiyar,®

there appeared in his capital Haidrabad Bidar a moss-trooper. In
physical prowess and knowledge in pugilism he was unequalled.

Accompanied by seven hundred pupils he left Iran for Hindustan
where he visited every country and town and carried all before

him. Many costly rewards and valuable presents were, in con-

sequence, showered down upon him.

Reaching Bidar, the competitor looked out for an adversary.

When this news came to the Sultan, he enquired, ‘ W’ho is there in

this city who can put up a fight with this foreign sabreur ? ’ His

^ Based on Mirza Ahmad Zubairi’s Busatin’UsSalatin,
* Faridun or Firidun was an ancient and celebrated king of Persia who reigned

in 750 B.C. His father or grandfather Jamshed, was driven from his throne

by an usurper named Zohak. The people after groaning under the oppression

of this tyrant for several years, flew at length to arms, under the conduct of a
blacksmith of Isfahan. The said blacksmith marched at the head of a party with his

apron displayed as a banner from the point of spear, gave battle to Zohak, defeated

and put him to death.

Faridun is the boast of the Persians as a model of every virtue, but his reign

is so much dignified by fable that we cannot place confidence in the facts.

* Jam or Jamshed was an ancient king of Persia. He is confounded with
Bacchus, Solomon, and Alexander the Great, and is the subject of much fable. The
cup of Jamshed, called Jam i Jam, is famous in the East, furnishing the poets with
numberless allegories and allusions to wine, the philosopher's stone, divination,

enchantment, etc.

* Bahman, name of Ardshir, son of Isfandiyar, king of Persia, identified with

Artaxerxes Eongimanus.
® Isfandiyar, was the son of Kisktasb, of the First Dynasty of Persian kings.

He was sumamed brazen body on account of his great strength. He was one of the

greatest heroes of Persia. He was killed by Rustam, celebrated in Eastern poems
as the Persian Hercules.
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courtiers informed him, that there was one veteran who had
triumphed over every disputant and had even made short work of

mad elephants !
‘ Bring that brave and powerful assailant near

me !
’ commanded the Sultan. The man, so alluded to, was

Husain Aqa. When he was introduced to the Sultan, he submitted,
‘ Your Majesty ! I am stricken in years and weather beaten. But
there are some powerful and strong athletes in our tilting-ground.

If your Honour condescends, I may bring forward one!’ Thus,

with the Sultan’s permission Husain Aqa brought Yusuf Beg Sawi
to the front.

The Sultan decreed that the competitors should get themselves

ready for the action. There was in the agenda a day fixed for

wrestling and it happened to fall on the day when the Sultan held

his public levy. His Majesty seated himself on the throne and
every member of the court was present. All the prize-fighters

from far and near congregated. Having clothed himself with the

customary wrestling trousseau and anointing himself with musk,
saffron, sandal, and ambergris, and with shawls suspended round
his neck, Yusuf appeared on the cockpit. He first made an obeisance

to the Emperor and his courtiers and then shook his hands with the

associates. The Irani champion, on the other hand, with sandal
and other perfumes besmeared all over his body and decked in his

native apparel befitting the occasion, entered the arena and bowed
low. His seven hundred pupils remained standing round the
throne in a circle.

Afterwards, the Irani game-cock, considering his opponent an
unworthy match, approached the Sultan and submitted, ‘ Long
five the Sultan and his prosperity ! During my lifetime I have
had occasions when I tried conclusions with many a contestant
much more superior to this youngster in strength, and there is no
such instance in which I did not vanquish them 1 Now, I colour
up when I think of having a contest with this nonage ! How absurd ! I

’

In reply Husain Aqa said, ‘ Don’t worry ! There is no harm in

trying this youth who has taken into his head to be put to the test.

When he is outwitted, others, who have been kept awaiting, shall

be brought forth I

’

However, the two swordsmen at last faced each other. Yusuf,
at first, offered his prayers to God, and facing West performed
Sijda ; he then ranged opposite and trenched on his rival. Both
showed their ingenuity and played their best card, but the result

remained indecisive. Gracious goodness ! What a marvellous dis-

play of skill and dexterity on the part of the two I ! The Sultan, his

court and others who were present were lost in amazement and they
sang pteans of congratulation.
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All on a sudden, skilfully and adroitly Yusuf dealt a simul-

taneous blow on the girdle and the neck of his powerful opponent,

and then, in the name of God, the Prophet and Ali, he raised him
high up in the air and hurled him with such a terrific momentum
that it broke his spine. The Sultan and all those who witnessed the

scene rend the air with their uproar.

Subsequently, Yusuf was introduced to the Sultan and he
received from him robes of honour and other costly rewards. The
nobility, on their part, also conferred, according to their own means,
gifts and donations on the victor. The very day, the Sultan endowed
Yusuf with Gogi and five other villages and posted him in his personal

staff. This incident happened in the year 895 H. (1489 A.D.).

Yusuf’s iipright conduct, conscientious discharge of duties, and
winning ways caused delight to the Sultan,* and he was therefore

soon appointed Master of the Horse, and then, the chief Kotwal,
and ultimately a Havildar.

It should be kept in mind that this narrative might lead to a
diversity of opinion. It is not unlikely that Yusuf belonged to

the royal family of Room. From the first account it is apparent
that he had a straight descent from the nobility of Sawah. The
second statement makes it manifest that the eternal predestination

had brought him out of his native country,* and led him to Hindustan
and to the Deccan, where, like the other nobles who, in accordance
with the custom that obtained in the country, began their career as

a slave and then made a rapid rise to power, he won distinction,

gradually rising from the body of royal slaves.*

It was an age when wrestling and other forms of physical
exercise came into vogue ; and, thus, Yusuf soon cut a figure and
he obtained precedence by trampling a prize-fighter under his

foot. Strange to say that, some editions of Muhammad Qasim
Ferishta’s work throw out a suggestion that Yusuf was born of a
Turki slave and obtained by purchase. It matters not if the opinions
differ, the truth is, that his star was on the ascendant and his

capabihties stood out.*

* The text reads .
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In the interim, it transpired that, the people on the frontier of

Telang * had run riot and put the roads in

Yusuf sent to Telang danger. The inhabitants of those parts fared ill

against the rebels. under their Oppression. The ministers of the
court recommended for the despatch of a big

army against the insolent evil-doers. Some of the courtiers, who
burst with envy at Yusuf’s fortune and wanted him to be removed
from the court, appealed to the Sultan. ‘ Yusuf Beg is brave and
powerful ’, they represented, ‘ he should be sent against the

refractory people of Telang’. This proposal was deemed fair, and
the Sultan conferred on Yusuf robes of honour befitting a king and
the titles of Majlis-i-Rafi and Malik-us-Shark and sent him off

against the rebels at the head of a large army. Majlis-i-Raft
came off successful, and having chastised the mutineers and brought
peace and order in the country, he made preparations for his return.

Meanwhile, no report about Yusuf reached the court on account
of the obstruction that it met at the hands of

Yusufs'^rebeUion
mischief-makers. The spiteful and malicious

courtiers made a representation stating that Yusuf
had set the authority at naught and pos^ssed himself of the country
he had been sent to. But Husain Aqa protested. ‘ Yusuf, a
traitor !’, he exclaimed. ‘ Who would have thought it ! He cannot,
I am sure, fly in the face of the Sultan. There might be some other
reason for his delay !

’

At last, Husain became apprehensive for the safety of Yusuf

. 5 . and he despatched Bari Aqa to bring him back.

brin^Yusuf
” likewise, made delay in return-

ing, and the officers of the court affirmed
that the two recalcitrants had joined hands and there was no
possibility of their rettirn.

The Sultan, now, issued a command asking Husain Aqa to

Husain Aqa was produce Yusuf to court without the least delay,
then sent for the Husain, accordingly, set out and reaching Telang
same purpose. left there Bari Aqa as the Sultan’s repre-

sentative, and then traced his way back taking in his train Yusuf
and various costly presents. When the news about the victorious
return of Majlis-i-Raf‘l reached His Majesty, his heart leapt with
joy and he forthwith set off to the necropolis of Khalil-ul-lah Karmani,
May his grave be hallowed !, and having paid his tribute to the
earthly remains of that pious soul, he returned to his capital.

* Also called Tulingana, Telingana, or Telinga ; it was one of the principal
kingdoms of Southern India.
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Husain Aqa and Majlis-i-Rafi at first made an offering of

valuable presents to the Sultan, and then they gave him a true

picture of the state of affairs at Telang, narrating to him how the

rebels were chastised and order effected in the country.

The Sultan made an acceptance of their tribute and became

„ , , ^ exceedinglv delighted at the sagacity and acts of
^ fidelity so displayed by Majlis-i-Raft. He gave

away many costly presents to Yusuf and further

endowed him with a territory extending from Karangarti * and
Kaliyan to Manjan,* Goa, Kanchi, and Kalista.* Mangalbira,* which
had been the old seat of the Hindu rajas, was also consigned to him.
As for Bari Aqa, he was honoured with the appellation of Subhdn-i-

Kuli and sent out to Telingana.

At the end, day by day, Yusuf’s course ran smooth and he

, ,
rose higher up till he became one of the greatest

poslt^n
amirs of the court. On the death of Muhammad
vShah tumult and disorder sprang up, but Majlis-

i-Ali did his best endeavour to draw together the soldiery that

belonged to various nationalities such as the Turks, Mughals, Persians,

and Turanies, and providing them with good berths he not only
poured oil on the troubled waters but also augmented his own power.
He had the Khutba read in his own name, and he effected a change
in his title,—from ‘ Khan ’ to ‘ Shah ’, so that, he was henceforth
called Yusuf ‘Adil Shah. As he was brought up at Sawah, he was
named Sawi. After his demise, the people of the Deccan called him
Yusuf Sawi for the reason that, in common parlance ‘ Sawa ’ signified
‘ one and a quarter ’ and as Yusuf was the greatest among the
omrahs of Muhammad Shah’s court, and the country under his

possession was greater in extent in comparison with those possessed

by other tarafdars and jagirdars by a ‘quarter’, he was ealled
' Sawi ’.

When Yusuf ‘Adil Shah beat the drum of his sovereignty and
. _ . his star rose higher and higher and his power

Qasim'^Barid^
authority waxed, Qasim Barid,^ who had

estabhshed his own authority at the cost of

Sidtan Mahmud and was, for some time past, contemplating to seize

Bijapur, prevailed upon Timraj, the ruler of Vijayanagar, to join with
him. Qasim invited the sympathies of other tarafdars of the vicinity
and thus created a disturbance.

*
,

* Ai-Jk .
* clCto .

* Ferishta writes that Qasim Barid Turk invited the Ray of Beejanugur and
Bahadur Gilany to invade the country of Yusuf 'Adil Shah.
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But it so happened that by the grace of God ‘Adil Shah, by
means of his practical wisdom and skill, put an

Sultan’s illness chaos and confusion that arose in
and recovery. His

country. In the meantime Yusuf ‘Adil
ene ac 10ns.

Shah had a severe attack of illness,^ so that, for

two months he remained confined to bed. At last by the mercy of

God, when he was restored to health, he opened the treasury in

charity and made benefactions upon near and distant relatives

and gave alms to the poor and the needy. Twenty thousand huns

were given away to the ‘ulemas and the meritorious residing at Mecca
and Medina. The same amount was conferred upon ^waja
Abdullah Harwi, who accompanied the Sultan when the latter left

his native home for Hindustan, so that, with the money that he

received, he could construct masjids and reservoirs at Sawah.
Sometime after, Timraj * advanced against Bijapur with

hostile intentions. With an army numbering
less than 8,000, the Sultan personally marched

Latter?victory against the enemy. The belligerent forces met
each other in battle order,* and a sanguinary

contest took place, thousands dying on both sides. At last, the

infidels scored a victory over the Muslims. Under the circumstances,

‘Adil Shah having selected a body of famous and well-tried soldiers

left the battle-field. The work of destruction in the Muslim rank
weighed upon the Sultan’s heart, but he kept his spirits up.

Report came that, the enemy, flushed with victory, was engaged
in plunder and rapine. The Sultan took time by the forelock

and with an army of 2,000 soldiers he made a dash at his opponents.
This attack broke the line of the enemy * who made a precipitate

retreat leaving behind a rich booty which fell into the hands of the
Muslims. Having expressed his heartfelt thanks to Heaven, ‘Adil

Shah made his way to the capital.

On account of the augmentation of his honour, glory, and

.. j power, and increase of territory beyond descrip-

ShTa ^^d with the land-holders under his beck
and call ‘Adil Shah was in a high flow of spirits.

^ Ferishta says that after his victory over Qasim Barid, Malik Ahmad Bheiry,
and Khwajah Jehan Deccani, Yusuf while amusing himself with hunting was attacked
with ague and fever.

® Timraj was the general of the Rai of Vijayanagar.
* The date of the battle as given by Ferishta is Rajab 898 H., Apr. 1493 A.D.
* According to Ferishta Timraj and the young Rai (of Vijayanagar) fled to

Vijayanagar. The Rai died of wounds received in battle and Timraj seized the
government of the country.
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Once, he summoned * an assembly of his courtiers and nobles, high

officials and theologians
;
addressing them he said, ‘ At first I made

a promise to God, The Most High, The Causer of Causes !, that if

He conferred on me regal power, I would introduce the doctrine of the

Imaniiyah ® and have the Khtilha read in the name of ‘Ah, Peace

be upon him!
'

'I have ’, the Sultan continued, ‘no antagonism with

the Sunnis or the Hanifis.® A man can follow the religion he likes

most. None would thrust himself in other people’s affairs ‘ What
counsel do you now suggest ? ’, the *Sultan at last interrogated.

In the said conference, there were some Shi'as and others who
concurred with the Sultan merely to humour him. ‘ Capital !

’

they all echoed in support of the Sultan’s ideas, ‘ what’s the need

for consultation-prayer * when good actions are concerned ?
’

Others again, who belonged to the Sunni or Hanifi sect made no
reply. But those who were outspoken responded. ‘ We would
only make a fool of ourselves if we give our opinion in the matter ’,

they said. ‘ Though ’, they continued, ‘ your sovereignty is based on
strong foundations, your enemies are hovering around ; Mahmud
Shah, the rightful heir to your throne, is out for it

;
there are, besides,

other claimants, such as Amir Barid, Ahmad Nizam-ul-Mulk, and
‘Iniad-ul-Mulk who are Sunnis in faith ! Further, most of the
amirs and the soldiery and most of the theologians of the city and
the vicinity belong to the Hanifi sect and are friendly to the Sunnis.

It is not unlikely that the introduction of the Shi'a faith might lead

to a great upheaval which cannot be kept off. It is advisable

therefore, that your Honour should give up the idea ’.

At this the Sultan bent down his head, and uttered no words.
Soon, news came from Iran that Shah Ismail Safvi ‘ had introduced
the Shl'a doctrine in his country, had changed the Khutha, and got
it read in the name of the Khalifs and the holy Imams, Peace be
upon them ! On receipt of this piece of news the Sultan became
elated, and he made up his mind to accomplish his object.

^ Ferishta says that the council was held in 908 H. (1502 A.D.).
* Imdmiyah or Imiimtyat is the sect of the Shi'as, who hold that ‘Ali is the

true Imam or immediate follower of Muhammad. Shi'a meaning ‘ a follower

i.e. to say of ‘Ali cousin-german of the Prophet and husband of his daughter Fatima.
The Shi'as maintain that ‘Ali was the first legitimate Imam, and they accordingly
reject the first three Khalifas recognized by the Sunnis, Abu Bakr, ‘Umar, and
‘Usman.

® The Hanifi or Hanafi is one of the four orthodox schools of Eaw interpretation,

founded by Abu Hanifa, which is followed in Turkey, C. Asia, and North India.

* ^Uuu.1 lit. meaning, conciliating the divine favour ; looking in the Qur'an,

or any favourite book for a good augury.
‘ Ismail, the founder of the Safvi dynasty, ruled from A.H. 905-930 (1499-

1524 A.D.).
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tion to

Bahmani.
Mahtintd

On Friday, Jama-di-ul-awwal 908 H. (Nov. 1502 A.D.) some of

. .
the amirs, courtiers, and the pubhc assembled at

Shi'a religion
fort-masjid. At the behest of the Sultan,

cn orce
. Naqlb i^an, a high noble of Meshed, rose to the

minaret and cried out, ' I bear witness that, ‘Ali is the friend of

God He then ascended the pulpit and delivered an oration in

the names of the great companions of the Prophet and the twelve

‘Imams, May peace be upon them !

‘

In that congregation there were nobles and others who professed

the Sunni doctrine. Of these, ‘Aiu-ul-Mulk,
Dissatisfaction of

^ great noble and the commander of the
of tl.c nol,le,.

Sistani,

and others feeling uncomfortable returned home without saying their

prayers.

Very soon the people turned contumacious, and ‘Adil Shah
approached every individual and tried to pacify

Nobles send peti- them .saying, ‘For you there is your own
religion and for me, mine ’. Nevertheless, some
of the ‘ ulemas, theologians, and nobles of the

city who were Sunnis, sent a petition to Sultan Mahmud Bahmani
requesting him to help them by defending their religion. The
latter, therefore, in conjunction with Amir Barid, Ahmad Nizam-ul-

Mulk, and Qutb Shah, made preparations for war. Finding his

position untenable, ‘Add Shah came out of the city and found his way
to Khandesh. The Sultan, then, threw himself into the arms of

‘Imad-nl-Mnlk who was in intimate terms with him. ‘Imad-ul-

Mulk was a man of grey hair and experienced; he at first reprimanded
‘Adil Shah for his actions, and then, advised him to give up the

new creed. In compliance with the counsel thus offered, ‘Adil

Shah issued a command to his agent at Bijapur ordering him to

di.scontinue the new doctrine and to re-instate the old one. ‘Imad-
ul-Mulk, then, issued, on behalf of ‘Adil ShMi, a proclamation, ex-

pressing regret for the Sultan’s conduct, whereupon Ahmad Nizam-
ul-Mulk, Qutb Shah, and others traced their way homewards.

Subsequently, when the disturbance ceased, ‘Adil Shah returned

. .
to Bijapur. As some of the people were still

Perturbed and displea^d he had the Kkulba

gion re-imposed. name of the ^yiahfs, but, at last,

when he was out of the meshes, he ordered the

' Ferishta says that Yusuf ‘Adil ghah was the first prince who dared to perform
these ceremonies publicly in Hindustan.

The names of the twelve Shra Imams begin with *Ali and end with Muhammad
al-Askari.
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Goa re-conquered

from the Christians.

Khutba to be read in the name of the holy Imams, May their soul rest

in peace

!

It transpired from Goa,' that on account of the inadvertence

of the commandant, the Christians had laid

siege to the fort. On receipt of this information,

the Sultan, with an army of 2,000 cavalry

composed of Mughal and Deccanies, marched out of Bijapur and
reaching his destination surrounded the fortress. With great effort

and some loss of men on his side, the Sultan, at last, conquered the

fortress. A large number of the inmates of the fortress was put to

death. Thus, having set everything in order, the Sultan returned to

his capital.

After a reign of two and twenty years,* Yusuf ‘Adil Shah
,

suffered from urinary troubles.* His ailment
u an s c ea

. daily on the increase, and at last, finding

that his days were numbered he appointed Isma'il, his heir-apparent,

and Kamal !^an Deccani, the regent. He desired that his cor-

poreal body should be interred at Gogi, near the sarcophagus of

Saiyyad Jalal, popularly known as Shah Chandah Husaini, who
had loyally served him.

The author of Tabakat-i-Akbari places the death of Yusuf in

, 91 i H. (1507-1508 A.D.), Qasim Ferishta in
Its date.

jj (1508-1509 A.D.), while Rafi-ud-din

Shirazi and Mir Ibrahim Asad in 920 H. (1514-1515 A.D.).

Yusuf ‘Adil Shah had one son named Ismail, and three daughters.

In spite of the difference in religion, each of the
daughters was married to a Sunni. Thus, the

o usu i
1 Mariam Sultan, was espoused to Burban

Nizam Shah, the second Khadija Sultan to ‘Ala’-ud-din Nizam-ul-

Mulk, and the third Bibi Sati to Ahmad Shah, son of Sultan Mahmud.
Constructions of The name of Yusuf 'Adil Shah is associated

‘Adil Stall. with the following constructions, viz. :

—

(a) the fort of Bijapur ;

{b) the old ‘Id-gah, which during the rule of ‘Ali ‘Adil Shah
was included within the fort

:

(c) a canal, which was dug out of a fountain popularly called

But Bowli, situated at the extremity of Torouh, and
taken inside the fort by cutting strong stones. In

' The year, as given by Ferishta, is 915 H. {1510 A.D.).
* Ferishta writes 21 years.
* Ferishta is of opinion that Yusuf ‘Adil Shah died of dropsy. With regard

to Yusuf ‘Adil Shah’s physical features and character, Ferishta writes that, handsome
in person, the prince was great in wisdom, eloquence, learning, liberality, and valour.
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width and breadth, the aqueduct was moderate, and

could be forded by young stalwart bodies heavily armed.

The above fountain, which was the source of the con-

duit, though scanty in supply, is reported by the older

people to be once full of water. It had a subter-

raneous water supply. For want of supervision, the

fountain has practically become non-existent, being

gradually fdled up with earth
;

{(/) the mausoleum of vSheikh Muhammad Shiraj Junaidi at

Ahsanabad Gulburgah. The Sheikh was related to

Yusuf

;

(c) the city of Bijapirr. The name is very old. It was a

place of residence for ‘ulemas and other eminent per-

sonages. Sheikh-ul-Mushaikh Sheikh ‘Ain-ud-din

Ganj-i-'Alum, May his grave be sanctified ! in his

work Atwar-nl-Ahrar or the biographies of the saints,

writes that. Sheikh Ibrahim Sankilni, on him be

peace ! remained for some time at Daulatabad whence
he migrated to Bhirol * and then to Bijapur, where he

died. His tomb lies on the north of the city. Sheikh

Ibrahim in his work Tarikh-nl-Haq says that ‘Az-

ud-din Almrja, a noble of the court of ‘Ala’-ud-din,

was, during the closing years of the reign of ‘Ali ‘Adil

Shah, appointed the governor of the new city in 701

H. (1301-1302 A. I).). Having remained there for 6

years, he went to Bijapur as its governor in 706 H.

(1306-1307 A.]).). It was at the request of Rai Ramdeo
that he laid at Bijapur the foundation of the Jami‘
mosque made of wood. On the demise of Aburja, his

son and successor Malik Karim-ud-din Aburja cons-

tructed the mosque with stone in place of wood in 716
H. (i3i(j-i3i7 A.D.). This latter mosque still exists

within the fort and bears an inscription in the name
of Malik Karim-ud-doulah.

Yusuf ‘Adil Shah’s cavalry numbered 12,000, infantry 14,000,

and elephants 37.

In 892 H. (1487 A.D.) the fort of Parendah was constructed

Constiuction of

forts and masjids

during Yusufs
reign.

under the supervision of ^wajah Jehan. A
year before, i.e. in 891 H. (i486 A.D.) the fort of

Palganoh * was built under the care of Asad
:^an. Some two years later, i.e. in 893 H.
(1488 A.D.) the fort of Merj was also completed

* •
2 iAii .
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by Asad ^an. In 888 H. (1483-1484 A.D.) the erection of the

fort of Sholapur was undertaken at the orders of Ma-shaheba, the

Queen-mother ;
the work of superintendence was entrusted to

j^iwajah Jehan. In 878 H. (1473-1474 A.D.) the fort of Ahmadnagar
was set up under the direction of Ahmad Nizamshah Bahri. The
edification of the fort of Bidar was done at the orders of Ahmad
Shah Bahmani in 803 H. (1400-1401 A.D.). The fort of Bijapur

was raised by Yusuf ‘Adil Shah in 919 H. (1513-1514 A.D.). A
masjid within it was constructed by the Sultan in 918 H. (1512-

1513 A.D.). The foundation of Fatehpur Mouza was laid in 919 H.

(1513-1514 A.D ), and Farrukh Mahal in 921 H. (1515-1516 A.D.).

A masjid near Anand Mahal was run up in 894 H. (1488-1489 A.D.)

under the guidance of lOiwajfih Jehan.





THREE LINGARAJA TEMPLE INSCRIPTIONS

By Dines Chandra Sircar and Jogendra Chandra Ghosh

The famous Lihgaraja Temple at Bhuvanesvara in the Puri
District of Orissa is the repository of a great number of records of

the Gahga period. About the middle of the year 1934, Mr. Vinayak
Misra prepared estampages of a number of inscriptions on the said
temple. Mr. Misra was kind enough to hand over the estampages to
us. We give in the following pages an account of three of the more
interesting records.

I. INSCRIPTION OF THE GANGA KING NARASIMHA I OF
SAKA year 1165 AND ANKA YEAR 5

The record is written in five lines, each of which is about 18
inches in length. They cover a space of 31 inches in breadth.
The letters are about | inch, both in length and in breadth. There
is a crack in the middle of the record, running from top to bottom,
which has caused the effacement of two letters from each of the
fines.

The alphabet is proto-Bengali. The letters kha, ja, ta, ma, va
(or ba), etc., are almost modern. It is interesting to note that the
anusvdra has been expressed both by a small circle on the head of the
letter (as in modern Nagari), as well as by a circle and an inclined bar
beginning with a loop, put at the right side of a letter (as in modern
Bengali). In the following inscription of Narasimha II, all anusvdras
are of this second variety. As regards orthography, the avagraha
or sign indicating the elision of the initial a in 1. 5 is interesting.
V

a

and ba have not been discriminated.
The record is written in Sanskrit verse. It is dated in the 5th

Anka year of Pratapa-vira-Narasimhadeva and in the 6aka year
^atarudra= 1100 -^sa0=60 -\-vi^ikha=^. It is, therefore, actually
dated in the 4th regnal year (the first of the Anka year is to be
omitted) of the Gahga king Narasimha, who must be Narasiihha I,
son of Anahgabhimadeva III and grandson of Rajaraja III, and
in the Saka year 1165. The date is important inasmuch as it

shows that Narasimha I’s first regnal year fell in ^aka 1161-62,
that is to say, about 1240. This necessitates a correction of the views
of Monomohan Chakravarti {J.A.S.B., 1903, p. 117), who placed the
date of this prince's accession about two years earlier. As no inscrip-
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tions with both regnal years and ^aka dates were available for the

three successors of Rajaraja III, Chakravarti took the reign periods

of these kings as given in the Kendupatna grant to be Afika years

and calculated backwards from ^aka 1200-01, which is the first

year of Narasimha II, the grandson of Narasiihha I. According to

his calculations, the latter reigned in ^aka 1160-86 [Ibid., p. 121)

and his son Bhanudeva I in 1186-1200 {Ibid., pp. 124-5).

present record, dated both in regnal and ^aka years, however,

shows that Narasimha I began his rule, not in 1160 {^aka, but about
two years later.

The inscription records the offer of a lamp to the temple of the

god Kirttivasa (Krttivasa), made by a person named Kambali.

Text *

Om‘ Sakabde sata-rudra-sasthi*-visikhe panc-ahka-rajyobda*

p[ra *]t[apa-vira*]-Narasimhadeva-nrpate [r= ]yasya prata-

pasrayah
pratyarthi-ksitibhrd-dhan-atyaya-sada-vasah sva-sancarino . .

g-visva-tale jayanti sa[d-bhu]pasya kanta-candasa*-k[a *]-

my-avyaya-kula-devat=asti racita yasy=anamanya-^riyah ®
|

Pra dhana-sadana-dharmmo=’pi ya® vrati sa

So= ’yarn kirtti-pavitra-murtir=anagha-iyotih praroha-sriy

marcca-mandire pradipam= ayacchac=chri-Kirtti-
vasaya

Aghanatnkhalumatanahkkalantara-rasair=ayain vaih^a ....
mato=’khanda-dipa-dat=asya Kambalih

||

II. INSCRIPTION OF THE 4TH REGNAE YEAR OF
VIRAVARA-KE^ARI

The pcord consists of nine lines, the first eight of which are
about 17 inches in length, while the ninth is about 13 1 inches. The
nine lines together cover a space 6 inches in breadth. The letters are
about ^ inch both in length and in breadth. The record is damaged
in many places.

E. I.

E. 2.—

E. 3
—

E. 4--

E. 5
-

* From estampages kindly supplied by Mr. Vinayak Misra.
^ Expressed by a symbol.
* Read sa0,
® Read rdjydbde.
^ Possibly we have to read candUa,
^ Read anavadya-iriyah.

® Read^o.
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The alphabet is remarkably similar to that used in the above
record of the time of Gahga Narasimha I whose first regnal year

falls in $aka 1161-62 (about A.D. 1240). The striking palseographical

resemblance of the two records to each other seems to show that

one of them cannot be far removed from the other in point of time.

The record is throughout written in Sanskrit prose.

The inscription is dated in the fourth year counted from the

samrajy-dbhiseka of a king called Viravara-Kesari. That this

Viravara-Kesari was not a feudatory prince is not only proved by
the reference to his sdmrdjy-dbhiseka, but also by his epithet

paripanthi-prthmpati - kinta-koti-mani-ghrni - srenibhir= arunita-pada-

saroja. The king is also described as sva-kara-karavdla-kampita-

ganapati-bhu-sendpati-gaja-vdji-samdja-rdjardja-tanuj-dtmaja. * Here
we are told that he was the grandson {tanuj-dtmaja =son’s son or

daughter’s son) of Rajaraja who is said to have shaken by the power
of his sword the kingdom {bhii) of Ganapati, and the assemblage of

the latter’s generals, elephants and horses. Who can these kings,

Ganapati and Rajaraja, be ? We have already seen that on grounds
of palaeography the record can hardly be much earlier than the

time of Narasitfaha I. Ganapati of this record therefore seems to

be the celebrated Kakatiya Ganapati who ruled from A.D. 1199
to 1260. Ganapati’s contemporary, Rajaraja, may be no other
than the Gahga king Rajaraja III, grandfather of Narasiinha I.

The Kurmesvara temple (Srikurmam) inscription of 6aka 1128 and
the iith Anka year (=9th regnal year) of Rajaraja III shows that

this king’s first regnal year fell in 6aka 1120-21 (about A.D. 1199).
He therefore began to rule about the same time as Kakatiya Ganapati.

The next important point is regarding the identification of

king Viravara-Kesari in whose 4th regnal year the record is dated.
We have seen that the king has been called the tanuj-dtmaja of

Rajaraja whom we are inclined to identify with Gahga Rajaraja III.

The passage tanuj-dtmaja however may signify both son’s son
{tanuja-\-dtmaja) and daughter’s son {tanujd-{-dtmaja). If then we
accept the first meaning, Wravarakesari would appear to have been
a bifuda of the Gahga king Narasiifaha I. Since names and birudas

ending in keiarl have been found in different royal families of the
Orissa region, the suggestion may not be altogether impossible.

If, however, we accept the second interpretation, we are to think

* M. Chakrabarti seems to have wrongly read this passage as rajardja-tanuj-

unangabhima-vira .... rajasya sdmrdjy-dbhi^eka-caturtha-samvafsare and attributed

the record to AnahgabMma III. SeeJ.A EXII (1903), p. 118, No. i (Inscription

No. 3 on the south jamb of the porch of the great temple at Bhuvaneivara. lines

1-4) ; also Bhandarkar’s List, No. 2069 and Ray’s Dynastic History, Vol. I, p. 478.
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that a line of the Kesaris was ruling independently to the east of

the Gahga kingdom even in the glorious days of the Gahgas of

Kalihganagara. The existence of the Kesaris in the Orissa region

as late as about the 12th century A.D. is proved by the Sonpur,
Bhuvanesvara, Balatendukesari and Navamuni inscriptions wWch
mention the royal name Udyotakesari and by the Rdmacarita
which mentions Karnakesari, king of Utkala, who was defeated by
Jayasiifaha, a feudatory of RamapMa who ruled up to about the
beginning of the second quarter of the 12th century (Banerji,

Bdngdldr Itihds, I, pp. 287-88; Ray, Dynastic History, I, p. 4o8ff.),

If we accept the second meaning Viravara-Kesari is to be taken as

a descendant of these Kesari kings.*

The inscription seems to record the grant of 65 units of land in

two villages called Citra and Gajisya, situated in the Cakralambota-
visaya, in honour of the god Krttivasa, styled Siddha-Rambodara,
in order to supply necessaries for the god's autumnal worship in

each year.

Text *

L. I.

—

Om* Svasti[||*] Sva-kara-karavala-kampita-Ganapati-bhu *-

senapati-gaja-vaji-samaja-Rajaraja-tanuj-atmaja-

L. 2.—sya Marici - l*arasar-acara - vicara - catura - Viravara - Ke^ari-
dhar-adhipasya tyagannamra *-paripanthi-prthvipati-kiri-

Iv. 3.—ta-koti-mani-ghrni-srenibhir=arunita-pada-sarojasya sam-
rajyabhiseka-caturtha-samvatsare ® ^ali-ka-

ly. 4.—la-.sekhara-sirah-srotasvati-mra-sadara-nirmala-retasah [sam-
sara *]-sagar-oddhara-tarani-pratima-Vyomake4a-

R. 5.—pada-kusesaya-seva-mukharikrta-manasena Kayastha
kamala-bandhanad= deva-dvij-endra-caran-ambu-

ly. 6.—ja-kanan-aika-haihsa .... kalasi - kamalo . . [vinaya] - vratah
sanaiida-vrndaraka-vnida-vandita-pad-ara-

R. 7.—vindasya Kittivasya * Siddha ’-Tambodarasya .... panca-
dasa-surabhi-kusuma-k[o*]sa-trim§at-sainpadyamana-pflja-
daro

* A Maharaja Virakesari is known from the Sonpur plates, issued in the
king’s ninth Ahka year (J.B.O.R.S., Vol. VI, p. 570.)

From estampages kindly supplied by Mr. Vinayak Misra.
® Expressed by a symbol.
* Read ihu.

* Read iyaga-namra.
* Read samvatsare.

* Read Kfttivasasya.
’’ Read Siddha.
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I/. 8.—^ghrta-vyanjana-sahitam=atma-hitaya prati-saradi puspa-
raja-nil-otpala . . . .-tambulaya Cakralambota - visaya-

madhya-
L. 9.—pati-Citra-grame [Gajisya-nama-grame] ca panca-[sasti]-

bhumi . . .
panca dapayata itisca/

III. INSCRIPTION OF THE GANGA KING NARASIMHA II

OF ANKA YEAR 24

The record consists only of four lines of writing. The first

three are about 17 inches in length, while the fourth is about

14 inches long. They cover a space of about 3 inches in breadth.

The letters are about I inch in breadth, and a little more than that

in length. There is a vertical crack in the middle of the stone con-

taining the inscription, which has caused total or partial effacement

of two letters in each of the lines. The alphabet is proto-Bengali,

but the characters are more developed than those of the above record

of the time of Narasimha I. The letters kha, ga, ja, ma, ra, sa, etc.

closely resemble Bengali characters of the present day. The secon-

dary forms of the vowels a, i, t, au, etc. are also modern. Initial i

(1. 4) is midway between modern Oriya i and the old sign consisting

of two dots with a horizontal bar above. The anusvdra is the same
as in modern Bengali. The letters va and ba have not been distin-

guished.

The record is written in Sanskrit prose, but is full of wrong
spellings, e.g., sukla-trlid (.sukla-trtlya), etc. This shows that the
scribe had little knowledge of Sanskrit to his credit.

The inscription is dated on Bhaumavdra, Vaisdkha-^ukla-trtiyd
of the 24th Anka year of the pravarddhamdna-vijaya-rdjya of ^ri-

mad-vira-Narasiriihadeva. This Narasimha must be the Gahga
king Narasimha II, son of Bhanudeva I, and grandson of Narasimha I.

Omitting, according to rule, the first, sixth, sixteenth and
twentieth years, the 24th Anka year of Narasimha II comes actually

to be his 20th regnal year. From a number of inscriptions dated in

the reign of Narasiiiiha II, we come to know that the beginning of his

reign fell in 6aka 1200, i.e. A.D. 1278. The details of the date in

our record, viz. Bhaumavdra, 3rd lunar day of the bright half of

Vaisakha, thus show that the actual date of the inscription is

Tuesday, 15th April, 1298 A.D.
The inscription records that a piece of land in Pariificasyata-

Mahajani was purchased by the savings of the guru, Bhavasadasiva
by name, and was donated for the study of Vydkarana.

^ Read panoaf\% dapaycU^iti^
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Text *

T. I.—Orii ' Svasti[j| *]3rimad-vira-Narasimhadevasya pravard-

dhamana-v[ijaya *]-rajye caturvisaty-anke vartyamane *

vaisakha-

L. 2.—sukla-trtiayarh • bhumivare * Gauri-gum-caran[a*]ntah-

karana-sar-asara-sariisara-nirasa-®

L. 3.—nidana-tapasa * Bhava-Sadasiva ’^-gurunam bhi[*ks-opa]-

jita ®-dravyena pamncasyata-mahajani-

B. 4.—madhyapati-bhu-bhagam=ekam kritva vyakara[na-pa *]thay

=aprattah iti * ||0

* From estampages kindly supplied by Mr. Vinayak Misra.
’ Expressed by a symbol.
* Read caturvimsaty-anke vartamdne.

* Read iukla-trtiydymi.

‘ Better read bhauma-vdre-
^ Read nirdid.

* We are possibly to read tapasdm.
’’

Read Saddiiva.
® We are possibly to read bhiks-opacUa.
* Read pdUidya praUam=iit.







ASVAGHO§A THE POET

By B. C. Baw

Asvaghosa as a poet is revealed in his Buddhacarita ^ and
Saundarananda Kavyas.* The Buddhacarita Kavya consists of 28

cantoes and records a biography of Bord Buddha from his birth

to his renunciation. A complete work is not available, but a Chinese

translation of the whole text can be procured. The book up to the

14th canto written in Sanskrit has been found out in Nepal. The
thirteen books of the Sanskrit poem claim to be the composition of

Asvaghosa and the four cantoes have been added by Amrtananda
who, according to Raja Rajendra Bala, was the author of two Sanskrit

treatises and one in Newark This work appears to have exercised

much influence on the succeeding Indian poets of the classical

period, e.g. Mara’s temptation of the Buddha and Kama’s assault on

^iva in the Kumarasambhava. This temptation by Mara is not an
originality of Asvaghosa. In the Balitavistara, Mara is described as

the teacher of the daityas or demons. Mara of the Balitavistara

is similar to the Madanadeva having five arrows. Kamadeva of

Kalidasa pleases everybody and increases the delight of the world.

He has appeared in this earth for the good of the world. His self-

sacrifice is exemplary. He sacrifices his own life in order to bring

about union between &va and Parvati. When Mara failed to

tempt the Buddha, he tried to terrify him but in vain. A similar

picture is also found in Bharavi’s Kiratarjuniyam. In the third

book of the Buddhacarita Kavya we find ladies all crowded in bal-

conies (vatayanebhyasca vinihsrtani) to see Siddhartha. A similar

picture is given in the seventh book, nth sloka, of the Raghuvamsa
in which we find ladies crowding to see Prince Aja as he passes by
from the Svayambara where the Princess Bhojya has chosen him
as her husband. In the fifth book of the Buddhacarita we find a
description of the Buddha leaving his hearth and home after seeing

the ladies lying in an unconscious state with their bodies uncovered,

hairs dishevelled, etc. A similar picture is given in the 5th canto of

the Ramayana where the monkey king entered the Ravana’s palace

by night and saw his wives asleep in the seraglio in their various

^ Edited by Cowell.
® Edited by MM. Haraprasad Shastri and published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. Johnston has edited the text later and a Bengali translation by Dr. B. C.

Daw is available.
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unconscious attitudes. This kavya, on the whole, is a masterpiece of

Sanskrit poetry. It excels in diction, brevity, vivid description,

metaphor and simile throughout. In some places the style suffers in

dullness and unintelligible subtle points of philosophy are presented

in the garb of poetry especially where the kavya contains the philo-

sophy of Alara Kalama. Cowell points out that Asvaghosa's

Bud^acarita was written before the Ramayana in its present form

but Jacobi refutes this theory of Cowell thus :—(i) there is no
mention of Buddha or yavana in the Ramayana

; (2) there is no

mention of Pataliputra in the Ramayana
; (3) Mithila and Visala

were under the rule of two different kings
; (4) the capital of Kosala

was known by the name of Ajodhya
; (5) Saketa was unknown to

the Buddhist age ; and (6) there is a description of many small

kingdoms in the Ramayana. From all these it is clear that according

to him the Ramayana was written before the 5th century B.C.,

i.e. before the fall of the Magadhan empire. In answer to Prof.

Jacobi we may point out that here we are not concerned with the

original date of the Ramayana as an epic. The issue raised by Cowell

concerns the relative chronology of Asvaghosa’s Buddhacarita and
that passage in the Ramayana which gives a similar description of

the various unconscious attitudes of women while sleeping in the

seraglio of Ravana. The description in the Ramayana is simpler as

compared with that in the Buddhacarita and as such one may be

tempted to place it earlier than the latter. But we should bear it in

mind that we have a description of those attitudes of female musicians

in sleep in the Jataka Nidanakatha as well as in the Vinaya Mahavagga
(p. 15), the first in connection with the pabbajja of Prince Siddhartha
and second in connection with the pabbajja of Yasa. The Pali prose
description has no erotic colouring. This is nevertheless important
as indicating that a description of this kind became so common in

India as not to necessitate any borrowing by one poet from the
writings of another. Further, the Buddhacarita as a whole, may be
shown to have been modelled on the Vatthugathas forming a pro-

logue to the Nalaka sutta of the Sutta-Nipata. {Vide B. C. Faw,
History of Pali Literature, Vol. I, p. 6; Barua—Old Brahmi
Inscriptions in the Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves, p. 173 Fn.

Cf. Sutta-Nipata, verse 686 :

—

Tato kumaram jalitam iva suvannatn
ukkamukhe va sukusalasampahatitham
daddallamanain siriya anomavannam
dassesu puttam Asitavhayassa Sakya.

Buddhacarita III, verse 23 :

—

Drstva ca tarn rajasutam striyasta

jajvalyamanam vapusa iSriya ca.
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The next piece of poetry written by him is the Saundarananda
K§vya. The subject-matter of this poem is this. The Buddha had
a step brother named Nanda. After Gautama renounced the world,

Sudahodana in order to guard Nanda against giving up household
life married him to a beautiful girl. Both of them were very much
devoted to each other. One day Buddha went to his house for alms

and left it without finding anybody there. Nanda on receipt of the

news of Buddha's advent at his door was about to leave the company
of his wife but he was prevented from doing so by his wife named
Sundari. Nanda somehow managed to leave his wife and was
following the Buddha who afterwards came to his hermitage.

Nanda entreated him much to come to his house and accept alms
but he refused. The Master then had his head shaved by a barber

and left the task of instructing him to the care of a sage named
Vaideha. The Master heard that Nanda wanted to see his wife and
did not like the life of a Samana. He then went to Nanda and
asked him thus, ' Let us go for a walk. The Himalaya is not far

from this place ’. As they were mounting the Himalayas both of

them saw a female monkey at a certain place and the Master asked
him thus, ‘ Is your wife more beautiful than the female monkey ?

'

Nanda replied ‘My wife is exceedingly beautiful and unparalleled

in beauty to anyone else ’. The Master without sa5dng anything
further proceeded to climb up the mountain and reached the heaven
which was full of heavenly nymphs and where heavenly musicians
were singing songs. The Master pointing to a heavenly nymph
asked Nanda, ‘ \^^o is more beautiful ? Your wife or tWs girl ?

’

Nanda admitted that the heavenly nymph was more beautiful than
his wife. The Master enquired ‘ Would you like to have one heavenly
nymph ? ’ He replied in the affirmative and he was asked by the
Master to engage himself in meditation to get an apsara. Nanda
came back to the Buddha’s hermitage and led the life of an ascetic.

At last he realized the worthlessness of human beauty and became
absorbed in deep meditation. He was given instructions in dharma
by the Buddha and very soon attained salvation. He was asked
by the Master to lead others to the path of salvation. The people
became greatly surprised to find Nanda leading the life of a hhikkhn
who formerly indulged so much in luxury. Many became his

disciples among whom his wife Sundari was one. (Cf. Mahavagga,
I, 54, Dhammapadatthakatha, I, pt. I, pp. 115 foil.)

By writing the Saundarananda Kavya Asvaghosa tried to show
the path of salvation through poetry. The Saundarananda Kavya
contains many Vedic and Pauranic references. Mr. Jhonston * is

' ' The Saundarananda of A^vagho^a, 1928, Preface.
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right in pointing out that the greatness of Asvaghosa lies not in the

depth or origin^ty of his thought but in the spiritual fervour which
iniorms his simple yet eloquent style. He was undoubtedly a
religious poet, a poetic preacher, addressing himself to the educated
lovers of good literature among his countrymen, whether Hindus
or Buddhists. As to the contents of the Saundarananda Kavya,
there are i8 chapters dealing with the description of Kapilavastu,

virtues of the prince and the Tathagata, Nanda’s prayer to his wife,

his renunciation, lamentation of his wife, lamentation of Nanda, his

wife’s trouble both in body and in mind, cessation of vanity, visit

to heaven, divine admonitions, jhana or ecstatic musing, precepts

and control of senses, first renunciation, removal of doubts, explana-

tion of four noble truths, attainment of nirvana, and exposition of

Buddha’s Dharma. This book was carefully read by the Brahmins,
the Buddhists and the Jains. A careful study of this fine piece of

poetry convinces us of the fact that Asvaghosa was a well read man
and was highly proficient in Buddhist philosophy. This work gives

ample testimony to his erudition and sound judgment and forceful

arguments. It is difficult to understand how an author who tackled

such difficult problems of philosophy could excel in poetry.

It is interesting to note that the Saundarananda Kavya is an
excellent production as it excels in thought, style and language.

In many places K^dasa has borrowed his ideas from this book,
e.g.

Kalidisa. Asvaghosa.

Margacala vyatikara kuliteva sindhuh i Taqi gauravatp Buddhagatatp cakarsa
^ailadhiraja tanaya na yayau na tasthau i bharyanuragah punaracakarsa i

So’niscayannapi yayau na tasthau
tarani tarahgesviva rajahaipsah ||

That Kalidasa and Bharavi both flourished after Asvaghosa and that they had
the opporrimty of reading the Buddhacarita kavya is evident from the slokas or
portions of slokas mentioned below :

—

Buddhacarita.

Sa hi svagatraprabhayojjvalantya
dipaprabham bhaskaravanmumosa I

mahar^jaihbunada caruvarnd
vidyotayamasa disaica sarvah |

(Canto I, §1. 32.)

Tasmat pramanam na vayo na kalah
ka^t kvacit Sraisthyamupaiti loke 1

rajnami’^n&nca hitani tani

kftani putrairakrtani purwaih «

(Canto I, Si. 51.)

Aristasajyaih parito visarina

sujanmana stasya nijena tejasa

nisithadipah sahasa hatatvi^
vabhuvuralekhya samarpita iva.

(Raghuvathsa, Canto III, Si. 15.)

Tejasath hi na vayah samlk^te

(Raghuvathia, Canto XI, Si. i.)
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Mahatmani tvayyupapannametat
priyatithau tyagini dhannakame i

satvanvayajnanavayonurupa
snigdha yadevam mayi te matih syat H

(Canto I, §1. 6o.)

Srutva vacastacca mana^ca yuktva
jnatva nimittaisca tato’samyupetah i

didrksaya Sakyakuladhvajasya
sakradhvajasyeva samucchritasya n

(Canto I, §1. 63.)

Vata vavuh sparsasiikha manojna
divyani vasamsyavapatayantah 1

siiryah sa evabhyadhikara cakase

jajvala saumyarciranirito'gnih H

(Canto I, 61. 41.)

Vatayanebhyastu vinihsrtani

parasparopasita kundalani
1

strinam virejurmukhapankajani
saktani harmyesviva pafikajani ti

(Canto III, §1. IQ.)

Kacit tamradharosthena
mukhenasavagandhina 1

vinisasvasa karne’sya

rahasyam sniyatamiti N

(Canto IV, §1. 31.)

Muhurmuhurmadavyaja-
srastanilamsukapara 1

alaksyarasana reje

sphuradvidyudiva ksapa

(Canto IV, §1. 33.)

Sa rajasunurmrgarajagami

mrgajiram tanmrgavat pravistah 1

laksmivijukto’pi sariralaksmya

caksumsi sarvairaminam jahara n

(Canto VII, 2.)

Hatatvisohanyah sithilatma bahavah
striyo visadena vicetana iva 1

na cukru^umasTU jahurna sasvasu

rnacetana ullikhita iva sthitah 11

(Canto VIII, §1 . 25.)

Adityapnrvarii vipularii kfilam te

navarh vayo diptamidam vapuka 1

kasmadiyam te matirakramena
bhaiksaica evabhirata na rajye N

(Canto X, Si. 23.)
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Sarvvath sakhe tvayyupapannametat

(Kumarasambhava, Canto III, Si. 12.)

Kalidasa has used the word ' Sakra-

dhvaja ' many times in his kavya.

Disah prasedurmaruto vavuh sukhah
pradaksinarccirhaviraghiradade

vabhuva sarvvarh subhasathsi tatksanaih

bhavo hi lokabhyudayaya tadrsam

(Raghuvam^a, Canto III, Si. 14.)

tasarii mukhairasavagandhagarbhaih
vyaptantara sandrakutiihalanatn

vilolanetrabhramarairgavaksah

sahasrapatrabharana ivasan

(Raghuvamsa, Canto VII, Si. ii.)

Karne lolah kathayitumabhudanana
sparsalobhat

(Uttaramegha, 40.)

Anium sahasaprahiteksanani

vyajarddhasamdarsita mekhalani
nalath vikartttirh janitendra sahkath

suraiigana vibhrama cestitani

(Raghuvamsa, XIII, Si. 42.)

Sa nyastacihnilmapi rajalaksmiih

tejovisesanumitam dadhanah 1

(Raghuvamsa, II, Si. 7.)

Nisithadipah sahasa hatatviso

vabhuvuralekhya samarpita iva

(Raghuvamsa, Canto III, Si. 15.)

Ekatapatram jagatah prabhutvam
navam vayah kantamidam vapuSca 1

(Raghuvamsa, II, Si. 47.)
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Yo hyarthadharmmau paripidya kamah Nadharmmamartha kamabhyatfa

syaddhvannmakamye paribhuya carthah | vavadhe na ca tena tau

l^marthayo^caparatnena dharmmas oartham kamena kamatfa va

tyajya^ sak krtsuo yadi kankhitarthah i so’rthena sadr4a strisu

(Canto X, Si. 29.) (Raghuvath^, XVII, Si. 57.)

Besides the examples given above, some verses have been quoted by H. P.

Sastri in the preface to his edition of the Saundarananda kavya published by the

Asiatic Society of Bengal. They are as follows :

—

Tarii sundaritfa cenna labheta Nandab
sa va niseveta nataifa natabhruh

dvandvarfi vruvaih tad vikalathna 4obhet

anyonyahina viva ratri candrau

Parasparena sprhaniya sobhatp

na cedidaqi dvandvamayo jaisyat

asmin dvaye rupa vidhanayatnah
patyuh prajanaih vitatho’bhavisyan

(Raghuvainsa, Canto XVII, Si. 14.)



ASVAGHO$A THE PHILOSOPHER

By B. C. Law

Asvaghosa was a celebrated expounder of Mahayana doctrine.

He was the contemporary of Nagarjuna, Aryadeva and Kurntra-

labdha, the reputed founder of the Sautrantika school.* His father’s

name was Suvarnakkhi and his native place was Saketa. He was at

first a Brahmin birt afterwards became an adherent of Mahfiyana.

Gradually he acquired proficiency in Buddhism. Not only he was a

preacher of Buddhism, but also a great teacher of philosophy. He
was held in high respect by the people of his time. He became the

spiritual adviser of King Kaniska in the ist century of the Christian

Era and wrote many thoughtful books. He has been rightly

described as ‘ one of the deepest thinkers of Buddhist patriarchs, one
of the most eminent leaders of earlier Buddhists, the first champion,
promulgator ’, and a true interpreter of Mahayana philosophy. He
had a very powerful influence over the spiritual India of his time.

Taranath, the celebrated Tibetan historian, is right in saying that

his influence in the spiritual world was as incomparable as the

temporal power of Kaniska.* According to him he was the son of

a rich Brahmin called Sanghaguhya who married the yoimgest
daughter of a merchant in Khorta. As a youth when thoroughly
familiar with every department of knowledge, he went to several

places, e.g. Tirhut, Kamrupa, etc. defeating everywhere his Buddhist
opponents by his ingenious logic.

There is much difference of opinion as to the place of his birth.

According to some he was a native of Benares. Others place him in

South India. Sravastx is also mentioned as his birth place. Accord-
ing to Nagarjuna he is mentioned to have been bom in Western
India. We learn from ‘ A biography of Vasuvandhu ’ that Asvaghosa
was a native of Saketa and according to it he was summoned to
Kabul by Katyayaniputra, the alleged composer of the Abhidharma
in eight sections, in order to help him in the compilation of the
great commentary (Mahavibhasa) on the text of that Abhidharma.*
(Ency. of R. & E. Vol. II, p. 15^.) The Tibetan and Chinese sources
point out that Asvaghosa in his earlier life was the most powerful

* Cataka was also the contemporary of Asvaghosa— WassUiefiF, Buddhismus,
p. 53, note.

* Geschichte des Buddhismus, p. 92.
* Mvagho^ was invited to give a literary finish to the Mahavibha^.
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adherent of Brahmanism. Taranath says that Aryadeva, the most
eminent disciple of Nagarjuna, defeated A^vaghosa not by his usual

subtlety in dialectics but by the superiority of his magical arts.

Asvaghosa was coverted to Buddhism by Patsva’s disciple named
Punyayasa. He was at first a learned and a haughty man but he

was converted to the Buddhist faith, and with his conversion to

Buddhism, his temperament changed.
The Mahayana Sraddhotpada sutra was one of his best philo-

sophical treatises. The time when it was written never saw the

full growth of Mahayanism. This work traces the rise of Mahayana
faith and it contains the views of the Buddhists of the time. This
philosophical treatise is studied in the monasteries of Japan as the

basis of Mahayana doctrine. It was first translated in 534 and then
in 710 A.D. into Chinese. It is curious to note that the doctrine

which this book incorporates, is that of the Vignanavada as followed

by Asanga and the teachings of the Tathagatagarbha as embodied
in the I^ahkavatara sutra. A careful study of this work occasionally

shows a strong resemblance to the Upanisad philosophy as well as

to the Sahkhya system though of course retaining its own indepen-

dent thought throughout. It is full of specific phraseology and
highly abstruse speculations and in many places unintelligible dis-

cussions of subtle points of Buddhist philosophy. But this work is

of great importance as it is the first attempt at systematizing the
fundamental thoughts of Mahayanism and it is regarded as a main
authority of all the Mahayana trends of thought. It is essential for

a proper understanding of the doctrinal aspect of Buddhism. As
regards the contents of this book, a bare outline is given here.

The subjects of discussion are the following :

—

(«) Soul as suchness, sameness, trueness, absolute negation,

etc.

;

[b) Soul as birth and death ;

(c) Incomprehensible karma or activity and pure wisdom

;

under karma various phenomena are discussed as to
the performance of deeds, suffering due to the fetter

of deeds, attachment, names, ignorance, etc.

;

{d) Ego, consciousness, birth and death and its cause or
condition, arising of thought, individual cause and
universal cause, various kayas e.g., dharma kaya,
sambhoga kaya, prajna kaya, etc.

Asvaghosa in this work refutes the false views held by those
who believed in a personal atma. We have here a very lucid treat-

ment of right path and the ways of practising it. Then comes a
very clear explanation of paramita or perfection. The author then
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deals with the practice of faith or 4raddha and gives a detailed

exposition of the aspects of faith. Jhana and samadhi are well

explained in all their details. Ou the whole, this work clearly presents

the spiritual significance of Mahayana, and serves as a guide to

elucidating many subtleties and difficulties in understanding the

deepest and greatest significance of the Dharma of the Tathagata.

It really helps us greatly in an intelligent study of the subject and
serves as a beacon light to sincere seefcrs after truth.

Another work of philosophy namely the Sutralahkara is as-

cribed to Asvaghosa. It shall be noted that this Sutralahkara

is different from the Sutralahkara written by Asahga. How far

from the study of the Sutralahkara associated with the name of

Aivaghosa, it can be established that its contents agree with those of

the Sraddhotpada sutra, is still a point that awaits a careful

investigation and consideration.





A NEW BRANCH OF KNOWLEDGE IN INDIA

(With a Digression on a Certain Method of Research)

By C. L. FAbri

It is a matter for regret that the Rev. Father H. Heras, S.j.,

has published his Los orlgenes de la herdldica India in the Spanish

language which, unfortunately, is not understood by the great bulk

of Indologists either in Britain or in India
;
for this article is, I do

not hesitate to say, of the utmost importance for everyone interested

in ancient India, and lays the foundations of a new branch of

knowledge ; that of Indian heraldry. All those who are able to

read Spanish will, I feel, support me when, with due respect, I

confer in the name of all grateful readers on Father Heras the

well-earned epithet of ' Father of Indian Heraldry '. As he modestly
points out in a foot-note, ‘ This is an entirely new study in India.

Ever since I started studying the history of India, it always attracted

my attention in an extraordinary manner that this highly interesting

problem of studies should have completely been avoided by the

historians. Recently one of my research students has presented to

the University of Bombay a thesis upon this problem for obtaining

the academic degree of Master of Arts. The thesis is entitled

The Royal Ldnchanas of Ancient India. In view of the fact that

few Indologists in this country can read Spanish, I consider it

justified to give a detailed summary and discussion of this article.

The more so, as I believe that Indian heraldry, if pursued in the
right spirit, will ultimately give us the clue to many an unidentified

relief and painting.

The first few sentences deserve literal translation :
‘ There does

not exist in India a heraldry in the strictest sense of the word, for

the simple reason that it was not a custom for a king or nobleman
to be preceded by a herald who exhibited on his coat or upon a
banner the symbols or emblems of his King or Master. Nevertheless,
there did exist symbols and devices of royal families in a manner
similar to that of Europe, and undoubtedly at much earlier times
than European heraldry. These are called in Sanskrit ldnchanas.

'

There exists a Sanskrit inscription of the 4th century of the

Christian era, in which mention is made of the King Samudra^pta,
pf the Imperial Gupta Dynasty of Pataliputra, as a liberal king of

hot common reputation, for having distributed amulets which were

adorned with the image of the Garuda, Garufmad-anka. This
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sentence seems to indicate that the well-known bird Gamda was the

symbol or lanchana of the Gupta D5masty.’

The royal emblem of the Kadambas was a lion ; of the Hoysalas,

a tiger ; of the Pandyas, two fishes
; other dynasties adopted heraldic

animals like the Nandi bull ; the goddess Taksmi with two elephants
;

a deer ; an elephant ; a mouse ; a horse, etc. These heraldic symbols
appear on the seals of the ruling kings, on their copper-plates, on
their coins, in decorative devices on the edifices erected by them.
Sometimes a heraldic s3mbol is used by various members of a d3masty
but with minor additions (very much like in Europe) ; an interesting

example is that of King Ach5ruta Deva Raya who changed the
elephant banner of his ancestor MaUikarjuna inasmuch as he added
an eagle grasping four elephants. In other cases fresh members of

the dynasty introduce altogether fresh heraldic symbols.
The conception that a king must have an emblem was so

strong in India, Father Heras continues, that the Muslim rulers,

notwithstanding the aversion of Mussalmans against human and
animal representations, adopted the custom and even the very
devices of their Hindu predecessors ; the Sultans of Bidar minted
coins with a lion on them ; the Nawabs of Janjira caused a remarkable
‘ coat of arms ’ to be engraved on the entrance gate to their fortified

capital : a lion grasping six elephants, four with its claws, and one
each with its mouth and tail. The Nawabs of Oudh minted coins
with two fishes, later converted into two sirens

;
Haidar ‘Ali and

Tipu Sulten accepted the old symbol of the Mysore kings, the
elephant.

It also appears that these very .symbols were used on the royal
banners carried before or behind the kings in times of war. The
author adduces evidence to support this opinion. Reliefs illustrating

the Ramdyana and Mahdbhdrata wars on the walls of the
Hoysale^vara Temple at Halebidu show kings fighting on war-
chariots, distinctly showing royal banners attached to their vehicles.
There is also inscriptional evidence quoted by Father Heras.
(Pp. 9-10.)

Father Heras on the Origin of Heraldic Emblems

What is the origin of these Idnchanasl, asks Father Heras.
The answer is that they go back to much earlier times, and are
derivable from symbols found on the punch-marked coins. He
finds the symbol attributed to King Chandragupta Maurya on the
punch-marked coins

; and as the elephant is a Idnchana of the Ganga
dynasty, the bull a royal mint-mark of the Valabhis of SaurSstra,
the fishes that of the Pandyas, it is logical to surmise that these
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and similar punches on the purana-cxAias are nothing but royal signs

of controle to show that those coins have been weighed and found

correct by some royal authority.

Let me add now, before proceeding to sum up the last portion

of Father Heras’ article, that this conclusion seems to me to be
convincing, logical and irrefutable. Its importance will not escape

anyone’s attention who has tried to solve the problem of the punch-

marked coins. The problem, I suggest, has now been solved in the

main principle by the learned author, once and for all. I am con-

vinced that a rigorous study of ‘ Indian heraldry ’ will soon enable

us to identify one by one almost all the symbols on the punch-
marked coins, and allow us to date them with a certain amount of

accuracy. Certain symbols are punched over others. They must
belong to later dynasties. A sequence can be established with no
great difficulty, and what then remains to be done is to find the

corresponding rulers for the consecutive list of symbols. This is,

no doubt, a discovery of great importance, and it further establishes

the truth of Mr E. H. C. Waesh’s suggestion that the punch-
marked coins are a public coinage issued by authority.’ Even if

not actually ‘ issued ’, it evidently was controlled by some government
office

;
and it seems likely that after the death of a king the new

ruler insisted on his punch-mark being added on to the old coins.

The Punch-marks and the Indus Vaeeey Script

If the writer of these lines has entirely agreed with Father
Heras up to this point, he regrets that he is unable to accept the
arguments contained in the last portion of this otherwise excellent

paper. When Father Heras recognizes that many if not all the
symbols on the punch-marked coins are similar to Indus Valley
pictographs of 2700 b.c., I shall certainly agree with him, having
been one of the first to observe these remarkable similarities.*

Unfortunately, the learned author goes a little farther than that.

On p. 21 he asks, who was the king who first introduced a dynastic

’ ‘ Indian Punch-marked Coins (A Public Coinage issued by Authority) in
Centenary Supplement, JRAS., 1924, pp. 175-189.

* 7.RAS., April 1935, pp. 307-318 :
‘ The Punch-marked Coins : A Survival

of the Indus Civilization ’. That article was written in the summer of 1933, accepted
in January 1934, and published a year and a half after its acceptance. Mr Jayasvai,
pointed out in a letter to the JRAS. that there were others who have observed
similar similarities. My answer is simply :

‘ Ignorance, nothing but ignorance
’

on my part. Yet I can say even now that no one took up the matter seriously

before me, and 1 was the first to publish actual comparisons instead of vague
allusions in general terms.
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symbol (‘ tm simbolo para representar la nobleza de su lineja as

he degantly expresses it in that delightful languajge of his country).

The author's answer is, I am afraid to say, that it was King Rama
of Ayodhya. And the reason is, he explains, that R^ma bdonged
to the Solar dynasty, and a solar symbol (an orb with rays around it)

is found on these punch-marked coins. Consequently, concludes

Father Heras, the punch-marked heraldic symbols have been
introduced as early as the third millenm’um B.C., as, it must be
understood, Rama must have ruled at about that time {sic !).

I am not discussing here the time of the Rdmdyana and
Mahabhdrata, or the period when Rama could have ruled

; although

I do not know of any proof that would carry it back as far as the

third millennium B.C. But taking the above argumentation of the

author at its face value, there are two serious logical mistakes in it

which I venture to point out with all respect for the eminent scholar-

ship of Father Heras.

The first is the impossibility of building a historical theory on
such a slender foundation as a single sun-symbol. For one thing,

the Sun cannot easily be symbolized by any other means but a

circle and rays. {Canyou think of another symbol ? )
This symbol of

the Sun was known to mankind already in the palaolithic age, to

the cave-men ;
it is known to occur in every part of the globe, in China,

in Mexico, in Peru, in the Fiji Islands, in the darkest portions of

Africa, in Central Europe, and among the Red Indians of Northern
America. It would be slightly embarrassing, I suggest, to conclude
for instance, that the Red Indians and the Danubians, the inhabitants

of ancient Crete, and the Negroes of Central Africa were all ruled by
the ancestors or descendants of the Indian Surya-vamsa.

‘ Here is a Sun-symbol : consequently this object is datable to

Rama of Ayodhya ’,—is this not somewhat meagre for a historical

proof ?

Moreover,—and this is against any chronology of this sort,

—

when did the Surya-vamsa rule ? Did they not govern during the
whole length of Indian history ? Were there not members of the
Solar dynasty ruUng in 500 B.C. as well as in 1900 A.D. ? The
mere occurrence of a Sun-symbol could, in the best case, prove that
one member, any member of the Solar dynasty had punch-marked
a coin. But which member ? Why should it be the founder ? Is

there any proof for, or any proof against it ? None whatever. We
are entirely in the dark. The mere occurrence of a Sun-symbol on a
coin cannot possibly date it. It is of all the punch-marks the least

speaking, for it was the dynastic symbol of a family of which
descendants are still ruling princes in present-day India. Any
member of this dynasty might have used it, say in 500 8.c. as w^
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as in 500 A.D. It will never be possible to find out an3d;hing about
that S5unbol, however much one may find out about all the rest of

the punch-marks.^
The second logical mistake in this argumentation is the following.

Let us suppose, for argument's sake, that all the punch-marks could

be traced back to Indus Valley signs, without fail. What does this

mean ? Does this prove that the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro
belonged to the same race as the punch-marking people ? that they
talked the same language ? adored the same gods ? had the same
colour of skin ? the same shape of head ? the same civilization ? Not
in the least. All these may have been so, but it is not scientifically

proved. The similarity of a dozen or any number of signs simply

means survival, borrowing, cultural inheritance. So have we all

inherited the Latin script, though I am not a Roman, and the

Romans were not Hungarians. If the identity of script and symbols
would mean cultural identity and racial descendance, then the

present-day Turks are descendants of the Romans, for they now
use the Roman alphabet. If mere borrowing means racial and
cultural identity, then the Chinese Buddhists are racially related to

the Ceylonese and to the Indians. Why, now that I come to think
of it, we are all Sumerians. Because all the world uses even up to

the present day the same zodiacal symbols as the Sumerians did.

Indeed, let’s drive the matter to its absurd end : if the borrowing
of a few symbols means cultural and racial identity, then the Indian
Muslim emperors were racially descendant from the Hindu kings of

old ; for the author. Father Heras, brilliantly demonstrated how
the Muslim emperors copied the Hindu symbols on their coins, and
the Sultans of Mysore used exactly the same elephants on their

coins as the Hindu kings of ancient times of that country

!

‘ The Mohenjo-darians used symbols which are very much like

the punch-marks of the Aryan Hindus : consequently the Mohenjo-
darians were Aryans ’, this is just as logical as to say ;

‘ The
Muslims in India used similar symbols on their coins as the Hindus ;

consequently the Muslims in India are Hindus ’.

The fallacy and untenability of such conclusions will be espe-
cially evident from the last example. People came and went ; new
rulers followed ; races changed and mixed ; religions gave place
to new ones ; an old tongue was more or less forgotten and a new
language rose in its place ; the frontiers of states altered with the
times : but does this everlasting racial and political change mean

* Another such vague symbol will be the Moon which again can be the punch
of any member of the vast Lunar dynasty.
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that there never are any elements that survive ? Just as the

Muslim kings took over many elements of their Hindu predecessors’

culture, similarly, when the Aryans came to this country round the

year 1850 b.c., they accepted many elements of the ctdture of the

old inhabitants of this country. The !B.gvedic religion changed in

the first thousand years so thoroughly that hardly a single name of

a Rgvedic god occurs when the Buddha preaches the Good Law,
round 500 b.c. Tree-worship, unknown to the Rgvedic Aryans,

was well known to the Mohenjo-darians. And a thousand years

after the arrival of the Aryans we see that during a thousand years

of mixing of races tree-worship has again been restored to its old

rights, due solely to the influence of the old inhabitants of the place.

In a similar manner, among the many elements of culture which
the old inhabitants gave to the newcomers, were some S5mibols

which were in use by the Mohenjo-darians a long time before the

arrival of their new lords.

A Digression ;

Racial Identity and Borrowed Cultural Features

I feel that it is very important to point out the difference

between these two. Lately there has been a tendency to confuse

the two in an unscientific way. There are a considerable number of

detached elements of culture in the Indus Valley civilization which
can be found in later times in a more or less altered form in the
civilization of India. I myself am convinced that the number of

such elements will increase with excavation and research. Yet the

mere fact that a number of cultural elements are identical or almost
identical between later Indian culture and prehistoric Mohenjo-daro, or
between any two given cultures, is no proof whatever of racial

connexion.

Great inventions are heirlooms of mankind. Among these
great inventions is the script. Whoever invented it (and there may
have been several people in several places), it is a fact that by far
the majority of the known inhabitants of the ' Fertile Belt ’ of Asia
and Egypt knew one or the other form of writing roimd the year
3000 B.C., and no script is known to have existed before 4000 b.c.

Between these two dates the few primitive symbols (a tree, a
mountain, a man, a slave, a bull, the Sun, the Moon, a camel, a boat,
a fish, a bird, and the like), already used by the cave-men thousands
ofyears earlier, have developed into a more extensive use of painted
or engraved symbols to represent complex ideas (and not only
nouns). It is ridiculous to surmise that every nation invented
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every si|;n separately and independently, and no wonder that

certain simple signs occur in many scripts. Many of the symbols
were known to all of them : a svastika, a cross, a sun-S5mibol, a tree,

a mountain, a river, a fish, a bull, and the like were understood by
every ‘ illiterate ’ long before the discovery of pictographic con-

nected texts in which the original nouns were made to do the work
of verbs, etc. The survival of these extremely simple, cave-period

symbols is worth mentioning here. It can be proved, with no diffi-

culty, that the A of our alphabet is nothing but a development from
an ox-head (alpha, aliph) ; and the C is nothing but a last survival

of a simple picture of the camel (gamma, garni). Who would try to

prove on such a basis that we are all Semitic, or, worse, that all

the ancient Semitic people were in reality nothing but Aryans, our

ancestors ? Such theories might please the extreme nationalists

of a certain ‘ Nordic ’ country obsessed with racial ideas ; but they
are not scientific.'

All this goes to prove one thing : Similarities between the pre-

historic script of the Indus and the punch-marked coins are a proof
of some cultural contact, but no more. They do not prove that
Mohenjo-daro was inhabited by the direct racial ancestors of the
punch-marking people.

Racial identity can only be proved by two means
;
first, by an

anthropological examination of the skeletal remains
; and second,

by a study of the facial characteristics in sculptural and pictorial

representations, if any. (Linguistic elements are no proof of racial

identity ; they can be borrowed.)
The anthropological examination of the skeletal remains proves

that the people who inhabited Mohenjo-daro in 2700 b.C. belonged
to at least two, but perhaps four, distinctly different races ; one of

them to the Australoid, the other to a Mediterranean t5^. They
seem to have thoroughly mixed already at that time, and altogether
four cranial types have been found. Only one of these shows any
likeness to the present-day Sindhi skull. The rest are markedly
different.

The few sculptures, remarkable for their individualistic por-
traiture, show at least two, or rather three, utterly different facial

types. One is distinctly negroid (the dancing girl)
; the second has

thin lips and protruding ‘ Mongoloid ’ cheekbones ;
' the third

extremely thick lips, flat cheekbones, slanting eyes. None of them

* It is as well to say here that there is not, there never was, and there never
will be, such a thing as ‘ the Cradle of Mankind ’ or ' of Civilization ’. Man emerged
so dowly from among his animal ancestors that the ‘ Cradle ' rocked for some 50,000
years.
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hear any resemblance to present-day Indians, as has been weU
emphasized by the excavators. In facing these images which are

beiore me, I cannot understand how anyone, on the stren^h of a

few borrowed and simple symbols, can come to the conclusion that

these strange-looking people were Aryans

!

The conclusion of this digression is thus that scholars who are

discovering similarities between prehistoric Indus Valley elements

and those of the historic times, should not be misled into erroneous

surmises, and postulate racial descendance where such cannot be
proved by an overwhelming evidence of anthropometry. Survivals

are just survivals, and not more.

C0NCI.US10NS

Returning now to Father Heras’ article, I wish to emphasize
again that he has done a distinct service to Indian research by
discovering the first elements of heraldry in India. I have dis-

agreed with him upon his last conclusions, and have hung on this

peg, so to say, a discussion of a method of approach which I feel

was very necessary although it does not concern him as much as
some other researchers. Yet the first portion of his treatise is

extremely valuable. It is a discovery of no mean importance as
it settles at once the problem of punch-marks in the principle. The
spade-work has been started, and other scholars will soon be able to
prove its worth for archaeological and historical research.

As to the importance of heraldry for iconographic purposes.
Father Heras does not mention it. It was M. Foucher who first

explained a relief on the Sanchi torana as the Visit of ICing Asoka
on the strength of a peacock prominently displayed in a comer.
(Sanskrit mayura for the Maurya dynasty.) This clever identifica-

tion was not followed by any of a similar kind, I believe. Yet, I

suggest, the method has a great future. If Indian heraldry is estab-
lished, and we know the coats of arms of most kings, we may often
identify historical (or semi-historical, legendary) scenes by the aid
of this method. All praise then will have to go to the Father of
Indian Heraldry, the Rev. Heras, without whose work few if any
would have thought of this study.

The paper is written in lucid and di.stinguished Spanish
; there

are few printer’s errors
; and the only unpleasant feature is that all

the references to the plates are wrong. The printers in Madrid have
evidently changed the numbering of the figures, as the paper
appeared in the Bulletin of the Academia de la Historia of which
Father Heras is a corresponding member. It is to hoped that
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the learned author will one day favour the world of Indologists with

an English version of his important article.^

Mohenjo-daro, February i^th, 1936.

^ I should like to mention here the highly entertaining but also most instructive

experiment of a Dutch University professor who is much interested in Bible research,

and, consequently, in the question of the origin of the alphabet. One day this

scholar asked his daughter, then thirteen years old, to sit to a table and try and
make a new alphabet, ' quite different from what you have learnt in the school

The little lady produced an entirely original alphabet in twenty minutes, without

anyone’s aid. It contained a vast number of signs contained in well-known,

alphabets which she could never have seen ; a cross, a circle, and the like. Indeed,

there were over a dozen signs in her alphabet which were exact counterparts of

Sumerian ideograms, a large number were identical with the oldest Chinese sigas,

etc. This curious experiment proves that a number of simple signs must be identical

in every script
;
and the simpler a sign is, the less importance should be attached

to its occurrence in another script. An account of the above experiment has been

published by the learned profes.sor in a Dutch periodical which I have not at hand
at present

;
but the main facts are as I have related them above.





THE CRIME OF THAGI AND ITS SUPPRESSION
UNDER LORD W. C. BENTINCK

By ISHWAR Sahai

O'he existence of large bodies of men having no other means
of subsistence than those afforded by i)htnder was in the beginning

of the igth century, in all the countries, loo common to excite

surprise. And India formed no excei)tion to the general rule.

Of the various organized fiaternities of criminals in India, that

of the Thags was tlie most dangerous and formidable one. A syste-

matic attempt at their sup])ression was one of the most notable

achievements of the Governor-Oeneralship of Lord W. C. Bentinck.

Before, however, dealing with the ])roceedings against them,
it will be m'ces.sarv to understand their origin, growth and organi-

zation, because some of the notions usually and generally entertained

aboirt them are not borne out by sober history.

The word ' Thag ’ originally meant a ' cheat ’ and it is still

used to connote the same idea. But sometime in the Middle Ages
it began to be used for a member of a criminal brotherhood which
strangled men and then robbed them of their belongings. The
system which they followed is knov\n as ‘ Thagi ’.

Beginning of Thagi.—If the trafhtions of the Thags, collected

by Captain Reynolds, Dr. Sherwood and Colonel Sleeman were to

be believed, it would appear that the institution of Thagi was cceval

with the creation of the world* and that the Thags had a continuous
history, broken, no doubt, by big gaps. The stor>' of the beginning

of Thagi, as related by some of them, was that once a demon named
Raktabijdanava threatened creation with extinction. The goddess
Kali was foiled in her attempts to kill him, because from every
drop of the blood of the demon sprang up another. She ultimately

formed a project to get rid of hinx. She produced two men from her
perspiration. With the help of a noose of a handkerchief they
strangled him. The goddess commanded them to earn their

livelihood with the use of the 'noose’. 'They, however, forbore

. . . to exercise the privilege for a long time .... Several genera-
tions passed before Thagi became practised as a profession Tliis

story is a pure myth, probably adapted from another mjdh, according

‘ JRAS., (1837), p. 202.
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to which K5U murdered the demon by licking up every drop of

his blood.*

Another equally unfounded tradition of the Thags was that
‘ the operatioirs of their trade were depicted in the carvings of the

Ellora caves A noted Thag leader Feringeea spoke of them as

follows :

—

‘ Every one of the operatitms is to be seen there ; in one place

you see men strangling
;
in another burying the bodies

;
in another

carrying them to the graves
; whenever we passed near, we used

to go and see these caves. Every man will there find his trade

described and they were all made in one night.’*

Russell commented that he did not think ‘ there is anything

to suppose that these carvings really have anything to do with the

Thags His anticipation has been confirmed by Vincent Smith
who saj^s that ‘ there is no Thag sculpture at all at Ellora

Another tradition of theirs, believed by most of the Thags,
was that they were originally Muslims A\ho formed a special colony

divided into seven tribes and located near Delhi in the seventh

century.® It is not impossible to believe this tradition, for the

first Muslim invasion of India occurred in 637 A.D. But as there

is no evidence to .show that the Muslims came to Delhi in the seventh
century and that some Muslims following some form of Thagi ac-

companied them, this tradition is also unacceptable.

The first liistorical mention of the Thags is said to have been
made by Zia uddin Barani, the author of Tdrikh-i-F'iroz Shahi,

wherein he writes ‘ In his (Jalal uddin Kliilji’s) reign some Thags
were taken in the city (Delhi) and a man belonging to that fraternity

was the means of about a thousand being captured. He gave orders

for them to put into boats and to be conveyed into the Dower country
to the neighbourhood of Dakhnauti, where they were to be set free.

The Thags would thus have to dwell about Dakhnauti, and would
not trouble the neighbourhood (of Delhi) any more.'* E. Balfour,

in his Cyclopa'dia of India, writes that ‘ five hundred Thags were
exiled in Etawah in the reign of Akbar Meadows Taylor also

writes to the same effect. The next reference to the Thags has been
made by Thevenot, a European traveller of the 17th century (1766-

67), in these words :
‘ The road (between Agra and Delhi) was

* Thornton—History and Illustrations of the Practice of Thagi, p. 58.
® Ibid., pp. 109-11.
* Russell—Tiibes and castes of Central India, p. 560.
* Sleeman—Rambles and Recollections, p. 653.
® Sleeman—Raniaseeana, pp. lo-ii.

® Elliot, Vol. (iii), p. 142.

E. Balfour-—Cyclopaedia of India, Vol. V.
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infested with robbers. The most cunning robbers in the world

are in that country. They use a certain shp with a running noose,

which they cast with so much slight about a man’s neck, when they

are within reach of him, that they never fail ; so that they strangle

him in a trice.’*

On the basis of the above notices of the Thags by Zid uddin

Barani, Balfour and Thevenot, Vincent Smith remarked that ‘ in

all probability its (Thagi) origin was much more ancient than the

14th century, but records are lacking His suggestion, however,

is not free from serious doubts. Though the word ‘ Thags ’ occurs

in Baranis’ account, there is no strong reason to suppose that it

has been used by him for the class of persons who strangled men.
It might have been used merely for the ‘ cheats ’. Had this big

criminal fraternity been existing, it is difficult to believe that no
reference should have been made about them for about 3 or 4
centuries. The authority of E. Balfour and Meadows Taylor is

again open to serious doubts
;
for neither of them quotes any

authority for their observations. It has been suggested by Vincent

Smith that ‘ the memoiy' of the event may have been preserved

only by oral traditions. Etawah has always been notorious for

Thagi and cognate crimes But as it is not possible to find any
reference to the Thags in the histories of Akbar’s reign, Vincent

Smith’s suggestion cannot be accepted till some fresh evidence

proves it.

It is doubtful if Thevenot wrote the account on his personal

knowledge or hearsay, for he did not probably travel in the Northern
India.* Be that as it may, we may draw two inferences from his

account ;
firstly, that the account unmistakably refers to the Thags ;

and secondly that though they existed, the area of the Thag ac-

tivities was in all probability limited to the road between Delhi and
Agra and also perhaps that the number of the Thags was not very
large.

After the account given by Thevenot, the curtain falls
; and

it does not rise till 1799, when some Thags were captured at

Seringapattam. But ‘ the crime of Thagi in the South was not of

great antiquity ’,® wrote Dr. Sherwood in j8i6. Colonel Sleeman

(1836) also endorses his view when he says that ‘ it could not be
above 50 or 60 years ' that the Thags went to the South.®

* Thevenot—^Travels, p. 40.
* Sleeman—Rambles and Recollections, p. 653.
* Ibid.
* Orme—History of Hindustan, pp. 172-73.
* Asiatic Researches, Vol. XIII, Dr. Sherwood’s paper.
* Ramaseeana, p. 4.
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From the brief examination of the traditions of the Thags and
of other references by travellers and liistorians, it appears that

the beginning of the Thagi crime in India need not be pushed further

back than the seventeenth century (or, if Barani’s account be of

the ‘ Thags the 13th century), and that in 1665-66 it was a local

pest in the neighbcurhood of Delhi and Agra.

The method of the Thags.— point of great importance and
interest about them is their method of strangulation by noose.

Thornton has described it very graphically in the following words :

—

‘ It has been supposed that formerly a string with a running
noose was ttsed by the Thags for seizing travellers and that they
robbed them on horseback. These practices do not at present,

however, a])pear to be common. They sometimes use a short

rope, with a loop at one end
; but a turban, or sash, are more iisually

employed, as these answer the atrocious purpose in view as well

as regularly prepared noose, and have the additional recommenda-
tion of exciting no susi)icions. When a waist-cloth or sash is used,

it is previously doubled to the length of two feet and a half
; a knot

is formed at the double extremity, and a slip knot tied about eighteen

inches from it. In regulating the system of two knots, so that the

intervening space, when tightly twisted, may be adapted to embrace
the neck, the Thag who prepares the instrument tries it u])on his

own knee. The two knots give a firm hold of the cloth and prevent
its slipping through the hands in the act of applying it. After the
person attacked has been brought to the ground, the slip-knot

is loosed by the Thag who has hold of that part of the cloth ; and he
makes another fold of it round the neck ;

upon which placing his

foot he draws the cloth tight, in a manner similar to that of packing
a bundle of straw.’ *

Origin of Thagi.—Regarding the origin or source of Thagi,
many surmises have been made. We may summarily reject the
'riiag belief in its divine origin and also the hypothesis that the
Thags were originally a religious sect whose principal tenet was the
prohibition of the shedding of blood.

“

Some writers have suggested that it was of Hindu origin
; others,

that it was of Mu.slim origin. In support of the former it is argued
that the universal worship of the goddess Kdli and the pick-axe,
the unshaken belief of the Thags that in following Thagi they were
only following the commands of the goddess

;
their philosophy of

predestination, their adherence to, and firm faith in, omens and
modes of divination—all these show that system was of Hindu

^ Thornton, p. 12.

® Russell, pp. 573-74. and pp. 580-584.
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origin.^ Besides, the word P4sh occurs in the Hindu mythology
and many gods such as Varuna and Yama are represented with

Pdsh (noose). It appears that the method of strangulation might
be owing its source to Pdsh. In accepting this hypothesis some
difficulties arise. It has already been shown that the story of

Kdli is a mere adaptation or fabrication. The worship of the pick-

axe is the outcome of the common animistic belief, which was and
is shared by all ignorant men. With respect to the Hindu beliefs

and usages, ‘ adverting to the dispositions observable among the

lower orders of both Hindus and Mushms to adopt the rites and
customs of each other, they may have been introduced and eagerly

received among ignorant and superstitious offenders, ever prone
to embrace a scheme which serves the purpose of tranquillizing the
mind without requiring the abandonment of criminal habits either

by Hindu converts to Islam or lay such Hindu criminals as retaining

their religion attached themselves to the bands of Phansigars
(Thags) Moreover, though it is true that the word ‘ Pash

’

occurs in the Hindu mythology, yet it was never used to indicate
‘ a noose by which men are murdered ’. Again, the practice of

Thagi began in the sventeenth (or thirteenth) century, when the
use of Pash (noose) as a weapon, if it was ever known to Hindus,
was unknown. The opinion of Colonel Sleeman also was that the

system was not of Hindu origin.
‘ There is every reason to believe ’, says he, ‘ that Thagi

originated with some parties of vagrant Muslims who infested the
roads about the ancient capital of India (Delhi) ’. In support of

this he quotes a passage from Herodotus’s Polymnia :
‘ In Xerxes's

army there was a body of horse from among the Sagartii, a pastoral

people of Persian descent, and who spoke the Persian language ;

their only offensive weapons were a dagger and a cord made of

twisted leather with a noose at one end H. H. Wilson adds that

the word Kamand occurs in Firdousi.* Though ‘ there is a vast

interval between the Persian invasion of Greece and the travels of

Thevenot, and of space between the seal of Sagartii and the ancient

capital of India ’, Colonel Sleeman was inclined to think that ‘ the

vagrant bands ’, who in the 17th century, ‘ infested the roads
came from some wild tribe and country of the kind and he further

says that ‘ doubtlessly from these vagrant bands are descended
the 7 clans of Muslim Thags why by the common consent

^ Asiatic Researches, Vol. XIII, Dr. Sherwood’s paper.
» Russell, pp. 573-580.
* Ramaseeana, pp. lo-ii.
* H. H. Wilson—History of British India, Vol. Ill, p. 274.
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of all Thags throughout India, whether Hindu or Musalman, are

admitted to be the most ancient, and the great original trunk upon
which all the others have at different times and in different places

been grafted They all retain in some degree their pristine

habits and usages The publication of a paper in the Journal of

Indian History (1929) by Mr. A. S. Tritton on Muslim Thags shows

that a form of crime similar to Thagi was prevalent in Persia in

the 9th century A.D.^ The only difficulty in admitting this theory

of Muslim origin lies in the absence of any direct evidence telHng us

that the Indians learnt Thagi from the people of Persia. But then

as the connection of Persia and India was almost unbroken from the

8th century onwards, it does not seem improbable.

{To be continued)

‘ Journal of Indian History (1929)—Muslim Thags by A. S. Tritton.



THE VAIDYAKA LITERATURE OF BENGAL, IN THE
EARLY MEDIAEVAL PERIOD

By Nawni Nath Das Gupta

Jn the days of Hiuen Tsang, if he is correct in his statement,

Ayurveda or the Science of longevity ranked as the first of the

four Vedas studied by the Brahmins, the second, third and fourth

being the Sdma, Yajur and Atharvan respectively.' The pilgrim

further records that the curriculum of sttidy of the 3’^oung students

(of India)
,
of whose caste or religion no specification or discrimination

has been made, included the Cikitsd-vidyd or the Medical science,

too.® The Buddhist monks, we know, had, as a matter of course,

to possess some knowledge of this science, and be acquainted with

the medical properties of common drugs and herbs, since the four

pratyayas (paccayas) or necessaries of a monk included the hhaisajya

(medicine). Medicine, it is well known, formed one of the principal

subjects of study in the University of Vikramasila, founded by
DharmapMa, as it did in the Nalanda monastery, too.* The so-

called Tantrik Yogis of India were also to a large extent con-

versant with the science, mainly with the object of doing good
to the people at large, and more or less a number of chapters of

a good many Tantrik works are exclusively devoted to Medicine.

In Bengal, as in the rest of India in the Karly Mediaeval period, the

cultivation of medical science was shared along with the Buddhists
and Tantriks,—besides of course the members of the medical caste

(Vaidyas)—by the Brahmins and Ksatriyas. Typical instances of

this, so far as the Brahmins of BengM are concerned, are furnished

by the prasasii of Bhavadeva Bliatta, wherein this celebrated

scholar is characterized as proficient in the science of medicine,

too,* and also by the commentary of Sulapani Upadhy^ya on the
Ydjnavalkya Sarhhitd, wherein the commentator, in explaining the

text, makes no trivial display of his knowledge in Medicine.*

An author of a medical NighanUi or glossary, Indu by name, is

quoted not few times by Ksirasvimi, attributed to the second half

of the nth century, in his reputed commentary on the Amura

-

* Records, Beal, I, p. 79.
* Ibid., p. 78. • Life, p. 112.
* Ep. Ind., VI, p. 207, V. 23.
* Studies in Medicine in Ancient India, Part I, Osteology, A.F.R. Hoemle,

Oxford, 1907, pp. 203-4,
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kosa} The Nighantu appears to have been lost, but the name
Indu is found to have been borne by a commentator of the Astdnga-

hrdaya of Vagbhata TI. A MS. of Indu’s commentary, entitled

Saii-lekhd, and perhaps the only one preserved, is in the Madras
Government’s collection.® That both the books are medical, and
that Indu is not a commonplace name amongst the Vaidyaka
writers of ancient and early mediaeval India, tend to suggest that

Indu, the author of the Nighantu, is the same with the commentator
of the Astdhga-hrdaya. But Indu is, after all, a familiar naifte to

us as being that of the father of Madhava-Kara, the celebrated

author of the Niddna-sahigraha, and it may not improbably be that

the writer of the above two works was blit Indu, the father of

Madhava-Kara.
Madhava’s Nidana, alias Rug-viriiscaya or Oada-vim^aya, is an

exposition of pathology, exchisively devoted to the diagnosis of

diseases, without any practical suggestions for remedies, and was
written, as he declares in an introductory verse, for the neoph5d;es

and half-witted students. There is no room for doubt that the

work is more or less a con.spectus of the Caraka and Susruta Samhitas,*

which amongst others are frequently cited, but it proved ever since

to be a very useful work, no short of a vade macum, to the students

of Ayurveda, and one who has not mastered it thoroughly is hardly

considered, particularly in Bengal, competent for the profession.

Further it ranks, as his commentator Vijaya Raksita gives us to

understand, as the first book of its kind produced,^ and his method
of treatment was followed by many later writers. It is supposed
to have also been largely availed of by Drdhavala of KSsmira in

his Revision of the Caraka-Samhita,® but what is more essential to

note is that it was one of the medical works that were translated

into Arabic for the Califs of Baghdad, Mansflr (753-774 A.D.) and
Harun (786-808 A.D.)."

The former half of the eighth century, therefore, forms the
lower limit of Madhava-Kara’s date, but we may conveniently place
him in the seventh century. In any case, however, his father,

Indu-Kara, cannot be assigned to a period later than the 7th century,
and this necessitates that the date suggested, viz. eighth or ninth
century, by Dr. Hoernle for Vagbhata II, ^ whose Astahga-hrdaya-

* Ed. K. G. Oka, App. I, sub voce ‘ Indu ’.

* Triennial Catalogue of MSS. in the Government Oriental MSS. Library,
Madras, Vol. IV, Part I, Sanskrit B, p. 5142.

* History of Hindu Chemistry, P. C. Ray, Vol. I, 2nd ed.. Intro, pp. xxix-xx.
* Vanausadhi-darpana, Viraja Charana Gupta, Cal., 1908, Vol. I, p. 39.
® Hoernle, op. cit., p. 2.

« J.R.A.S., VI (old Series), pp. 105-115. ^ hoernle. op. cit., p. 16.
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saihhitS, appears to have been commented upon by M3,dhava-Kara's

father, should be shifted to the seventh century at the latest.*

Midhava’s Nid&iia evoked a number of commentaries upon it,®

testifying to the wide popularity it won. As a supplement to his

Nidana, he wrote his Cikitsa, which is on the practice of Medicine.

In the introduction of the book he states explicitly that it was written

after the Nidana.® The Cikitsa also found favour with the physicians,

and is quoted more than once in ^rikantha-Datta’s commentary on
the Siddha-yoga.* His Kuta-mudgara ^ is a concise work on
regimen and digestion, having had at least one commentary on it,

which is anonymous. Two of his most valuable productions,

however, appear to have been lost, and our knowledge of them is

derived only from references to them in later works. One of these

was the Dravyaguna, evidently on the medical properties of drugs,

which is referred to by Sivadasa-Sena in his own commentary on the

Cakradatta,® while the other was a gloss on the Susruta-samhitd.*

The latter is alluded to by Vijayaraksita in his commentary’ on the
Nidana,® and Srikantha-Datta in his commentary on the Siddhayoga,
as also by Dalvana (circa 12th century) of the Mathura region in

the introduction of his commentary on the Susruta.*

One more work, viz. the Paryyaya-ratnamala,’'’ is attributed to

the authorship of Modhava-Kara, and this treats of ‘ foods, drinks,

baths, habitation, diurnal duties and other subjects of hygiene
’

including also the names of a number of medicines arranged in

classes. It is characteristic of this work that it contains a good
many words from the then current popular speech as names of

medicinal plants, herbs, and other substances, which for the most
part are still known by those names in Bengal."

* Cf. also History of Indian Medicine, Girindra Nath Muklierjee, Vol. Ill,

1929. Cal., p. 795.
* Cf. Eggeling’s Cat. of Sans. MSS. in the India Office Library, Part V, pp. 933,

935-36 ;
Mitra’s Notices of Sans. MSS., IV. Nt). i()34

;
Mitra’s Bikaneer Catalogue of

MSS., p. 652 ; H. P. Sastri’s Notices of Sans. MSS., Second Series, Vol. I, No. 320,
etc.

* Bikaneer Catalogue, pp. 647-48, No. 1413 ;
also Biihler’s Gujr4t Cat. of MSS.,

Fascicle IV, 1873, p. 230.
* Sihitya, 1323 B.S., p. 223.
‘ Printed in Bombay ; Mitra’s Notices, II, No. 792 ; Biihler’s Gujrat Cat.,

p. 220.

® Ed. Devendra Nath Sen, ist ed., p. 128.
’ Sfkhitya, 1321 B.S., p. 817. ® Ihid., 1323 B.S., p. 226.
* P. C. Ray, op. cit., Intro., p. xxxi.

Muktivalf, Kfdi Prasanna Vit Sarkir, Cal., 1298 B.S., p. i, v. 2 ; also cf.

Sihitya, 1321 B.S., pp. 811-12.
” Sihitya, 1321 B.S., pp. 816-17.
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The cognomen ‘ Kara the extensive use of his writings,

specially his Nidana, in Bengal, and the occurrence of the (Bengali)

dHi words in his Par3^aya-ratnamil§,,—constitute together a
cogent reason to surmise that Madhava-Kara was a Bengali.

The late Raja Rijendra Ral Mitra confused him with a much
later physician bearing the same name and who wrote the Rasa-
Kaumudi.* He shotild also be carefully distinguished from his

namesakes who were the authors of the Ayurveda-rasa-sS,strarfa,

the Bhava-svabhava, the Mugdhabodha, etc. and who all came
long after him.

Since Vmda, the famous author of the Siddha-yoga, is known
also as Vrnda-Madhava, and his work follows closely the pathology
and order of Madhava-Kara’s Nidana, it was suggested by
Dr. Hoernle that Vnida and Madhava are identical and that the
Nidana is only the first part of a larger work, the second part of

which is the Siddha-ydga.* But the proposed identity of Madhava-
Kara with Vrnda-Madhava has already been ably and successfully

controverted,® and, in fact, it may be added here, the word ‘ Madhava’
is as much a component part of Vmda’s name as it is of the names
of the poets Jaya-Madhava, Vibhuti-Madhava, Vijaya-Mddhava,
Vidyi-Madhava, etc.'*

"Vinda's a ’wotk otv Yteat-meut. oi

maladies with prescriptions of remedies, consisting of 82 chapters,

and arranged on the plan of Madhava’s Gada-Vimscaya (Nidana).

Cakrapani-Datta, about 1060 A.D., not only modelled his Cakradatta

on the Siddha-ydga, but substantially incorporated it in his work.

This perhaps explains why Vrnda’s book fell almost into disuse in

Bengal. But, nevertheless it was in a Bengali, Brikantha-Datta,

belonging to a later date, that it found its best commentator. Of

personal history of Vrnda, we know practically nothing, but the

fact is that he follows in his work Madhava-Kara, a Bengali, and is

followed by Cakrapani-Datta, also a Bengali.

Cakrapani-Datta’s father was the physician Narayana, a kulin

of the Dodhravali family, who was a minister (j)dtra) as also the

superintendent of the culinary department of Nayapala.® Cakra-

pani’s elder brother, Bhanu, has been styled as an antaranga,

a term explained by the commentator, ^ivadasa-Sena, as the designa-

^ Mitra’s Notices, IV, p. 178 ; cf. P. C. Ray, op. cit., II, Intro., p. Ixxviii.

* J.R.A.S., 1906, p. 283!.

* Sihitya, 1323 B.S., pp. 221-28.

* Cf. Introduction to Vallabhadeva’s Subh^sitAvali, by P. Peterson, pp. 39,

122, 129 ;
for Vidyd Midhaya, see Madras Catalogue, XX, p. No. I1606, and

for Jaya-MSdhava also see Siriigadhara-paddhati, No. 3653.
® Cf. the 1st of the two verses in the colophon of the Cakradatta.
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tion of a highly proficient physician of noble family.* No literary

work of Bhanu is known to exist, but a Narayana Kaviraja is quoted
in the anthology, Sadnktikarnamrta, of $ridhara-D^a (1205 A.D.).
There is, again, extant a medical vocabulary, entitled Ratnamal-
Mhyay&, compiled by a Narayana, also designated as antaranga*
whose identification, as is made, with Narayana Khan, the father
of the Vaisnava Narahari-Dasa, a com})anion and follower of Caitanya,
is not supported by facts.

Cakrapani’s preceptor was Nara-Datta, who appears to have
been a paraphrast of the Caraka-sariihita, and his work was consulted
by Cakrapani.”

Paramount of Cakrapani’s own achievements is a compilation
on practice of Medicine, which is destined to bear his name, and in
which, as noted above, he follows for the better part the Siddha-
yoga of Vrnda-Madhava. But, notwithstanding, the Cakra-datta
contains the names and preparations of several new medicinal com-
pounds in it. Sivadasa-Sena of MManci, in Pabna, whose father
was the court-physician of Barbek Shah (i6th century) of Bengal,
wrote an excellent commentary, entitled Tattva-candrika, upon it,

but he professed that it was based upon an older commentary, called
Ratnaprabha.* To Cakrapani is attributed the authorship of the
eWdtsa-sata,, o\\ vrvedwaAnctvt and yhetapewtics, -wtiwYi is ofUeT’wise

known as the Gudha-vakya-vodhaka. Two other well-known pro-

ductions of his are a glossary (nighantu) of various drugs with

explanations of their properties, and a vocabulary bearing the title

of §abda-candrika,'‘ of vegetables and mineral substances, with an

elaborate list of compounds, both in medicine and diet. The
Nighantu, which is known as Dravya-guna-saihgraha, has a com-
mentary upon it by the same Sivadasa. Besides, he is credited

with elucidations of the Susruta-sarhhita, in his Bhdnumati, and of

the Caraka in his Ayurvcda-dipikd

,

which is probably mentioned as

Caraka-tdtparyya-dipikd in one MS.® There is a work called Sarva-

sdra-samgraha by a CakrapStni-Datta,’ who may be he or a later

name-sake of his.

The time in which Cakrapani-Datta flourished may aptly be

called a new era in the Ayurveda world, in view of the great advance-

^ Cf. my note on ‘Antaranga’ in the Indian Culture, Vol. I, No. 4, p. 684,

in this connection.
* Sihitya Parisad Patrik&, 1320 B.S., pp. 67-68.

• Vanau§adhidarpana, Intro., p. 24. * Ibid., p. 35.

® Mitra’s Notices, 11
,
No. 562. * Mitra’s Notices, 2160.

Catalogue of Sans. MSS. in Private Libraries of the North-West Proving,

Part I, Benares, 1874, 586 ; also Catalogue of Sans. MSS., existing in Oudh, compiled

by Pau^ita ]^vi-Pras4da, Ease. VI, 14.
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ment it made in the direction of metallic preparations. The age in

which a physician, not only in Bengal but in India, was in the

main concerned with ‘ herbs and simples and a few readily available

products of the mineral kingdom ’, had long gone by. ‘ Since the

days of Vagbhata ’, it has been truly observed, ‘ metallic preparations

had begun slowly to creep into use, and at the time of Cakrapdni
and his predecessor Vrnda, they had so fully established their claims

that they could no longer be ignored. Thus we find from the tenth

century and downwards every medical work more or le.ss recom-
mending compounds of metals which can only be synthetically

prepared.’*

Our next author is Suresvara alias Sura-pala, who wrote the
^abdapradipa, a dictionary of medical botany.* He was the bhisag=
antaranga (court-physician) of a king named Bhima-pala, and styled

as ‘ lord of Padi ’ {PddUvara)

,

but whose identity is difiicult to make
out. Suresvara’s father, Bhadresvara, who is described as ‘ Kavi-
kadambaka-cakravarti acted in a similar capacity to the last great

PMa monarch of Bengal, Ramapala, whose representation in the work
as ‘Vangesvara’, ‘lord of Vahga’, instead of as 'Gaudesvara' is rather

curious, for although the contemporary king of Vahga (East Bengal),

who was a scion of the Varma dynasty, paid homage to Ramapala,
the latter cannot, strictly spealang, be dubbed as ‘ Vangesvara '.

Whether or not Kumarapala, the son and successor of Ramapala,
is to be regarded as one with the Bhima-pala of the ^abda-pradipa,
Suresvara must have lived in the first half of the twelfth century.
His great-grandfather, Dcvagana, we are further told, was the court-

physician of King Govindacandra, doubtless the Govindacandra of

Vahgala-desa (country), as was worsted by the generals of Rajendra-
Cola.

But Suresvara was the writer of another work, called Loha-
paddhati or Ldha-sarvasva, a MS. of which in Devanagari character
has been discovered.® It is a treatise on the medical use of iron
and ite several preparations, and quotes Susruta, Harita, VyS.di,

Nagarjuna, etc. He is further said to have been the author of the
Vrksdyurveda,

‘

which was probably the work known to $drngadhara-
paddhati, A.T). 1363 ’. In the Loha-paddhati, Suresvara is styled
as ‘ Kavisvara ’, which is equivalent to ‘ Kavirdja ', the general

* P. C. Ray, op. cit., Vol. I, Intro., p. Hv.
* Eggeling’s Catalogue of Sans. MSS. in the India Office library, 1896, Part V,

PP- 974-5 -

* Descriptive Catalogue of Sahskrta and Pr^kfta MSS., in the library of the
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, compiled by H. D. Velankar, Vol. I,

1926, p. 65.
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epithet of the modem physicians of Bengal, as also of other parts of

India.

The next author, Vahga-Sena, who is known to us as the writer

of the Akhydta-vydkarana (grammar), also figures as the writer of

a medical treatise, called Cikitsd-sdra-samgraha, alias Vangasena,
on practice, therapeutics and pharmacy, and which according to

the author’s own statement towards the end of the work is a new
recension of what was in former times known as the Agasti-samhitd,

but as Dr. Hoernle considers is a compilation from different medical
works.* Although of uucertain date, Vangasena must not be
mistaken, as is sometimes done, as a recent writer, for two of the
manuscripts of his Cikitsd-sdra-samgraha, found in the Deccan, are

dated in 1376 Sarhvat or 1319-20 A.D.,* and he must, therefore,

belong to the 13th century at the latest. His father was Gadadhara,
who may not improbably be identified with the Gadadhara as referred

to in the commentary of Madhava’s Niddna by Vijaya-Raksita,*

who is placed about 1240 A.D.* A Gadadhara is quoted as a
commentator of the Susruta also by 6rikantha-l)atta in his com-
mentary on Vnida’s Siddha-yoga

,

and we may only presume that he
is not a different person from the former. If it be correct, the
lower Umit of Gadadhara’s date falls in the first quarter of the
thirteenth century. But he may be taken to be a person of still

higher antiquity if he is identical or be identifiable with the V^aidya
Gadadhara, whose venses are quoted in the Sadukiikarndmrta of

6ridhara-Dasa (1205 A.D.). Vangasena says that the original place
of his residence was Kanjika, which appears to be the same with
KcLnjiviUi, in Radha, from which Narayana, the author of the
Chandoga-parisista-prakdsa hailed. From internal evidence of his

book it is also suggested that he was a Bengali, while the nature of

the name he bears also points to the same conclusion.

Of the numerous Vaidya writers bearing the titles of Dhara,
Kara, Datta, Nandi, Sena, Dasa, Raksita and so on, who are quoted
in ^ridhara-Dasa’s anthology, none (except Vaidya Gadadhara)
seems to have left any mescal work to us. Only one name,
Paramesvara, is found borne by the author of a treatise called
Ganddhydya, on classification of medicine, but his title was Raksita,
which is wanting in the anthology.

Probably to the early part of the thirteenth century belonged
Aruna-Datta, son of Mrgcihka-Datta, and the author of a learned

* J.A.S.B., 1891, p. 150.
• R. G. Bhandarkar’s Report on the search for Sans. MSS., 1883-84, p. 86

;

S. R. Bhandarkar’s Deccan College MSS. Catalogue, p. 144, No. 352.
• Vanau^adhi-darpaifa, p. 43.
* Hoernle, Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India, Part I, p. 17.
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commentary on the Astdnga-hrdaya of Vagbhata II. A commentary
on the Suifuta-samhiid is also ascribed to him.* An Aruna-Datta
is found quoted, as a lexicographer and grammarian, in Vrhaspati
Raya-mukuta’s commentary on the Amara-kosa (1431 A.D.)®, as

also in the Tikd-sarvasva commentary on the same by Sarv&nanda-
Vandyaghatiya (1159 A.D.), but whether he is not different from
the physician Aruna-Datta is very difficult to be divined at

present. One of the theories of the latter, however, regarding the
structure of the eye is controverted by Vijaya-Raksita (c. 1240 A.D.)

whence Dr. Hoemle assigns him to about 1220 A.D.*
Vijaya-Raksita’s comments on the Nidana of Mddhava, entitled

Madhukosa, came to comprise the chapter on the asmart disease

(gravel), when he died, and the task of working up the rest devolved
upon his pupil, 6rikantha-Datta. Vijaya-Raksita is designated as

‘ Arogya-sdltya ’

,

a term which is anything but easy to explain,

but ‘ Arogya-sali ', we know, is an epithet of ^akyamuni (Buddha)
and of Avalokitesvara \ In order, however, to assert that he openly
professed Buddhism in the age he lived, are required more cogent

and direct proofs, of which we have none at present.

^rikantha-Datta wrote, independently of his preceptor, his

valuable commentary on the Siddha-yoga of Vrnda, known as the
Kusumdvali. Vijaya-Raksita had another worthy pupil in Niscala-

Kara, whose name lies almost buried into oblivion, but who after
A

the expiry of his teacher {Ayurveda-gurau svargam gate Vijaya-
Raksite .... ),® set himself to comment upon the Cakradatta accord-
ing to the theories (ukti) of his teacher. Niscala’s commentary was
in course of time ousted from the field by that of 6ivaddsa-Sena,
who refers in his own to Niscala as well as to Srikantha several
times. As Vijaj^a-Raksita is assigned, it seems correctly, to about
1240 A.D., his pupils are to be placed in the latter half of the
thirteenth century, and all of them are admittedly Bengalis.

It is both interesting and essential to note that whereas there is

a perceptible dearth of Brahmanical literature of Bengal in the
thirteenth century, the case is otherwise with the Vaidyaka literature.

* Catalogue of Sans. MSS. in Private Libraries of the Pl.W. Prov., Part I,

Benares, 1874, 586.
® R. G. Bhandarkar’s Report on Search for Sans. MSS., 188^-84. p. 467.
® Hoernle, op. cit., p. 17.
* Mude Sur L’Iconographie Bouddhique De L’Inde, par A. Foucher, Paris,

1900, Vol. I, pp. 94 and 109, note 2.

* Bikaneer Catalogue, R. B. Mitra, 1880, p. 634.



ALPINES IN EASTERN INDIA

By K. L. Barua

Recent linguistic, cultural, anthropological and historical investi-

gations have brought out certain facts which seem to be of great

importance in tracing the early history of culture and civilization in

Eastern India comprising the ancient countries of Magadha, IVIithila,

Ahga, Vahga, Pundra, Pragjyotisa, Odra and Kalihga. In this

article I shall try to marshal them and to deduce certain theories

tentatively, but as the subject is a controversial one I would sincerely

ask scholars, interested in it, to come forward and discuss it in a
true spirit of research so that correct conclusions may be reached.
I shall proceed first with the anthropological materials.

Vol. I, Parti (Report) of the Census of India, 1931, by Dr. J. H.
Hutton and Vol. i. Part III (Ethnographical) of the Census of

India, 1931, by Dr. B. S. Guha are the two monumental works on
the racial origins and affinities of the peoples of India. From these
two authoritative works we find that the earliest settlers in India
were the Negrito people whose present day representatives are the
Andamanese, the Kadars and the Uralis of Southern India. This
race was displaced or supplanted very early by the Proto-Australoid,
a dolichocephalic type. Whether they entered India through the
north-west or through the north-east, via the Malay Peninsula,

Indo-China and the Irawadi valley, is still a moot point. It is how-
ever recognized that it is this type which is primarily responsible

for the platyrrhine and dark-skinned elements in India ‘ which
decrease generally in accordance with the increase in the social

position of the subject examined but which are present to some
extent in all castes though but rarely in the highest castes of Northern
India ’.

The Proto-Australoids were superseded in India long ages ago
by a short-statured dolichocephalic strain with high crani^ vaifit

and medium lips. Dr. Hutton has given the name Mediterranean
to this race. Dr. Guha however admits that this race and the Vedic
Aryans of a much later period may have been evolved out of
a common ancestral stock but were differentiated very early. It

seems to me therefore that a name like the ‘ Early Aryans ’ may
be properly applied to them instead of the term Mediterranean.
Dr. Guha finds that the Pods of Bengal, the Telegu Brahmans, the
Oriya Brahmans, the Kanarese Brahmans, the Saraswat Brahmans,
the Chippavan Brahmans and the De^tha Brahmans are basically
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of this race. Though the recent anthropometric measurements
were not extended to Assam Dr. Hutton thinks that the Kalitas of

Assam—a high caste—also belong probably to this stock which
' appears to have contributed most to the physical composition of

the peoples of India and perhaps also to their culture The civiliza-

tion disclosed in the Indus Valley is generally attributed to this

race.

During the third millennium B.C. an Alpine immigration into

India took place. It is believed that these Alpines, who were
brachycephals with leptorrhine noses, had before their entry into

India, lived in or near the Iranian table-land where they had met at

least the Iranian Aryans if not the common ancestors of both the

Vedic and the Avestic Aryans and had acquired an Aryan language
of the Dardic or Piiachi type. One branch of this race pushed
towards the western coast of India through the Indus Valley, for

at least one Alpine skull has been found at Mohenjo-daro. The
other branch moved towards Eastern India without, it seems,

staying long in the central part of Northern India. They introduced
the non-Mongoloid brachycephal type now to be found in Eastern
India as well as the western coast. They also gave rise to Grierson’s
‘ outer band ’ of the Indo-Aryan languages. The languages of this
‘ outer band ’ in Eastern India, at the present day, are Bihari, Bengali,

Assamese and Oriya. According to Dr. Guha the purest forms
of this type are the Nagar-Brahmans of Guzerat, the Bengali
Kayasthas and the Khos of Chitral. As I shall try to show later,

the Nagar-Brahmans as well as the Kayasthas of Bengal were, at

one time, the priests of the Alpines and that perhaps accounts for

their comparative pure state till now. The Bengali Brahmans are

near cousins of the Bengali Kayasthas but in their case the head is

slightly longer due perhaps to intermixture with either Vedic Aryans
or the Early Aryans (Mediterraneans) very probably the latter. The
Maithil and Kanaujia Brahmans have proved to be hybrid types
either Mediterranean x Alpine or Mediterranean x Vedic Aryan.

During the second millennium B.C. the Vedic Aryans entered
India through Afghanisthan. They introduced the Vedic religion

and culture and the Vedic Sanskrit but in a pure form they can be
found only in the North-West Himalayan tribes like the Kaffirs and
Pathans and among the Sikhs of the Punjab and the U.P. Brahmans.
Vedic Aryan physiognomy of the Nordic type is not to be seen
anywhere in Eastern India or the western coast.

After the Vedic Aryans peoples of other races entered India
both through the north-west and the north-east down to modem
times, but they will be left out of account in this article as we are
not concerned with them for otu present purpose.
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The materials available from linguistic enquiries are largely

supplied by Dr. Grierson’s monumental work on the lyinguistic

Survey of India. The chapter on Linguistic Pre-history in

Dr. Hutton’s Census Report, referred to above, is also most illuminat-

ing. It appears that the Austric languages once covered the whole
of Northern India and that subsequently the Dravidian language
entered India and practically supplanted the Austric. The few
patches of Austric language still remaining in parts of the Himalayan
region, the Khasi Hills of Assam and Chota Nagpur are the only
remnants of this ancient speech. The Dravidian was the prevailing

speech throughout Northern Indiawhen the Indo-Kuropean, imported
by the Alpines, arrived. As already stated, this was a language of

the Dardic type a descendant of which is still to be found in Khowari,
the speech of the Khos of Chitral who are definitely Alpine in physical
characteristics and who evidently mark the route taken by the
Alpines for their entry into India through the I’amirs. Kashmiri
and Kohisthani are also languages of this stock like all the other
Indian languages of the outer band. I have already said that the
branch of Alpines which pushed towards the liast did not evidently
stay long in the Madhyadeia to acquire certain characteristics of

the agglutinative Dravidian speech, nor to impose their own speech
in that area. When the Rigvedic Aryans came into the Punjab
and the Madhyadeia they no doubt found the Dravidian speech
there practically unmodified by the Alpine immigrants who had
preceded them. I n course of time Vedic Sanskrit acquired Dravidian
characteristics, such as the cerebrals, which are still absent not only
from the European languages of the Aryan family but also from the
languages of the old Iranian and the Dardic groups. When, at a
much later period, Vedic Sanskrit reached both Eastern India and
the western coast the original Pisachi languages of these tracts

were more or less Sanskritized. In the case of some of these
vernaculars like Guzerati, Eastern Hindi and Bengali the overlay
of Sanskrit has been so great that it is now difficult to trace their

ancient Pisachi ori^n. Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji has thus been
led to trace the origin of the Bengali language to Vedic Sanskrit,
through Magadhi Prakrit, rejecting Dr. Grierson’s classification of
the Indo-Aryan languages into inner and outer bands and the entire
evidence adduced by the anthropologists based not only on cephalic
indices but also on other somatic characters and blood-groups.
Having rejected these scientific data he has been forced to postulate
two sets of Aryans entering India, Vedic and Non-Vedic, the latter

preceding the former and occupying Eastern India before the
advent of the Vedic Aryans by whom they were designated as Vrdtyas.

It is hardly necessary to add that this theory, which is only an
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adaptation of Dr. Hoemle’s speculation of a second Aryan intrusion

through the Himalayas, is now discredited. Rai Bahadur
Ramaprasad Chanda’s theory of a tribe of th.t Homo-Alpinus
India and pushing towards the east ^ving rise to the Pisachi languages

of Eastern India and non-Mongoloid brachycephaly, particularly in

Bengal, has now been accepted by all competent scholars who
have correctly postulated an earlier date for this invasion.

The overlay of Sanskrit has not been to the same extent on all

the languages of the outer band. Take, for instance, the case of

Assamese which is now spoken by only about two millions of people

in the Assam Valley but which must have been in vogue over a

wider area, including a part of Northern Bengal, some four or

five centuries ago when it was known as Kamarupi and which
possesses a vast ancient literature of its own. The cerebrals are still

absent from this language though present in Bengali. Further
the pronunciation of ? in Assamese like cb in German Toch and as

in Khowari, Pustho and other Pisachi dialects of the Dardic family

is a remarkable phenomenon. Grierson, noticing the affinity between
Assamese and Kashmiri, has remarked that it is a curious coincidence

of the extreme east meeting the extreme west. There are words in

Assamese which are stdl used in the same sense as in some of the
existing Pisachi languages. The Assamese word ' Khel ’ means
a clan or group. It is to be found in ‘ Afridi Khel ’, ‘ Jakka Khel

’

and so forth where the word ‘ Khel ’ has the same meaning. In Bengali
the use of this word seems to have been lost. Another peculiarity

of Assame.se is that being placed in an out-of-the-way corner and
thus very much less overlaid by Sanskrit, its nearness to the original

Pisachi languages of the western coast is more marked. Take for

instance the word ‘ Ubh ’ meaning to stand. It is stiU used in

Assamese, Sylheti, Marathi and Sindhi. It was used in the old
Bengali charydpadas of perhaps the eleventh_century A.D. but is

now out of use. The Assamese words ‘ Ai ’ (mother), ‘ Bai
’

(sister) are to be found in Kohisthani and the languages of the
western coast but no longer in Bengali. The ‘ Diari ’ of the Sindhi
dialect, meaning female offspring, has become the ‘ Jiari ’ in Assamese
where the «f is softened into ar . In Assamese the word ‘ Baru

’

means ‘ all right '. In Guzerati the word is ‘ Varu ' used in the
same sense. It has ceased to be used in Bengali. I have given
some instancy of very common homely words but such instances
can be multiplied. The derivation of Assamese from a Pi^chi
origin rather than from Vedic Sanskrit is proved further by the
occurrence therein of words and expressions found in European
Aryan languages but long lost in Sanskrit. Take for instance the
common Assamese word ‘ Batar ’ which has the same meaning and
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derivation as German ‘ wetter ' and English ‘ weather The
Assamese word ‘ Boga

'
(white) has its counterpart in Slavonic

‘ Bogu The Assamese word ‘ Selek ’ (lick) is equivalent to

Icelandic ‘ sleikja ’ and English ‘ lick Now Assamese is not a
language that dropped from above into the Assam Valley. It is

a speech which must have originated from a common language that

was once in vogue throughout Eastern India and this common speech
was of Pisachi origin introduced not by the Vedic Aryans nor by
the so-called Non-Vedic Aryans but by the Alpines who were not
racially of the Aryan stock. The sister languages Bihari and
Bengali have been so much Sanskritized that it is now difficult to

trace their true origin.

As regards evidence available from cultural traits it would be
hardly necessary for my purpose to refer to cultural items stiU to

be found in Eastern India but originally transmitted by the Austric
people or their successors the so-called Mediterraneans. They are

all very interesting but they are not quite germane to our present
enquiry. I shall therefore confine myself to such cultural traits as

we can reasonably trace to Alpine influence and concentrate on those
particularly noticeable in the Assam Valley. The obvious reason
for this is that, as in the case of language, it is difficult to distinguish

original cultural traits after an overlay. Wherever Vedic Aryan
culture thoroughly permeated indigenous culture the original has
been lost. This is the case in Bengal and Bihar. I have therefore
chosen the Assam Valley where Vedic Aryan influence has been
comparatively less.

Among the Assamese Hindus although disposal of the dead by
cremation is now almost general the custom of exposing the dead
body in the open to be eaten up by vultures, jackals, etc. has not yet
died out completely. Probably in the past this custom was more
common. This cannot be a custom learnt from the aboriginals
of Assam who, as a rule, either bum or bury the dead. The Austric
people in the Assam Hills bum the dead body and deposit the
ashes. The Assamese custom of exposing the dead body (now nearly
extinct) is like the old Iranian custom which still persists in the
Parsees who, it must be noted, are not of Aryan descent but are
brachycephals, probably of Alpine origin, following the religion of
Zoroaster.

In the Vendidad the dead body is considered unclean and impure
as ‘ when a man dies, as soon as the soul has parted from the body,
the Drug Nasu or corpse Drug falls upon the dead from the regions
of hell and whoever thenceforth touches the corpse becomes undean
and makes imdean whosoever he touches ’. So the old Iranians

used to take out the corpse as soon as the man died and deansed
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the house by washing with Gomez (Sanskrit Gomaya) and by kindling

a fire in the house and burning perfumes thereon. The Assamese

custom is almost exactly similar with the difference that the fire is

kindled outside the house. The Assamese corpse-bearers, when
back in the village, first take a bath and coming near the fire dry

themselves, particularly the hands and the feet. In this fire seeds

of cotton and dry jute-leaves are usually burnt. After this process

only they are allowed to touch others and enter their houses.

Then take the case of uncleanness of a woman during menses.

According to the Zend-Avesta the menses are sent by Ahriman.
Therefore a woman, as long as the memses last, is unclean and
possessed of the demon. The general rule is that ‘ whoever has

touched a Dastin (menstruous) woman must wash his body and
clothes with Gomez and water. Her food is not given to her from
hand to hand but is pas.sed to her without touching her or going

very near to her. The Assamese custom is exactly similar and is

still observed rigidly.

These similarities in cultural items are striking. They can be
explained only on the hypothesis that a class of people imbibing

old Iranian customs had introduced them in Eastern India long

long ago. In Bengal also traces of such customs may exist till this

day but in the Assam Valley they retain their comparative purity

due to isolation from the rest of Eastern India.

Now I come to the historical materials ; These are furnished

by semi-historical traditional literature like the epics and the Puranas
and also epigraphic records like copperplate inscri]3tions.

The traditional literature depicts the countries of Eastern India
as Anupadeia or Vrdtya land. Now who were the Vrdtyas who by
the Vrdiydstoma ceremony were converted into full-fledged Aryans ?

It is said that the Vrdtyas were originally Aryans who had forgotten
Aryan manners and customs and also perhaps the worship of Aryan
gods. It would no doubt be easy to identify the Vrdtyas with the
Non-Vedic Aryans postulated by scholars like Hoernle or
Dr. Chatterji, but where are now the representatives of these Non-
Vedic Aryans ? Certainly they cannot be the brachycephals who
compose the highest castes in Bengal, for example. The latest
philosopher in the field is Mr. Nagendranath Ghosh whose lecture on
the ‘ Aryan trails in Iran and India ’ has just been reported in the
newspapers and from the summary of which I find that he traces
Vrdtya culture in Eastern India to the Aryan-speaking Magians who
entered India and reached the Gangetic valley centuries before the
Vedic Atyans arrived in India. If by the Magians he means the
Alpines in Iran I am in agreement with him. I differ from him if

he takes these Magians to be Non-Vedic Aryans. The Vrdtyas were
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no other than the Alpines who possessed a fairer complexion, a
prominent nose and above all spoke an Aryan language, though of

the Pi^achi variety. These characteristics clearly distinguished them
from the Australoids or even the Mediterraneans who were not
Aryan in speech. Further these Vrcttyas (Alpines) may have had
proto-Nordic military leaders as supposed by Hutton and others.

They had large and prosperous kingdoms in the east such as Magadha,
Videha, Koiala and Pragjyotisa. They were in fact as much
cultured as the Aryans themselves and their culture resembled the
Vedic Aryan culture more than that of the Mediterraneans, for the

^
Alpines had, before their entry into India, imbibed the same Aryan
culture in the Iranian table-land. Above all, their Aryan speech
called for sympathy and fraternity from the Vedic Aryans. It is

for these reasons that the Vrdtyas were quickly Aryanized. The
Alpine priests became Brahmans and the ruling classes became
Kshattriyas. The idea that the Vrdiydstoma was a mass-conversion
of non-Aiy'^ans into the Aryan fold cannot be accepted. This con-
version was perhaps confined only to the kindred in language and
culture. The mass people remained outside the pale of Aryanism
for a long time.

The affinity of the Alpines with the Iranian Aryans, in certain res-

pects, were nevertheless noticed and hence perhaps Vrdtya monarchs
like Jarasandha of Magadha and Bhagadatta of Pragjyotisa were
dubbed as Asuras as Asura was the God of the Iranians. Afterwards
however they and their descendants were looked upon as good
Aryans and for Bhagadatta of Pragjyotisa a descent from Vishnu
himself was latterly invented. One important historical fact, which
we find from the Puranas, is that Narakasur, the father of Bhagadatta,
is said to have conquered Pragjyotisa from the Mongolian king with
the help of the king of Videha another Vratya monarch. This
Mongolian dynasty was undoubtedly of Tibeto-Burman origin as
the Wng subdued by Narakasur and his soldiers had yellow or gold
complexion and were addicted to meat and drink. It can be con-

jectured that these Mongolians had occupied Northern Bengal and
the Assam Valley driving the Australoids to the hills and were, in

their turn, conquered by a Vrdtya confederacy headed by Narakasur
who was thus the founder of the dynasty which came to be known
as ‘ Bhauma ’ in later times.

From traditional history I now come to more firmer ground
and shall deal with the evidence furnished by old inscriptions the

historical value of which is undeniable. For my purpose it would
be sufficient if I refer to only three inscriptions found in the three

•provinces of Assam, Bengal and Orissa. The first is the well-known
Nidhanpur inscription of kii^ Bh^karavarman of Kamarupa
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recorded circa 6io A.D. We find from this inscription that the

Brahmans in whose favour the king made grants of land bore the

following surnames among others ;—^Adhya, Kirti, Kunda, Ghosa,

Datta, Dama, Dasa, Deva, Dhara, Nandi, Naga, Patra, Pala, Palita,

Prava, Bhuti, Mitra, Bardhana, Basu, Sena, Soma, and Bara. The
second is the Tippera inscription of one hokanatha Nrpa who must
have been a feudatory ruler but whose kingdom was in Eastern

Bengal. The date of the inscription is circa 663 A.D. From this

inscription we find the following surnames of the Brahman donees

among others :—Deva, Dasa, Datta, Nandi, Soma, Chandra, Dama,
Ghosa, Bhuti, Rudra, Mitra, Bhadra, Vappa, Gopa, and Basu.

The third is the Neulpur copperplate inscription of king ^ubhakara
Deva of Orissa recorded towards the end of the eighth century A.D.
From this record we find the following surnames, among others,

of the Brahman donees ;—Deva, Kara, Chandra, Pala, Bhuti, N^ga,
Bardhana, Ghosa, Datta, Kunda, Basu, and Dhara.

It is hardly necessaiy'^ for me to point out that these surnames
or padavis now belong almost exclusively to the Bengali Kayasthas.
Dr. Bhandarkar was the first to point out that these surnames
were used by the Nagar Brahmans of Guzerat also. Now as anthro-
pometrically the Nagar Brahmans and the Bengali Kayasthas have
been found to be racially allied and as both of these classes are

anthropometrically of Alpine origin it is clear that the Brahmans
to whom king Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa, Lokanatha Nrpa
of Tippera and king ^ubhakara of Orissa granted lands were all

Alpine priests who had been raised to the status of Brahmans.
Indeed, as pointed out by Mr. Jogendra Chandra Ghosh, in a con-
tribution to the Journal of the Assam Research Society, the kings
of Kamarupa patronized these priests or Brahmans down to the
eleventh century A.D.‘ Bhaskaravarman’s charter belonged to the
first decade of the seventh century but his was not the original grant.
By his charter he simply confirmed the grant of his ancestor
Mahabhutavarman who must have ruled in the fifth century A.D.
We thus find, even from epigraphic evidence, that the Alpine priests
were patronized by the rulers in Eastern India at least from the
fifth down to the eleventh century. We need not pay much attention
to the statement of the origin of the Nagar-Brahmans given in the
Skanda-Purana. That they were Brahmans of Alpine origin admits

^ It appears that one Umapati Dhar, a minister of the Sena kings of Bengal
who lived till the time of Lakshman Sena in the twelfth century A.D. was also an
Alpine Brahman as his surname was Dhar. It further appears that this Brahman
received gifts from the Kamarupa king Jayapala probably during the same century.
[Kamarupa Sasanavali, p. 37, Introduction].

^
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of no doubt. That they were considered as Brahmans both in

Eastern India and the western coast, places where till this day
brachycephalic leptorrhines are to be found, is also evident from
the inscriptions as well as the old texts like the Skanda-Purdna. One
of the Padavis of the Guzerat Nagar Brahmans was Varma. Prachya
Vidyamava Nagendra Nath Basu is therefore led to suppose that

perhaps the kings of the dynasty to which Bhaskaravarman belonged
were also such Brahmans.^ This surmise is strengthened by the

fact that the Chinese scholar Yuan Chwang has left on record that

Bhaskaravarman was a Brahman by caste and Yuan Chwang was a
very close observer of men and things. The details of his account
have been taken as accurate by all scholars. It is on record also

that he spent more than a month in the capital of Kamarupa and
from there he, together with Bhaskaravarman, proceeded to meet
Sri Harsa at Raj-Mahal. He had therefore full opportunity to know
the true caste of Bhaskaravarman.

Having briefly discussed the evidence available from the various
sources I now proceed to put forward my own theories as to the
early history of culture in Eastern India.

The Proto-Australoids who seem to have occupied the whole of

Eastern India in the dim past introduced the Austric language and
the Austric culture of a most rudimentary type. The Mon-Khmer
and the Munda languages are the surviving Austric speeches in

Eastern India. Culturally the shouldered neolithic hoe and the
practice of terraced cultivation are associated with them as also

with the Austric people of Malay Peninsula, Indo-China and the
Irawadi Valley which was roughly the route taken by these people
for their entry into India through the North-East. Another
important cultural item was the use of megaliths for burials. The
dead bodies were burnt but the ashes were collected and buried
under a dolmen while menhirs were erected above. The Mon-Khmer-
speaking Khasis of Assam and the Munda-speaking people of Chota-
Nagpur are alike in this respect while some of their folk-tales bear
close resemblance. We can therefore safely assert that the earliest

culture in Eastern India is to be traced to these people of the Austro-
Asiatic family whose religion was perhaps Totemism.

When the Mediterraneans, or the Early Aryans, as I have
called them, gradually pushing eastwards occupied Bihar the
Australoids were driven to the Chota-Nagpur hills. Eower Bengal
was then perhaps under the sea but Western and Central Bengal
may have been occupied by the Mediterraneans whose representa-

tives are the Pods. Northern Bengal and Assam seem to have been

* Social History of Kamarupa. Vol. HI.
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occupied by a race of Mongolian invaders of the Tibeto-Burman
stock who drove the Australoids to the hills of the Assam range.

These Mongoloids bore the generic name Bodo and they seem to

have had a culture much superior to that of the Australoids whom
they superseded. They perhaps knew not only the art of wet-rice

cultivation biit also the art of irrigation by means of damming
streams known as the Dong system. That they occupied the plains

of the Assam Valley and Northern Bengal for a considerably long

period is testified to by the Bodo names of the rivers of these areas.

In the Bodo languages Di, Ti, Doi or Toi means water and hence
we find such river-names as Di-hing, Di-krang, Ti-hu, Ti-sta, Kar-
ti-ya, Kal-di-ya, Doi-ang and so forth.* It is probable that they
came under the cultural influence of the Mediterraneans and had
even Mediterranean priests who introduced a religion similar to the
crude Saivism of Mohenjo-daro—a mixture of Saivism and Animism.

In Bihar and possibly also in Western and Central Bengal the

Austric culture was superseded by the Mediterranean culture. This
is testified to by the finds in Buxar of terra-cotta figurines of the
Mother-Goddess, 52 ft. below the present surface and 13 ft. below
the Mourya level. These finds indicate the extension of the Indus
Valley civilization as far east as Buxar. Further revelations

eastwards await the spade of the explorer.

When the Alpines reached Bihar they probably found the
Mediterraneans in power. Dr. Hutton thinks that the Alpines were
not a warlike race and that peaceful penetration was their forte.

This no doubt agrees with the characteristics of the high-caste

Bengalis and the Nagar-Brahmans of Guzerat of the present day.
As supposed by Dr. Hutton himself these Alpines may have however
been led by Proto-Nordic leaders. In any case it seems fairly certain

that whether as a result of military or cultural conquest the Alpines
got the upper hand and a strong position of influence not only in

Bihar but also in Bengal and Assam gradually. This is proved by the
fact that in these localities the Austric or Dravidian speeches were
entirely superseded by the Ar5'^an speech of the Alpines who also

introduced cultural traits—the traces of which are still to be found
particularly in Assam as already referred to by me above. The
Aryan-cum-Mediterranean culture of the Punjab and the Madhyadeia
met the Alpine-cum-Mediterranean culture of Eastern India in

Bihar and the result was a synthesis. As remarked by
Mr. Nagendranath Ghose, tliis synthetic product was Neo-Aryanism

* The way these names have been subsequently Sanskritized is interesting. For
instance Di-krang was transformed into Dikkaravasini, Di-khow into Dikshii, Kal-
di-ya into Kalindi, Ti-sta into Trisna or Trisrota and Kar-ti-ya into Karatoya.
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the important feature of which was the metaphysical theosophy of

the Upanisads. Aryan Brahmans learnt this theosophy from

Vfdtya kings like Janaka of Videha in whose court was assembled

a galaxy of metaphysicians with the famous Yajnavalkya at the

head. Thenceforward the centre of Indian culture shifted to

Eastern India. Two or three centuries after Janaka, Eastern India

produced two great religious thinkers, Buddha and Mahavira.

The former founded Buddhism which constituted the noblest con-

tribution of Eastern India to the culture of mankind. What part

the Alpine priests played in connection with these two anti-sacrificial

religious systems we do not know for certain. Epigraphic records,

like the Nidhanpur inscription of Bhaskaravarman and traditional

literature like the Skanda-Pnrdna however show that at least in

tlie beginning of the medieval period they were ^aivites, but that

tlie}^ were nevertheless patronized by Buddhist rulers like Eokaiiatha

of Tippera and ^ubhakara Deva of Orissa. It is said that their

sept-deity was Hatakeswara ^iva and we find from the inscription

of the Kamarupa king Vanamalavarman, of the ninth century

A.D., that lie rebuilt a lofty temple of ‘ Hataka Sulin ' which one

of his predecessors had constructed but which had fallen down.
It was evidently from Saivism that Tantricism originated and it

seems to me, though strong evidence is wanting, that these Alpine

priests were the originators of this cult which spread from Eastern

India, in medieval times, to other parts of India.

Whatever that may be, the contribution made by the Alpines

to the culture and civilization of Eastern India from a very early

period, prior to the advent of the Vedic Aryans, was not inconsider-

able. Their impress on the language, customs, religion and other

cultural traits of Eastern India was however very largely blurred

by the subsequent edic Aryan impress with the result that, except
in nooks and corners, the original characteristics have become now
indistinguishable.





THE GATHAS of ZARATHUSTRA

YASNA HA 29

By Manilal Patel

Despite the fact that rapid strides have been made in the knowledge of Indo-

Iranian philology and culture since the time when the Avestd first became the subject

of scientific study and research on modern lines, the task of interpreting the Odthds,

the dicta prophetae of ZarathuStra, has still remained baffling to the Avestan scholar.

Fresh attempts, therefore, are i)6rmia8ible. In the following, I have adhered, as

far as possible, to the principles of Gathic interpretation as enunciated by Dr. 1. J. S.

Taraporewala ^ in a paper read at the Fifth Indian Oriental Conference, held at

Lahore. Previous translations have been carefully studied and their results utilized,

with due recognition, wherever necessary. Taking Geldner’s text ^ as a basis, and
bearing in mind the Urtaxt as fixed by Andreas-Wackernagel,* I have attempted to

reconstruct the Gathic verses so that the metrical requirements have been met and
‘ a tendency to introduce prothetic and other vowels, to amplify simple vowels

into diphthongs and even introduce wholly needless and redundant vowels in the

middle of words ’ * has been detected and done away with. In point of interpreta-

tion, though the modern philological methods are adopted, I have always remembered
that the Gathas represent, in most parts, the inspired words of a spiritual teacher,

of a Poet-Prophet. No prejudice, moreover, is entertained against the traditional

Pahlavi interpretations ® whose value, so far as the Gathas are concerned, is, however,

considerably limited.® Both in the transliteration and the translation, hyper-

metrical and otherwise unnecessary letters or words have been indicated by [ ],

and those claiming insertion on grammatical or other grounds are bracketed
( ).

Numbers and punctuations are used in the transliterated text so as to facilitate the

understanding of the translation. All the alterations have been fully explained in

the notes.

To come to Yasua Ha 29, the subject-matter of the present study.

The Gathas are said to be five and each one of these has its own name derived

from the opening word,^ The first one is called Ahunavaitl because, in its original

form, the Ahuna- Vairya ® prayer formed its opening verse. The present arrange-

ment, based on tradition, is, therefore, slightly incongruous. Another incongruity

1 Proceedings, The Fifth Indian Oriental Conference, Lahore, 1930, Vol. I, pp. 199fF.

2 Avestd, the Sacred Books of the Parsis, edited by Karl F. Geldner, Stuttgart, 1896, Part I.

^ Nachrichten von der Qesellschaft der Wissenechaftcn zu OoUingen (Abbr. NOWO,), Phil.

Hist. Klasse, 1913, pp. 363-385. These pages cover Yb. 28, 29, and 32. For a brief enunciation
of the method of Andreas-Wackemagel, see Taraporewala, ibid., pp. 200f.

* Taraporewala, ibid., p. 203.

5 For these, I have solely depended on Bartholomae’s AUiranisches Wdrterbuch (AW.),
Strassburg, 1904, and MilTs Odthds, Leipsio, 1894.

• For a correct appreciation of the value ofthe Pahlavi interpretations, see Geldner, Grundriss
der Iraniachen Philologie {01P.), II, §§ 42ff., pp. 46ff.

7 Hd, Hditi— ‘ Chapter
8 For details, see Poure Davoud, The Odthds of Zaredhushtra, Bombay, 1927, Introduction

(Eng. translation by D. J. Irani), pp. 41f.

8 Aooording to the traditional arrangement, Y. 27, 13.
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in the present order of the Ahunavaiti ^ is, as already pointed out by Mills,* that

Yasna Ha 29, usually put second, ought, in the fitness of things, to occupy the

first place, while Ha 28 should come second. This is clearly borne out by the

contents of both the Has. In Ha 29 it is allegorically reported that the ' soul of the

Cow’, personifying ‘Mother-Earth’, approaches Ahura Mazda and complains of

the terrible outrages committed on her by the evil-doers and the unbelievers. There-

upon, on the suggestion of Vohu Manah, Zarathustra is appointed as the Protector

by the Wise Lord. As, therefore, Ha 29 deals symbolically with the preparations

in heaven for Zarathustra’s mission before he attained the full status of Prophet, it

should naturally precede Ha 28 in which Zarathustra already api)earH upon earth

and begins his work as Saviour.

Every stanza {vdcafitaUi-) of the (Jatha Ahunavaiti consists of three lines

(afsman-), each having two pddas and 10 syllables. The caesura occurs at the end
of the seventh syllable

; e.g. :

1 2 !i
^

4 5 0 7 _K 9 10 11 12 19 14 15 16

ai-cd gdus urvd raostd
\
yd anaesam xsgnmane rddarn |{ Y. 29, 9a6.

This scheme of versification reminds one of the Anustubh metre of the Vedas.
The only difference is that the latter has two lines, each of the two pddas regularly

consisting of 8 syllable's. That is to say, each verse of the Ahunavaiti is in length

equal to one anustubh verso and a half, or to two gdyafri verses. It is safe to contend,

therefore, that both the Cathie and the Vedic metres are of the same Indo-Iranian

type and have their origin in an earlier Indo-European tradition.^

Stanza 1 :

—

(a) xhnaibyd^ gaus^ urvd^ garazdd^

:

(h) ‘ Jeahmdi^ md^ ^war\d\zdu7n'^ ? ka^ md^ tasat^^ ?

(c) md^^ hazas^^.cd}^

(d) ramo^'^ [ap himyd}^ ddras^^[cd\^^ favis^^xd.^^

(c) mdP* vdstd^^ xsrnat}^ anyo^’^

(/) a%d^'^ [md?!*® sgstd^^ vohu^^ vd8ir(i)yd^^

Translation :

—

To-you^ the SouP of-the-Cow* complained^ :
‘ For-whom^ did-you-fashion^

me® ? Who® created^^ me^ ( Passion^® and^^ violence'*, blood-thirstiness'®,

outrage"^ and*^ force*' oppress"*'^ me'*. Not*® for-me** (is there) a shepherd*®

other*’ than-you*®. Procure*®, therefore*®, good*' things-of-pasturage**.’

Notes * :

—

The Ha seems to open rather abruptly, which strengthens the theory

that the Gathas were originally interspersed by sections of prose pieces. So also

1 Ys. 28-34.
2 Sacred Book& of the East, Vol. XXXI, p. 4,

Cf. Meillet, Les ortgmes mdo-europeens des metres grecques ; cf. Arnol d, Vedic MetrCf §65

;

Childe, The Aryans, p. 5

* The main abbreviations used in the notes are explained below :

—

Bartholomae, Chr. . . Ariseke Forschungeri

,

1-3 ; Halle, 1879 {AF,).
Die Qdthd's des Avesta, Strassburg, 1905 {QA.).

Bharucha, E. S. D. . . A Brief Sketch of the Zoroastrian Religion and Customs, 2nd
Edition, Bombay, 1903 {SZRC.).

Smith, Maria W. . . Studies in the Syntax of the Oathas, etc., Philadel., 1929 (Studies).

Dhalla, M. N. . . Zoroastrian Theology, New York, 1914 (ZT.).
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Smith, Studies, p. 66. Of. the beginning of the Ha 28. For the di8cu88ion of the

theory, see Geldner OIP., II, p. 29 ;
Bartholomae, OA., IV-V

;
Meillet, Troi Conf.,

pp. 39-52.

(a) xhmiibyd—Ved. yu^mdbhyam. The use of }d. here is enigmatic. Smith’s

suggestion {Studies, § 52) that the ' asjHM'.ts ’ may have Ix^en mentioned in a preceding

prose passage, now lost, may l)e accepted. Cf. Y. 29, 10a5
; 32, 2 and 3 ; 34, 7 ;

43, Jlcde
; 43, ]3cde ;

and 44, llbc.

gms urvd—Jit. ‘ soul of cow ’. For various interpretations, see Dhalla, ZT.,

p. 44 and footnotes thereto. Taraporewala {MM V., p. 291), ‘ in accord with the idea

that the Ctathas are spiritual, not agrit ultural translates this as ‘ Soul of Mother-

Earth ’. Bharucha {SZRC., p. 48) secs in g7nis urvd the personification of the whole

living world. (Compare with this the Hindu belief that the cow represents the

earth : SB. U, 2, 1, 21 ;
XU, 9, 2, 11. HorteJ {AO., V, p. 50) :

‘ Lebenslicht ’. For
the details of the part played l)y UiUis Urvan, see (Iray : The Foundalious of the

Iranian Religious, pp. 79-82.

gdus—Ved. gos, gen. sg. of go-' cow ’. The etymology of urvd is not clear
;
it

may be from Ar. * {s)ruu(in-. Jackson {01P., 11, p. 674) derives urvd from Jvar-
‘ to choose ’

: t his is, in Bart holomae’s opinion {A W. col. 1451 ), wrong ;
so also WZKM

.

9, 382. However, Casartcdli acce])ts Jackson’s derivation (see his pajx^r in^ Volume

of Oriental Studies {])}). 127f,) presented to E. G. Browm, Cambridge, 1922). Phi.

ruvdn, MP. ravdn, Skt. Tr. dtmd.

gardzdd— impf, mid. 3 sg., Jgarjz- ‘ to comidain ’, Ved. Jgarh- ‘ to complain,
to rebuke ’

; West Osset, ydrzun
'

to groan ’. (4. MI^. gila ‘ complain ’.

(/;) ^warzdum—Gcldner’s text has ^wardzdnm which reading has been respected
by Smith, Bartholomae and Reichelt

;
the last-named scholar has, however, recognised

-o- to be anaj)tyt ic {AE., §151 ). That this -o- is hy|jermetrical will be easily admitted;
see MS. K 37. Further, cf, Andreas-Wackernagers reconstruction ^vurzhvom :

NGWG. 1913, pp. 370-371. The form is 5-aor. mid. 2 pi. of J^waras- ‘to cut,

carve, fashion, give a shape to ’. Etymology of this root is hardly traceable. Phi.

Tr. britan (of Y, 29 ; 57 ; V. 3, 7), Cf. Ved. Jtvaks-
'

to fashion, to carve ’.

led 7nd tasat (impf. 3 sg. Jtas- ‘to hew, chop, fashion, shape, form,’ Ved. Jtaks -)

—

‘who created me ^
’—the question induces tarn g'aus (stanza 2a), ‘the Creator of Cow

to reply the first question : kahtndi md ^warzdnm, cf. Bartholomae, AF. 3, 23 ;

Andreas-Wackernagel : NGWG. 1931, p. 319.

(c) alsrrid—(Pd. Hi- J^. K^). The reading adopted in (Jeldner’s text and
followed by Smith, Bartholomae and Reichelt in their respective treatments is aesamo.
The hypermetrical -a- needs hardly any comment. The form is noin. sg. meaning
‘ anger, passion, wrath, fury ’, from Jae^

—
‘ to move oneself quickly ’, Ved. d^s-.

MP. xism, xahn (cf. Hubschmann : PS. 142) ‘ anger ’
; cf. Gk. olpx {BB. 4, 334 ;

KZ. 29, 83; 30, 296) ;
Lat. ira, Gk. oloipos ‘ mad desire, frenzy ’ and Lith. aistra

‘ passion, ardour ’ are also quoted as cognates (Boisacq. Dictionnaire, p. 693 ;
Walde,

Worterbuch, pp. 392-3
; Muller, Worterbuch, p. 162 ; Walde-Pokorny, Worterbuch, i,

106-7. Phi. Tr. esm (cf. Hiibschmann, PS. 142) ; Skt. Tr. krodha- m., kopa- m.,
dmar^a- m., kopdlu- adj.

Geldner

Grassmanu
Neisser
Moultan
Meillet

Vedische Stndien (P««.).

Olossar^Rigveda {Oloss.).

Wdrtorbuch des Bigveda (IF/?.).

,, zum ,, „
Early Zoroastrianism, London, 1913 {EZ.).
Trois Conferences sur les Odthd de VAvesta

; Paris, 1926 {Troi

Oonf).

Other abbreviations are those commonly known, and given in Bartholomae’s AW.
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hams. 6d—^neu. nom. sg. * violence, force ^
: Ved. adhaa- neu. The substantive

is formed from Jhaz-
'

to lay hold of, to get possession of *
;
Ved, Jaah-^ Gk.

(d) Nos. 17 and 20 are superfluous on metrical grounds
; that d (17) before hiidyd

is unnecessary is further clear from the fact that the verbal preposition d (No, 11)

stands already at the beginning of the sentence—which is its proper place

;

see, for instance Y. 31, Sd
; 31, 13/ ;

cf. Andreas-Wackernagel i6id., 1931, pp. 317-

318 ;
and Geldner’s Footnote to his text :

' according to metre hiidyd should be

restored It would therefore be more appropriate to dispense with d (No. 17)

and cd (No. 20) than to propose the elimination of r^md, declaring it to be an old

gloss (Bartholomae, A W,, col. 1528 ; Reichelt, AB., p. 186 ;
Smith, Studies, p. 66).

rawd—mas. nom. sg. ‘ cruelty, blood-thirstiness ’, occurs only twice in the

Gathas : here and in Y. 48, 7. Phi. Tr. araJ^k (cf. Y. 48, 7)
‘ envy *

;
Skt.Tr. Iraydlu

rmnvsyafL ; Iraydlu^. Bartholomae (AW,, col. 1528) is not certain about the

etymology of the word (cf. Geldner, KZ. 30, 531). Hertel (AO., V, p. 50), however,

asserts that rdma-, rdtna- belongs to rdna- ‘ fighter *, cf. Ved. ‘ battle

hiadyd—perf. act. 3 sg. Jhdy^, Jhd{yy ‘ to chain up, bind, fetter *
; with d :

‘to oppress, to harass*: Ved. ^ao- (aydti; ai^dya ; aitdii). On the Avestan base

haya- and the Vedic base aya-, see Bartholomae, IF,, 10, 197. Cf. MP. guSdyad ‘ he

opens *.

ddrds—fern. nom. sg. ‘ assault, outrage ’, from Jdara- ‘ to dare ’, Ved. Jdhrs-,

cf. Ved, inf. ddhf§e. Phi. Tr. darritdr

;

Skt. Tr. ddrayitd and explanation ; yo me
jlmvighdtakam kurute.

tdvia—(used only here) fern. nom. sg. ‘ force, brutality *, cf. tdviSi ‘ physical

strength *. Phi. Tr. tirfidt’, Skt. Tr. atenah, Meillet (Journ. dea Sav. 1902, 388)

sees in t9viicd a graphic mutilation of *tayuacd (from tdyu- ‘ thief ’) . But
Bartholomae differs (AW., col. 649).

It is proposed—first by Andreas-Wackernagel (ibid., 1913, p. 371), then

followed by Smith (Studiea, p. 67)—that to suit the metrical requirements a^d be

emended as at. This is, however, unnecessary. On the other hand we have to

eliminate moi (No. 29) which has been mistakenly inserted under the influence of the

Pada (e).

Cf. Vr. 15, 1 : +vdrdzyatq.m. cd iha vohu vdatrya.

8q.8td—«-aor. act. 2 pi. of Jaand- ‘ to create, procure (Jeldner (BB. 14,

28)
:
Jaarid- ‘ to make ’

; Hertel (AO., V, p. 50) :
‘ to radiate ’,

‘ beam ’ (‘ strahlen *).
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MISCELLANEA

KOSAM STONE IMAGE INSCRIPTION OF MAHARAJA
BHIMAVARMAN. THE YEAR 130

The image bearing this inscription was discovered at Kosam
(the^ite of ancient Kausambi) by Rai Bahadur B. M. Vyas, Executive
Officer, Allahabad Municipal Board, and is now housed in the

x\llahabad Municipal Museum. The image, of which the upper por-

tion has been recovered, is carved in low relief on a piece of stone with
a square base, five inches each way, the height of the remaining
portion being seven inches. It is the figure of Buddha with the
light hand raised in abhayamudra, a scalloped halo indicated on
the surface round the head and no trace of drapery.

The inscription is found engraved on the proper left side of the
image. Only five upper lines remain, an indefinite number having
broken away at the Iwttom. The object of the inscription was, in

all probability, to record the erection of the image in the time of the
Maharaja, the illustrious Bhpjmavarman,* in the year 130 (written

both in words and figures) of an unspecified era. The letters are

clearly incised, their size averaging three quarters of an inch in

length. The language is Sanskrit, and the orthography regular,

except the use of f in grsma (line 4).

An inscription of Maharaja Bhimavarman (hereafter mentioned
as Cunningham’s inscription), dated 139, was discovered at the same
place by Cunningham * and finally edited by Fleet.* On palaeo-

graphical grounds Fleet referred the inscription to the Gupta era and
concluded that this Bhimavarman must have been a feudatory of

the Early Gupta king Skanda-Gupta. Judging from the identity of

the names of the rulers and the proximity of the dates in the two
inscriptions, we are at once tempted to conclude that they belong
to one and the same individual and that the present inscription too

is to be referred to the Gupta era.

But palseographical considerations stand in the way of any such
conclusion. The present inscription contains some forms which
are undoubtedly Kusana : for example, the form of ia occurrii^ once
in line i and twice in line 3 is not found in the Gupta period. The

^ The inscription has Bhamavarman, evidently to be corrected to Bh&tnavarman
or Bhimavarman, preferably the latter, which is a common name.

* ASJi., Vol. X, p. 3 , pl. ii (3).

• Fleet, Corpus, No. 65, pl. 3a3ix(c),
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ia of the Gupta period has usually the right leg prolonged downwards

;

even where there is no such prolongation, as in Une i of the Gadhwa
inscription of the Gupta year 148,* the head is broad and flat and
not round as in our inscription. Unlooped sa occurs twice in line 4
and unlooped sa once in line 2. These two forms occur regularly

in the western inscriptions of the Gupta period, e.g. the Mathura
inscription of the year 135 * and the Indor (Bulandshahr, U.P.)

inscription of Skanda-Gupta.* Professor D. R. Bhandarkar has no
doubt rightly shown * that there was no hard and fast distinction

between the western and eastern varieties of the Gupta alphabet,

as Hbrnle wanted to make out.* The discovery of the so-called

eastern variety of ma on the Mehrauli inscription of Candra and of

sa on a Mathura inscription of Elaniska * is decisive. But this is not
to deny that looped sa and sa are invariably found in eastern Gupta
records. As the looped forms of these letters are later developments,
inasmuch as they show greater divergence from the original Brahmi
form, we have to admit that our inscription which retains the
unlooped forms has the stamp of earliness on it.^

The form of na occurring in line 2 here is again rare in Gupta
inscriptions. It is a development of the two types we come across

in Kusana inscriptions, the first of wliich may be called the %-type
(e.g. in Biihler’s Mathura Inscription No. 18),® and the other, much
more common, consisting of two horizontal lines with a third line

joining them in the middle.

Coming to the vowel-signs, we find that the representations of

the super-script i only by an arc (fines 2, 3 and 5), of c by a small
stroke on the left (fines 3 and 5), and of 0 by a concave fine at the
top of the consonant (fine 3) are seldom met with in Gupta records

but are regular features of Kusana inscriptions. The super-script I

of the Gupta period is drawn to the right-hand side below the top
of the letter over which it is placed, and is entirely different from
what we find here. In view of these archaisms, it would be the height
of indiscretion to ascribe the inscription to the fifth century A.D.

Professor D. R. Bhandarkar has doubted whether Cunningham’s
inscription itself is to be referred to the Gupta era. Says he :

‘ From the form of its letters it seems to belong to the second half

of the fotirth century A.D. In that case the date has to be referred

^ Ibid., No. 66, pi. xxxix((#). ® Ibid., No. 63, pi. xxxix(<i).
• Ibid., No. 16, pi. ix(b). * Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, pp. if,

® Bower Manuscript, pp. xxviif. ; Ind. Ant., Vol. XXI, pp. 3of.
* Ep. Ind., Vol. XIX, pi. facing p. 97.
’’

It must, however, be noted that an instance of looped sa occurs in the
present inscription in the imperfectly engraved ligature tsa (Ime 2),

® Ibid., Vol. II, pi. facing p. 204, No. 18, 1 . 4.
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to the Kalachuri era and the King Bhimavarman may be identified

with Bhimasena of No. 1774 i.e. a Bhita seal of Rajan V^isthiputra

Bhimasena.* A close examination, however, convinces us that

Cunningham’s inscription has fully developed Gupta forms and its

characters are identical with those of Gupta inscriptions of the

locality, e.g. the Mankuwar (Allahabad District) image inscription of

Kumara-Gupta I.® The Bhita seal on the other hand has undoubted
Kusana characteristics, e.g. ia with pointed top and wa with a

joined middle. The seal seems to belong to the third century A.D.
and must as such be regarded as much earher than Cunningham’s
inscription. Moreover, while Bhimasena of the seal has only the
title of rajan, Bhimavarman is called maharaja in Cunningham’s
inscription. Fleet was therefore right in ascribing the latter to the
fifth century.

The above discussion shows that if the science of palaeography

means anything, we must separate Cunningham’s inscription and the

present inscription by about a century, notwithstanding the fact

that both refer to Bhimavarman and have the same provenance. I

propose therefore to refer our inscription to the Cedi era of A.D.

248, so that its date would be A.D. 378. Thus we have to postulate

the existence of two Bhimavarmans in the Kausambi area within a
ceutur3^ which is by no means impossible, as we have two Candra-
Guptas in the Gupta line within a shorter time.

We have already referred to Rajan Bhimasena of the Bhita
seal and have stated our reasons for rejecting his identification with
Maharaja Bhimavarman of Cunningham’s inscription. For the
same reasons we must reject the possibihty of identifying liim with
Maharaja Bhimavarman of oitr inscription.

There is an in.scription of Maharaja Bhimasena at Ginja (forty

miles south of Allahabad),'' the opening portion of which reads ;

Mahdrdjasya srl-Bhtniasenasya samvatsare 50 2 grlsmapakse 4
divase 10 2. On palajographical grounds we may safely hold that
the dates of the Ginja inscription and of the present inscription refer

to the same era. The former has in all probabihty to be referred

to the Cedi era, as has been done by Mr. Jayaswal,® who, however,
identifies this Maharaja Bhimasena with Rajan Bhimasena of the
Bhita seal, an identity which does not seem possible, as the titles of
the two rulers are different.

Det us now consider the details of the image bearing the
inscription. We find that the scalloped halo, which we have here,

^ List of Northern Inscriptions, p. 173, n. 3.
* A.S.I. An. Rep., 1911-2, p. 51 and pi.

* Fl^t, No. II, pi. vi(a). * Liiders’ List, No. 906.
® History of India, ijo A.D. to jjo A.D., pp. 108, 229, 230.
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is a regular feature of the Kusana images of Mathura, whereas the

fuUy developed Gupta products of Samath have elaborately carved

haloes.* It has also been pointed out that in Kusana images in

the abhaya-mudrd the right hand is placed directly against the

shoulder, while in the Gupta ones the lower portion of the arm is

detached from the upper one and is nearly at right angles to it,

a more natural pose.® Again, the head of the present image appears

to be shaved, the schematic curls of the Gupta period being absent.

These facts, as well as the crude features of the image, indicate that

it was carved in an age when the school of the classical Gupta artists

had not yet come into existence and the influence of the Kusana
school was still reigning supreme.

By referring our inscription to the Cedi era we get A.D. 378 as

the date of Bhimavarman (I), a year within the reign of either

Samudra-Gupta or Candra-Gupta II. Now, the Allahabad area was
one of the earliest possessions of the Guptas, as is evinced by the

following verse of the Puranas :

—

anu-Gangd Praydgam ca Sdketam Magadhdrhs tathd
j

etdn janapaddn sarvdn bhoksyante Gupta-vamsa-jdh
||

®

Is it likely that the Guptas allowed the use of the Cedi era by their

governors in the heart of their empire ? But from the extant portion

of the inscription it appears that the image was erected by a private

individual and that therefore it is a private record and not a state

document. It is not difficult to imagine that the ordinary people

had not yet grown accustomed to the use of the new era, in spite of

the fact that their local governors now owed allegiance to new
emperors. It is not necessary to believe that the Gupta era was
promulgated by the Guptas as if by a pubfic proclamation. Bike
most other eras, it became current out of the popular habit of

dating events from a particular epoch. ^ It stands to reason there-

fore that the era should have come into vogue in different localities

in different periods. In the Mandasor area it was not able to oust
the Malava era, as all the inscriptions of the place, official or other-
wise, are dated in the latter.

From the above considerations as well as from the facts already
known to us, we get the names of the following rulers of the
Kausambi region :

—

(i) Rajan Bhimasena (I) of the Bhita seal

;

* Cf. Vogel, Catalogue of the Archeeological Museum at Mathura, p. 38.
* Cf. Safini, Catalogue of the Archaological Museum at Samath, p. 40, n. 4.
* Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age, p. 53.
* Cf. Allan, Catalogue of Gupta Coins, p. xx.
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(2) Maharaja Bhimasena (II) of the Ginja inscription,* A.D.

300

:

(3-4) Maharajas Sivamagha and Bhadramagha, c. A.D. 335,

(5) Maharaja Bhimavarman (I) of the present inscription,

A.D. 378 : and

(6) Maharaja Bhimavarman (II) of Cunningham’s inscription,

A.D. 458.

Our inscription, as also that of Cunningham, has some bearing

on the administrative institutions of the Guptas. From these we
find that Kausambi was placed under Maharaja-governors (probably
of the nature of feudatories), who do not refer to the overlordship of

the Guptas, a formality observed even by the more distant

Parivrajaka Maharajas and Maharajas Svamidasa and Bhulunda of

Indor, who in their inscriptions of the Gupta years 67 and 107 call

themselves paramabhaUaraka-paddnudhydta} Again, the Munde-
svari inscription of the Gupta year 31 * and the Bodh-Gaya inscrip-

tion of the Gupta year 64 ® refer only to governors and not to their

Gupta overlords. On the other hand, the Mathura inscriptions
*

and the Gadhwa inscription
’’

of Candra-Gupta II, the Gadhwa
inscriptions * and the Mankuwar inscription * of Kumara-Gupta I

mention the emperors and no governors. We cannot properly

ascertain therefore which parts, if any, of the empire were directly

ruled by the emperors and which were entrusted to governors.

Our inscription is dated in the first fortnight of the summer
season of the year 130. From the available data it has been held

that this mode of dating fell out of use in the third century A.D.
But the fact has not been noted that the method has been used as

late as the fifth century A.D. in Cunningham’s inscription, the
date-portion of which has been thus read by Fleet : samva\t*'] 130 9
.... [2 P] diva 7. Before diva there is the clear symbol for 2, and
the natural meaning of the passage would be : ‘In the year 139,
in the second (fortnight of the .... season), on the seventh day ’.

But Fleet hesitated to read it as such, for ‘ we know of no other

' It is of course not certain that he held the Kausambi locality.

* See my note, ' The Maghas of Kausambi *, Indian Culture, Vol. I, pp. 7i5f.
* Ep, Ind,, Vol. XV, pp. 289f.
* Ind. Ant., Vol. XLIX, pp. 2if.

® i4 .S./. An. Rep., 1922-3, p. 169. Of this inscription Professor Bhandarkar
says :

‘ The characters seem to be of the Gupta period, but the dating and
lar^c^e are in the Kushana style. Does the date refer to the Kalachuri era ?

'

{List., p. 170, n. 4.) As we shall see below, the mode of dating such as is found here

is not ^aracteristically Ku§ana, but is met with in the Gupta period as well.

* Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, pp. If.
; Fleet, No. 4.

^ Fleet, No. 7. ® Fleet, Nos. 8 and 9.
« Fleet, No. ii.
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instance of these ancient methods being continued till as late as the

period of the present inscription But from Fleet’s estampage of

the inscription, and more clearly from a photograph of the same
published by R. D. Banerji,’ I am convinced that the sign cannot
stand for anything but 2 and that therefore we have to admit that

this mode of reckoning the date by dividing the year into seasons,

fortnights and days continued in some localities till a later date
than has been usually supposed.

In this connexion, I draw attention to the date-portion of the
Mathura inscription of Candra-Gupta II of the Gupta year 6i *

:

samvatsare eka-sasthe 6o i ... . prathame iukladivase pamcamydm.
Professor Bhandarkar thinks that the word prathame shows that

the month referred to was an intercalary month, and as about this

time there was only one such month, viz. Asadha in A.D. 380, the
lacuna should be filled up as dsddhamdse, and that the year must be
taken as the current one. But the possibility of the season and the
fortnight having been given in the lost portion may not be ruled out
altogether.

There is another Mathura inscription of the year 57,® which
Biihler ascribes to the Gupta era, because ‘ the shape of the letters

and especially the peculiar method of marking the long and short i

by turning the former to the right of the consonant and the latter

to the left makes it impossible to assign No. XXXVIII (i.e. the
inscription in question) to an earlier period The date-portion of

the inscription reads : samvatsare saptapahcdsa 50 7 hemandha{ta)
tri{tr)tlye divase trayodate. If the inscription is really to be referred

to the Gupta era, then we have here another instance of the survival

of this method of dating till the Gupta period.

For permission to publish the photograph of the image and the
estampage of the inscription, I am indebted to Rai Bahadur B. M.
Vyas.

Text

lyine I. Mah[a*]raja-^ri-Bh[i]ma-
Line 2. varmanam samvatsa[re*] tri[m]-

lyine 3. ^ottarasatime *

Bine 4. 100 30 grsmapakse ‘

Bine 5. prathame i di[vase]

' A.S.I. An. Rep., 1913-4, pi. lxx(6).

® Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, pp. if. • lyiiders’ List, No. 55.
* Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. 198 ; Vogel, loc. cit., p. 70.
® Read iatame or tatatame. The mistake may be due to the scribe having

in his mind some such form as divase ekavirh&atime occurring in Fleet No. 66.
* Read
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Translation

In the year one hundred and thirty, 130, of the Maharaja, the
illustrious Bhimavarman, in the first, i, summer season, on the . . . .

day

Amalananda Ghosh.

SOME NEGLECTED ASPECTS OF THE CASTE
SYSTEM

Those who attack the caste system to-day very often do so

without understanding fully the implications of the present-day

practices that go to make up the system. As often even its

defenders seem to defend theories rather than actual practices. It is

intended to draw attention here to some of its neglected aspects

which would correct our present notions about it.

Nothing is repeated oftener than the trite statement that the

caste barriers to-day are impassable. Whatever the injunctions of

the old law-givers on the subject, we are assured on many a plat-

form, at present the caste system has become a cast iron mould
which would rather break than bend. A Brahman born, we are

told, is a Brahman for ever and so is a Kshatriya. The barriers

placed between different castes cannot be crossed over. Here are

some facts that prove that those who make this claim do it without
fully knowing even their own side of the case.

The most remarkable case of the transformation of a family’s

caste comes from Raipur, a small hill chieftainship in the Punjab.
The present holder of the title is Raja Brij Mohan Pall. The family

is said to have settled in the Punjab about a century and a half

ago. My father once visited the place several years ago in order

to arbitrate a civil suit in which a member of the family was involved.

In order to settle the claim a genealogy was put in the genuineness
of which was agreed upon by all the parties. Curiously enough this

genealogy proved that the founder of this chieftainship founded so

recently was a Brahman from Maharashtra. Soon however the
family came to be considered—^we know not how—Rajputs and
to-day the chief is the head of one of the most respectful subcastes

of the Rajputs in the district of Kangra. The Brahman origin

is admitted even to-day by those who are interested in this ques-

tion.

Another example comes from a princely house in the Punjab.

The house of Kapurthala was, till not long ago considered to belong
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to either a Shudra or a Vaishya caste. The Kalals—^hereditary

sellers of wines—^were not considered clean enough and the Rajas of

Kapurthala were considered to belong to this subcaste though they
were known as Ahluwalias. I remember the time when a Kalal came
to live in our Mohalla while I was a school-boy. He was a clerk in
the Tahsil. He never claimed any status higher than of our agri-

culturists. I vividly remember how our women folk would not use any
cooked articles from their house when such were sent as a matter of

neighbourly courtesy on festive occasions. And now the Raja of

Kapurthala claims to be a Rajput, a princess of his house was not
many years ago married to the present Rajput Raja of Mandi and
the issue of the union is the heir apparent to-day.

The Maharaja of Patiala has not lagged behind. He is maintain-
ing a Historical Department under a Charan from Rajputana,
expressly to prove that he comes of Rajput stock. Till recently he
was known to be a Jat Sikh, and as such a Shudra. A Sikh he
remains by religion, but he has ceased to be a Jat. Certain princely
unions that have taken place in the Patiala house recently have been
expressly based on the assumption that the members of his house
are Rajputs. Within a lifetime the leopard of the caste system has
changed his spots. An erstwhile Jat has budded into a full-fledged
Rajput.

These three examples involve a change of the Vanma
;
we have

Brahmans, Shudras and Vaishyas becoming Rajputs. I do not
want to express an opinion as to the legality or the justice of the
changes indicated. I am simply stating that a large class of people
who were considered to belong to a certain caste not very long ago,
are claiming to be the members of a different caste to-day and
in some cases and to a certain extent these claims have been acknow-
ledged by the Hindu Society.

The changes within the same castes are also numerous. Take
another princely house, the Dogras of Jammun, to which the
ruling family of Kashmir belongs. Now the tradition divides the
Rajputs into 36 royal clans. These however are met with mostly
in Rajputana and Gujerat. But there are Rajputs with different
subcastes in other parts of India as well. The Rajputs of Rajputana
till recently maintained that such Rajputs as did not come within
the categories of the traditional royal clans were so only by courtesy.
This naturally was resented by the Rajputs of the Punjab some of
whom boasted of high Rajput descent. But there did not seem to be
any way out of the difficulty. Again historical research (?) was
called in requisition. All that it could do was to state equivalents.
The Dogras—at least the ruling family—were then discovered to be
long lost Kachchwahas. This was followed by the marriage of the
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present ruler of Kashmir into a Rajput family in Gujerat and later

on into a decidedly higher Rajput family in the district of Kangra.

I understand on the occasion of marriages and other ceremonial

occasions the representatives of the ruling Dogra house have been
visiting the Kachchwahas of Jaipur who thus appear to have accepted

them—for certain purposes at least—to be their kinsmen.
Rather doubtful cases of change of caste in recent times have

occurred among the goldsmiths and barbers. Most serious student

of the caste system know that the Hindus are at present divided

not into four major castes but into a multitude of subcastes. Some
of these subcastes are unattached. If asked to which of the four

Varunas they belong, it is difficult for them to return an answer
which would at once satisfy their sense of their own importance and
be acceptable to the rest of the Hindu community. Goldsmiths and
barbers formed two such unattached subcastes in the Punjab. Some
adventurous soul among the goldsmiths raised the question in an
acute form and after a good deal of agitation succeeded in convincing
a large number of his caste-fellows that they were Rajputs. For
several years past some of them therefore have been claiming to be
Rajputs, describing themselves as such and running a monthly
organ of their own which is mainly devoted to the task of propagating
this ‘ truth ’. Of course the Rajputs are not yet prepared to accept
them as their caste-fellows, though they are now wearing the sacred
thread as the visible sign of their higher status.

Among the barbers, I understand, there has been a lift. A class-

fellow of mine who came from a barber family described himself

in his university admission form one year a ‘ Varma '—a Rajput

—

and the next year he blossomed out into a Sharma and a Pundit.
I do not know for certain where the question rests at present. But
I would hazard a guess that at present there are three types of

barbers, Nais (barbers) pure and simple, and a third group consist-

ing of the waverers who though dazzled by the high claim made
by some of their fellow subcaste men are not still satisfied with the
old status they have been occupying.

Another change that had been coming over the Hindu Punjab
for more than the last quarter of a century concerns the question of

untouchability. I do not wish to elude to the raising of the status
of the untouchables among the Hindus due to the laudable efforts

of the Arya Samaj. I have in mind only the changes that have come
independently of any reforming zeal. The first thing one notices

is that at least in the Punjab the number of these depressed classes

has gone down. To take one example, some thirty years ago, the

Dhobis (washerman) were considered untouchables at least in the

districts of Hoshiarpur and Kangra. To touch them was to defile
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oneself, a sprinkKng of water was necessary for purification. Now
all that has changed, they have ceased to be untouchable, no one

among them claimed to be included in the Ust of the scheduled

castes in the Punjab.

I have brought these examples here together in order to draw
the attention of those defenders of the caste S3^tem who seem to

sense in—what they consider to be—the present dispensation a divine

ordaining of things. Pet them consider these facts before they

formulate their schemes for the defence of the caste system.

Sri Ram Sharma.

ON THE AFFINITY BETWEEN ONE MOHENJO-
DARO AND ONE KISH TERRACOTTA FIGURINE

It has been shown by many scholars that there is a similarity

between many antiquities of the time of the Indus Valley and the

Sumerian civilization. The object of this short note is to show the
fundamental similarity, hitherto unnoticed, between one Mohenjo-
daro and one Kish terracotta figurine.

The terracotta specimen discovered at Mohenjo-daro is a human
fragment.’ Mackay de.scribes it in the following way, ‘ The hair,

which is parted in the middle, is brought round the back into a
long rope that is twisted over the top of the head. Two flat round
pellets on the sides of the head probably represent ears

;
they are

partially hidden by the hair. It is impossible to say whether this

is a male or female head. Tevel, 4 feet below surface. East of

Building XTVIII, Block 6, HR Area.’ * But regarding the alleged

hair of this specimen he adds in another place, ‘ The same may
be the case with the preceding figure. No. 2, on the same plate.

This male figure either wears a puggaree, or his long hair is coiled

around the top of his head.' ” It should be added that this specimen
has the pinched nose, two flat round pellets for eyes and the mouth
just indicated.

There is one terracotta figurine discovered in the ‘ A ’ Cemetery
at Kish by Mackay. ‘ He describes it in the following manner,

* Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization, Vol. Ill, pi. XCIV, 2.

® Ibid., Vol. I, p. 345.
* Ibid., p. 340.
* A Sumerian palace and the ‘ A ’ Cemetery at Kish, Mesopotamia, pt. II,

pi. XLVII, I.
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' A primitive pottery figure appears in Plate XPVII, Fig. i, with
pinched nose and flat round pellets for eyes. The mouth is just

indicated. It is wearing a rolled turban over what appears to be
a wig. The arms are roughly made, and were never complete ; the
lower portion of the body is wanting. This figure is 8’io cm. high
and 7'40 cm. wide. It was found '50 m. below the surface of filling

of Chamber 52 of the palace (Reg. No. 1622 ; Field).’
*

There is a fundamental similarity between these two specimens.
Firstly, they are very much alike in modelling and facial appearance.
Secondly, both have the pinched nose, the flat round pellets for
eyes* and the mouth just indicated. Thirdly, both wear turban.*
The most important point of difference which relates to modelling
is that whereas in the Mohenjo-daro specimen the shoulders appear
to have the curved bend, the Kish figurine seems to have the
shoulders treated in a horizontal manner. Unlike the Mohenjo-
daro specimen the Kish figurine seems to have a wig which, in this
connection, is of minor importance.

Charu Chandra Das Gttpta.

CONQUEST OF DAK§INA RADHA BY VIJAYASENA
The division of Radha into two, viz. Daksina Radha (Takkana

Dada) and Uttara Radha (Uttira Lada) is found mentioned as
early as 1025 A.D. in the Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra Cola
{E.I., Vol. IX, pp. 220-233). There is no doubt that both these
provinces were under the sway of the Senas, but it is very strange
that Daksina Radha does not occur in the Sena inscriptions, hitherto
discovered, although Uttara Radha is found mentioned in the Naihati
copperplate of Vallalasena {Bengal Inscriptions, Vol. Ill, p. 178), and
the Saktipur copperplate of Uaksmanasena {E.I., Vol. XXI, p. 216).
In this note, we shall try to see if Daksina Radha occurs in any of
these inscriptions, under any other name, and when it was conquered.

* Ibid., p. 212.
* In this connection Mackay’s remark, regarding the use of pellets for eyes,

which runs,
^

I have not been able to find this particular technique elsewhere than
m early India and Mesopotamia. It does not occur, as far as I can trace, in the
early figurines of Egypt. The use of beads anc^ pieces of shell for this purpose
IS fairly common in most countries' (Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization,
Vol. I, p. 340, footnote 2) is highly instructive.

® It should be added that the identification of the thing, over the head of the
Mohenjo-daro specimen, with the turban seems to be better.
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The donated village of Viddara6§sana of the Govindapur
copperplate of Taksmanasena is described as follows ;

—

‘ Sn-Vardhamana-hhuktyantahpdti-Paicimakhatikdydm Vetad-

dacaturake purvve Jdhnavt srvanti arddha-stmd l Daksine
Lenghadeva-mandapi-stmd i Paicime Ddlimvaksetrasimd |

Uttare Dharmanagara-simd
\

{Bengal Inscriptions, Vol.

Ill, p. 96.)’

This shows that the donated village of Vidc^rasasana lay in

Vetadda-caturaka in Pascimakhatika, belonging to Vardhamana-
bhukti, having for its four boundaries as following : to the east, the

half of the flowing Ganges ;
to the south, the temple {mandapa)

of Lehghadeva
;
to the west, the orchard of pomegranates ; to the

north, Dharmanagara. R. D. Banerji identifies this Vetadda with
Betad near Sibpur in Howrah district. {Bdngldr Itihds, 2nd edition,

p. 335.) Mr. Kahdas Datta again identifies Viddarasasana with a

village named Sasana, lying three miles south to Govindapur, the
find spot of the plate. It is on the west bank of the Adi-Ganga or

the old course of the Ganges, and is within the Baruipur police

station. He also thinks that Dharmanagara is the present village

of Dhamnagara, to the north of the village 3asana. {Pancapuspa,
V.S., 1339, PP- 240-241.)

It is clear from the above identifications that the donated land
lay in what is known as Daksina Radha. But in place of Daksina
Radha, we find Pascimakhatika. Wliat is meant by Khatika ? It

appears to us to be the another form of the word Khadika or Khadi
(estuary). We find mention of Khadi-visaya in the Barrackpur
grant of Vijayasena [Beng. Inscrips., Vol. Ill, p. 66), and also

Khadi-mandala in the Sundarban plate of Daksmanasena {Ibid.,

p. 170). Both are in the Pundravardhana-bhukti, and on the
eastern bank of the old course of the Ganges. From this, we are of

opinion that the coastal region about the Khadi or estuary of the
Ganges was named after this, Khadi, and divided it into two for

fiscal purposes. The portion lying on the eastern bank of the
Ganges, and consequently in the Pundravardhana-bhukti, was called
the Eastern Khadi-mandala or simply the Khadi-man(^la, while
the other portion lying on the western bank, and in the Vardhamana-
bhukti, was called the Western Khadi-mandala or Pa^imakhatika.
Dr. N. K. Bhattasali has shown that the Bha^rathi or the Ganges
formed the boundary between the Pundravardhana and the
Vardhamana bhuktis {Sdhitya-parisat-patrikd, V.S., 1339, P- 81).

It thus appears that the Sena kings named Dafeina Radha
or a portion of it in their possession, as PascimaKhatita. In the
present state of our knowledge, it is ^fficult to say why they gave
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Up a well-known name and coined a new one. How can it be that

they conquered the eastern fringe of Daksina Radha bordering on
the Bhagirathi, while the western portion was still held by the

6ura kings ?

We shall now try to see when tliis Daksina Radha or Pakdma-
khatika was conquered by the Senas. The verse 22 of the Deopara
inscription of Vijayasena runs :

—

‘ Pdscdtya-cakfa-jayakelisu yasya ydvad-Gangd-pravdha-

manudhdvati nau-vitdne 1

Bharggasya mauli-sarid-ambhasi hhasma-panka-lagnojjhit-eva

tarir-indukald cakdsti
||

{Beng. Inscrips., Vol. Ill, p. 48),’

i.e. When Vijayasena’s naval fleet in its play of conquest of the

dominions in the west (pa^atya-cakra) advanced following {anudhd-

vati) the course of the Ganges, his boat shone like the crescent-moon
up-on the water of the river on diva’s head, often stuck in the mud
of ashes and often released.

This Pa^atya-cakra or the western circle maj" be the same as

the Pascitmakliatika mentioned above. Let us see. The Ganges
after entering Bengal bifurcates near Suti in Mursliidabad District

into two main streams. One running to the east and is known as

the Padma, the other running to the south is called the Bhagirathi.

If Vijayasena had followed the former, it would have taken him to

the eastern regions of Varendra and Vahga, which on no account
can be called Pascatya-cakra. Then his fleet must have proceeded
by the Bhagirathi, on the western bank of which lay Radha, wliich

may properly be called P^atya-cakra. But Radha includes both
Uttara and Daksina Radha. According to the third verse of the
Naihati Charter of Vallalasena, the first settlement of the Senas, in

Bengal, was in Radha, but it does not say in which part of Ra(Bia.

Samantasena, the first king of this d^masty, most probably had risen

into power in about their first settlement. It cannot be Daksina
Radha, as we find that the Sura kings were ruHng this country in the
time of Rajendra Cola and also in the time of Ramapala. So this

must be Uttara Ractta. As Vijayasena had already been well

established in Uttara Radha, there was no necessity for him to
reconquer it. It must, therefore, be Daksina Radha, against which
he led his conquering expedition. So, we think, Pascatya-cakra
refers to Daksina Ra(&a.

It may not be unlikely that this expedition won for Vijayasena
the hands of the Sura princess Vilasadevi for his chief queen. This
may also account for his refraining from calling the conquered
region as Daksina Ra<^a, which was being ruled by his father-in-law,

probably LaksmiSura, who had his capital at Apara-Mandara, in the
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western part of Daksina Radha. (Ramacarita-ttkd.) Even Dhoyi,

the court-poet of Laksmanasena calls the country by its older name
of Suhma, in his Pavanaduta, and not as Daksina Radha.

JoGENDRA Chandra Ghosh.

BHELA-SAMHITA

Its antiquity and importance as a medical treatise

Ayurveda, or the Science of Medicine, developed in India

along two different lines, namely : (1) general treatment of diseases

by means of drugs (agada-tantra), and (2) special treatment in

which manual surgery plays an important part (salya-tantra). The
literary tradition of Ayurveda clearly suggests these two lines of its

development, and refers to two personalities, one Atreya, the founder
of the school of physicians, and the other Dhanvautarl, the founder
of the school of surgeons. Other personalities referred to may be
left out of consideration as unimportant in the present discussion.

The said tradition associates with Atreya six persons as his

pupils, Agnivesa, Bhela, Jatukarna, Parasara, Harita and Ksarapani,
each of whom is credited with the preparation of a Samhita or

Compendium. The six compendia representing the tradition of

Atreya, each named after its compiler, are the Agnivesa-samhita,
the Bhela-samhita, the Jatukarna-samhita, the Parasara-samhita,
the Harita-sarhhita, and the Ksarapani-sariihita. The extant
Caraka-sariihita claims to have developed and reached its present
form and magnitude by two stages of revision and recast of the
Samhita ascribed to Agnivesa. Thus the existing text of the
Caraka-samhita, as finally revised and supplemented by Drdhabala,
presupposes six earlier samhitas, all of which were given up for lost,

and would have been done so even now but for the discovery of a
manuscript of the Bhela-samhita in the Tanjore State Library.
With reference to this manuscript, M.M. Dr. Gananath Sen writing
in December, 1913, observed :

‘
. . . the copy of the manuscript . . .

shows the work as a meagre collection of fragments which appear to
be of little importance ’. This manuscript in the Palace Library in
Tanjore, noticed in Burnell’s Catalogue under No. 10773, may be
supposed to have been written about 1650 A.D. Sir Asutosh
Mookerjee did a distinct service to the cause of the study of ancient
medical literature of India by publishing an edition of the Bhela-
sainhita in 1921, based, of course, on the said manuscript.
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The printed edition of the Bhela-saihhita shows that only the

first three chapters of the Sutra-sthana and a few sections of the

concluding chapter of the Siddhisthana are missing, and but for

these chapters and sections the text is preserved in its complete
form. It may be hoped that the other manuscript noticed by
Aufrecht (Catalogus Catalagorum, No. 416) will be found out some
day to enable us to restore the missing portions.

The text, as we now have it, embodies the words of Atreya,

the phrase ‘ Ityaha bhagavan Atreyah ’, ‘ Thus said Master Atreya ’,

occurring throughout. The Bhela-sarhhita in its present form is,

upon the whole, a metrical composition. But it would be a mistake
to suppose that it was so also in its earlier, original form. Five
chapters of the ^arira-sthana, Chs. 4-8, are still in prose, interspersed

here and there with verses. These chapters in prose stand as an
island in a river of verse, and no less as a relic of the text as com-
piled by Bhela. I may mention in this connection that there are

similar prose relics in such other metrical texts as the ^ahkha-saihhita
and the Tikhita-samhita, pointing to the same conclusion, namely,
that these manuals were all originally in prose, and that it is the

thoughtless tendency of versification which has destroyed their

earlier form.

The whole text of the Bhela-samhita may be of no practical

use to a student of Ayurveda, there being virtually nothing which
is not to be found either in the Caraka-samhita or in the Susruta.

But it is historically of much importance as representing an earlier

stage out of which evolved the later and more advanced stage, I

mean, the one reached in the Caraka and the Susruta. Kven when
Vagbhata wrote his Astaiiga-hrdaya, he knew that the compendia
of Bheda and others were in existence, and that these constituted
a far earlier authority on Ayurveda than the Caraka and Susruta.
It is evident from the powerful argument employed by him in

estabhshing his own superior authority as against Caraka and Susruta
that the students hardly cared to read those earlier samhitds, as
they were considered to be a far lesser authority as compared with
the Caraka and Susruta, in spite of their high antiquity. The
instance of the Bheda and other older samhitds is cited only in

illustration of the main point in the argument employed :
‘ A

work is not a greater authority simply because it is earher, nor is

it a lesser authority simply because it is later in date

^ Astanga-hrdaya, Uttarasthana, Ch. 40, v. 25 :

R§i-pranite priti^cen mukttva Caraka-Susrutam
1

Bhe^adyal^ kim na pathyante, tasmad grahyam subha$itain
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Now the question arises : What is the probable date of com-
position of the Bhela-saiiihita and how can it be fixed ? As to the

terminus a quo or upper limit, let us see if the prose chapters that

still survive can furnish any data of chronology.

In reading through those prose portions, the first thing that

strikes us is their archaic style of presentation and discussion of the

subject-matter. The style is one of an earlier form of Indian
dialectics, which is met with in the Arthasastra, the Kamasutra,
the older Dharmasutras, and some of the Pali Abhidhamma texts,

and even some of Asoka’s inscriptions (e.g., R.E., IX, Kajsi version).

Tatrdha: Katham garbho mdtur udare tisthatUi? Urdhvam iti

^aunakah, avdkchird iti Bharadvdjah. Netydha Bhagavdn Punarvasur
Xtreyah. Yady urdhvam tisthet tarhi mdtrmdti{arah) sydt. Yadyavdk-
chirdh tadd svamdti{arah) sydt}

Secondly, in connection with the discussion of the possible

mode of transmigration of soul (dehantara-upakrama), the Sarhhita

seeks to refute an opinion, which is attributed to Yajnavalkya in

the Brhadaranyaka-tJpanisad (IV, 4, 3)

:

Tad yathd trna-jaldyukd trnasydntam gatvd’nyam dkramam
dkramydtmdnam upasamharatyevamevdyam dtmedam iarlram nihatyd-

vidydm gamayitndnyam dkramam dkramydtmdnam upasamharati.
‘ As a grass-leech after having reached the end of a blade

of grass, and after having made another approach (to another
blade), draws itself together towards it, thus does this self,

after having thrown off this body and dispelled ignorance, and
after making another approach (to another body), draws itself

together towards it.’
*

The Bhela-sariihita introduces the discussion thus ;

—

Atha prasno bhavati : Katham ayarh de{ho) dehdntaram upakra-
mata iti? Atrovdca Bhagavdn Xtreyah: Jalukdyd ivdsya kecid

gatirh bruvate, tan na yuktam, ihdnitinyatyantd-murtatvam yugupat
sydd eva}

' Now the question arises : How does this embodied (soul)

transmigrate to another embodiment ? Here thus said Master
Atreya : Some teacher speaks of the course of transmigration in
terms of the simile of the leech, but that is not tenable because,
in the first place, the analogy suggested is one between something
that is too gross and something that is too subtle, and secondly, a

^ Bhela-samhita, p. 85.
* Baraa, A History of pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, p. 175, exp. f.n. 3.
• Bhela-samhita, p. 93.
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rigorous application of the analogy will compel us to imagine that

the death here and the rebirth there take place simultaneously.’

Thirdly, a certain terminology, which has been adopted in the

Bhela-saihhita and which is not met with in the Caraka and
Susruta connects it with that age which is represented by the

oldest known portions of the Pah Canon and the Jaina Agama.
The Bhela terminology for the three portions of time, namely,

atUa, pratyuipanna and andgata,^ is precisely the one consistently

adopted for the first time in the Pali texts, the Pali equivalents of

the three words being attta, paccuppanna and andgata.

The term kdya in the sense of nikdya, jdti or varna (species)

and samiiha (aggregate) came into use at the time of the rise of

Jainism and Buddhism, and is frequently met with in the Jaina
and Buddhist texts, particularly in the latter. Corresponding to

prthivl-kdya, ap-kdya (also jala-kaya), vdyu-kdya, and tejah-kdya,^

we have in the terminology of Pakudha Kaccayana, an elder con-

temporary of the Buddha, pathavi-kdye, dpokdye, tejo-kdye^ and
vdyo-kdye. But how close is the correspondence between these two
statements, one occurring in the Bhela-samhita, and the other
in the doctrine of Ajita Kesakambali, another elder contemporary
of the Buddha :

—

(a) Bhela-samhita, p. 89 : Sa yadd bhedam gacchati taddpah
ap-kdyam eva ydnti, vdyur vdyu-kdyam, tejah iejah-kdyani, prthivl

prlhivi-kdyam, dkdsam dkdsa-kdyam iti. Tadd raso rasa-kdyam
indriyam indriya-kdyam hhajate. Bhavati cdtra : Bhidyamdne sartre

vai dhdtur dhdtum niyacchati.

(b) Ajita Kesakambali’s doctrine : Ayam puriso yadd kdlath

karoti pathavl pathavi-kdyam anupcli aniipagacchati , dpo apokdyath,
tejo tejo-kdyam, vdyo vdyo-kdyam amipcti anupagacchati, dkdsam
indriydni sankamanti.*

The word kdya forms the second member of such other com-
pounds as brahma-kdyam, deva-kdyam, varuna-kdyam, gandharva-
kdyam, pisdea-kdyam, asura-kdyatii, and mahdrdja-kdyam.

According to the Pali Mahasamaya-Suttanta, brahma, gandharva,
and the rest are nothing but names of different classes of deities

(devakayanam namani).* Such terms as vihndna-kdyd, vedand-
kdyd, tanhd-kdyd are met with as purely Buddhist expressions in
the Cha-chakka-Sutta (Majjhima-Nikaya, Vol. III). On this analogy

^ Ibid., p. 81 ; AtUarh smarati, praiyutpannum krtvdndgatarii prdrthayati.
• Bhela-samhita, pp. 87, 89.
• Digha-Nikaya, Vol. I, p. 55.
‘ Digha, I, p. 55.
• Digha, II, pp. 253 foil.
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came to be coined such terms as ndma-kayo and rupa-kdyo in the

Netti-pakarana, and dhamma-kdyo in the Milinda.

The instances need not be multiplied. Those cited above are

not to be dismissed as mere chance coincidences. The terminology

used in the Bhela-samhita and the philosophical views cited and
discussed are clearly reminiscent of an age that produced them.

The versifier has served only to destroy the origin^ text in prose,

and a few chapters that he has left intact are of paramount importance

as pointing back to an age, which is synchronous with that of early

Buddliism. It may, I think, be safely established that when
Master Atreya to propound a system of medicine to deal adequately
with the health and ^sease of the body. Master Gautama came into

the field to propound a system of dharma to deal adequately with
the health and disease of the mind. And there was Master Panini,

whose advent must have taken place at the same time, to propound
a system of grammar to deal adequately with the health and disease

of the human speech.

B. M. Barua.

THE SAIVAMRTAM OF SODHADEVA
• •

In the twelfth century, Halayudha who held the post of dharm-
ddhikdra (judge) under Baksmanasena of Bengal, wrote, as the intro-

duction of his Brdhmana-Sarvasva records, the $aiva-Sarvasva,

which is evidently a manual on the 6aiva ritual and worship. But
no MS. of this work is still known to have been discovered even in

fragments. But a MS. of another work of this kind, belonging to

Bengal, has come to light from Mithila,* and it is the ^aivdmrtam
of one Sodhadeva. The MS. (fol. 19) is complete, but bears no date.

As to its subject-matter, a description of Siva is, as we are told,

followed by the account of the pujd, worship, vrata, fasts and feasts,

etc. in connection with the deity, and this ‘ essence of the mdhdtmya
(glory) of Siva ' is compiled with materials drawn from the
Mahabharata, the Puranas, the Ramayana and the Tantras belonging
to the Pasupatas, etc. : Bhdrata-Purdna-Rdnidydna-Pdiupatddi-
Tantra-vacandni 1 dkrsya yena racitah ^iva-mdhdtmy= aika-sdrohyam R

In the colophon of the work, Sodhadeva is described as ‘ <Sn-

Gaud-endra-pdtra-dula-nivandhakah pandita-cuddmani ’, but the name

» Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in Mithila, Vol. I, Patna, 1927, No. 389,
PP- 456-57-
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of the lord of Gauda, whose pdtra (minister) and dHta (ambassador)

this crest-jewel of the learned had been, are not disclosed.

The introduction, however, contains the names of the father

and grandfather of the author in the following verse :

—

Rdjye Gauda-mahibhujdm Samabhavat Kdsth=ddhikdn parah
pdtrdndm Budha-deva Uy=upacitd hhuloka-kalpadrumah g

tasmdd Gautama-devandtha tanayo Icbhe namat paitrkam (?)

hhdtd ddta-nivandhakah $iva-parah ^ri-^o^ha-devas-tatah R

So Sodhadeva’s father was Gautama-devanatha, and his grand-
father Budhadeva, who, again, was a pdtra and kdsthddhikdrt (fort-

keeper or Superintendent of the inner apartment) of a certain

king of Gauda. We know of two Budhadevas from inscriptions,

one (Budha-sphurita) the great-grandfather of the celebrated Bhava-
deva-Bhatta, the minister of Harivarma-deva of East Bengal (cf.

the Ananta-Vasudeva temple prasaUi of Bhavadeva-Bhatta), and
the other the brother of Vaidyadeva, who was originally a minister

of Kumfirpala of Bengal and subsequently became the king of

Kamarupa (see the Kamauli inscription of Vaidyadeva). Sodhadeva
might or might not have been the grandson of any of these two
Buddhadevas, but in any case, he appears, from the nature of his

name, to be of high age, probably of the pre-Muhammadan period.

N. N. Das Gupta.

A K^§NA PANEL AT PAHARPUR

Among the stone sculptures stuck to the basement wall of the
Paharpur shrine there are several panels connected with the Krsna
cult. Of these may be mentioned the panels depicting the fight of
Kmna and Balarama with Canura and Mushtika, the two wrestlers
of Karfisa, and Krsna uprooting the twin Arjuna trees. Another
panel, and this happens to be the most beautiful, has not, I am afraid,

been properly interpreted by Mr. Dikshit, and hence necessitates a
rather detailed discussion. This particular sculpture, fixed to the
south-east side of the main temple, depicts a male figure, standing
in three quarter profile, with his left foot over the head of a grotesque
figure, left elbow within the jaws of a quadruped—a horse or an
ass—and the right hand turned up to deal it a blow. On two sides
there are represented two trees ; that to the proper right with its

bare and shaft like trunk topped by long rectangular leaves repre-
sents most probably a plantain tree, to be found also in several other
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sculptures at Paharpur. On the background may be seen another

tree with branches and heart shaped foliage, but it is difficult to

ascertain which tree it stands for. The figure is dressed in a lower

garment reaching down to the knees, fastened to the waist by a chain

girdle, and a scarf is tied round his belly (udarabandha) with its frill

artistically shown to his right. The ornaments on his person,

especially the torque with medallions and tiger nails and hair

arranged in tufts (known as kdkapaksha or ‘ crows’ wings ’ in

literature),* both peculiar to young boys, signify that the hero of

the incident is a boy. The peculiar arrangement of the hair, a

speciality with young Krsna,* connects the incident with his early

life and it is not at all improbable that the panel illustrates one

of the many exploits of Krsna and his elder brother Balarama.

According to Mr. K. N. Dikshit, M.A.,* the sculpture represents

Balarama attacking the donkey demon, Dhenuka, the guardian of

the palm grove to the north of Govardhana. The story of Dhenuka-

vadha (the killing of Dhenuka) has been in the Harivamsa and

almost all other Puranas professing to describe the early life of

Krsna. The story given in all these texts is almost the same with

the only difference in the Visnupurdna * that there the exploit is

attributed to Krsna and not to Balarama, who, according to other

authorities, is the main actor in this theme. It runs as follows ;

—

‘ On the banks of the Yamuna to the north of Govardhana there

wa§ a forest of tala or palm trees. One day as Balarama and Krsna
were taking a stroll there with the cowherd boys they caught sight

of the tempting clusters of tala fruit, whose fragrance had permeated
the whole sylvan atmosphere. They had a strong desire of tasting

the ripe fruit of which the fragrance was so sweet and Balarama
commenced shaking the fruits from the trees. The forest was
jealously guarded by a demon named Dhenuka and his host—all

of asinine form. As soon as the sound of fruit-faUing reached his

ears he made for the culprits, bit Balarama, and struck him with his

hind legs. Balarama forthwith seized him by those legs, flourished

him in the air, and threw him against a palm tree with the result

that the ass demon fell dead with his breast, waist, and neck all

shattered. After thus killing him he (Balarama) destroyed his

host and opened out the whole forest to the cowherds.’

' Cf. Halayudha, Abhidhdna Ratnamald: bdldndtn tu iikhd prokta kdkapak-

shah iikhandikd \

Also Hemachandra, Abhidhdna-Cintdmani, 572: Sd bdldndm kdkapakshalt

iikhandaka-iikhandakau 1

* Harivamia, Chap. 67. * A.S.7,, A.R., 1926-27, p. 144.
* Vifriu Purdna, Pt. V, Chap. 8.
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I quote here the story as given in the Harivamia, Chap. 69,
rather in detail to show the wide divergence which the sculpture

under notice presents to the story, even in its material facts. The
description of the sculpture and the story given, the points of diver-

gence are apparent to everyone. The interpretation of Mr. Dikshit
then has nothing to stand upon but a superficial resemblance of the
quadruped in the sculpture with an ass—a resemblance, which has
led Mr. Dikshit, rather hastily I am afraid, to describe the sculpture

as Balarama fighting the ass demon Dhenuka. He has passed over
the story, the main incident I should rather say, as to how the demon
was fought and killed, which, if given, would have upset his inter-

pretation then and there. The representation of the palm tree

would add a little weight to his rather flimsy data for identifying

the sculpture with the incident of the palm grove, and most probably
with this end in view he has attempted to describe the tree to the
proper right as a palm, which, in his opinion, ‘ is more successfully

depicted here than in other known examples of this scene’.*

Mr. Dikshit has begun his description of the Krsna myth at Paharpur
with a reference to similar scenes of the myth at Mandor and Badami.
It will not be idle hence to presume that he is conversant with
those scenes and has noticed a representation of Dhenukavadha on a
torana pillar at Mandor * and another at least in a cave at Badami.*
There we find Balarama in the act of whirling the donkey demon in

the air and hurling him against the palm tree, which, in both the
reliefs, is as much naturalistically depicted as is possible in stone
within a space circumscribed. It is beyond our capacity to under-
stand how a tree with long rectangular leaves can be a palm tree

at all and it would be fancy pure and simple to regard it as a more
successful representation of the palm tree in comparison with a
tree with a plain cylindrical trunk topped by clusters of fan-shaped
leaves and bunches of round fruits.

The sculpture thus does not refer to the scene of Dhenukavadha
as it does not tally with the legend even in its principal theme. The
only story to which the sculpture fully conforms is that of Kesinidhana
or the slaying of the demon Kesi by Krsna. The legend, as told in

the Purdnas, runs thus :

—
‘ When the attempts of Putana, Dhenuka,

Pralamba, Arishta, etc. to destroy Krsna failed, Kaihsa sent for

Kesi, a demon of uncommon strength, and commissioned him to
proceed immediately for Vrndavana to kill his nephew who was
destined to put an end to him and his evil ways. Accordingly
Ke^i appeared in Vrndavana in the form of a powerful horse and

‘ AS.!., A.R., 1926-27, p. 144. 2 Ibid.. 1905-06, p. 138, fig. 2.

» Mem., A.S.I., No. 25, p. 33, PI. XXIV, b.
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set fear into the hearts of the people by his uncommon size, his

thundering neighs and his incessant striking of hoofs. They took

refuge with Krsna, who came to the demon and challenged him.

The demon ran towards Krsna with open jaws to devour him.

Krsna, nothing daunted, thrust his elbow into the jaws of the demon,
whose teeth were all uprooted in his attempt to tear away the arm
of Krsna. Then, by his divine power, Krsna made his arm swell

within the jaws of the demon, who fell to the ground with his jaws
torn asunder and vomitting blood and blood-shot eyes coming out

of the sockets. The inmates of Vrndavana, their fear dispelled,

hailed Krsna with acclamations and gods showered flowers on him
from the heaven.’ ‘

This story told, every casual observer sees through the sculpture,

which really represents Krsna fighting with Kesi in the form of a
horse and finally killing him. He has his left elbow thrust into the
jaws of the demon, as is required by the text, and the right hand
engaged in dealing out blows. The figure under the foot of Krsna
most probably represents the final episode of the story when the
demon has fallen to the ground and has assumed his normal shape.

He is in the throes of death struggle under the foot of Krsna, who
heavily tramples upon him to make an end of the fallen foe. The
trees are most probably used as decorations, or may represent

Vrndavana (the forest of Vrnda) where the incident is said to have
happened.

Sarasi Kumar Saraswati.

DISPOSAL OF GIRLS IN YA§KA’S TIME

There is a passage in the Nirukta (II, 4 ; Ananda^rama edition,

page 208) which throws some light on the position of women in
Yaska’s time which is commonly accepted as between 100 to 500 B.C.
The passage is as follows :

—

Tasmat-slriyaffi jdtam pardsyanti na pumdnsam-iti cha stnnam
ddna-vikray-diisargd vidyante na pumsah pumso-p-Uy-eke $aunaMepe
daHandt, i.e. Hence they give away to others a female being bom,
but not a male. There exist ddna, vikraya and aiisarga of a female,
but not of a male. (They exist) even of a male according to some
as seen (in the stor>") relating to Sunahlepa. Thus, it wffl be seen

* Harivam&a, Chap. 80 ; Bhdgavata-Pwam, X, Chap. 37 ; Vi^nu-Purdifa, X,
Chap. 16 ; Brahma-Purana, Chap. 190.
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that three courses for the disposal of a girl are mentioned here, viz.

ddna, vikraya and atisarga. It is important to find out what exactly

the author meant by these three terms. He is treating in this

passage the subject of the rights of a daughter to her father’s property,
and hence the word Stri here may mean duhitd, a daughter.

Durgacharya, the famous commentator of Nirukta, explains

ddna as Kanyd-ddna in marriage, vikraya as giving the daughter
away in marriage after accepting her price from the bridegroom,
and atisarga as parityaga or abandonment of the girl for the
purpose of Svayamvara, i.e. sending her away saying, ‘ let anyone
who is the strongest take you away, or choose whomsoever you
desire’. Thus, to Durgacharya, ddna is marriage, and the other
two are preliminaries to marriage. Anyhow the three are con-
nected with marriage. Durgacharya is, no doubt, somewhat nearer
to Yaska than we are, but even he is separated from Yaska
by a wide gulf of time. The social life of his epoch could not have
been the same as during that of Yaska. And hence his interpreta-

tion may not be the correct one. In fact, a critical study of the
passage reveals the impossibility of Durgacharya’s explanation.

No doubt the word pardsyanti in the passage shows that the three
terms ddna, vikraya and atisarga are used in connection with ‘ giving
away the girl to somebody ’, but they do not necessarily mean giving
her away in marriage in one form or another. Pumso-p-ity-eke makes
it clear that ddna, vikraya and atisarga could be permissible also in

the case of males according to some. Hence, the sense of the three
words must be applicable to boys as well as to girls which becomes
impossible if the interpretation of Durgacharya is accepted. And
moreover it should be noticed that the negation in na pumsah, and
the ‘ eke

’

in Pumso-p-ity-eke, and the ancient story of 6unah^epa
as an illustration show that ddna, vikraya and atisarga of a m^e
though existed in times prior to Yaska, and were permissible, had
fallen into disuse in his day ; and as such it becomes necessary to

interpret the three words in such a way that they should be possible

in case of boys as well as girls and yet they should not have been
practised in the case of boys in Yaska’s time.

Durgacharya explains ddna of males as giving in adoption. As
for vikraya. Yaska himself gives the example of Sunah^epa. The
well-known story of Sunahsepa is given in the 33rd adhydya of

Aitareya Brahmana. A certain king named Harischandra had no
sons, and he begged Varuna that if a son was born to him, he would
sacrifice him to that god. A son named Rohita was bom, but the

sacrifice was postponed by the king until Rohita grew up. When
Rohita was told about the sacrifice, he absconded and wandered in

the forest. There he met ^l§i Ajigarta who had three sons. Rohita
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gave a hundred cows to him, and purchased Sunahsepa the middle
son whom he brought to the king for sacrificing to Varuna. So
here, Sunahsepa was actually sold, and there can be no doubt about
the meaning of the word vikraya. Atisarga means parityaga or

abandonment according to Durgacharya, and he quotes the instance

of the abandonment of Madhuchchandas by his father Visvamitra.

Thus the commentator has two meanings for each of the three

words—one applicable to girls only and one to boys. This seems
rather inconsistent. Dana may mean ‘ dattakvidhdna

'

or ‘ giving

in adoption ' even in the case of girls. It is not quite impossible that

the custom of adoption of girls was prevalent in Yaska’s time.

Uttara-Ramacharita (Act I, ver.se .^) and Visnu-purana (4-18)

tell us that Dasaratha’s daughter Santa was given to Romapada
who had no children. The absence of any clear mention of this in

the Ramayana is only a negative evidence and cannot disprove it.

Moreover, even from Mann and others we know that for a sonless

person ‘ adoption of a boy ’ was not the only way ; he could as well

appoint his daughter as a ‘ putrikd ’ so that her son belonged to her
father's family or gotra. It seems possible that if a person had no
children at all, he could adopt even a girl as a putrika. But though
this dana is possible in the case of boys as well as girls ‘ eke ’ compels
us to assume that in Yaska’s time ddna of girls alone and not of

boys existed. Perhaps boys were rare, and hence only girls were
given away in adoption. It is doubtful whether the ceremony of

adoption was known then. If it was known, then ddna might
have been giving in adoption but without the formal ceremony.
So giving away in adoption without any ceremony might have
been common in the case of girls, and such dana of boys, though
prevalent prior to Yaska, was uncommon in his days. Thus we
have to make a distinction between ‘ dattaka ’ and ‘ dana ’. Anyhow,
dana can be better explained as some form of adoption than ‘a
form of marriage ’, so that it can be applicable equally to males and
females.

Just as Sunahsepa was sold away girls in Yaska’s time might
have been sold away to be used for similar or other purpose, and
hence vikraya of a girl may not necessarily mean vikraya in marriage.

The sense of pardsyanti, i.e. giving to others should be applicaWe
even to atisarga and as such, the example of Madhuchchandas given
by the commentator does not seem to be a proper illustration of
that term. Madhuchchandas was not handed over to any body,
but was just driven out. In the dictionary, atisarga is explained as
‘giving away’ or ‘abandonment’. There is already the word
ddna in the sense of ‘ giving away ’ and hence atisarga caimot mean
anything but ‘ abandonment ’. But the word pardsyanti makes us
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assume that this abandonment must be for somebody. Abandonment
for the sake of svayamvara is not possible for boys. Atisarga may
therefore possibly mean ‘dedication to some deity ’. The custom
of dedicating male and female children to certain deities like

Khandoba, Bhairoba, Bhawani, Jotiba, Satavi, etc. is prevalent in

the lower classes of people in India even to this day. The Bombay
Gazetteer, Vol. XVIII, Part III, p. 135, gives interesting informa-
tion about how boys and girls are dedicated to Khandoba at Jejuri

in the Poona district. Mr. R. B. Enthoven’s ‘ The tribes and castes

of Bombay ’, Vol. Ill, p. 70, also throws some light on this custom.
The author says there, ‘ when a person has no children or his children

are short lived, he vows that if Khandoba blesses him with a child

he will set it apart to worship and attend upon god. Girls offered to

Khandoba in this way are called Muralis and boys Vaghes.’ If

boys were smaller in number in Yaska’s days, only girls were perhaps
thus offered and not boys. It is scarcely necessary to add that

religious prostitution was existing in different forms in different

countries in different periods. Perhaps the most revolting form was
that connected with Mylitta which prevailed among the Babylonians
as Heredotos informs us. Such things were known even in the
fairly advanced period of Roman history, and in connection with the
statue of Priapus. The instance of Kabir shows us that children

were even thrown in the river. The custom of making a vow
previous to the birth of a child that if a child would be born it

would be offered to the sacred waters, and of throwing it in the
rivers prevailed in Northern India and some parts of Southern
India even as late as the British period. So did atisarga mean some
such abandonment which was common of girls only and not of boys
in the days of Yaska ? Or did atisarga mean dedicating girls to

some religious order ? Pandit Gopal Dutta ^astri drew my attention

to a ^utra of Panini (2-1-70) viz. Kumarah ^ramanddibhih, which
proves that kumaris i.e. virgins were made over to $ramana pantha.
Such a custom of dedication to religious order was not unknown to
ancient Romans as we know virgins between six and ten years of

age were consecrated to Vestu and entrusted with the service of

watching the sacred fire. But if we accept the meaning of atisarga

as dedication to some pantha, there arises one difficulty. Such
atisarga of boys was quite common in the 7th century B.C. and it is

known that many boys were made over to $ramana pantha, and
therefore the words na purnsah become valueless.

Hence the most suitable interpretation of atisarga seems to be
‘ dedication to a deity '. It is worthy of note that in the epoch of

Yaska girls only were dedicated to a divinity in this manner. This

is in agreement with the custom prevalent in Northern India and in
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some parts of Southern India where girls alone are so dedicated

and are called Deva-dasis, no instance of a boy so dedicated and
called a devaddsa being known to us so far.

So whatever interpretation of these terms we accept, in those

early times when Yaska lived, a father could give away Ws daughter

in adoption to anybody, could dedicate her to some deity or pantha,

or could even sell her. He could dispose of his son also in similar

ways, but the custom of ddna, vikraya and atisarga of boys was
current only prior to Yaska, and even in the days of Yaska it had
fallen into desuetude, and remained only in memory.

This shows that boys were more valued and desired for than
girls even in those days, perhaps because girls outnumbered boys.

Vanamaea Bhawalkar.

THE PREDECESSORS OF TiRTHAMKARA MAHAViRA
The immediate predece.ssors of Mahavira Vardhamana, the

last Jaina Tirthamkara, who has been described as a great om-
niscient Teacher and Philosopher in the Jaina as well as non-Jaina
literature,^ were his two foregoing Tirthamkaras. They are named
in Jaina Canonical books as Jinas Aristanemi and Parsva. Besides
them, prominent ascetic teachers of the time such as Makkhali
Goshala and Purana Kashyapa were also the elder contemporaries of
Mahavira. But before writing anything about them, I intend to
write about Rsabha, the very first teacher and founder of Jainism
in this cycle of time.

Rsabha indeed is the very remote predecessor of Mahavira and
it is due only to his hoary antiquity that he has been passed for
a Pauranic person. But in fact he was a real and historical person-
age. The very antagonistic writers on Jainism, that is to say,
Brahmanas and Buddhists name Rsabha as the founder of Jainism.®
This agreement of the Jaina and Brahmana texts is so striking and
singular that we cannot deny its validity.® Moreover the epi-
graphical evidence puts it beyond doubt that there had been certainly

^ Jaina Sfltras, S.B.E., Pts. I-II. Digha-Nikaya, ii, 150, etc.

*. Jaina Antiquary, Vol. I, pp. 20-23.
• Rev. J. Stevenson remarked :

‘ It is seldom that Jainas and Brahmanas
agree, that I do not see how we can refuse them credit in this instance, where they
do so ’.—Kalpasutra, Intro. XVI.
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in ancient India a great person who was named Rsabha. Most
ancient Mohen-jo-daro seals may be pointed out in this connection.

The nudity, the pose of eyes and the standing (Kayotsarga) position

of the figures engraved on them are the same as found in the Jaina
images.* R.B. Ramprasad Chanda remarks that the standing deity

figured on seals 3 to 5 may be the proto-type of Rsabha.* In
one of the seals Dr. Pran Nath has deciphered the word ‘ Jinesvara
which singularly signifies that the figures engraved on seals bearing

resemblance to the images of Jinas may be those of Tirthamkara
predecessors of Mahavira.

The ancient Hathigumpha inscription of King Kharavela
mentions clearly an image of Agra Jina (i.e. the first Jina : Rsabha) *

and the antiquities of the KankalT Tila Mathura also include a
certain image of Rsabha belonging to Indo-Scythian period.® This
evidence is enough to prove that Rsabha was an historical person :

the religious votaries of the times of Buddha and Mahavira wor-
shipped his images. The Jaina tradition of 24 Tirthamkaras also

holds good under the circumstances.
Now turning to other predecessors of Mahavira, it is remarkable

to note that when Krsna, the cousin of Aristanemi, is being regarded
as an historical person, then there is no reason to doubt the historicity

of Aristanemi, the 22nd Jaina Tirtharhkara.® Dr. Pran Nath has
recently read the name of Ncmi in an ancient copperplate of the
Babylonian monarchy,’ which leaves no doubt that Aristanemi
was a real predecessor of Mahavira. But there is not available

enough material to show that what relations they had with the
last Tirthamkara. In this respect, however, we come on a good
footing with Parsva, the 23rd Tirthamkara.

It is remarked in certain quarters that Parsva was not a philo-

sopher ®
: He was only an ordinary ascetic predecessor of Mahavira,

whose parents and clan’s people followed his doctrines.® But the
Atomic Theory as found in Jainisxn puts it beyond doubt that the
Jaina Philosophy had its beginning long before 8th century B.C.‘®

There are also certain philosophical references in the J aina Canonical

* Jaina Antiquary, I, p. 22.
* Modern Review, Aug., 1932, pp. 156-159.
® IHQ., Vol. VIII, No. 2—Suppl.
* Journal of Bihar and Orissa Res. Soc., Ill, pp. 465-467.
® Smith : Jain Stupa and other antiquities of Mathura.
* Fuhrer : Epi. Ind., I, p. 389.
’’ Times of India, 19th March, 1935, p. 9.
® Barua : History of Pre-Buddliistic Indian Philosophy, pp. 377-380.
* Uvasagadasao 6 ;

Acaraqigasutra, 2. 15-16.

Glassenapp : Ephemerides Orient. 25, p. 13. and ERE., II, p. 200.
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works which establish the fact that Par^va possessed a philosophy of

his own.^

Likewise it cannot be taken as a truth that Mahavira after

leaving the household life became a follower of the Order of Parsva.

No evidence ; J aina or non-J aina comes forward to vouchsafe it.

The Jaina tradition is unanimous and clear on the point. It holds

that Tirtharhkara being a genius is Suyambuddha : He requires no
teacher and as long as he attains to omniscience, he observes the
vow of silence.® It is clearly said in the Jaina Canonical books that
Mahavira Vardhamana paying obeisance to Siddhas set himself to

observe the Dharma of Sramanas.®
Yet the Jaina texts are quite expressive to point out the dis-

similarities between the teachings of Parsva and Mahavira.
According to the ^vetambara tradition, the teaching of Parsva
consisted of four vows, while that of Mahavira had five vows with
the practice of going out naked.* But the Digambaras do not
agree with it, though they also point to the dissimilarities in the
teachings of both the teachers.^

Similarly Makkhali GoshMa cannot be regarded also a prede-
cessor of Mahavira in the sense of a teacher. It holds no water
to say that Mahavira borrowed the vow of nudity from Makkhali
GoshMa.® The J aina tradition unanimously establishes the practice

of going out naked for its sramanas from the very time of Rsabha,
the first Tirthaihkara,’ which also receives support from independent
testimony.®

Moreover it is evident from the Bhagawati Sutra that when
Makkhali Goshala approached Mahavira and begged ordinance
from him, he wore clothes ® and was not naked ; though Mahavira

* E.g. Satakaya Jivas doctrine of Parsva, etc.

* Uttar’apurana, p. 6io and Jaina Sutras (SEE.), Pt. I, pp. 76-78.
* Ibid.
* Jaina Sutras (SEE.), Pt. II, Intro, xix-xxii.

5 wm B II

gftuT?! fit* nr srmrfir b b
’— ifw

® Jaina Sutras (SEP:.), II, Intro, and the Ajivikas, Pt. I.

’ Jaina Sutras, I, pp. 55-56 and C. R. Jain : Nudity of Jain Saints (Delhi).
® Ibid.

* Uvasagadasao (Eiblo. Ind.) Appendix, p. no.
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discarded his clothes long before and was naked at the time. Hence
it was quite impossible for Mahavira to borrow a practice from a
novice.

The Jaina work ‘ Darsansdra ’ of the loth century informs
us that Makkhali GoshMa was a prominent ascetic of the Order of

Parsva, but when Mahavira became an omniscient teacher and
did not accept him as his chief apostle, he got angry with him and
began to preach liis own teachings independently *

; though he
borrowed them from the ancient Jaina literature known as
‘ Puvvas The following are a few items which support this

view :

1. The very name of the sect founded by Makkhali, known as
Ajivika, points to the fact that though Ajivika sramanas resembled
in many respects with the Nirgrantha sramanas, yet they were
regarded separate from them because they used to earn their liveli-

hood by following certain pursuits of life as astronomy, etc.* The
Jaina sramanas were never allowed to earn their livehhood
(ajivika).* It is the case when Makkhali GoshMa, who was a Jaina
ascetic in his early life, started or allowed his disciples to earn their

livelihood, violating the J aina injunction of non-earning, he came to
be known as Ajivika.

2. Nudity and other strict rules of penance Ajivikas imitated
after the Jaina sramanas.

3. The philosophical ideas of the Ajivikas were also Uke
those of J ainas. Makkhali proclaimed the existence of an indepen-
dent sotrl, which he called ‘ arogi

’

and accepted the transmigration
theory as well.'’

4. Ajivikas took the theory of eight Maha-Nimittas from the
Jaina Puvvas.®

5. Cattari Panagayam vow of the Ajivikas was similar to the
Sallekhana vow of the J ainas.*

6. Makkhali’s theory of six Abhijatis seems a corruption of
the Jaina_conception of six Dravya Lesyas.

7. Ajivikas classified jTvas as one-sensed and the like quite
in conformity with the Jaina view.® Makkhali used many a Jaina
term.

1

’ etc. Darsanasara.
VJ

® Cambridge History of India, p. 162 and ERE., I, p. 261.
® Barua, the Ajivikas, Pt. I, pp. 67-68.

* ‘
1

’— ^1^ 1

^ Jaina Sutras, Pt. I, Intro, xxix.
* lUd.

® The Ajivikas, I, p. 41.

® Jaina Sutras, II, Intro.
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But in spite of all this, the main teaching of Makkhali Goshala

was against that of Mahavira. The life-career of Mahavira was
of a hero all round, who cared not a bit for, rather crushed down the

so-called mishaps of destiny. But Makkhali Goshala on the other

hand was always only a puppet in the hands of destiny. His
Niyativada never allowed him to aspire high. He confined himself

to the mere idea of enjoying oneself so much as the times and means
permit. So Makkhali proved short of the aspirations of the Hindu
nation at that time. But the message of Mahavira contained all

what the nation required then and the people assembled gladly

round the Great Hero Vardhamana. Here lies the difference between
the both teachers.

Purana Kasyapa was also another elder contemporary of

Mahavira, but very little is known of him. The Jaina writer

Devasena mentions him with Makkhali—rather he took both
as one man b It seems that they shared similar views and were
companions.

K. P. Jain.

PALifiOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE MAURYAN
BRAHMI INSCRIPTION OF MAHASTHAN

The object of this short note is to consider, from the standpoint

of palaeography, whether some letters inscribed in this epigraph
should be taken as sa or sha.^ Regarding this point Bhandarkar,
who has edited this inscription for the first time, writes, ‘ Our
record again has one peculiarity which it shares in common with
the Kalsi recension of the Fourteen Rock Edicts of Asoka. It is

in regard to the letter s which occurs also in a form resembling sh.

That these two forms do not mean two different letters in our inscrip-

tion, namely, s and sh, is quite certain. The word samvagiydnam
occurs twice, once in 1. i and once in 1. 3 ; and whereas the first

letter in the first case is a clear s, it has the form of sh in the second.

There can however be no doubt as to samvagiydnam being the
word intended. The s/t-looking letter must therefore be regarded
as a cursive form of s and has consequently to be read as s, and
not sh. Similarly in regard to sulakhite (1. 2) and su-atiydyikasi

(1. 5), the first letter in each one of these words is evidently su.

* Darsaaasara, 176.
* Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXI, pp. 83-91, two plates, 1933 : Indian Historical

Quarterly, Vol. X, pp. 57-66, one plate, 1934.
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but whereas the former character is distinctly s, the latter looks

like sh. This s/f-like form is noticeable, as remarked above, in the

Kalsi copy of Asokan Rock Edicts. Up till and including Rock
Edict IX, the regular form of s is alone noticeable. In Rock Edict
X the s/f-Uke form occurs side by side with the regular one, but the

former is almost invariably prevalent in the subsequent Edicts.

Perhaps Hultzsch is not right in reading it invariably as sh, as it

seems to be but a cursive form of the regular s? The letters which,

according to Bhandarkar, look like sha but which are really sa are

those wWch are found in [ni*]vahipayisati (1. 3), samva[m*]giydnam

(1. 3), nivahisati (1. 4), d[evd*'\{tiyd*'][yi\kasi (11. 4-5), su-atiydyika\si]

(1. 5), esa (1. 6), kosam (1. 6). At first view all these letters really

look like sha, but there is at least one letter which, from the stand-

point of pala?ography, must be taken as sa. The letter which is

meant here is the first one in the word su-atiydyika[si] (1. 5). The
vertical line which is drawn downwards from the first curve of this

letter is the really incised hne for the medial form of the vowel
u, while other lines near it are mere scratches.® It should be taken
as an example of su and not of shu for the following reasons. Had
it been an example of shu, then the medial M-stroke would certainly

have been drawn downwards from the second curve and not from
the first curve

;
but as it is an example of stt, the vertical line has

rightly been drawn downwards from the first curve and not from
the second one. Anybody who marks the difference between the
form of shu as found in the Kalsi Recension of Rock Edicts X-XIV
of Asoka * and this letter will at once be convinced of the argument

* Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXI, p. 84, 1933.
* Regarding this letter Barua observes, ‘ The M-niark of su is rather misleading

’

(Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. X, p. 58, foot-note ii, 1934). Regarding this

point he further remarks, ‘ Bhandarkar, depending on the photo-enlargement, reads
su-atiyayikasi. The photo, however, is misleading as it gives prominence to several

marks in stone, making them look like the M-sign ’ (ibid., foot-note 17, 1934).
The writer of this note had the opportunity of thoroughly examining the actual

inscription, for which he thanks Mr. N. G. Majumdar, M.A., Officer-in-charge of

the Archseological Section, Indian Museum, Calcutta, and found that the vertical

line which was drawn downwards from the first curve was the really incised line for

the medial form of the vowel u and that other lines near it were mere scratches.

Further Bhandarkar does not depend on the photo-enlargement only as he has
himself remarked in course of editing this inscription, ' Recently when the plaque
was deposited in the Indian Museum, I was able to inspect it personally, and found,
what I knew long ago, that it was impossible to exaggerate the importance of care-

fully examining the original whenever possible, as impressions and photographs are

often not enough to enable a scholar to prepare an accurate transcript ’ (Epigraphia
Indica, Vol. XXI, p. 84, 1933).

* The following are the examples of shu found in the words in the Kalsi Recension
of Rock Edicts, X-XIV : I. loth Rock Edict—(i) ushutena (Hultzsch, Corpus
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of the present author and will conclude that this is a certain example
of su and not of shu.

So far as the remaining similar six letters without the medial
i^-sign are concerned, we cannot definitely say whether they are

sa or sha ; but when there is such a close similarity between the
imdoubted sa of su in su-atiydyika[si] and these six letters, it would
not be illogical to conclude that they should be taken as examples
of sa and not of sha. This suggestion is, however, only tentative

and should not by any means b^e considered final. However this

inscription shows for the first time that in the Maurya period two
forms of Brahmi sa were prevalent—one which looks like the usual
Asokan sa and the other Hke an Asokan sha.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.

Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. I, Inscriptions of Asoka, p. 39, 1 . 28 ;
plate facing,

p. 44, Kalsi Rock, East Face, 1 . 28) ; II. nth Rock Edict— (2) piiishu (ibid., p. 40,

1 . 29 ;
ibid., 1 . 29), (3) shushushd (ibid., p. 40, 1 . 29 ;

ibid., 1 . 29) ;
III. 12th Rock

Edict—(4) shune[y]u (ibid., p. 42, i. 33 ;
ibid., 1. 33), (5) shushusheyu (ibid., p. 42,

1 . 33 ; ibid., 1 . 33), (6) shutd (ibid., p. 42, 1 . 34 ; ibid., 1 . 34) ;
IV. 13th Rock Edict

—

(7) Kaligyeshu (ibid,, p. 45, 1 . 35 ; ibid., 1 . 35), (8) shushushd (ibid., p. 45, 1 . 37 ;

ibid., 1. 37), (9) shushushd (ibid,, p. 45, 1. 37 ;
ibid., 1. 37), (10) shushd (ibid., p. 45,

1 . 37 ;
ibid., 1

. 37), (ii) ndtikeshu (ibid., p. 45, 1 . 37 ;
ibid., 1 . 37), (12) Kali[m]geshu

(ibid., p. 45, 1 . 39 ;
ibid., 1 , 39), (13) shaveshu (ibid., p. 46, 1 . 6 ;

Plate facing, p. 50,

Kalsi Rock, South Face, 1 . 6), (14) ateshu (ibid., p. 46, 1 . 6 ;
ibid., 1 . 6), (15) shashu

(ibid., p. 46, 1. 6 ;
ibid., 1. 6), (16) shateshu (ibid., p. 46, 1. b ;

ibid., 1. 6) ; (17)

Kamhojeshu (ibid., p. 46, 1
. 9 ;

ibid., 1 . 9), (18) Ndbhaparhtishu (ibid., p 46, 1 . 9 ;

ibid., 1 . 9), (19) P[d]lade[sh]u (ibid., p. 46, 1. 10 ; ibid., 1 . 10), (20) manishu (ibid.,

p. 46, 1 . 16 ;
ibid., 1 . 16). Here, unlike the medial w-stroke in su of the word su-

atiydyika[si] found in the Mauryan Brahmi inscription of Mahasthan, in all these

examples the vertical stroke indicating the medial u is drawn downwards from
the second curve. Moreover the statement of Bhandarkar that ‘ In Rock Edict, X
the s/^-like form occurs side by side with the regular one, but the former is almost
invariably prevalent in the subsequent Edicts. Perhaps Hultzsch is not right in

reading it invariably as sh, as it seems to be but a cursive form of the regular s

'

(Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXI, p. 84, 1933) deserves consideration. In all examples
of su found in the words, in the Kalsi Recension of Rock Edicts X-XIV, which
are four in number, viz., I. loth Rock Edict—(i) susushd (Hultzsch, Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Indicarum, Vol. I, Inscriptions of Asoka, p. 39, 1 . 27 ; Plate facing, p. 44,
Kalsi Rock, East Face, 1 . 27), (2) susushdtu (ibid., p. 39, 1 . 27 ;

ibid., 1 . 27) ;
II-

13th Rock Edict—(3) sutu (ibid., p. 46, 1 . ii
; Plate facing, p. 50, Kalsi Rock, South

Face, 1 . ii)
;
III. 14th Rock Edict—(4) sukhitend (ibid., p. 49, 11 . 19-20 ;

ibid., 11 . 19-20)
the form of sa is a regular one * with the straight side-limb (Biihler-Indian Palaeo-

graphy, p. 36.) Thus from the palaeographical standpoint there is no evidence to
show that, in the Kalsi Recension of Rock Edicts X-XIV, the cursive form of sa,

as we find in the Mauryan Brahmi Inscription of Mahasthan, has been used along
with the regular type. Thus it appears that Hultzsch is not wrong in reading this

cursive letter in the above-mentioned inscriptions as sha and not as sa.
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FAMILY LIFE IN PRE-BUDDHIST DAYS

The highest value of the Jataka stories lies not so much in the

presentation and propagation of Buddhistic teachings, as in the

portrayal of life lived by the simple folk of the pre-Buddhist days.

In the following pages an attempt has been made to grasp the real

nature of only one of the many aspects of life represented in this

valuable collection of folk-stories, viz. the family.

The unit of Society was, as it has been till the present day,

kutumha or the family, which comprised a patriarch, his wife (or

wives), his unmarried daitghters and his sons with their wives and
children. Marriage in those days was usually monogamic, though
polygamy was not unknown probably mainly among the richer

class and the nobility. In the household, the patriarch was the

head and master with absolute authority ;
the wife was the mistress,

but dependent on, and obedient to, the master.

Children were naturally the happy corner of the household.

Prayers for getting children were not unknown.* On the birth of a

child, neighbours and relatives came with offerings {khtramulam)

to the parents of the new-born child.® There was a day fixed for

naming the child {ndmagahanadivasa)} Names were usually formed
after those of the ancestors or from the mother’s or the father’s

side.^ Probably in the case of a girl a sacrifice called the ‘ navamiya, ’

was performed 9 days after her birth.® It seems that a feeling of

difference was maintained between a girl and a boy, as the following

utterances of the king in the Katthahdri Jdtaka • and of the purohita

in the Udddlaka Jdtaka respectively suggest :
‘ If it be a girl, spend

this ring on her nurture
; but if it be a boy, bring the ring and the

child to me '. Children were carried on hips {ankendddya) J as is

well known. As play, mirth, merrymaking, and enjoyment have
been the very life-breath of children in all countries at all times,

so we see them here in our stories {dnando ca pamddo ca sadd hasita-

kUikam)P making hills from the dust-heaps,® the girls shaking sand
in a small winnowing basket—nice training for their future life—,‘®

the urchins playing at the foot of the banyan tree at the entrance
of the village,** or else harassing the poor mother by refusing to go

* Jataka (henceforward abbreviated as 7 ), II, p. 328 ; V, p. 312.
*
7., V, p. 127. » 7., I, p. 404 ;

VI, p. 332.
* IV, p. 298 ; VI, p. 332 (ayyakadinam) ;

485— 1700
—

‘

na tnahyam
mattikarh namatk, na pi pettikasambhavam ’.

‘ 7., VI, p. 522—g. 1958. « 7., I, p. 134.
» 7., II, p. 127 ;

VI, p. 513. « 7., V, p. 330—g- 177 -8 -

» 7.. VI, p. 559—g- 2235. ‘0 Ibtd., p. 64.

“ 7., Ill, p, 202.
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to the fields,* or having a ride on young bulls of the village.® Ideal

children were recognized as ‘ nobly bred, quick-witted and easy,

men to please whatever thing be sped

Of domestic affection and happiness, we have a rare representa-

tion in our stories. I'olklore, portraying as it does the real domestic

life, has always been highly-prized. The joint-family system was,

in those times, it seems, free from the evils that attend it at the

present time.*

The relation of child and parent was clearly one of affection,

as a rule ;
for the father is regarded as the type of all that is good

and kind. Parents are recognized as god-like.® ‘ Brahma hi

matapitaro puhhdcariyd ti vuccare so we are told in the Sona-

Nanda Jdtaka, which beautifully describes the relation of parent

and child. Supporting parents in their old age was considered as

an imperative duty, enjoined by religion, and more so by tradition.®

We have, in the Vessantara JdtakaP a noble and sublime representa-

tion of that parental love, that precious bond between parent and
child which is self-evident. We observe Vessantara and his wife

Maddi respectfully making obeisance to their father who strokes them
affectionately with his hand.* Elsewhere,** we have a vivid picture

of a beautiful girl ‘ like a nymph of heaven ’ fanning her father

with a palm-leaf as he lies on a little bed to allay discomfort after

his early meal. Children sitting down to meals with their parents
instead of waiting upon them, was considered as a sign of lamentable
decay of respect towards parents.**

The relation between brothers and sisters was also, as a rule,

happy. ‘ The name of a brother a strong link is found, to join those
akin to each other ’, .so we hear in the Mamsa Jdtaka'^^\ and in another,

we hear that sisters surely are loving towards their brothers.*® And
if the ideal prevailed among the folk that :

* J; VI, p. 377- ® /•. I. P- 194-
® J., IV, p. 428

—

g. 132—' putta sujatd .

.

. panndjavena sampannd, sammodanti
tato taio \

* ry., ‘ But India aimed at the sublimation of the institution of the family
with a deliberately conceived social and political purpose ' : S. V. Venkateswara,
Indian Culture through thd^ Ages, II, p. 280.

^ J., VI, p. 384
—

‘ Pubbadevatd ndma mdtdpitaro \
*
J > V, p. 331—g- 182.

’ J.. Ill, pp. 137, 270, 325; IV, pp. 45, 90, 280—g. 10
; 417 ; V, p. 492—g.

433-4-
® 7., VI, pp. 479-594.
» y., VI, p. 584—g. 2407-8.
“ 7 ' P- 283- **

J., I, p. 453-

P* 50

—

g- 58— ' ahgam etam manussdnam bhdtd loke pavuccati \

J., Ill, p. 165— ' bhaginiyo ndma bhdtusu sasnehd \ ^
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‘ A father’s or a mother’s pain or sister’s to relieve,

A man should never hesitate his very life to give

the utterance that

:

‘ A parent’s fond hearts to pity is moved
The cry of “ dear father ” to hear ’,®

is as true and sincere as it is natural, since this human bondage is

eternal and all-pervading.

But the utmost sublimity lies in the affection of a mother towards

her child. And the stories are so full of pathos and happiness, sorrows

and joys, hopes and fears while presenting this aspect of human
relationship, that they may well stand out as one of the subhmest
pieces of world’s folklore.

The Sona-Nanda Jdtaka,^ just referred to, presents before us,

in aU sublimity, the bond of love that always exists between parents

and children. The brdhmana husband and wife and their two sons,

Sona and Nanda, are living in a hermitage on the Himalayas. The
two brothers tender their parents, do everything for them, hater

on the elder brother reproaches the younger for not serving the

parents satisfactorily, and asks him to go away elsewhere. Nanda
goes away. And when after more than seven years he returns, the

mother’s heart is filled with inexpressible tender feelings. She
runs towards her son, embraces him, smells and kisses [cumbitvd) his

head and keeps her heart at rest. And then she says :

‘ Just as the tender bo-tree shoot is shaken by the blast.

So throbs my heart with joy at sight of Nanda come at last.

Nanda, methinks, as in a dream returned I seem to see.

Half mad and jubilant I cry ;
" Nanda comes back to me ”

;

But if on waking I should find my Nanda gone away.
To greater sorrow than before my soul woidd be a prey.

Back to his parents dear today Nanda at last has come.
Dear to my lord and me alike, with us he makes his home.
Though Nanda to his sire is dear, let him stay where he will

—Thou to thy father’s wants attend, Nanda shall be mine.’ *

The following gdthds, still more clearly and pointedly, put before
us the type of an affectionate mother with all her joys and anxieties,

more sublimely than even Wordsworth could ;

' /., VI, p. 587

—

g. 2432 ;
matida—maternal uncle—was a term of affection used

between men and men : II, p. 301. For the importance of the mother’s brother
{matula) in the Epics and the Puranas, see N. K. Siddhanta, Heroic Age of India,

pp. 125-6.
* Ill, p. 50

—

g. 59
—

‘ tata ti putto vadamdno, kathpeii hadayam pitu

* /•. V. pp. 3l2ff. « J., V, pp. 328-9—g. 159-63-
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‘ Craving a child in prayer she kneels each holy shrine before,

The changing season closely scans and studies astral lore.

Pregnant in course of time she feels her tender longings grow,

And soon the unconscious babe begins a loving friend to

know.

Her treasure for a year or less she guards with utmost care.

Then brings it forth and from that day a mother’s (Janetti)

name will bear.

With milky breast and lullaby (gitena) she soothes the fretting

child

Wrapped in his comforter’s warm arms his woes are soon
beguiled.

Watching over him, poor innocent, lest wind or heat annoy.

His fostering nurse she may be called to cherish thus her

boy.

What gear his sire and mother have she hoards for him ;

“ may be ”,

She thinks, ” some day my dearest child, it all may come to

thee ”.

“Do this or that, my darling boy ”, the worried mother cries.

And when he’s grown to man’s estate, she still laments and
sighs.

He goes in rcckle.ss mood to see a neighbour’s wife at night.

She fumes and frets :
“ why will he not return while it is

light ?
” ”

Out of the four riddle-like questions placed before the wise

Mahosadha by the king, the two are worthy of our attention here.

The first is ;

‘ He strikes with hands and feet, he beats the face
;

And he, O king, is dearer than a husband.’ *

In solving this the wise man says :
‘ When a child on the

mother’s lap happy and playful beats his mother with his hands
and feet, pulls her hair, beats her face with his fist, she says :

“ little

^ J-, V, pp. 329-30—^. 166-72 ; also III, p. 323—I-.
II.

* VI. p. 376-g- ?)~
‘ hanti hatthehi pddehi mukhanca parisufhhhati

sa ve raja piyo hoti kantenamabhipassasi^
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rogue {coraputta), why do you beat me ? ” And in love she presses

him close to her breast unable to restrain her affection, and kisses

him ;
and at such a time he is dearer to her than his father.’

The second question is :

‘ She abuses him roundly, yet wishes him to be near

;

And he, O king, is dearer than a husband.’ *

The solution of this is thus beautifully given :
‘

. . . the child of

seven years who can now do his mother’s bidding, when he is told to

go to the field or to the bazar, says ; “if you will give me this or that

sweetmeat, I will go ”
; she says :

“ here my son ’’, and gives them.
Then he eats them and says :

“ yes, you sit in the cool sliade of the

house and I am to go out on your business ”. He makes a grimace,

or mocks her with gestures, and won’t go. She is angry, picks

up a stick and cries : “ get out, may the thieves chop you up into little

bits {gaccha, cora tarn khanda-khandikam chindantu)”

.

So she abuses

him roundly as much as she will
;
but what her mouth speaks, she

does not wish at all, and so she wishes him to be near. He plays

about the livelong day, and at evening not daring to come home
he goes to the house of some kinsman {ndtaka). The mother
watches the road for his coming, and sees him not, and thinking that
he durst not return home, has her heart full of pain

;
with tears

streaming from her eyes she searches the houses of her kinsmen, and
when she sees her son she hugs and kisses him and squeezes him tight

with both arms, and loves him more than ever, as she cries; “did
you take even my words in earnest {putta, mamdpi vacanam hadaye
thapesi) ?

’’ Thus a mother ever loves her son more in the hour of

anger.
’

And, then, who can ever forget the slim and tender-hearted

figure of Maddi, wife of that prince-sage Vessantara, pining for her
dear children Kanha and J ali, for she has been late in returning to the
hermitage being obstructed on the way ? Her feelings are hard to

be reproduced here in piecemeal. They should be experienced from
the story itself—the Vessantara Jdtaka,^ the noblest and the sublimest
in the whole of the Jdtaka-collection and, to my mind, in the world’s
literature and folklore.

We only quote this verse spoken by the boy, Jali, bereft of his

dear mother

;

‘ J.. VI, p. 377—g- (?)—
‘ akkosati yathdkdntam agamanca assa icchati

sa ve rdja piyo hoti kantenamabhipassasi/

* 7., VI, pp, 480-593, specially gMas, 2213-2289.
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' How true that saying seems to be

Which men are wont to tell

;

Who has no mother of his own
Is father-less as well.’

*

But are we here all along playing upon mere sentiments and

poetic imagination and have no basis on the realities of life ? The
suspicion does arise, but we cannot share in it. We cannot for a

moment believe ourselves that all these are mere ideas, and do not

reflect real life. No piece of folklore can ever remain out of touch

with real life : if it does, it is something else, but not a piece of

folklore.

Anyway, nobody will object to our contention that domestic

love and family tie were, in those days, on a sound footing.

The son, after marriage which was largely controlled by his

parents, must have lived in the same house and under the control

of his father. But clearly as the father advanced in years, the care

of the household fell on the shoulders of the eldest son.*

After the death of his father, the son looked after the family

property,* and if the son was yet young, the management was in

the hands of the mother.* Brothers were entitled to equal shares

of the family estate.* It seems probable that there was a tendency

for the family to break up as soon as the parent died. The sons

would, then, stay in the vicinity of one another for mutual support

and assistance. In this way, the little knot of houses of the several

branches of the family would together form the nucleus of the second

stage in the society, the mti, a predominant feature of the sociology

of the times.

Ratii^ad Mehta.

* ]: VI, p. 553— 2189 :

‘ saccam kira evam ahamsu
nard ekacciyd idha

yassa natthi sakd mdtd,

pita natthi tatheva so *

;

cf, for motherly feelings
: ]., VI, pp. 19-20

—

g. 50-5.
^ V, p, 326—g. 149 ;

jetthaka is modem jeth, elder brother of a woman’s
husband.

* /•. b pp- 226, 337 : III, pp. 56, 300.
*
J.. IV, p. I.

^ J., Ill, pp. 57, 300, 302—^. 106-9.
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A NOTE ON THE EXORCISM OF DISEASE-SPIRITS
IN NORTH BIHAR

In my paper entitled ‘ Folklore Notes from Northern India
’

which I have communicated to the Anthropological Society of

Bombay, I have shewn that the custom of exorcising away the

spirits of diseases by means of spells or incantations is current in

the Provinces of Agra and Oudh and that an instance of it, which
occurred there about a year or two ago, resulted in the institution

of a civil suit in the Munsiff’s Court at Allahabad for the recovery

of the money which had been paid to the exerciser in anticipation

as remuneration for exorcising away a disease-spirit which was
troubling the plaintiff. The facts of the case may be shortly stated

as follows :

—

The plaintiff was suffering from a disease which had been brought
on by natural causes. But, under the influence of a superstitious

belief which is prevalent among the lower orders of the people in

the U.P., he thought that a disease-spirit was troubling him by
inflicting on him that particular ailment. Another man (the

defendant in the suit), who pretended to be an exerciser of disease-

spirits, appeared on the scene and said that he would cure the

former of his disease by means of his spells or incantations if a certain

amount of money would be paid to him in advance by way of remu-
neration. The former accordingly complied with the latter’s request

;

and the latter commenced his so-called operations for exorcising

away the disease-spirit which was troubling the former. But the
plaintiff, at the same time, placed himself under medical treatment
and had got cured of his disease by taking proper medicines before
the exerciser’s so-called incantations for driving away the supposed
disease-spirit could take effect. Thereupon the plaintiff demanded
the refund of his money from the defendant who refused to give it

back to him. Thereupon the plaintiff instituted a civil suit in the
Munsiff’s Court at Allahabad for the recovery of his money. The
Munsiff dismissed the suit on the ground that the defendant was
not bound to refund the money because the belief in the exorciser’s

ability to exorcise away disease-spirits was very common in the
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh among the lower orders of the
people and that low-class and illiterate patients frequently acted
upon it.

The same belief is also prevalent in North Bihar, and
an analogous instance, which res^ted in the institution of a similar

case in a Criminal Court, occurred in the Siwan Sub-Division of the
District of Saran in that part of Bihar. The facts of this case are

as follows :

—
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‘ A man, named Kari Dom, had been much troubled by an

evil spirit, which the wizard, whom he consulted, found to be the

familiar spirit of a neighbour, Gokhul Dom. Kari thereupon came
to an agreement with Gokhul to the effect that the latter would
recall the evil spirit and never allow it to haunt the former again,

and that should the said spirit ever trouble the former, the latter

would be liable to pay compensation amounting to Rs. 25. This

agreement was carefully recorded on a formal document which was
signed by witnesses. But in spite of the deed and the penalty to

which Gokhul was liable, the evil spirit would not remain quiet

and again visited Kari, with the result that he sought redress in the

Criminal Courts, and brought a charge of cheating against the other

party to the transaction

From the facts of the foregoing case, we find that a Dom named
Gokhul Dom was believed to be the possessor of an evil spirit which
troubled ncighboirrs. This belief is quite in accordance with the

popular notion that Dorns are great adepts in sorcery and witch-

craft, as will appear from an enquiry into and consideration of their

ethnic affinities.

Some scholars are of opinion that the Dorns of India may have
been the progenitors of the gipsies of Europe. They have further

pointed out the fact that Romany—the language spoken by the

European gipsies is almost identical with Domani the plural of

Dom. The renowned lingui.st and enthnographer Sir George Grierson

says ;
‘ Domani is the plural form in the Bhojpuri dialect of the

Bihari language. It was originally a genitive plural
; so that a

Romany Rye, “ a gipsy gentleman ” may be well-compared with the
Bhojpuri Domani Ray, “ a king of Dom

‘ The Bhojpuri-speakifig Dorns are a famous race, and they have
many points of resemblance with the gipsies of Europe. Thus, they
are darker in complexion than the surrounding Biharis, are great
thieves, live by hunting, dancing, and telling fortunes

;
their women

have a reputation for making love-philtres and medicines to procure
abortion

;
they keep fowls (which no orthodox Hindu will do), and

are said to eat carrion. They are also great musicians and horse-
men

From the foregoing researches of Sir George Grierson, it would
appear that the women-folk of the Dorns of Bihar are adepts in
fortune-telling, the making of love-philtres, and the concoction of

1 Vide the Gazetteer of Saran, By L. S. S. O'Malley, I.C.S., Calcutta. The
Bengal Secretariat Book Depot, 1908, pages 48-49.

* Vtde G. A. Grierson’s Introductory Note to an English Gipsy Index, published
in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XV, {1886).

^
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medicines to procure abortion. The knowledge of fortune-telling

and leechcraft presupposes some previous acquaintance with sorcery

and witchcraft. Then again, this acquaintance with sorcery

and witchcraft must be based on some previous connection with,

and must have for its object the commanding and controlling of

spirits or other invisible beings who thus become their tools or agents.

In this way, their masters and mistresses become wizards and
sorcerers. It is, therefore, no wonder that the male Dorns of North

Bihar possess some knowledge of sorcery and witchcraft and that,

for rhis reason, Gokhul Dom of Siwan was popularly believed to

have had, in his service, one of these spirits or familiars whom he
employed to torment and trouble Kari Dom of the same locality.

For this reason, the latter entered into an agreement with Gokhul
Dom whereby he (Gokhul) agreed that he would thenceforward never

allow his familiar spirit to trouble Kari Dom and that, should he

ever violate this condition, he would be liable to pay a penalty of

25 rupees.

S. C. Mitra.

NOTES ON THE CULTS OF KAMALO BIBI AND
AMASAN BIBI IN SOUTH BIHAR

Among men in a low plane of culture it is the men posses.sed

of considerable knowledge of the ancient lore of their tribe and of

the magical art and rites, who are looked upon as men of individuality,

as being persons who are entitled to be their superiors and whose
voices in the matter of changing their tribal customs and institutions

go for a great deal. It is their opinions in these matters that are
accepted by the rest of the tribesmen. Among these primitive
people, the men of hoary old age are not necessarily looked up to
as superior persons possessed of great influence in the respective
tribes. On this point. Dr. R. R. Marrett says :

—

‘ At this gathering (of Central Australian natives), for example,
some of the oldest men were of no account

; but, on the other hand,
others not so old as they were, but more learned in ancient lore or more
skilled in matters of magic, were looked up to by the others, and they

it was who settled everything.’
*

If we study the cults prevalent among any particular people or
tribe, we sometimes find that it is these persons of individuality

. * Vide Apthropology, By R. R. Marrett, M.A., D.Sc. (London) : Williams and
Norgate. (No date), pages 244-245.
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who are greatly venerated by the rest of their people and become
ultimately canonized into saints or holy men or human saviours.

While I have been studying the cults of South Bihar I have
come across two feminine saints or Pirs the evolutions of whose
cult bear out the truth or plausibility of the foregoing remarks.

These are the cults of Kamalo Bibi and Amasan Bibi.

In the district of Gaya in South Bihar, the cult of Kamalo
Bibi is prevalent. She appears to have been a Mahomedan lady
possessed of considerable knowledge of the magical art and rites.

Many legends are narrated about her skill in magic and sorcery.

It is stated that she lived at Kdko in the time of a Buddhist Raja
Kanaka, who sent her a dish made of rats. When the dish was
brought before her, the rats came to life, and she cursed the Raja.
At once, the town of Kako fell into ruins, in which the Raja was
buried. Another legend goes on to say that her husband tried to

desert her and walked till nightfall when he stopped and fell asleep.

When he awoke, he found himself again at Kako, and two other
similar attempts at deserting her also proved abortive owing to his

wife’s magical incantations. She has now been canonized into a female
saint or Pir, who is much venerated, and is considered as possessing

the power of curing barrenness in women. The people, both Hindus
and Musalmans, also believe that she possesses great skill in leech-

craft and the art of exorcism. Her tomb is resorted to by both
Hindus and Mahomedans, and is regarded as a great place for

exorcism or for the cure of any illness. Women frequently go to
her tomb with small offerings, in order to obtain offspring, and tie

up strips from their garb at the door of this tomb. A stone engraved
with an inscription is smeared with oil by the pilgrims, who sub-
sequently anoint themselves with it. This ointment is believed to
confer on the anointers the gift of tongues as the latter at once
speak ecstatically.*

Then again, in the district of Patna in South Bihar, the cult of
another female saint named Amasan Bibi is current. She also was,
very probably, a Mahomedan lady who possessed considerable
knowledge of leechcraft so much so that, at the present day, she is

invoked and the medicine is administered to the patient in her name
to ensure the latter’s recovery from the illness. She has now been
deified. The following rite is observed when giving the medicine
to the sick man : After it has been administered, it is common to
call upon her name and to place the cup, after it is emptied, top side
down on the ground. Then a small piece of earth is taken, waved

» Vide the Gazetteer of Gaya, By G. S. vS. O’Malley, I.C.S., Calcutta: The
Bengal Secretariat Book Depot, 1906, page 79. ,

,
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thrice round the patient’s head, and kept in a small niche in the

house. After the sick man’s recovery from the illness, sweet-stuffs,

equal in weight to the aforementioned piece of earth, are offered to

Amasan Bibi.*

From a careful study of the two afore-described cults, I am of

opinion that

—

(1) Both Kamalo Bibi and Amasan Bibi were Mahomedan
ladies who possessed great knowledge of magic and
leechcraft.

(2) Both of them were greatly respected and looked up to

during their lifetime on account of their great skill

as magicians and physicians.

(3) After their deaths, both of them have been canonized as

saints or Pits.

{4) In the case of Kamalo Bibi, her tomb is resorted to by
both Hindus and Mahoinedans for the cure of illness

and barrenness in women and for the exorcism of

ghosts and spirits.

(5) Tn the case of Amasan Bibi, she is invoked at the time of

administering medicine to sick men. This is done
in order that they may recover from their illness soon.

S. C. Mitra.

A NOTE ON THE EARLY HOME OF THE GUHILOTS

Tradition recorded in Tod’s Annals of Rajasthan connects the
Guhilots of Mewar with the ruling family of Valabhi, modern Wala
in Gujerat, now known to scholars as the Maitrakas of Valabhi.
It is related that prince &laditya of this line died while resisting

an attack of the barbarians and lost his kingdom. A posthumous
son was bom to him, Guhaditya by name, who was brought up in

a family of Nagara Brahmins of Vadnagar in Gujarat. When the
child grew up he conquered the aboriginal Bhil chieftain of Idar
and became the progenitor of the Guhilots of Mewar.® The tradition

recorded above can, however, hardly be reconciled with the evidence
of contemporary epigraphs. The Samoli Inscription of the time of

* Vide the Gazetteer of Patna, By B. S. S. O’Malley, I.C.S. Revised Edition
by J. F. W. James, I.C.S., Patna: Superintendent of Bihar and Orissa Government
Printing, 1924, pages 62-63.

* Crooke’s edition, Vol. I, 258f.
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(Guhila) ^iladitya, dated A.D. 646,* and the Nagda Inscription

of the time of Guliila Aparajita, dated A.D. 661,* suggest that the

Guhila family was already established in Mewar in the time of the
earliest Siladityas of the Maitraka line and flourished long before

the extinction of the Valabhi dynasty sometime after A.D. 766-67.*

Opinion has, therefore, been expressed that the Guhilots of Mewar
have no connection whatsoever with the Maitraka family, except
perhaps an ethnic relationship.

Where from did then the Guhilots come ? An inscription of

the time of Guhila Samarasimha, dated A.D. 1274, speaks of Vappa,
believed at the time to be the founder of the royal fortune {nava-

rajya-lakahmi) of Mewar, as having come from Anandapura.*

jiyadanandapurvam tadiha ptiram-Ilakhandasaundaryasobhi
ksonipra (pri) .stasthameva tridasapuramadhah kurvaducchih
samriddhya

jasmadagatya viprascaturudadhimahi vediniksiptayupo
Vappahkyo vltaragascaranayugamupasita (sista) Haritaraseh

sariipraptadbhutam-Ekalihgacaranambhojaprasadatphalam
yasmai divyasuvarnapadakatakarii Haritarasirdadau
Vappakhyah sapura puranapurusaprarambhanirvahana

tulyotsaliaguno babhuva jagati Sri-Medapatadhipah

sadaikalihgarcchnasoddhabodha samprapta sayujya mahadaya-
sya.

Haritaraserasamaprasadadavapa Bappa navarajyalaksmim

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar identifies Anandapura of this passage
with modern Vadnagar in Gujarat.® Rao Sahib C. V. Vaidya, on
the other hand, points out that Anandapura mentioned in the ins-

cription of A.D. 1274 should rather be identified with Nagahrida,
modern Nagda in the Udayapura State.® In verse 8 of the inscription

Nagahrida is described as Ilakhanda-avani-bhusanam. In the
following verse occurs this line :

—

jtydddnandapurvam tadiha puram-

* Ep. Ind., Vol. XX, pp. 97ff.

® Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p. 3if.

* The Alina plate.s of Siladitya VII of Valabhi was issued from Anandapura in
G. 447 (=A.D. 766-67).

* Bhavnagar Inscriptions, pp. 75!!. It should be noted that the Atptur Inscrip-
tion of Saktikumara, dated A.D. 977, describes Guhadatta as the progenitor of the
Guhila family [Prabhavah Sri-Guhilavamiasya)

,

and the delighter of liie Brahmana
family which came from Anandapura (Anandapura-vinirgata-viprakulanandano).
Ind. Ant., 1910, p. 191.

» J.A.S.B., 1909, p. 183.

* History of Medieval India, Vol. II, p. 337. „
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Ildkhanda-saundaryaiohhi. It would be seen that both Anandapura
and Nagahrida are described as the ornament of Ilakhanda* and the

use of the expression tadiha in verse 9 renders it probable that the

two cities were identical. The conclusion of Rao Sahib C. V. Vaidya
seems to receive confirmation from the Achalgadh Inscription of

A.D. 1285, which mentions Nagahrada as the place where the

sage Haritarasi whose name is intimately associated with the rise

of the Guhilot power performed austerities.

asti Ndgahradam ndma sdydmamiha pattanam
chakre tapdmsi Hdrltardsiryatratapodhanah}

An inscription of the time of Rayamalla, son of Rana Kumbha,
also associates Nagahrada with Vappa the traditional founder of

the Guhilot line.

^rl-Medapdtahhuvi Ndgahradebhud Vaspo {sic) dvijah ^iva~

paddrpita cittavritti.

Tradition current in the days of Akbar and Jahangir, however,
points to an earlier home of the Gulilots south of the Narmada.
In the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fadl it has been stated that an ancestor

of the Guhilots came to Berar and distinguished himself as the

chief of Narnalah. About eight hundred years before the time

of the author Narnalah is said to have fallen into the hands of an
enemy, and ‘ one Bapa, a child,’ was taken to Mewar where he found
refuge with the Bhil chieftain Mandahkh.® Writing in the early

part of the seventeenth century Jahangir says ‘ They (the rulers

of Mewar) have long borne rule towards the East, that in Purab
.... After this they fell on the Deccan and took possession of many
of the countries of that region .... After this they came into the

hill country of Mewat {sic), and by degrees got into their possession

the fort of Chitor ’

}

It would be seen from the passages referred to above that in

the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries it was beUeved that

the Guhilots came to Mewar from some territory in the Deccan.
The tradition recorded by MusUm authors also finds some support
from Hindu chroniclers of a slightly later age. Mulranota Nenasi,

for example, records a tradition that the Rana’s family migrated
from Nasik.® The Rdjapraiasti of the time of Rana Rajasimha

^ Dr. Bhandarkar takes Ilakhanda to mean ‘ a portion of the earth J.A.S.B.,

1909, p. 170.
• Ind. Ant., 1887, p. 347.
* Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. II, translated by Jarrett, Vol. II, p. 268.
* TUzuk-i-Jahdngtri, translated by Rogers and Beveridge, Vol. I, p. 250.
• Muhanota Nai^ast ki khydta, part I, translated by Ramanarayana Dugada,

p. 10.
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also states that Bijayasena, an alleged ancestor of the Guhilots,

went to the South after leaving Ayodhya.^ The persistent tradition

current in the Mughal times points to a southern home of the Guhilots

before their migration to those territories north of the Nerbudda
witii which they are associated in epigraphic records. Future
discoveries alone may show whether the tradition about the early

association of the Guhilots with the ‘ Purab
’ and the Deccan is

merely an echo of the claim of descent from ^ri Ramchandra who
is represented in the great epic of Valmiki as having gone from
Ayodhya to the banks of the Godavari

;
or it transmits a genuine

story which affords an important clue to the unravelling of the

mystery that shrouds the origin of one of the most illustrious

ruling clans of ancient and mediaeval India.

Godap Chunder Raichaudhuri.

ISA-UPANI§AD (11-14)

The English publication of the excellent work ‘ Gita-Rahasya
by the late Eokamanya B. G. Tilak,* has thrown a new light on the
philosophical teachings of the Bhagavadgita. This translation of

one of the most famous books in Marathi—a language which is

unknown not only outside India but even in India itself—^is quite
appropriate. On the whole this book is a laborious and useful

pubhcation.

The discussion of the well-known stanzas 12-14 of the Isa-

Upanisad by Mr. Tilak (Vol. I, pp. 501-504) is quite instructive.

But I venture to differ from him for the following reasons ;

—

(i) A philosophical reconstruction of the upanisadic meaning
which occurs in these stanzas does not allow to deal on the union's
possibility (viz. ; Isa—12-14). There is a dependent realization

of thought in stanzas ii and 14, from which vidyd-avidyd and
santbhuti-vindsa are a psychological compendium of transcendental
meanings for such a union. 'The exegetical rendering of the two
stanzas should be conditioned by the following scheme :

—

^ Ep. Ind., Vol. XX, App., p. 137.

• Gita-Rahasya or Karma-Yoga-Sastra by B. G. Tilak, B.A., LL.B., translated

by B. S. Sukthankar, M.A., LB.B. First Edition, 1935, Fooiia, Tilak Bros.
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|vidya
avidya

{

sambhuti
vinasa

fJndna
I Karma
(psycho-physical cause

( (destruction) physical body

in which the interruption of re-incarnation, thorough vidyd-avidya

and samhhuti-vindia forms here the principal psychological point

of view in favour of the individual consciousness of Self.

(2) Tilak’s phrase '
. . .

.

the same idea is repeated in the three

succeeding stanzas (Isa—12-14) ’ is not strictly exact, because
verses 12-13 do not include the fundamental conception of life as,

for instance, ii and 14. Stanzas 12-13 are more an allusion to the

ethical teaching than clear philosophical manifestation of Indian
thought.

h). G. Carpani.

OUR PRESENT BHAVI§YA PURANA

Regarding the Bhavisya Purdna as published by the Vehkate-
^vara Press, Bombay, scholars hold very unfavourable opinions.

Prof. M. Winternitz has grave doubts about its authenticity,^ and
Th. Aufrecht calls it a ‘ literary fraud It is, therefore, necessary

to see whether the whole of the Purana deserves to be thus rejected

as entirely worthless.

As regards the contents of the Bhavisya Purdna the Matsya
informs us that, in relation to the Aghora Kalpa, Brahma spoke out
to Manu the Purana which dealt with the glories of the Sun, and
that it contained 14,500 verses.® The information supplied by the
Agni Purdna differs slightly from that of the Matsya. According
to this Purana the Bhavisya, which originated from the Sun (surya-

saifabhavarii), was declared by Bhava to Manu and its extent was
14,000 ^lokas.* More detailed information in the same direction is

* Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, I, p. 567, footnote i.

* ZDMG., 57, 1903, pp. 27611.

* yatradllikrtya mahatmyam adityasya catunnukhah
aghora-kaipa-vrttanta-prasangena jagat-sthitiih

|)

manave kathayamasa bh&ta-gramas:^a laksanam ||

caturda^a sahasrani tatha panca satani ca |

bhavisya-carita-prayam bhavi^yam tad ihocyate ti

Matsya P., 53, 30-31.

These verses are the same as Skanda P., VII (Erabhasa khanda), i, 2, 49-50, the

difference being that the Skanda P. reads ‘ jagatpatih ' for ' jagat-sthitiih
^ Agni Purdna, 272, 12.
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contained in the Naradiya P. (I, lOo), wherein it is said that once Mann
enquired of Brahma about Dharma. Accordingly the latter spoke
out the Bhavi^ya P. in relation to the Aghora Kalpa. This Pura^a
was then divided by Vyasa into five Parvans, viz. Brahma, Vaisnava,
Saiva, Saura and Pratisarga. The contents of aU these Parvans
are also given. About the Brahma Parvan it is said that it began
as an interlocution between Suta and ^aunaka, and that it was
mainly a book on the Sun (aditya-carita-prayah).*

From these informations we learn that the Bhavisya P. was
narrated in relation to the Aghora Kalpa mainly as an interlocution

between Brahma and Manu, that it consisted of five Parvans,* and that

the Brahma Parvan, which dealt primarily with the Sun, began as

an interlocution between Suta and ^aunaka. The present Bhavisya,

on the other hand, does not contain any interlocution between Brahma
and Manu ;

it is divided into four Parvans, viz. Brahma, Madhyama,
Pratisarga and Uttara

;
there is no mention of the Aghora Kalpa

;

and though the Brahma Parvan contains a good number of chapters

on the Sun and his worship, it does not begin with the conversation

between Suta and ^aunaka. These disagreements show that at

least the major portion of the present Bhavisya does not represent

the earlier one known to and noticed by the Matsya, the Agni and
the Naradiya Purdna. As a matter of fact, the three Parvans

—

Madhyama, Pratisarga and Uttara—are very late appendages.
None of them is mentioned in Bhavisya P., I, 2, 2-3 which speak of

five Parvans, viz. Brahma, Vaisnava, Saiva, Tvastru (i-e. Saura)

and Pratisarga. Their contents also disprove their claim to an early"

date. They are full of Tantric elements, recognize the authority of

the Tantras, and mention the Yamalas, Damaras, etc. They narrate

stories about Adam, Noah, Yakuta and others, and speak of

Taimtirlang, Nadir Shah and Akbar with their descendants. They
give the story of Jayacandra and Prthviraja, preach the glories of

the worship of Satya-Narayana, and fabricate myths about the
births of Varahamihira, Samkaracarya, Ramanuja, Niihbarka,
Madhva, Jayadeva, Visnusvamin, Bhattojidiksita, Anandagiri,
Krsna-caitanya, Nityananda, Kabira, Nanaka, Ruidasa, and others.

They even know the British rule in India, and name Calcutta and
the Parliament (asta-kausalya). Probably they are fabrications of

the modem Pundits. The late date of these Parvans is further
proved by the fact that none of the numerous verses quoted by the

* Naradiya P.,\, 100 .

* According to Skanda P., V, iii (Reva khanda), i, 34i-35«, the Bhavisya
consists of four Parvans. But I shall show in a separate paper liiat the extant
Skanda is a very late work. <

»
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comparatively early commentators and Nibandlia-writers like

Bhavadeva, Jimdtavahana, VijnSneSvara, Apararka, Devanabhatta,
BaUalasena, Aniruddhabhatta, Madanapala, Madhavacarya, ^fllapani

and others is found to occur in them though they are full of Smrti
materials.

Different, however, is the case with the Brahma Parvan, in

which a good number of the quoted verses is traceable. Thus, some
of the verses quoted from the ‘ Bhavisya P.’ in the Mitdksara, Kala-
viveka, Apararka’s commentary on the Ydjmvalkya-smfti,
Ddnasdgara, Smfti-candrikd, Madhavacarya’s commentary on the
Pardiara-smrti, Madana-pdnjdta, and Kullukabhatta’s commentary
on the Manu-sfnfti are found in Bhavisya P., I (Brahma Parvan),
chapters 3, 4, 21, 31, 32, 36, 37, 39, 46, 64, 65, 81, 93, 96-101, 103,

106, 118, 181, 183, 184 and 186 (see Appendix). Therefore, it is

sure that at least the above-mentioned chapters of the present

Brahma Parvan can rightly claim an early origin. Now the question

is whether this Brahma Parvan is the same as that of the Bhavisya
known to the Matsya, Agni and Ndradlya. We have seen from the
Matsya and the Ndradlya that the Brahma Parvan of the earlier

Purana began as an interlocution between Suta and 6aunaka, and
that the Purana was first declared by Brahma to Manu. In the
extant Brahma Parvan, on the other hand, there is mention neither

of Suta and Saunaka nor of Brahma and Manu. It begins, unlike
other Parvans, with the story of king Satanika, who, being advised
by the sages, asks Vyasa to speak on Dharma-sastra. Vyasa refers

the king to his pupil Sumantu who is to speak on Dharma matters.
Sumantu, therefore, first names the authors of the Dharma-sastras,
viz. Manu, Visnu, Yama, Ahgiras and fourteen others, and goes on
answering the questions put to him by Satanika.

The above disagreements show that the extant Brahma Parvan
is the result of a recast to which its prototype was subjected. In
this recast the general form of the Parvan was changed and many
chapters were discarded. It is most probably for tlus reason that
numerous quoted verses, especially on vows and penances, are not
found in the extant Brahma Parvan.

The Brahma Parvan calls itself a Dharma-^tra in which
Srauta and Smarta Dharma has been described.* The topics dealt
with in it are multifarious. In chapters 1-46 it treats of the duties
of the castes and the A^ramas, the sacraments, the duties of women,
the good and bad signs of men, women and Idngs, and the method
of worshipping Brahma, Gane^a, Skanda and the Snakes on different

Tithis
; and chapters 47-215 are devoted to the numerous solar vows.

^ Bhavi^a P., I, i, 71 and 75.
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the glories of the Sun, and the origin of the Bhojakas from the

Magas brought to India by Samba from the S§,ka-dvipa and married

to the girls of the Bhoja family. This Parvan has taken a few
verses from the Brhat-Samhitd of Varahamihira without naming the

source.* It refers frequently to Manu * and has numerous verses

in common with the Manu-smfti. Sometimes it expands the ideas

contained in the verses of Manu. Apararka and KuUukabhatta
are, therefore, justified in saying that the Bhavisya P. expounds the

passages of the Manu-smrti.^ This indebtedness to Manu is not,

however, peculiar with the Bhavisya only. Most of the other

Ptrranas often refer to Manu as an authority and have verses in

common with the work of the great law-giver.*

The determination of the date of composition of the earlier

portions of the extant Brahma Parvan is very difficult, there being

no sufficient evidences on which we may base our conclusion. It is,

however, possible to form an idea of the upper limit of the date of

especially the Smrti-chapters. An examination of these chapters

as well as of the untraceable verses quoted in the Nibandhas shows
that they were composed at a time when the names of the zodiacal

signs and the weekdays were well known and widely used.* The
Naksatras have been mentioned in the order from Krttika to

Bharani in one place (viz. Bhav. I, 179, i-io) and from A^vim
to Revati in another (viz. Bhav. I, 102, 47-71). The chapters in

which the Naksatras have been named are closely connected with
the preceding and the following ones, in some of which the verses

quoted by the Nibandha-writers have been traced. These chapters,

therefore, cannot be taken as dating later than the adjacent ones.

Now, the orders of the Naksatras and the popularity of the names
of the Rasis and the weekdays show that the upper limit of the
date of composition of the Smrti-chapters should be placed about
500 A.D., because from 550 A.D. the order of the Naksatras
from Asvini to Revati attained a state of general acceptance. If the
chapters containing verses from the Byhat-Samhita are not later

additions, this limit should be placed later than 550 A.D. As we

^ Bhav., I, 130, 2yS. (^Brhat-Samhitd 56, 2off),

I, 132, 26ff. {—Brhat-Samhitd, chap. 58, verses 48, 476, 50-52, and
41-42), and

I, 137, 4ff. {-Brhat-Samhitd 60, I4ff.).

• Cf. Bhav., I, 2, 114 ; I, 3, 10 ; I, 4, 23 and 141 ; and so on.
• Cf. Apararka ’s commentary on YdjAavalkya, pp. 1071 and 1076 ; and

KullQka's com. on Manu XI, 73, 74, 76 and loi.
• See my article in Indian Culture, Vol. I, 1935, pp. 587-614.
‘ Cf. Bhav., I, 102, 76 ; I, 179, 12-13 > I. 81, 2 and 16 ; I, 84, 1-2 ; I, 90, i

;

and so forth. Kdlaviveka, pp. 194-195, 300, 301-302, 42^ and 492.
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are not sure about the real character of these chapters, we shall

have to remain satisfied with 500 A.D. as the upper limit.

In the extant Brahma Parvan there are certainly numerous
interpolated chapters which seem to include those influenced by
Tantricism, because chapters dealing with the same topics but free

from Tantricism are also found to occur. The chapters, in which
Tantric influence is very conspicuous, are the following :

—

I, 16 (verses 35ff.) to I, 18 , . on Brahma-worship ;

I, 29-30 . , on Ganesa-worship ;

I, 49, 199-200, 205-206 and . . on Sun-worship.
211-215.

These chapters were most probably interpolated at the time of

appending the other Parvans which also are replete with Tantricism.

It is necessary here to say a few words on the Smrti-contents

of that Bhavisya P. which was used by the Nibandhakaras. From
the quotations we understand that in this Bhavisya P. there were
some Smrti-chapters in which the interlocutors were Sumantu and

a king (^atanika ?) of the Kuru family.* There were also some
more chapters in which Isvara spoke to Guha (i.e. Karttikeya) on
penances.* This interlocution between Isvara and Guha is not
found in the present Bhavisya. From the quoted verses we under-

stand further that the chapters on penances were based on the

works of Parasara, ^athkha, Vasistha, Manu and Gautama who are

foimd mentioned as authorities in the quoted verses.*

Appendix

Verses quoted from the ' Bhavisya Purdna ’ or * Bhavisya
*

in

1. Vijnane^vara’s Bhavisya P.

Mitdk^ard,

On Ydj., Ill, 6=1, 32, 56b-57a,

2. Kdlaviveka of

Jimiitavahana,

p. 408 =1, 21, 31 and 326-

34^-

pp. 411-412 =1, 31, 1-2, 4~io,

and 16.

The last line
'snanadauadikam
karma etc. ' is

not found.

^ Cf. Mitdk^ard on Yajhavalkya III, 6 ;
Apararka's commentary on Ydj.,

pp. 15, 39, and 563 ;
Kdlaviveka, pp. 302 and 413 ; and so on.

* Cf. Apararka's commentary, pp. 1067-1069 ; Bhavadeva's PrdyaiciUa-

prakaram, p. 17 ;
Kullai^bhatta's commentary on Manu XI, 78 ; and so on.

» df. Apararka's commentary, pp, 1061-1062, 1067, 1071, and 1075 ; and

Kulliikabha;tta'8 commentary on Manu XI, 91 and 147.,
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pp. 413-414 =1, 32, la and 36-

4a
; I, 36, 67-69

;

I, 37, 1-2
;
I, 32,

;
I, 37» 3«-

Four lines from

p. 1186 «I, 65, 14, 16, 13^1,

96-ioa and 15.

The line ‘ trisu

varnesu etc. ' is

not found.
* supte janardane
deve etc. * are not

4. Ddnasdgara of

Ballalasena

—

Bhavi^ya P.

found. Fol. 146 =1, 181, 34.

p. 414 ==1,39, 1,96-ioa and
12a.

23a =1, 64, 4 (=1, 103,

igb-2oa).

I, 46, la and 2a. M 2766 =1, 93, 74^75«‘
p- 415 =1, 81, 2-3, 14^ and

i^h-i6a.

I, 96, 3-4a.

,, 287&-290a =1, 93, 58 and 596 ;

I, 93. 49-50

;

I, 93, 51

;

pp. 415-416 =1. 97. 1

;

I. 98, 1

;

I, 99, 1-2 ;

1, 100, I
;
and

I, loi, i-2a and
20fe-2ia.

The line * snana-
danadikam sar-

vam etc. * is not
found.

I. 93. 69-71

;

I, 93, 45 ;

1, 93, 42-44

;

I, 93, 68.

The verse * bher-

yani ca vadyani
etc. ' is not
found.

I, 93, 6o-6ia

;

I, 93, 62 ;

p- 417 =1, 106, 46-7a.

Seven lines from
' sukla-paksasya
saptamyam upa-
vasa-paro narah

’

are not found.

I, 93, 63 ;

'

(three lines
' dhanadhanyam
etc. ' are not
found)

;

I, 93, 35 ;

p. 492 = 1, 81, 2. The
verse ' ama vai

soma-varena etc.'

is not found.

I, 93 , 36

;

I, 118, 50^^52^

;

I, 103, 39Mi^ ;

I, 93, 37 ;

pp- ,507-508 =1, 99, 1-2
;

I, 106, 46-6a.

(three verses ' vi-

manam iti etc.

'

3. Apararka’s com- Bhavi^ya P. are not found).
mentary on Ydj,, 5. Smtti-candrikd Bhavi^ya P,
p- 15 =1, 4, 876-89. of Devana-
p. 26 =1, 3. 6-7. bhatta

—

p- 39 =1, 3, 686-69. 53 =1, 3, 6-7a.

p. 41 =1, 3, 856-86. III, i, 54 =:I, 18I, 28-29.

p- 52 =1. 4, 57-
The verse ‘ savya-
pasavya etc. ’ is

not found.

IV, 163-164 =*Of the five quoted
verses, the verse
' vai^vadevena
etc. ' is the same

p. 60 = 1. 3. 326-33. as Bhav. I, 184,
p- 239 = 1, 184, iSh-x^a. 5 ; the verse
p. 241 = 1, 186, 206-27®. * avratfinam etc.

’

p. 283 =1, 184, 41 and
35b-37-

is the same as

Bhav. I, 4, 117J-
pp. 626-627 =1, 181, 23-24® and ii8a ; and the

26®.
11 verse * biah-
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6 .

230
231

'

Madhavacaiya's
commentary on
the ParaSara-

smrti—
Vol. I, Part i

:

P- 324
Vol. I, Part ii

:

pp. 24-25

P- 347

maaltikramo
nasti etc. ’ is the

same as Bhav. I,

4, I20b-I2ia or

Bhav. I, 184,

296-30«.

=1, 186, 24.

=1, 186, 2ib-22a.

Bhavi^ya P.

= 1
, 4 . 56.

=1, 3, e-ja.

= 1
, 4 ,

i2ob-J2ia

(=1, 184, 296-

30a).

p. 378 =1, 186, 2lb-22a.

P. 382 186, 24.

7. Madam-parijata Bhavisya P.

of Madanapala

—

P- 355 3 >

p. 411 «I, 32, 566-57^.

p. 476 =1, 183, 9-2ia.

The line ‘bavis-

yena etc. ' is not

found.

8. Kullukabhatta's Bhavi^a P.

commentary

—

on Manu II, i = 1 , 181, 7-8.

on Manu II, 13 = 1 , 181, 17a.

on Manu II, 25 = 1
, 181, 10-14.

The line ' varna-

dharmah 3 a

uktas tu etc. * is

not found,

on Manu III, 7 = 1 , 181, 24a.

The following editions of Puranas and other Sanskrit works

have been used in writing this article :

—

Bhavisya Purana

Matsya Purana
Agni Purana
Skanda Purana
Naradiya Purana

Brhat-Samhita

Mitaksara on Yaj.

Kalaviveka of Jimuta-vahana
Apararka's commentary on Yaj.

D^asagara of Ballalasena .

.

Smrti-candrika of Devauabhatta

Madhavacarya's commentary on the

Para4ara-smiti.
Madana-parijata of Madanapala
Manu-smjti with the commentary of

KuQuka-bhatta.

Published by the Vehkate^vara Press,

Bombay.
Vangavasi edition, Calcutta.

Vahgavasi edition, Calcutta.

Vangavasi edition, Calcutta.

Published by the Vehkate^vara Press,

Bombay.
Edited by Kem. Bibliotheca Indica,

Calcutta.

Nirnaya Sagara Press edition, Bombay.
Bibliotheca Indica Series, Calcutta.

Published by the Ananda^rama Press,

Poona.

MSS. No. 1704-5, India OflSce library,

Eondon.
Published by Government of Mysore,

Mysore, 1914-21.

Edited by V. S. Islampurkar, Bombay
Sanskrit Series, Bombay, 1893-1911.

Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1893.
Vahgavasi edition, Calcutta.

Rajendra Chandra Hazra.
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MAHENDRAGIRI. RULER OF PI§TAPURA

While writing a short but thought-provoldng note on the

identification of the kings of Dakshinapatha, in the Allahabad

Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta, Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar opined

that the ruler of Pistapura might be Mahendragiri.* Dr. Fleet,

while editing this inscription in Cor. Ins. Ind., Ill, p. 7, discussed

this division of the line now suggested by Dr. Bhandarkar, but

thinking that the word giri as a termination to a proper name, was
strictly confined and affixed to the names of Go^avis, and being

unable to find any analogous instances, he divided the passage as

Paistapuraka-Mahendra and GirikauUuraka-Svdmidatta. True it is

as Dr. Fleet has observed ‘ This is not altogether an easy passage to

deal with ’. The reading Paistapuraka-Mahendragiri is supported

by Dr. Bhandarkar on the following grounds. Firstly, only the

name of one country is attached to one king. Secondly, any other

division of this passage will be contrary to rules of grammar.
Now I wish to point out that the termination giri to proper

names is not entirely confined to Goiavis, as apprehended by the late

Dr. Fleet. We are aware of names of monks, nuns, males and females

not marked as clerical, hke Devagiri, Dhamagiri, Mahagiri, Pusagiri

Yasogiri, Dhanagiri, Himagiri, Mulagiri, Sihagiri, in the Sanchi
Stupa Inscriptions.* In the Telugu Country (Andhra Desa) there

was a king of the name of Komaragiri or Kumaragiri in the family
of the Reddls of Kondavidu. This family was one of the feudatory
famiUes under the Kakatiyas, and became independent at Kondavidu,
after the dissolution of the Kakatiya Empire, just when the Sangama
princes were laying the foundation of the Vizianagar Empire.*
The founder of this dynasty at Kondavidu was Prolaya alias Komati
PrSlaya. He had five sons, and was succeeded by Prolaya Verna
Reddi, his second son, and he by his son Anapota Reddi, father of

Kumaragiri. Anapota had also a daughter and she was married
to Kataya Verna.* Kumaragiri was a profound scholar and wrote
a work on dramaturgy in Sanskrit by name Vasantardjlyam.^ Being
interested more in hterary discussions than in the affairs of the State,

he entrusted the business of the State to his brother-in-law, and

» Ind. Cut., Vol. II, No. 4.
• Ep. Ind., Vol. II, p. ii3ff.

* J<ntr. Tel. Academy, Cocanada, Vol. II, pp. 93-112; also Trivenl, Vol. VI,
p. 273ff., and J.B.O.R.S., Vol. XX, p. 26off.

* Jour. Tel. Academy, Vol. II, pp. 93—112.
• K. B. Pathak. Com. Vol. (1934) Bh. Or. Re. Inst. Poona. Vasantarajiyama

by N. Venkatarow.
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trasted general, Kataya Verna.* Kataya was also a great scholar

and wrote commentaries to ^dkuntala, Mdlavikdgnimitra, etc., and

named them after his patron as Kumdragirirapyam. Late in his

life, Kumaragiri gave away the modern Godavary District, ^th
its capital at Rajahmundry to Kataya Verna for his loyal services.

Kataya Verna and his son Kumaragiri ruled at Rajahmundry for

some time.*

There was also another king by name Pina Vedagiri or Kumara
Vedagiri in the Velugoti family.* This family was a contemporary

one with that of the Reddis.

Apart from these names we find in the Telugu country names
of hills being given to people. For example we find names like

Seshadri, Siriihadri, ^wetadri, ^eshagiri, Seshachalem, Simhachalam,

Venkatachalam, etc. whose terminations giri, adri, achalam, etc.

mean hill.

In this connexion mention must be made of the existence of a

sacred hill, by name Siriihadri, in the Vizagapatam District of the

Madras Presidency. It is popularly known as Simhachalam at the

present day and hundreds of pilgrims visit the temple every day.

Its antiquity is proved by the existence of many inscriptions, from
the eleventh century A.D. onwards, of the Choda, Gariga, Zizianagar

and other dynasties. They are published in South Indian Inscrip-

tions, Vol. VI, Nos. 692 to 1215.

V. S. Ramachandramurty.

* ToUaramudi Cp. Ep. Ind., IV, part VII, p. 318.

* Jour. Andhra. His. Re. Society, Vol. I, part IV, p. i77ff.

* Three Reddi Ins., Ep. Ind., Vol. XI, p. 3171!.
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SRAVASTI in INDIAN LITERATURE, MEMOIRS OF THE ARCHEO-
LOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA, NO. 50 . By Dr. Bimala Chum Law.
Delhi : Manager of Publications, 1936. Price Re. 1-4 or 2s.

Few of the famous towns of ancient India occupy as prominent a place in

Buddhist tradition as the city of Sravasti or Savatthi, as it is called in Pali.

Numerous pious legends cluster roimd the celebrated town and the no less renowned
convent of the Jetavana situated at a little distance outside the southern city-

gate. It was Anathapindika, the wealthy setfhi of Savatthi and the paragon of

munificence, who presented this park to the Buddha and his community. It became
the favourite abode of the Master and most of his sermons are believed to have
been preached at this place. Anathapindaka's daughter, called Visakha Migaramata

in Pali literature, was the foundress of another monastery, known by the name of

Pubbarama or * Eastern Convent \

We also read of king Pasenadi of Kosala, the royal updsaka, of his merciless

successor Virudhaka, who slaughtered the Sakya maidens, and of the no less cmel
robber Ahgulimala who was in the habit of making a garland of the fingers of his

victims and yet became a convert to the Good Law. In the local legends frequent

mention is made of the heretics, who exerted themselves to damage the Buddha
and even had recourse to the vilest calumny. Not only were their slanderous

attempts frustrated, but in that grand display of supernatural power which is known
as ' the Great Miracle of Sravasti ' the Tathagata utterly confounded the leaders of

those rival sects.

The Chinese pilgrims Fa Hien and Hiuen Tsiang fondly relate these edifying

stories which they found located at Sravasti and marked by monuments. It was
especially the Jetavana, once hallowed by the presence of the Master, which roused
their enthusiasm. The older pilgrim, usually so sober in his account, becomes
eloquent, when dwelling on ‘ the ponds of water clear and pure, the thickets of trees

always luxuriant, and the numerous flowers of various hues ' which contributed to
the charm of the ancient convent. Two centuries later, when Hiuen Tsiang visited

the site of the Jetavana, the sanghdrdma was all in ruins.

It may seem strange that a place of so great celebrity became entirely lost

and that even its position was forgotten. It was Sir Alexander Cunningham, that
great pioneer of Indian archaeology, who first recognized the lost town in the extensive
ancient site of Saheth-Maheth found on the borders of the Gonda and Bahraich
districts of Oudh. His identification was challenged by Mr. Vincent A. Smith
who even claimed to have discovered the true site of Sravasti far more to the north
on the Nepal frontier. Subsequent excavations carried out by the Archaeological

Survey in 1908 and 1910-11 have vindicated Cunningham's marvellous insight in

questions of ancient topography. On the strength of several inscriptions found on
spot it was possible to prove that the large site of Mahet;h represents the city

of SrSvasti, whilst the smaller site of Sahe^h marks the place of the famous Jetavana
Convent.

Dr. Bimala Chum Law has accomplished an extremely useful work by bringing
together and systematically arranging oil references to Sravasti from ancient Indian
literature. His great knowledge of Buddhist literature has enabled him to collect

an impos^ number of ^>assages from Pali and Sanskrit books in which the ancient

dty with its monasteries is mentioned. The river Aciravati, on whose bank Sravasti
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was situated, must be the Rapti which flows along the north-eastern side of Maheth.
Dr. Law's remarks on the importance of 6ravasti as a centre of trade-routes are of

special interest.

The data derived from Buddhist writings are supplemented by abundant informa-

tion which the author has drawn from Brahmanical and Jaina literature. The
Ramavana attributes the foundation of the famous town of Northern Kosala to a

king Dravasta of the Solar dynasty, but it seems not unlikely that the name of

that heros eponymos was in reality invented to account for the name of the town.
As the author points out, Sravasti was a stronghold of Brahmanism and at the

same time figures prominently in Jain tradition. It is believed to be the birth-place

of the third Tirthankara Sambhavanatha, and the ruins of Sobhnath at the south-

western extremity of the site of Maheth must represent an important religious

establishment of the Jainas.

It is to be hoped that some day the exploration of ancient Sravasti will be
resumed, although the excavation of a site of such enormous extent will require

very liberal funds and many years of labour. This much is certain that the present
' Memoir ’ on Sravasti, containing all information available in literary sources, fully

answers its purpose and will be found of great use both to the archa^logist and to

the student of Indian history.

J. Ph. Vogei..

KARNATAKA SAMSKRTI (KARNATAKA CULTURE). By Narasimha
Pastry Devudu. With a Foreword by Rajacarita-vt^drada Rao Saheb C.

Hayavadana Rao. 124 pp. Bangalore City. 1935. Price

Rs. 1-8-0
;
Foreign 3s.

It was a happy idea which occurred to Mr. Narasimha Pastry Devudu to devote

his attention to the study of Karnataka culture. In this work he has collected

together the extension lectures which he delivered under the auspices of the Mysore
University in 1933. The subject of Mr. Devudu's lectures is of growing importance

;

and it is very pleasing to note that the Mysore University should have pitched upon
it and selected a scholar who could describe it so well.

In trying to delineate the culture of the Kannadigas, Mr. Devudu makes no
difference between the culture of the rich and that of lie poor (p. i). He accepts

the definition of culture in its widest sense—as that which distinguishes man from
the brute (p. 10). To him culture and inherent nature are interchangeable terms

;

and Karnataka culture is but the reflection of Vedic culture (pp. 10-13).

And in the Karnataka the one great feature of her culture is its oneness (p. 4).

The Brahman who drinks water after performing his dcamana and the peasant
who quenches his thirst after remembering his god and his guru are united by one
and the same culture (pp. 6-7).

Songs of men and women, stories, proverbs and riddles—^these are the themes
of the author. The section on songs is replete with interesting matter. In the
first category of songs of men, we have ballads of various kinds (pp. 16-24), songs
of amusement (pp. 24-42), and miscellaneous songs (pp. 43-50). Mr. Devudu does
not merely enumerate them : he gives, as for instance, the Seringapatam bidlad of

the times of Tipu Sultan, and describes its technique (pp. 31-33).
When one hears the Karnataka women ushering in the dawn with their songs

sung in the udaya-rdga praising the Lord and the gurus (pp. 52 seq.), one cannot
help feeling that Karnataka is indeed a land of music. These songs of the higher
classes Mr. Devudu terms Brdhmanlya ballads (pp. 51-74) ; while those of the
bumbler sections, Sudrantya (pp. 75-87). While describing the former, the author
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deals at some length with the well-known koravanji songs and the lullabies (pp. 59
seq.). In the Shdraniya section we have some interesting specimens of rural genius

both in the field as well as at home.
The value of the sections on stories, riddles, and proverbs (pp. 88 seq. 105 seq.)

is heightened by the judicious use which the author makes of the epigraphs and

current tradition. The last chapter is devoted to a discussion of the state of society

among the Dravidians before the Aryans, the condition of the Aryans during the

Vedic times, and the probable age when the Dravidians came under the Aryan
influence (pp. 116-122).

Although our views are different on these subjects as well as on the origin

and nature of Kannada culture, yet we acknowledge with pleasure the merits of

this work which has been written in a pleasant and popular style befitting the

subject. A Kannadiga has every reason to be proud of the glories and achievements

of the Karnataka. Mr. Devudu has accomplished his task with remarkable success.

He has opened up a very fertile field of investigation. But to those who are not

acquainted with the Kannada language, Mr. Devudu's work will not be of any use.

May we suggest that he should render this work into English ? We gladly commend
this book to all students of our culture

;
and congratulate the author on the delightful

manner in which he has executed his interesting and useful work.

B. A. SAI.1EJTORE.

HISTORY OF THE PARAMARA DYNASTY. By D. C. Ganguly, Dacca
University Bulletin, No. XVII, published by the University of Dacca,

pp. i-iv, i-v, 1-387, i-ii (appendix). Price Rs. 10. 1933.

In the introduction of this interesting work a brief account of the political

condition of Northern India between the downfall of the imperial Gupta dynasty
and the rise of the Paramaras and also of the period of the Paramara supremacy in

Malava has been given. In chapter I the author states that the original home of

the Paramaras was in the Deccan, that* the Paramaras were the offshoots of the
imperial Rashtrakuta dynasty, went out of the Deccan and established kingdom in

Northern India. In chapters II-VII, IX, X the genealogies and chronologies of the
Paramara dynasties and in Chapter VIII Art and Culture under the Paramara
patronage have been dealt with. We may here at the outset remark that this

work is a scholarly production and will be studied by all earnest students of Indian
history. Above all the Chapter on ‘ Art and Culture * is highly interesting. Never-
theless, there are some important points where an opinion different from that of the
author may be reasonably held.

. A. Let us, first of all, deal with the Paramaras of Malava. (i) The author
has remarked, * As the Udayapur Pra^asti does not mention any king by the name
Krsnaraja, he is to be identified with Upendra * (pp. 28-29). But this identification

of Upendra with Krsnaraja is not tenable if we assume, as the author has done,
that Vairisimha I, Siy^a I, Vakpati I, Vairisimha II Vajrata, Siyaka II Harsa and
Vakpati-Munja—all existed. To make our point more clear, we have in No, 1657
(A list of inscriptions of Northern India. By D. R. Bhandarkar, E.I., Vols. XIX-
XXI.) U^ndraraja ; his son, Vairisimha ; his son, Siyaka

; his son, Vakpati ; his

son, Vairisithha-Vajrata ;
his son, Sri Harsa

;
his son, Vakpati. In No. 64 we have

Bappairaja ; his son, Vairisiifaha ; his son, Siyaka. In Nos. 84 and 87 we have
Krsnaraja ; his successor, Vairisimha

;
his successor, Siyaka

; his successor, Vakpati.

Two different sorts of genealogy can drawn from these evidences. If we identify
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Upendraiija with Bappaiparaja and KrsnarSja, then we will have only Vairisiifaha,

Slyaka and Vakpati in successive order after Upendraraja and shall have to omit

Vaifisiriiha II, Siyaka II, and Vakpati II as found in No. 1657 other

hand, if we identify the first-mentioned Vakpati of No. 1657 with Bappaiparaja
(the Prfikrta form of Vakpatiraja) of No. 64 and Krsnaraja of Nos. 84 and 87, then

we can have those six successors of Upendraraja who are found in the genealogical

table of this book. Therefore the identification of Upendraraja with Krenaraja

seems to be untenable and consequently Krsnaraja should be identified with
Vakpati I.

(ii) The author has made Udayaditya * a scion of a junior branch of the

Paramaras * (p. 131) and in support of this theory has referred to the genealo^
contained in No. 134. But as this inscription is not yet properly edited and is

also very late being dated in V. 1562=6. 1427, reliance cannot be placed on the

genealogy given in it. Consequently we should concentrate our attention on
No. 170 and the Jainad stone inscription of the Paramara Jagaddeva (E.I., Vol. XXII,
pp. 54ff.). In course of editing the latter inscription, the editor Dr. Ganguly himself

has remarked, ‘The Nagpur stone inscription, dated 1104 A.D., composed by
Udayaditya's son Naravarman, describes Udayaditya as the “ bandhu of Bhoja.
The inscription under discussion states that Bhoja was the ‘ pitrivya * (father's

brother or cousin ; or any elderly male relation) of Jagaddeva, son of Udayaditya.
Critical examination of these two evidences leads me to suggest that Udayaditya
was not the brother of Bhoja but a cousin * {ibid., p. 56). Firstly, the author has
translated pitrvya as the father's cousin ; but it appears that no such meaning of

pitfvya is found in Sanskrit dictionary. (Monier-Williams—Sanskrit-English
Dictionary, p. 627, 1899.) On the other hand, it means ‘ a father's brother, paternal
uncle, any elderly male relation '. {Ibid.) According to vdriiika pitrvya means
piturssbhrdtd and according to Amara pitri^bhrdtd {^ahdakalpa-druma, Vol. Ill,

p. 147). Again bhrdtd means eka-garhha-jdtah and according to Hemachandra it

means sah^odarah, santdn=odaryyah, sodaryyah, sagarhhah, sahajah and sodarah.

{Ibid., p. 558). This shows clearly that pitrvya means father's brother. Therefore
the line * yasy^Odaydditya-nrPah pitd^sid’=idevah pitrvyah sa^cha Bhojardjah*
(E.I., Vol. XXII, p. 60) should be translated ‘ whose father was king Udayaditya
and father's brother (was) king Bhojadeva '. In No. 170 Udayaditya has been called

as the ‘ bandhu ' of Bhoja. Kielhom has translated bandhu as relative and this

interpretation has been accepted by all scholars. But on account of the valuable
information, mentioned above, in the Jainad stone inscription it seems that the term
bandhu should be translated as ‘ brother

'
(Monier-Williams ' Sanskrit English

Dictionary, p. 721, 1899 ; ^ahdakalpa-druma, Vol. Ill, p. 395, bhrdtd iti Medini).
Thus we find that Udayaditya was a brother of Bhojadeva.

(iii) Regarding the inscriptions of Ya^ovarman it should be noted that the
author has not mentioned No. 252 dated V. 119(9), which the names of both
Naravarman and Yasovarman occur, though apparently belonging to the reign of
Yafevarman.

(iv) The author thinks that ‘ Jayavarman was identical with Ajayavarman
'

(p. 181) ; but it seems that there is no necessity of identifying them. The name of
Jayavarman occurs in Nos. 383, 439 and 1659 and in all these inscriptions he has
been named after Yak)varman meaning almost certainly as his successor and prob-
ably as his son ; while the name of Ajayavarman is found in Nos. 457, 460 and 466
and in all these inscriptions he has been called as the son of Ya^varman. There
is no need of identifying them as they can easily be taken as two different monarchs.

(v) It should be noted that the author has not mentioned No. 1660 bdonging
to tbe reign of Arjunavarman.

(vi) The author states, ‘ Jayavarman II seems to hawe been succeeded by
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Jayasimha II * (p. 227). Let us see whether this view is correct. In No. 552,
dated V. 1314 and in No. 559 dated V. 1317, we find Jayavarman as the reigning
monarch ; while in Nos. 550, dated V. 1311, 551 dated V. 1312, 554, dated V. (13)14
and 575, dated V. 1326 we find the mention of Jayasimhadeva as the reigning
monarc^. A study of the dates in these inscriptions shows that Jayavarman and
Jayasithhadeva are identical. It should be incidentally mentioned that the author
relies on the older reading of Cunningham rejecting the amended reading of Kielhorn
without sufficient reason so far as No. 551 is concerned. The author has not
mentioned Nos. 550 and 554 which are very important regarding this point.

(vii) The supposition of the author that one Mahlak Deo succeeded Bhoja II

(p. 232) does not stand on very strong evidence
;
and unless corroborative evidence

from the epigraphical source is found, it should remain as hypothetical.
(viii) The author states that * Jayasimha III . . . was probably the successor

of Mahlak Deo ’ (p. 233). There is no indication for making this statement because
in No. 661 which is the only inscription of Jayasimha III we find the mention of
him only and of none of his predecessors.

B. Let us now examine the Paramaras of Abu and the Paramaras of Bhinmal
as named by the author. He has made two different branches, but it seems that
there is epigraphical evidence to show that it is one dynasty. In No. 312 we find
Sindhuraja

; Usa(tpa)la ;
(two names gone) ; then (Dharanivaraha) ; while in No. 123

we have Utpalaraja
; his son, Aranyaraja

; his son, Vasudeva alias Adbhuta-
Kfsnaraja ; his son (Dharanivaraha). A comparative study of these two inscriptions
seems to show that Utpalaraja of No. 123 had a predecessor named Sindhuraja.
We know definitely that Sindhuraja of the Paramara dynasty of Malava succeeded
his brother Vakpatiraja who is also called Utpalaraja

; but in No. 312 Sindhuraja
is succeeded by Usa(tpa)la. Therefore this Usa(tpa)la cannot be identified with
Vakpatiraja. Here in this connection one statement of the author should be quoted.
He writes down, ^ Sindhuraja^s son Dusala ’ (p. 345)* We do not understand
how he gets the name as DQsala. Its reading would be Usa(tpa)la (see No. 312).
Secondly, there is no evidence in No. 312 to show that Dusala of the author was the
son of Sindhuraja

; but, on the contrary, the information contained in No. 312 shows
that Usa(tpa)la was the successor of Sindhuraja. In No. 135 we find Devaraja

;

his son, Dhandhuka
; his son, Krsnaraja ; while in No. 312 we find Devaraja

,

Dhandhuka ; Krsnaraja. This apparently shows that these three monarchs
mentioned in these two inscriptions are identical. In No. 312 we find (Dharanivaraha)
as the father of Devaraja

; while in No. 123 we find (Dharanivaraha) as the father
of Mahipala. It should be noted in connection with this information contained in
No. 123 that the author has accepted the reading of Srinathaghosi suggested by
Burt and Kamalakanta (p. 299) ; but it seems that the reading of (Dharanivaraha)
suggested by Kielhorn (E.I., Vol. IX, pp. I2ff.) and Bhandarkar (I.A., Vol. XL,
p. 239) is better. Thus it appears that Devaraja and Mahipala are identical. The
two names before that of (Dharanivaraha) in No. 312 which are lost are, in all
probability, Aranyaraja and Vasudeva alias Adbhuta-Krsnaraja. This shows that
what the author has taken as two different dynasties is probably one. Therefore
there were not two Dhandhuka as the author believes but one Dhandhuka who had
two sons, viz. Pfirnapala and Krsnaraja. It is better to call the rulers from Sindhuraja
to Krsnaraja II as Paramfiras of Marwar and the rulers from Sochharaja to Somesvara
as belonging to the Kira<Ju branch which is itself an offshoot of the former dynasty.
The author has observed that ‘ Somesvara appears to have been succeeded by
Jayatas^a (p. 348) mentioned in No. 397. But this inscription does not prove that
Maharajaputra Jayatasimhadeva was a successor of Somesvara. This Maharfijaputra
Jayatasiiiihadeva appears to belong to the Na^lol Chahamana dynasty. There
appears to be no direct evidence to connect Jaitsi of the Rajput bards with this
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Jayatasiifaha and therefore we do not know whether Salakha also belonged to the

Kiradu branch.

Just as the rulers from Sochharaja to Somesvara may be called as belonging to

the KirSdu branch, the rulers from Dhruvabhata to Pratapasimha may be called

as belonging to the Chandravati branch. The author remarks, ‘ Dhumaraja and
Dhruvabhata, as mentioned in later records, were probably among those who ruled

in succession after Purnapala * (p. 302). Dhumaraja is mentioned in No. 393 where
Dharavarsha is called a descendant of Dhumarajadeva, in No. 469 where
Dharavarsha, son of Yasodhavala has been mentioned as of the lineage of Sri

Dhomaraja, in No. 488 where it has been mentioned that in the Paramara family

there arose first Dhumaraja who was followed by Dhandhuka and in No. 614 where
it has been stated that the sage Vasistha created Dhumaraja from a fire-pit on Arbuda
to bring back his cow and invested him with Paramara-ya^t and his own gotra. This

last information is important because it shows that Dhumaraja was not a historical

personage but a mythical hero. In case we take him to be a historical person as

the author has done, there is no evidence to show that Dhruvabhata was the successor

of Dhumaraja ;
on the contrary, we find that a ruler named Dhandhuka is mentioned

after Dhumaraja and before Dhruvabhata (No. 488). If we accept Dhumaraja to

be a mythical hero, then Dhruvabhata appears to be a successor of Dhandhuka of

the Paramara dynasty of Marwar. The author has made Ramadeva as the successor

of Dhruvabhata (p. 303) ;
but it appears from No. 488 that there are some rulers

after Dhruvabhata and before Ramadeva (No. 488). Besides two inscriptions

mentioned by the author there is another inscription of Yasodhavala (No. 283).

Besides seven inscriptions mentioned by the author there are three other inscriptions

of the time of Dharavarsha, i.e. Nos. 427, 437 and 473.
C. Let us now consider the Paramaras of Vagada. The author has made

Dambarasitfaha as the younger brother of Vairisimha I (p. 337) ; but considering

the dates contained in the inscriptions of Mandalika (Nos. 133, 145) and Siyaka II

(Nos. 64, 78) it appears more probable that Dariibarasimha was the younger brother

of Vairisimha II. The author has written, ‘ The Paramara princes of Vagada were
descendents of Dambarasimha, the younger son of Upendra-Krsnaraja. The
earliest known ruler of the family is Dhanika

' (p. 337). From this statement it

appears that the author has made Dambarasimha and Dhanika as two different

persons
; but in No. 133 we find that Dhanika was succeeded by his brother's son

Chachcha while in No. 145 we find the mention of Pathbarasithha and then
Kamkadeva (Kakkadeva ?). The author has rightly observed that Chachcha and
Kamkadeva are identical (p. 337). From this identification it appears that

Dambarasimha and Dhanika are identical. It should be mentioned that the fourth

inscription of Chamundaraja mentioned in the author's book as unpublished contains

the date V. 1159 (No! 167).

Further the author seems to be not very careful in indicating the exact rela-

tionship between the rulers in the genealogical table. As an example, the author
has rightly called Jayasimha simply as ‘ Bhoja's successor ' (p. 123), but in the
genealogical table Jayasimha has been made to appear as Bhoja's son and successor.

In spite of all the differences of opinion pointed out above, we must consider this

work as of a high order, because it is here that for the first time a serious attempt
has been made to present a connected history of the Paramara d5masties of mediaeval
India. We have no doubt that all serious students of history will read it not only
with care but also with interest and profit.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.
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PRAVACANASARA (PAVAYAIJIASARA). CriticaUyeditedbyA.KUpadhye.
A second edition, revised, e^arged and remodelled. Published by Shetha

Manilal Revashankar Jhaveri for the Parama-^ruta-Prabhavaka-Mandala,
Bombay, 1935. Price Rs. 5.

This is one of the large number of Jain texts published in the Rayachandra Jaina

iastramMa, which with many other series of the type, mostly initiated through

private endowments created by munificent wealthy persons of the Jain community,
for the purpose of propagating the sacred lore of the faith they profess, have
succeeded in making accessible to the world of scholars a substantial portion of the

rich but little known literary treasures inherited by them. The work was first

issued in the series as far back as 1912. The present edition contains besides the

Prakrit and its Chhdyd in Sanskrit, two Sanskrit commentaries by Amrta-Candra
{circa loth century) and Jayasena {circa 12th century) as also a Hindi commentary
by Hemaraja (17th century). The editor has added an English translation with
occasional notes and a scholarly and comprehensive introduction giving in six

sections an account of the author and his works with special reference to the work
under review. Thus it contains a running summary of the contents of the work,

a discussion of its philosophical avSpect, an account of six commentaries on the

work and a tentative analysis of the linguistic peculiarities of it which may have
to be revised, as the editor has rightly pointed out, when a critical and improved
edition of the text comes to be published. It might be pointed out in this connec-

tion that this learned introduction has unfortunately omitted to refer to the immense
popularity enjoyed by the work by way of drawing attention to the literature based
on it and to the references if any made to it at least bv earlier authors. It is also

to be regretted that no attempt has been made to account for the non-mention of

Kundakundacarya as the name of the author in the two Sanskrit commentaries
published in the edition which interpret the introductory verses as having been
uttered by a * certain individual ' or ‘ a sivakumara

'
(elsewhere called a mahdrdja)

as Amrtacandra and Jayasena respectively put it.

A list of variant readings collected from two comparatively modern MSS. which
are stated to have been copied from two fifteenth century MSS. has been inserted
at the end. A number of very useful indices (e.g. of the contents of the work, of
the gdthds in it, of the quotations in the commentary indicating the sources of them
as far as could be traced and of the topics dealt with in the introduction) have also

been appended.
These are all very useful things and the edition has been so planned as to suit

the requirements of the Hindi-knowing public, the orthodox pandit as well as the
modem scholar. Fastidious scholarship, however, would have been all the more
satisfied if the learned editor had taken this opportunity of supplying a critical text
based on the collation of MSS. and commentaries of the work even if this would
involve the sacrifice of some of the exegetical matter included in the edition. Such
a text would be useful not only to students of Jainism but also to linguists interested
in the study of the Prakrits. That would also help the reader to form, from a
comparison of different MSS. and commentaries, an idea of the genuineness and
antiquity of the additional verses commented on by Jayasena.

Chintaharan Chakravarti.

THE NIRUKTA.
Professor Lak^mana Samp, is well known to the world of Sanskrit scholars for

his patient and careful work on the Nirukta, The result of his researches have been
emt^ied in six decent volumes ; the publication of five of which is to the credit of

the Punjab University.
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Dr. Samp has rightly placed the nighanfus at the head of Ya^ka*$ hhd^ya not
only because it is convenient for the student to have them thus separately

printed (as was done by Roth and Sdmairamin), but also because the nighanfus

and their commentary form one individual book, called the nirukta, Sayaua and
Madhusudana are not wrong in giving this meaning to the word nih + ukta. It

is tme that the word nirukta is ordinarily taken to mean derivation, and that the

lists of words called the nighanfus contain no derivations. But that need not be
supposed to have been the original meaning of the word nih + ukta lit. means
* speaking out from which are derived the secondary sense of interpretation, and
the tertiary sense of derivation. The popular hypothesis that the name nirukta

rightly belongs not to the nighanfus (= collections of words beginning with Gauh
and ending with * Devapatuah *) seems to be unwarranted. For a full and reasoned
statement of the contrary view, the reader may profitably consult Pandit Satyavrata
Sama^rami*s Nimktalocana published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The nighanfus are of the nature of Sutras. The sutras were not always meant
to be complete treatises. They are like marginal notes of modern times. They are

mnemonic helps for remembering the substance of oral (or written) discourses, and the
vrtti and bhasya of every sutra work contains at least the substance of the dis-

courses of the sfitrakaras, if not their actual words. The Bhasya of Yaska, therefore,

may be supposed to contain the ascertained meanings (nintktah) and derivations

(nirukta) as propounded by those who originally compiled the nighanfus out of the
Vedic texts.

The compilation of the ni^anfus is indicated in the well-known passage of the
Nirukta, I, 20, 2. The seers had direct vision of religious duties and rites including
the method of their performance with definite mantras, as well as their effects. These
are the original seers. According to a very old theory, these seers remembered the

mantras at the beginning of creation (after a pralaya) just as a man remembers his

previous experiences after awaking from sleep. These original seers imparted by
oral instruction these mantras and their meaning to later generations of seers called

^rutarsi who lacked the gift of direct vision of dharma. A still later generation
found this method of learning the Veda and its meaning irksome. Then they
tho^ht of a simpler means

;
they reduced the chaotic mass of veda to order by

dividing it and compiled the helps to Vedic study for comprehension of their meaning.
Krisna, born in a dvipa (daipayana), is said to have divided the Veda. So he

is known as veda-vyasa, a divider of veda. Yaska seems to say that the nighantus
were compiled during the period of Vyasa. The historical Vyasa, the author of

Mahabharata, seems to have been the last of those who worked on the collection

of Srutis and his collection and division of Srutis is final. It superseded all previous

attempts at arranging the Srutis. Durga has stated that there were fourteen
nighantus and eight grammars. Our collection is one of these nighantus : it would
not be unreasonable to suppose that Yaska himself rearranged the vocables current
in his school and family according to his own plan. Thus the present Nighan^u and
its bhasya might be supposed to be one work («Nirukta).

The Bhasya of Yaska is not a Bhasya in the sense in which Vfitsyayana's or
Sankara’s works are Bhasyas. He does not take the sfftras one by one and does not
comment upon every word (= sutra). His work has a family resemblance to
Pra^tapada’s bhasya. These are more like original treatises. Probably they
represent an earlier method of bhasya writing.

The Nighan^u on which Y^ka commented appears to be the vocables of that
part of the veda which was popular in his school time and locality. It is natursd
to suppose that he added works here and there and arranged the vocables according
to his own ideas. On this h)^thesis it becomes easier to understand the opening
sentence of the Nirukta-Coxnmentary. m
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There is no reason to suppose that Yd^ka originated all or even a majority of the

derivations which he does not attribute to oSier authors. lyong before Yaska,

grammatical science made considerable progress. It is unreasonable to suppose

that Panini discovered the majority of rules set forth in his immortal work. The
division of words into nouns and verbs and the later additions of two other parts of

speech called upasarga and nipata were already well known as grammatical doctrines

in Yaska's time. This will be apparent from the language in which Yaska introduces

the subject (I, 1,8).

The Nirtita was published with an introduction and explanatory notes, both

in German, by Rudolph Roth at Gottengen in 1852. Then came Samsu^rami's

great edition of 1882-1891, in four volumes, with the commentaries of Devaraja
Yajvan and Durga. Samasrami's edition is found useful. The edition of Sivadatta

(1912-13) contains some improvements in the text of Durga's commentary. But
the book is deficient in one respect, namely, it does not contain the first five chapters

of the Nirukta, called the Nighantu as a separate book ; though the whole of it

has been included in different parts of the book, and it does not contain Devaraja's

excellent notes on each word of the first three chapters of the Nighantu. Yd^ka
gives the derivation and reference for only a fraction of the words of these three

chapters. So Devaraja’s comment is extremely useful.

Sivadatta introduced punctuation in the paragraphs of Nirukta. Roth and
SSmasrami printed them as undivided wholes. Sarup has generally followed

Sivadatta and sometimes improved his punctuation.

I have noted below a few points where improvements may be made e.g. Skanda-
Mahe^vara, Vol. I, p. 104, 1 . 16, p. 108, 1 . 5, p. in, 1 . 6, p. 115, 1

. 7 ;
vol. II, p. i.

Dr. Samp’s name will be long connected with his great work on the Nirukta.
His appendices are of great help to all .scholars and his edition of Nirukta and Skanda-
Maheivara are indispensable to all earnest workers.

Vanamau Vedantatirtha.

THE INDIAN TRAVELS OF APOLLONINS OF TYANA. By Jarl

Charpentier, Leipzig, 1934 ; pp. 6b.

This is one of the last publications of Prof. Jarl Charpentier, in whose death
the science of Indology has suffered an irreparable loss. The aim of the author has
been to examine in detail all that is known about that enigmatic personality of old

—

Apollonins of Tyana, and to ascertain whether he had actually been in India. Prof.

Charpentier is convinced that Apollonins of Tyana had been actually in India, but
he never went further than the altars of Alexander. That he had actually visited

Taxila was suggested long ago by Sir John Marshall. Prof. Charpentier now warmly
endorses this view.

Prof. Charpentier was noted and feared for the pungency of his language, and
he never minced words when criticising those who dared to differ from him. A
theory of Professor Berriedale Keith is thus summarily dismissed with a stricture on
his ‘ non-sensical ideas

' (p. 41, f.n. 5), and more wonderful still, in Voltaire he
finds nothing but * shallow rationalism and the blind enmity towards Christianity

*

(p. 12). All this of course can mean nothing at all, and need not be taken too

serioudy. The reader of this brochure will at all events feel grateful to the author
for the mass of rich information he has gathered here.

Batakrishna Ghosh.
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VAJASANEYI PRATISAKHYA of Katyayana, with the commentaries of Uvata
and Anantabhatta ; edited by V. Venlmtarama Sharma ; with a Preface by
Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, pp. viii+329+27.

The main value of the volume under consideration lies in the commentary of

Anantabhatta which is published here for the first time. Uvata explaitis the
Prati^akhya in the light of Vajasaneyi texts, but Anantabhatta explicitly says in

his preface that he has only the Kanva-^akha in view and he further states that non-
Kanva examples will be given by him only where Kanva examples are not

available l wwtv 1 It is

of course necessary to prove that the Sutrakara had both the Sakhas in view, for the
Vajasaneyi Prati^akhya is almost wholly identified with the Madhyandina school in

popular imagination. Anantabhatta therefore shows in his introduction that

quite a number of sutras of the Vaj. Pratisakhya have no scope for the Madhyandina
texts, and therefore must have been meant for the Kanva texts in whose case

their utility is evident. Says Anantabhatta

:

^ ^ and proceeds to quote

several forms with cerebral I which is a peculiarity of the Kanva texts, the

Madhyandina texts always showing (? in its place, and further points out several

rules of Sandhi in the Sutras which might have scope only for the Kanva texts.

Anantabhatta thus conclusively proves, what may seem strange at first sight, that

one manuai of phonetics (=Prati^khya) was followed by at least two distinct

schools. There are still many discrepancies to smooth over also in the Rkprati^khya,
for it is well known that some minor details in it do not tally with the text of the

Rgveda as we know it—including the apocryphal Valakhilya and B^kala hymns.
Is it possible that Saunaka too had in view also other Vakhas of the Rgveda ?

The publication of Anantabhatta's commentary is therefore to be greeted as an
important event in the history of Vedic philology. But it is a pity that nobody
took the trouble to read proofs for this important publication, for the number of

typographical mistakes is truly astounding. Only a fraction of them has been
registered at the end. The lack of accentuation is another serious blemish which
renders the chapters on accent quite valueless. Imperfect attempts have some-
times been made to indicate the accent at least in Uvata's commentary (see pp. 42ff.),

which must have escaped the notice of Dr. C. Kanhan Raja, for he expresses regret

(p. vi) that nothing could be done to indicate the accent. Pandit Venkatrama Sarma,
who had begun the publication, having paid no heed to accentuation. Dr. Raja
reluctantly follows Pandit Sarma in the practice of indicating sandhi-changes by the
sign>. But he need not have been apologetic at all about it, for the proper sign

to use to indicate sandhi-change is> and not=. The value of the book might
have been greatly enhanced if proper reference to both Madhyandina and K§nva
text had been given to all the examples cited in the commentaries.

Batakrishna Ghosh.

DR- S. KRISHNASWAMI AIYANGAR COMMEMORATION VOLUME*
Published by the Committee, 1936 (G.S. Press, Madras), pp. xxv+500.

A tribute of honour has been paid by his numerous friends, admirers and
pupils to Rdjasevdsakta Rao Bahadur Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., Ph.D.,
F.A.S.B., formerly Professor of Indian History and Archaeology, University of
Madras, by presenting him, to commemorate the unique airvices he has rendered
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to the cause of South Indian historical research, this Commemoration Volume of

papers and essays contributed by Indological scholars both in India and abroad, on

the occasion of completing his sixty-fifth year on the 15th April, 1936.

Krishnaswami Aiyangar is a veteran teacher, a prolific writer, and a successful

editor. But above all, he is a scholar.

As to the Volume under review, which is thick and runs to over five hundred

closely printed pages, it has been edited by Prof. V. Rangacharya, Rao Sahib

C. S. Srinivasachari and Mr. V. R. R. Dikshitar, and its printing and get-up

leave nothing to be desired. With a photograph of the Professor, and a few pages

in the beginning on the life and works as also on the appreciations of his, it contains

no less than seventy papers by a corresponding number of writers, mostly dis-

tinguished, and amongst whom are included the names of (the late) Prof. Jarl

Charpentier, Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, Prof. Moritz Winternitz, Dr. B. C. Law,
Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Prof. H. C.

Raychaudhuri, Prof. R. C. Majumdar, MM. Dr. Ganganath Jha, MM. Dr. R.

Shamasastry, Diwan Bahadur K. S. Ramaswami Shastri, Dr. K. R. Subrahmanya
Aiyar, Vidyavacaspati Vidyasagara P. P. S. Sastri, Prof. C. Kuhnan Raja, Prof.

H. K. Sherwani, Prof. V, Rangacharya, Principal P. Sheshadri, Dr. P. J. Thomas,
Dr. A. Venkatasubbiah, Mr. V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Dr. Surendra Nath
Sen, Dr. P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri, Rao Bahadur MM. R. Narasinhacharyar, Mr. C.

Achyuta Menon, Prof. P. K. Acharya, Pandit Bisheshwar Nath Reu, Dr. Andreas
Nell, Dr. K. N. Venkatasubha Sastri, Rao Sahib C. S. Srinivasachari, Prof. K. R.
Pisharoti, Dr. B. A. Saletore, Dr. Rashid Ahmad and Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji.

The seventy essays and papers have been arranged in six sections, viz.
:

(I)

General Indian History, (II) South Indian History, (III) Religion and Philosophy,

(IV) Language, Learning and Literature, (V) Art and Archaeology, and (VI) Greater
India. In my opinion the following papers are of outstanding merits :

—

(1) The Sasanian Conqiust of the Indus Region, by the late Prof. Jarl

Charpentier, (p. ii)

;

(2) Saiiyuputra of Asoka's Edict II, Mr. M. Govinda Pai, (p. 33)

;

(3) South India as a Centre of Pali Buddhism, by Dr. B. C. Law, (p. 239)

;

(4) I’tsing and BhartrharVs Vdkhyapadiya

,

by Prof. C. Kunhan Raja, (p. 285)

;

(5) Historical Dramas in Indian Literature, by Prof. Moritz Winternitz, (p. 359)

;

and (6) Hindu Law in Java and Bah, by Prof. R. C. Majumdar, (p. 445).

The editors have taken the care of adding some necessary notes to some papers.
The volume is appended with a chronological Bibliography of the writings of Prof.
S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar.

N. N. Das Gupta.

INDIA ANALYSED, edited by Freda M. Bedi and B. P. L. Bedi (London, Victor
Gollancz, Ltd.), three volumes, I933'34 - Five shillings the volume, 200+
176+222 pages.

In Vol. I, India's position in the world is discussed by Sir Alfred Zimmem
and in the League of Nations by Prof, C. A. W. Manning. To what extent the
International Labour Office of Geneva has served to internationalize Indian affairs

forms the subject of Dr, Lanka Sundaram's paper. Prof. A. B. Keith has contributed
a paper on India vis-d-vis the British Commonwealth. To the international aspect of

the Indian constitution attention has been drawn in the chapter coming from
Mr. C. W. Jenks.

Some of the chapters are strong in facts. Mr. Jenks's viewpoint will appear
interesting to many. But since the volume is describ^ as international, one v^ht
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expect one or two chapters given over to the impacts of American, Japanese, German
and other developments on transformations in India's politics.

Vol. II deals with economic ' realities The peasant is described by Prof,

Brij Narain, the labourer by Mr. B. Shiva Rao, the manufacturer by Dr. P. P.

Pilai, and the trader by Dr. Vera Anstey. On the potentialities of industrial develop-

ment Prof. V. G. Kale has a paper.

The statistical data about agriculture, manufacture and foreign trade are sub-

stantial so far as they go. ' Phenomenal progress * in industrial undertakings has
been recorded by Pillai. He has pointed out, at the same time, that the ' rate of

progress has not been commensurate with the size of the country ' (p. 85). In this

context can be placed Kale's statement that India has ' an economic system (barring

a few notable exceptions
')

similar to that which prevailed in Europe in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries ' (p. 145). Naturally, therefore, as Anstey
makes it clear, India's chief industrial weaknesses are to be found in the lag in her

production of machinery, plant, tools, iron and steel goods and ' chemicals '.

The labour conditions might have been treated somewhat statistically. But
the poverty of the peasant has been well described in Brij Narain's essay. The
analysis of farm accounts in the Punjab as presented by him is instructive. In
1927-28 the average net income per man per day is described as being about seven

annas. But he has furnished no price-schedule. He quotes a Dutch work of the

seventeenth century J. V. Twist's Generate Beschrivinghe van Indien (1638, p. 63)
to say that * one-half and sometimes three-fourths was the king's share in Gujrat '.

One should like to know what was the average income per man per day in those

days—in cash or kind.

Among the economic ' issues ’ which constitute the topics of Vol. Ill we have
the problem of ‘ social services ' in the perspective of taxation discussed by Mr. A. N.
Maini. The paper of Dr. B. R. Ran deals with foreign investment, that of Prof.

Brij Narain with the rate of exchange. India's public debt has been discussed by
Prof. K. T. Shah. The question of ‘ agricultural protection ' has been raised by
Prof. Radha Kamal Mukerjee.

The Third Volume is given over to the ‘ problems ' or ' issues ' as indicated above,
and naturally Indian economic thought to-day is pluralistic enough to be able to
offer just the antipodes of the views collected here. Against the present ratio and
the export of gold Brij Narain has strong views. He is an exponent, indeed, of the
traditional Indian standpoint. All the same, he has cared to admit that the
' linking of the rupee to sterling helped up only for a few weeks or months '. The
present reviewer happens to take a rather unconventional stand in regard to both
these questions (cf. his Indian Currency and Reserve Bank Problems, second edition,

1934) and to believe that neither the ratio Re.= is. 6d. nor the gold export has been
harmful to India.

According to Rau ‘ a careful scrutiny by the Federal Reserve Bank, which
would be made at the time of rediscounting the eligible commercial paper, would
automatically raise the standard of banking

' (p. 65), This is reasonable. As for

foreign capital, his paper does not appear to exhibit antipathy (p. 89). But it does
not seem to be precise enough either. Our economists are as a rule prejudiced against
it. According to the present reviewer, however (cf. Imperial Preference vi$-d-vis

World-Economy, 1934), India will have to depend on foreign capital for quite a long
time in the interest of industrialization in spite of the progress in the growth of
‘ Indian ' capital.

Miani complains that the proportion of * indirect ' taxes to total revenue is

higher in India thati in the United Kingdom (p. 25). He believes in * direct ' taxes
as bdng ‘ progressive '. This is an interesting attitude in view of the fact
that in India as a rule we are sickbed o'er with the ideal ^^f diminution of taxes.
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While poverty furnishes the general milieu of economic India Mukerjee's stress

on the diverse improvements in agriculture would not fail to be recognized as reassur-

ing. Among others he mentions, for instance, the substitution of rice and maize

for cheaper millets and of cereal for gram and oil seeds. The spread of double-

cropping is another very important item referred to by him (p. 172). The attention

of economists deserves to be directed to these aspects of Indian agriculture in order

to ascertain the past changes in the standard of living of the people as well as its

probable future.

Benoy Kumar Sarkar.

SPEECHES AND WRITINGS OF SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA. Published

by Ram Narain Tal, Allahabad, 1935, pp. 505, price Rs. 5.

This volume presents not in an unattractive appearance the collected speeches

and writings, that lay hitherto scattered, of one of the best known public men of

India of our times, Mr. Sachchidananda Sinha. In every sphere of his activity he
stands pre-eminent.

In accordance with his wide and varied interests, his speeches and writings,

as collected in the present volume, have been classified into six parts—Administrative,

Political, Financial, Social, Personal, and Miscellaneous. As Mr, C. Y. Chintamani
has rightly observed in the Foreword, ‘ The subjects are various and such as to

appeal to readers of every taste and every opinion. Not many are the public men
of India who have taken pains to place before the reading public so much and such
systematized material.' This is not, however, a place for opening any criticism

of his views and opinions that have found expression in respect of all these matters,

but even a hurried perusal of the pages of this volume is apt to bear emphatic testi-

mony to his learning and acumen of a very high order, and even those who do not see

eye to eye with him in matters political, social or the like cannot fail to admit it.

His language is always restrained, and he has in him a plenty of decent humour
which is manifested in many of his writings and speeches. He has been characterized

as ‘ a keen and devoted student of the Victorian literature which is fully justified

by his mastery of diction and wide learning.

The publisher has assured us that the omission of an Index in this edition will

be repaired if a second edition is called for. I would suggest also to put the title

of a speech or essay on each right-hand side page, in the second edition which is,

J believe, to come out soon.

N. N. Das Gupta.

INDIAN ASTROLOGY (Ashotottari and Vimshottari Dashas)—by Ramnaklal R.
Mody, B.A., LL.B., with a foreword by Dr. Vasant G. Rele, published by the
author from Zavery House, Hughes Road, Bombay No. 7. 48 pages cloth bound
volume. Price Rs. 3.

The entire book is an effort to explain the difference in the span of human life

in the two dashas and the author has very intelligently succeeded in proving that
the span of life in the two systems although apparently different are not reaUy so.

This is due to the use of solar year in the Ashtottari system and the lunar year in

the Viipshottari system. The small difference has been explained in the ' Adden-
dum This, we are afraid, is not much of a discovery, as this fact was known
to many of the Indian astrologers from a long time. This, however, is the first

book in Eng^sh that has explained the subject and that too in a very simple and
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direct maimer. But the real value of the book lies in its preface where the author

has recognized ' the profoundity of knowledge and vision displayed by the vener-

able rishis of old in propounding these Dashas
The foreword by Dr. Rele, however, strikes a rather discordant note, * There is

no gainsaying the fact that Hindu Astrology needs to be explained on a scientific

basis \ His conception of Scienhfic basis is of course modern scientific basis based

upon observation and experiment. This, we have already pointed out, will not

be able to remove ‘ the veil of mystery * for which he has been anxiously waiting.

The mystery can only be explained and understood by the same process that was
followed by the ancients, e.g,, ‘ Yoga \ Even if the veil of mystery cannot be re-

moved, the subject can be reverently approached and studied not as a critic but

as a student to get results. The author, we are sure, has got the proper frame of

mind for the study and may attain even better results.

P. C. Ray,

UTTARARAMACARITA (La Demiere Adventure de Rama), drame de
Bhavabhuti, tradient et annate par Nadine Stschoupak. Paris, 1935.

This is the fourth volume in the excellent ' Collection Emile Senart \ which
purposes to provide the French public with the masterpieces of Sanskrit literature,

furnished with a French translation and profuse explanatory notes. Advanced
students of Sanskrit language and literature will be agreeably surprised to find a

mass of valuable information scattered throughout this excellent volume, and I

know of no other work in which all that is essential to know about Bhavabhuti
has been presented within such a short compass and with such perfect clarity as

in the introductory chapter of this book, the value of which has been further enhanced
by three indexes—of metres, proper names, and words.

B. K. Ghosh.

THE 9.GVEDA AS LAND-NAMA-BOK, by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy,
London, 1935.

The aim of the illustrious author of this book seems to be to find additional

support for the theory started by Scharban in his Idee der Schopfitng (reviewed by
the present writer in IHQ., 1934) that scene described in the Rgveda as facts

are in fact mainly imageries only, and that agre means ‘ in principio *. The entire

body of Vedic mythology has thus to be reinterpreted in the light of imageries
underlying the attributes in the RV. The author has also tried to show that even
such conceptions as those of nau, setu, vajna, conceal behind them a deeper signi-

ficance which can be apprehended only in the light of such imageries.

B. K. Ghosh.



IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ORIENTAL
JOURNALS

Acta Orientalia, Vol. XIV, Pt. IV.

An itinerary in Khotanese Saka by H. W. Bailey.

Aryan Path, June, 1936.

I. India’s Trishula in the last century by Dr. R. K. Mookerjee.

The author has shown in this paper the parts played by Rajah
Rammohan Roy, Swami Dayananda Saraswati and Ramakrishna,
the three religious reformers, in the religious history of India.

Bulletin de L'&cole Frangaise d’extreme-Orient, Tome XXXIV, 1934,
Fasc. I.

Barabudur by Paul Mus.

It is a very interesting paper dealing with all the aspects of the
notable Buddhist sculptures at Barabudur in Java.

Calcutta Review, April and May, 1936.

1 . ^aivism and Associate Cults of Central Java by H. B. Sarkar.
2. Anthropomorphism and Mysticism in Religion by N. C. Das

Gupta.

Epigraphia Indica, July, 1933.

1. A Sarada Inscription from Hund by D. R. Sahni.

2. Jethwai Plates of the Rashtrakuta Queen Silamahadevi,
Saka-Samvat 708 by D. R. Bhandarkar.

3. The Jesar Plates of Siladitya III ; Valabhi Samvat 357
by the Late Mr. R. D. Banerji.

4. The Bayana Inscription of Chittralekha : V.S. 1012 by
the Late Mr. R. D. Banerji.

Indian Historical Quarterly, March, 1936.

1. Pre-Canonical Buddhism by A. B. Keith.
2. The Eastern Calul^as by D. C. Ganguli.

3. The Bhava^taka, is it an old work ? by M. Wintemitz.
4. The Date of the Fall of Nadia by Adiis Banerji.

Jaina Gazette, June, 1936.

MahSvira and the Occident by T. L- Vaswami.
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Journal of Indian History, December, 1935.

1. Chronology of Sakas, Pahlavas and Kushanas by M. Govind
Pai.

2. Date of Kadamba Mrgesavarman by D. C. Sircar.

3. Date of Rajadhiraja II by V. V. Aiyar.

4. Humayun, the Prince—1508-30 by S. K. Banerji,

5. Portraits of the Greater Moghuls by B. B. Ichaporia.

6. The Army of Maharaja Ranjit Singh by S. R. Kohli.

Journal of Oriental Research, October-December, 1935.

1. The Advaitavidyamukura by S. S. S. Sastri.

The author gives an account of the contents of the manuscript of

the Advaitamtiura as now available in the Mysore Library,

2. The Origin of the Samaveda by K. A. Nilkanta Sastri.

3. Accentual variation in relation to Semantic variation by
C. R. Sankaran.

4. Purvamimaiiisavisayasangrahadipika by T. R. Chintamani
and T. V. R. Dikshitar.

5. Gunavisnu and Sayana by A. Venkatasubbaiah.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. I, 1935, No. 3, Letters.

1. The Kajabhra Interregnum : What it means in South
Indian History ? by S. K. Aiyangar.

2. The Cadaka P'estival in Bengal by K. P. Chattopadhyaya.
3. Location of Land granted by Nidhanpur Grant by N. K.

Bhattasali.

4. The Cult of Kalarkarudra (Cadakapuja) by Chintaharan
Chakravarty.

Journal of the Assam Research Society, April, 1936.

1. A Sumerian Custom and its Historic Indian Parallels by
B. A. Saletore.

2. An Assamese Source of Moghxd History by K. L- Barua.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, March, 1936.

Dantapura and Paluru in Northern Ganjam by C. E. A. W.
Oldliam.

Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, January,
1936.

Occupation of the Straits of Malacca, 1656--1639.
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Journal of the Polynesian Society, March, 1936.

The Sikayana Language : A preliminary grammar and voca-

bulary by A. Capell.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, April, 1936.

1. Hindi Folk Songs by A. G. Shirreff.

2. The Ratnavali of Nagarjuna by Giuseppe Tucci.

3. A New (?) Contemporary History of Aurangzeb’s Reign
by S. R. Sarma.

Mahd-Bodhi, May, 1936.

Anatta or No-Soul by Bhikkhu Narada.

Man in India, October-December, 1935.

1. The Makers of the Rajmahal Hills by S. Sarkar.

2. Prehistoric and Protohistoric finds of the Raichur and
Shorapur Districts of H.F.H. The Nizam’s State by the

Late Captain L. Munn,

New Review, June, 1936.

The Cession of Bombay by J. H. Gense.
An account of the Anglo-Portugnese Treaty of 1661 is given in

this article.

Poona Orientalist, April, 1936.

1. The Lion Capital of the Pillar of Asoka at Saranatha by
B. N. Sharma.

2. Some Historical and Quasi-historical Incidents in Kautilya’s
Artha^astra by B. A. Saletore.

3. Nyayasutras of Gautama with Bhasya (text and Eng. tr.)

by Ganganath Jha.

Young East, Vol. 5, No. 4, Winter, 1935.

1. The Place of Compassion in Mahayana Buddhism by B. L.
Suzuki.

2. Some Parallels between Buddhist Thought and Conceptions
in Modem Science by Rolf Henkl,



^bttuar^ ‘notice

In the death of Babu Puran Chand Nahar, M.A., B.B., we have
lost a sincere friend and an able contributor to our Indian Culture.

He was a reputed scholar of Jainism. He wrote several Jain books.

His Epitome of Jainism, and Jain Inscriptions, in three volumes, are

the most valuable contributions to the study of Jainism and will be

long remembered by those interested in the subject. Besides, he
was a Zamindar of Azimganj in the District of Murshidabad, and the

first graduate and lawyer among the Jains in Bengal. He had a

very valuable collection of ancient Indian coins, inscriptions, paint-

ings, sculptures, and manuscripts, which are still preserved in the

Kumar Singh Hall adjoining his residence. He used to spend much
of his time in reading and writing books and articles. He was a fine

gentleman, always humble and God-fearing. We offer our sincere

condolence to the members of his family, and we deeply mourn his

loss which is not only a g^eat loss to Jainism, but also to the Indian
Research Institute wHch is indebted to him from its very inception.

May his soul rest in peace

!

B. C. Daw.

PubUdhed by Satis Chandra Seal, M.A., 170, Manicktolla Street, Calcutta, and
Printed by P. Knight, Baptist Mission Press, 41 A, I^wer Circular Road, Calcutta*



THE THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OP BENGAL
VAISNAVISM

IV

THE SRlK^l§IVlA-SA!^DARBHA

By S. K. De

The interest of this Samdarbha is more theological than philo-

sophical. Its chief object is to apply the principles established in

the three Samdarbhas described above to the personality of Krsna
as depicted in the ^rifnadbhdgavata, and present him as the highest

personal god of Bengal Vaisnavism. Its theme is to maintain that

Krsna is not an Avatara or an incarnate being, but the deity himself

manifested in his perfect form as the Bhagavat. In other words,

having established the concept of Bhagavat, Jiva Gosvamin now
proceeds to show in a definite way that Krsna is the Bhagavat as

the Advaya-jnana-tattva of its theology. From the point of view
of the cult and sect, therefore, this is the most important and central

Samdarbha, the other three preceding Samdarbhas being preliminary

to it.

At the outset Jiva Gosvamin refers to the distinction established

in the previous Samdarbhas between the concepts of the Paramatman
and the Bhagavat, and deals again briefly with the distinctive

character (Svarupa), function (Karma), form (Akara) and place of

habitation (Sthana) of the Paramatman. It has already been
demonstrated by him that the perfection or Purnatva of the
Paramatman is relative (apeksita) to that of the Bhagavat, but this

relative perfection is now explained by stating that it is the eternal

source (dsraya) and the germinal ground (^gama-sthdna) of the
various Avataras, as well as of the whole phenomenal creation.

From the Paramatman spring the two Purusas, the Primal and the
Secondary, who become the source of the series of incarnate divine

forms, just in the same way as the sun is the source or ground of its

own rays. In other words, the incarnations are related to the
Paramatman-Purusa as parts to the whole, and in their unmanifest
state they lie in an indiscrete and germinal form in him. In this

connexion, there is a discussion in detail of the twenty verses from
the Bhagavata (i, 3, 6-26), which give a general list of the authentic

appearance, parti^ (Am.4a) or complete (Am^n), of the supreme
deity. These Avataras have akeady been considered by Rupa
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Gosv&tnin in his Samksepa-hhagavatdmfta *
; but there is some

discrepancy in the order of enumeration, Jiva Gosvamin following

strictly the order of the Bhdgavata. They are :

I. Catuhsana, 2. The Varaha, 3. Narada, to whom is attri-

buted the Sattvata Tantra, 4. Nara and Narayana, 5.

Kapila, 6. Dattatreya, 7. Yajna, 8. Urukrama(]^sabha),

9. Prthu, 10. The Matsya, ii. The Kurma, 12. Dhan-
vantari, 13. The Mohini, 14. The Narasiraha, 15. The
Vamana, 16. Parasurama, 17. Vyasa, 18. Rama, 19-20.

Balarama and Krsna, 21. The Buddha, 22. KalH.

The last verse i, 3, 26 adds that the Avataras are numberless,

like the ripples on an inexhaustible reservoir ; and this statement,

in the opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, is meant to include such Manvantara-
Avataras, not included in the above list, as Hayagriva, Hari, Hamsa,
Prsnigarbha, Vibhu, Satyasena, Vaikuntha, Ajita, Sarvabhauma,
Visvaksena, Dharmasetu, Sudhaman, Yogeivara, and Brhadbhanu,
as well as Yuga-Avataras like Sukla, Rakta, etc.

All these appearances, with the exception of Nos. 19 and 20,

viz. Balarama and Krsna, are Amsas or Kalas (partial manifesta-

tions) of the Purusa {etc cdmia-kaldh pumsah) ;
but among the Am^a-

Avataras a further distinction is made of the Avesa-Avataras. The
Catuhsanas, etc. are instances of the Avesa or ‘ possession ’ by the
Jnana-sakti, Narada, etc. by the Bhakti-sakti, and Prthu, etc. by the
Kriya-sakti of the supreme deity. _ In some cases there is a direct

possession by the deity (Svayam-Ave^), and these Avataras have
therefore often declared themselves as ‘ I am the Bhagavat ’ in the
scriptures. In the Avataras like the Matsya, there is a direct
partial manifestation {sdksdd andatvam). The term Amsatva is

meant to indicate that though these appearances partake directly
of the divine .selfhood (sdksdd bhagavattd), the selfhood is said to be
manifested partially, because of the invariably partial manifestation
in them of the divine ^aktis, in accordance with the invariable divine
will in the particular case (avyahhicdri-tddfsa-tadicchdvaidt sarvadai-

kadeiataydhhivyakta-^aktyddikatvam). But as the part (Am§a) can
never be the whole (Amsin), the Avatara can never be the deity
him^lf in his perfection. The .so-called Vibhfiti-Avataras, who
consist of the great Rsis, the Manus, the Devas, the sons of the
Manus and Prajapati, are included in the term Kala, which also
means a part, but which indicates the manifestation of a small

* This has been dealt with, along with the general doctrine of Avatara of the
Bengal school, by the present writer in an article contributed to the Kuppusvami
Oommemoration Volume.
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amount of divine energy {alpa-iakti)

,

as distinguished from the

great energy {mahd-iakti) displayed in the Ave^a-Avataras. The
difference between the Ave^a- and Kala-Avataras is thus one of

degree only, illustrated by the analogy of iron which receives different

degrees of the quahty of fire by contact, but which in its real nature

remains as iron. These are really cases of Jivas who are inspired

specifically in various degrees by divine energy ; but the Am^a-
Avataras like the Matsya are direct, if incomplete, manifestations of

the divine self.

Having thus enumerated the various limbs or constituent parts

(ahga) of the Param§.tman, the Bhagavata verses cited above conclude

by a half-verse which, in the opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, distinctly

lays down the general character of the Avataras, and emphatically

distinguishes and determines Krsna as the supreme Bhagavat himself.

As the rest of the topic is concerned with the establishment of this

important theme, it is necessary to quote the half-verse here and
.summarize Jiva Gosvamin’s explanation of the same in the light of

the theological views of his .school. The verse (i, 3, 28) concludes

the list of Avataras with the statement *

:

ete catnia-kaldh pumsah krsnas tu hhagavdn svayam

‘ These are the Atnsas and Kalas of the Purusa, but Knsna
is the Bhagavat himself.'

As this assertion stands at the end of the list of Avataras, it implies,

according to Jiva Gosvamin, that the appearances mentioned in

the list are the various Arasa- or Kala-Avataras of the Purusa;
but Krsna (in company with Balarama), who is enumerated as the
twentieth in the hst, is the Bhagavat himself, who is not an Avatara,
but the Avatarin or the very source of the Avataras themselves as
the substratum of the Paramatman-Purusa. This position is

elaborately maintained, partly by an explication of this and other
texts of the Bhagavata and other Vaisnava scriptures, and partly by
reconciling those texts from Vaisnava and non-Vai§nava sources which
are inconsistent or contradictory.

In accordance with the rule that the predicate must not be
uttered without a mention of the already known subject {anuvadam
anuktvaiva na vidheyam udirayet), Krsna who is already known as

‘ The second half of the verse, viz. indrari-vydkulaift lokant mriayanH yme
yt^e (' in different Yugas they gladden the world harrassed by the enemies of Inthaj
is, in Jiva Gosvamin’s opinion, not relevant to the discussion, as it refers to the
Avataras of the Parana, and not to Kr^pa, mentioned in the first half of the verse.

It is taken as syntactically connected witn ^e first psda of the verse, being separated
from the second pSda by the partide tu {tu-Sabdeua vilqiasya bkedanSt),
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the twentieth in the list (i, 3, 23) is the Anuvada or the already

known subject, and the Bhagavat is the Vidheya or the predicate,

mentioned here (i, 3, 28) for the first time with reference to Krspa.

It is clear therefore that ‘ being the Bhagavat ’ (Bhagavatva) is

predicated of Krsna, and not ' being Krsna
'
(Krsnatva) of the

Bhagavat {krsnasyaiva bhagavaUvalaksano dharmah sddhyate, na tu

bhagavatah krsnatvam). In other words, the phrase means that

Krsna is the Bhagavat, and not that the Bhagavat manifested

himself as Krsna {krsnasyaiva muldvatdritvam sidhyati, na tu prddur-

bhutatvam). If the meaning proposed was not meant, then the

phrase would have been bhagavdms tu krsnah svayam, instead of

krsms tu bhagavdn svayam. The word svayam also indicates that

Krsna is not a mere manifestation of the Bhagavat, and excludes the

possibihty of the Bhagavatta being merely imposed (adhydsa) upon
Krsna.

A doubt may arise from the fact that the name of Krsna is

included in the list itself along with those of other genuine Avataras,
and that such a mention among the Avataras in verse 23 is seemingly
in conflict with the present concluding statement in verse 28 that

Krsna is not an Avatara but the supreme god himself. But this is

not a real inconsistency and can be reconciled by the application of

the well-known Mimamsa rule of interpretation that, of two state-

ments or injunctions, that which is made first is to be considered

weaker and therefore annulled by that which is made afterwards
(paurvdparye pUrva-daurbalyam prakrtivat vi, 5, 58). Or, the two
apparently conflicting statements may be reconciled by regarding
the second statement (viz. that Krsna is the Bhagavat himself)

as a piece of Sruti or instruction by direct authoritative statement.
As such, it is of greater force than the first statement in the Avatara-
list in verse 23, which is a mere Samakhya or laudatory enumera-
tion ; for the Mimamsa rule (iii, 3, 14) lays down that of the several

means of determining the real sense, Sruti (revealed word), Tihga
(power of words to express their sense), Vakya (syntactical con-
nexion of words in a sentence), Prakarana (context), Sthana
(sequence of place), and Samakhya (enumeration or related sense),

each succeeding one has a weaker force than the preceding owing
to the remoteness of meaning {iruti-linga-vdkya-prakarana-sthdna-
samdkhydndm samavdye pdra-daurbalyam, artha-viprakarsdt). Of
these recognized means of interpretation 6ruti is defined by Jiva
Gosvamin as direct instruction {sdksdd upadeiah), which is not
dependent on anything else {sdksdttvam cdtra nirapeksatvam ucyate),

implying that Suta here delil^rately makes the concluding statement
as a piece of direct instruction, which lays down, irrespectively of

any other preceding statement, that Krsna i^ the Bhagavat himself.
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That this 6ruti or direct instruction is emphatic and unambiguous
{sdvadhdrana) is indicated by the emplo)mient of the particle tu,

which, in the opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, is to be taken here in the
sense of the emphatic eva. This affirmative and determining 6ruti,

therefore, makes it imperative that such other Srutis as speak of

Mahanarayana and other deities as the supreme Bhagavat are to

be understood as implying that their Bhagavatta, unlike that of

Krsna, is not absolute but relative {gunlbhuta). Even if the particle

tu be taken as meaning ‘ but ’ in the sense of an alternative, it

serves to differentiate Krsna as the Bhagavat from the Paramatman-
Purusa, as well as from the partial manifestations of Paramatman-
Purusa already enumerated {tu-iabdo’msa-kaldbhyah pumsai ca sdksdd
bhagavato vailaksanyam)

.

It is also pointed out that the conflicting verse 23 included in

the Avatara-list,

rdma-krsnaviti bhuvau bhagavdn aharad bharam

which states that ‘ the Bhagavat, viz. Balarama and Krsna, removed
the burden (by appearing) on the earth ’, also specifically employs
the term bhagavat with reference to Krsna (in company with Balarama,
who is thus also not an Avatara). As the term is not so employed
with reference to any other Avatara in the whole list, Krsna is to be
taken not as a partial manifestation or an incarnate being, but as

the supreme deity himself in his own person. There may be an
objection that the act of removing the burden of the world is proper
only to the Avataras of the Pnrusa and should not have been
mentioned in connexion with Krsna as the supreme deity. This
anomaly is reconciled by the theory that when the Bhagavat in his

perfection manifests himself, the Amsa-Avataras also enter into him
[snkrsne avatarati tat-tad-amidvatdrdnam api praveiah) and make
their simultaneous appearance ; for the parts always remain with the
whole. The acts which are performed not by the Bhagavat him-
self but by these AinSa-Avataras who remain absorbed in him,
are merely imposed upon {dropa) the Bhagavat. The reason why
the Bhagavat-Krsna is mentioned in the Avatara-Ust is to indicate

that even in his own essential character [svarupastha eva), he some-
times becomes visible, like an Avatara, to the whole world {kaddcit

sakala-loka-driyah) in order to cause the wonder of peculiar bliss to

his own exclusive servants {parijana-viiesdndm dnanda-vi^esa-camat-

kdrdya) by fostering a certain sweetness of his Eila of birth etc.

{kam api mddhuryam nija-janmddi-lilayd pusnan). The mention,
therefore, is meant only to show Krsna's infinite grace to the world,

and not indeed to show that Krsna is an Amla-Avatara. The word
Avatara applied at all to Krsna must mean generally a descent of
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the Bhagavat-Krsna in his own character (Svarupa) into pheno-

menal glory {j)rdkria-vaihhave'vataranam)

.

By this method of argument based on the interpretation of the

sacred scripture of the school, Jiva Gosvamin attempts to establish

that the Bhdgavata statement about Krsna’s absoluteness as the

Bhagavat is a positive, unambiguous and emphatic Smti which
must prevail over all other statements. It is, therefore, a definitive

assertion of the Paribhasa kind, which lays down an authoritative

rule or proposition determining the sense of the whole work
(pratijndkdrena granthdrtha-nirndyakatvdt). A Paribhasa is further

described as that which is meant to bring certainty in the midst of

uncertainty [aniyame niyama-kdrim)

.

As such, it occurs only once,

and not repeatedly, as specifically defining a thing ; but its singularity

has the force of controlling and determining the sense of a plurality

of other texts {vdkydndm kotir apyekenaivdmund sdsaniyd). It is

thus a Maha-vakya or a great proposition, like the phrase Tat tvam
asi ;

and the proper Gastric method would be to explain every other

proposition, which appears inconsistent or contradictory, in the light

of the significance of such a Maha-vakya {viruddhdyamdndndm etad-

anugundrthatayaiva vaidusl). It is also maintained that this Pari-

bhasa statement not only controls all other Bhdgavata texts but
also conflicting texts in other Puranas, which must be interpreted

in such a way as not to appear inconsistent with it. The reason
for this is that the Bhdgavata, as already demonstrated in the
previous Samdarbhas, is the most authentic and infallible scripture,

superseding the authority of every other ^astra {sarva-idstropa-

mardaka), and this particular Sruti or Maha-vakya occurs in that
work purposely to determine the highest spiritual truth {paramdrtha-
vastu-paratvdt) in a definite and indisputable manner. It is like the
emphatic and indisputable command of a king to his followers

;
and

it has been repeatedly utilized as such, for reconciling conflicts, by
authoritative commentators like Sridhara 6vamin.

Jiva Gosvamin thus admits that, notwithstanding this single

authoritative statement, there are many texts in the Bhdgavata
and elsewhere, in which Krsna appears to be spoken of as a partial

aspect or Amsa-Avatara of the Bhagavat. These texts fall into
two groups, viz. those occurring respectively in the Bhdgavata
itself, and in other Puranas and Itihasas. Jiva Gosvamin contends
that with reference to both these classes of texts, the Maha-vakya
considered above prevails, and they must therefore all be inter-

preted accordingly. Some of thesse texts are discussed in detail by
him, e.g. Bhdgavata iv, i, 58 {hater arnidvihdgatau), x, i, i {amiendva-
tiri^asya visnoh), x, 2, 13 (jagan-mangalam acyutdrniam)

,

x, 2, 35
{distydmba te kuksigatah parah pumdn amiena), x, 8, 19 {ndrdyana-
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samo gunaih), x, 20, 40 {bahhau hhuh kalabhyam nitaram hareh),

X, 43, 20 (avatirnavihamietuz)

,

etc. In all these and such other

verses, the presence of words hke am§a or kala appears to indicate

a contrary idea of Krsna as a partial aspect of Hari, Narayana, etc.

;

but the texts are reconciled by the ingenious explanation that the
terms antia or kala do not refer to Kmna-Bhagavat himself directly

but to those partial aspects or incarnations who remain absorbed
in him and manifest themselves to the phenomenal world simul-

taneously with the Krsna’s appearance, in accordance with the well-

known fact that parts can never exist without the whole.
Commentarial ingenuity is also shown sometimes by adopting
particular ways of grammatical or syntactical analysis of words or

phrases,—a device which is not unknown in Indian philosophical

literature in general. The interpretation, for instance, of the
phrase ndrdyana-samo gunaih, employed with reference to Krsna
in one of the above passages (x, 8, 19), is made favourable to Krsna’s
case by rejecting the sense ‘ equal to Narayana in his attributes

’

{ndrdyanasya samo gunaih) obtained by Tatpurusa Samasa, and by
accepting, by means of the Bahuvrihi Samasa, the sense ‘ to whom
Narayana bears a resemblance by his attributes ’ (ndrdyanah samo
yasya gunaih).

There are also some passages in which Mahakala or some such
deity is represented as the supreme being ; but such a view is

inconsistent with the general purport of the Bhdgavata, which is

characterized by the Maha-vakya cited above. Such passages,

therefore, are as a matter of course rejected. The Puranas which
give expression to such views belong to the Tamasika class of

Puranas, which are inferior in authority to the Bhdgavata, the
greatest Sattvika Purana, and which cannot, therefore, establish

the superiority of such deities as Mahakala to Krsna. It is next
shown that even in the Vaisnava Puranas, which are admittedly
Sattvika, there are passages or legends wWch appear conflicting, e.g.

the legend narrated in the Mahdbhdrata and the Visnu-purdna that
Krsna and Balarama sprang respectively out of a piece of black
and white hair of Narayana. Such a legend is not entirely rejected,

but is consistently explained. It is shown that a literal interpreta-

tion cannot be given to the legend, for it is absurd to suppose that
a god who is not subject to old age could possess white hair. A
symbolical meaning, therefore, is found of the legend. The word
ke^a (hair) is interpreted to mean lustre {amiu), and the white (sita)

and black {kfsna) lustres serve figuratively to indicate the prowess of

Vasudeva and Samkarsana as emanations (Vyuha) of the supreme-
deity, while Narayana as a partial aspect of Bhagavat-Krsna shows
these lustres at Krs^a’s will to the gods.
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What is said above will give us a rough idea of the method of

interpretation and argument followed by this great apologist of the

Bengal school of Vaisnavism. Partly by the direct testimony, and
partly by a reconciliation, of various texts culled from the Mahd-
bhdrata, Visnu-purdna, Harivamsa, Padma-purdna, and Bhdgavata,

as well as by an unceremonious rejection of texts which celebrate

other sectarian deities like ^iva, he gradually builds up a series of

favourable texts round the central Maha-vakya, which is elaborately

shown to declare emphatically the supreme godhead of Krsna. We
are told that we must not make light of such a method, for in the

Veddnta-sutra Vyasa employs a similar method for reconciling conflict-

ing texts with one particular Maha-vakya. In such cases what is

to be considered is not the number, whether large or small, of texts

on the subject, but their comparative strength or weakness [vdkydndm
durhala-ballstatvam eva vicdranlyam, na tu hahvalpatd), for it is seen

in the world that a thousand men can be vanquished by a single

person [dHyate ca loke ekendpi yuddhe sahasra-parajaya iti).

Jiva Gosvamin next seeks with a similar method to establish

the Bhagavatta of Krsna by showing that Krsna is to be regarded as

the source not only of the Purusa-Avatara and of the lyilavataras

who proceed from the Purusa, but also of the Gunavataras, viz.

Brahma, Visnu and Siva. He is thus superior to the recognized

Trinity of the Puranic mythology and religion. No doubt, these

Avataras, being aspects of Krsna's manifestation, are each of them
pUrna or perfect, but Krsna is purnatama or the most perfect. In
Krsna as the Bhagavat there is the fullest display of all the divine

Saktis, but what is prominent is the highest expression of the
Hladini Sakti or attribute of bliss, which absorbs and supersedes
all other aspects of the Svarupa-sakti. As suchj therefore, Krsna
as the highest embodiment of erotic Ananda or Madhurya, is superior

to such lower expressions of the deity as Narayana or Vasudeva in

whom only the aspect of divine might (Aisvarya) is displayed.

Jiva Gosvamin also discusses in detail the authoritative opinions on
this subject of the great interlocutors of the Bhdgavaia, viz. Vidura
and Maitreya (iv, 17, 6-7), Pariksit and §uka (i, 19 ; ii, i, etc.), Vyasa
and Narada (i, 5 ; i, 6, 2 ; i, 7, 6-7 ; etc.), BraWa and Krsna (ii, 7),
Saunaka and Suta (i, i f.). These great teachers and their listeners

in the Bhdgavata (Maha-vaktr-^rotr) agree in regarding Krsna as
the Bhagavat. Krsna is the theme generally of the entire Bhdgavata,
consisting of 18,000 verses, but the subject is especially dealt with
in Skandhas I, X, and XI, in the dialogues of Brahma and Narada,
of Vidura and Uddhava, and of Narada and Yudhi^hira in Skandas
II, III, and VII respectively, as well as in isolated passages like

iv, I, 58 ; iv, 17, 6 ; V, 6, 18
;
vi, 8, 20 ;

end of ix ; xii, ii, 26, and
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in the Anukramanika section (xii, 12) of the work. In this way
Jiva Gosvamin takes upon himself the task of marshalling a for-

midable array of Bhdgavata passages in support of the Maha-vakya,
which he designates as the king of all utterances {vacana-rajasya

send-samgrahah)

,

and attempts to show that Krsna as the Bhagavat
is not only the principal theme of the work in more than half the

number of verses comprised in it, but this theme being exclusive to

it, it receives the name of the Bhdgavata. This claim is recognized

also in the other Puranas
;

for instance, the Brahmdnda-purdna
speaks of Knsna’s name figuratively as the moon churned from the
nectar-sea of Buka’s speech (suka-vdg-amrtdbdhlnduh)

.

Passages,
which in Jiva Gosvamin’s opinion, are typically representative of

the view expressed in the Maha-vakya, are also discussed and
explained in detail, e.g. ix, 24, 55 ; x, 14, 30 ; x, 3, 7 ; x, 20, 36 ;

i, 2, 79, etc. It is repeatedly laid down that the Bhdgavata, as already
demonstrated in the first Samdarbha, is the paramount Sastra of

all Sastras {sarva-sdstra-cakravartitvam)

,

and there are passages in
the work itself (e.g. x, 57, 20) which indicate that it supersedes other
Astras {apara-idstropamardaka). In the work itself we have also

the statement that it was composed by Vyasa after obtaining the
beatific vision. All these facts make the Bhdgavata the most trust-

worthy guide in matters of worship, so that if other gods are extolled
in other scriptures, the ultimate supremacy of Krsna, who is

declared and praised in the Bhdgavata, is beyond doubt. Once this

position is accepted, it is easy to explain that such deities as
Narayana and Vasudeva, who are celebrated in the Padma-purdna,
Ndrdyana-Upanisad and Vdsudeva-Upanisad, are merely henothe-
istically conceived as the supreme god, but they are really various
aspects of Krsna-Bhagavat. Texts other than those from the
Bhdgavata are also cited to prove the supreme godhead of Krsna,
e.g. from the Mahdbhdrata, including the Gttd (xv, 15; xiv, 27),
the Gopdla-tdpam, Padma-purdna, Brahma-samhitd, and from the
list of one hundred and eight names of Krsna given in the Brahmdnda-
purdna, etc.

in this connexion, Jiva Gosvamin discusses the main purport
of the GUd which, in his opinion, is the inculcation of the worship
of Krsna, and not of Vasudeva, as the highest god. From the
evidence of this, as well as of other sacred texts, he proceeds to
demonstrate that the supreme god can have no other essential form
than the form of man {nardkrti), which is exhibited by the two-
handed Krsna, and not by the four-handed Vasudeva, who represents
only an Aisvarya form of Kmna himself. Some are of opinion,

however, that the theophanic omnipresent form (Vi^varupa), which
is described in the eleventh chapter of the Gitd, is the real form of
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the supreme god, but our author considers this to be incorrect. The
Vi^varupa, he thinks, is subordinate to the Krsna-rupa, for it is

Krsna who at his will reveals the Vi^varupa ; and we are told that

after showing the terrible omnipresent form he shows again his own
form to Arjuna {svakam rupam dariayamasa bhuyah). This clearly

indicates that his own real form (svakam rupam) is not the Visvarupa
{yiivarupam na tasya sdksdt svarupam iti spastam), but the human
form (narakrti, even with four hands) which is directly shown
thereafter as his own {nardkdra-caturbhujasyaiva svakatva-nirdesdt)

.

It is childish babbling which contends that the glory of the Visvarupa
is declared by the indication that to perceive it Arjuna was specially

endowed with divine vision {tad-darsanartham arjunam prati divya-

drsti-ddna-lingena tasyaiva mdhdtmyam iti tu bala-koldhalah). On
the contrary, Jiva Gosvamin maintains that it is the manlike form
[narakrti) of Krsna that is not perceptible to mortal vision, but
perceptible only to the particular vision which comes from the

inherent 6akti of the Bhagavat [prakrta-drster apyakaranatvdd
bhagavac-chakti-viiesa-sarnvalita-drster eva tatra karanatvdt). This
view is established by several texts cited from the Bhdgavata and the
Padma-purdna ; and it is shown that it is difficult even for the
so-called divine vision [divya-drsti) to perceive the essential Krsna-
form of the deity which is not easily visible even to the gods (tac

ca nardkrti para-brahma divya-drstibhir durdariam). It was vouch-
safed to Arjima for daily sight because he had the Bord’s special

grace as his intimate Associate or Parikara ; but Arjuna had to be
endowed with divine vision in order to see his other Visvarupa,
which was assumed for the particular theophanic exhibition. That
this human form is the intrinsic form of the deity is also proved by
the description of Krsna in the form and dress of a Gopa (cowherd)
in the Gopdla-tdpani and other scriptures ; and the first great pre-

hminary verse [mahopakrama) of the Bhdgavata, as well as its last

all-concluding verse [sarvopasamhdra)

,

also bears out the position

that Krsna is the highest being, having a form similar to that of

man.
In this connexion, Jiva Gosvamin attempts to set at rest doubts

arising from certain vaguely understood texts with regard to the
essential form of Krsna, which in these texts is so diversely described
as to raise the presumption of its being an impermanent phenomenal
form. These texts, in his opinion, should be interpreted, in such a
way [anyathaiva driyam) as to rebut this unworthy presumption.
In its essence the Vigraha of the Bhagavat-Kmna consists of the
three attributes of Sat, Cit, and Ananda, but some of these texts
describe the appearance of the Vigraha diversely as having two or
four (sometimes even six or eight) hands. iUl these appearances,
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in Jiva Gosvamin's opinion, are real
;
but since the Bhagavata and

other scriptures describe the divine form as similar to that of man
(manusya-linga)

,

this similarity is best displayed in the two-handed
form alone {dvi-bhujatva eva ^n-kfsnatvam narakrti-kaivalyam

mukhyam). Ttiis is, of course, in reply to those who hold that the

Absolute is unconditioned and therefore formless and attributeless,

but that in its appearance to the seeker it sometimes conditions

itself and assumes form, which is thus not real and eternal. The
reality and eternity of the two-handed Krsna-form, similar to that

of man, is sought to be established by considering, in the first place,

whether great and reliable worshippers have had actual visions of

it as the essential divine form, and secondly, whether such a form
is known to exist really and eternally in any of the divine Dhamas
or residences of the Lord. Jiva Gosvamin contends that the sacred
and revealed texts furnish enough testimony of great sages and
devotees who had a direct beati& vision of the two-handed form
as the only real form. It is on the basis of this recorded intuition

of the sages {vidvad-anuhhava-iabda-siddha) that this essential

character of the Bhagavad-Vigraha has already been established

and illustrated in the second Samdarbha. The scriptures also

reveal that the Krsna-Vigraha in the form and dress of a Gopa
existed eternally, even before its manifestation to the phenomenal
world in the Dvapara Age, and sported in this form in Vrndavana.
In the Gopdla-tdpam, both the two-handed and the four-handed
forms are mentioned as objects of devotional meditation, although
in the Agamas the two-handed form alone is spoken of

; but every-
where the similarity to the human form is made clear. It is admitted
that Krsna in his infinite power is known to have displayed other
forms, e.g. the Visvarupa shown to Arjuna or to Yasoda, which
theophanic forms included the entire universe with its creatures,

endless Narayanas, endless Vaikunthas, Dhamas, and Parikaras.
But Krsna is known to have resumed his essential form immediately
after these theophanies ; and it is noteworthy that even in the
four-handed form seen by Arjuna the similarity to the human form
{manusya-rupatvam) is emphasized in the GUd verse : drstvedam
mdnusam rupam, etc. If the Srutis sometimes describe the divine
form as without hands or feet {apdni-pdda)

,

or as having a thousand
hands and feet, they only^mean, as Jiva Gosvamin has already
pointed out, to indicate that his form with its hands and feet is

similar indeed to that of a human being, but it is not the same,
because it is non-phenomenal {aprdktia). It is clear that all these
elaborate arguments are meant to establish that the philosophical
Absolute, conceived as a religious concrete, is a personal god who
has to be meditated upon and worshipped. For that reason and
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to that extent, a form must be assigned to him
; he can indeed be

worshipped in various forms, but the best form is that which bears

similarity to that of man. But there was perhaps a much narrower

sectarian reason for distinguishing and establishing the two-handed
Krsna-form as the most essential form of the divinity. The attempt

was meant to show that although Krsna as Vasudeva or Narayana
manifested in the four-handed form is worshipped by some sects,

Krsna as the two-handed son of Nanda, who is the object of medita-

tion and worship of the Bengal sect, represents the deity in his real

and eternal form.

On the colour of the deity there is some vagueness. The
complexion is usually described as dark-blue like that of the rain-

cloud ;
but the word iydma (dark) has not been interpreted uniformly.

Some take it to mean dark-blue, but others, including our author,

think it to be the colour of the Atasi flower (common flax), which is

described as showing a mixture of white, yellow, and green. Such un-

certainty in the description of the divine complexion, in terms of the

sensuous colours of the imiverse, is of course explained as inevitable ;

for in a matter like this exactitude is impossible. Other prominent
characteristics of Krsna, well known from Puranic descriptions, are

his eternal youth, of which the essential form is adolescence (Kaisora),

and the possession of a Venn, Vamsi, or Mural! . Of this last charac-

teristic various symbolical interpretations are given, such as the

sweet and transcendental power of musical attraction of the Saktis

to the deity. This power of attraction is found by the Gautamiya
Tantra in the derivative sense of the name of Krsna itself, of which
the etymology is given from the root krs,

‘

to draw ’. The Krsna-
form is said to possess infinite beauty and sweetness ; and the sacred
texts delight to describe, in language bordering on sense-devotion
and eroticism, the unspeakable loveliness of his personal appearance.
The eyes of the god resemble the full-blown lotus-leaves, his cloth
is yellow like lightning, garlands of flowers decorate his breast, and
various ornaments increase the natural beauty of his person. All

these details of his dress, decoration, ornament, and appearance are
to be gathered from the accounts given in the Vaisnava Rasa-sastra

;

but the real form and dress of the deity, as already noted, resemble
that of a Gopa or cowherd, although of course the word Gopa receives
at the same time the symbolical sense of .,a protector or sustainer.

From the establishment of the proposition that Krs^a-Bhagavat
is the Maha-Vasudeva, it follows that Balarama is Maha-Sainkarsana,
the second of the four Vyuha emanations of the s^upreme deity.

Hence it is not correct to say that Balarama is only an Ave^a-Avat5.ra,
or as some maintain, an Avatara of $esa. On the contrary, Sesa
himself is an Avatara or Amsa, being a Parsada (Associate), of
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Balarama-Samkarsana, who is thus different {anyatva) and far

superior to 6esa in divine energy {iaktyatiiayatva)

.

Since Krsna and
Balarama are mentioned as dual deities {yugalatayd)

,

their equality

of appearance {sama-prakdsatva) is undoubted. Jiva Gosvamin cites

several texts to show that in Balarama the divine characteristics

of the Bhagavat are all to be found [bhagaval-laksandni tatra ^ruyate) ,

but such is not the case with Avesa-Avataras like Prthu. This
means that Balarama is Samkarsana himself, and not an Avatara
of Satnkarsana, and is thus one of the direct primary forms or

emanations of the Bhagavat-Krsna. It is for this reason that the
sacred texts describe him as Svaraj, or existing independently by
himself as a form of the supreme divinity.

In this way the other two older Vyuha-forms, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha, who are also mythologically Krsna's son and grandson,
are shown to be aspects or emanations of the supreme god Krsna.
It is not necessary to enter into the details of this dogma which
has only a theological interest ; it would be enough to inficate that,

in Jiva Gosvamin’s opinion, the Puranic legend, which speaks of

Pradyumna as an incarnation of Kama slain by Siva’s wrath,
represents an one-sided and therefore misleading view {ekadesa-

Prastdva-mdlram)

;

for Srutis like the Gopdla-tdpanl distinctly state

that Pradyumna is included eternally in one of the four Vyuhas of

Krsna. As an ordinary Prakrta deity, Kama cannot be so included.

The real explanation is that Kama, who was burnt to ashes by Siva’s

wrath and became eternally bodiless thereby, had no capacity of

regaining his own body
;
it was then that Pradyiunna, as an Atnsa

of Vasudeva, entered into Kama and brought him back to life. Or,
one may explain by saying that the real Kama, as an Amsa of

Vasudeva, could not and was never burnt by Siva’s anger, what was
burnt was the Prakrta Kama. By a similar method of interpreta-

tion, Aniruddha is established as the direct fourth V3ruha of Krsna.
The explanations are indeed ingenious, but the very fact that Jiva
Gosvamin often supplies two or more alternative explanations or
offers a choice of meanings shows that his interpretations are mere
conjectural efforts at reconciliation of conflicts

; they attempt com-
mentarial ingenuities but entirely ignore the historical significance

of most of these older theolo^cal or mythological conceptions.
Having established in his own way the (Srect divinity of Krsna

as the highest Bhagavat, it is indeed su^rfluous to show that ^
the attributes of reaUty and eternity (nityatva), lordship (vibhuti),

etc. pertaining to the Bhagavat become established in Krsna as a
matter of course. But for further strengthening his own position

and for removing the erroneous views of the ignorant, Jiva Gosvamin
briefly deals with this topic, and shows from the evidence of the
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sacred texts that all the highest divine attributes of . the Bhagavat
have been predicated of Krsna.

If there were any doubt regarding Krsna’s reality and eternity

{nitya-sthiti) as the highest god, then the Astras, which are worthy
of the greatest confidence (jiarapta), would not have given instruc-

tions regarding his worship (tatra tdvad drddhand-vdkyenaiva sd
sidhyati) and deliberately displayed the intention of deceiving

(vipralipsd). The Advaita-vadins, however, deny that there is an
absolute reality called Krsna ;

they say that this name and form
have been imposed upon the unconditioned Brahma for the con-
venience of the duahstic ideas of worshippers. This, in Jiva
Gosvamin’s opinion, is not correct, because imposition (dropa) can
be imagined only on a thing which is conditioned in form and attri-

bute, but not on a substance which is infinite in form and attribute

{dropai ca paricchinna-guna-rupa eva vastuni kalpyate, mdnanta-guna-
rUpe). Jiva Gosvamin repeats that the Nityatva of Krsna is

established by Mahad-anubhava or intuition of great sages, who
are known to have received the direct vision of the deity and its

.desired effects {drsyate ca updsakdndm sdksdtkdras tat-phala-prdptU

ca). This is admitted even by Sridhara Svamin; for, otherwise,

how could Krsna be an auspicious and desirable object of meditation
(dhydna) and thought {dhdrand) ? This Sdksdtkdra or beatific vision

has reference not merely to the images or symbols of the deity,

for movements and appearances of the deity have been directly

described in the sacred texts {gati-vildsdder varnitatvdt)

.

It is because
of this reahty of the deity himself that it is possible for devotees to
have such a vision in symbols like the Salagrama stone. That
devotees have realized Krsna as such {iuddha-nirdeia) is indicated
by the well-known Mantra of 18 syllables {astddasdksan) which
prescribes Krsna, along with his Parikaras, as the object of worship.
Even the Baudhdyana Dharma-sdstra has a similar indication, and
the Gopdla-tdpanl 6ruti clearly declares the view. But enough of
collecting a mass of evidence to prove what, in the opinion of our
author and his school, admits of little doubt. Jiva Gosvamin,
therefore, concludes by stating pointedly that those who dare think
otherwise of Krsna, who is the Bhagavat himself, are people who are
deluded by the effect of eternal sin {anddi-pdpa-viksepa)

,

and such
people are evil-minded and perverse {durbuddhi).

For this reason Jiva Gosvamin does not think it necessary to
dilate upon the topic, but only briefly illustrates with reference to
Krsna such Bhagavat elements of Vibhutva or Eordship as Prakrta-
vastvatiriktatva (the state of surpassing phenomenal objects),

Sva-praka4atva (self-luminosity), Svayam-rupatva (identity of form
and essence), etc. But the question of Krs^a’s Dhama (abode)
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and Parikara (retinue) engages greater attention and occupies him
in the rest of the Satndarbha. The Dhama of the Bhagavat as an
expression of his divine self-hood or power (Svarupa-prakasa or

Svarupa-vibhWi) has already been explained in the Bhagavat-
samdarbha ; an attempt is now made to show that this is also the

Dhama of Krsna. The details of the cosmography are somewhat
fanciful and confusing, but they follow generally the Puranic account.

It is not necessary to go into these details, but it appears that the
Dhama of Krsna, as that of the highest god, is located as the highest,

existing independently {svatantratava) above and beyond the Dhamas
of all other major or minor deities (sarvopari-sthdyitvam)

.

The
Brahmanda is described as consisting of fourteen Bhuvanas, viz.

seven Dokas (Prthivi, Antarik^a, Svarga, Mahar, Jana, Tapas, and
Satya) and seven Patalas (Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Rasatala, Talatala,

Mahatala, and Patala). Outside these there are eight sheaths or

Avaranas of Prakrti, beyond which there is the enveloping ocean
called Karana-samudra or Viraja. Above this is situated the
Siddha-loka, which is the abode of the Nirvisesa Brahma. Above
this Loka lies the Para-vyoma, of which the presiding deity is

Narayana, who is an appearance (Vilasa-murti) of Krsna. In this

Para-vyoma the infinite Avataras of the Bhagavat-Krsna reside

with their respective Associates, and each has a separate Vaikuntha,
so that the Para-vyoma is the aggregate of the infinite Dhamas of

the different partial manifestations of the Bhagavat. The three
creative emanations or Vyuhas of the Paramatman-Purusa, viz.

Samkarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha lie eternally on three
oceans respectively, viz. Karnodaka, Gunodaka, and Ksirodaka.
But set beyond all these inferior Dhamas, lies the Goloka or Maha-
vaikuntha, which is the exclusive abode of the Bhagavat-Krsna,
as well as of his Parikaras, who are his own people (sva-jana) and
possess intrinsic affinity with him {sajditya). But, like the deity
himself, the Dhama has also the power of pervading both the
phenomenal and non-phenomenal objects {sa golokah sarva-gatah

inkrsnavat sarva-prdpancikdprdpancika-vastu-vydpakah), and of ap-
pearing in diverse forms. When the Bhagavat in his Svarupa makes
his appearance in the phenomenal world, his Dhama, along with
his Parikaras, makes its simultaneous appearance

; but like the
Bhagavat, again, it never loses its non-phenomenal character, for

his Dhama and his Parikaras are, like himself, beyond Prakrti and
really constitute peculiar expressions of his own intrinsic energy
{bhagavat-prakdia eva). By the Bhagavat’s inscrutable power
{acintya prabhdva)

,

therefore, his highest Paradise, which is situated

beyond all the I^kas, also exists on the phenomenal earth. The
terrestrial Goloka or Vrndavana is thus not essentially different but
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really identical with the celestial Goloka or Vradavana, and the

Ivord Krsna exists eternally in both places with the same Associates.

Just as the Vigraha of the Bhagavat is conceived after the image
of man, so this school conceives the celestial residence of the deity

on the model of the legendary terrestrial abode of Krsna. Jiva
Gosvamin seeks to estabUsh this dogma on the testimony of the

Puranas, which give an account of the Dhama of the Bhagavat-
Krsna. In the descriptions given in the Padma-purdna or the
Brahma-samhitd, for instance, we find that the unearthly Krsna-
loka is described as a sublimated replica of the earthly haimt of

Krsna, with its river YamunS, its Gopa-Gopis, its trees, plants, and
animals. But the term terrestrial must not be taken to imply
that the earthly residence is phenomenal

;
it is as much non-

phenomenal as the celestial abode, only it makes its appearance in

the phenomenal world. It is maintained, therefore, that the Gokula
or Vrndavana which exists on earth as the residence of Krsna in a
non-phenomenal form also exists simultaneously as the Goloka
above every other Boka {ata eva vrnddvanam gokulam eva, sarvopari

virdjamdnatn gokulatvena prasiddham)
;
the only difference is that

in the earthly Vrndavana Krsna stays both in his Manifest (Prakata)

and Unmanifest (Aprakata) Lilas, but in the unearthly Goloka he
stays in his Unmanifest Lila. Even the word Goloka is interpreted

as equivalent to the word Gokula as the abode of cows and cowherds
{go-gopa-vdsa-rupam or gopdndm svam lokam)

; and as the appearance
of Krsna in the form and dress of a Gopa is the most essential form of

the divinity, his Parikaras, as his Sajatiyas, are also Gopas in both the
places. If one objects that there cannot be such simultaneous appear-
ance of Dhamas in two different places, it is repHed that the Dhamas
possess the character of the Vigraha of the Bhagavat which is

capable of making such appearances {sn-vigrahavad ubhayor prakd^d-
virodhdt). This is confirmed by the fact that in the scriptures the
two Dhamas are described as possessing the same names, forms, and
attributes [samdna-guna-ndma-rupatvendmndtatvdt). As his Dhama
is an expression of the deity’s most intrinsic and highest attribute
of bhss (Hladini 6akti), it is described as the place where there is

only an excess of intrinsic divine bliss {svarupdnanda-sukhotkarsa).
It is also noted that just as in the Manifest (Prakata) Lila the deity
can at his will limit himself to the finite and the phenomenal, even
though retaining his infinite and transcendental attributes, so his

Loka simultaneously retains its earthly and divine character. If

one objects to such a simultaneity, it is replied that the power of
the Lord is beyond thought. In other words, there is a mystical
interlapping of the infinite and the finite, of the phenomenal and
the transcendental. This is said to be illustrated by the legend
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{Bhdgavata, x, 13) of Brahma’s mistake in stealing the divine cows
of Vrndavana from the charge of the divine cowherd.

Having estabUshed the essential identity of Goloka and Gokula
(=Vrndavana) and the excellence of Krsna’s Paradise as an
expression of Ws highest divine energy, Jiva Gosvamin adduces
scriptural evidence to show that the Krsna-loka consists of three
partial appearances in three places, called respectively DvarakS,
Mathura, and Gokula, according to the difference of his Lila and his
Parikaras (sa eva lokas tal-lUd-parikara-hhedendmsa-hheddd dvdrakd-
mathurd-gokuldkhya-sthdna-traydtamaka iti nirnitam). In other
words, the same Dhama appears in three aspects, each of which has
a speciality according to the difference in the manifestation of the
deity {prakdia-bheda) and his Parikaras, i.e. according to the
difference of the particular Lila which takes place in each. On the
earth also these Lokas are reputed to have their replicas which
possess identical names and forms {anyatra bhuvi prasiddhdnyeva
tat-tad-dkhydni sthdndni tad-rupatvena iriiyante). These earthly
replicas are not mere geographical localities but, as already noted,
they are non-phenomenal {prapancdtUa)

,

eternal {nitya), super-
natural [alaukika) and eternally occupied by the Bhagavat [bhagavan-
nitydspada). These places are also not mere sacred places of
worship or pilgrimage {updsand-sthdndni) where the deity remains in
a subtle form {siiksma-rupatd)

,

or in the form of an image {^nmat-
pratimd-rupatd)

,

but they are expressly declared to be the actual
{sdksdt) places of personal residence of the deity [tatra vdsasyaiva
kanthoktih) . It is already made clear that these two sets of Lokas
are in their essence identical, but one set is said to be a replica
{prakdsa-visesa) of the other because of a certain difference in tVipir

respective manifestation {prakdsa-bhedenaiva tubhaya-vidhatvendm-
ndtdni). That these Lokas, whether on earth or beyond the earth,
possess the same characteristics is testified to by the fact that even
to-day great devotees of the Bhagavat have actually seen the
(hvine Kadamba, Asoka, and other trees and objects {visesaias

tddrgalaukika-rupa-bhagavan-nitya-dhdfnatve tu divya-kadambdsoka-
vrksddayo’pyadydpi mahd-bhdgavataih sdksdt-kriyanta iti prasiddhd-
vagatehj. The proof here, as elsewhere, is the Vidvad-anubhava
winch is laid down as the best of all proofs {safva-pramdna-cuddMani-
bhuto vidvad-anubhava evdtra pramdnam). As to the Prakasas or
appearances of the Lokas referred to above, three kinds of Prakasas
are distinguished, viz.

:
(i) Aprakata or Unmanifest, in which by a

pecuhar power of remaining invisible {antardhdna-iaktyd) the
particular Loka remains on the earth without actually touching it

{pfthimsthe’pi tarn aspfiann eva virdjate), i.e. the earth in this case
remains untouched by the Loka or the deity, even though they
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remain on it
; (2) Prapancika or Phenomenal, in which the particular

I^oka becomes visible to phenomenal beings (prdpancika-loka-gocarah)

and descends graciously to the earth by actually touching it [krpayd

pfthimm sprsann evdvatlrnah) ; and (3) Prakata or Manifest, which
occurs when in the Prapancika Prakasa the Bhagavat himself

descends along with his Parikaras. As he touches the particular

lyoka by his descent, he thereby touches the earth. It is only in

the Prakata Bila, therefore, that there can be a Prakata Prakasa

of the lyoka ; in this case alone the Bhagavat may be said to touch

the earth actually and become an object of phenomenal appearance
along with his Parikaras.

About the Parikaras or Retinue of the Bhagavat-Krsna in these

eternal Dhamas, it is laid down that in Dvaraka and Mathura they
consist of the Yadavas, and in Vrndavana or Gokula they consist

of the Gopa-Gopis. lyike the Dhamas and like the Bhagavat
himself, they are also real and eternal {nitya) and possess a common
character {sddhdranya or tat-sdmdnya). The resemblance to the

deity consists not in intrinsic divine qualities but also in tempera-
ment {prakrti), dress {vesa), and diversion {lUd). Since they grow
out of the Bhagavat and form integral parts, their inherent as well

as external character is not imposed upon them like the quality of

greyness imposed upon the sky. It may be asked that if they are

eternal and inseparable Associates or Servants of the Bhagavat
himself, how is it that we have descriptions of the Yadavas being
wounded in the battle-field, or of the Gopas having lost conscious-

ness from the effects of the poison of the Kaliya lake ? The reply

is that these are instances of activities suitable to human appear-
ance, displayed in the same way as are done by the Bhagavat himself
{tad bhagavata iva naralUaupayikatayd prapancitam iti mantavyam).
Sometimes there is also an actual mixing up of the phenomenal world
in the Prakata Lila {kvacit prakata-lUdydh prdpancika-loka-miiratvdd
yathdrtham eva tad-ddikam), and some of the occurrences described

are therefore actual (e.g. the slaying of ^atadhanvan). The account
of the destruction of the Yadavas up to the end of Arjuna’s confusion
and defeat in Bhagavata XI must be taken as describing not
real but illusory {mdyika) occurrences ; the Yadavas were not actually
destroyed, nor was Arjuna actually defeated, but the occurrences
were arranged as an illusion by the Bhagavat, who is ever benevolent
to Brahmans, to demonstrate that the curse of a Brahman can
never remain unfulfilled {brahma-sdpdnivartydkhydpanaiva). A
similar instance is cited from the Brhad-Agnipurdna in which it is

related that the Sita, who was stolen by Ravana, was not the true
Sita, who was concealed by Agni in his own Dhama, but only an
illusory Sita created by Agni whom Sita worshipped. The destruc-
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tion of a Parikara of the Bhagavat, like that of the Bhagavat himself,

is absurd; hence it is reasonable to hold that the Yadavas were

never actually destroyed, but that they simply disappeared to their

Loka {tasmdt tesvanyathd-davianam na tdttvika-lildnugatam, sa-

iarlram tu tesdm sva-loka-gamanam attva yuktam). The Parikaras of

the Bhagavat are true Vaisnavas ; and of true Vaisnavas it is said

that there is no fetter of Karma nor birth {na karma-bandhanam
janma vaisnavdndm ca vidyate)

;
their action and birth, therefore,

like those of the Bhagavat himself, are brought about entirely

by the divine will {tddrsdndm bhagavata iva bhagavad-icchayaiva

janmddi-kdranam).
In the same way Jiva Gosvamin seeks to establish that the

Gopa-Gopis are also eternal Parikaras of the Bhagavat and possess

non-phenomenal form, dress, and diversion. If the Gopis are some-
times described as giving up their perishable body, made up of the

three Gunas [gunaniaya-deha)

,

or if the relation between them and
Krsna is depicted in terms of the relation between a lover and his

mistresses {jdra-buddhi)

,

such texts are to be interpreted otherwise.

In this connexion, Bhagavata VI, 29, 10 is discussed,* and an
ingenious spiritual explanation is given of the verse. The phrase
jdra-buddhi is interpreted to imply that the Gopis merely thought
of Krsna as a lover without, however, actually attaining him as such,

for such a relation did not exist (jdra iti yd buddhis taydpi tan-mdtre-

ndpi sahgaldh, na tu sdksdd eva jdra-rupena prdptdh). The phrase
is meant not for an actual fact, but only to suggest the nature of

their intense feeling of worship {bhajanasya prdbalayam vyahjitam)

,

which was Uke that of a mistress for her lover {tad-bhdva-puraskdrena)

;

for such a feeUng is unimpeded and completely free {tathdvidha-

bhdvasydti-nirargidatvam darsitam). Again, as the Gopis thought
of Krsna as the beloved {kdntatayd), there can be no question
of their giving up their phenomenal body {guna-maya deha), which
cessation happens only on the attainment of Brahma. The phrase
jahur guna-mayam deham must, therefore, be taken in a different

sense. It refers to the night of the Rasa when the Gopis went to
sport with Krsna, although each Gopa thought, through the Tord’s
Maya, that his wife was staying by his side. The phrase guna-
maya deha refers to this illusory form {mdyika deha) which the
lyord created and into which the Gopis entered {tat-kdlika-kalpito yo
guna-mayo dehas tatra praveiah). The phrase sadyah praksi'm-ban-
dhandh refers only to the overcoming of such obstacles, as living with
relatives, in the way of their union with Krsna {krsna-prdpti-virodhi

^ tam eva paramatmdnatft jara-buddhydpi sahgaidh 1

jahur gutjta-mayatn dehatft sadyah prak^iifa-bandhandh t
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guru-jana-madhya-vdsadi-rupam). An alternative explanation is

also given that the description applies to that class of Gopis who are

known as Sadhaka-cari (i.e. who became Gopis beloved of the

lyord through their force of worship or Sadhana)/ and not to the

Gopis, like Radha, who are Nitya-siddha or eternally beloved of

Krsna. The forms of the former are not eternal (asiddha-dehah) ;

they left their phenomenal body for the non-phenomenal and passed

from the Manifest (Prakata) to the Unmanifest (Aprakata) Uila.

If Vrndavana is Krsna’s eternal residence and if the Gopa-
Gopis are his eternal Parikaras, then how is it that the phases of

Krsna’s birth, childhood, adolescence, etc. are described in the Uila

at Vrndavana, just Uke those of phenomenal beings ? The reply to

this has already been given in connexion with the question of the

birth, etc. of the Bhagavat ; but the raison d’etre of such a display of

Uila as has a mundane form is given here to be the fact that it causes

great bHss to his devotees {etddHa-laukika-lilayaiva hi prapanna-
jana-vrndasya paramdnando bhavati). The acts like birth and
childhood in the Uila are said to be intrinsic to the divine self

{bhagavad-vigrahe iiiutvddayo vicitrd eva dharmdh svdbhdvikdh santi),

and are therefore non-phenomenal, even if they resemble pheno-
menal acts {prapancavad bhdii, na tu prapahca-rupam). Hence
Krsna appeared to be born Hke a phenomenal being but was not
actually born in that manner

;
for Krsna is reputed eternally to be

the son of Nanda and Yasoda without actually entering into the
womb of Yasoda or even of Devaki {ata eva garbha-praveiddikarn
vindpi tayoh putratayd prasiddhih). The theory is thus not one of

immaculate conception but of immaculate birth which is eternally

incident to the divine self in his pecuhar Uila. Hence it is explained
that the Uord, having a Vigraha which consists entirely of Sat, Cit,

and Ananda, made his appearance in the phenomenal world not
through actual human birth as the son of Vasudeva and Devaki, but
by entering into their minds (s«c-c d-dnandavigrahasya tasya

tan-manasydvesa eva). It is made clear, however, that the form of

Krsna as the son of Vasudeva and Devald is not identical with his

form as the son of Yasoda and Nanda. Though Vasudeva and
Devaki were Parikaras of Krsna in his Aprakata Uila, their status
was much lower, in respect of their stage of devotion to Krsna, than
that of Nanda and Yasoda. Hence Krsna did not manifest himself
to Vasudeva and Devaki in his sweet intrinsic form of a Gopa
with two hands, but in the lower awe-inspiring form of Vasudeva

* Thfe theory is based upon the description given in the Padma-purd^a that
certain Rsis as well as the Upanisads became desirous of enjoying the wonderful
sport of Krsna, and by their merit became Gopis of Vrndavana for that purpose,
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with four hands. Subsequently he allowed himself to be taken to

the place of Nanda and Ya^oda at Vrndavana, where he assunied

his real intrinsic form. This is supported by the GUa text in which

Krsna as the supreme being is supposed to refer to his partial or

lower manifestation of Vasudeva by saying that he is ‘ Vasudeva
among the Vrsnis’ [vrsnlndm vdsudevo’smi). We are told that

Nanda and Yasoda were not ordinary human beings but eternal

Parikaras of the deity, who obtained this higher favour and bliss

by that particular form of devotional love known as Vatsalya or

parental feeling {vdisalydbhidha-prema-viiesenaiva sn-krsnah pufra-

tayodeti). AH this is in the Manifest (Prakata) Tila, but in the

Unmanifest (Aprakata) Uila the relation of parent and son, estab-

lished through the Vatsalya-rasa, exists eternally between Nanda-
Yasoda and Krsna {anddito vdtsalya-rasa-siddha-pitr-putra-bhdvo

vidyate). That such is the relation is testified to by the

realization of sages. This good fortune Nanda and Yasoda enjoyed

even to the exclusion of Vasudeva and Devaki ; but there is no
other particular reason for this good fortune but their devotion and
the Lord’s grace, and it came about, like the Lordship of the Lord
itself, without any reason {tayos iddria-mahodaye kdranam ndsti).

But the semblance of a reason {kdrandbhdsa) is afforded for the

understanding of ordinary human beings by the Puranic story that

Nanda and Yasoda were originally the Vasu called Drona and his wife

Uhara who obtained the boon of Krsna-bhakti from Brahma. It

is, therefore, their attitude of Bhakti in the form of Vatsalya which
alone must be considered as the reason for the relationship, for the
Lord delights to sport with his devotees in the form in which they
desire him most. It is repeated in this connexion that the ways of

Jnana and Tapas are inferior to that of Bhakti and can attain

Krsna only in his partial aspect of Brahma ; but it is Bhakti to
Krsna in his eternal sport as a Gopa which is the highest good
{purusdrtha

) ; it brings to the Bhakta the indescribable divine bliss

which is denied to the Jfianin and the Yogin.
With regard to Krsna’s exploits of killing demons, etc. in his

Prakata Lila, it has already been explained that it is never the
business of the Bhagavat himself to relieve the burden of the world

;

the exploits were accomplished by the Avataras who simultaneously
entered into him at the time of his appearance. But the Bhagavat-
Krsna can at his will act like phenomenal beings in his Prakata
Lila, which may admit of a touch of phenomenal acts and occurrences.

It has been said that Bhagavat-Krsna eternally sports in his

three Dhamas, viz., Dvaraka, Mathura, and Vrndavana, which are

represented as three aspects of one and the same reality. If this is

so, how is it that in the sacred texts the progression from Vrndavana
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to Mathura, then to Dvaraka, and finally to Gokula is described?

The answer to this puzzle is furnished by the supposition that all

this is described only with reference to Krsna’s appearance in

his Prakata Lila in the phenomenal world {maihurddi-paritydgddyuk-

tir avatdre prdpancika-jana-prakata-Mdpeksayaiva) ; but the Aprakata
Lila, which is not revealed to the phenomenal world, eternally goes

on in these Dhamas {aprakatd tu lUd nityam eva vidyata eva). This

explanation necessitates an exposition of this theory of phenomenal
and noumenal appearances of the deity, or his Prakata and Aprakata
Lila, to which Jiva Gosvamin now turns his attention.

It is difficult to render the word Lila into_ English, but since

the word connotes the idea of inherent bliss (Ananda) and erotic

sweetness (Madhurya) in the Bhagavat’s relation to his own 6aktis

or Energies, and excludes all ideas of conscious effort and ulterior

motive in a mood of divine sportiveness, it may be provisionally,

if inadequately, rendered by the word ‘ sport We are told that

the term daivata in relation to Krsna is derived from the verbal

root div which means ‘ to shine ’ as well as ‘ to play ’

;
and the verb

knd or ram is generally found associated with the deity in the sense

of sport. The Lila or beatific sport may be Manifest or Prakata
and Unmanifest or Aprakata according as it can or cannot be
apprehended directly by phenomenal beings {prdpancika-lokdprakata-

tvdt tat-prakatatvdc ca). The testimony of the texts shows that

both the I/ilas are nitya, i.e. real and eternal. As a matter of fact,

one and the same eternal Lila appears in twofold ways on account of

the limitations of the phenomenal Jiva. As the real nature of the

Jiva is suppressed by the Maya-sakti and the Jiva is thereby debarred
from witnessing it, the Lila is unmanifest

; but when the deity in

his infinite grace and love to his devotees directly reveals himself

in the phenomenal world, the self-same Lila becomes manifest. The
Aprakata or Unmanifest aspect of the Lila, therefore, is free from
all contact of the phenomenal world and its objects, and the eternity

of Lila is explained to mean that its characteristic flow is unimpeded
and has, like time itself, no beginning, middle, or end {kdlavad
ddi-madhydvasdna-pariccheda-rahita-svaprabhdva). It is also marked
by the same incidents and characteristics (as for instance, con-
tinually holding royal court in lordship over the Yadavas and
the Gopas, tending cows and other diversions) as also mark the
Prakata Lila {yddavendratva-vrajayuvardjatvddyucitdhar-ahar-mahd-
sabhopavcsa-gocdrana-vinodddi-laksand)

.

The Prakata Lila also in the
same way, like the Vigraha of the Bhagavat, is not subject to the
limitations of time {irl-vigrahavat kdlddibhir aparicchedyaiva)

; but
in it there is, through the intrinsic will-power of the Svarupa-^akti
of the deity {bhagavad-icchdtmaka-svarupa-iaktyaiva), a beginning and
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an end {lahdharamhha-samdpand)

,

as well as a mixture of phenomenal
and non-phenomenal objects {prdpancikdprdpancika-loka-vastu-sam-

valitd) and an appearance of incidents like Krsna’s birth and death
{tadiya-janmddi-laksand). Jiva Gosvamin informs us that Krsna’s
Prakata I/ila, which was once witnessed by some eminently for-

tunate phenomenal beings, is even to-day revealed partially to men
hke himself [prakata-lUdnugatah prakdsdh prdkrtair apt kaUcid
bhdgya-viiesodayavadbhir dadrse, sampratyasmdbhir api tad-arnio

dr^yate).

The Aprakata Tila, again, is described as having two aspects.
It may, in the first place, be what is realized in a limited way by
the meditation prescribed by the sacred Mantras {mantropdsandmayt)

,

or, secondly, it may be what is fully revealed by the flow of inherent
Rasa or devotional sentiment (svdrasikt). The former has a limit
fixed by the particular time or place suitable to the particular
Tila, which forms the object of the Mantra {tad-ekatara-sthdnddi-

niyata-sthitikd)

,

and its character is also determined by such Svarupa,
Dhama and Parikara of the deity as are prescribed for meditation
by the particular Mantra {tat-tan-mantra-dhydnamayi). In this
respect the infinitely varied I^ila is restricted to a particular divine
act or sport as given in a set formula or meditation-symbol ; but this
is necessary to the devotee in a preliminary stage when he is not
yet accustomed to meditate upon and realize the endless forms of
the Ivila. The Svarasiki, on the other hand, is not merely something
which is recorded in the Mantra or presented for meditation

; the
deity sometimes in his grace to the devotee actually reveals the
Tila which is hidden from the vision of the ordinary mortal. In
some cases, what is limited by the somewhat mechanical Mantra
becomes a living and natural realization {mantropdsandmayttve’pi
svdrasikydm eva paryavasati). The Svarasiki aspect of the Aprakata
Ivila is not lirnited to a particular divine act or sport, but it is varied
at will according to the occasion {yathdvasararn vividhecchdmayt)

.

In
its continuity and expansiveness as a stream of Lila, the Svarasiki
has been compared to the Ganges, while the Mantropasanamayi,
which is bom out of it and is Umited in its scope, has been compared
to a lake or series of lakes circumscribed out of the stream.

Such simultaneous assumption of different divine forms at
different places by the deity has already been explained in the
Bhagavat-samdarbha as a natural result of the inherent divine power ;

but such manifestation or Prakasa is not like the reflection in the
mirror {pratibimba), but like a halo {bimbo) issuing out of the
ultimate substance. The existence of reflection in the mirror is

conditioned by the existence of the mirror
; the reflection appears

also in a reversed form and cannot be actually felt by such senses as
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touch ;
but the halo issuing out of a substance appears at will

{yatheccham udayeta) by its inherent power {svabhdvika-iakti-sphurita

tvam), can be directly felt by touch and other senses {sdksdt spariadi-

bhdvena) and does not differ in its essence from the substance. This

analogy shows the reality of the different Prakasas, each of which

partakes of the character of divine perfection {sarvesdm prakdidndm
piirnatvam). It follows that these Prakasas are not mere endless

replicas of the same form, all having the self-same mode and sequence

of acts :
on the contrary, each has, by the unthinkable power of the

deity, a separate reality and existence as well as the capacity for

independent action. The proof of all this lies in the fact that varied

Prakasas of this character have been described in the Bhdgavata
;

and if they were not true, they could not have caused delight to

the learned people.

In different Prakasas, therefore, there are varied acts, and the

effect of this is to produce a variety in the nature of the bliss (Rasa)

in each case. To support the peculiar Rasa in each Prakasa, there-

fore, there arc in each a difference of conceit {ahhimdna-bheda)

and a mutually exclusive knowledge of each other {parasparam

ananusandhdnam)

,

along with a difference in the mode of action

(kriyd-bheda)

.

In other words, the actors in one Prakasa are unaware
of what is happening in the other, even if they themselves appear

in both ;
and in each Prakasa they are possessed of the conceit

that they are appearing only in that particular Prakasa in the

particular manner. This theory of the exclusive individuality of

each Prakasa makes it possible to understand that what appears as

Krsna’s separation from his beloved in one Rila may be union in

another. Thus in the Prakasa at Vrndavana at the termination
of Krsna’s Prakata Rila at that place, it appears as if a separation

occurs between Krsna and the Gopa-Gopis, but it really does not
occur

;
for even if Krsna appears to be separated from his Parikaras

in the Prakata Tfla, he is ever united with them there in the Aprakata
Tila, into which he enters simultaneously. In other words, union is

an eternal fact in Krsna’s eternal Aprakata Tfla, which goes on in

all the three Dhamas
; but since it is sometimes manifested and

sometimes hidden from the view of phenomenal beings, there are
apparent separations in the Prakata Lila. Thus, both the manifest
and the unmanifest Lilas can go on in the same Dhama as in different

Dhamas ;
and when the deity is not manifestly present in the

Prakata Lila, he is to be regarded as present in the unmanifest form
of the Aprakata Lila. It can be shown from the sacred texts that
in the same place and at the same time the Gopis, in their double
capacity in the Prakata and the Aprakata Lilas, have felt the
bliss of union and sorrow of separation. All tips may appear incon-
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ceivable to phenomenal beings, but all contradictions like union

and separation have no essential validity in the lyila of the incon-

ceivably perfect being. This theory enables our author to reconcile

and explain such contradictions in manifestation as are sometimes

found recorded in the sacred texts, e.g. separation from the Gopis

at the end of the Prakata Lila at Vrndavana, as well as from the

Yadavas at the end of the Prakata Lila at Dvaraka. Krsna’s

alleged return to Vrndavana from Mathura, which is described in

the Padma-purdna but which is obscure in the Bhdgavata, is also

explained in the same way.
The different Prakasas of Krsna are each characterized by

different aspects of his divine seif. The aspects respectively of

Aisvarya (power), Karunya (compassion), and Madhurya (erotic

sweetness and beauty) may be emphasized in the one or the other.

In the manifestation at Vrndavana, however, all these aspects are

displayed, but most of ail the Madhurya. It has already been
shown in the second Samdarbha that Madhurya as an aspect of the

divine Hladiui ^akti constitutes the highest essence and differentia

of the Bhagavat. This Madhurya is prominent in a superlative

degree in Knsna’s sports at Vrndavana, and we have here, therefore,

the highest and best manifestation of the divine self. As an expres-

sion of Madhurya, Krsna always remains at Vrndavana in his

beautiful adolescent form {kUora-mdrti)

,

whether in his Prakata
or in his Aprakata Lila ; for it is recorded in the Bhdgavata that
throughout the whole period of adolescence in his Prakata Lila he
remained constantly at Vrndavana {purna-kaUora-vydpinyeva vraje

prakata-lUd jheyd)
;
and even after that he continued to remain in

that adolescent form in his Aprakata Lila there. Hence, Krsna’s
adolescent form must be regarded not only as the prominent form
round which all his sports centre, but it must be accepted as the
only real form both in his Prakata and Aprakata Lila. This eternal
youth and beauty he manifests only at Vrndavana throughout in
his Prakata as well as in his Aprakata Lila ; and as this is the supreme
Prakasa of Krsna, Vrndavana is the best of all Dhamas, the true
Goloka.

Having explained the character and place of divine sport,

Jiva Gosvamin proceeds to consider the relation between Krsna
^nd the Gopis as depicted in the Bhdgavata. He makes an elaborate
t'|;tempt to interpret the doubtfully erotic texts as possessing a
d^ply spiritual meaning. His main thesis is that the Gopis obtained
the Lord as their Pati (husband), and not as a Jara or Upapati
(lover). He thereby subscribes to the Svakiya-vada of his master
Rupa Gosvamin and discredits the Parakiya-vada advocated by
later theorists. E)ven if the word jdra is used in some passages, the
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jwra-huddhi of the Gopis merely indicates a mental attitude of

intense longing and not an actual fact. From the episode of the

Katyayani-vrata, it is clear that these maidens desired to obtain

Krsna as their husband (x, 22, 2), and Krsna must be taken to have
fuifiiled their wish, for they are distinctly called wives of Krsna
{krsna-vadhu) in the Bhdgavata (x, 33, 7). But apart from this

usual method of verbal interpretation of texts, the general line of

argument adopted by Jiva Gosvamin is that it is conformable to

the Rasa-sastra as well as logical {siddhdnta-rasaidstrayoh sammata)
to regard the Gopis as the Svakiya (and not Parakiya) of Krsna. It

is reasonable to suppose that men wish for an object which does not
bring calamity in its train, but union with a secret lover is always
full of trouble and cannot very well be taken as a final end with
the Gopis {jdra-hhdvamayah samgamas ca sadaiva sopadravah, tasmdd
asau paryavasdna-purusdrthatve iat-tac-chdstra-sammato na sydt).

The Rasa-sastra does not approve of any union with the wife of

another person. As such a union is unlawful and impious, its

vulgarity obstructs the principal sentiment or Rasa {adharma-
mayatva-pratUau tvailUatayd vydhanyata eva rasah)

; it is impossible

to admit it in the Madhurya Rasa of Krsna and the Gopis. Hence
Jiva Gosvamin’s own guru, Rupa Gosvamin, has boldly effected a
regular marriage of Radha and Krsna at the Nava Vrndavana in

Dvaraka in the tenth Act of his Lalita-mddhava. The impiety of

union with a woman other than one’s own arises under two circum-
stances, viz. when the woman is the married wife of another
{paraktyatva)

,

and when she has been enjoyed by another person
{para-sparsa)

.

Jiva Gosvamin attempts to show from an explana-
tion of Bhdgavata texts that both these faults do not at all attach
to the Gopis. They were never actually married or even bodily
touched by the Gopas ;

for on the occasion of their marriage or daily

intercourse with the Gopas, they were in fact concealed by the
Maya-sakti of Krsna and their illusory forms were substituted. If

they are sometimes found giving the Gopas the name of husband,
this is in accordance with the outward usage of the world, but not in

accordance with their own inward vision (kvacit tdbhir eva tu yat
pati-^abdah prayuktas tad bahir loka-vyavahdrata eva, ndntar-drstitah).

They had, therefore, no husband except Krsna. Sometimes it

appears from the texts (e.g. x, 31, 13) that the Gopis had children,

but the word ‘ children ’ in such texts must not be understood to
apply to their own children but to those of their relatives ; for,

according to the Rasa-sastra, their having children would not be a
case of real Rasa but a case of mere semblance of Rasa (Rasabhasa)
on account of the violation of the rule of propriety {anaucitya-

pravrtta). The Gopis, therefore, are Krsna’s real and eternal
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beloved {nitya-preyasl)

,

union with whom as their only husband

does not constitute the fault of adultery
; in fact, they are aspects

of his own Svarupa-sakti with whom, as the Saktimat, he is

represented as sporting eternally [anddita eva tdbhih kriddidlitvena

svikrtatvdt tac-chakli-riipdndm tasdm samgame vastuta eva para-ddra-

doso’pi ndsti).

It has been shown in the Bhagavat-samdarhha that the term

Bhagavat is applied to the sxipreme deity as the possessor of the

Svarupa-sakti, and that the Svarupa-sakti is known as his divine

consort Baksmi. In the present Satndarbha it has been determined

that Krsna is this Bhagavat ; it now remains to determine the

Svarupa-sakti of Krsna in his various Dhamas and Bilas. In the

two Dhamas, Mathura and Dvaraka, the general designation of the

Svarupa-sakti is Mahisi, given collectively to the sixteen thousand
queenly wives of the royal Krsna. They are thus collectively

identical with I^aksmi as aspects of his Svarupa-sakti. Of these,

eight are his I’atta-mahisi or chief queens ; and each of them
represents symbolically one or other aspects of the Sakti, e.g.

Satyabhama— Bhu-sakti, Yamuna= Krpa-sakti, etc. But in these

two Dhamas, as Krsna is the Bhagavat himself, so Rukmini as his

most beloved is Baksmi herself {svayam laksmt). In Dvaraka the
Mahisis were all present in the Prakata Bila ; but in Mathura even
if they were not present in Prakata Bila, the Gopdla-tdpanl ^ruti

tells us that Rukmini, and by implication all the Mahisis, were present

in the Aprakata Bila. In Vnidavana, the appearances of Krsna’s
Svariipa-sakti are the Vraja-devis or Gopis. They are special

expressions of Krsna’s highest Hladini Sakti, and are therefore

generally superior to the Mahisis at Dvaraka and Mathura. There
are gradations, however, among the Gopis according to the various
degrees of manifestation of the Sakti in them ; and this is symbolized
by the difference of their feelings for Krsna as well as by the
difference of Krsna’s own manifestation to them. These gradations
are represented in the Vaisnava Rasa-sastra as analogous to the
various stages of human relationship conceived in the erotic-emotional
aspect. Thus, Radha as the greatest beloved is said to have
attained, to the exclusion of other Gopis, the highest stage of

Mahabhava and obtained Krsna in the fullest manner. If the
Padma-purdna tells us that some of the Gopis attained the rank by
their being worshippers in their previous birth (purva-janmani
sddhakatvam)

,

the description applies to that class of Gopis who are
known as Sadhakacaris

; it does not apply to those who, like Radha,
are Nitya-siddha or eternally perfected. The superiority of the
Gopis to every other beloved of Krsna consists in the fact that in

them is prominently displayed a particular essence of the erotic
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sentiment {prcma-rasa-sdra-viiesa)

,

which in its turn is the essence

of the supreme Hladini ^akti of the Bhagavat-Krsna {hlddim-sdra-

vrtti-viscsa)

.

Owing to the plentiful display of this Sakti in them,
there is the highest realization of the Bhagavat’s bliss in them
{tat-prdairya-prakdsena srl-hhagavato’pi tdsu paramolldsa-prakdio

bhavati)

,

by which there arises the divine desire to sport with them
{tena tdbhi ramanecchd jdyate). The names of the eight chief Gopis
are enumerated from the dialogue of Krsna and Yudhisthira in the

Malla-dvadasi episode of the Bhavisyottara-purdna, viz. Gopali,

Palika, Dhaiiya, Visakha, Dhyananistliika, Radha, Anuradha,
Somabha , to which are added the two Tarakas ;

but in the

Prahlada-sanihita of the Skanda-purdna the eight names are given

as Talita, ^yamala, Dhanya, Visakha, Radha, Saivya, Padma, and
Bhadra. But from the Agamas it is known that the number is one
hundred crore.

In the Prlti-samdarhha it will be further shown that Radha
represents among the Gopis the highest degree of the supreme love

{premoikorsa-pardkdsthd). In Vrndavana, therefore, Radha is

Baksrni. Jtist as in Krsiia as the Bhagavat there is the fullest

display of the divine energy, so Radha represents this energy to

the fullest degree. In other words, Radha as the Antarahga Maha-
4akti of Krsna symbolizes his most intrinsic and highest selfhood.

As such she is entirely identified with Krsna’s greatest attribute of

bliss or Hladini 6akti ; and in this is to be found the symbolical
interpretation of Krsna’s eternal amorous sports with Radha. The
relation is of course not one of absolute identity but one of difference

as well as non-difference, like the relation of the flame to the fire,

or of the scent to the flower. It follows therefore that Radha
may be taken as the highest type of the Bhakta, the highest Parikara
or Servant, as well as his closest consort. The other Gopis are in

reality her various aspects or emanations ; for she is the Gopi par
excellence, in whom there is the bliss of love {premdnanda) in its

highest stage of the ecstatic Mahabhava, which is unattainable by
other Gopis. When the Bhdgavata says that Krsna loves to sport
with one Gopi even though there are other Gopis, it implies the
supremacy of Radha {satisvanydsu ekayd ityanena tatrdpi parama-
mukhyatvam)

,

although Radha is not Erectly mentioned there by
name. Jiva Gosvamin now concludes the Srlkrma-sarndarbha by
ingeniously interpreting the first preliminary and pre-eminent verse
{murdhanya-Uoka) of the Bhdgavata as applying to Radha, in the
same way as he has already interpreted and applied it to Krsna
alone. In the phrase tad dhtmahi (may we attain that) of the verse,

the neuter singular usage of the relative pronoun tat (that) is intended,

in our author’s opinion, to indicate generally,,without any distinction
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of sex, the essential identity [aikyenaiva vivaksitam tad iti, ata eva

sdmdnyatayd pardmarsan napumakatvam) of Radha and Krsna

as the 6akti and the ‘^aktimat. Hence the appearance of Krsna
coupled with that of Radha {rddhayd yugalitas tu krsnah) at

Vnidavana is the most wonderful of all the blessed and wonderful

manifestations of Krsna (paramddbhuta-prakdbah). The term
yugalita, however, must not be taken to imply absolute identity

or merging but a relation of identity in non-identity.

Thus, in the first four Sanidarbhas the Sambandha-tattva is

explained
; and in this particular Samdarbha the Tattva is described

the appearance of Krsna and Radha in pair as the most perfected

form of deity, who is the Sambandliin {iasniinn api sambandhe
in-rddhd-mddhava-rupenaiva prddurbhdvas tasya sambhandhinah
paramah prakarsah).





THE LOST ARYA OF THE SAMKHYA-KARIKA

By M. Ledrus, SJ.

Gaudapada’s Bhdsya on the Sdmkhya-Kdrikd opens with a

couplet in dryd metre, which is found also at the beginning of the

Mdtharavrtti, with a slight difference (Cfr. Appendix). The text as

found in the Mdthara seems to be the earlier one, and runs as

follows ;

kafildya namas tasmai yendvidyodadhau jagati magne
|

kdrunydt sdmkhyamayt naur iha vihitd pratarandya
|1

The cumulative weight of the following reasons incUnes one to

consider this dryd as the first couplet of the Kdrikd.

(i) It is well known that though the Kdrikd, in its actual

reading, contains only 69 dryds, their traditional number is seventy,

so much so that the name saptati is commonly given to the treatise,

as in the historical appendix ‘ of the Kdrikd {d. 72), and in the con-

clusion of the Mdtharavrtti
; the Jayamaiigald, another recently

published commentary, calls itself ‘ saptatikdydstikd ’, etc.®

' The aryas 70-72 (70-73 in Mdthara) give a historical outline of the Saipkhya
tradition {sampraddya), some sort of a statement of the authenticity of the treatise.

The 6gth dryd is a compendium of Samkliya doctrine and reads naturally as the

conclusion of the treatise :

—

purusdrtham jhdnam idam guhyam paramdrsind samdkhydtam
|

sthityutpattipralaydfcintyante yatra bhutdndm
||

2 B. G. Tilak suggested that the lost dryd followed the 6ist dryd, ‘ because the
commentary on the 6ist couplet is not on one couplet, but on two couplets. And
if the symbolical phrases in this commentary are taken and a verse is written, it

will run as follows :

—

kdranam iQvaram eke bruvate kdlam pare svabhdvam vd
j

prajdh katham nirgunato vyaktah kdlah svabhdvag ca
|1

And this verse fits tlie anterior and posterior context. I think that some one has
subsequently omitted this arya, as it supports atheism. But as this ultra-critical

man who has omitted the original couplet, forgot to delete the commentary on the
verse which was omitted, we can now reconstruct that verse.' (Glia Rahasya,
English Translation, Vol. 1, p. 221 ; Poona, 1935).

It is rather unlikely that the commentary would have been left untouched
by the critic wlio suppressed the dryd. Besides, the dryd is entirely constructed
by Tilak. His suggestion does not seem to have found credit. (Cfr. S. K. Belvalkar,
Mdthara-vrtti, in Annals of the Bhandarkar Institute, Vol. V, 1924, pp. 161-162.

—

V. V. Sovani, A Critical Study of the Sankhya System . . in Allahabad University

Studies, Vol. VII, 1931, p. 432.
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One point in this connection deserves special attention, t'he

Gaudapdda expressly stops at the 69th dryd of the actual text, and

leaves dryds 70-72 without comment. Still the commentary con-

cludes with these verses :

sdmkhyam kapilamunind proktam samsdravimuktikdranam hi
|

yatraitdh saptatir dryd bhdsyarn cdtra gaudapddakrtam
||

Whether these verses are by Gaudapada or another hand ‘ it is

clear that the author of the concluding verses of the bhdsya counted

70 dryds {etdh saptatir dryah) where we now read only 69 if the text

begins with duhkhatraya . . .. He does not say, ‘ Here is the Saptati ’,

but expressly ‘ Here are the 70 dryds It is unlikely that he
would have been mistaken in the numeration. It seems therefore

that in his estimation there are actually 70 dryds of Igvarakrsna
to be found witliin the limits of the Gaudapdda Bhdsya.

As a matter of fact, besides the 69 dryds generally considered as

the body of the Kdrikd, there are two initial dryds in Gaudapdda ;

the second, compared with Mdthara's text, proves to be a transforma-

tion of a gloka (Cfr. Appendix). There remains therefore the one
dryd of salutation to be considered.

(2) That the Sdmkhya Kdrikd, in its actual tenor, has no saluta-

tion is perhaps not quite abnormal. But Vacaspati Mi9ra, in his

Tattvakaumudl points out that the opening word ‘ duhkha ’ is unsuit-

able, because it is not propitious (mahgala). He finds of course an
excuse in that the verse deals with the suppression of duhkha *

;

but he himself was probably aware that such a justification was
far fetched.® Bet us therefore note that duhkha was felt by the
great commentator to be an unsuitable word to begin a treatise

with. This is not without weight in a typically classical work like

the Kdrikd.

(3) On the other hand, the above salutation is not suitable in
the mouth of the bhdsyakdrin, whilst it reads quite naturally if

written by the author of the Kdrikd. For it refers directly and only
to Kapila. If the salutation were the commentator’s, mention

This long and difficult passage of the commentary on dryd 61, which is found
also in Mdthara and Paramdrtha, looks rather like one of those discussions deliberately
discarded by the Karikd, as we are told in the appendix (72) : paravddavivarjitdh.
Perhaps the discussion was taken over from a commentary on the primitive sUtras
and inserted in this passage of tlie original commentary on the Kdrikd.

^ As suggested by Pandit B. Tripathi in the Benares .Sanskrit Series Edition.
® yadyapi duhkham amangalarn taihdpi tatparihdrdrthatvena tadapaghdto

mangalam eveti yuklam
; dslrddau tatklrtanam iti.

® In any case tlie later SdrnkhyasUiras prefixed a propitious to
trividkaduhkha ....
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should have been made of I^varakrsna himself, as in the first gloka

of the Mdtharavrtti. Of course, the following Qloka indicates that the

commentary is made by the author of the salutation, but we shall

see later that the original commentary was most probably written by
l9varakrsna himself. Vacaspati, not being aware of this, as he had in

hand—as it seems—only the commentary already known as

Gaudapdda and asserted as such in the conclusion, corrected the

salutation, as well as the rest of the Gaudapdda, and gave us a

suitable salutation for a commentator ;

kapildya mahdmunaye munaye ^isydya iasya cdsuraye
]

pancagikhdya tathegvarakrsndyaite namasydmah
||

(4) There are, besides, positive indications that the salutation

is an original part of the Kdrikd. For the three oldest synoptic
commentaries, Mdthara, Paramdrtha, Gaudapdda, reproduce the
terms and ideas of the salutation in the introduction to the first

dryd
;
and, moreover, those ideas are essentially connected with the

same dryd.

The salutation has the name of ‘ Kapila ’
: his person is described

in the three commentaries. The expression ‘ yendvidyodadhau
jagati magne ’ is explained by :

‘ andhe tamasi majjaj jagad idam adrd-

ksit {Mdthara) . dlokya {Gaudapdda ) ;

‘ Voyant I’humanite plough
dans d’aveuglcs tcnbbres ' {Paramdrtha). The expression ‘ kdrunydt’

is represented by ‘tad avalokydsya kdrunyam udapddi’ {Mdthara)',
' satkdrunyo ’ {Gaudapdda)

;

‘ il eprouvait pour elle une grande com-
passion’ {Paramdrtha). ' Sdmkhyamayl naur

’

is developed by
Mdthara into a series of comparisons

;
perhaps these are not part

of the original text, but they show at least that the commentator had
this simile as part of the Kdrikd ; Gaudapdda has ‘ pancavihcati-
tattvdndm jhdnam uktavdn ’.

It seems reasonable to conclude from these considerations that
the insertion of the salutation as the first dryd of the Kdrikd has a
substantial ground of probability. A comparative criticism of the
three synoptic commentaries leads to the following reconstruction of
Igvarakrsna's original text

:

kapilaya namas tasmai yenavidyodadhau jagati magne
|

karunyat satnkhyamayi naur iha vihita prataranaya
i|

namaskrtya tu tarn tasya vaksye jnanasya karanam
|

hitaya sarva9isyanam ilpagranthasamuccayam
||

duhkhatrayabhighataj jijnasa tadabhighatake hetau
|

drste sa’partha cen naikantatyantato’bhavat
1|
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asyS. aryaya upodghatah kriyate
|
iha hi bhagavan brahmasuto

maharsih kapilo nama samsiddhikadharmajnanavairagyaigvarya-

sampanno’ndhe tamasi majjaj jagad idam adraksit
|
tad

avalokyasya karunyam udapadi
|

‘ aho khalvidam jagad anadikala-

sambaddham nisargad eva andhe tamasi vartata ’ iti
|

sa evam
vicintayan asurisagotram brahmanavi9esam varsasahasrayajinam

avagatya vacam ity uvaca ‘ bho bho asure ramase grhasta-

dharmena ' iti
|

sa tarn uvaca ‘ rame bho ’ iti
[

sa evam ukto
munir nirgamya bhuyo’pi dvitiye varsasahasre purne pratyagatya
tathaivabhyuvaca ' bho bho asure ramase grhasthadharmena

’

iti I sa tarn uvaca ‘ rame bho ’ iti
|

athasau mahayogindras
tathaiva nirgamya trtiye varsasahasre sampurne abhyetyovaca
‘ bho bho asure ramase grhasthadharmena ’ iti

|

sa tarn uvaca
‘ na rame bho ’ iti

|

atha sa bhagavata uktah ‘ katham ’ iti
|

punar aha asurih ‘ duhkhatrayabhighatad ’ iti . . .

It remains to outline a critical history of the salutation.

iQvarakrsna’s Kdrikd looks like a compilation of early Sdmkhya-
sutras arranged in scholastic verses. ‘ The first sutras apparently dealt

with the person of Kapila. These were set into a salutation by
I^varakrsna. The same sutras were essentially connected with the
text duhkhatraya, &c. The commentary on this text contained an
introductory {upodghdta) anecdote of Asuri’s conversion ; it was
originally a comment on the text assumed into the salutation, to

the effect that Asuri’s jijndsd proceeded from the oppression of the
three duhkhas. Then followed the analysis of duhkhatraya, &c.

Igvarakrsna did not comment ex professo on the salutation,

which is in keeping with his conciseness. Instead he had it

followed by a transitional ^loka-comment explaining his intention.

It is possible that even from the time of Igvarakrsna the Sdmkhya
school was no more existent, for he expressly states that his work is

intended for all students, that is for students of all schools. The
Kdrikd was in fact circulated among the various orthodox and

^
Not less than 44 couplets, observes E. A. Welden (/ metri delle Sarnkhya)

.Kdrikds, in Studi Italiani di Filologia Indo-Iranica, 1912, Vol. VIII, Appendix-
offend against the rules of the dryd metre (p. 2). It is true that authors would not
generally consider as a mistake the 30 cases of a short syllable in the last catalectic
foot. The other metrical mistakes, however, especially the occurrence of the caesura
in the middle of a word, and other defects of style and grammar clearly demonstrate
'uno scrittore inesperto, che va costruendo in forma metrica una materia che aveva a
mano^ ’ (p. 3). This previous work in sutra form might perhaps be the Sa§rit^*itra.
C^. dryd 72 and ‘ Sdtrikhydndm tarkagranthdh ^astitantroddhararUpaip, mdth'arabhd^yafft

sdiftkhyasaptatindmakam . . . (Gunaratna, Tarkarahasyadlpikd on Haribhadra Suri’s
Sa4darfanasamuccaya, p. 109. Calcutta, 1905).
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heterodox schools, Buddhists, Jainas, Bhagavatas, and Vedantins,

all of whom more or less adapted the text to their own convenience.

The Gau^pdda is the text of the Vedantins ;
it depends on an

earlier text, the same from which the Paramdrtha and the Mdthara are

derived. But while Paramartha in general suppressed passages

from the original, and Mathara supplemented passages of his own,

Gaudapada modified the text, most unskilfully, indeed, but to such

an extent that his commentary could stand as an original work.

This new attribution of authorship was expressly stated in the

conclusion
;
aud the introductory ^loka had also to be modified

in consequence, as it evidently pointed to the unity of authorship

of the Kdrikd and the Bhdsya. This incidentally confirms that

Gaudapada was aware that the salutation was l9varakrsna’s.

Such was the text that came to Vacaspati ;
it was practically

impossible to him, in view of those changes and of the poverty of

Gaudapada’s commentary, to suppose that it was originally com-
posed by the learned author of the Kdrikd. On the other hand,
the prose-commentary began at duhkhatraya, and the transforma-

tion of the cloka now created the impression that the salutation was
part of the Bhdsya. Vacaspati therefore considered the salutation

as Gaudapada’s, and composed a more appropriated one. In fact,

it is the confrontation of Gaudapdda with Mdthara that suggests the

problem of the first dryd.

There is no salutation in the text of Paramartha, as found in

Takakusu’s translation. It would be worthwhile to examine the
various Far-Eastern versions in that respect. If it avers that the
salutation has been dropped from the original text of Paramartha,
this might be explained by its relative unimportance in Buddhist
schools, and by the fact that a salutation to others than ‘ all the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas ’ was not quite gistdcdraprdptam. The
uncommented salutation had no traditional importance for those
who studied the Karikd merely from the technical point of view.

—

Whilst for us it has the importance of being most classical and
frequently imitated.

There was not the same inconvenience in a Bhagavata school,

on account of its direct relation to Sanikhya doctrine and mythology.
The Mdtharavrtti, which was, at least in last resort, in the possession
of a Bhdgavata school, therefore respects the original tenor of the
text, only prefacing a Qloka of salutation to l9varakrsna.
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APPENDIX.

Mathara Text.

sarvavidyavidhataram adityastham sanatanam
|

nato’smi paraya bhaktya kapilatn jyotiri9varam ^
||

kapilaya namas tasmai yenavidyodadhau jagati magne
1

kanmyat samkhyamayi naur iha vihita prataranaya *
||

namaskrtya tu tam tasya vaksye jnanasya karanam
|

hitaya sarvagisyanam alpagranthasamuccayam *
||

dtahkhatrayabliighataj jijnasa tadabhighatake hetau
|

drste sa’partha cen naikantatyantato 'bhavat
||

asya aryaya upodghatah kriyate— *

sthanam nimittam vakta ca grota crotrprayojanam
|

sambandhadyabbidhanam ca upodghatah sa ucyate H

iha hi bhagavan maharsih samsiddhikadharmajnanavairagyai-
9varyasampanno bhagavatah puranapuru^syavataro jagadanuji-

ghrksaya prajapateh kardaniasya putrah svayambhuvasya manor
duhitari devahutyam kapilo nama babhuva

]
sa tena gunapuru^n-

taropalabdhirupena jnanenaparaparatn didar9isaya hastavalam-
beneva kalahidamda9yamanajagatah sudhamanineva du9cikit-

syasya bhavavyadher apanayanaya samyagausadheneva avidyan-
dhakarapradhvamsanapradipeneva muktimargavirodhimoha-
vrksavivra9canakutareneva’muna’ vabodhena sampanno’ndhe

^ Igvaram apparently stands for Igvarakr^nam, Adityastham contains perhaps
an allusion to Mathara'

s

name, as Mathara is also the name of a mythological courtier

of the sun. The Mathara as a distinct commentary is not yet mentioned by Alberuni

;

the first reference is found in the Jain author Gunaratna (XIV cent.).
* Sdrnkhyamayl is here an adjective qualifying naur ; the expression is equi-

valent to jhdnamdrga, as appears from the following gloka (tasya jnanasya), Iha
may mean * in this treatise ' or ' in this world '

; iha is a current equivalent of atra

to begin a treatise with. Mathara seems to give the meaning ‘ in this world \ iha
hi . introducing the legend of Kapila's puranic avatdra.

* Grantha here means ‘ couplet
' ; alpagranthasamuccaya reads as * a small

collection of couplets ’. Vaksye means reciting in the broad sense, implying inter-

pretation or comment on the text recited. The translation of the gloka reads quite
naturally :

* And having paid homage to him I shall recite, for the benefit of all

students, a small collection of couplets that shall be instrumental to that knowledge/
* Normally the upodghdta or ‘ introduction ' of a passage comes before the

text commented. The remark, which is found in the three synoptic commentaries,
is not therefore useless, though perhaps itself an interpolation. Upodghdta is

tr^slated by ' origin
'

in Paramartha, as the passage in fact provides the legendary
origin of the dryd, and perhaps its original context in the sutra period. The following
floka is evidently an interpolation, as well as several parts of the passage quoted.
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tamasi majjaj jagad idam adrakat
|
tad avalokyasya karunyam

udapadi
|

‘aho l^alvidam jagad anadikalasambaddham nisargad

eva andhe tamasi vartata ’ iti
|

athasau mahayo^ ‘ katham asya varakasya andhe tamasi

vartamanasya vigvasyanugrahah karya’ iti samutpannakarunyo
manasi cintam apede

]

sa evam vicintayan asurisagotram brah-

manavi9esam varsasahasrayajinam adhikarinam avagatya brah-

mopade^avidyaya ’tandrito bhutva vacam ity uvaca ‘ bho bho
asure ramase grhasthadharmena ’ iti

|

sa tarn uvaca ‘ rame bho

'

iti
I

sa evam ukto munir isadanispannavivekavairagyo’yam iti

vyavasya nirgamya bhuyo’pi dvitlye varsasahasre purne pratya-

gatya tathaivabhyuvaca ‘ bho bho asure ramase grhasthadhar-

mena ’ iti
I

sa tarn uvaca ‘ rame bho ’ iti
|

athasau mahayogindras
tathaiva nirgamya trtiye varsasahasre sampurne abhyetyovaca
‘ bho bho asure ramase grhasthadharmena ’ iti

]
sa tarn uvaca

‘ na rame bho ’ iti
]

atlia sa bhagavata uktah ‘katham’ iti
|

punar
aha asurih ‘ duhkhatrayabhighatad ’ iti . . .

GaudapAda Text.

<^rigane9aya namah
|

kapilaya namas tasmai yenavidyodadhau jagati magne
|

karunyat sarakhyamayi naur iva vihita prataranaya *
1 |

alpagrantham spastam pramanasiddhantahetubhir yuktam
|

9astram 9isyahitaya samasato'ham pravaksyami *
1 |

duhkhatrayeti
|

asya aryaya upodghatah kriyate
|

iha bhagavan
brahmasutah kapilo nama tad yatha

sanaka9ca sanandana9ca trtiya9ca sanatanah
]

asurih kapila9caiva voduh panca9ikhastatha H

ityete brahmanah putrah sapta prokta maharsayah
|

^ Iha has become iva ; which makes naur iva an apposition to sdmkhyamayi,
now a substantive

; the form and gender of which is no more easily accoimtable.
* Vak^ye has become pravaksyami, whicli indicates more definitely a com-

inentator’s task, especially when determined by gdstram. The rest of the modifica-
tions seem to aim at attenuating the too evident connection of authorship between
the drya and the floka as found in Mdthara. The unskilful dryd now reads as a
mere introduction to the commentary ; it does not however state that the preceding
salutation is from Igvarakfsna, and therefore the salutation may now be supposed to
be part of the commentary itself, in spite of its improperty. Sarvagisyahitdya was
not suitable in an dryd, as the metre requires two long syllables instead of sarva

;

this was therefore replaced by (dstraifi. On the contrary Mathara could have said

(dstratfi gisyahitdya without mistake in the gloka, if he had copied it from the

Gau^ap^a text. Grantha here means ‘ book
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kapilasya sahotpannani dhanno jnanain vairagyam ai9varyam

ceti
I

evam sa utpannah sannandhe tamasi majjaj jagad alokya

samsaraparamparyena satkarunyo jijnasamanaya asuri-

sagotraya brahmanayedam pancavim9atitattvanam jnanam
uktavan yasya jnanad duhkhaksayo bhavati,

pancavim9atitattvajno yatra tatra9rame vaset
|

jatimundi 9ikhivapi mucyate natra sam9ayah
||

tad idam ahuh, duhkhatrayabhighatajjinaseti . . .

Paramartha Text {bakakusu)

‘

duhkhatraya . . . .

’

J’explique id I’origine de cette stance. II y avait autrefois un sage

ermite nomme Kapila, ne du ciel, done de qualites innees : loi,

connaissance, impassibilite, existence par soi-meine, ces quatre

ensemble constituant son individu. Voyant I’humanite plongee

dans d'aveiigles tenebres, il eprouvait pour elle une grande compas-
sion. ‘ Helas ! ils vivent et meurent dans d’aveugles tenebres !

’

Songeant ainsi il regarda Ic monde et decouvrit Asuri, brahmane
d’origine, qui sacrifiait regulicrement an ciel depuis mille ans. Se
dissimulant, il approcha du brahmane et hii adressa ces paroles ;

‘ O Asuri, tu t’amuses a mener la vie d’un maitre de maison !

’ Ayant
dit, il se retira sans recevoir de reponse. Apres mille autres annees,

il revint et repda les memes mots. En les entendant, le brahmane
repondit ;

‘ O honore du monde, en effet je jouis de la vie de
maitre de maison.' E’ermite I’douta, mais s’en retourna en silence.

Quelque temps apres, il revint, repetant les memes mots et re9Ut la

meme reponse. Kapila demanda :
‘ Peux-tu te maintenir pur et vivre

la vie d’un brahmacarin ?’ —
‘ Je le puis’, repondit Asuri. Ea-

dessus il renou9a a I’habitude de sa famille et commen9a les obser-

vances ascetiques comme disciple de Kapila.
On pourra demander :

‘ Dans quel but est faite I’investigation

du brahmane ? ’Ea reponse est ; En raison de la ghie causee par les

trots sortes de douleurs, . .

.
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By Bisheshwar Nath Reu

We know from the Hindu ‘ Shastras ’ that in the beginning, the

Aryans had no caste system among them, but it was introduced

later to facihtate the social and the industrial developments of the

society. By its introduction particular kind of work was entrusted

to the particular group of people, specially suited for the purpose,

and this was the basis of the caste system in India. ^

Ivike other ‘ Shastras the ‘ Bhagavata ' * and ‘ Mahabharata ' *

also support this theory.

It is likely that the people of the old school may see in this

statement a suggestion of the modern ideas birt this is not so.

In support of this, we quote here from a book named
‘ Samaraiigana Siitradhara

’
* compiled by Raja Bhoja, the famous

Paramara ruler of Malwa. He ruled from about loio to 1053 A.D.

(1066 to mo V.S.) and besides being a patron of learning is con-

sidered to have been himself a scholar of repute
' Brahma, for maintaining peace and order on the earth made

Prithu the first ruler of the people and he too for the sake of adminis-

trative convenience and efficiency divided them in four '* Varnas
”

or castes.’
‘ People who were God-fearing, pious, scholarly and able, were

designated as “ Brahmanas ”, those who were courageous, energetic,

strong and able to protect others were named as “ Kshatriyas ”
;

persons who were wise, desirous of wealth, reliable, smart and
kindhearted were styled as “ Vaishyas ” and men lacking in a sense

of respect, religion, truth and purity were called ‘‘ Shudras
The purpose of quoting these lines here is simply to show that

these divisions of varnas or castes, in the beginning, were based on

* wTiKtw rw w vpt HDh 1

Rigveda—Pumshasukta.

* ^ 1

* Adhyaya 7, Shloka 1-17,
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the quality, work and the nature of the individuals ^ and they had
no connection with birth.

In our opinion this system might have served at that time, to

avert the clash of interests and the hard competition which threaten

our society this day.

Further for the sake of individual development, the period of

our life was also divided into four parts called four ‘ Ashramas ’.

heaving this question of ‘ Varnas ’ and ' Ashramas ’ in general,

we take up now the question relating to ‘ Kshatriyas ’ in particular.

According to the ‘ Vedic ’ and ‘ Pauranic ' literature, the

Kshatriyas were divided into two dynasties, one of which was named
Solar or ‘ Suryavamsha ’ and the other hunar or ‘ Chandravamsha ’.

On the basis of the close study of the Aryan languages of India,

.scholars are of opinion that the two different stocks of the Aryans
migrated to India in two different periods and to differentiate them
from each other, they were called the Solar and the hunar stocks.

But later a third division known as Fire dynasty or ‘ Agnivamsha
’

also sprang forth among them.'^

The first mention of this dynasty or division is found in
‘ Navasahasanka Charita ’ of Padmagupta composed in the later

half of the nth century A.B. It states that Vashishtha, a sage, to

get back his cow from Vishvamitra, his rival, created a warrior from
his fire altar at mount Abu, and as this warrior killed his enemies
and brought back his cow, the sage named him as Paramara or the
destroyer of the enemy.

On the basis of the above story, we presume that, to get rid of

his enemies, a descendant of Vashishtha, purified (by a sort of

penance) a clan of Kshatriyas whose forefathers had embraced
Buddhism. But Halayudha a contemporary of Padmagupta, in his
‘ Pingala Sutravritti ' mentions Raja Munja of the Paramara dynasty
as belonging to the ‘ Brahma-Kshatra Kula’ ® or a combined
Brahmana and Kshatriya dynasty.

Bhagavadgita, Adhyaya 4, Shloka 13.
* The Inscription dated V.S. 1166 (1109 A.D.

)
of Govindachandra contains ;

—

swir 1

.... 'n u

This shows that even at that time there were only the following two famous
divisions among Kshatriyas:

—

(i) Solar and (2) Tunar.
* Owing to the use of this word some scholars presume that originally they

were Brahmanas of Vashishtha’s stock or Gotra and afterwards were converted
as Klshatriyas. At present the Parainaras call themselves as descendants ot
Vikramaditya, the famous (but fictitious) nder of Malwa.
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The book named ' Frithviraja Raso ' also contains a reference

to this Fire d5Tiasty. The author of ‘ Raso ' taking Paramara,

Chalukya (Solanki), Padihara (Pratihara) and Chauhana as having

originated from the fire altar of Vashishtha calls their descendants as

Agnivamshis. This is the main reason for which the Indian ^ and

foreign scholars consider these four clans as non-Kshatriyas and

descendants of a foreign and non-Aryan dynasty called Khazar or

Gurjara. They also presume that these non-Kshatriya dynasties

after undergoing a sort of penance were reckoned as Kshatriyas by
the Brahmanas.

But firstly the accounts of Prithviraja, his relatives and his

contemporaries as given in the ‘ Raso ’ do not correspond to historical

facts. Secondly according to the ‘ Raso ’ Maharaval Samarasimha
of Mewar was killed in 1192 A.D. (1249 V.S.) while fighting on the

side of Prithviraja. In fact Samarasimha ascended the throne of

Mewar after 1267 A.D. (1324 V.S.) and breathed his last in 1302

(1359 V.S.). Thirdly the ‘Raso’* mentions in the form of a

prophecy, the victory of the king of Mewar over Delhi after 1620

A.D. (1O77 V.S.). Under such circumstances, the accounts of
‘ Raso ’ cannot be accepted as authentic.

As a matter of fact these divisions of Kshatriyas are merely the

imaginative creations of the poets intended to show the superiority

and antiquity of the dynasty. For had it not been so in each and
every record (inscriptions and copper grants) of the well-known

Kshatriya rulers these divisions would have been surely mentioned.

But it is not so. Moreover wherever the mention of these divisions

is found they are confusing in the extreme. If at one place a

certain clan of Kshatriyas is mentioned as ‘ Suryavamshis ’ at

another the same branch is said to have belonged to the Chandra
or the Agni Vamshis.

We have already given some such proofs about the Paramara
clan, here some similar proofs for the other clans will be given

presently.

In the inscription, of V.S. 1133 (1076 A.D.) of VikramSditya VI,

the Chalukyas (Solankis) are recorded as Chandravamshxs. But in
‘ Bilhana’s Vikramankadevacharita ’ and in the inscription of

Haihaya (Kalachuri) Yuvarajadeva II, found from Bilhari, they are

* Indian Antiquary, Vol. XC, pp. 7-36.

Samaya II, Chlianda 44, p. 265.
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said to have sprung from the handful of water of Brahma and
DrS^a respectively.

In the inscription of Pratihara king Bhoja/ found at Gwalior,

the Pratiharas (Padiharas) are referred to as Surya Vamshis, while

in the inscription * of Pratihara Bauka, dated V.S. 894 (837 A.D.),

they are mentioned as descendants of Brahmana Harishchandra and
his Kshatriya wife Bhadra.

In the inscription of Chauhana lyUmbha (dated V.S. 1377
1320 A.D.), found at mount Abu, Chauhanas are said to have
belonged to the Chandra-Vamsha. But in the inscription of Visaldeva
IV they are mentioned as ‘ Surya-Vamshis '.

Taking into consideration all these facts, it is not advisable for

scholars whether local or foreign to rely upon ‘ Prithviraja Raso
’

and to presume that these four dynasties are being the descendants
of the foreign and non-Aryan Gurjara (Khazar) stock.

Now we quote, in brief the points on the basis of which the
Rajputs are considered as non-Aryans :

—

(1) That in the ‘ Harivamsha ’
® and in the ‘ Vishnu Purana ' *

the Haihayas (Kalachuris) are classed with Shakas, Yavanas,
Paradas and Kambojas

;
hence it is probable that the former also

belonged to the foreign non-Aryan stock.®

(2) That Bana in his ‘ Harshacharita ’ mentions simultaneously

the victories of Prabhakaravardhana of Thaneshvara over Gurjaras
and Huns, hence, it seems that the Gurjaras were also foreigners

and came to India along with Huns.

(3) That in the inscription of Pratihara Mathanadeva, dated
V.S. 1016 (960 A.D.) found at Rfijor (Alwar State) Mathanadeva is

stated to have belonged to the Gurjara-Pratihara clan. Further in

the records of the Rashtrakuta princes of the south, the Pratiharas
of Kannauj are designated as Gurjareshvaras while in the writings
of the Arabs they are called as Juzrs. All these facts go to show
that the Pratiharas were the offshoots of the (lurjaras.

{4) That the Gurjaras themselves belonged to a foreign stock
known as Khazars, who in the sixth century A.D. inhabited the
borderland of Europe and Asia. Some scholars are of opinion that
they came to India in the time of Kanishka, while other think that

‘ He ruled from about 843 to 893 A.D. (900 to 950 V.S.).
® In the beginning of the same inscription a hint has also been made that the

Pratiharas were descended from Lakshmana, who was a door-keeper to his elder
brother Ramachandra.

• (Bengal) Vs. 764-776.
* Amsha IV, 3, V. i6ff.

® Indian Antiquary, Vol. Xh, p. 19.
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they migrated to India along with the Huns, The province con-

quered by these Gurjaras came to be known as Gurjar or Gujrat.^

(5) That some of the Sassanian typed coins, found in the

North-Western India, contain the legends in both the Nagari

and Pahlvi characters. In the Nagari is written ;

—
‘ Shri Vahmana

Vasudeva ’ while in the Pahlvi
—

‘ Tukan Zaulastan Sapardlakshan

Some scholars taking the word Vahaman for Chahaman consider

this Vasudeva of the coin as the first known ruler of the Chahamana
dynasty. Further they take ‘ Sapad Pakshan ’ inscribed on the

coins to mean the Himalayan hilly tract known as Siwalaks and also

think that the Chahamanas were Khazars or the Gurjaras who
migrated to India along with the Huns and settled in the aforesaid

hilly tract. As these coins of Vasudeva resemble those of Khusru II

(Parviz), struck in the 37th year of his reign, it is assumed that the

time of the former comes to about 627 A.D. (684 V.S.).

Pet us examine these arguments in the light of the facts available

from other sources :

—

(1) That in the old records of Haihayas (Kalachuris) they are

mentioned as Chandravamslus or belonging to the Lunar dynasty
and in the ‘ Puranas ’ they are stated to be pure Kshatriyas, hence
they being only mentioned in ‘ Harivamsha Purana ’ along with
Yavanas, Paradas and Kambdjas cannot be taken to be foreigners.

Moreover, Mann,* the famous law-giver of India has counted
even these Yavanas, Paradas and Kambojas among the Kshatriyas

imr «f|% g n
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That the Kshatriya clans known as Paundrakas, Chaudras,
Dravidas, Kambojas, Shakas, Paradas. Pahlwas, Chinas, Kiratas,

Daradas, and Khashas due to their gradual ignorance of the religious

rites and their disassociation with the Brahmanas came to be known
as ‘ Vrishalas ’ (Shudras).

^ Mr. C. V. Vaidya presumes that as due to the connection of ‘ Maharashtri
’

language one province of India was called Maharashtra in the like manner due to

the connection of Gujrati language another province of it came to be known as

Gujrat. The language known as Maharashtri was used in India even at the time

of Vararuchi, who flourished in the fourth century B.C.
* In an another type of this king’s coins the Pahlvi legend runs as below :

—

Saf varsu Taf (Shil Vasudeva) Wahman X Multan Malka.
‘ Manuamriti, Adhyaya 10.
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(2) That in fact Bana by putting ‘ Gurjara prajagarah ’ along

with ‘ Huna harina Kesari ' and ' SindhurSja-Jvaro mentions only

the inhabitants of the Gurjara country, hence it is not advisable to

drag there the Gurjaras or the Khazars of the foreign origin. Further
the migration of the Khazars in India has not yet been proved by
the historians.

(3) That the adjective (Gurjara) used in the Rajor inscription is

not meant to denote the Pratiharas as belonging to the Gurjara clan

but simply as the inhabitants or the rulers of the province. At that

time a large part of Rajputana was called Gurjaratra * or Gujrat
and its capital was Bhinmal.® It is also probable that the mention
of the residential province, in the records of the Pratiharas of Bhinmal,
was meant to distinguish them from the Pratiharas who went to

Kannauj.
The Pratiharas after defeating the Chavadas * established their

kingdom at Bhinmal. They then extended their sway up to Bharoch
as is evident from the copper grant, dated V.S. 813 (756 A.D.) of

Bhartivaddha, a feudatory of Nagabhata I (Nagavaloka). Further
at the close of the 8th century A.D. they conquered Kannauj and
made it their new capital. Under these circumstances, we see no
reason to wonder if, in the records of Rashtrakutas and those of the
Arab travellers, they are designated as Gurjareshvaras or Juzr
respectively.

(4) That firstly the migration of the Khazars to India is not
proved by the known history ; secondly in the copper grant ® of

Gurjara king Jayabhata III of Bharoch, dated Kalachuri Samvat
456 (762 V.S.-705 A.D.) the Gurjaras are said to have been descended
from Maharaja Karna ; and thirdly Hiuen-Tsang, the well-known
Chinese pilgrim, who came to India in the first half of the seventh
century A.D. had stated that the rulers of Bhinmal, the capital of
Gurjara country, and that of Valabhi, were Kshatriyas.

* Harshacharita, UchchhvSsa 3, p. 243.
* Copper grant of Pratihara Bhojadeva, dated V.S. 900 (Epigraphia Indica,

Vol. V, p. 211).
* Hiuen Tsang’s travels.

* Some people are of opinion that the Chavadas too were Gurjaras. But the
copper grant dated Kalachuri Samvat 490 (796 V.S. =739 A.D.) of Chalukya

(Solankl) Pulakeshiraja of Data States ;—" ”
1

This shows that at that time the Gurjaras and Chavadas (Chapotkatas) were
considered as belonging to the two different clans.

Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, part I, p. 109.
® Indian Antiquary Vol. XIII, p. 77.
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The Bada^jaras are also Kshatriyas as they make their

matrimonial alliances only with other pure Kshatriyas.*

(5) That the opinions of the scholars differ much on this point.

General Cunningham takes this ‘ Vasudeva ’ of the aforesaid coins
to be a Huna. While Mr. Rapson considers him a Sassanian.
Similarly some historians presume that the second word of the
Nagari legend of the coins is ‘ Chahamana ’ while others read it as
‘ Vahamana ’.

Moreover the time of Chahamana Vasudeva as given by
Rajashekhara Suri in the geneology, attached to his ' Prabandha-
kosha ’ * is V.S. 608 (551 A.D.), but the period fixed for the aforesaid
coins by scholars is V.S. 684 (627 A.D.).

We learn from the history that Guvaka I was the seventh
descendant of Vasudeva. The inscription, dated V.S. 1013, found
at Harshanath, states that Guvaka due to his chivalrous nature
acquired the title of a ' Knight ' at the court of Nagavaloka. In the
inscription of Chauhana Bhartivriddha, dated V.S. 813 (756 A.D.),
he (Bhartivriddha) is said to have been a feudatory of Nagavaloka.
This shows that Bhartivriddha and Nagavaloka were contemporaries
and lived about V.S. 813. Now if we deduct 25 years for each ruling
prince (i.e. 200 years for 8 kings) the time of the beginning of the
reign of Vasudeva comes near to the period fixed in ‘ Prabandha-
Kosha '.

Further the kingdom of the Chauhanas was first established
not in Sind or Multan but at Ahichchhatrapura, wherefrom they
proceeded to Shakambhari (Sambhar) . General Cunningham, on the
basis of the description of Ahichchhatrapura found in the travels of
the aforesaid Chinese pilgrim, locates this town near Ramnagar

^ Though in the olden times ‘ Anuloma vivahas ’ (Marriage of higher ‘ Varna
’

males with the lower Varna females) were prevalent among Brahmanas, Kshatriyas
and Vaishyas yet later this was disallowed. To support this we quote here from
the writings of Megasthenes who visited India in the 3rd centruy B.C.

No one is allowed to marry out of his own caste or to exchange one profession
or trade for another.’

Ancient India (Megasthenese & Arrian), Mc.Crindle, pp. 85-86.
Hiuen Tsang, the Chinese pilgrim who came to India in the first half of the 7th

century A.D. writes

-

The members of a caste marry within the caste, the great and the obscure
keeping apart

’

Yuan Chwang (by Thomas Watters), Vol. I, p. 168.
Further the children bom of the occasional * Anuloma vivahas were considered

US belonging to the mother’s ‘ Varna ’ (caste). For instance—the children of Rathod
Muhan who were bom of Ws Kshatriya wife were called as Muhanot Kshatriyas,
while those bom of the Vaishya wife were considered as Mfihanot Vaishyas.

• This Kosha (Dictionary) was compiled in 1405 V.S. (1349 A.D.).
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about 20 miles west of Bareilly.* According to ‘ Mahabharata ’

this Ahichchhatrapura was the capital of north Panchala country.
Moreover the scholars, instead of accepting the word

‘ Sapadalakshan ’ on the coins is to mean a Himalayan tract con-
taining 125 thousand peaks or ranges, think that it has here been
used for a tract containing 125 thousand villages.® The country
rtiled by Chauhanas, which included the provinces of Sambhar,
Nagaur and Ajmer, etc. is called ' Savalakh ’ even to this day.
Therefore no one can believe that the Chauhanas belonged to the
Gurjara race or they migrated towards Rajputana from the Himalaya.

The same is the position of the Rashtrakutas, Guhilas, etc.

belonging to the other Kshatriya clans.

Mr. y. A. Smith, on his theory of the sudden appearance of the
Rajputs in the 8th or the 9th century A.D. has advanced the theory
that they are foreigners and belong to the non-Aryan races.® But
how far he is justified can be ascertained from the following facts ;

—

{a) That in the 5th centuiy A.D. one of the Rajput clans
known as Rashtrakutas were ruling in the Deccan,
and at the end of the same century they were over-
thrown by another Rajput clan called Solankis
(Chalukyas)

.

{b) That the copper grant of Solanki Trilochanapala, dated
Shaka Samvat 972 (1107 V.S.=io5i A.D.) states that
before their migration to the Deccan, the Rashtrakutas
had their sway over Kannauj * and the words
Rathika, Ristika, etc. found in the edicts of Ashoka
prove that the Rashtrakutas existed even about
250 B.C.

(c) That Guhila (Guhadatta) the founder of the Guhil clan
of Mewar was ruling in the later half of the sixth

* In the eastern part of Rohilkliand.
Yuan Chawang (by Thomas Watters), Vol. i, p. 332 and Ancient Geography of

India, p. 359.
* Skandapurana (which is supposed to be composed in the 9th century A.D.)

states that there were 1,25,000 villages under Sambhar, Mewar, Karnatak, etc.
* Mr. V. A. Smith considers that the Chandels, the Rathors and the Gahar-

walas are the descendants of aboriginal tribes like Gbnds, Bhars and Kharwars.
But in fact it^is not so. hor Rathors and GaharwMas please see our * History of
Rashtrakutas ' and ‘ Bharata-ke-Prachina Rajavamsha, ' Vol. III.

The Inscriptions of Chandels state them as ‘ Chandra-vamshis

*
1

'5WTR irait w « < I

Indian AAtiquary, Vol. XII, p. 201.
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century A.D. ; and Bapa Raval, one of his descendants

was the master of Mewar in the first half of the eighth

century A.D.

Further is it not strange that simply because the present

Kshatriya rulers call themselves Rajputs,* Mr. V. A. Smith and

others hold them as the offshoots of non-Aryans ? But Rajput is a

corrupt form of ' Rajaputras ’. And as the descendants of the

younger sons of the present Rajput rulers, after a certain number of

generations are called ‘ Thakurs ’ and as the younger sons of the

chiefs of Oudh or their descendants use along with their names the

title of ‘ Kunvar ’, in the like manner it is probable that the younger

branches of these Kshatriya rulers, to distinguish themselves from

the ordinary Kshatriyas, might have adopted this title of ' Rajaputra ’.

Further in course of time partly due to the increase in the number
of such ‘ Rajaputras ’ by the rise and fall of the several ruling

families and partly due to the changes in their domestic conditions,

this group of Kshatriyas might have come to be known as Rajputs,

while the ordinary Kshatriyas by adopting different occupations

submerged into the different clans.®

Col. Tod in his history of Rajasthan ® states that in the Mughal
army there were one hundred thousand Rathor warriors and we
presume that a large number of them was of the descendants of

Rao Silia, the founder of the Marwar ruling family. This also

.supports our theory of the increase in the number of ‘ Rajaputras '.

Panini, the famous grammarian, who flourished in the sixth

century B.C. has given a rule in his Sanskrit grammar named
‘ Ashtadhyayi ’

:

*

In it he has advised the use of an affix called where the
multitude of such ‘ Rajaputras ’ is meant.

* The author of the ‘ Shabdakalpadruma ’ has quoted the following half couplet
from the ‘Parashara Smriti’:

—

But it is not traceable in the printed copy of the said ‘ Smriti ’. Hence it is pos-
sible that some one acquainted with modem Ravana Rajputs might have inserted
this in the book.

* The subclans found in the different sub-castes of the people of Rajputana
also support it.

* Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan (edited by Crooke), p. 105-106.
* Adhyaya 4, Pada 2, Shtra 39.
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Ashvaghosha, the famous poet of the second century of Vikrama
era has used this word (Rajaputra) in his poems called
‘ Saundarananda Mahakavya ’

* :

—

The poet Kalidasa had made use of this word in his drama
called ‘ Malavikagnimitra

Sana Bhatta, who wrote his ‘ Harshacharita ' * about 620 A.D.

(677 V.S.) has also used the word Rajaputra.
In ‘ Mahabharata ’/ the famous Hindu epic, we find repeated use

of this word for Kshatriyas :

—

^1% ^CTsrr«?T sTm nttw: I
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Ibna Khurdadba, who in 912 A.D. (H.S. 300= V.S. 969) wrote
his book named ‘ Kitabul MasaUk-Ul-Mamalik ’,** states ;

—

There are in all seven clans in India :—Sabfria, 2. Brahma,
3. Kataria, 4. Sudaria, 5. Baisura, 6. Sandalia, and 7. Bahuda.

(1) Sabfria.—^This is the highest clan from which the rulers are

selected.

(2) Kataria.—People of this clan can drink only three cups of

wine. Their daughters can be married to Brahmanas. But the
Brahmanas cannot marry their daughters to these Katarias.

These descriptions show that even at that time there were two
divisions among the Kshatriyas. One was called Sabfria

—

‘ Sukshatriya ' or Rajaputra, because the rulers were Selected from
this division and the other was Kataria—ordinary ‘ Kshatriya ’.

The matrimonial alliances of the Brahmanas with the daughters of

these Katarias undoubtedly prove that these Katarias too were of
pure Kshatriya blood.

It is also probable that in the times of the Mohemmadan rulers

these Rajaputras, having been considered as holding a higher status

^ Sarga i, Shloka i8. * Anka 5, p. 103.

* ( wr«r i

”

(Uchchhvasa III, p. 241.)
* Dt6na Pa^a, Adhyaya 112 ; and Shanti Parva, Adhyaya 64.
* Elliot's History of India, Vol. I, pp. 16-17.
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then those ordinary pure Kshatriyas, might have been called

Rajputs.

At the time of the census of 1901 A.D. Mr. H. Risley the famous
ethnologist after examining the straight and thin noses, the long

sMls, and the tall bodies of the Rajputs, had certified that they

undoubtedly belonged to the Aryan race.

Now we will consider this problem from another view point :

—

According to the aforesaid scholars even if we take it for granted

that the Rajputs were the descendants of Shakas, Kushans and
Huns who coming from the north, invaded India, the theory of their

Aryan descent is not weakened in any way. On the stren^h of the

data found in ‘ Ramayana ’, ‘ Mahabharata ’, ‘ Smritis ’, ‘ Pur§,nas
*

and records, as collected by the modern research scholars, it is clear

that there was a time when the descendants of the Aryans of India

in their northern conquest acquired the land of Shakas, the Northern
Tibet and the lands of Kushans and Huns in the Central Asia.

In this manner several Aryan rulers belonging to the solar and
the lunar dynasties had founded fresh colonies or kingdoms outside

India. The mention of the kingdoms of the sons of Bharata at

Gandhara and that of Pracheta to the north of India as well as the
conquest of Patala (America) by Arjuna are sufficient proofs to support
this.

In the old records also we find a mention of the victory of our
rulers over ‘ Trivishtapa ' which according to the modem historians

was the name of Tibet.

In the records, written in the ‘ Kharoshthi ’ alphabets and
unearthed by Dr. Stien in Chinese Turkistan, the use of Prakrit
language and the appearance of the Aryan titles like Mahanubhava,
Maharaja, Bhattaraka, Vamshamani show that the place was once
colonized by the Aryans.^

We give below some specimens of the language used and the
titles found in the said records :

—

fsnr ftnwg 1

In the like manner the images of the Hindu gods and the
Sanskrit inscriptions found in the islands of Java, Sumatra, Borneo,
etc. prove that at a time they were also under the influence of the
Aryans. The traces of ‘ Maya ’ culture discovered at America may
also be regarded as the remains of the past Aryan influence.

‘ On the basis of these facts the modem scholars call this land by name of

Seiindia.
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The Chinese called the tract lying between India and China by
the name of ' Shen-tu '

‘ (i.e. a part of Sindhu),* because it was
once under the sway of the Aryans of India.

Under these circumstances, there should be no hesitation in

accepting the Shakas, the Kushans, and the Huns, as the descendants

of the Aryans, who migrated to their respective countries. Though
as stated above, Manu has called the Paundrakas, Chaudras,
Dravidas, Kambojas, Yavanas, Shakas, Paradas, Pahlavas, Chinas
Kiratas, Daradas and Khashas as ‘ Vrishalas ’ or irreligious, simply
because they migrated to the countries outside India where no
Brahmanas were available to perform the religious ceremonies, yet

he himself has accepted their Kshatriya origin. Further we cannot
give much weight to the word ‘ Vrishala ’ used by Manu as we see

that the Brahmanas, due to the jealousy, had declared even the Indian
provinces of Magadh and Kalinga as well as the people living there

as unholy, simply because the majority of the inhabitants there

followed Buddhism or Jainism. For these reasons, it is not
advisable to consider the Rajputs as descendants of Shakas, Kushans
or Htms inspite of the proofs adduced to the contrary which go to

show that even the Shakas, Kushans and Huns were the descendants
of the Aryans, who migrated to the north of India.

We give below some more facts in support of this theory :

—

Coins struck by the Shaka kings contain the marks of Sun,
Moon and Ganges. The language used in their coins and inscriptions

is Prakrit.® Their names mostly resemble the Indian names, as

can be judged from the following ;—Rudrasimha, Svami Satyasimha,
Svanu Rudrasena, etc.

On the Kushan coins the images of ‘ Shiva ' and his bull or of

the king offering sacrifice to the Fire Altar are found. The language
written on them resembles Prakrita.® Their titles are also similar

to those of the Indi2in kings as quoted below :

—

Maharaja, Rajatiraja (or Rajadhiraja) Ishvara, Maheshvara and
Deyaputra. The name of one of the Kushan kings was ‘ Vasudeva

'

which is purely an Indian or Aryan name.

* In the time of ‘ Han Wu Ti ’ (apparently about 123 B.C.) 'shen-tu’ was not
far from the western border of the Chinese empire.

Yuan Chwang (by Thomas Watters), Vol. I, pp. 133-134.
This name (Shen-tu) was given to this country about 4 or 5 hundred years

after Ashoka. The Romans called this further India as trans Gangetic India.
* We learn from the travels of Yuan Chwang that about 630 A.D. a Kshatriya

king ruled at Kapis (Kafiristan).

Yuan Chwang (by Thomas Watters), Vol. I, pp. 122-123.

® uwwr 1
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Coins of Huns have the marks of trident and bull. The language

inscribed on them is Sanskrit,* and the titles borne by those kings

are similar to those of the epithets of the Indian kings given below :

—

Vrishadhvaja and Maharaja.
The name of one Hun king was Mihirkula, who was a staunch

Shaivite.

Mention of the Huns among the 36 clans of the Kshatriyas is

found in the ‘ Kumarapalacharita ’ which was composed in the

15th century of the Vikrama era and the author of ‘ Rajatarangini
’

also enumerates the Kshatriya clans as 36.

Col. Tod comparing the similarity of some of the customs among
the Rajputs and the Scythians opines that both of them belonged to

the same non-Aryan race of Scythians or Shakas. But this supposi-

tion is quite unwarranted for we have already cited some facts to

show that even the Shakas themselves were Aryans. And therefore

it is not strange if some of the customs of the Rajputs and the
Sc3d;hians are similar.

Before concluding this paper we wish to crave the attention of

those scholars to this subject who consider the present Rajput rulers

as non-Aryans and express the hope that if they think their opinion
to be well-foimded they will be pleased to let us know how and when
those old Kshatriya clans, who ruled in India for a considerable
period, disappeared from the surface of the earth ?

(1) If they think that due to the acceptance of Buddhism or
Jainism those Kshatriyas lost their caste distinction we are not
prepared to believe this because the BichchhaAds of Vaish^ and
the Rashtrakuta king Amoghavarsha I of the Deccan who followed
Buddhism and J ainism respectively, retained their ‘ Varna ’ or caste
distinction unmolested.

(2) If they are of opinion that foreign invaders totally destroyed
the Kshatriyas, this is also far away from the truth, because after
the death of the Hun king Mihirkula in 542 A.D. (V.S. 599) India
was free from any effective foreign invasion for about 475 years *

(or up to the conquest of the Punjab by Mehmud of Ghazni), while
the records * of the BichchhaAd Kshatriyas prove that they were
ruling in India up to 754 A.D. (811 V.S.).

There are some people who quote the following sentence from

the ‘ Parashara Smriti '
:
—‘ ’ and try to prove that

* Though the Arab invaders took Sind in the eighth centtxry A.D. yet all the
other provinces of India were free from their influence.

* Indian Antiquary, Vol. IX, pp. 163 and 167.
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according to this in ‘ Kaliyuga ’ or in the fourth and the last circle

of the Hindus, there remain only two ‘ Varnas the Brahmanas and
the Shudras. But taking all the facts given above into consideration
this theory too becomes unacceptable.



THE ANCIENT KINGDOM OF PUNNATA

By B. A. Sai^etore

The history of the ancient kingdom of Punnata is gathered from
the remarks of foreign geographers, Jaina literature, copper-plate

grants of the Punnata kings themselves, and stone and copper-plate

records of the Kadaihbas and the Gahgas. Particular political

interest attaches itself to this ancient kingdom inasmuch as it was
the earliest Karnataka State, and it formed the cradle of the activities

of the founders of the present royal family of Mysore.

Of its antiquity there cannot be any doubt. Punnata was the
same as the Pounnata of Ptolemy, who informs us that beryl was
found in that country. But Ptolemy says that it was one of the
inland centres of pirates.*

Jaina tradition connects it with the advent of the Jainas under
the famous Bhadrabrihu, the last of the Srutakevalis. This is con-

firmed not only by epigraphical evidence but also by the statement
of a Jaina author of A.l). 930. The well-known rock inscription

found on Candragiri to the south of the Parsvanatha basti is of

special importance in this connection. It is in Sanskrit in characters

that may be definitely assigned to about A.D. 600.* This rock
inscription records the migration of the Jainas under Bhadrabahu
to the south. Among the many interesting statements in that
epigraph is the following : That Bhadrabahu-svami, of the illustrious

line of Jaina teachers (named), who by virtue of his severe penance
had acquired the essentials of knowledge, having by his power of

discerning the past, present, and future, foretold in Ujjaini a period
of twelve years of dire calamity (or famine), the whole sangha
leaving the northern regions, took its way to the south. And the

* Ptolemy’s geographical works range from A.D. 140 to A.D. 169. Cunningham,
Archaological Survey of India, II, p. 83 ; McCrindle, I^ian Antiquary, XIII, p. 367.
On the importance of the beryl read Walhouse, I.A., XII, p. 13. Padiyur or PattiySh
in the Dharapuram taluka of the Coimbatore district was the place where so late as
A.D. 1819 beryl was found. The Coimbatore district was always a part of the
Mysore State down to the end of the nineteenth century A.D. Rice, Epigraphia
Carnaiica, IV, Intr. p. 5.

* Rice was of opinion that the ‘ characters belonged to not later than the
fifth century (A.D.) ’ Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 5. Drs. I,eumann
[Vienna Oriental Journal, VII, p. 382) and Fleet [Epigraphia Indica, IV, p. 25)

maintained that the characters were of the seventh century A.D. But see E.C.,

II, p. I (Rev. ed.).
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;iRsi company arrived at a cotintiy counting many hundreds of

vmges, completely filled with the increase of people, money, gold,

grain, cows, buffaloes, and goats {mahdpurusa-santati-samayadyotita-

anvaya Bhadrabahu-svdmind Ujjayinydm-astdnga mahd-nimitta-

Mtvajnena-traikdlyadarUnd-nimittena dvddaia-samvatsara-kdla-

vaismyam-upalabhya kathite sarva-sangha-uttardpathdt-daksindpatham

prastitah drseneva janapadarn aneka-grdwa-iata-sankhyafn-udita-jana-

dhana-kanaka-sasya go-mahisd-jdvikala-sanMrnnam prdptavdn)

.

The province which the sangha made their abode was no other

than Punnata. In the first place, we may note that the wealth of

the tract which the sangha reached according to the direction of

Bhadrabahu, as is mentioned in the above Candragiri rock inscription,

is to be traced to the fact that, as Ptolemy informs us, the beryl was
found there. Indeed, the testimony of the above epigraph only

adds to that of Ptolemy, that it was a rich country.

This is further proved by an inscription of the Punnata kings

itself which we shall cite presently. This record praises the kingdom
of Punnata thus :

‘ Its fame was sung by the learned in several

countries
;

its villages were full of wealthy people who possessed

she-buffaloes, cows, horses, woollen blankets, gems, gold, silver, pearl,

and coral
;

it was ornamented with annual crops of rice, wheat,

barley, etc. ; its inhabitants were constantly engaged in marriage

and other festivities ; it was adorned by the rivers Kaveri and
Kapini whose banks on both sides were thickly covered with fniit

and flower gardens ; it was resplendent like the Videha country.’’

As regards the tradition of Bhadrabahu having directed his

sangha to come to this particular region, it is borne out by the J aina
author Harisena who in his Brhatkathdkoia

,

a work dated A.D. 930,
says that the sangha went by the Guru’s {i.e. Bhadrabahu’s) direction

to the Punnata country, situated in the south {Sahgho'pi samasto-

guru-vdkyatah daksindpatha-deiastha-Punndta-visayam yayau)}
We may incidentally note that, leaving aside all the other

evidence in regard to Bhadrabahu, it seems sure that his migration
to the south may have happened prior to any of the Punnata records
mentioned in the following pages, i.e. prior to the third century
A.D., since no mention is made whatsoever of the Jainas having
come to the Punnata country after that century.

Punnata was also known as Punnada, Punnad, Punad, Ptmnad,
Punnadu, Padinad, a Ten Thousand Province in the early ages, and
Hadinad in the sixteenth century A.D., and Hadinaru in which

^ Mysore Archaological Report for 1917, pp. 40-41.
* Harisena, Bfhatkathdkosa, cited by Rice, My, 6* Coorg, p. 10, and ibid*,

n. 1 ; E.C„ IV, Intr. p. 4.
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corrupt form it still survives to the present day. Punnata lay to
the extreme south of the modem Mysore State. As Padintd it

included the Yelandur and Nafijanagud talukas of the same State.
But as a Six Thousand Province it seems to have embraced all the
country draining to the south of the Kabbani river.*

The capital of this ancient kingdom was ‘ the immense great city
^ttur’ on the Kapini (Kabbani) river in the Heggadedevana-

kote taluka. The kingdom itself was generally caSed in early
times a visaya, although in one record it is called a rdstra. Unfor-
tunately only two epigraphs bearing directly on the Punnata kings
have been found, other notices of these rulers being gathered from
the stone and copper-plate grants of the Kadariibas and the Gahgas.
Rice discovered two bits of stone in the AradesahalU in the Devana-
halli taluka, Mysore State. One of these in ' very old characters

'

speaks of ‘ Punnatarasaramagandin Siya (Sihgha ?) . . . ’, and the
other of ‘ Punnaclan-a}a Nothing definite, of course, can be
hazarded on the strength of these indistinct records ; but it is not
improbable that the language of the people and of the rulers was
Kannada itself. The word Punnata or Punnada being in that
case derived from Pu-nddu or the ‘ Land of Flowers ’. This is

however merely a conjecture.
Before we discuss the copper-plate grants of the Punnata kings,

it is interesting to observe how the antiquity of Punnata vouchsafed
for by Ptolemy is further borne out by the Candravalli stone inscrip-
tion of Mayurasarma. In this stone epigraph, assigned by Dr. M. H.
Krishna on valid grounds to circa A.D. 258, jt is said that
Mayurasarma defeated (the rulers of) Trekuta, Abhira, Pallava,
Pariyatra, Sakasthana, Sayindraka, Punata and Mokari.* The
evidence of this earliest record of the founder of the Kadamba line,

proves beyond doubt that Punnata was indeed a political unit in
the middle of the third century A.D.

Only two copper-plate grants of the Punnata kings, as remarked
above, have been till now discovered. The earlier of these is the
Komaralihgam plate of king Ravidatta discovered by Sewell,

* E.C., rv, Intr. p. 4. t

• Mys. Arch. Rep. for rgtg, p. 50 seq. Mr. K. P. Jayaswal’s reading as given
in his History of India, 150 A.D.—^300 A.D., p. 221, seems hardly convincing. A
careful examination of the photograph of the Candrava}}i inscription as given by
Dr. Krishna will show that the word Pundta does exist in the epigraph, although as
Dr. Krishna confesses, ‘ The third letter of punata has the suspicion of an upward
curve at the centre of its bottom ’ {Mys. Arch. Ref. for tgag, p. 53). Mr. Jayaswal's
reading, while it fits in with his own theory, cannot be made to square writh the
known facts of Kama^aka-Tamil history. According to Mr. Jayaswal this inscription
is to be assigned to A.D. 300.—B. A. S.
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noticed by Rice and commented upon by Fleet.' It gives the

following genealogy of the Ptmnata kings ; Ka^yapa Rasl;ravarma,

his son Nagadatta, his son Bhujagadhiraja, who married the

daughter of Sihgavarma, Bhujaga's son being Skandavarma, whose
son was the Punnata Raja Ravidatta, the donor of the grant.

Ravidatta with the permission of Ceramma, made a grant of the

village of Pungisoge in Kundugur in the Punnadu-Disaya to a learned

Brahman named Dvivipra, from his victorious camp at Kirttipura.*

The epithet vijayah applied to the name of the ruler Kasyapa
Rastravarma (i.e. Rastravarma of the Kasyapa kula, as will be
pointed out presently)/ in the same KomSralihgam plate, su^ests
that he had some enemies to contend with ;

while the fact of Ravi-

datta’s having ‘ now been governing the earth for a long time ' shows
the latter as having been in the enjoyment of his principality for

quite a long time.

The Punnata kings were neither suzerains nor mahdmandal-
e^varas. They were merely rajas. Whether ‘The addition to the

first name (in the case of Rastravarma) may point out to a suzerainty

of the Rastrakutas as Rice opined,* is highly doubtful, since we
do not know of any Rastrakuta hegemony over the southern part of

Mysore in the third century A.D. Fleet remarked that ‘ In the

description of these persons (as given in the Komaralihgam plate),

there is nothing to indicate anything higher than feudal rank
This is true, the more so because the Komaralihgam record does not
give any higher biruda than raja to the Punnata kings. Further, as

Fleet remarked, the fact of Ravidatta’s having made the grant with
the permission of Ceramma suggests that the latter was his over-
lord.* As to who this figure was, we cannot find out.

But it seems that the Punnata Rajas were not feudatories of

the ordinary type. This is made out from the fact that the third
king from Kasyapa R^travarma is called in the same Komaralihgam
plate nrpairl Bhujagadhiraja. This biruda seems to suggest, not

* Sewell, Archceological Suney ofSouthern India, II, p. 226 seq. ; I.A., V, p. 135 ;

Rice, LA.. XII, p. 13 ; ibid., XVIII, p. 360 ; Fleet, iUd., XVIII, pp. 365-366.
* While editing the same record in the I.A., XII, p. 13, Rice made Singidatta

son of Nagadatte
; while Fleet added the name of Pumata Raja after Skandavarma

and before Ravidatta. Both are inadmissible.—B. A. S.

/ We may observe here that most of the early dynasties of southern and western
India prefixed their gotra to their names. Thus the early Gangas belonged to the
Eanvayana-gofra, the Pallavas were of the Bharadvaja-go<ra, the Vakatakas of the
Vif^uvTddha-go^ra, and the Kadambas were of the M5navya-gofra. The fact thi^
one of the most prominent of the Punnata kings is said to have belot^ed to die
Tiaira-Kaiyapa-l^a, or gotra as it is given in Ravidatta’s grant, only adds to their
ciatnts «rf being considered an ancient line of kings.—B. A.^'S.

* LA.. XII, p. 13. » Ibid., XVIII, pp. 365-366. * Ibid.
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that he was merely an illustrious ruler, as Fleet maintains, but that

he was a wealthy (i.e. powerful) king, and an adhirdja as well. It

was because he was a powerful ruler that his son's daughter was, as

will be pointed out at once, given in marriage to a well-known
Gahga monarch. Indeed, this Punnata-Gahga alliance shows that

the Punnata kings were of some consequence. The epithet iriman

(the illustrious) prefixed to the name of Ravidatta shows that he
was a prominent king. Further, the fact of Ravidatta having been
in his victorious camp at Kirttiprua, which is called ‘ the l^t of

towns ’, suggests again that it was more than a feudal centre. There
is some justification to the praise given to the capital of the Punnata
kings in this record, when we remember that it may have been the

centre of a province noted for its wealth, as is proved by the evidence

of Ptolemy and the inscriptions, from the second century of the
Christian era. We shall see presently that Kirttipura will maintain
its greatness even in later times when it will be styled a mahdnagara.

The age to which the Komaralihgam plate of Ravidatta has to

be assigned may now be discussed. Rice believed that this record
‘ must belong to early in the sixth century (A.D.) Fleet not
only rejected this date but condemned the record as ‘ a worthless
document utterly useless for any historical purpose

Fleet’s arguments against the historicity of this grant were the
following : In the first place, the abrupt beginning of the grant
thus—tad anujayati (after that victorious is). Secondly, its corrupt
Sanskrit portion. Thirdly, its wonderful mixture of verse and
prose. And lastly, its abrupt transition from Sanskrit to old
Kannada.

These arguments are however insufficient to dismiss the Punnata
genealogy given in the Komaralihgam plate as unhistorical.* The
discovery of another Punnata grant and the contemporaneity of
one of the Punnata kings mentioned both in the Komaralihgam
plate and in the other Punnata grant, and confinned by the records
of the Gahga kings,—these settle beyond doubt the historicity of the
Punnata riders. The other record of the Punnata kings is a copper-
plate grant found in Mathballi in the Yelandur taluka. The writing
used is Haja Kannada but the language throughout is in Sanskrit

* I.A., XII, p. 13, op. cit.

* Ibid., XVIII, pp. 365-366, op. cit.

' The most substantial argument is that relating to the abrupt b^inning of

the record. But there are some historical epigraphs which likewise begin abruptly.
Thus the JGn&gad rock inscriptions of Skanda Gupta of the years 136, 137 and 138

;

the Talguhda pillar inscription of Kakusthavarma, and the Aihole inscription of

PulikeSin II. Meet, Corpus Insciptionum Indicarum, III, p. 61 ;
Mys, Arch. Rep.

for igit, para 70; lA., VIII, p. 241.
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prose, excepting the three introductory verses which are in Sanskrit

verse.

This copper-plate is of special importance in the history of

Punnata. It gives the name of the progenitor of the Punnata
line ;

it mentions the name of the queen of Rastravarma,

the kula to which Rastravarma belonged, and the name of his

eldest son ; it confirms the description of the wealth of Punnata as

given in the Candragiri rock inscription of Bhadrabahu ;
and finally,

it gives us the religion of the Punnata kings.

The record opens with an invocatory verse in praise of Visnu
who is described as bearing the refulgent discus, and as reclining on
the serpent couch illuminated by the jewels of the hoods. This

indicates that the Punnata kings were Vaisnava in religion.

The second verse mentions a king named Visnudasa, who had a
retinue of conquered kings and who firmly established dharma. In

the third verse we are introduced to king Rastravarma, who was a

full moon in the sky (of) the Tdmra-Kasyapa-kula, and whose com-
mands were borne as flower garlands on the heads of conquered kings.

Here follows a description of the Punnata-rastra over which Rastra-

varma ruled, already cited in an earlier context.

The record then gives details of Rastravarma and his sons.

The former never swerved from the path of justice, was well versed

in the training of horses and such other arts, and was a joy to the

Tdmra-Kdsyapa-kula. He had three sons by his queen named
Prajavati who belonged to . . . Harita, and who was adorned
with all the feminine virtues. Their sons were endowed with good
qualities, and resembled the Pandavas in valour. The eldest of

them was Prthvipati, equal to Yudhistira, and proficient in many
sciences. His right hand was always engaged in bestowing gifts on
the poor, the helpless, friends, relatives, guests, servants, and so
forth, while his other hand was engaged in dalliance with beautiful

women. Here the record unfortunately ends.*

The above epigraph gives us the following genealogy ;

—

King Visnudasa of the Tamra-Kdiyapa-kula

King Rastravarma

ist 2nd 3rd
Prthvipati

(?) (?)

* Mys. Arch. Kept, for igiy, pp. 40-41. Was Prajavati a Kadamba princess?
The Kadambas were Haritiputras. Rice, Mys. & Coorg, p. 22.
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Since, as has been rightly said, the criticism levelled against the

KomaraUhgam plate of Ravidatta by Fleet, does not apply to this

record, which is unexceptionable as regards both idiom and ortho-

graphy,^ the names of the rulers given in it may be taken to be
historical. We have now to see how far they can be made to agree

with the names given in the Komarahngam plate.

It is true that the MambaUi grant gives only three steps in the

Punnata genealogy. But it confirms the historicity of one important

figure mentioned in Ravidatta’s grant—that of Rastravarma, whose
dynasty therefore was called Tdmra-Kdsyapa-kula. With the

historicity of Rastravarma thus established, we proceed to construct

the Punnata genealogy.

The MambaUi record gives Visnudasa as the father of

Rastravarma. The pointed reference to the retinue of conquered
kings, and to the fact that he firmly established dharnta, suggest that

Visnudasa was not only the first prominent historical figure in the

Punnata royal house but that he had to struggle against enemies
whose defeat evidently enabled him to establish dharma in his

kingdom. It would not be too much to assume that Visnudasa was
the progenitor of the Punnata line.

The same MambaUi record mentions the name of Rastravarma's
son Prthvipati. This name is not mentioned in the Komaralihgam
plate. It appears as if we are to reject the evidence of the
Komaralihgam plate and accept that of the Mambalji grant, and
maintain that since the latter is more authentic than the former,

there is no place for Nagadatta, who is placed after Rastravarma
and before Bhujagadhiraja in the Komaralihgam plate, in the
Pimnata genealo^.

This conflicting evidence supplied by the two records may be
thus reconciled. The MambaUi grant gives two significant features

in the character of Prthvipati—that he was equal to Yudhistira by
being ever devoted to gifts of charity, and that at the same time
he was ever in the company of women. It is not improbable that
such a well-meaning but effeminate prince, in spite of his being well

versed in many sciences—which was perhaps only a eulogy meant
to cover his weakness—^was set aside by the people for (his brother)

Nagadatta, mentioned in the grant of Ravidatta. Indeed, the fact

that the MaifabaUi record has nothing worthy to say about Prth^dpati,
and that Ravidatta's grant omits him altogether, suggests not only
that P^vipati, who may have ruled for quite a short time, gave
way to Nagadatta but that the MathbaUi record which does not

* Mys. Arch. Kept, for 1917. pp- 40-41. Was Prajavati a Kadamba princess?

The Kadambas were HSritiputras. Rice, Mys. & Coorg, p. 22.
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mention the latter is earlier than the KornSralihgam plate from the

point of view of chronology. If this is accepted, Nagadatta would
be the younger brother of Prth\dpati.

No doubt this is only a h3^othesis for the present with the

meagre materials before us. But this is the only way of reconciling

the evidence of the Komaralihgam and the MambaUi grants.

Moreover it explains to us a significant point in connection with the

Punnata and Kadamba relations. In the CandravaJli pillar inscrip-

tion of Ma3mrasarma, it is narrated, as we remarked, that he con-

quered Punnata. It is probable that in the days of the good-natured
but weak prince Prthvipati Mayurasarma conquered Punnata ; and
that the failure of the Punnata prince may have been another cause

which made the people set him aside for his younger brother

Nagadatta. This would mean that Nagadatta (and Prthvipati)

were contemporaries of Mayurasarma (in the second half of the

third century A.D.). We shall see that this contemporaneity of the

Punnata and Kadamba kings agrees with the dates contemporary
records give for the Punnata king Ravidatta and the Gahga king

Avinita. The final Punnata genealogy would then be as follows ;

—

King Visnudasa

I"
Rastravanna

1st son 2nd son 3rd son

Prthvipati Nagadatta (^)

Bhujagadhiraja

I

Skandavarma

I

Ravidatta

We now turn to non-Punnata records in order to establish the
historicity of another Punnata king, and incidentally to fix the
Punnata chronology. Rice basing his remarks on the Maldha]}i
copper-plates of Durvinita wrote thus :

‘ He (Durvinita) marri^
the daughter of Skandavarma, the Raja of Punnad, who, as a royal
princess, claimed the privilege of svayamvara, by choosing him for
herself, though from her birth she had been intended for the son of
another

But the Malohalfi copper-plates do not substantiate the above
erroneous reading unfortunately given by Rice, who himself has ih

* Rice, Mys. & Coorg, pp.'35-36 ; E.C., IV, Intr. p. 2.
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other places given us the correct fact. The MalohaUi plates read

thus : $nmat Kongani-mahadhirajasya Avinita ndmndh pidre'^

Punndda-rdja-Skandavarma-pnya-'putrikd-janmand-sva-gumndnugd-
ma{i)nd pitrd para-suta-samavarjjitaydpi laksmyd svayam abhipra-

tydlingita-vipula-vaksastalena vijjrimbhamdna

.

.

Mr. Govind Pai has rightly remarked that the above passage

was misunderstood to mean that Durvinita had married the daughter

of Skandavarma, when it ought to mean that Durvinita was the

son of the Punnata princess by Avinita.* ^h®. passage may be
translated thus ; By his (i.e. Kohgani Mahadhiraja's) son Avinita,

whose broad chest was embraced by the beloved (wealthy) daughter

of Skandavarma, the Punnada Raja, who herself had chosen him,

though from her birth assigned by her father, according to the

advice of his own guru (and that of his own father ?), to the son
of another.

That we are right in maintaining that Avinita had married the

Punnata princess, who was the daughter of Skandavarma, is proved
by other records of the same Gahga ruler. In one he is stated to

have married the daughter of Skandavarma, the Raja of Pmmad.*
Another inscription assigned by Rice to A.D. 513 rej^ats the same.*
The Nallala plates of Durvinita, dated in the fortieth year of his

victorious reign, describe Durvinita thus :
‘ His (i.e. Avinita’s) son,

bom of the beloved daughter of Skandavarma, the lord of Punnada,
(with other praise), was the illustrious Kohganivrddha, well known
as Durvinita, among hostile kings

’ E.C., IX, DB. 68, p. 159(6). The Mal61ia}li copper-plate No. 2 does not
justify the identification of Kotigani Mahadhiraja with Avinita himself, as supposed
by Rice (E.C., IX, Intr. p. i). If Avinita were the second name of Kongam
Mahadhiraja we would have had some such statement like the following irimat
Konga^i Mahddhirajena Avinita namadheyena, as we have of Durvinita

—

Srimai

Konga^i-vrddha-rajena Durvinita ndmadh^ena. But there caimot be any doubt
that Avinita was the son of Kongani Mahadhiraja. Of course this does not preclude
Avinita having the cognomen of Konganivanna like other Ganga rulers, as is main-
tained by Mr. Govinda Pai (Karnataka Historical Review, II, No. i, p. 2).—B. A. S.

* Pai, Kar. His. Rev., II, No. 2, pp. 17-19. But. Mr. Pai translates the passage
thus : ' (Durvinita) who was the son of the beloved daughter of king Skandavarma
of Punnada ; who followed in the good qualities (gufta) of his own father (sva-^uru)

;

and whose broad breast was embraced by the Goddess of prosperity (or sovereignty)
of her own accord, though she had been bestowed by his (her ?) father on anothtf
(aparasuta) of his ’. (Ilnd., p. 17.) Tto seems to be rather far-fetched.—B, A. S.

* Rice, Coorg Inscriptions, p. 2 (18^).
* Rice, Mysore InscripHons, p. 292. Was this record a copy of the MalohaUi

copper-plate ?—B. A. S.
® Mys. Arch. Rep. for iga4, p. 71 ; see also E.C., XII, Tm. 23, p. 7.
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From the above, therefore, we may deduce the following :

—

Punndta House Ganga House

Skandavarma Kongani Mahadhiraja (Madhava II ?)

Ravidatta Daughter = Avinita

The contemporaneity of the Punnata Raja Skandavarma with
the Ganga king Kongani Mahadhiraja, and of the Punnata king

Ravidatta with the Ganga king Avinita is thus settled beyond
dispute.

We have now to fix the dates of the Punnata kings mentioned
above with the help of the Ganga chronology. It must be confessed

that the Ganga chronology is still an unsettled question. Nevertheless

we may attempt to find the dates of Avinita and of his son Durvinita.

According to Rice Avinita reigned from A.D. 430 till A.D. 482.*

Mr. Govind Pai however maintains that ‘ we know for certain that

Avinita was on the throne in 465 A.C.’.* But in a later context

Mr. Pai says that Avinita ruled from A.D. 417 till circa A.D. 468
or 473 !* Without entering into the controversy centering round
the dates of Avinita, we may accept the first quarter of the fifth

century A.D. as the age of Avinita.

Avinita’s son and successor was Durvinita who is placed between
A.D. 482 and 512 and after by Rice,* while Mr. Pai asserts that he
ruled from A.D. 478.' That is to say, Durvinita reigned in the last

quarter of the fifth century A.D.
We may, therefore, unhesitatingly assign the Punnata contem-

poraries of the Ganga kings thus : Ravidatta, the brother of the
princess who married Avinita, to the first quarter of the fifth century
A.D. ; and Skandavarma to about a generation earlier.

The two Punnata grants we have discussed above do not
enlighten us as to what happened to the Punnata kingdom after

Ravidatta. We believe the ancient Punnata line came to an end
with Ravidatta, after whom it was absorbed into the Ganga kingdom
under Durvinita. This assumption is proved by the Ganga records
beginning with Durvinita down to Sivamara I.

The MalohalJi copper-plate No. 2 of Durvinita, dated in the
thirty-fifth year of his victorious reign, assigned by Rice to A.D. 517,
as already remarked above, distinctly says that that king was ‘ the
ruler of the whole of Pannad and Punnad ’.® The Nallaja plates of
the same sovereign also say that he was the lord of Ponna^a and

* Pai, Kar. Hist. Rev., II, No. I, p. 18.
* Rice, ibid., p. 49.
» E.C., IX, DB. 69, p. 73.

* Rice, Mys. 6- Coorg., p. 49.
* Ibid., No. 2, p. 25.
* Pai, ibid.. No. 2, p. 25.
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Punnata.* In some inscriptions the variants Panad and Pannad
are given.* In a defaced copper-plate grant of the Gahga king

&vamara I, Durvinita is called the lord of the whole of Panata and
the Punnata country. In the same record Srivallabha alias

PrthvivaUabha Vrddharaja, son of Srivikrama, is also called the

lord of the whole of Panata and the Punnata country. And
^rivallabha’s brother, i.e. Prthvikohgani-Vrddharaja alias Siva-

kumara or ^ivamara is likewise called by the same name.* This

conclusively proves that from the days of Durvinita (last quarter of

the fifth century A.D.) till the end of the reign of Sivamara (the

first quarter of the eighth century A.D.), Punnate was incorporated in

the large Gahga empire.* Punnata as an ancient pohtical unit

had disappeared from the Karnataka.
The following synchronisms in the Punnata, Kadamba, and

Gahga history may provisionally be noted :

—

Punnata Ganga Kadamba

Visnudasa

I

Rastravarma

I

Nagadatta (circa

A.D. 280)

I

Bhujagadhiraja
{circa A.D. 320)

I

Skandavarrna
{circa A.D. 360)

Ravidatta {circa

A.D. 400)

Dadiga Madhava I

I

Madhava II

I

Harivarma (circa A.D. 249) Mavurasarma (circa

A'.D. 280)

I

Visnugopa {circa A.D. 341-349)

I

I

Kongani Mahadhiraja (Madhava
II, according to Mr. Pai)

(A.D. 349-403)

1

Avinita (A.D. 439-491)

Durvinita ^

^ Mys, Arch, Rep, for 1924, p. 71.
* Rice, Coorg Ins,, p. 3 ;

Mys, Ins., p. 292, where Rice assigns this record to
A.D. 513.

* Mys. Arch. Kept, for 1^2$, pp. 91-92.
* 6ivamara*s dates are by no means settled. Rice places him between A.D. 670

and A.D. 713 {Mys. & Coorg, p. 50). Mr. Pai however says that he ruled from
A.D. 680 till A.D. 725 {Kar. His, Retf,, II, No. 2, p. 25). The identification of

Panad mentioned in these records of the Ganga rulers is for the present not
certain.—B. A. S.

® Mr. Pai has a new genealogy of the Gangas to give. According to him
Kohganivram of circa A.D. 250 was the founder of the Ganga line. Madhava II is

termed by him Madhava I. He assigns Visnugopa to A.D. 341-349 {Kar. HisL Rev.,

II, No. 2, p. 25).
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But Punnata was too great and ancient a name to be altogether

wiped out. Hence it reappears in the first quarter of the ninth

century A.D. and after in the epigraphs of the Gahga, Tamil, and
Karnataka kings. An inscription assigned to A.D. 800 of the reign

of the Gahga lang ^ivamara II, relates that when that king was
ruling, the lord of Punnad Six Thousand made a grant of a soilage

of white rice for a god whose name is effaced in the record.* It

cannot be made out who was the lord of the Pxmnata Six Thousand
under ^ivamara II. The Punnata Six Thousand continued to exist,

although we do not know whether any scion of the ancient Punnata
line was ruling over it. That the Punnata Six Thousand province

existed in the middle of the tenth century A.D. is proved by the

Kudlur plates of the Ganga king Marasimha, dated Saka 884 {A.D.

962), which relate that the village of Bagiyur given to Vadigahghala
Bhatta, evidently by the king, was situated in the Badagare Three
Hundred of the Punnatu Six Thousand in Gahgapati (Gahgavadi).*

Punnata passed through varying fortunes but ever continued

to be a country of note. A stone inscription found in the De^svara
temple at Alur, Chamarajanagara taluka, dated only in the fifty-

seventh regnal year of Rajendra Deva (i.e. in A.D. IU19), relates

that Coja Viccadira Nalluru Gamunda was the chief of Padinad
which is said to have been situated in the Gahgaikonda-Cola-valanadu
of the Mudikonda-Cola-mandala.* This epigraph and the preceding

one prove that the Punnata Six Thousand continued to be incor-

porated in the Gahga empire in the tenth and eleventh centuries of

the Christian era.

The greatness of Elirttipura or Kittur, the capital of ancient
Punnata, is attested to by a stone inscription found in the
Ramesvara temple at Kittur, Nemmanahalli hobji, Heggade-
devanakote taluka. It echoes the earlier greatness of the Punnata
capital. It is dated ^aka kdlam 1001 Siddhdrti-samvatsarada
Mdrgastrsa mdsada Amdvdsyeyum ^angrdntiyum Surya-gfhai^
andu. This corresponds to A.D. 1079 November the 26th Tuesday.
There was no Solar echpse on that day. But there was a Solar
eclipse on December the 26th Thursday which was an Amavasya.*
The record however narrates the following after praising the Bayal-
na4 (?) and its ruler Kandavarma (?)—^That Kittur was the royal
residence, the great immense city of Kirttipura {Kittur dda ananta

* E.C., III, Nj. 26, p. 98.
* Mys. Arch. Rep. for igsi, p. 24.
* E.C., IV, Ch. 69, p. 8. Rice assigns this to circa A.D. 1023 on gtoonds

that cannot be made out.—B. A. S.

* Swamikannu, Indian Ephemeris, III, p. 161.
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Klrtti-mahanagara purada). Punnad officers of Keraja-nad, Kanda-
varma-nad, and Kikki-uad are mentioned as ‘ carrying on their

government How Kera}a-nad came to be included in the above
list is inexplicable.’

In A.D. 1196 an official named Armativaja, who had some
connection with I^ata-khanda (a part of Gujarat), is said to have
ruled over the Hadinad, Tafanad, and Kunad from his capital

Satarur. This was in the reign of the Hoysala king Vira Ballala I

(or Ballaja II).*

Rice has assigned an inscription to circa A.D. 1240 in which
it is related that the merchatits of various countries and someone
who belonged to Mudigondacolapuram, made a grant to the ^ri-

Vaisnavas (and others) of Padinad and the Eighteen ndds.*

Another inscription also assigned by Rice to circa A.D. 1290 of

the times of the Hoj sala king Narasimha Deva, relates that in order

to provide for the perpetual lamp of the god Kapalesvara of Arujai

alias Colendrasiihha-caturvedimahgalam in Padinad, the Mahdpra-
dhdna Perumale Deva Dannayaka paid money and bought certain

land in Puhganur, at the hands of the Brahmans.* Padinad,
therefore, contained temples which received particular favour at

the hands of the great ministers of the Hoysalas.
Indeed, the .solicitude which some of the Hoysala monarchs

took for the welfare of the temples in Padinad is proved by another
stone inscription assigned by Rice to circa A.D. 1291. This informs
us that in the reign of the same Hoysala king the two Seventy of

Hadinad made a grant of Belatulavadi for the worsliip of the god
Ramanatha in Kumaranabidu, which was evidently in Padinad.®

Hadinad next figures in later \hjayanagara times, especially in

the reign of the hanperor Sadasiva Raya and afterwards. Thus in

A.D. 1545 a damaged record narrates that while that monarch was
reigning, certain persons made a grant of a village (name defaced)

belonging to Nagavaji and Kundaghatta in the Hadinad-sime, to
the god Gahgadhara of Sriraiigapattana.* An inscription dated
A.D. 1549 informs us that Bacarasayya was placed over Hadinad
during the viceroyalty of the Mahdmandalcsvara Rama Raja Vitthala
Rajayya.*

> E.C., IV, Hg. 56, pp. 73-74-
» E.C., III, TN. 3, pp. 73-74.
» Ibid., IV, Yl. 61, p. 33-
* E.C., Yl. 8, p. 28.
® Ibid., Gu. 72, p. 48. The term Padinad ylr-eppattum is otherwise inexplic-

able.—B. A. S.
® Ibid., Ch. 77, p. g.

Ibid., Ch. 38, p. 5. On Bacarasayya, read Ch. 74, p. 8.
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In the reign of the same Vijayanagara monarch, DewSn Odeyar
granted by a stone charter to Camarasa Odeyar in A.D. 1564,

Ganiganur-sthala within Padinad as a rakta-kodagi as a recompense

for the murder of Camarasa Odeyar’s father Devapa Gauda by
Sanjara Khana.'

That the Vijayanagara monarchs appointed their officers over

Padinad is clear from a later epigraph assigned to circa A.D. 1590
in which Raja Nayaka, son of Devapa Gauda, is mentioned as the

chief (Prabhu) of Hadinad country (sTme). This office of a Prabhu
seems to have been hereditary in the same family at least for two
generations. For, a later inscription dated A.D. 1593 mentions
Devapa Gauda as the chief of Hadinad and his son who is called

Immadi Rama Raja Nayaka. It registers the grant of a village

(named) within ‘ our Hadinad-sfwc ’ by Devapa Gauda and others

for a specified purpose.* ^
The Hadinad- ruler is called merely Alva (ruler) in an

inscription assigned by Rice to circa A.D. 1604, of the times of

the Vijayanagara monarch Vehkatapati Deva. The name of the

Hadinad-smj<3 chief is Cannanjaya, whose son Nanja Raja Odeyar is

mentioned.* It cannot be determined in what manner the chieftain

Nanja Raja and his father came to be in the possession of the

Hadinad country.

How the traditions of the present royal family of Mysore came
to be associated with the Hadinad-sT;«c is related in an inscription

assigned by Rice to A.D. 1650. In this epigraph we have the
interesting fact that Vira Pratapa Kanthirava Nara.sa Raja Mahipati,
the lord enthroned in Srirahgapattana, ‘ in order to 2^rovide for the
continuance of his works of merit in Ka.si, he gave a stone charter,

as follows, of the village of Hohga-nur in the Hadinad-stmtf which
he had inherited by his bravery

Mucldu Rajayya, son of Tirumala Raja Nayaka of Hadinad
is mentioned in a record of A.D. 1667.*

Niratijaya, senabova of Kittur, is described in an epigraph of
A.D. 1672 as receiving a grant of land from the king of Mysore
Kanthirava Raja Arasu.®

' Ibid., Yl. 29, p. 30.
2 Ibid., IV, Ch. 30, p. 4.
^ Ibid., Ch. 62, p. 7.

^ Ibid., Ch. 42, p. 5. Padinad occurs in grant dated A.D. 1654. Afvs. Insc,p

p. 334.
^ £.C., IV, Yl. 17, p. 29.
• Ibid., Hg. 57, p. 74. Yelandur, a part of Padinad was given as a jdglf to

Dewan Purnayya in A.D. 1807 recognition of his meritorious services to the
State. It is now held by his descendents (£.C., IV, Imtr. p. 29).
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It is interesting to note that trial diggings at Kittur have

revealed the fact that buried in the fields near the village are ruined

brick structures which are probably the remains of Kirttipura, the

capital of the ancient kingdom of Punnata.* We eagerly await the

results of the energetic activities of the Mysore Archaeological

Department.

' Mys. Arch. Rep. for igjo, p. 2 .





THE CRIME OF THAGI AND ITS SUPPRESSION UNDER
LORD W. C. BENTINCK

By ISHWAR Sahai

The Thag Organization.*—About the early organization

of the Thags nothing is known. It was in 1807 at the capture of

some Thags in Chittur that it was for the first time found by the

English that the Thags were organized in gangs. The suggestion of

Mr. Wright, the magistrate of Chittur, was that some exceptional

measures should be adopted. From this it may reasonably be
inferred that the Thags had become a grave menace in 1809 and that

their organization was not easy to break. The instructions of the
commander-in-chief in 1810 tell us that the Thags threw the corpses

in wells to avoid detection ; their victims were generally, or for the
most part, the sepoys who returned to their homes with money

;

they inveigled the travellers by contriving to fall in with them,
accompany them on the pretext of a common danger, and then
strangle them on a favourable opportunity in a lonely place generally

before sunrise or after sunset. Dr. Sherwood published a paper on
Thags or Phansigdrs in 1816. He tells us that the Thags ostensibly

engaged in the cultivation of land or service ‘ to screen themselves
from suspicion ’

; that they had become acquainted with some
officers of rank about court whom they conciliated by handsome
presents and who could serve them in the time of need, and had
also sought the protection of some zemindars ; that they had given
to their abominable practice a colour of religious sanctity by enjoining
on themselves the worship of K41i or Mariatta or some other local

goddess ;
and that they had also evolved certain secret signs and

words which they alone could understand. In brief, ‘ the precautions
they take, the artifice they practice, the mode of destroying their

victims, calculated at once to preclude almost the possibility of
rescue or escape—of witnesses of the dead—of noise or cries for help
—of effusion of blood—and, in general, of all traces of murder

:

these circumstances conspire to throw a veil of darkness over their

atrocities '. He also pointed out that they consisted of men of
all castes and creeds and were an organized body. Similarly, a
document of 1816 disclosed that they infested the five important

* The account of the organization of the Thags is based on Ramaseeana,
Rambles and Recollections, JRAS. (1834) and {1837) and Thornton’s book.
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roads of the Upper Provinces. During the years i8i6 and 1828
they must have improved their organization. The depositions of

the various approvers given in the Appendices of Colonel Sleeman’s
Ramaseeana bear testimony to it.

Test their murderous activities should be detected, they observed
a number of precautions. They always followed some ostensible

professions—generally agriculture, often private service or business
or even service in the army. When they got smell of the travellers

they [especially the Tillais (scouts)] first of aU tried to win their

confidence by cheerful and conciliatory manners. Generally they
would pretend that they were also travellers, would talk of the
dangers of the road, and would request them with great earnestness
to march together. Having lulled their suspicions by feigning
friendship, and fine deportment, some of them found a secluded
place generally near a brook, well or river to strangle and loot

them. They usually chose some unfrequented by path, hid from
the public gaze by trees.

But that was not all. Their favourite maxim was ‘ Kill and
then loot ’. It was based on the belief that dead men tell no tales.

In strangling one man, at least three Thags were required. Having
received the signal (jhirnee), the strangler (bhurtote) threw the noose
round the necks of their victims, while the two shumsheea Thags
pulled the handkerchief to such an extent that the poor victim
succumbed to death. If the traveller was on a horseback, a warawal
Thag laid hold of the horse’s bridle. Such was the usual arrangement,
but necessary modifications and adjustments were introduced
according to time and place. An interesting anecdote will show the
plans they formed. Once a Moghul officer who knew the Thags
was to be made their victim. Since he recognized them, they aU
ran away. Some went far ahead of him and began to weep bitterly.
When asked, they told the officer that they were soldiers coming
from Uahore. One of them had died. They wanted to bury him.
They did not know Koran, so they requested him to perform the
last office. The Moghul officer came down the horse. The Thags
kept his two servants backs, saying that they should not interfere
in the Moghul’s devotions. And then they killed all the three.
Such were their expedients. In case the number of victims was
larger than theirs, they would manage to create dissensions among
them. If they could not find a suitable place for murder they
would go on marching for miles and for weeks.

The choice of the place and the method of strangulation were
in themselves sufficient to nullify the chances of discovery. Still
they did not fail to appoint some spies to watch the passersby.
After the murders, the diggers (Thags) dug graves and buried them.
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They also left behind one or two Thags to see if their murderous
act was discovered. If it was, the spy appointed informed his

associates and they would run away.
The distribution of the loot, however, small the amount, was

done very honestly. Their protector, if there was any, was offered

the highest share, often shawls and jewels; or else, their Jemidar
would get the highest share ; and then the strangler, the shumsheeas,
the scouts, and the sexton respectively. The remainder was equally

divided equally among the rest. They were clever enough to

destroy hundis and other articles likely to lead to their capture.

Besides these, to carry on their work smoothly they had also

invented a slang of their own, called Ramaseeana. A few words
and phrases of that may be of some interest. When they wanted
to give a signal (jhirnee) for murder, tl^y uttered the words :

‘ Tambaku kha lo ’ (i.e. take tobacco) or ‘ Aye ho to ghyree chalo

'

(i.e. if 3'ou are come, pray descent). To show that there was no
cause for alarm they cried out ‘ Bajeed or Bajeed Khan ’, ‘ Deva or

Devaman or Devasen ’. If there were some, they would say
‘ Sheikhjee, Sheikh Mohammad, or Bachman or Luchman Singh or

Lachi Ram, and Ganga Ram ’.

At the same time they tried to strengthen their organization
from within. Though members of all castes and classes were recruited,

all had to take a vow of secrecy, and obey their Jemidar. Only
those Thags were allowed to strangle who were deemed capable
and who had undergone a sort of test, for which preparation was
necessary. First the raw men were engaged as scouts, then as
diggers and shumsheeas, and after that as stranglers. In case a
Thag failed to strangle he was tunied out. Even the sons of Thags
had to undergo a long and arduous training. In the beginning they
were simply taken in the expeditions, and given some rupees. This
created a desire for wandering life. That their conscience might
not trouble them they were then made to witness the perpetration

of the horrible business. Then they were employed as scouts, diggers,

etc.

When it was felt that a certain Thag could be initiated as a
strangler because environment, example and training had made
him pitiless and remorseless, and he had begtm to realize and feel

Thagi as liis destined profession, the teacher of the Thags, an
experienced man, would perform the initiation ceremony. This was
celebrated with all the pomp and serenity of a religious ceremony.
The teacher first gave him diksd and then performed ‘ tapooni

’

with great solemnity. He would then utter ;
‘ O Kdli Kankali,

Bhad^i, O Kdli Mahdkili, Calcuttdwdli ! if it seemeth to thee fit

that the traveller now at our lodging should die by the hands of
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this Thag slave, vouchsafe us the Thibaoo (auspicious and favourable

omens) If it was received, they interpreted it as the sanction of

Kali, and the strangler (noviciate) proceeded to try his chance. If

it was not, he had to wait.

As if the precautions taken and the training imparted were
insufficient, the Thag elders gave their murderous profession a colour

of religious sanctity. They had adopted the story of Kali to suit

their purpose ;
and believed that as they had been commanded by

goddess to follow Thagi, they were simply obe5dng her in following

Thagi. They were made to realize and believe that Thagi was their

profession or trade by birth, in following which there should be
neither shame nor hesitation. They performed a Tapooni and a

sacrifice after every murder ; made offerings to their supposed
patroness

;
and believed that the favourable omens received by

them indicated to them the divine will, which theirs was a duty to

follow and fulfil. All these beliefs and ideas were due to their

ignorance of the real nature of their religious and the prevalence of

siiperstitions, especially among the Hindus. Though the supersti-

tious beliefs were shared by the Hindus and Muslims alike, there is

no doubt that their source was the degraded Hinduism of those days.

The influence of these was debasing, though sometimes it checked
them from perpetrating deeds of wanton cruelty. They always,

with a few exceptions only, desisted from killing women, children,

and even men of certain castes and classes who were either very
poor or held sacrosanct. The Thags, as referred to above, had
neither pity nor remorse. But, strange as it might appear, they had
a great horror of shedding blood. What a nice distinction between
strangling and shedding blood !! They were indeed possessed of a
feeling of pride that they were neither thieves nor robbers, but
Thags whose profession was Thagi!! They were good and affec-

tionate husbands and fathers, sometimes they were moved by beauty
and would let go a beautiful woman unharmed. These were their

only redeeming features.

It may here be observed that the Thags were not a ‘ caste
for caste imjAies a recognition of the members of that caste by
others. Moreover, the Thags were recruited from Muslims and
Hindus of all castes and classes. A glance through the mere names
of the approvers or the list of Thags given in the Appendices to
Ramaseeana would lead to the inevitable and irresistible conclusion
that they were not a caste. They were simply a criminal fraternity
bound together by the common desire of committing murder and
looting people. Such was their organization in 1828.

Early efforts to suppress them, {a) By Indians—In the
meantime efforts for their suppression had been made. Some western
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writers have uncritically assumed that the Indian rulers neglected
their duty of crushing the Thags. But this charge requires a careful
examination.* It is alleged that every house of the parganahs of
Sursae and Sindosi in Etawah paid Rs. 24-8 per annum, and that these
houses were of the Thags. This allegation seems to be both false and
much misunderstood. For it is difficult to believe that the two par-
ganahs should have been occupied only by the Thags. Then the whole
thing is based on the deposition of a certain Sankat Rai, an approver.
Moreover, it appears that the tax realized was the annual rent,
for the payment of Rs. 50 to the two patwaris and of Rs. 100 to
the zemindar after the realization of Rs. 7,791 per annum is of the
nature of a revenue arrangement. It may also be pointed out that
these parganahs were not under one ruler, but they changed many
hands-—of the Nawab Vizir, the Raja of Gohud, the Rohilla chieftain,
the Raja of Bharatpore, and the Raja of Gwalior. It is not easy to
believe that all these rulers could have tolerated their existence in
their dominions, if they had been knowing them. The fact may,
however, have been that these contained Thags, who were protected
by the zemindars but of whose existence the rulers were unaware.

It is further alleged that the Polygars of the South patronized
them. Probably some of them did, but then they were not rulers.

On the basis of the allegations quoted above it is not fair to
find fault with the rulers of Indian States. Moreover, there are
fortunately certain Thag traditions and actual references which
disprove the charge. Russell quotes a few conversations which
clearly point out that they tried their best to crush them.* The
document of 1816, published in the Asiatic Journal (1833 May-
August) tells us ‘ that it would appear from the examination in this
office that the punishment of this offence in some of the Maratha
States is by enclosing the criminal alive in a pillar of masonry '.*

Mir Khan lost his nose and other limbs. Raja Dharak Singh went
to crush the Thags in 1814 to Sujaina. Even in the Polium of
Chargal in about 1800, a gang of Thags was fined Rs. 5,000.
Dr. Sherwood writes that ‘ Hyder Ali proceeded against criminals in
a very summary manner and destroyed several of them. In the
reign of Tipu some were sentenced to hard labour and others suffered
mutilation of limbs. Pumeeah the diwan of Mysore got several
Phansigars executed This seeming negligence on the part of
the Indian rulers may be accounted for by the small number of the

* Ramaseeana, Appendix O.
* Russell, pp. 51)0-584.
* Asiatic Journal, 1833 (May-August).
* Asiatic Researches, Vol. XIII—Dr. Sherwood’s paper.
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Thags before 1800, the infrequency of their depredations and perhaps
the engrossing of all their attention to the constant wars. Due to

the last, perhaps, it was that they did not succeed in their final

extirpation.

(b) By early British administration .—The crime therefore did

not die out. The ignorance of the British about the Thags till 1799
may have largely contributed to their growth on a larger scale. It

was only in 1799 after the capture of Seringapattam that the English

came to know of the Thags for the first time.* In 1805, three persons

were strangled near Madras; in Coimbatoor 2,500 pagodas were
looted by them ; and two more Indians and their servants became
their victims. About the same time Nawab Subjee was murdered
on the road from Hyderabad to Bhopal. But none was captured.

In 1807 when Chittur was ceded to the British, many Thags were
secured and punished. Near Bangalore some Thags were punished
for looting travellers. It was in 1807 that ‘ the English for the

first time apprehended that the Thags were an organized fraternity

of hereditary murderers ’. They had not as yet come to know the

extent of the area over which this abominable Thagi crime spread.

In 1809-10 occurred the Surgooja Affair, in which 200 Thags
participated to strangle 22 men. But it appears that all were
released. In the district of Saran (Bihar) some were apprehended,
but released because the evidence was unconvincing. The same
year ‘ an act of murder excited at that time great sensation

;
but,

like many others resembling it in enormity it gradually almost ceased
to be recollected '. Here the reference seems to be to the disclosure

by Khudabaksh Khan, of a gang of 16, who were also released.

In i8og, as already noted, the Magistrate of Chittur Mr. Wright
had written that some exceptional measures should be adopted to
do away with the crime, but that was in vain.

In the Northern In^a, it was only in 1810 that the existence of

the Thags came to be known to the English. Thirty dead bodies
were found between the Ganges and the Jumna. Perhaps it was on
this discovery that the Commander-in-Chief, Major-General St.

Eeger issued the following order on the 28th April, 1810 ;

—

‘ It having come to the knowledge of Government that several
sepoys, proceeding to visit their families on leave of absence from
their corps, have been robbed and murdered by a description of
persons, denominated Thags, who infested the districts of the
Doab and the other parts of the Upper Provinces—the Commander-
in-Chief of the forces thinks it proper to give them publicity in

• Ibid.
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general orders, to the end, that commanding-officers of native corps

may put their men on their guard accordingly.
‘ It has been stated that these murderers, when they obtain

information of a traveller who is supposed to have money about
his person, contrive to fall in with him, on the road or in the serafe ;

and under pretence of proceeding to the same place, keep his

company, and by indirect questions get an insight into Im affairs,

after which they watch for an opportunity to destroy him. This

they sometimes create, by persuading the traveller to qmt the serais

a little after midnight, pretending it is near day-break ;
or by

detaching him from his companions, lead him, under various pre-

tences, to some solitary spot ’ First they administer dhaturd

(a kind of opiate) and then they strangle him.
‘ With a view therefore to guard against such atrocious deeds,

the commanding-officers of native corps will caution their men,
when proceeding on leave of absence ;

—

(i) To be on guard against unarmed men on the road, who show
solicitude for their company. (2) Not to quit the serais early in the
morning. (3) Not to eat anything (from others). (4) To avoid of

the protection of the sawars, when opportunity offers, and travel

as much as possible with large bodies of people.

‘ It has also been intimated to the Major-General commanding
the forces that the Residents at Delhi and Lucknow, and the
Collectors of Revenue, will be authorized, on the application of
commanding-officers of Paymasters, to grant bills, payable at sight

and at the usual exchange, on any other treasuries on account of
sepoys wishing to remit money from one part of the country to
another ;—a mode, which in conformity to the views of the
Government, is particularly to be encouraged and attended to
by Officers Commanding Corps and detachments

This lengthy quotation reveals to us—that by 1809-10 the
English had come to possess a fair knowledge of the Thags, and
that the measures they adopted were calculated only to avoid the
Thags. Consequently they were desultory and ineffectual ; and the
result was that ‘ all attach upon the evil itself continued to be, as
heretofore, insulated and accidental ’ for about a score of years.

In that period many Thags were apprehended and caught at

various places. From the Affairs of the East India Company
(Judicial), it is learnt that some Thags were arrested and sentenced
to death, as the following table would show * ;

—

’ Ramaseeana, p. 14.
* Affairs of the East India G)mpany (Judicial).
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Bareilly Division--Cawnpore . . 10
Famtkhabad I

Etawah • • 5
Aligarh .. 4

Benares Division--Bundelkhand . . 19
Allahabad . . 10

In 1814 some Thags looted and murdered a number of travellers

at Siyaina in Bundelkhand, but they escaped.* The same year also

witnessed the Dhooma Affair. From the depositions of certain

Thags it is seen that the Thags were kept in confinement for

sometime, when they had been captured by the provincial governor of

Gwalior. Some were flogged to death ; others escaped. In Saran

15 Thags were arrested, but all were released for want of witnesses.

Mr. Stockwell arrested some Thags at Etawah and suggested punish-

ment, but they were acquitted by the Nizamat Adalat for a slight

discrepancy in the evidence.

In 1815, in the district of Maslipattum, three travellers were
strangled. In 1816, as learnt from the records of the Nagpur
Residency, Thagi was committed on the road between Banda and
Nagpur. When the Thakur of that place came to catch them, they
ran away. Some property was recovered and claimed by a certain

Ram Baksh. A Thag Bahadur confessed his guilt in the beginning

;

coming to know that one who confessed guilt was sentenced to death,

he denied it. For want of satisfactory evidence all the Thags were
released.

The year 1816 was very important in the history of Thagi.
For Dr. Sherwood published his paper on the Phansigars (Thags).

Similarly in the north the authorities came to know about the
manners, methods, and organization of the Thags, and about their

activities in the principal roads.
‘ Isolated measures were planned and executed by the individual

magistrates, who, becoming by accident acquainted with the
existence of the evil within their territory, applied their abilities

and their energies for a time to its suppression.
In 1818 a gang of 120 Thags was apprehended and arrested by

Mr. Adams in Bhopal, but all were released on payment of a fine of
Rs. 11,250. In 1819, 55 Thags were brought before Colonel Stewart
for trial, but for want of conclusive evidence, he had to acquit them.
He, however, sent their descriptive rolls to all the towns and removed
them out of Malwa. Many were sent to Mr. Henley but they all

* References about Thagi between i8oo and 1828 may be found in Appendices
to Ramaseeana.
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escaped. In 1821 a notorious Thag Madari was arrested but acquitted

for there was a slight discrepancy in evidence. In 1821 Subedar

Major Akbar Khan and 8 more were strangled with impunity (to

Thags). In 1822 Mr. Waugh captured a number of Thags and
handed them over to Raj Rana. After four years and a half they

were released. In 1823 Captain Sheriff made approvers tell the

truth. The same year a big gang of 105 Thags was arrested by
Mr. Molony, but their trial was deferred till 1823 due to his death

and ‘ other circumstances ’. In 1824 some Thags were released at

Saran on security
;
and the informer was imprisoned, because in the

opinion of the authorities he had told a lie. In 1826 and 1827 the

same things happened. In 1826 a gang of 32 Thags arrested by
Mr. Wardlaw was sent to Mr. Frazer at Jubbulpur.

(To be continued)





BAHADUR SHAH OF GUJRAT (1526-37)

By S. K, Banerji

Gujrat comprises to-day of the Gujrati speaking regions, viz.

P . . the peninsula of Kathiawad and Cutch, the districts

and States of the Bombay Presidency from Palanpur
to Daman, i.e. the country lying between 20° 9' and 24° 43' N.
and 68° 25' and 72° 22' B. The total area is more than 40,000 sq.

miles of which nearly half consists of the Kathiawad peninsula.

In Mediaeval times, Gujrat had a wider political connotation and
included the subordinate provinces of Sindh and Khandesh and after

1531, of Malwa also. The principal town, Ahmadabad, situated

on the river Sabarmati, occupies the neck of the peninsula. The
mainland is intersected by several other rivers, of which the principal

are the Mahi, the Banas, the Narbada and the Tapti.

The province has hardly had any high mountains, the Narbada

f p • <.
and the Tapti flowing through hillocks of inferior

1 s o ujra
elevation. The western extremities of the Vindhya

and the Satpura ranges, Dungarpur, Girnar and Palitana hills and
Mount Abu, these comprise the elevated and hilly regions.

The province is rich in products of all kinds and its ports, Diu,

Tf n 1 't-
Gogo, Cambay, Broach, Surat, Nausari, Bulsar and

s pro uc b
Daman were world-famous ports in the Muslim

days. The custom duties paid by the Persian merchants alone at
these ports reached the figure of 60,000 rupees.'

Iron ore is found in this peninsula and at the mouth of the
Tapti and cornehan of good quality and in abundance in Rajpipla.
Several agricultural crops are produced, rice, wheat, barley, millets,

and gram. But the most precious agricultural product is cotton, of

which a large supply was available. The date-palm and the palmyra
flourish throughout the covmtry. Of fruits many varieties prevail,

of which jack, mango, musk-melon and water-melon are well known.
The huge adansonia useful to the coastal fishermen as floats for

their nets and figs may also be mentioned. In Abul Fazl’s words,
' From the numerous groves of mango and other trees, it (Gujrat)

may be said to represent a garden

' See Mirat-i-Sikanderi (MS.) British Museum add. 27253, fol. 145 a.

* Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. II, p. 239. hane-Poole in his M^iaval India, Ch. vii,

expresses the same sentiment.
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Its past

industries

Gujrat abounded in industries and skilled artisanship of various

kinds. The mother-of-pearl inlay work, painting,

seal-engraving have been mentioned by Ain-i-Akbari.

Similarly, various cotton or silk, worked with gold

thread, such as Chirah, Fotah, etc. velvets and brocades were skilfully

manufactured and various imitations of those imported from Turkey,
Europe or Persia were made. Excellent swords and daggers, bows
and arrows were made in the province and there was a brisk trade

in jewelry. Silver was imported from Turkey and Mesopotamia.
The history of Gujrat goes into the distant past. Sri Krishna

, . is said to have retreated to Dwarka, included in
s pas IS ory

and died there. Coming to a more recent

period, we know that the peninsula under the name of Surashtra and
also the mainland were included in Asoka’s empire. The Saka
chiefs of Surashtra were again made tributary^ in the time of Samudra
Gupta and Chandra Gupta II in the 4th century A.D.

With the fall of the Guptas, Western India came under the

control of the Maitraka tribe, who made their capital at Vallavi.‘

In Harsha’s time (606-47), Vallavi acknowledged his suzerainty.

After the fall of Harsha, when India broke into small indepen-

dent principalities, Gujrat also formed a separate kingdom. The
ChMukya or Solanki dynasty, founded by one, Mulraj, continued

till 1242 A.D., when its last ruler Bhima Deva II died. Bhima
is remembered for a victory that he obtained on Muhammad Ghuri
in 1179 A.D., though fifteen years later, Muhammad’s general,

Qutbuddin Aibak took ample revenge by winning a victory and
plundering the rich country.

After Bhima Deva’s disappearance, the Baghela ministers of

the Solanki chiefs came into prominence. VisMa Deva became an
independent ruler in 1243 A.D., and it was his great grandson,
Karnadeva^ who was defeated by Alauddin’s generals, Ulugh Khan
and Nusrat Khan in 1297 A.D.

Hence forward Gujrat formed a part of the Delhi empire. Its

last governor was Zafar Khan appointed in 1391 A.D. By 1396 A.D.,

* See Forbes. Ras M^d, Vol. I, p. 20, n. i. The town was situated 20 miles west
of Bhavanagar and 25 miles south of Satrunjaya hills.

* Ras M^a gives the following genealogy about him
Visala Deva

Arjuna Deva

I

Sarang Deva

Kama Deva.
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Bahadur Shah
as prince.

he made himself secure and then when he found that the rival

puppet kings of Delhi, Mahmud Shah and Nusrat Shah, both of

the Tughlug dynasty, were constantly fighting against each other,

made himself independent (1396 A.D.), though the actual title of
Sultan Muzaffar Shah was taken eight years later in 1404 A.D.*

Bahadur Shah belonged to this dynasty. He was the grandson
of the equally famous Sultan Mahmud Begarha 1458-
1511. As a prince, Bahadur was noted for his abihty
and energy. In disgust with his father, Muzaffar

Shah II, 1511-26, at his refusal to treat him on equal terms
with his elder brother, Sikandar Khan, the heir apparent, he had
left the kingdom and passed through Dungarpur, Chitor and Mewat *

and finally reached Delhi, beginning of 1526 A.D.
Everything was in a state of bustle and confusion there, for

Babur had crossed the Indus for the fifth and last time, imprisoned
Daulat Khan, occupied the whole province of the Punjab and was
fast approaching Panipat.

Bahadur moved to Sultan Ibrahim’s camp, situated several miles

, , ,

south-east of the battle-field. The prince was wel-

i n
^

^
sTu 1 1 ifn

t)y the Sultan and he exerted himself in the

Ibrahim’s camp, cause.* This made him popular in the Mughal
army and so the Sultan grew jealous and cold.

When Bahadur discovered this, he refrained from further exer-
tions and in the actual battle fought on April 18, 1526, remained
a mere spectator. He was impressed by Babur’s skill and his

* Cambridge History of India, Vol. Ill, the chapter on Gujrat (C.H.I.).
® See Abdullah Muhammad bin Omar ; Arabic History of Gujrat (A.H.G.)

edited ])y Sir Dennison Ross, p. 128, where the writer says

This contradicts the same writer's statement on p. 12 1.

^ ^ o' t y ^ , P

The former seems to be the more correct statement. According to Mirat- i-

Sikandari (MS.), Bahadur’s Murshid, Hazrat Shah Shaikh Jiu died immediately after
and Sikandar made the derisive remark lyo ya ‘ the master died and
the disciple became a wanderer.*

* AM.G,, p. 128 has JLii j j (Mughals) ^yt^

« 0^1 ^ ^ j •••^
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followers’ valour on the battle-field.* Several years afterwards,

he was unwilhng to come into direct conflict with the Mughals,

observing that the Indians as compared to the Mughals were like

glass as against stone and in any impact between the two, it would
be the Indians who would invariably suffer.*

Immediately after the defeat of the Afghans, Bahadur was offered

the throne of Jaxmpur. At the end of Sultan Ibrahim’s reign there

was plenty of unrest and the eastern Afghans under the headship

of Bahadur Khan Nuhani, had rebelled against him. Those who
had gathered at Panipat, saw only the defeat and death of their

master because of the superior skill of the foe. Impressed by this

superiority of the foreigner, they were in search of an able leader

than the Nuhanis could supply. Hence their request to Bahadur
to ascend the throne at Jaunpur.

But in Gujrat also, Bahadur was needed. His father, Muzaffar

Shah, was dead on April 7, 1526, ii days previous to the battle of

Panipat. The nobles were not unanimous in their selection, some
favouring the second son, Bahadur, and a few, the third son Latif

Khan. Being on the spot, Sikandar Khan succeeded but his sup-

porters, Imddulmulk Khusqadam and Khudawaiid Khan al-Iji

and those who were not in his favour, all got alarmed at his insensate

idiocy.* He was assassinated by Imaduhnulk on April 12, 1526,

after a reign of 5 days.

As mentioned above, there were several parties favouring the
remaining princes. A large number of nobles headed by Taj Khan
Narpali * favoured Bahadur ; a few, headed by Qaisar Khan,* Batif
Khan, but the two most important of the ministers, Khuda-wand
Khan al-Iji and Imadulmulk Khushqadam,* who had raised

* See Abu Turab Wali ; History of Gujrat (A. T. W., H.G.), p. 3. He seems
incorrect in his statement that Bahadur reached Ibrahim’s camp on the day of the
battle. I have followed A.H.G., pp. 120-1, see also p. 229.

^ o

p. 229 ^ ^ t5^ ^

* A.H.G., 133. He would strike at his shoes or sugar-cane sticks bound together
with his sword and name some nobleman, whom he thought he was beheading. The

author s words are Jl# 4yAc ^3 ^ ^ Ji ail

» t-ai-JI 1) ^ aL«U*u» J

* A.H.G. calls him

* Also called

« A.H.G., p. 133. It 3
-
4 -
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Sikandar and then murdered him, were in favour of Muzaffar Shah’s

youngest son, Nasir Khan.‘ They tried to win over the other

nobles by a lavish grant of titles but as it was not accompanied by
any jagir, it did not reconcile them. Next Imadulmulk wrote to

the neighbouring chiefs, Imadulmulk of Berar® and Rana Sanga
and also to Babur,* for support of his government. Since it might
mean loss of independence for Gujrat, some patriots,* headed by
Taj Khan Narpali^ combined to frustrate him. They sent Payenda
Khan with an offer of the throne of Gujrat. He met Bahadur at

Bagh Pat,* and delivered his message. Bahadur preferred the throne

of his native kingdom to the distant Jaunpur, explained the situa-

tion to the accompanying Jaunpuri nobles, offered excuses and
obtained permission to separate from them. After a rapid march,
he reached Ahmadabad and ascended the throne on July ii, 1526.

Of course one of his first measures was to secure and execute

P ,
, „. Imadulmulk Khushqadam’ and the other assassins

a la ur as mg
Sikandar

;
I^atif also disappeared about this time,

the infant ruler, Nasir Khan, entitled Mahmud vShah II, was murdered,
and another adult brother, Chand Khan left for Mandu. So Bahadur
was left without any rival in his kingdom.

Sultan Bahadur Shah ruled for nearly ii years (July 1526-
I'ebruary 15.17) and is remembered as one of the most distinguished
rulers of Gujrat and deserves, along with his grandfather, Sultan
IMahmud Begarha, a place among the noted lungs of India. At
the time of acces.sion, he bore a reputation for ability, energy and
piety and was known to be deeply devoted to Hazrat Shah Shaikh
Jiu* and his successor.

* A.H.G., p. 1.33, 11 . 20-.5. MS. points out that Imad was the first murderer
of a Oujrat king, also that henceforth no king would die in his bed. The latter

statement is not true.
* Alauddin Imad Shah who ruled 1504-29 A.D.
* Babur was offered a crore of tankas in cash. See MS. (British Museum

Copj' Add. 27253, fob) 130 b.

* In which, MS. includes the author of Tarikh-i-Bahadur Shahi. This precious
history seems to have completely disappeared.

* Taj Khan is remembered as the builder of the marble tomb of Shah Alain,
tile son of Qutb-ul-Alam, the great saint of Ahmadabad. See its photo in C.H.I.,
jilate 27.

* Situated in 28° 56' N. and 77° 17' E. The name is incorrectly written in

MS. as Bagh-i-Panipat. Mirat-i-Ahmadi makes Bahadur reach Jaunpur kingdom
before liis return to Gujrat, which is unlikely.

’’ A.T. W., H.G. says, he was flayed alive.
* It was at Shaikh Jiu’s death and Bahadur’s departure that Sikandar’s sneering

remark sjyc 1^ ju was made. The Shaikh’s full name was Sayyid Jalaluddin

Shah Shaikh Jiu. He was the grandson of Qutb-ul-Alam Syed Burhan-uddin.
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With Bahadur’s accession, Gujrat entered one of its most
brilliant periods. He was only a youth of twenty, but almost

immediately after, started on a career of campaigns and conquests.

After restoring tranquillity to his kingdom, he turned to his neigh-

bours, waged war year after year in subduing them. It will suffice

here to make a record of his successes and a brief description of some
of them :

—

(1) In 1527-9, in response to an appeal from Alauddin ImM-ul-
mulk of Berar and Muhammad II of Khandesh,^ Bahadur forced

Burhan Nizam Shah (1509-53) to retreat and acknowledge him as

his suzerain and read Khutbah in his name.

(2) In 1530-1, he faced the Portuguese who had already cap-

tured Daman. In the naval conflict near Diu, the Portuguese

were repulsed.

(3) In 1531, in alliance with Rana Ratan Singh, he put an end
to the independence of Malwa. In the past, i.e., in Muzaffar’s

time, the ruler of Malwa, Mahmud II of Malwa (1511-31) was
treated with the most generous consideration. In Mahmud’s
interest, so far back as 1518, 19,000 of the Rajputs, who kept him
in bondage, were massacred at Mandu and Gujrati contingents

were placed in the different parts of Malwa.
But with the acce.ssion of Bahadur, the friendliness had changed

at first into indifference and then into hostihty and for both these

changes, Mahmud had to thank himself. He gave shelter to Chand
Khan, one of Bahadur’s brothers,® and pretender to the throne

of Gujrat and this in spite of repeated protests from Bahadur.*

See Mirat-i-Ahmadi (Gaekwad’s Oriental Serieb) Supplement, p. 24 for a description

of the Shaikh’s life. Born 85j A,H.= 1449-50 A.D.
;

died in 931 A.H.= 1524-5.

Lies buried at Batwah.
^ Muhammad was Bahadur's nephew, being the son to his sister.

2 The genealogy of Muzaffar Shah’s family is shown :

Muzaffar Shah (1511-26)

Sikandar Bahadur Latif Khan Chand Khan N sir Khan Daughter =: Adil Khan
of Khandesh

Muhammad II.

C.HJ,, p., 711 makes Nasir Khan and Muhammad two different personages ;
also

Chand ^an as younger to Nasir Khan. Histories do not support these assumptions.
^ pp, 195-6 for the full description. Even on the last day of his

kingship, just before his surrender, to Bahadur, Mahmud requested Rai Rai Singh to

exert Chand Khan to a safe refuge. Mahmud’s reason for this solicitude was that
Muzaffar Shah had entrusted Chand Khan to him and he would not be false to his

benefactor whatever might happen to him. See also MS. fol. 142.
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To add to his crime, he attacked some of the districts of the Rana.
So the two combined and proposed an invasion of Mahmud’s king-
dom. Bahadur still hoped that the Malwa ruler would come to his
senses and make the small concession of the surrender of Chand
Khan. There were repeated promises but the actual surrender
was never made. At last Bahadur, despairing of affecting any
accommodation, annihilated Mahmud and annexed his kingdom,
March 1531.*

(4) In the same year, he granted to Burhan Nizam of Ahmad-
nagar and also to his nephew, Muhammad of Khandesh permission
to affix the title of Shah to their names, thus acknowledging him-
self, as pointed out by Burhan, to be the Shah-in-Shah or the Shah
of the Shahs. Amir Barid-ul-Mumalik of Bidar " also, according
to Mirat-i-Sikandari, seems to have submitted to Bahadur, by
reading khuthah in his name.

(5) Capture of Rai.sin, May, 1532. -Next Bahadur turned against
the semi-independent Rajput chiefs of Malwa. For the last twenty
years or more, they had brought the whole of the kingdom under
their control and distributed the eastern districts among themselves.*
The chief of them was Silhadi, the Lord of Raisin.* Bahadur who
was bitterly opposed to the non-Muslims outside his kingdom,*

* A.H.G. gives the date of Mahmud’s imprisonment as the loth Shaaban
and Bahadur’s annexation of Malwa as Friday, the 12th Shaaban 037 A.H.= 3ist
March 1531 A.D. Tabaqat-t-Akbari's date is 12th Ramzan 938 A.H.

* MS. fol. 132 a. It calls him Barid Shah. According to C.H.I., it was
Amir’s siiccessor Ali (1542-71), that first assumed the title. For Burhan Nijam’s
request for the title of Shah, see MS. fol. 142, b

;
for Muhammad of Khandesh,

fol. 145, a.

* Hence called the Purabiya Rajputs.
* Ojha, the author of Udaipur Rajya ka Itihash (U.R.I), says that Raisin was

in his brother, Lakshman Singh’s possession. Probably, the latter was Silhadi’s
deputy.

‘ Bahadur’s policy towards the Hindus was not without some redeeming
features :

—

(a) He had promised to redress Silhadi’s wrongs against Mahmud Kliilji

of Malwa.
{b) Hindu heirs were granted stipends of their parents see A.H.G.

, p. 247,
1. 17.

(c) Hindus were freely appointed to trusted commands
; even the aboriginal

tribes were treated with consideration. These explain why Bahadur’s
subjects in rural districts paid him revenue of their own accord and also
as to why the Kolis and Bhils of Cambay attacked Humayun’s camp.

(rf) He gave a Sanskrit name, Sangar (Sringar) Mandap to his Durbar Hall
and thus pleased his Hindu subjects. See Bailey’s History of Gujrat,

P- 329-
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turned against Silhadi, who had given him umbrage by keeping
in his harem a large number of Muslim women. Silhadi interested

the Gujrat nobleman, Nassan Khan in his favour and when Bahadur
paid no heed to his pleadings, took the extreme step of turning

a Muslim, called himself Salahuddin, and took lesson in the Muslim
faith from Nuruddin Burhanulmulk Banbani.' But Bahadur did

not spare him even then. So he retracted his profession, returned

to his brother, Bakshman Singh, who had been left in charge of the

fort and both of them died fighting along with most of their Rajput
followers. Their women had performed the jauhar ceremony
before the death of their male relations. The fall of Raisin, mostly
due to the artillery fire of Rxuni Khan,® his master-gunner, took
place at the end of Ramzan 938 A.H.=May 1532.

Bahadur had hardly any territorial ambition in crushing
Silhadi, for he gave most of the Rajputs’ jagirs including the districts

of Chanderi, Bhilsa, and Raisin to Alam Khan Bodi, the late governor
of Kalpi under Ibrahim. Alam Khan had been turned away by
Humayun so he had taken shelter with Bahadur. In return for

the grant of jagirs to Alam Khan, Bahadur wanted him to remove
the influence of the Purabiya Rajputs and extend that of his master.

It seems that Kalpi also had been conferred on Alam but probably
his hold on this district was merely nominal.

(6) First siege of Chitor 1533.

—

(c) The numerous Hindu Kanis married by the Sultans of Gujrat exercised

enormous influence, e.g., MS. records about Bibi Rani, the queen of

!^fuzaifar Shah
^
^ I j

.

v

>

^ ^

^

(/) Bahadur had allowed Ratan Singh’s minister, Kama Singh to repair

some temple at Satrunjaya in Kathiawad. See Ojha U.R.I., Vol. I,

pp. 391-2.

* MS. fol. 147 b. A.H.G., p. 224. The latter says that Silhadi accepted
Islam in Bahadur Shah’s presence. But Babur’s memoirs names
him as Salahuddin in the description of the battle of Khanwah. His
defect seems to be inclination to Islam as well as to his clansmen.

* A person of outstanding personality. Commissariat in an able article on
' a brief History of the Gujrat Sultanate ’ in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Bombay Branch (J.R.A.S.B.B.) 1918-9 furnishes many interesting details but is wrong
in thinking Rumi Khan to be a European. A.H.G. also gives details on pp. 218-20

;

thus we know that his name was Amir Mustafa bin Behram of Constantinople

;

on his arrival at Diu, he was welcomed by the governor and later on by Bahadur

;

he was given jagir in Ranir and Surat and later on Diu was added to it. Akbar Nama
also pays him great compliment

,,p ^ ^
‘ was the paragon of age in conquering strong forts and sky-high castles ’. Tazkirat-
ul-Utnara supports A.H.G. in the details of Rumi Khan’s father. Erskine i$

mistaken to call him Khudawand Khan Rumi,
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Before undertaking to describe Bahadur’s ist siege of Chitor, it is

^ ^ advisaWe to give a brief history of the recent events

State. Rana Sanga had died on January

19, 1528 * and been succeeded by Ratan Singh whom
Tod represents * as a vain-glorious youth for his boastful command
that the gates of Chitor should never be closed, for ‘ its portals

were Delhi and Mandu But possibly there is too much colour

in his picture of the Rana. Whatever it be, he had a short reign

dying in 1531 * from a wound received in a family brawl started by
himself.

‘

As he left no son, he was succeeded by his younger brother,

Vikramaditya (Bikramajit) who was, as prince, lord of Ranthambhor *

and was prepared to surrender it to Babur, as far back as October

1528, in return either for Bayana or for the throne of Chitor.

Vikramaditya was wholly unworthy of his illustrious father or

even his reckless brother. Tod calls him insolent, passionate and
vindicative and accuses him of favouring his personal followers and
seveti thousand wrestlers whom he had engaged in his service.

The Rajput Sardars whom he ridiculed, retired in sullen disgust

to their jagirs, determined to have nothing to do with their new
Rana. Deft to himself and his favourites, Vikramaditya neglected

the administration of his State to such an extent, that in common
parlour, his reign was nick-named ‘ Pappa Bai ka raj

Bahadur Shah had long cast a covetous eye at Chitor. He had
so long abstained from an expedition

;
for, both the Ranas, Sanga

and Ratan Singh had been courteous to him, one congratulating

him at his accession and the other obtaining his permission for

repairing the temples at Satrunjaya.’ But the new Rana seemed
obUvious of him and the rest of the world. Only once did he stir

to render aid to Silhadi against the Sultan of Gujrat. But
Vikramaditya was so lazy that beyond some half-hearted movements,
he made no serious efforts to save Silhadi. But his movements
angered Bahadur, who now, when Rana’s nobles had deserted him,
considered it an excellent opportunity to attack him.

> See U.R.I., p. 383.
* See Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 247.
* U.R.I., p. 393-
* Tod, Vol. I, p. 247. Erskine wrongly assigns to him a reign of five years.

‘ B.N., p. 616-7. U.R.I., Vol. I, p. 394.
*

‘ Eady-father’s rule '. The Rana is addressed in his State as father but

Vikramaditya was a Bai, lady, because he remained confined to the palace. See

Tod, p. 248. Also C.H.I., p. 530.
’ C7./?./.,p. 39i.
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Bahadur started with the capture of Ranthambhor * by Rumi
Khan and then his other generals like Muhammad of Khandesh,
Khudawand Khan and Alaf Khan captured the other minor forts,

Gagraun, Kanor, Tilhati and Pergusa. He himself followed at a

greater leisure, November i6, 1532.* Before he had reached Chitor,

the Rana’s vakils came with an offer of tribute and surrender of

the districts, recently acquired by the extinction of Malwa. But
the Sultan, correctly informed of the state of his army by his

own cousin, Narsingh Deva,® paid no heed to his vakils’ representa-

tions
;

instead, urged Tatar Khan Todi, Alauddin Alam Khan's
son, to hasten with a further contingent of Gujrati troops. This
he did so well that he reached Chitorgarh on the 30th January 1533,

4 days in advance of the other generals.* The Sultan followed.

According to Tarikh-i-Bahadur Shahi, Bahadur had assembled
such a vast army, that a complete siege of the fort, never attempted
before, could be now possible.

Bahadur placed the siege-operations in charge of Rumi Khan,
a gunner of outstanding ability and renown. When he had arrived

on the Gujrat coast with a number of followers, he and every one
of his followers were taken into the State service. Henceforth his

promotion was rapid and a short while after, he succeeded Malik
Tughan,® the son of the more renowned Malik Ayaz,® as the governor
of Din. But Mustafa Rumi Khan was a man with insatiable

ambition and hankered after further rewards, e.g., bestowal of a
fort like Ranthambhor or Chitor. The former had been promised
by the Sultan before its capture, but afterwards he changed mind,
as it was represented to him, that the bestowal of an impregnable
fort like that of Ranthambhor on a stranger like him was dangerous ;

and then it was bestowed on another, Nassan Khan.^ Rumi Khan
seems never to have forgiven Bahadur for the nonfulfilment of his

promise.

The fort of Chitor or Chitrakut situated in 24° 53' N. and 74°

. 39' E. is about 500' high and at the top, forms a

^^CMtor!^
° plateau 3J miles in length and J a mile broad ;

nearby flows the river Gambhir. Tradition assigns

the foundation of the fort to Bhim, the 2nd of the Pandavas.

* A.H.G. discusses the question whether Ranthambhor was taken earlier

than Chitor and comes to this conclusion. See. p. 228.
* U.R.I. p. 395 -

* Ibid. I reject the other name, Medini Rao, who had died in 1528.
* C.H.I. makes them arrive on February 14, which is unlikely.
® A.H.G., p. 220, speaks of his extraordinary physique and strength.
* The victor of the battle of Chaul. See C.H.I., p. 312.
^ A.H.G., p. 229.
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Originally it belonged to the Mori Rajputs from whom Bappa Rawal
captured it in 734 A.D. For the next eight centuries or more, till

1567 A.D., Chitor remained the capital of the Mewar State. In

that year the seat of the government was removed to Udaipur.
Chitor was thrice captured and sacked by the Muslims ;

once

by Alauddin in 1303 A.D., the second time by Bahadur Shah in

1535 A.D., and on the last occasion by Akbar in 1567 A.D. It is to

the credit of Mewar that it survived such tremendous shocks and
continued to wage almost continuous war for another half a century

or so.

To-day, Chitor is nothing but a collection of ruins, which unfold

to an archaeologist a wonderful tale of chivalry, devotion, piety

and sacrifice, commencing from the days of the Mori Rajputs.

Among its innumerable ruins, it is difficult to choose, and we would
be content with a mention of the two Stamhhas, Kirti and Jaya,
the three gates, Ram Pol, Dakliota Bari and Suraj Pol and the

temples dedicated to Krishna and Kalika. The huge ramparts,

ti'e various tals and the innumerable cenotaphs add to the pictur-

esqueness of the place.

In the neighlDOurhood, on the west is situated the bridge built

by iUauddin in liis son, Khizr Khan’s name and 7 miles to the

north lies the village of Nagari, which served Akbar as his encamp-
ment, a fact attested, to this day, by a pyramidal column called

by the vulgar people, Akbar’s dia or lamp.

Ru.iii Khan opened his siege operations by capturing a
hillock commanding the fort and taking his guns

of^umi^Kh^* there. By continuous fire, he unnerv'ed the besieged.

He also took recourse to running mines and making
covered pathways for the approach of his soldiers. Rani Karnavati,

the Rana’s mother ' had appealed to Humayun for help but since

no response was vouchsafed except the king’s advance to Gwalior
and stay there for two months,* she was forced to purchase peace
by accepting humiliating terms, e.g., the surrender of the conquered
districts of Malwa, also the jewelled crown and belt taken from

* Tod is mistaken to call her IJdai Singh’s mother. Babur-nama calls her

Padmavatf. U.R.I., p. 396 calls her Karnavati.

* February and March, I533 - Farishta, p. 213, 1 . 24 has oobJ—t--

txiu

« wsJ-Jy sUy

It is probable that Bahadur was led to sign a treaty with the Rajputs by Humayun's

advance to Gwalior,
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Mahmud II, lo elephants, lOO horses and five crores of tankas.

Bahadur for the present retired.^

The treaty was signed on March 24, 1533.*

(7) Capture of Ajmer and Nagore, 1533.—Bahadur was next
occupied in a more northern part of Rajputana, where he
captured Ajmer and Nagore.’ Certainly the three captures of

Ranthambhor, Ajmer and Nagore drove a wedge into Rajputana,
dividing it into two halves, against either of which, Bahadur could

turn at his leisure.

(8) Second siege of Chitor November 1534-March 1535

:

followed by its capture.—Since the Rana had not profited from the

respite granted during the last 20 months and continued to be as

neglectful and the Sardars as alienated as ever, Bahadur again

turned against him, fought a battle at Loicha * where Rana’s vassals

deserted him and he was signally defeated. Then the Sultan brought
again a large army to Chitor and sat down around the fort. Even
with the approach of the enemy, the Rana made no effort to rally

his men. The task was left to be done by his mother, Karnavati,

who appealed to the disgruntled Sardars, to bestir themselves for

the defence of their homes, if not of their chief. The appeal had
its effect and the Sisodias gathered from all parts of Mewar. The
unpopular Vikramaditya and the infant Udai Singh both were
removed to Boondi and the direction of the defence was entrusted

to Rawat Bagh Singh of Devlia-Pratapgarh. The Rawat, reahzing
the smallness of the Rajput garrison, abandoned all idea of attack
and concentrated his whole attention on defence. The different

gates were entrusted to the different chiefs, e.g., he himself took
his post at the Bhairavagate, placed Solanki Bhairava Das at

Hanuman Pol, Jhala Rajrana Sajja of Dailwara at Ganesh Pol, etc.

As on the previous occasion, Bahadur entrusted the attack
to Rumi Khan. Instead of trying to take the place by assault or
starve the garrison, Rumi Khan occupied the neighbouring hillock

at the south-western extremity of the fort and carried his guns
to the top. From there he started a withering fire which blew

* U.R.I., p. 396 n. has put in a curious anecdote that on retirement, Bahadur
had carried with him, the infant Udai Singh in order to make him his successor
but the Rajput followers of Udai, getting wind of the matter, spirited him away.
For the details of the treaty see MS.

* 27th Shabaan 939 A.H.

^

* At present, in Jodhpur State. In Mediaeval times, it lay on one of the few
main routes from Delhi to Gujrat. In ‘sayer ' or commercial duties alone, it paud
nearly a lac of rupees to the Jodhpur government. Situated in 27" 10' N. and
73® 53' E. and distant 250 miles from Delhi.

* In Boondi State. Situated in 25“ 17' N. and 75® 34' E.
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away some 22 yards of the defences in the direction of Bika-khoh,
early March I535 - While the Hada leader, Arjun, was defending
himself to death, the enemy rushed in other directions, towards
Bhairava Pol, Suraj Pol and Bakhota Bari. At the first gate, had
stood the commandant, Bagh Singh, who was now killed with
his nephew Rawat Narbad and at the other gates the other Sardars
were also killed. Ojha in his Udaipur Rajya ka Itihas makes a
mention of the death of the following chiefs :

—

(1) Bagh Singh of Devlia-Pratapgarh,

(2) Solanki Bhairava Das of Daisuri,

(3) Rajrana Sajja of Dailwara,

(4) Rawats Duda, Satta and Kamma, the Chandawats,

(5) Mala of Songarh,

(6) Rawat Devi Das,

(7 ) .. Bagh,

(8) „ Nanda,

(9) Dodia Bhand.

According to the Khiafs, the Rajput chronicles, the Rajputs
lost 32,000 men and their women performed the jauhar caremony
and burnt themselves to death. After the capture of the fort, 3rd
Ramzan 941 A.H.=8th March 1535, Bahadur granted it, not to
Rumi Khan as he had promised when the siege had begun, but to
Burhanulmulk Banbani. Thus for the second time Rumi Khan
was deeply offended, the first occasion being when Ranthambhor
was transferred to Nassau Khan, after its capture by the master-
gunner.

We shall see in the next chapter how Rumi Khan took his
revenge by playing false to his master and ruining his cause.





DISTINGUISHED MEN AND WOMEN IN JAINISM (III)

By B. C. lyAW

In course of their play, some boys picked up quarrel with Abhaya,

17 - a clever and intelligent boy of a village called
Abh»ya Kumara,

bo/said to Abhaya, ' Oh,
bastard ! take your seat there. Bhadraseth is your grandfather and
not father ’

. On hearing this , Abhaya felt insulted . He returned home
and enquired of his mother about the whereabouts of his father. His
mother said, ‘ Once a tourist possessed of uncommon virtues and
beautiful appearance came here. My father gave me in marriage to

him. Some time after marriage, a few tourists came here and said

something to your father who then went away leaving behind a letter

and asking me to lead a chaste life ’
. She then gave that letter to her

son who, on reading it, said that his father was the king of Rajagrha.
Then both the mother and the son started for Rajagrha. On reaching

Rajagrha, which was then the capital of Magadha, they took shelter

in a noble man’s house. One day while strolling about in the streets,

he learnt, on enquiry, that the post of the Prime Minister would be
filled up by one who would be able to pick up a ring from the bottom
of a well while standing on the brink. Abhaya succeeded in liis

attempt to get the ring and was praised. The ro)’al officer reported
the matter to the king who enquired of Abhaya about his name
and whereabouts. Abhaya gave his name and said that he was
the son of Nanda, the daughter of Bhadra^th of Venatata. He
further said that liis mother had been greatly mortified on account
of long separation from her husband and had been waiting in a
noble man’s house. On receipt of this news, the king brought Nanda
to his palace and made her lus chief queen. He appointed Abhaya
as his Prime Minister. One day the king said to Abhaya that the
king of Vaisali had insulted him by refusing to ^ve his two beautiful

daughters in marriage to him on the ground of inferiority of lineage.

Abhaya assured his father that he wotfid make this marriage effective

within six months. He then had oil painting of his father done by
a skilful painter and opened a shop in Vaisali in front of the palace
under the assumed name of Dhana^th. In this shop he kept
varieties of beautiful articles for sale at cheap rates. Very soon
the fame of his shop spread so much that even the maid-servants
of the harem began to purchase articles from his shop. Abhaya
used to worhip the oil-painting whenever the maid-servants of the

harem came for shopping. In reply to the query of one of the
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maid-servants, Abhaya said that the object of his worship was
Srenika, king of Magadha, who was so very beautiful in appearance

that he was worshipped as a deity by the members of the royal

harem. The maid-servant spoke about king Srenika to Sujestha,

eldest daughter of king Cetaka. Sujestha desired very much to see

the painting. The maid-servant brought it and showed it to her.

Sujestha was enamoured of the king at first sight. She sent word
to Dhanaseth requesting him to devise means whereby she could be
married to king Srenika. Abhaya Kumara got a trench cut from
outside the city to the harem and placed a chariot in front of the

trench. King Srenika drove off with Celana,’ the youngest daughter
of king Cetaka.

Once some mangoes were stolen from the garden. King
Srenika ordered Abhaya to catch the thief. Abhaya was in guise

in the midst of a big congregation of people at whose request he
related the following story

“ Once a girl promi.sed to a gardener that she would spend the

first night of her marriage with him. When the girl was married,

she took permi.ssion of her husband and proceeded to meet the

gardener. On the way some thieves caught her and wanted to

remove her ornaments from her person. She assured them that

she would return to them shortly after keeping her promise given

to a gardener. The thieves let her go. The girl then proceeded
further and was met by a raksasa who wanted to devour her. She
requested the raksasa to allow her to keep her promise and assured

him of her return visit on her way back. The raksasa, too, let her
go. At last she came to the gardener who said, ‘ vSister ! I thank
you very much for keeping your promise so strictly. Your promise
has been fulfilled and you may go now ’. The girl then came back
to the raksasa who, on account of her truthfulness, changed his

mind and said, ‘ Sister ! I spare your life. You may go now
She then came to the thieves who praised her for her keeping promise.
The thieves said, ‘ Sister ! You may go. We do not like to rob
you of your ornaments ’. The girl then returned home."

After finishing the story, Abhaya Kumara asked the listeners

to give their opinion as to which of the four, husband, thief, raksasa
and gardener, was the best. Some said, ‘ The gardener is the best,
for he addressed the young girl as sister and did not enjoy her
company at night’. Some remarked, ‘The husband is the best,

for he permitted liis wife to keep her promise ’. Some were of
opinion, ‘ The raksasa is the best, for he let this young girl go away
alive At this time one man said, ‘ The thieves are the best for they

* For a detailed account of Queen Celana, vtde Indian Culture, II, pp. 679-683.
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let her go without robbing her of her ornaments although they got

the best opportunity Abhaya Kumara took this man to be
the thief who had stolen mangoes. He at once arrested the man who
afterwards confessed his guilt.

Once Candra Pradyota, king of Ujjain, pitched a camp near
Rajagrha to attack it. Abhaya Kumara filled a pitcher with gold
mohurs and secretly placed it in the enemies’ camp. Then he
wrote a letter to Candra Pradyota thus, ‘ Dear uncle ! you know
that I am your well-wisher, so 1 inform you that your army has
been bribed and won over by my father. You will learn this on
enqtiiry. Please be careful ’. A search in the camp revealed a
pitcher full of gold mohurs. King Candra Pradyota saw this

pitcher and was greatly convinced of the truthfulness of Abhaya
Kumara’s report. He withdrew his army and returned to his

kingdom. A few days later, Candra Pradyota understood that he
had been deceived by Abhaya. He became very angry and enquired
whether there was anybody who would be able to bring to his king-

dom Abhaya Kumara alive. A prostitute undertook the task.

vShe came to Rajagrha with two maid-servants and began to live

there in the garb of a female ascetic. She used to worship the
deity with pomp and grandeur, observed vows and engaged herself

throughout the day in performing religious deeds. One day Abhaya
came to the temple to offer worship and was greatly pleased to

observe the piety of the female ascetic. He said, ‘ Sister ! who
are you and where are you coming from ?

’ The prostitute said,
‘ Brother ! I live in Ujjain. My name is Bhadra. My husband
and two sons are dead. So with my two daughters-in-law I am
out on a pilgrimage. Salvation is not attained until one feels con-
sequences of Iris action to the fullest extent '. She then accepted
Abhaya’s invitation to a dinner and caused Abhaya to accept her
invitation. She mixed poison with food. Abhaya took his meals
and became senseless. The clever woman then tied him and placed
him on a chariot and drove away. On regaining consciousness,
Abhaya understood that the woman deceived him and made him a
prisoner.

Once Analagiri, the favourite elephant of king Candra Pradyota,
became mad and uncontrollable. Various attempts failed to cure
him. The king consulted Abhaya Kumara who said that his captive,
king Udayana, was well-versed in music. If he would sing songs
then the elephant could be brought under control. The king then
requested Abhaya Kumara to ask any boon other than his release
from jail. Abhaya said that he would do so in due course. Thus
three other acts of merit were rewarded with promises of three boons.
When the total number of boons was four, Abhaya prayed for the
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boons thus: (i) ‘You and your queen Sivadevi should mount the

elephant Analagiri and I would sit in the centre ' and (2)
‘ You would

prepare a funeral pyre on a chariot and we three would be burnt
together Abhaya Kuniara’s demand caused Candra Pradyota
very pensive. He then set Abhaya free. While leaving Ujjain,

Abhaya promised that he would take away king Candra Pradyota
somehow or other.

To keep his promise Abhaya Kumara in the guise of a merchant,
took two beautiful women and came to Ujjain. Once king Candra
Pradyota was charmed to see the two women. He sent word to

them through his maid-servant, that he would like to visit them at

their house, but the maid-servant came back disappointed. When
the maid-servant went to them for the third time, they said, ‘ Sister !

we have with us a brother who will go out of town after seven days,

at that time the king can come here ’. The king was then waiting

for the seventh day. Meanwliile Abhaya tied a man to a bedstead
and took him to a physician. The man posing himself as a mad man
used to cry aloud saying that he was king Candra Pradyota who
was being carried away by those people and that he should be res-

cued. People used to laugh at the words of a mad man. On the
seventh day when king Candra Pradyota came to Abhaya’s house,

he was treated like the mad man. Abhaya brought him to Rajagrha.

On seeing Candra Pradyota, king ^renika became angry and was
about to strike him when he was told by Abhaya that Candra
Pradyota was his relative and should be honourably released. At
Abhaya’s request, J^renika set Candra Pradyota free with due
honour. A poor muni named Lakadahara was very much insulted

by the people. Abhaya Kumara came to his rescue. Abhaya
Kumara then announced that he would give three valuable articles

to the man who would forsake (i) cold water, (2) tire, and (3) wife.

The sage got these valuables as none but the sage was able to abandon
these three things. The people then took him to be a real saint.

Once king Srenika enquired of his councillors as to what the
most valuable thing was. Some mentioned ‘ diamond ’ and others,
‘ pearl '. But Abhaya declared that ‘ marnsa ’ (human flesh)

was the most valuable thing. Abhaya’s opinion was not accepted
as true but he promised to prove it to be true. After a few days
Abhaya came to a banker and told him that the king had fallen
ill and that he would be cured by taking human flesh weighing
ij tola cut off from the breast. He demanded such flesh from the
banker who, however, paid Rs. 5,000 to Abhaya instead of com-
plying with his demand. Then Abhaya turned from banker to
banker but everybody paid money without meeting his requirement.
With enormous money Abhaya came to the royal court and narrated
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every thing to the king. On hearing this, the councillors felt

ashamed. Thus Abhaya succeeded in proving his opinion to be
true.

When king ^renika offered the throne to Abhaya, the latter

respectfully declined to accept it and took his permission to receive

or^nation from Lord Mahavira. Abhaya then led a holy life.

Had, son of Dhanadatta, a merchant of Ilavarddhana, was

^ - one day enamoured of the beauty of an actress and
aci umara.

(jgtermined to marry her. Questioned by his father

as to why he was so very indifferent, Had informed his father of his

intention to marry an actress. Dhanadatta told his son that an
actress could not be kept at home. He said that he would give him
in marriage to any girl selected from within his community. Had
agreed to become an actor at the suggestion of the chief actor and
joined the company. He wandered about with the actors from
place to place for 12 years and mastered their art thoroughly. He
showed his skilful performance to the king and queen of Venatata.
Many people assembled to see the performance. After the first

show was over, Had saluted the king who instead of rewarding him
asked to repeat his performance. Haci had to repeat the show for

four times but was greatly disappointed for the king who had already

concentrated his attention on Haci’s lady-love told him each time
that he had not seen the performance attentively. Encouraged by
his lady-love who reminded him that a reward from the king would
bring about their lawful union, Haci started to show a dangerous
performance for the fifth time. While he was exhibiting his skill,

standing on the topmost point of a bamboo, he found an exquisitely

beautiful lady at the entrance of a house with a silver plate full of

sweetmeats, eager to wait upon a sage and the latter turning no
attention thereto. Had was surprised to see the sage quite unmoved
by the beauty of the lady. Thinking of this, he decided to lead the
life of a saint. While engaged in this sacred thought, he acquired
muktijndna, knowledge of salvation. The actress determined to
strive for the welfare of her soul. While engaged in such a thought,
she too attained muktijndna. The king and the queen observed a
change in Haci and the actress. Their mind became so very pure
that they also acquired muktijndna. In due course these four
persons attained Nirvana.

Jambu was the only son of Rsabhadatta, a very rich man of

Tambusvami Rajagrha. When he leamt that Sri Sudharma-
svami, a follower of Mahavira and leader of the

Jainas, had been sta^ng on the Vaibhara mountain, he came there,

listened to his teachings and requested him to wait till he came
back with his parents’ permission to receive ordination. When he
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reached the gate of the city, he found no room for entrance as troops

were coming out of the city. He came to the second gate and escaped

narrowly from being hurt by a heavy cannon ball. He came back
to SudharmasvamI and prayed for the mantra for taking the vow
of celibacy. Sudharmasvami granted his prayer Jambu returned

home with great dehght and asked for the permission of his parents.

‘It is difficult’, said his parents, ‘to get initiated into an esoteric

mantra and to keep the five great vows is also very difficult indeed.

It is not possible for you to lead the life of a saint. Moreover you
are our only son whom we cannot leave’. ‘True it is ’, said Jambu
to his parents, ‘ that the practice of self-control is hard and it is hard
only to the cowards. I am born of you and I will never break my
vow. Unbounded is your love towards me, you will surely feel the

pangs of separation very keenly but without endurance there is little

hope for salvation. So, my dear parents, kindly grant me permission ’.

The parents said, ‘Your strong determination for practising self-

control should not cause you to disobey us. You are at liberty to

get yourself initiated only after marrying the eight betrothed girls ’.

Jambu agreed to obey his parents.

Then Rsabhadatta informed the fathers of the betrothed girls

about it and requested them to consider the matter carefully before

marrying their daughters to Jambu. The fathers of the girls became
thoughtful ; but the girls, seeing their fathers in such a plight, told

them that they had already determined to marry Jambukumara
and to follow him merrily. After seven days, J ambukumara’s
marriage with the eight girls was celebrated in Rajagrha. In the
first night of the marriage he was taken to a beautifully decorated
room where he spent the night with young wives without losing his

self-control. On the same night some 500 dacoits entered the

house. The leader of the gang was Prabhava, who was once a prince

and who knew two arts—one of which caused people to fall asleep

and the other which caused locks to open. Prabhava applied his arts

with the result that his followers took the booty to their satisfaction.

While they were about to decamp with the booty, their movement
was suddenly brought to a standstill by the influence of Jambu’s
mantra. Prabhava found Jambukumara awake and was astonished
to find his own art proving ineffective in this case. With folded
hands he said to Jambukumara that he would be put to death by
king Kaunika if he was informed of it. He offered to teach him
two arts and in exchange requested him to extend mercy to him and
to teach him the art of rendering one motionless. Jambu said that
he knew Dharma vidya only which he would gladly teach him.
Prabhava then said, ‘ I thank you heartily, Jambukumara, for you
are about to receive the mantra after renouncing vast riches and
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beautiful wives. I am a great sinner engaged in a very mean job
for the sake of money. The spell of delusion has now been cast

off. The next morning along with all the dacoits I shall receive the
mantra’. Just at this time all the wives of Jambu awoke and
entreated him to give up the idea of getting initiated. But Jambu
maintained the firmness of his determination. His wives too agreed
at last to follow him. Then Jambu with 527 followers received the
mantra from Sudharmasvami at the age of sixteen. Shortly after-

wards he became well-versed in Sastras. After the death of Sudhar-
masvami, Jambusvami became the head of the Jaina Sahgha. He
preached Mahavira’s teachings and in due course acquired mukti-
jiidna. He afterwards attained Nirvana.

There was a time when the Indians used to live in amity and

Rsabhadeva
concord in forests. An elephant suddenly appeared
and a man named Vimalav^ana sat on it. People

used to look upon Vimalavahana as a god.

Disputes arose as to the ownership of the natural produce but
they were settled by Vimalav^ana who was elected an arbitrator

by the people. Since then Vimalavahana was regarded by the people
as their lord and was called Kulakara. The seventh in descent
fiom Kulakara was Nabhikulakara who had by his wife, Marudevi,
a beautiful son named Rsabhadeva.

Once a beautiful orphan girl named Sunanda was found stroll-

ing about in the forest and was brought to Nabhikulakara. She
was married to Rsabhadeva who had another wife named Sumah-
gala. Sunanda gave birth to twins, a son named Vahuvali and a
daughter named Sundari. Sumahgala, too, gave birth to a son
named Bharata and a daughter named Brahmi. Now there was
a dearth of good fruits and water. Men used to live on leaves and
vegetables but they could not digest them. They followed the
advice of Rsabhadeva in eating them. A few days later, they again
suffered from the same trouble. At this time fire appeared by
means of constant striking of trees against one another on account
of heavy storm. The people were astonished at this new pheno-
menon, and were advised by Rsabhadeva to keep the fire burning
by adding fuel to it. Rsabhadeva then taught them the prepara-
tion of earthen wares and advised them to take cooked food only.

The people were cured of indigestion by following his advice. But
they felt the necessity of protecting the earthen wares from being
broken by wild animals. Rsabhadeva taught them the art of build-
ing huts and the art of painting for adorning the rooms. Rsabha-
deva then taught them the art of weaving cloth. Then the people
became extremely quarrelsome and lost respect for one another.
So they elected Rsabhadeva as their king. Thus Rsabhadeva
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became the first king. He was also known as Adinatha. He
caused several palaces built and big markets opened. He had the
town encircled with big walls. He taught the people to tend cattle.

The people began to cultivate lands with the help of cattle. Tands
yielded abundant crops and people started business on an exchange
basis. To teach the people the practice of piety, Rsabhadeva gave
gold mohurs in charity for one year, gave separate kingdoms to his
sons and himself passed liis days like a sage completely free from
attachment. Bareheaded and barefooted, unmoved by cold or
heat, Rsabhadeva kept himself engaged in meditation. In course
of his tour Rsabhadeva came to the house of ^reyamsa Kumara,
grandson of his son Vahuvali, and drank sugar-cane juice offered

by him. He travelled far and wide and acquired muktijndna
following the acqmsition of real knowledge. He advised the people,
(i) to lead a holy life, (2) to refrain from kiUing animals, (3) to make
friends with everybody, (4) to abstain from committing theft,

(5) to accept gift unasked for, (6) to always remain contented,

(7) to renounce sinful desires, and (8) to keep company of sages.
Those who acted according to his advice, formed a school called
Tirtha. Adinath was the founder of the first Tirtha. He was a
well-known Tirthahkara of the Jains. In course of time he attained
salvation.

There ruled in Ksatriyakunda, a beautiful town in Magadha,

Mahavira ?
named Siddhartha. His queen was

TrisaladevT, who gave birth to a beautiful and
spirited son. As the birth of this child was followed by an abundance
of crops and increase of the royal revenue, the child was named
Varddhamana. In his boyhood Varddhamana was fearless and
far advanced in knowledge. He had high regards for his parents.
He was remarkable for his simplicity, calmness and sweet words.
His parents gave him in marriage to a beautiful and accomplished
princess named Yasoda. Varddhamana was blessed with a daughter
named Priyadarsana. When Varddhamana was 18 years of age,
he lost his parents. His elder brother Nandivarddhana ascended
the throne. Varddhamana spent one year in mental development,
living on only rice and water. Another year he spent in giving
alms and distributing gold mohurs. On the tenth day of the dark
fortnight of the month of Magh, when all people assembled on a
festive occasion in a beautiful garden called Jnatasfia at the out-
skirts of the town, Varddhamana addressed the gathering saying,
From this day forth, I shall not commit sin of any kind by speech,

body and mind. I shall purify myself completely ’. With the
permission of the people assembled, he left the kingdom for self*
purification at the age of thirty. Sometimes he fasted for four
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da}^ at a stretch, sometimes for fifteen days, sometimes for twenty
days and sometimes for six months. He used to meditate sometimes
in the hollows of trees, sometimes in burning places, sometimes in

jungles, sometimes in caves, sometimes in temples, sometimes in

places infested with dangerous animals.

Disregarding the warning of some milkmen whom he met on
the way, Varddhamana entered a dense jungle and found a ven-
omous black snake named Candakausika. The snake tried to kill

him first by its hard breath and then by biting the finger of his

right leg but its attempts were fruitless. Varddhamana advised
the snake to try to understand things and to think of its own soul.

He then left the place. listening to the holy words of \^arddha-

mana, Candakausika exerted itself for mental development. Vard-
dhamana then came to N^anda and stayed there during the catur-

masa period. Here GosMa, a painter’s son, who was extremely
wicked, declared himself as the disciple of Varddhamana and
followed his master wherever he went with the result that his master
had to suffer much with his characteristic patience and forbearance

for the numerous misdeeds of his disciple.

Once Varddhamana in course of his tour came to Radha in-

habited by barbarous people who let lose their dogs against him but
in vain. On another occasion in winter while Varddhamana was
engaged in deep meditation, a company of merchants stopped near
him and pas.sed the cold night there by keeping fire round them.
When the merchants left the place on the following morning, fire

continued to burn with the result that surrounding grass caught
fire and Varddhamana’s legs got scorched but he was not moved
until his meditation was finished. Once while he was in meditation,

a milkman came to liim with two bulls on his way to the \dllage

near by and asked him to look after the animals. On his return
from the village, the milkman could not find his bulls which had
meanwhile entered the forest. The milkman poked Varddhamana
and wanted to know the whereabouts of his bulls but he got no res-

ponse. He was very angry with Varddhamana and left the place.

For his strong endurance of pain, Varddhamana was named Maha-
vira. He attained Kcvalajnana while absorbed in meditation
underneath a ^dla tree on the bank of a river.

At this time the economic condition of the country was very
prosperous. People used to perform sacrifices in which many
faultless creatures were immolated. Brahmins and other high
caste Hindus looked down upon the 6udras and deprived them
of a share in the administration of the country. It was at this

time that Mahavira instructed the people thus :
‘ Piety in the

strict sense of the term cannot be practised by performing
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sacrifices which involve life-slaughter. The possessor of good

qualities is a Brahmana and the reverse is a ^udra. Every human
being, a Brahmana or a Candala, a male or a female, has the birth-

right of practising piety which is, by no means, the exclusive busi-

ness of particular sects only. Aversion to taking life is the best

religion. Paramdtmds are those whose souls have developed fully.’

Many persons, rich or poor, kings or queens, became his disciples.

In all 14,000 sages, 36,000 pious ladies, numerous male and female

householders received religious instructions from Mahavira and
formed a sahgha called Tirtha. On account of this, Mahavira
came to be known as a Tirthahkara. He subdued anger and malice

completely, so he was called ‘ Jina ’ and his followers came to be

known as Jainas. Mahavira, the last Tirthahkara of the Jains,

then came to Pava where he attained Nirvana.
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STOPI

Stupi * which generally crowns the ^ikhara of an Indian
temple is as much an architectural feature as it is a structural part

thereof. Almost every Samskritic writer * has described this element
of our religious structures, but very few alone of modern writers *

have cared to notice this. It is proposed to consider here a couple
of aspects connected with StUpi.

The most easily accessible Samskritic text on the subject is the
Manasdra which is looked upon as a very ancient text for reasons

which do not appear to me to be very convincing or conclusive.

We give below one of the texts, ^ bearing on this subject and its

translation, as given in the edition of Prof. P. K. Acharya.

‘ stupikdtrayasamyuktam dvayam vd caikameva vd (92)
‘ (93-100)
‘ samdirakaUkhdyuktam cdyame tacchikhdtryam (loi)
‘ dvyasravrttopari stupi vrttam vd caturairakam (102)
‘ padmddikudmalantam sydduktavadvdkrtim nyaset (103)

This passage is translated as follows ® :— .

‘ It (the edifice) should be furnished with three or two or

one dome (92)

‘They (those types of edifices) should be furnished with

pinnacles of uniform shape and should be three placed

lengthwise
;
(loi).

‘ the dome placed upon the oval portion should be circular

or quadrangular
; (102)

‘'This form should be given to the part beginning with (cyma)

{padma) and ending with bud {kudmala).

^ The description of this term given DHA is, to say the least, very confusing.

The term is correctly understood and explained in TMSTA, p. 2. The authors

translate it by the term finial, though later on they use the term flame.
* Compare for instance the relevant texts in MM., KS., MS. etc.

* Havell has noticed the Stupi of the Brhadi&vara temple at Tanjore in H-IA.,

page 27.
* MS. Volume III, Chapter XVIII, p. 130.
‘ MS. Volume IV, Chapter XVIII, p. 203.
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From this translation we get an idea how Prof. Acharya has under-

stood this portion of the text.

Even a cursory glance through the translation of the last three

lines makes it clear that the translator has but imperfectly under-

stood the significance of this text. We may detail some of the

difficulties that we feel with reference to this translation. Thus he
uses dome ^ with reference to stupi and pinnacle * with reference to

Sikha. We believe that the pinnacle crowns the dome ; and if this

be so, the rendering of the term StUpi is certainly wrong, for by the

common consent of every Samskritic writer on Indian architecture,

Stupi is the topmost structural part of an edifice and therefore it

should have been translated by the term pinnacle. Secondly, the
distinction he makes between Stiipi and Sikhd does not exist.

These, as this very text makes clear, refer to the same thing,* and
as such should be treated as synonyms. Thirdly, the translation of

line loi certainly does not give the idea of the text. Samdiraka-
iikhd can never mean pinnacles of uniform shape, for dsra may mean
either side or angle or even corner,* but never shape. The expression

may mean only pinnacles having equal sides—a statement which does
not convey any sense. The tenour of the context does not show
again that the author is concerned with the placing of edifices. He
is speaking about Stupi and any placing, which might be read here,

must have reference to the placing of Stiipis. Now, even if we assume
that the subject of should be placed is pinnacles—this is what the
writer would have to say—we cannot understand where the idea of

lengthwise he gets from and how they could be placed lengthwise.

The idea of lengthwise is foreign to the context and the statement
certainly envisages the possibility of Stiipis being placed breadthwise
—a possibility which, so far as we know, does not exist. Fourthly,
the translation of dvyasravrttopari stupi, even assuming that the
text is correct, is certainly wrong, for dvyairavrtta has no reference
to anything oval.* And lastly, we must confess that we are unable

^ Compare NED., Volume III, where this is described as ‘ A rounded vault
forming the roof of a building or chief part of it and having a circular, elliptical or

polygonal base : a cupola
^ Compare NED

,
Volume VII. A pinnacle is ‘ a small ornamental turret,

usually terminating in a pyramid or cone, crowning a buttress or rising above the
roof or coping of a building

^ Compare TMSTA., page 2.

^ TMSTA., p. 3.

^ Compare MM. Chapter XIX. ‘ Dvyairavrttam gajapr^tam hi nama \ Evi-
dently it means the apsidal structure. Prof. Acharya is certainly wrong when he
characterizes this as ‘ a two angled circle, an oval building ' (Cf., DHA., p. 281). In
thus translating, he is evidently confusing it with VrU^ata.
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to follow the writer as regards the translation of the last of the line

quoted. We fail to understand how the part from cyma to bud could

be given the circular or quadrangular shape. The padma and
kudmala could only be circular, but never quadrangular.’ Kumbha
alone could be of either shape. Enough now has been said to show
that Prof. Acharya’s rendering of the passage is eminently defective.

One explanation for Prof. Acharya’s defective rendering may
be found in the defective nature of the text he has presented. The
expression, samdsrakasikhd, does not convey any idea, as we have
already said. Now by the side of the expression dydme it is tempting
to read this phrase as samdsraikasikhd,—and this gives the idea of

one Stdpi over a structure having equal sides.® Such is the case

with edifices having a square, or circular or octagonal or hexagonal
bases, and these, be it noted, are the regular shapes mentioned in the
preceding section. In the light of this interpretation the second
part of the line becomes perfectly clear : when the structure is

elongated, such for instance as dyatacaturasra, or vrttdyata, or

dyatasadaira or dyatdstdsra, the same will be crowned by three

Stiipis} Consistently with this interpretation and with the author’s

own statement at the very start of this section, we have now to find

where two Siupis will come. The only type of edifice that has not
come within the types mentioned before is the apsidal. The terms
dvyasra and dvyasravrtta mean the same thing,’ namely, the apsidal

structure ^ and such a structure could have neither three Stdpis

' The use of this term with reference to Caiurasraka appears to be quite wrong.
Though we may accept tliat the term -aira means side or angle or comer, this

compound word must be understood only in the sense of a four-sided figure having
equal sides and equal angles ; such is the sense in which our practising architects

understand this term. In other words, it must be taken as a square. This sense
alone will suit the context : not only that, tliis sense alone will justify its differentia-

tion from the type called Dirghacaiuraira.
* See note ii for the meaning of the term Samdira. Equally unhappy is the

rendering given for this line bj' the authors of TMSTA. ‘ It has one flame over an
even-uumber-comered Sikhara '. We cannot rmderstand why Sikhara should be
dragged into this context. This apart, the expression, even-number-cornered, does
not convey any significance in this coimection. For, even an elongated edifice, or
in their terminology Sikhara, can also be even-number cornered. And so an even-

mmber-corner certainly caimot be held to be the basis for the prescription of one
flame.

* This interpretation agrees with that of the authors of TMSTA. See note
above.

’ Compare MS., Chapter XVIII, line 91, 92 in the same section ; also MM.
Chapter XIX

® Compare MM., Chapter XIX. Dvyairavrttam gajapr^m hi ndma. Tliis

term is correctly understood by the authors of TMSTA. Cf., p. 5.
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nor one, but only two.^ From this point pf view we may read
this part of line 102 as dvyairavrtte dvayam * instead of dvyairavrtto-

pari. It may be mentioned that in this context the term uapri
is superfluous. After this we may put a full stop,® for in what
follows, the author is describing the shape of Stupi. In the light of

the remarks we have made, the text may be re-read as follows :

‘ samd^raikaiikhdyuktam cdydme tacchisikhdtrayam (loi).
‘ dvyairavrtte dvayarh ; stiipi vrttam vd caturairakam (102)
‘ padmddikudmalantam sydduktavadvdkrtim nyaset (103)

We do concede the point that in his critical notes. Prof. Acharya
does not refer to the existence of a difference in reading. But when
we remember that the text as presented in his edition stands in

many places in need of a large number of emendations to make it

yield any sensible idea,* when it is also remembered that the sugges-

tions we have offered are perfectly in keeping with the general tenour
of the context and is in keeping with observed facts, we may excuse
if we introduce the two minor modifications in the reading of the
text as presented by Prof. Acharya. Reading the text then this-

wise, we may freely translate the same as follows :

—

‘ Samasra edifices will have a single Stiipi ; and elongated

ones win have three Stupis
;
(loi)

Dvyairas will have two. Stupi may be square or circular ;

Or, as has been laid down, it may begin in cyma and end in

bud. Such a one may be placed.’ (103)

This rendering would have it that in this context the author is

laying down the number and shape of Stupis which are to adorn
an Indian shrine.

Coming to the shape, Stiipi may be of two kinds
:

(i) the pot
type of stumpy Stiipi, and (ii) the four limbed variety. The former

^ The rational of this arrangement we shall explain on a future occasion.
^ Another alternative reading we may suggest is dvayam dvairopari. This

reading is justifiable, because Vrtta in dvya&ravrtta is redundant. See note 13
above. Personally I would prefer this reading, as it tends to retain the swing of

the verse.

® It is really surprising that the authors of TMSTA should have stopped with
line 101. They should not have quoted this line

; but since they quoted this line,

they should have quoted the first half at least of the next line, if they realized its

significance. The inference is plain.
* This is the conclusion forced upon me in the course of my teaching of the

earlier .chapters of the Manasara to the Honours students
;
and naturally enough

the translation also is very defective.
*
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of these which we find crowning the north Indian shrines may be
circular or quadrangular to use Prof. Acharya’s expression. The
second variety is described in the last line, the type which has the
four traditional parts, Padma, Kumbha, Ndla, and Kudmala. Speak-
ing purely from one’s acquaintance with the photographs of temples,

published in standard volumes, ‘ it cannot be said that the Stupi
of north Indian shrines has all the four elements. Typical instances
of this second variety we find adorning the ^ikharas of Kerala temples.

That the two varieties of StHpi have to be differentiated is also clear

from the fact that Stupis of north Indian shrines and for the matter
of that even those of the temples in places other than Kerala, do
not bear the prescribed proportion with reference to the height of

the building. Thus, when a Stupi of the second variety adorns a
shrine, it should be one-sixth or one-seventh, or one-eighth or one-

ninth or one-tenth or one-eleventh of the height of the temple,*

and this proportion is seldom found maintained in temples outside
Kerala where we meet with only this type—the type prescribed by
her authoritative architects.* Hence we may conclude that there
are two varieties of SHipis. And this fact is referred to in this

context. Now of these two varieties, the author describes the shape
of the first variety in the latter half of line 102. Here the shape of

the Stiipi may be circular or quadrangular. Consistent with the
context, we may say that the shape may not be fixed to the circular

or square ; it may as well be hexagonal or octagonal, according as the
.shape of the $ikhara is.*

To sum up ; if our interpretation of the text quoted here is

correct, we have here mentioned for us the number and type of

Stupis which ought to adorn Indian shrines. From the point of

view of number a structure with a regular base will have one Stupi *

;

and that with an elongated base will have three,* while the apsidal
will have two.” It may be pointed out that there are structures which
have more than three Stupis *

: but it deserves also to be pointed

* Such for instance as are found in the volumes of Havell, Gangoly, Ananda
Coomaraswamy, etc.

* KS., page 61.

* Compare for instance TS., Chapter II : the latter half of verse 50, a work
accepted as the most authoritative by Kerala architects.

* Compare KS. page 45 : iikharakrtivat kumbham.
® This is too weU-toown to need any illustration.

* We may cite an excellent illustration for this in the Vittala Deul,

Bhuvanesvar, Orissa, cf. Plate XXXVI in lA.
” Compare lA, Plate XXII, which is typical of an apsidal temple with two

Stupis.

« See lA., Plate bVI.
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out that all such are elongated structures and the number of Stupis

is only an odd multiple of three or an odd number such as five or

seven. Thus the number of StUpis will depend upon the nature of

the base of the structure—regular or elongated or apsidal, and this

entirely agrees with what we find in the published photographs of

well-known temples. Coming to the shape, the Stupi that crowns
a temple may be either of the former variety or the latter variety.

The former or the stumpy variety we find in north Indian temples

while the second variety we find characteristically in the temples

on the West Coast,* whereas it is the mixed variety that we generally

find in the rest of South India.* In the same way as the original

mud pot ®—if we may accept this origin of Stilpi—developed into

the stumpy Stupi, figuring upon north Indian temples ;
and as the

stumpy Stiipi developed into the full-fledged Sftipi with the four

limbs of Padma, Kumbha, Ndla, and Kudmala, so this latter in the

course of the development of Indian architecture came to have more
and more mouldings, as is clear in the photographs published here-

with.*

K. R. PiSHAROTI.
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AN ADYAR manuscript OF JANARDANA’S COM-
MENTARY ON THE RAGHUVAIMSA INTERMINGLED

WITH MEANINGS OF THE TEXT WORDS IN
THE OLD GUJARATI LANGUAGE

In my note on Janardana’s commentary on the Raghuvamia
published in the Calcutta Oriental Journal * I tried to fix the limits

for his date, viz. A. I). 1192 and 1385 and also examined a MS. of

this commentary in the Library of the B.B.R.A. Society (No. B.D. 131)

which is fragmentary and which was not known to Aufrecht. I also

referred in my note to a MS. of Janardana’s commentary on the

Meghadiita deposited in a temple at Cambay and described by
Peterson in his Third Report (p. 324). It was also pointed out that

only one MS. of Janardana’s commentary on the Raghuvarhia

has been recorded by Aufrecht,* viz. “ B. 2. 100” but this is not

available for study.

No complete MS. of J anardaua’s commentary on the Raghuvamia
has yet been available to me, and hence I am eager to avail myself

of any MSS. of Janardana’s works that could be noticed in different

MSS. catalogues or would be reported by scholars hereafter. Since

writing the .note about J anardana above referred to I obtained on
loan through the courtesy of the Director of the Adyar MSS. hbrary
another fragmentary MS. of Janardana’s commentar^^ on the

Raghuvamia (Eastern Section, No. 36-F. 42). This MS. contains

Janardana’s Bhdsya on the Raghuvamia for Sargas XII to XVIII
and to a certain extent supplements the B.B.R.A. Society MS.
No. B.D. 131 referred to above. One great peculiarity about the
Adyar MS. is that it contains explanations in Gujarati of certain

words and expressions of the text.

Mr. T. M. Tripathi in his learned Introduction to the

Tarkasarhgraha* of Anandajnana
(
= Anandagiri=Janardana) sur-

mises that Anandagiri or J anardana was probably a native of

Gujarat. He further states that he is ‘ tempted to identify ’ him
(J anardana or Anandagiri) with Pandita Janardana, the author
of a commentary on the Meghadiita called and a com-
mentary on the Raghuvamia.* Janardana consulted ‘previous

* Vol. I (1934). PP- 199-201-
* Cata. Catalogorum, Part I, p. 487®.
* Gaikwar Oriental Series, No. Ill, Baroda, 1917, page viii.
* Mr. Tripathi states that he has fragments of this commentary in his possession.

‘ There is of a later origin another similar commentary on the Raghuvamia giving

also explanations in Gujarati by Samala, son of Luniga, a Nagara Brahman by caste

ftfmur^OTtrflTfiryt! — MS. dated A.D. 1612.’
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commentaries of Asada (A.D. 1192), Vallabha (A.D. 1163) and
Sthiradeva. The peculiarity of these commentaries is that besides

giving explanations and occasionally figures of speech and parallel

passages they are intermingled with meanings of the text words in

thejold) Gujarati language also. These appear to be early attempts

of Anandagiri.’

Though I cannot subscribe in toto to the contents of the fore-

going paragraph from Mr. Tripathi’s valuable introduction to the

Tarkasamgraha I can vouch them in certain respects only on the

strength of the Adyar MS. of the commentary of J anardana on the

Raghuvamsa. For example the Adyar MS. contains Gujardfi explana-

tions intermingled with Sanskrit commentary throughout the MS.
as will be clear from the following extract of the colophon of this

MS.
«

I

t: ti

I

0\

WT I »J?T! I amr^: 1

j

»ijTTHi: f5TO>fiffcrrHr! 1 ^ wi 1 M I

3t5TT*Ml gtiDit cr?r?:T^ wra %g w^s r ^5
1

R

The above extract containing vernacular explanations side by
side with Sanskrit commentary is typical of the entire Adyar MS.
and hence there is reason to believe that the author of the vernacular
explanations and of the Sanskrit commentary is one and the same
person viz. Janardana. This inference is supported by the MS.
of Meghadiitahhasya of Janardana described by Peterson in his
Third Report, p. 325. where as pointed out by Mr. Tripathi the
following Sanskrit and vernacular explanations of some text words
have been recorded :

—
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im: afN^ ^ firg^ ^gH wt:

%TTfg^ ^ ^rr*n^»r^ etc.”

Without subscribing to Mr. Tripathi’s proposed identification of

Jandrdana or ^nandajndna or Anandagiri with Janardana, the com-
mentator of the Raghuvamsa and the Meghaduta, wc may agree
with him in his surmise that our commentator was a resident of

Gujarat and wrote a mixed Sanskrit-Gujarati commentary on the
Raghuvamsa and the Mcghadida.

Not being a student of old or modern Gujarati myself I am
unable to assess fully the vahie of the vernacular portion of the

Adyar MS. Its importance to a student of Gujarati philology is

obvious from the fact that Janardana wrote his commentary between
A.l). iiqi and 1 385. This was a period when the vernaculars were
looked down upon. Anandabodha (about A.D. 1150)’, a great

writer on Advaita philosophy, incidentally refers to the two verna-

culars viz. the Canaresc and the Gujarati as
“ ” in his

celebrated work, the Nydyamakaranda^ As Janardana wrote his

commentaries after A.D. 1191 and before A.D. 1385 and as he
adopts a bilingual method of explanation, the vernaculars, and in

particular the Gujarati language, must have attained a better status

than that apparent in Anandabodha’s reference to the Canarese
and the Gujarati language referred to above. According to Rao
Bahadur C. V. Vaidya “ ‘ modern Gujarati like Marathi begins about
1500 A.D. ’ and if this statement is correct the Gujarati used by
Janardana in his present commentary represented by the Adyar MS.
will have to be considered as old Gujarati because Janardana’s date
falls between 1191 and 1385 A.Z). Perhaps a glossary of Sanskrit
words with their old Gujarati exjdanations as found in the Adyar
MS. fragment (about 173 pages) will reveal the nature of the language
current in Gujarat in Janardana’s time. But such a study is outside

the scope of this paper.

^ See my note in the Calcutta Oriental Journal, Vol. II, p. 232.
* Nyayamakaranda (Chowkhamba Sans. Senes, 1907), p. 253;—“ftj

Wa ^rra HTattw: wra ”

* See C. V. Vaidya’s article on ‘ Gujarati in relation to Marathi
'

in the Proceedings

ofthe jth Oriental Conference, Baroda (1935), pp. 1075-1083—Hemacandra’a grammar
furnishes written evidence of the form of Gujarati in the 12th century A.D. The
woids Gujarat and Gujarati had not come into existence in the days of Hemacandra.
North Gujarat was called and tlie South Gujarat was called ijia both by

and by Alberuni. The name first begins to appear about 1220
A.D.—(page 1077).
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We now proceed with our analysis of the Adyar MS. The MS.
begins with folio 242. It is, therefore, clear that the first 241 folios

of this valuable MS. have been lost. The portion of commentary
which begins on folio 242 pertains to Canto XII as we find the

following verse concluding this canto on folio 250 ;

—

Folio 268 is missing. Canto XIV begins on folio 269. The
concluding verse of Canto XIV reads as under on folio 289 :

\» ''
s»

Canto XV begins on folio 290—with the following verse :

—

Tr%anNT^

Folios 292-302 are missing. Chapter XV continues on folio

303 and ends as under on folio 319

—

TIJTNTanrm ihnf^: fl

”

Folios 336 to 338 are again missing and Canto XVII begins on
folio 339. Folios 346 and 347 are also missing. Folio 353 is missing
and some chapter appears to begin on folio 354 with the following
verse ;

—

NWi w»nsT fiw
er«fT

1

W?*rT ^ »r%WT5»isff
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This verse is identical with the verse introducing Canto XV
as quoted above.

The concluding verse of Canto XVIII reads on folio 365 as

follows :

—

^ Jirt

fSTPlt ^ WWH! I

”

On folio 365'’—the following endorsement shows the name of

the owner of this fragment
—

“

Obviously obtained the present MS. in a fragmentary

condition. Another endorsement in bold hand and different ink on
folio 365*' but written breadthwise records Samvat 1768 as under :

—

It is difficult to say if Samvat 1768 (=A.D. 1712) is the date of

the Adyar MS. Perhaps the endorsement might have been added
by some one later. At any rate it proves that the Adyar MS. is

older than A.D. 1712 or roughly we may say that it is about 250
years old.

References made by Janardana to earlier works and authors
in the portion of his commentary represented by the Adyar MS.
are :

—

(1) fJRiwut—folio 262.

(2) —fol. 273.

(3) fol. 274.

(4) »Trg«iri^—fol. 278.

(5) fol. 283.

(6) HTJr9i% —fol. 283.

(7) ^TJTTITW—fol. 308.

(8) w^ctinftjnjphi—fol. 318 ; affirfir g
(fol. 361).

(9) ifninrt etc.”—fol. 325.
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(lo) ?r«fT^ (fol. 283).

“«n5nTn «wr«i%iTJD^
WtlTTWfil I

«r«n7B

S<rJD^«^ I

(11) w^— “*n:^ w^g:wr«i fr^r??; etc.”—fol, 339.

(12) ^j^fR
— “5jf*wmRf^f?fsn?if^ etc.”—^fol. 348.

This verse is identical with
verse 65 of Canto IV of

the Ramacarita of Abhi-

nanda (p. 35 of the

Baroda (1930) edition.

(13) etc.”—fol. 349.

(14) ^ ^ ^ wrftr wNt fft ”—fol. 356-

(15) ^ etc.”—fol. 360.

(16) ^ etc.”—fol. 360.

(17) ^ -n atilfciM—

ijsfft WTrg»»rt 1

ifNtsfq

^Rprffin ^ i

(18) Folio 364—’iauf

—

dt^pt fw ^f?iT*rT »r^! 1

??rm vm^ 737bj7T 'm»i(w*nf»i 1
”

There are many more anonymous quotations in the present MS.
than those recorded in the above list of references. On the whole
Janardana is not in the habit of naming the author from whose

^ Abhinanda or Gauda Abhinanda, son of Bhat^a Jayanta, wrote the

and He was contemporary of Raja^ekhara Circa A»D.

900 (F. W. Thomas’ Introduction to Kavindravacanasamuccaya, p. 20). Gauda
Abhinanda is different from Abhinanda (son of Satananda) who wrote the KTirfftlf.

The ^fw<irT38r referred to by Janardana is identical with which

deals with the history of Rama. The date of Abhinanda, the author of

was hitherto unknown (see Keith’s History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 135) but
Mr. K. S. Ramaswami Shastri in his learned introduction to the edition of the
Ramacarita (Gaikwar Ori. Series, No. XLVI, 1930, Baroda) has proved that

Abhinanda, the author of the was the court-poet of king Devapala alias

Haravarsa Yuvaraja (between 800 and 900 A.D.)—page xxi. See also Dr, V.
Raghavan’s note on the Ramacarita (Armais, Vol. XVI, pp. 141-2).
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works he quotes a stanza or two occasionally. Almost all the

references noted above are taken from comparatively old works and

hence they don’t furnish any definite chronological clues for narrowing

down our present limits for Janardana’s date viz. A.D. iigi and

1385. The quotation from i.e. by given by

Janardana and identified by me above is chronologically in harmony

with the above limits because the date of falls between 800

and 900 A.D.
Since my note on the Janardana’s commentary was published

Dr. V. G. Paranjpe of the Fergusson College has published his

critical edition of the Meghaduta * with the commentary of

based on a rare MS. found in the Mandlik Collection of the Fergusson
College, Poona, bearing the date Samvat 1521 (=A.D. 1465).

J anardana mentions by name in the hne “

” (Cambay MS.) as pointed out by me in

my previous note. I shall now point out that he has modelled one

of his verses on verse in the beginning of his commentary.

In fact he has repeated ^rc^'s verse almost verbatim as will be

seen from the following comparison :

—

f%n;^5[’s comm, on the

(Mandalik MS.)

mg gg*

^5 grfsimuig ’r: 1 9 1

comm, on the

(Cambay MS.)

About the date of Dr. Paranjpe observes :

—
‘ Sthiradeva

lived in times when critics were under the influences of the

Alariikara school. He has quoted passages from
and he must be placed at the end of the gth century

or at the outset of the tenth '. If this date for is correct it

would make a contemporary of the author of the

D*i-qr<,<i (800 to 900 A .D.) which quotes in his commentary on
the Raghuvamia.

P. K. Code.

‘ Meghaduta with Sthiradeva's commetltarJ^ edited by Dr. V. G. Paranjpe,
M.A., D.Litt., Poona, 1935, Price Rs. 2.
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DHARMA-SAMUCCAYA

[The latest recension of the Dhammapada]

Dharma Aditya Dharmacarya/ with whom I was to edit the

Dharma-samuccaya, published a notice of the Nepalese manuscript
on which our edition was to be based.* The date of the manuscript
is stated as ‘ Samvat 293 Vaisakha-krsna-caturthyam ‘ the

4th day of the dark half of the month of Vaisakha in Samvat

293 Dharmacarya rightly suggests that the year mentioned has

reference to the Nepalese era current for 1056 years. Accordingly

the date of the manuscript is 293 N.E., which is equivalent to 1173
A.D. Bhiksu Sujita Srijnana of Citra Vihara in Nepal is the cop^^st

who prepared the manuscript, probably during the reign of &ng
Rudradeva.

‘ The manuscript consists of 106, carefully preserved, 6 lines

in a page, 63 letters in a line leaves Nos. 49, 53-57, 66, 81 are

missing’. The original work consisted of 2,684 couplets, distributed

into 36 vargas,
‘

groups ’, or ‘ chapters '. The present manuscript
preserves 2,220 couplets, the remaining 464 slokas vanishing with
the missing leaves. In the colophon, the copyist writes :

‘ Vaipulya-mahdgambhnodadhisutravardd hhiksu-Avalokitasimhe-
ndddhrta iti.

Atra caturasiti - ilokddhika - satiatottara - sahasradvayailokdndm
granthe drstam sphutdrthaye. 2684.’

‘ Compiled by Bhiksu Avalokitasimha with quotations from
the excellent Vaipulya-mahagambhirodadhi-sutra.

Here, in this work, I saw 2684 couplets expounding the dharma.'

In the opening verse, the compiler Bhiksu Avalokitasitnha him-
self says :

Saddharmasmrtyupasthanasutravaipulyasagarat gatha samud-
dharisyami lokalocanatatparah.

‘ Intent on the good of the world, I will collect (select) stanzas
from the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra which is a work of the
Mahavaipulya class.’

And in the closing verse, he says :

Vaipulyasaddharma yada hi tasya smrt5Tipasthita gatha sutra-
varad hi mayoddhrta.

^ This is the pen-name adopted by Mr. B. Baidya, M.A., a young Nepalese
Buddhist scholar.

• Vol. II, pp. 422-432, 677-79.
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' The (select) stanzas have been collected by me from the

excellent Vaipulya-Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra.

'

The work was closed with the statement

:

Dharmasamuccayo ndma dharnta-parydyah samdptah.
‘ The text of the Dharma, called Dharma-samuccaya ends

here.'

From these, it is clear that the title of the work of Avalokita-

simha was Dharma-samuccaya, and that it was compiled on the
basis of an earlier work of the Vaipulya class, known by the name
of Saddharmasmrtyupasthana.

It would be a great mistake to think with Dharmacharya that

the compiler drew his materials upon two different works, viz.
‘ the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana Sutra and the Vaipulyasagara
Sutra or the Vaipulyamahagambhirodadhi Sutra For it is one
and the same work which has been differently represented.

It would also be a mistake to think with liim that the Vaipulya-
Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra from which the gdthds of the
Dharma-samuccaya were collected was the same work as the vSad-

dharma-smrtyupasthana-sutra, cited by name in the Siksa-samu-

ccaya of Santideva* and translated into Chinese by Gautama
Prajnaruci, in A.D. 539 (Nanjio, No. 679). Even it is not the same
work as the Saddharma-(arya)-smrtyupasthana-sutra which is but a
shorter form of the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra, translated

into Chinese by Fa-thien (? Dharmadeva), in A.D. 973-981 (Nanjio,

No. 804). The first Chinese translation (Nanjio, No. 679) shows
that the original work consisted of 7 chapters deahng with such
subjects as :

‘ I. The results of the ten kinds of good conduct.

2. Birth and death.

3. The different hells.

4. The condition of Pretas.

5. The birth as a beast.

6. The condition of devas.

7. The kaya-smrtyupasthana.’

The quotations in the 6iksa-samuccaya clearly indicate that
the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra referred to in it was a prose
work,* while the Vaipulya-Saddharmasmrt3aipasthana-sutra pre-

* I H.Q., II, p. 423.
* Siksasamuccayai edited by Cecil Bendall, Chs. I, IV, and VI.
® Siksa-samuccaya, ed. Bendall, Ch. IV, p. 69 : Saddharmasm^yupasthanld

vip^a-katuka dra^^avya^. Tata^ kincm matratp sfitraip sGcyate. Praiiatipata-
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supposed by the Dharma-samuccaya was a voluminous anthology.
The subjects dealt in the Saddhannasmrtyupasthana-sutra form
subjects also of the Vaipulya-Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-sutra, if

not all, at least 4 out of 7 :

Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-
sutra.

1. Dasakusalakarma-vipaka
2. Cyuti-utpatti

3. Naraka
4. Preta

5. Tiryyak
6. Deva
7. Kaya-smrtyupasthana *

Though the compiler himself calls his work a dharma-parydya
or ‘ text for expounding the doctrine of the Buddha I am glad
that Dharmacharya agreed at last to the view that the Dharma-
samuccaya is nothing but ‘ a bigger Dhammapada It is really
the latest and biggest recension of the Dhammapada compiled in
Nepal by a Nepalese Buddhist teacher, Bhiksu Avalokitasiraha who
represents himself in the opening verse of his work as ‘ lokalocana-
tatparah The recension consists of the following x>argas :

I. Jita, 2. Dharmopadesa, 3. Kayajugupsa, 4. Parivarta,
5. Anityata, 6. ApramMa, 7. Kamajugupsa, 8. Trsna, 9. Striju-
gupsa, 10. Madyajugupsa, ii. Citta, 12. Vaca,” 13. Karma,
14. Satnyojana, 15. Papa. 16. Naraka, 17. Preta, 18. Tiryyak,
19. Ksudha, 20. Kausidya, 21. Karuna, 22. Dana, 23. 6fla,
24. Ksanti, 25. Viryya, 26. Dhyana, 27. Prajna, 28. Nirvana,
29. Marga, 30. Bhiksu, 31. Punya, 32. Deva, 33. Sukha, 34. Mitra,
35. RajavavMa, 36. Stuti.

The Udanavarga, ascribed to Dharmatrata, consists of 33
chapters, and the total number of its verses, even in its latest dev-
elopment, hardly exceeds 950.* The chapters bearing common
titles in the two works, viz., the Udanavarga and the Dharma-
samuccaya are as follows

:

Vaipulya-Saddharmasmrty-
upasthana-sutra.

16. Naraka
17. Preta
18. Tiryyak
32. Deva

yipakalavastavad : Yathaha :
‘ Tadyathagniiikhacara nama paksino ye agni-

soknamadhyagata na dr^yante saiphrstatar^ ca narakeyauatn kap^atn bhitva rudhi-
raip pivanti.

• t- t

Sanskrit titles of the seven chapters are suggested on the basis of
Nanjio s Catalogue, No. 679.

* See Rockhill's translation of the Udanavarga from tlie Tibetan,
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Udanavarga. Dharma-samuccaya

1. Anitya 5. Anityata

2. Karma 13. Karma
3. Trsna 8. Trsna
4. Apramada 6. Apramada
6. Sila 23. 6ila

8. Vaca 12. Vaca
12. Marga 29. Marga
25. Mitra (Bandhu) 34. Mitra

26. Nirvana 28. Nirvana
28. Papa 15. Papa
30. Sukha 33. Sukha
31. Citta II. Citta

32. Bhiksu’ 30. Bhiksu

So far as the Dharma-samuccaya is concerned, some definite

sequences of thought may be traced in the succession of the following

chapters :

Kama, Trsna, Stri, Madya
|1

Citta, Vaca, Karma
|1

Samyojana,
Papa, Naraka, Preta, Tiryyak, Ksudha

j|
Dana, 6ila, Ksanti, Viryya,

Dhyana, Prajna
|1

Nirvana, Marga, Bhiksu
1|

Punya. Deva, Sukha,
Mitra

||

The gdthds in the Dharma-samuccaya are lacking, however, in

the vigour of thought as well as expression. The Udanavarga
represents indeed the last stage of development of the Dhammapada
literature.

B. M. Barua.

abhayakara-gupta

The biographical narrative of the celebrated Buddhist monk
and scholar, Abhayakara-Gupta, that was obtained by the late

Rai Sarat Chandra Das Bahadur from the writings of some Indian
Panditas who laboured in Tibet,* informs us that he was bom in

Eastern India near the city of Gaur (Gauda). But, according to
the Pag-Sam-JofhZang, Abhayikara was bom at Jhdrikhanda in

Orissa in a Ksatriya family.* So the question arises whether he was

* See Piabhat Kumar Mukherjee’s informative article—The Dhammapada and
the Udanavarga, in Vol. XI, No. 4, pp. 150-I.

* J.A.S.B.. 1882, Vol. LI. Part I. p. 15 f.

' Index p. cxxxviii.
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a Bengali or an Oriyi, and it would have been extremely difficult

to answer it, had not there been a work of Abhay&kara himself,

viz. his Amndya-manjan commentary on the Buddhist T&ntric

work, i^n-Sanipdta-tantra-rdja, with the clear statement that he
was an inhabitant of Magadha (Abhaydkara du Magadha).*
Another treatise of his, viz. the Vajraydndpatti-manjari, corro-

borates this fact.*

That Abhayakara was a contemporary of King Ramapala of

Gauda is indubious. In the 25tli regnal year of that king, he finished

writing a book, the name of which has been given out by the late

MM. Haraprasada Sastri sometimes as the Vajrdvalt-ndma-manda-
Idpdyikd* and sometimes as a commentary on the Bnddha-kapdla-
tantra.* The latter statement, however, appears to be correct.

Ramapala ruled for at least 42 years, and speaking approximately,
his regnal period seems to have fallen between 1070 and 1125 A.D.
A MS. of Abhayakara’s Kdldcakrdvatdra written in Bengali charac-

ters in the very year 1125 A.D. (1047 6aka) has been obtained,®

and it was, therefore, copied shortly after its composition.

The MS. of the commentary on the Buddha-kapdla-tantra is

written in Newari characters of the 12th century A.D.® A MS. of

the Vajrdvali-ndma-mandalopdyikd is also written in Newari charac-

ters of the same centuty.^ There is a MS. of this work in the library

of the Cambridge University, which is dated in (Newari-) Saihvat

549, equivalent to A.D. 1429.® Another MS. of this work is in the
Uibrary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and it is written in Bengali
Script.*

It was in the Vikramasila-vihara that Abhayakara wrote his

commentary on the Buddha-kapdla-tantra,^^ while his $rt-ndtha-

kdka-ydni-tarpana-vidhi-krama was composed in the Nalanda-
vihara." Hence he was associated with both these premier Vihiras
of Magadha. In the Vikramasild-vihara his Vajrdvali-ndma-man-
dalopdyikd was corrected by a certain pandita, Prajnasri by name,‘*
while another pandita, called Buddhaldrtti, translated into Tibetan

^ Catalogue Du Fonds Tibetain de la Bibliothique Nationale, par P. Cordier,
Paris, 1915, Deuxieme Partie, p. 71.

* Ibid , p. 255.
* Sdhitya Pari^ad Patrikd, 1323 B.S., p. 86.
* A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Govt. Collection under the care

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by H. P. Sistri, Vol. I, Cal., 1917, p. 163.
® Ibid , pp. 161-62. • Ibid., p. 163. ' Ibid., pp. 153-60.
® Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit MSS. in the University Library of Cambridge,

by Cecil Bendall, 1883, p. 197, Add. 1703.
® §&stri, op. cit., pp. 160-61, No. 95.
** Cordier, Troisi^me Partie, p. 212.

Ibid., p. 163.
** Cordier, II, p. 370.
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his (commentary on the SampHta-tantra-rdja, entitled Amndya-
man)(an, in Nalandi.* Buddhakirtti translated in Nalanda another

wori\ of his, viz. the Vajraydndpatti-manjan} The commentary
that he wrote on the Panca-kramamata, under the title of Candra-
prabh^, was translated in the JagaddMa-vihara of North Bengal

by Eibhuti-candra,® who also partially translated liis Ucchusma-

faml'^ala-Sddhana.* His ^rt-Manju-vajrddi-kramdbhisamaya-samu-
ccaycmspanna [Yogdvali ndma) was translated by Sakyasribhadra

of klismira and Danasila of Eastern India.® Tike Bibhuti-candra,

Darasila also was a Bengali,* and dwelt in the JagaddMa-vihara.''

Biu it is to be noted that although this Vihara was built by Rama-
pdla, the name of Abhayakara is never found associated with it.

Abhayakara’s commentary on the Buddha-kapdla-tantr

a

also

passes by the name of Abhaya-paddhati} It is a Buddhist Tantric

work, consisting of 14 chapters, called paialas, but it has not been
recovered in original Sanskrit.® His Vajrdvalt-ndrna-mandalbpd-
yikd is a voluminous work, which quotes from a large number of

previous works, and deals elaborately with the 27 mandalas of the
Buddhist Tantrics, such as the Samvara-niandala, Mahjuvajra-
mandala, Pindi-Kramokta-mandala, Sapcakravarti-mandala, Kdla-
cakra-mandala, etc., whence it has derived its name as Manda-
lopdyikd}^ Abhayakara also wrote a treatise on homa, and it is

called Jyotir-mahjan-ndma-homapdyikdP
Under instructions received from Abhayakara-Gupta, Acarya

Arya Nagarjuna wrote the Vajra-mahd-kdldbhicdra-hdmad^ It is

needless to say that this Nagarjuna is different from the celebrated
Nagarjuna, who propounded the doctrines of 6unya-vada about
nine centuries ago.

Besides the above works, Abhayakara wrote many others,

amongst which the following deserve notice :

—

$n-kdlacakr—ddddna, $n-cakra-samvardbhisamaya, Abhiseka-
prakarana, Svddhisthdna-kramdpadesa, Cakra-samvar= dbhisamay

=

opadesa, Gana-cakta-vidhi-ndma, Nispanna-yogdvali,^* Muni-matd-
lahkdra, Bodhisattva-samvara-grahana-vidhi, Trisamvara-prabhd-mdld-
ndma, and Bodhipaddhati-ndma.^*

He translated, or helped to translate, a good many Sanskrit
works into Tibetan.“ The translation of his own work, Abhtseka-

* Ibid., p. 71. * Ibid., p. 255. • Ibid., p. 142.
* Ibid., Ill, p. 89. ® Ibid., Ill, p. 230. • Ibid, II, p. 188.
^ Ibid, p. 302. ® Ibid, p. 107. * §&stri, op. cit., p. 163.

Ibid., pp. 153-60. “ Cordier, II, p. 371. “ Cordier, III, p. 210.

PP- 47. 256. 371- ** Jbid., Ill, pp. 85, 94, 314, 333.
Cf. tbtd., II, pp. 372, 373, 376, 377, 379, 380, 381, etc.
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prakarana, was also done by him.' With Ddna^ri-mitra of Mdlava
he also translated many works, of which one is the Hevajra-sddhana}

But all these works appertain to Vajrayana or Kalacakrayana.

It is little known that Abhayakara is also the writer of a commentary
{vHti) on the Asta-sdhasrikd-prajnd-pdramitd, entitled Marma-
Kaumudi, in 32 parivartas (chapters).®

During the reign of RamapMa, Buddhism, we are told and
doubtless correctly, received a fresh impetus under the leadership

of Abhayakara.
According to tradition, Abhayakara was succeeded in the High-

priestship (of the Odantapuri Vihara) by Ratnakara 6anti. But
this is not true. Ratnakara 6anti was a contemporary of Mahipala
I, the great-grandfather of Ramapala. Ramapala, after a reign

of 40 years, abdicated the throne in favour of his son, Aksa-pala.

The name of Aksa-pala, however, does not occur in the epigraphical

genealogy of the PMas, but the truth of Ramapala’s abdication in

favour of his son is substantiated by the Rdma-carita of Sandhya-
kara-Nandi, which points out that he in his old age gave over the

charge of his kingdom {Sunu-Samarpita-rdjyo) to his eldest son,

Rajya (-pMa), and retired to Ramavati (VI. i). Abhayakara
died before the abdication of RamapMa, who ceased to exist three

years after it.

When Abhayakara was residing in the Vikramasila-vihara,

it was under domination of the son of King ^ubha-^ri of Eastern
India, and in the war which at that time took place with the Turus-
kas, the celebrated Buddhist monk played an important part. But
sober history does not as yet know of any king like Subha-Sri in

Eastern India in the Pala age (or any other age). Again, history

does not bear witness to any Muhammadan invasion in Magadha
previous to that of Muhammad-i-Bakht-yar. We know that
Ahmad Nialtigin in 424 A.H. (1032 A.D.), or shortly after that,

advanced as far as Benares,* but that any other Muhammadan
army arrived still to the east in Magadha before the reign of

Eaksmanasena is not borne out by history.

N. N. Dass Gupta.

' Ibid., II, p. 47. * Ibid., p. 397. » Ibid., Ill, p. 282.
Tdnkh-us-Suhuktigin, Elliot’s History of India, Vol. II.
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A FEW PROBABLE IDENTIFICATIONS FROM
MANJUSRI-MOLAKALPA

Mr. K. P. Jayaswal has done a great service to historical research

by editing the political portion of the important Buddhist work,
Arya-Manjusri-Mulakalpa and by an attempt made to reconstruct the

imperial history of India by the new evidences supplied by his work.*

The most peculiar fact is that in many places the names of kings are

denoted by initials only and this makes, as Jayaswal observes, the

task of identification at times impossible. All the identifications,

])roposed by him, therefore, cannot be accepted when more con-

vincing reasons can be adduced for other probable identifications.

The verse 760 states that his (whom Jayaswal identifies as

Samudragupta) descendant Bh (Bhanugupta) settled in the east.

The next two verses record the fact that his son P (Pra, according

lo the Tibetan text) was bom in the eastern countries and was
imprisoned as a boy by king Gopa and remained in prison for 17
years. Jayaswal identifies the king Gopa with the general Gopa-
raja (p. 64) who fought and died at Eran and in whose comme-
moration the Eran pillar was erected in 510 A.D.* The reason

offered is that he was a subordinate mler under Bhanugupta and
Pra must have been put into prison by a order of his father, as
‘ he was a bad boy of the family ’. This is hardly convincing.

The known date of Bhanugupta is 191 G.E.= 5io A.D. and he seems
to have flourished in the first quarter of the sixth century A.D.
The four Earidpur grants* acquaint us with the name of three inde-

])eudent kings of Eastern Bengal and paleog^aphically they are

to be assigned in the same century. According to the evidence
of the Gunainagar plate of Vainyagupta, Eastern Bengal was included
within his kingdom in 508 A.D. Whether Vainyagupta belonged
to the imperial Gupta family or not,* his name suggests that he was
connected with Guptas and Gupta supremacy was acknowledged
in Eastern Bengal in the first decade of the sixth century A.D. But
immediately after that Eastern Bengal seceded from the Gupta empire
as it is indicated by the imperial titles of Dharmaditya, Gopa-
chandra, and Samacharadeva of the Earidpur grants. It is quite
likely therefore that Pra, son of Bha, was imprisoned by Gopachandra
of Eastern Bengal rather than by GoparSja, general of Bhanugupta.

* An Imperial History of India by K. P. Jayaswal, published by Motilal Banarsi
Dass, 1934.

® Fleet, CII., Vol. Ill, p. 91.
* Ind. Ant., 1910,'p. 193 ; Ep. Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 74,

1930, p. 54, also 1933, pp. 784, 989.
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It seems that Jayaswal has failed to identify Jayanaga of the

Vappaghosa-vata grant.* After the description of Soma’s
(Sasahka’s) reign and general disorder in Bengal, it is stated,

Nagaraja samahvayo Gaudaraja bhavisati

Ante tasya nrpe tistham jayadyavarnatadvisau / 750 /

Jayaswal is of opinion that the history of Bengal is again here

taken from the Nagas and comes with the explanation that ‘ the

name Jaya is quite in line with the Bharasiva Naga names and we
read on the coins, e.g. Haya, Traya, etc.' (p. 52). The Naga
king with ‘ jayddya’ undoubtedly refers to Jayanaga. From the
paleography of the Vappaghosa-vata grant of the time of Jayanaga
it can be said that his date cannot be far removed from that of

Sasahka. Even if it is to be conceded that after the description

of Sasahka’s reign the history of Bengal is again taken from the

time of the previous Naga kings, it seems that the author has con-

fused the name of Jayanaga with previous Naga kings and entered

his name in their list.

In course of the description of the long reign of Pra the following

events are narrated by the Tibetan text and are not to be found
in the Sanskrit text.*

Sathah para-vrttikaschauva Vindhyakuksinibasinah
Durgeti madhyadese to svayam rajyam akarsu / 829A /

Mahavisajaya jitva pragudak sarvatah sthitan

kesarinama tatha-anyah somakhyonrpo mrta / 82gB /

Tada Gaudajana bhinnSh ksatriyo raja tada
Raja-abhivardhamana jonmetiptavisti na saimsaya / 829C /

Jayaswal locates the treacherous princes of the Vindhya region

in Malwa but fails to identify them. He identifies ‘ mahavisajaya ’

with Jayanaga of the Vappaghosa grant. But it seems that these
events can be better explained by referring to the Ragholi plates

of Jayavardhana II,' the lord of the Vindhya country. Paleogra-
phically the Ragholi plates are to be assigned in the 7th-8th century.
These plates record the reigns and achievements of the kings of
Sailavaihsa. ^rivardhana appears to be first king of this family
and his son was born Sauvardhana who had three sons. One of them
killed the king of Pundra and another killed the king of Kail whose

» Ej).Ind., Vol. XVIII, p. 60.
* My imperfect knowledge in Tibetan does not permit me to follow the Tibetan

text in ori^nal and I have to be satisfied with the Sanskfit rendering of it by
Rahula Sankrtyayana.

* Ep. Ind., Vol. IX, p. 41. i
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son Jayavardhana I killed the king of Vindhya. His son Srivar-

dhana II and grandson Jayavardhana II were kings of Vindhya.

Srivardhana

I

Frithvivardhana

I

Sauvardhana

Un-named son not known Un-named son

(killed the king of Pundra) (killed the king of

Kasi)

Jayavardhana I

(killed the king of Vindhya)

Srivardhana II

Jayavardhana II

If Jayavardhana II is to be placed in the 7th-8th century A.D.

we shall not be very wrong in placing his grandfather Jayavar-
dhana I or his un-named great-grandfather in the last quarter of

the sixth century A.D. This Saila family was perhaps at first

subordinate to the imperial Guptas but in the latter half of the

sixth century declared themselves independent. ‘ Mahavisajaya
’

may be identified with Jayavardhana I. One branch of this

family became established in Bengal.

It remains to be answered how Kesari and Soma were referred

to in this connection. It has been suggested by Dr. Hira Dal *

that the Somavamsis of Orissa belonged to the family of the Soma-
vanisis of Kosala (Sripur, Raipur district, C.P.) who were ousted

from there and at a later period founded a kingdom in the Mahanadi
region. Mahasivagupta Balarjuna, the last Kuonen Somavamsi
king of Kosala, has been paleographically assigned to the Sth-qth
century A.D.* and he was preceded by six or seven generations of

kings at least and it may be inferred that the political fortunes of

this family were first established in the last part of the sixth century.

Again, Fleet proposed the identification of Janmejaya and Yayati
of the Somavamsi kings of Orissa with Janmejaya-Kesari and
Yayati-Kesari of the Madia Panjis * (chronicles). Fleet’s propo-
sition perhaps gains additional confirmation from the expression
‘ Keiarinamd tathd-anydh somdkhyo ’ of Manjusrimulakalpa and
also the identification proposed by Dr. Hira Dal.

» Ep. Ind., Vol. XI, p. i86. * Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 333-
» Ibid., p. 335-
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After the death of Pra (Prakataditya) two or three rtilers are

mentioned who all had very short reigns. One Rajyavardhana is

said to have reigned one year. Jayaswal identifies him with Raj-
yavardhana of Thaneswara, elder brother of Harsavardhana. This
identification seems to be doubtful because his successor's initial

is Dha who cannot be taken to be Harsa. Moreover, when Rajya
and Harsa have been mentioned (v. 719, 721) they have been referred

to only by their initials. It must be noted here that the author
is giving in this section the list of Gauda kings and incidentally

of those that were connected with the Gauda kings. 'Phis Rajya-
vardhana may be the 6aila prince who killed the Pundra king or

connected with him. The names of the 6aila kings ended in

Vardhana.
Rajyavardhana was succeeded by one Dha. Jayaswal identifies

him with the Valabhi king Dharasena IV and refers to the Mitak-
sara idea of Hindu Daw in support of his view (p. 67). To attempt
to solve the dynastic succession of history by reference to the Mitak-
sara system of Hindu Daw is novel and somewhat amusing. The
king Dha and Va (J. according to the Tibetan text) seem to be rulers

of Bengal who flourished after ^asahka and Jayanaga and
whose identification is almost impossible at the present state of our
knowledge.

Pramode Dae Paue.

SEWAI JAYSINGH OF AMBER, A.D. 1699-1743

Jay II, better known as Sewai Jaysingh, is reported to have
ascended the gadi of Amber in Samvat 1755=A.D. 1699. This was
the forty-second year of Aurangzeb’s reign and within some eight

years of the Mughal emperor’s death. According to traditions,

Jaysingh II occupied the throne of Amber for about forty-four

years and died in Samvat 1799=A.D. 1743. He is said to have
been faithful to Farrukhsiyar (1712-1719) and to have been appointed
the king’s lieutenant for the provinces of Agra and Malwa in succes-
sion. He was once more made governor of Malwa in A.D. 1732
during the reign of Muhammad Shah (1719-1748). See Todd,
An. Ant. Raj. (2nd ed., Madras, 1873), pp. 328-32.

It has been pointed out that, accor^ng to Todd, Sewai Jay-
singh, though he was a feudatory of the Mughal emperors of Dehli,
performed a horse-sacrifice, and that therefore subordinate rulers

could also celebrate the Asvamedha. I have elsewhere tried to
prove that an Asvamedha could be performed only by an indepen-
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dent (not by a subordinate) ruler and that therefore the celebration

of it by a feudatory chief only signifies his assertion of independence.

According to my view, if Sewai Jaysingh performed any horse-

sacrifice at all, he must have assumed independence before its cele-

bration. In the present note I am going to show that Sewai Jay-
singh most probably did not celebrate any Asvamedha and that he
was certainly not a vassal of the Mughal emperors of Delhi during

the later years of his reign.

Let us first quote the words of Todd himself. ‘ Among the

vanities of the founder of Amber, it is said that he intended to get

up the ceremony of the Aswamedha yuga or “ sacrifice of the horse
”

a rite which his research into the traditions of his nation must have
informed him had he entailed destruction on all who had attempted
it, from the days of Janameja the Pindu, to Jaichand the last Raj-

poot monarch of Canouj ’ {op. cit., p. 339).

It will be seen that Todd only speaks of probabilities
—

‘ it is

said ’, ‘he intended to ’, etc. It is moreover a known fact now
that Todd who wrote early in the nineteenth century and had scarcely

any means of testing the authenticity of bardic tales is not accurate

in his details. The very passage quoted above from Todd shows
that the celebrated author made at least three statements which
are not borne out by authentic history. Firstly, he calls Sewai
Jaysingh ‘ the founder of Amber ’. This is wrong ;

because Jay-
singh was the founder of Jaypur or Jaynagar, and not of Amber.
Secondly, he mentions Gahadavala Jayaccandra as ‘ the last Rajpoot
monarch of Canouj '. It is however now definitely known that the
last Gahadavala king of Kanauj was not Jayaccandra, but his son
Harischandra who, as is known from the Machhlishahr and Bel-

khara inscriptions, ruled as a Parama-bhaUdraka-Mahdrdjddhirdja-
Parameivara at least up to Samvat i257=A.D. 1200 {J.A.S.B.,

1911, pp. 763-65). Thirdly, he credits Gahadavala Jayaccandra
with the celebration of an Asvamedha like the Pandava king
Janamejaya. No historian has ever suggested that Jayaccandra
performed any horse-sacrifice. He is never credited with the
Asvamedha in any of the numerous GahadavMa records, nor in
any other work that refers to him. Bardic traditions however
report that Jayaccandra performed a Rajasuya yajna along with
the svayamvara of his daughter, the celebrated Samyogita or Sam-
yukta. It is not known whether the report of the traditions may
be treated as authentic history. It is however clear that Todd
(possibly following the bards) confused the Rajasuya and Asva-
medha sacrifices. We are possibly to suppose that, according to
traditions, Sewai Jaysingh of Amber made a yajna-idld to celebrate
the Rajasuya sacrifice in imitation of his name-sake, Gahadavala
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Jayaccandra of Kanauj. We therefore think it perfectly reasonable

to doubt the authenticity of the statement that Sewai Jaysingh
actually celebrated the horse-sacrifice.

The second point is whether Sewai Jaysingh remained a vassal

of the Mughal emperors all through his fife. It is admitted by all

writers on Mughal history that within less than twenty years after

the death of Aurangzeb in 1707 the actual possessions of the so-

called emperors of Dehh became hmited within the district round
the walls of their capital, and that after the invasion of Nadir Shah
in 1739 no power of the emperors was left in Rajputana. We need
not go into details. It will suffice to refer to Prof. Jadunath Sarkar
who says, ‘ The invasion of Nadir Shah dealt such a shattering

blow to the empire of Dehli that after it the imperial authority was
totally eliminated from Rajputana in all but the name. The Rajput
princes were left entirely to themselves . . .' {Fall of the

Mughal Empire, p. 279). We doubt if it survived even in name in

the territory over which Sewai Jaysingh ruled.

The tradition recorded by Todd does not assign any date to

the celebration of Asvamedha by Sewai J aysingh. If he performed
any Asvamedha at all he might have done it after 1739 and before

1743. It is interesting in this connection to note that Todd himself

takes the celebration of the sacrifice as a ‘ virtual assumption of

universal supremacy’ {op. cit., p. 339). He also says, ‘
. . . .

amidst revolution, the destruction of the empire, and the meteoric
rise of the Mahrattas, he (i.e. Jaysingh) not only steered through
the dangers, but elevated Amber above all the principalities around
. . .

.’ {op. cit., p. 331).
That Sewai Jaysingh defied imperial authority even before

1739 is proved by the following facts. In the war of succession
that followed the death of Aurangzeb, he attached himself to prince
Bidar Bakht, son of Ajam Shah, and declared him successor of
Aurangzeb. For this opposition. Amber was sequestered and an
imperial governor sent to take its possession

; but J aysingh entered
his states sword in hand, drove out the imperial garrisons, and
formed a league with Ajitsingh of Marwar for their mutual preser-
vation (Todd, op. cii., p. 328). That he had independent political
relations with neighbouring states is also proved by the fact that
he did ‘ dispossess the Birgoojur of Deoti and Rajore wliich were
added to his dominions

; they embraced all the tract now called
Macherri ’ {op. cit., p. 337-38).

The only proof of Sewai Jaysingh’s vassalage to the Delhi
emperors is that, according to traditions, he was successively the
governor of Agra and Malwa and was made governor of MalwS a
second time in 1732 under Muhammad Shah. The great Maratha
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leader, the Peshwa, snatched away the provinces of Gujarat and
Malwa from Muhammad Shah who issued a farman bestowing the

ndih subahddri on the Peshwa. The Maratha leader replied that
‘ though the chauth of the whole of Hindusthan was his due, he
would be satisfied with the above two subahs

’

(J. Sarkar, op. cit.,

p. 277). Will any student of Maratha history beheve that the

great Peshwa, formally the ndib subahddr of Muhammad Shah,
was a feudatory of the rots faineants of Dehli ? Again, the so-called

Mughal emperors occupied the throne of Dehli as late as A.D. 1858
when Bahadur Shah II (1837-1858) was deposed, and the East
India Company pretended to rule in the name of the Mughal
emperors. Would it justify us to suppose that that Governor-
Generals of the East India Company were feudatory to the puppet
emperors of Dehli ?

We therefore hold that the suggestions that Sewai Jaysingh of

Amber performed a horse-sacrifice and that he was a feudatory of

the Mughal emperors all through his life (or at the time of cele-

brating the supposed Asvamedha) are both inadmissible. (Some
points in this note were suggested to the author by Prof. H. C. Ray-
chaudhuri.)

Dines Chandra Sircar.

THE MANDASORE INSCRIPTION OF THE SILK-
WEAVERS’ GUILD ^

The inscription gives Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman as
the names of the suzerain and the local ruler respectively in M.E.
493, when the temple was built by the silk-weavers.* But it does
not mention any ruler in M.E. 529, the year when the temple was
repaired, and the inscription was composed and incised. This
procedure being uncommon has led to the following suggestions ‘ :

—

^ Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, No. 18.

1 v. 23.

I

WnsrfifTNi < V. 26.

*^ Mr. Pannalal's article in the Hindustan Review, Jan. 1918, Mr. Banerji’s
article in the Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, Vol. I, p. 79, and Mr. D. B.
Diskallar

; article in J.B.B.R.A.S., Vol. II. (N.S.). p. 176. and his Selections from
Sanskrit Inscriptions, Vol. I, Part II, p. 64.
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()
‘ The locative absolute in the phrase Kumaragupta Prthi-

vim pra&dsati in v. 23 should be taken in connection

with the incident of repairing the temple for the first

time ;

()
‘ The poet might have meant to take the locative absolute

phrase Kumaragupta prthivim prasdsati with reference to

both the incidents of building the temple in 493 and
repairing it in 529, on both the occasions the sovereign

king bore the same name Kumaragupta.’

The suggestions are, however, far fetched. The text states

without the least possibility of ambiguity that Kumaragupta was
the suzerain, and Bandhuvarman the local ruler when the temple

was built, and is with equal unambiguity silent about the rulers at

the centre and in Malwa, when it was rebuilt in M.E. 529.* And if

this silence requires an adequate explanation, it is to be found not

in the above suggestions, but in the right interpretation of the verse.

It has been translated by Mr. Diskalkar as follows :
‘ In the course

of a long time, and under other kings, part of the temple fell into

disrepair But the significance of the instrumental case in

and the passive voice in a form formed from the parasmaipadi

root ^ of the 9th conjugation, can be brought out fully, only if we

translate the verse as follows :
‘ After much time had passed, a

part of this building was destroyed by other kings ’. Mr. Diskalkar
and others have perhaps translated the verse wrongly by regarding

^ as an dtmanepadl root of the 4th conjugation, which it is not at

least according to the Siddhdnta-kaumudt of Bhattoji Diksita.* Nor
can it be argued that is the form of the root

for in that case the expression should have been

instead of found in the verse. Further, their trans-

lation may be regarded as defective for the additional reason that it

connects an adjective in the singular number with irrfiSf*,

1 See the two verses quoted above, and verses 37, 38, etc. of the inscription.
• V. 36.
• Selectionsfrom Sanskrit Inscriptions, Vol. I, Part II, p. 72.
• See the Nimaya sagara edition, p. 229.
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a noun in the plural, while the general rule is that a noun and its

defining word should be of the same number.
Taking, therefore, our translation as correct, let us now see

which king or kings could have destroyed a part of the sun temple

at Mandasore. Such a procedure on part of Hindu kings being

unusual or even rare, we might naturally infer that they were
foreigners and most probably the Huns, who, as shown by the abrupt
debasement of Skandagupta’s coinage in his latter years, began
re-invading India about 522 M.E., and conquered the western regions

of the Gupta empire. Nothing was sacred to these barbarians,

and they must have raged many a fine temple to the ground. In
M.E. 529, the year of repairing the sun temple of Mandasore, western
Malwa was most probably in an unsettled condition. It had perhaps
passed out of the hands of the Guptas, the local and extremely
popular dynasty of the Varmans had become extinct, and the

Hunas had not fully settled down. It was a period of transition,

when all the kingdoms of Northern India were in the melting pot.

The silk-weavers had built their temple in M.E. 493. WitWn 36
years, that is, by M.E. 529, such a stately and massive temple as

described in the inscription could not have fallen into disrepair by
itself. The Huns destroyed one of its parts, and the silk-weavers,

while repairing the temple, refrained deliberately, I think, from
mentioning the name of the ruler of these vandals who, though in

temporary military occupation of the province, were thoroughly
detested by the people in Western Malwa. They liked much more
their old rulers under whom they had prospered, and naturally

enough sang their glories even after their dynasty had been extin-

guished by the Huns. To them Visvavarman had been ‘ a very
tree of plenty and the friend of his countrymen,’* and his son
Bandhuvarman, a brother as it were to his countrymen. * But in M.E.
529, he was merely the subject of a sad memory to his enemies'

wives,* and the country was under the detested Mlecchas ; and
this, we believe, accounts for the non-mention of the rulers at the
time of rebuilding the sun temple at Mandasore.

Dasharatha Sharma.

1 V. 25.

* See V. 26 quoted above.
* See verse 28.
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THE STONE OF PERENG, 785 SAKA

This stone-inscription was found at Pereng which lies about
2 kilometres to the south-east of Prambanan. The place is in the
neighbourhood of the foot of the southern mountain-ranges between
the Kraton of Ratu baka and Candi Sujiwan.^ The inscription

first came to the possession of Mr. Klaring at Jogjakarta. In 1890,

the Batavia museum recorded the accession of this stone under
D. 77.* According to Cohen Stuart,® it measures about 96x42 c.m.

A photo of this inscription was taken by Van Kinsbergen^ as

early as 1865. We also find reference to three impressions of this

record in the Notulen for 1869, Bijl. N. Dr. Cohen Stuart who
published a complete transcription of this record in his KO XXIII
(1875) handled this inscription in TBG, 18 (1868-72), pp. 89-117.

In the following year (1873), the Sanskrit portions of this inscription

were handled by Prof. Kem* who has also published a complete
facsimile based upon the photo of Van Kinsbergeu. The latest

reading and translation of the record have been furnished by
Poerbatjaraka* in 1926. As the conception of scholars varies very
widely regarding the contents of this inscription, I have tried

to solve the outstanding problems in the present edition of the
record.

The inscription opens with some laudatory verses to ^iva and
records that in 785 6aka, the raka of Walaing (viz.) Pu Kumbhayoni
offered a sawah for a religious foundation. The concluding portions

indicate that the god-house called Bhadraloka was founded by
Kalasaja and a desire is expressed that his descendants may obtain
therein an abode and life-subsistence.

The opening section of the inscription is written in Sanskrit
verses, forming three stanzas in Arya metre. In the concluding
portion of the inscription from 1. 17, four Sanskrit verses are written
in two more strophes of Arya metre. The other portions of the
record are written in Old-Javanese prose.

* Notulen, 24 (1886), p. 79. The record was previously wrongly described as
the stone of Klaring and the stone of Prambanan.

* Notulen, 28 (1890), p. 44 ;
Rapp., igii, p. 6o.

* KO, p. XIV.
* In Ws collection of photos, this numbered 182.
® TBG, 20 (1873), pp. 219-230 ; VG, VI, pp. 277-290.
* Agastya, pp. 45-51. For further references, see Verbeek, Oudheden, pp.

164 ff., 191. Among later contributions, one is referred to BKI, 75 (1919), pp. 14-
19 ; Slrom, Geschiedenis, pp. 165-166.
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TEXT

1. yata utpannam visvam yatra ca jatam vilinam api yatra
2. tasmai namo bhagavate sivSiya * ^ivakarine tubhyam

||

3. pathagapi duradurita sunyapi hitapradanimisapumna
4. siwira vrtapyatiputa * sila * yato janmibhih pujya

||

5. yavat kbe ravisaiinau yavad dhatri * catussamu^avrta
6. yavaddasadisi ® vayus tavad bhaktir walaing namnah

||

7. swasti ^akawarsatita 785 magha masa ^uklapaksa
8. trtiya * somawara tatkala rake walaing pu kumbhayo
9. ni puyut. sang ratu i halu pakwiannira i ’ jangluran. ma

10. weh sawah i wukiran. tampah alih i tamwa hurang ngaran ni

11. kanang sawah dmak carua * sang hyang winaya uwang sang
pamgat.

12. mehhakan. ikanang sawah sang tuha kalang pu nista gusti

13. si unggah winkas. si maniksa parujar. kalih si ara si

14. manggah tunggu kuwu si wsi wahuta si mitra sang tang-
undaha

15. ni inajar. raken mapatih kalih wadihati makudur. ti

16. ruan. asing muput. iking sima upadrawa brahmahatya *

17. vihite kalasajanamna bhadralokahvaye vivudhage
18. he, tasyatha putrapotrah bhavantu labdhestapadajivah

j]

anya
19. cca

II
jagatam sivamastu” sada, bho dvija rajnam tatha

sivaratanam.

20. srutibhaktidanadharmma bhavantu naratirogersy^
li

21. tunggang daw^t langka s6r6h wulakanni wala walaing lo

22. dwang wanwanirang dhiman. kumbhayoni ngarannira

TRANSLATION

I. Wherefrom all originated and wherein (all) are born, wherein
(all) merge again,'*

* Cohen Stuart’s ciwa° appears to be due to a printing mistake.
* Cohen Stuart’s ciwira® and Poerbatjaraka’s ^iwara® appear to be due to print-

ing mistakes.
* In KO, XXIII

: 4, this is misprinted as cita. * Read : dhatri.
® “did is a misprint in Cohen Stuart’s edition.

* Read : ®ya. ’ °kdi° ? [Cohen Stuart].
® This is an ingenious reading of Dr. Poerbatjaraka.
* The correct Sanskrit form is ; °tya.

The Sanskrit form is “pautrah, but in Old-Jav. au is sometimes received by 0.
“ °dwa is a misprint in Cohen Stuart’s edition.

Poerbatjaraka remarks {Agastya, p. 46) that here Trim&rtti is represented
in one person.
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2. to Thee they pray, to $iva, the Lord, to you, the doer of good.

3. Though it is placed on the way, (this) stone keeps off the

wicked far from itself ; though empty, it is fuU of bliss-

bestowing wakefulness
;

^

4. though surrounded by ^ivira,^ (this) stone is extremely sacred ;

this is He (who is) to be worshipped by mortals.’*

5. As long as the Sun and the Moon endure in the sky, as long

as the earth is surrounded by the four oceans,

6. as long as the wind (pervades) the ten quarters, so long

shall endure the devotion of him whose name is Walaing/
7. Hail ! The Saka year expired, 785, the month of Magha,

third day of the bright half of the month,
8. Monday. At that time, the raka of Walaing (viz.) Fu

Kumbhayoni ®

' Kern translates the phrase by ‘ full of celestial beings *.

^ ^ivira usually means * camp, tent The sense is not applicable here unless

we postulate that the stone was placed in a tent (as against brick-temples) and was,

therefore, exposed to the untouchables. Is it possible, after all, that iivira is a
copyist's mistake for iavera, a class of hunters who are deemed untouchables
in Hindu legal systems ? For the remarks of Kern, see VG, VI, pp. 281-82.

® Poerbatjaraka's emendation of atiputd Hid into aUp-utdHld is unacceptable.

Firstly, it cannot be hahuvrlhi, such as Poerbatjaraka thinks ; secondly, the
suggested emendation violates the metre ; thirdly, when Hid itself is mentioned,
the introduction of Durga is unnecessary.

* Kem translates {op. cit., p. 281) the verse as, . . . so long they honour
him whose name is Walaing '. The use of genitive in namnah makes me
doubtful of Kern's translation. I consider the text to run as :

*
. . . tdwad

walaing-namnah {janasya) hhaktih {varddhayeta).* This walaing refers to the taka
of Walaing (viz.) Pu Kumbhayoni.

* This appears to be the name of a person. At any rate, Agastya-Kumbhayoni
is not intended here. This view appears reasonable from the following considera-
tions :

() Pu Kumbhayoni is called here ' the great grandson of the king of

Halu '. The same epithet will never be applicable to Agastya.

() It is difficult to understand why, among all Javanese inscriptions,

in this instance only we shall find a deity as the donor of sawah-s.
Dr. Poerbatjaraka has offered not a very happy explanation for this

phenomenon.
(c) Excepting accidental similarity of names there is nothing to prove

that the great seer is aimed here.
(d) If Agastya was intended, we should have expected the use of the

honorific sang or sang hyang instead of Pu, as they are more appro-
priate than pu.

Dr. Bosch, while rightly criticizing Poerbatjaraka in TBG, 67, pp. 471-472,
};Las fallen back on his well-known theory {TBG, 64, pp. 236!!.) to explain Agastya-
problems raised by this inscription. It would have been better if the process was
reversed.

In this connexion see Krom in BKI, 75, p. 14!?., Geschiedenis, p. i66.
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the great grandson* of the king of Halu, with his wife (?)

from Jangluran,*

10. offered the saze'aA-field at Wukiran (measuring) two tampah-s.

Tamwa hurang is the name of

11. the sawah (and this) gift has to be used for cam-offering

by the Rev. teacher Winaya (or, the Rev. teacher of

Discipline). Sang Pamgat
12. gave away the sawaA-field (in the presence of) Sang-tuha

kalang ® (viz.) Pu Nista, the gusti (viz.)

13. Si Unggah, the winkas (viz.) Si Maniksa, both the parujar-s

(viz.) Si Ara (and) Si

14. Manggah, the tunggu kuwu * (viz.) Si Wsi, the wahuta (viz.)

Si Mitra. As pronouncers
15. of curse (were present) both the raken^ mapatih-s, the

wadihati, the makudur (and) the ti-

16. man. (The curse is) : who violates this free-hold may
experience the punishment (that accrues) from the murder
of a Br^mana.

17. After the god-house called BhadrMoka* was founded by
the one named Kalasaja,’

18. may his* sons and grandsons (i.e., descendants) also obtain

therein an abode and life-subsistence according to desire.

Moreover

—

19. Always it may go well with the people, O Brahmana, as

also with the kings and those who are engaged in doing

good (or, who are devoted to 6iva) !

^ According to Poerbatjaraka, * the great grandfather \ Bosch {TBG, 67,

pp. 470-71) translates :
‘ Kumbhayoni, highly honoured by the king of Halu . .

.*

* The translation of this clause is provisional. Jangluran may be the name
of a place. C/. Stutterheim in TBG, 65, p. 215. Dr. Poerbatjaraka's translation,

viz., ‘
. . . whose (Kumbhayoni's) mother’s bosom is the urine-pot . .

is awkward.
^ lyit. the older of the kalang-s.
* The watchman of the village.
® Raken mapatih is rather unusual. We generally find rake mapatih,
® This may refer to the house of (Bhadresvara-)linga, as this stone is described

in the opening Sanskrit strophes to be placed on the way, thus in an unguarded
place.

’ As KalasajassKumbhayoni, the former refers to the raka of Walaing (viz.)

Pu Kumbhayoni, and not to the seer Agastya. The writer has used here merely
a synonym to indicate Pu Kumbhayoni. TWs becomes more clear by the import
of the following line.

® ' His ' undoubtedly refers to Kalasaja (=Pw Kumbhayoni). If so, ' soc^
and grandsons’ necessarily refers to those of (Pu) Kalasaja»

P

m Kumbhayoni.
It would indeed be disconcerting to find the seer Agastya founding a temple in 785
Saka, where his ' sons and grandsons ' (I 1) will obtain life-subsistence.
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20. May learning, devotion, charity, virtue be (here), not enemy,
disease (and) jealousy

!

21. Tunggang, Dawet, Langka, S6r6h, the waterfall of Wala,
W^aing, * IvO-

22. dwang are the desa-s of the wise one whose name is

Kumbhayoni.
Himansu Bhusan Sarkar.

THE DAMIj^AS

Thanks to the labours of Kanakasabhai Pillai, Krishnaswami
Aiyangar, Borenzo, Barnett, Slater, Dubreuil, Dikshitar, Saletore

and others, for their valuable investigations into the South Indian
history. Here we have attempted for the first time to furnish

an account of the Damifas as far as can be gathered from Hinayana
and Mahayana Buddhist texts. The Damijas commonly known
as the Tamils were a powerful South Indian tribe. The word
‘ Dravidian ’ comes from an ethnic name ‘ Dravida ’ or ‘ Dramida ’

or ‘ Damija ’. The Damilas were a warlike people. They had two
settlements on both sides of the Ganges as it is apparent from the
Pali chronicles. It is interesting to note that a Vinaya Commentary
called Vimativinodani was written by Kassapa Thera who was an
inhabitant of the kingdom of Damija.* The Damijas were dis-

respectful to the Buddhist thupas.*

The island of Banka was troubled very much by the Damijas
who became very turbulent. Dutthagamani, a powerful king of

Ceylon, fought with them,* killed* many of them and afterwards
brought them under control.* He decided to drive them out of
the island of Banka. He marched with a mighty army against
them and inflicted a crushing defeat upon them.* He conquered
them once again on the other side of the Ganges and stayed for 4
months in the city called Mahagamani.® Another powerful king of

^ It is probable that the title raka of Walaing, i.e., lord of Walaing is derived
from the name of this place. It might have been the residential place of Kumbha-
yoni. Over Walaing, see also Krom, BKI, 75, p. 16 ; also OV, 1923, p. 34.

* Sa^avamsa, 33. » Mahavamsa Tika, p. 447.
* Ibid., p. 24. 6 p.
* Ibid., pp. 100, 437.
1 Cf. Thupavaijisa, vide my History of Pali Biterature, p. 577.
8 Mahavaqisa ^J^a, p. 476.
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Ceylon, Dutthagamani Abhaya, after defeating 32 Damija kings

and having obtained coronation at Anuradhapura did not sleep

for a month on account of great delight7 He who himself was a

great warrior, accompanied by ten great heroes, fought with the

Damila king named Elara and became victorious.® He again

defeated the Damilas at Mahiyangana where he built the golden

cetiya and worshipped it.* He fought with them and captured a

DarnUa named Catta besides many other Damilas, e.g., Mahakottha,
Gavara, Tala, Bhanaka and Gamani. Many Damijas were also

killed by Velusumanano.‘ Dutthagamani became the undisputed
ruler of Ceylon after defeating the thirty Damila kings and freed the

island from foreign domination.* King Kakavanna Tissa also fought

with the Damilas at Mahiyangana where he built a golden thupa.®

In order to put a check on the Damilas he kept guards at the fords

of the Mahagahga.' It so happened that once the Damilas escaped
death by taking shelter in a city called Vijitanagara.* The Damilas
had a fight with Vehisumana but they were slain in large number.*
A Damila named Giriya was killed in a fight.** The Damilas then
entered the city conquered by Tissa and fought with the frontier

king of Kolambalaka. King Pandukabhaya promised to get back
his lost kingdom by destroying the Damilas. *

* Anuradhapura was for

sometime under the rule of some Damilas.** A Damila named
Pulahattha ruled this city for three years and appointed a Damila
named Bahiya as his Commander.*® A Damila named Dathika was
killed and lost his sovereignty at Anuradhapura.** Having conquered
Suratissa, the two Damilas, Sena and Gutta, ruled the island of

Tyahka for 22 years.** Abhaya, son of Siddhatissa, killed a Damila
named Sathika.** The island of Lanka was ruled by five Damila
kings for 14 years and 7 months, Vatthagamani after kiUing Damila
Dathika*’ and Damila Pandu, after HUing Mittasena.** We further

notice that two Damilas named Pithiya and Rajamittaka were
killed in a fight.** The Damilas were again killed by Mana.*“ They
were defeated and slain by Kulasekhara.** The stronghold, Sem-

1 Sumangalavilasini, p. 640.
® Thupavaipsa, p. 59.
® Ibid., p. 63.
’’

Mahavaqisa Tika, p. 448.
• Ibid., p. 475.

** Ibid., p. 614.
** Mahavaipsa Commentary, p. 617.
“ Dipavatpsa, p. 99.

Ibid., p. 103.
*• Ibid., pp. 24, 61.
*» Ibid., p. 78.

* Mahabodhivaipsa, p. 133.
* Ibid., p. 60.
* Ibid., p. 58.
* Ibid., p. 475.

Ibid., p. 479.
« Ibid., p. 616.
** Mahavaipsa, Chapter XXXIII.

Ibid., p. 91.
** Culavanisa, p. 22.
*• Ibid., p. 71.
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ponmari, was conquered after defeating the Damilas.‘ A Damija
general named Ariyacakkavatti was a dignitary of great power.

He laid waste the kingdom of Ceylon, entered the proud stronghold,

the town of Subhagiri, seized all the sacred treasures including the

sacred tooth-reUc and returned with them to Pandu kingdom.*
Anula who was enamoured of Damila Vatuka killed Siva with

poison and gave the reign to Vatuka who made Aniila his queen.

Anula afterwards killed Vatuka when she fell in love with a wood-
cutter named Tissa. She again fell in love with a Damila named
Niliya, killed the woodcutter and gave the sovereignty to Niliya

who was also killed by her.*

A careful study of the Buddhist texts shows that the Damilas
were a fighting people always engaged in constant strifes with the
Ceylonese. They are described as anariya or uncultured. ‘ Might
is right ’ was their policy which they rigidly followed with the

result that they were defeated and mercilessly massacred in almost

all their battles with the Sinhalese as we read in the Mahavamsa
Commentary * that the Damilas were killed in so large a number
that the water of a tank became red on account of a profuse flow

of Damila blood. They are said to have used red-hot iron balls

and molten pitch against their enemies.®

The literary tradition of Ceylon does not clearly say as to who
these Damila invaders were or from which part of India they came
over to Ceylon. It is only in connection with a particular Damila
General, we are told, that he returned with all booties to the Pandu
country, the land of the Pandyas in the south. If anything sub-
stantial can really be built on this meagre fact, it would be that the
Damilas who made excursions into the island of Lanka from time
to time belonged to Pandya which occupied the southernmost part
of India opposite to Ceylon. The said tradition keeps us entirely

in the dark as to whether those Damilas were sent with expeditions
by the king of Pandu or they were a race of marauders who under-
took those expeditions on their own initiative. The commentaries
of Buddhaghosa distinguish the Damilas from the Yavanas and
Kiratas on one hand and from the Andhras on the other. The
relation between the Damila country and Ceylon was not always
inimical. The account of Vijaya distinctly brings out that there
existed a matrimonial alliance between the ruler of Lahka and that
of Pandya. It is also mentioned that there was a very early settle-

ment in Ceylon of skilled craftsmen and families of the eighteen

^ Ibid., p. 85.
* Mahavaipsa 'fika, p. 626.
* Mahavaipsa Tika, p. 477.

* Ibid., p. 204.

p. 482.
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guilds all from Pandya.* There existed similarly a close cultural

relationship and constant intercourse between south India and
Ceylon ; the notable centres of Buddhist learning mentioned in

Pali works being Kaveripattana, Madhura and Kancipura.

B. C. lyAW.

A NOTE ON THE WORD ‘ AYAKA KHAMBHAS ’

Dr. Vogel states at page 2 of Epi. Ind. XX, that the Ayaka
Khambhas had no structural function. They are utilized for the
purposes of sculpturing in low relief, well-known Buddhist emblems,
and for carving dedicatory inscriptions. He further states that the

Ayaka Khambha is a technical term by which such pillars were
known. In the glossary given at the end of his article he gives the

words Ayaka and Ayika, and states that they are equal to

Ayyaka and Ayyikd, and that their Sanskrit forms are, respectively,

Xryaka and Xryikd. Beyond this, he states nowhere in his article,

what the exact meaning is. In a footnote given on page 2 he
.states “ The word Ayaka occurs also in the compounds Dakhin-
Jyaka (Burgess, Amarabati, etc., page 86, plate DX, No. 47) and
Uttarayaka, (ibid., page 93) which have been rendered the South
Entrance and the North gate”. It is questionable whether this

translation is correct. The word ” gate ” is rendered by the word
Dara (Skt. Dvara). Most probably the word Ayaka indicates that

part of the monument where the Ayaka Khambhas were placed.

We also find that almost all the scholars who have dealt with the

language of the inscriptions have found it difficult to indicate the
exact meaning of the word Ayaka. The meaning of the word
Khambha is clear. It means only a pillar. Then what is the

meaning of the word Ayaka ? Much confusion is arisen, by think-
ing that this word Ayika is the prakrit form of the Sanskrit word
Aryaka. The real clue to the meaning of the word does not lie

there. The last letter of the word Ayaka, is only a pratyaya.
The word Arya is formed by A-fI=to go, and means approach
or arrival, and we find this root in the Veda, in the indeclin-

able form of Ayat or Ayin, which means coming or approaching
near. Then the Ayaka means approach or entrance, or gate, and
when compounded with the word Khambha, it means a pillar

erected near the gate.

^ Mahavaifisa, Chap. 7.
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In the Pali Dictionary of Rhys Davids and Stede, the meaning

of the word Ayaka is clearly given as ‘ AYA (Skt. Aya : A+I)
Coming in, entrance. M. III-93. Ayamukha means entrance or

Agamana magga.’

It is evident that near the gate, there used to be four gates

exactly at the cardinal points round a Stupa, in the railing. The
Sanchi Stupa had four such gates. All the Southern Chaityas,

including the famous Amaravati Stupa, had such gates. But the

setting up of five pillars over the balcony protruding on to the

procession path, was a special feature of the Andhra Stupas. The
North Indian Stupas had neither such a balcony nor such a set of

five pillars over it. That this word Ayaka was in current use during

those days as meaning an entrance or gate is clear from the words
quoted above Vttarayaka and Dakshinayaka. Thus the word can
only mean northern gate and southern gate. Dr. Vogel is not

correct in thinking that the rendering of the word gate can only be
‘ Dwara ’ and nothing else. It is also clear that this compound
Ayaka Khambha had not any technical meaning in the beginning,

for, we find another synonym Chetiya Khambha in the inscriptions

found in the Amaravati Stupa. (See Burgess, Amaravati, etc.,

plate 45, 1-4.) In later times it is evident from the inscriptions

discovered at Nagarjunakonda, that these pillars were known
generally as Ayaka pillars or pillars set up over the entrance.

They were five in number and probably represented either the
Pancha Nikayas or the five signs indicative of Buddhism.

Vaddadi Apparao.



REVIEWS

THE TRANSFORMATION OF NATURE IN ART. By Ananda K. Coomara-
swamy. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetta, 1934.

Mr. Coomaraswamy*s contributions in the domain of art are well known. In

the present treatise, a collection of seven essays, the author has brought together,

from the wide field of Sanskrit and Pali literature as well as from other sources,

a vast amount of material in order to present his views regarding Asiatic art in

general and Indian art in particular. The book opens with a statement of eastern

aesthetic theory based mai^y on Indian and Chinese sources, and offers, in the first

chapter, a basis for a general theory of art co-ordinating oriental and occidental

points of view. We have next a presentation of Meister Eckhart’s view of art which
has points of affinity with Indian modes of thought. The parallelism leads the

author to conclude that there was a time when the East and the West could and
actually did understand each other very well. We have next a collection, mainly

from non-technical literature, of extracts and passages in which the reaction of the

general public to works of art is reported, ‘ partly as a contribution to the vocabu-
lary of criticism, but more with a view of showing how the art was actually regarded

by those for whom it was made \ A genuine appreciation of Indian art requires,

according to our author, the qualities of the Pandita, the bhakia, the rasika, the

dchdrya, and the alpa-buddhijana, that is to say, the man of learning, the man of

faith, the connoisseur, the master of technique and the simple folk. The author

gives us next his own interpretation of several verses of the Sukramtisdra, dealing

with the making of images, and emphasizes the view that Indian art aims at some-
thing quite other than the copying of Nature. Indian dchdryas, in his opinion,

propounded a purely scholastic theory and hieratic conception of what is lovely

or beautiful, and nowhere admits the validity of individual taste. The penultimate

chapters are devoted to a discussion of certain technical expressions like Parok^a and
Abhdsa. The concluding chapter is a dissertation on the origin and use of images
in India. Copious notes and a useful bibliography have been appended to the text.

An interesting feature of the work is the addition of a Sanskrit glossary and of a
list of Chinese characters. Though one may not agree with all that the author says

about Indian aesthetic theory the book is a valuable addition to the literature on
art. Unfortunately it contains a few misprints, e.g., ffaUening for flattening

(p. 150) and an for in (p, 157, line 2),

GonAPCHANDRA RAYCHAUDHURI.

A MANUAL OF HINDU ASTROLOGY (Correct casting of horoscopes) : By B.

V. Raman, M.D. (Horn.), with a foreword by Suryonarain Rao, B.A., and a
short introduction by Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastiilu, Ph.D. Pp. 123. Price Rs. 4.

It is a small treatise on Astronimico-Astrology of elementary nature intended
to assist the student in his calculations in correctly casting horoscopes. It consists

of 12 chapters beginning with definitions of the Zodiac, the Edeptic etc. and ending
with a chapter on ‘ The Shodasavargas ' written in a very simple non-technical

language and as such is expected to be useful to the beginner.

Tte eaq>osition of difficult subjects such as Graha sphu^a, Bhaba sphuta, La^a
sphu^ is very clear and direct. The discussion on casting the horoscope according
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to the English and Hindu Methods is veiy intelligent. Small notes on Varga, Rasi,

Drekkan, etc., have been provided. A list of latitudes and longitudes and an Index

of technical terms used finish the book. These are all very useful. But the most
important part of the book is the author^s introduction. This is a direct valu-

able contribution to Hindu Astrology. In my review of Dr. Role's Book on
* Virpshottari Dasa ' in Indian Culture (vol. II, p. 375), I remarked that the explana-

tion as to how the ancients without the aid of any telescopes or other artificid aids

could read the motions and other particulars of Heavenly bodies with precision and
arrange them in orders as found in the ‘ Dasha systems ' lay in the fact that they

got informations through ‘ Yoga ' in a revealed form. I am glad to see that the

present author has supported my theory. The plane of observation employed by
them was certainly quite different from the modem scientists. The art of Yoga
was peculiar to them. Not being satisfied with the nature of phenomena revealed

by glasses and other material objects, they dived deep into the unfathomable depths

of Yoga by means of which they were able to see things in their reality, face to face.

The first sutra in the Grahanirnaya Bakarana of the Bhowtika sutras in ' Darpa-
nemithya Vadaha ' means that objects at a distance viewed through glasses always
present forms which really do not represent their true state or nature. This clearly

suggests, that to get at truth so far as the celestial and distant objects are concerned,

we must view them by something other than glasses as there are many media
between them and the earth, whose refracting and dispersing powers we do not
know much about. Thus they had the gift of Yoga, the fragments of which we see

even unto this day, which helped them to a great extent in their expeditions in un-
veiling the mysteries surrounding the phenomenon of the celestial bodies. We
fully agree with him, nay we go further and say that the two great demons that
stand between us and real knowledge or truth are Time and Space. The Ancient
Maharsis by a process of Yoga managed to annihilate them and came face to face

with Truth ; that is why they were named ' Trikaladarshi '. This applies not only to

Astrology but to every branch of human knowledge studied by them. We are

glad that the author has approached the subject with a reverence that it thoroughly
deserves.

P. C. Ray.

PREHISTORIC ANCIENT AND HINDU INDIA. By R. D. Banerji, M.A.,
late Manindra Chandra Nundy Professor of Ancient Indian History and
Culture, Benares Hindu University, etc. Blackie and Son (India) limited,

1934. PP- xvi-f-319 -f Index.

This posthumous publication which is intended for young students of Indian
colleges, is the work of the late Mr. R. D. Banerji. A perusal of this book gives
ample proof to his successfully performing the different task of marshalling most,
though not all, of the relevant facts and figures of the ancient and early mediaeval
periods of Indian History.

This work contains some of his favourite theories. Thus we find, Samudragupta
‘ had an elder brother, named Kacha

' (p. 162) ; Chandravarman of the Allahabad
Pillar inscription of vSamudragupta is the Chandravarman, who * was the King of
Pushkarana, probably modem Pokaran in the Jodhpur State ' and who ' in-

vaded Western Bengal and left a record of his conquest there on the Susunia Hill
in the Bankura District

' (p. 164) ; Sa^anka ‘ was defeated (by Har^avardhana)
^d expelled froni North-eastern India

' (p. 195) ;
‘ After his defeat in Bengal,

Sa^nka alhed himself with the Chalukya King Pulike^in II of Badami, who
defeated Harsha on the eastern coast sometime before 634 (pp. 201 and 196)

;
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* At this juncture Chakrayudha and Dharmap^la appealed to Govinda III,

and the latter invaded Northern India
' (pp. 214 and 260) ;

* In the north
he (Kokalla) helped Bhoja II . . . ' (p. 252) ;

Vallalasena * died in 1118-9

'

A.D. (p. 267), and so on. There are some other remarks in the book for which
the author is responsible. As for example, ‘ The Hindus of India now think that
Rishis were not actual composers of these verses ’ of the Vedas (p. 40), that ' I^ike

all other kings who abandoned statecraft for rehgion, Asoka paved the way for the
conquest of India by foreigners' (p. 92), that 'The new King (Chandragupta I)

was a Hindu and a Vaishnava, and the struggle between the people of Magadha
and the Scythian kings was one between the followers of Hinduism and Bud-
dhism ' (p. 160), that ' The original seat of the Palas was in Magadha or South
Bihar ’ (p. 260), and that Bhojavarman ' was driven out from Vikramapura by
Vijayasena.'

This book covers the period of the sixth century B.C. It is a pity that regarding
some important tribes and republican States of Buddhist and post-Buddhist
ages his information is poor and not at all up-to-date. Author's omission of dates,
precise or probable, in respect of some of the most celebrated figures of Indian
History, particularly of the Buddha and Samudragupta, is such as is bound to be
patent to every eye. His representing the predecessor of Vasishka as ‘ Kanishka
I without, however, admitting the existence of a Second Kaniska (as on the
evidence of the Ara inscription of the year 41) is a curiosity.

The book is neatly printed. It contains many illustrations and a good index.
All these inaccuracies should be recovered in the second edition of this book.

N. N. Das Gupta.

A TRIENNIAL CATALOGUE OF MANUSCRIPTS coUected during the
Triennium 1925-26 to 1927-28 for the Government Oriental Manuscripts
Library, Madras. By Mahamahopadhyaya Vidyavacaspati Professor S. Kuppu-
swaini Sastri, M.A., I.E.S., Curator, Government Oriental Manuscripts Library
and Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology, Presidency College,
Madras. Prepared under the orders of the Government of Madras. Volume
VI.—Part I. Sanskrit. Price 10 rupees.

The Madras Oriental MSS. Library is perhaps the only library of its kind that
possesses an up-to-date descriptive catalogue of its collection of MSS. The existing
catalogue are supplemented every three years by fresh catalogues describing the MSS.
acquired during the period.

Twenty-six volumes of Descriptive Catalogue—one or more dealing with works
ot a particular subject—have been published in which 15,000 MSS. have been
described. MSS. obtained since 1910-11 have been treated in periodical Triennial
Catalogues of which six volumes have so far been published. In a short intro-
duction the learned compiler has drawn attention to a small number of important
and valuable MSS. described in the volume. A number of Smrti and Tantra digests
of Bengal (e.g., Ddyakramasatitgraha, Puraicarandipikd, Sydmdsaparydvidhi, etc.) are
preserved in the library.

As in other volumes of the Series there are in the present volume a number
of valuable and elaborate indexes making it thoroughly useful. Symbols affixed
to the names of works in the Subject Index indicating as to whether copies of MSS.
of them are known and described are of very great use in ascertaining at a glance
the value of a particular MS. A systematic reference to printed editions, if any,
and to descriptions and important notices, as the case may be, of the works concerned
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would have been all the more welcome. It is to be regretted that occasional in-

accuracies are noticed in the use of these symbols. Thus copies of the MSS. of

§ydfndsaparydvidhi, Tantrardjavydkhyd and Prapancasdravivarana though marked
with C.C. indicating thereby that no copies of the works are noticed in the Caia-

logus Catalogorum are actually found to have been noticed there. VddakutUhala,

Siddhdniaratndvcdl and PuraicaranadlpikdM&S, of which have already been described

in earlier portions of the Catalogue of the Library or elsewhere have been marked
D.C. implying that the works have not appeared in any Descriptive Catalogue.

Paddrthadtpikdvydkhyd and Puraicaranadlpikd have been marked with a T to

indicate that there are not more than three copies each of the works in the Library.

But as no reference to any other MS. of the works has been given it seems that the

proper symbol would have been L which implies that there are no copies in the

Library.

Chintaharan Chakravarti.

COLLECTION OF THE FRAGMENTS OF LOST BRAHMAIJIAS, by
Batakrishna Ghosh, D.Phil. (Miinchen), Dr. es Lettres (Paris). Calcutta :

Modem Publishing Syndicate, 1935, pp. vii-l-114. Rs. 6.

Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh has carried out a very laborious and useful task in

collecting from a very wide range of literature references to passages of lost Brah-

mana texts, and in presenting them with full reference to parallel passages, and
where necessary with notes and translations. The work will be of great use to all

who are interested in the Brahmana literature. It has involved much research and
it enables the author to show his familiarity with a large number of texts. It is

perhaps disappointing that more is not discoverable of the texts cited : something
has been gleaned from the recently discovered commentary of VehkatamMhava
on the Rgveda, and a few passages have been given from the partly published Jai-
mintya Brahmana, It is regrettable that further manuscript material bearing on
that text is not available, so corrupt is that actually preserved.

The difficulty of these texts explains certain slips in the translation which
it may be worth while to correct, as a new edition or a supplement will doubtless
be called for in course of time. In the case of the Jaiminlya passage (p. 94) the
MS. is right when it reads pardcthhih punar ahhydvartam. The position is this

;

in the Gayatra-saman there are used nine verses, and therefore there is no repe-

tition, pardcihhir apunarahhydvartam. In the other cases three verses are used and
repeated

; hence the MS. correctly says ‘ repeating those which are past pardcl-

bhih does not mean ‘ those which go away forgood but merely * those which are
past satlh in tisrah satlh pahcada^a karoti is misunderstood ; there is no question
of it meaning ‘ verse ' or ‘ Wesenheit '. It is simply ‘ those which are three he
makes into fifteen

' ; the usage is not rare in the Brahmanas. In the translation
of the last sentence dtmana does not mean * himself * but refers to the ‘ trunk

'

of the Mahavrata laud, and dtmanah is ablative and must be construed with ud
. . ieie, as the source whence idam, i.e. sarvam, proceeds. In the Jaiminiya

passage (p. 87) the words yad dlksita eva tdvad dsita cannot mean * if the sacrifioer

had been consecrated \ The sense is clear : they are to search for the stolen Soma,
which has been taken away before purchase, even if they have to run to the mountain,
and the consecrated sacrificer must wait until they obtain it. The reading yad is

probably corrupt, but the sense cannot be doubted. In the next sentence yeM
is adjectival to pUrvakrayena, not independent. Again asuresu vd idam agra d$U
does not mean ‘ All this (to be sure) formerly belonged to the AsuraS*'. It deals
with the Soma, and simply says that it formerly was with them, and later waS won
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by the Gods. The meaning of eva is missed in Utim evdsmai vindanti

;

it denotes

:

(they use the Mka plants)
; help they confer on him. In Fragment XIX, line 5,

dadhaty is an error for dadhaty, as proved by the MS. and the parallel JB. iii, 16.

In note II (p. 77) on Fragment XXXIV the author overlooks the fact that there

is no question of sons and fathers ; the son is singular, necessarily because the parallel

is with the sun (puirah) and the six seasons {pitrn)
;
the contrast is a son and his

ancestors. On p. 83 virdjd eva is printed and is translated as an instrumental

:

this is clearly impossible, and virdja as nominative will do. The point of the sentence

Uvard ha tv anyasmai is missed
;

it gives a reason for not using the murdhanvati

verses, and anyasmai probably can be explained as denoting another than the per-

formers
;
murdhdnnddyam then is a compound, and presumably is to be rendered

as equivalent to mukhydnnddyam, thus making good sense. In Fragment IV, line

3, tendsUyata cannot mean ' praised by means of it ’. Either the reading is a slip,

or it denotes ‘ therewith was he consecrated \ Below irinidhanam savandndm

klptyai is not ‘ for the success of the three pressings ', but simply means that the

Saman in question has three Nidhanas and so, as it were, makes up the three press-

ings. In the note (p. 17) on abhavat the author seems to go too far in finding the

text a difficulty
;

it is not difficult whether with kva or yatra to understand the

idiom ;
kva hhavati means ' Where is he *

;
kva nu Dadhyahh abhamt expresses well

* where has he come to be ? ', as it is uttered by one who notes his absence from his

former place. The aorist no doubt would be better, but the exact use is losing

force in the later Brahmanas, and this particular passage in anvaisisuh below contains

an aorist of pure narrative, always a sign of later style. The interesting prakdse

'dhdrayan of the Sdtydyana with ha sma must be accepted (pp. 15, 18) as wrong,

for apart from the unusual character of the imperfect, the plural will not do
;
it is

a good case of the scribe following the number and tense of an earlier passage. There

is a curious crux just before, Saryamvad dha ndma Kuruksetrasya jaghandrdhe saras-

kam tad etad anuvidydjahrus is the reading of the Jaimintya Brdhmana MS., which

Certel emends by the simple omission of the syllable kam. On RV. i, 84, 14 Sdyana
gives a paraphrase of the Satyayanas ' account which has rarah syandate and Ven-

katamadhava gives a text, the MSS. reading dharaskandate. The editor reads

sarah skandate, but very properly points out that the middle does not elsewhere

occur. To this we must add that the word Skandate in any case is not wanted,

and is pointless. We have also in JB. ii, 298, the corrupt saraskandantam dlksdyai

to be dealt with. The evidence seems to point clearly to an original saraskam, that

is saras with the -ka affix perhaps deliberately in the sense ' little lake At any
rate there is very little possibility that skandate or syandate is in place.

Fragment VIII raises an interesting point. In the accordant versions of the

Jaimintya and the Satydyana we are told how thirst fell on the Aptyas in the woodland
or wild (aranye). Then it is said

;
te dhanvan kupam avindan, which Oertel translated

as if dhanvan were * dhanvan, Sayana paraphrases the Satyayana version and gives

marubhUmdv aranye. Is this the real sense of dhanvan ? Or did Sayana misunder-
stand the text ? The point of course is that dhanvan and aranye do not very natur-

ally go together.

There are many points of linguistic usage on which the author has useful com-
ments, and no student of the Brahmana literature should fail to make use of this

valuable addition to our knowledge.

A. BERRiEDAtE Keith.
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KARNAJAKA VIRA K§ATIRYARU (aihava Hattikararu. given inside but not

on the cover). Rg. Vedadadina Kanna4-ara kathe. A new approach to the

Dravidian problem. By S. B. Joshi, pp. iv+178. Dharwar, 1936. Price

Re. I. Paper cover.

In this little book Mr. Joshi has dealt with a new subject, and one that may
prove to be of growing interest, especially to the people of the Karnataka. The
main theme of the book is the origin and spread of the Karnataka nomadic
people—the Hatti-Kdraru—

,
whom the author identifies with the Pattis mentioned

in the Rg. Veda (p. 39). They spread from their home in the Indus basin in the

direction of Mathura, Dvarka, Vidarbha, and thence onwards to the Daksinapatha.
Vidarbha was essentially the land of the Hatti people (p. 74 seq.). In regard to

the intermingling of the ancient Karnataka Hattikaras and the Aryans, the author
has some pertinent remarks to make, especially in connection with the beginnings

of Maharastra (p. 114 seq.). The cream of the Karnataka people were the

Hattikaras, from whom descended the paleyagaras, the Desayis, and the Gaudas
of the later times (pp. 122-219). Mr. Joshi has with characteristic boldness

some observations to make concerning the history of the cotton plant and the

Karnataka people who spread its culture in and outside India (p. 148 seq.).

A modest but useful bibliography and a dynastic table showing the relationship

between the original Hattikaras and the later royal families, bring this very
suggestive little book to a close.

We heartily endorse Mr. Joshi's contention that the martial greatness of

Karnataka is to be attributed to the Gaudas and the other humbler sections of the

people, whose brave deeds have been so graphically sung in epigraphs ranging from
about the sixth century A.D. down to the end of the Vijayanagara times. There
is another point on which there cannot be any difference of opinion, viz., that the
Karnataka people were addicted to trans-oceanic activities about which un-

fortunately so little is written by modern scholars.

Whether it is always safe to base one's remarks on the outward similarity of

names, e.g., cUla and cdli, p. 21, Kalva and Kuruha, p. 22, etc. is a point which one
would do well to consider before arriving at any conclusion. But it must be
confessed that the wribT himself admits the tentative nature of his statements.
We have no hesitation in saying that in this, as in his previous ventures, Mr. Joshi
has laid the Karnataka world under a debt of gratitude by his useful and delightful

study of the origin and spread of the Karnataka people.

B. A. Saletore.

ARCHEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT—ADMINISTRATION REPORT, 1109
M.E. By R. Vasudeva Poduval, pp. 1-17 including two appendixes.

In this short but exceedingly interesting annual report of the Archaeological
Department of Travancore for the year 1109 M.E. (i933~34 A.D.) Mr. Poduval has
related the archaeological work of the State. In the section on exploration he has
referred to the discovery of a prehistoric site at a place called PahjappalU Parambu in

the Cochin State. Here twenty burial urns have been dug out. Mention has been
made of the discovery of a rock-cut temple of the eleventh century A.D. with excel-
lent Brahmanical stone images in a vadley three miles east of Marayiir and about
thirty miles north of Devikulam in the High Ranges. Further he has discovered
a number of dolmens belonging to the neolithic age. But the most interesting dis-

covery was that of the paintings on the walls of the rock-cut cave temple at
Tirunandfkkara in south Travancore. The author has>i:alled these paintings as
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fresco paintings. In this connection it should be pointed out that the term

‘ fresco * has not always been used in the strict sense of the term in connection

with Indian painting. Fresco painting is defined as * a kind of painti^ executed

in water-colour on a wall, ceiling, etc. of which the mortar or plaster is not quite

dry, so that the colours sink in and become more durable'. (The Oxford English

Dictionary, Vol. IV, p, 535, 1933 ;
see, in this connection, my remarks in Indian

Culture, Vol. II, p. 825.) For this reason it is better to call this painting as wall

painting unless it can be proved otherwise. Among these paintings special

mention has been made of a very interesting painting which depicts ^iva, Pdrvati

and a male figure. In the section on conservation the author has illustrated an

old mural painting found on the gopura of the temple at Ellumanur in north

Travancore. In it we find the representation of a sixteen handed ^iva. It is

worth noting that such a variety of ^iva is rarely found even in stone-sculpture.

If we compare the iconographical peculiarities of this image of &iva with those of

the nrtta-mUrti of Siva referred to in the ndtya-Mstras, we find that this image
closely resembles the sixth variety of the nYtta-murti (Rao, Elements of Hindu
Iconography, Vol. IT, pt. I, pp. 254-56, 1916). The author has not mentioned
ihandrakald which is in one of the right hands of Siva. In the section on research

the author has infonned us that the following works are being done by the
Archaeological Department of the State, viz. (i) the preparation of the diagrams
of mudrds (hand-poses) made in course of the sdman chants in Kerala, and
(2) the publication of a highly interesting work on histrionics and dramaturgy
called Bdlardmahharatam. We have no doubt that Mr. Poduval's work is of great

interest and he is at present engaged in the study of the mural paintings in the
Sri Padmandbhasvdmt temple in Trivandrum. These paintings are highly

interesting and it is sincerely hoped that the Travancore Durbar will ere long
bring out a volume illustrating them all. We congratulate Mr. Poduval on putting
in new life and vigour into the multifarious archaeological activities of the
Travancore State,

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.

LES FORMATIONS NOMINALES ET VERBALES EN P DU SANSKRIT.
By Batakrishna Ghosh. Paris : Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1933, pp. 115.

Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh has written an interesting and stimulating work on the

p suffix in Sanskrit, analysing the nominal forms, and the verbals in ~paya which
are so characteristic of Sanskrit. In the nature of things he is busily concerned with
obscure words and his excursions into the region of disputed etymologies are numerous
and far from banal. Like all etymologists he is fertile in resource, and duly con-
temptuous of the errors of his predecessors. The only objection to this mode of
procedure which occurs to the reader is the certainty that the next author who takes
up the subject will be full of reasons to prove Dr. Batakrishna wrong. But progress
in so debatable a field is possible only by trial and error, and the author is far too
ingenious for it to be wise to ignore his suggestions.

His attack on the ambiguous alpa is interesting. He finds in it a suffix -pa,
added to a/-, which is fotmd also in anu. That word is not to be referred to Inu,
but to alnu, a thesis quite well supported. Now ariu when first found in VS.,
XVIII, 12 denotes ' millet and the explanation is that it is derived from the well-
known root al-

; by milling grain is reduced to a minute state, whence the regular
use of adjectival afiu. We now have a plausible explanation of al-pa, and we are
encouraged to accept it by the facts regarding kam, as compared with kaniyas and
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kani^iha. The root here is qen-, seen in Greek knin, ' to grate and reduplicated

in Sanskrit kiknasah. Whence comes the cerebral in kana, Greek kdnis ? The answer

is suggested by kantyas, found in the lexicographers ; for that may well be due to the

analogy of aniyas. The suggestion is ingenious, but it is unlucky for it that kaniyas

is so badly attested, for it seems hard to see how it infected kana, unless it were in

common use. The proof, therefore, is not complete, and the alternative suggestion

of Persson which invokes [s)qeU and compares kald may have something to say for it,

despite the cogency of the analogy of Greek konis. We may, of course, have to fall

back simply on spontaneous cerebralization, but we cannot ignore the difficulty.

Rupa and varpas the author wishes to separate, tracing the former to the root

seen in lu-,
'

cut ’, and the latter to the root ver-
'

cut whence we have Sanskrit

vvaic-y vrana,
* wound No doubt ingenuity would point out that ultimately W-

may be no more than the weak form corresponding to var-pas. But, while this is

quite possible, we must remember there are alternatives, the well attested roots

ver- and verp- (Greek rdptd), and the author himself admits the extreme difficulty of

semantic arguments by his candid reminder (p. 34) that primitive mentality accepts

strange associations of ideas quite opposed to our ordinary mode of thought. The
truth is that, so amazing are the possibilities, supported by valid examples, of

semantic change, that arguments based on semantics are of little weight.

An interesting attempt is made on the derivation of ia$pa, based in part on the

theory that in Vedic literature it denotes not grass but grain, perhaps ' rice This is

plausible, but very far from proved by the arguments adduced. Then it is brought

into connection with sasya and sasa of the Rgveda, and the palatal § explained by
the frequent confusion of dental and palatal, and the cerebral by the analogy of

puspa. Ingenious but very far from conclusive ;
the fact that in later Sanskrit

iaspa always means ' young grass * is a very serious stumbling block, and the explana-

tion of the palatal and the cerebral sounds is speculative to an exaggerated degree.

Charpentier’s etymolog}^ is doubtless wrong, but there is more to be said for Leo
Meyer*s comparison of Greek k6ro$, Latin Ceres, and Old High German hirso.

The effort to find a common basis for kilpa and krl (pp. 43-5^) is more attractive ;

the sense of harmonious mixture is not impossible, but it is far from certain. Of
the other etymologies suggested or discussed there is little to be said, save that it

would be interesting to know if Dravidian mandam, *

council meeting ” suggested

by Gimdert as the source of mat^apa, could not be derived thence, the place of

meeting being used for the meeting itself.

The author’s treatment of -paya- causative or transitive verbs is interesting,

but to some extent vitiated by an effort to negative as far as possible the causative

sense
;
no good reason for this exists once it is admitted as it must be that a causative

use does exist at times. Hence he is at pains (p. 83) to assure us that in JUB.,
iii, 14, 12, evamvtdam udgdpayeta we have only the appearance of a causative. What
does this mean ? Psychologically it seems plain that the idea is what we call causa-
tive and that is what is in point. So in AV., iii, 20, 8 aditsofUam dSpaytdu the
verb must have been felt as causative, just as in TS., ii, 2, 8, 4 asmai pradapayaii
is intelligible only if felt as a causal. I have no doubt that aipaya was ctftoi felt as
the causal of r, ‘ go '. It is impossible otherwise to understand AV., v, 22, 6 : tifh

vajrena sam arpaya, or vi, 66, i. The rendering * strike ' is purely gratuitous
as a loose paraphrase. We have in VS., i, i not a semblance but a simple real%
of causal sense in vah prdrpayatu. The straits to which an author who dmarts ftoUi

the direct route is reduced are seen (p. 97) in the treatment of VS., ix, 12 ; Bfka^aikA
vajam ajljapata, where it has to be suggested that BrhaspatiiH was not put in the
instrumental because there was another instrumental vayd preceding, and that the
two accusatives in TS., i, 7, 8, 4 follow the model of the VS. This, of comae* iHi

wholly needless. In the same way there is no doubt that Senart is ri|^t in tahing
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mipaySth cakre in Giand. Up., iv, i, i as causative, and dhSpaya- in the RV.

means ‘ cause to suck The post-Rigvedic usage can be relied upon to establish

that of the RV., where as in the cases cited (i, 96, i
; 95, 5 ; v, 47, 4) the sense as

causative is in perfect order. Nor is it easy to understand why in AB., ii, 36, 2 vapayath

cakruh must be assigned to vd, and the author must know that forms like vdpaydtn

are nominal derivates, though we can roughly treat them as equivalent when the

verb kr is added to verbs. Whether the author is right in rejecting Whitney’s

rendering of ati^hipam as causative in AV., vii, 96, i is not at all certain
;
we have

no reason to suppose that the Vedic seers were ignorant of floating kidneys as a form

of disease. The author accepts Oertel’s revised view (KZ., Ixi, 137-41) of lapaya-

in the JB. ,
but I am very dubious of it

;
sulipd vat darianiyem striyah is not naturally

rendered ‘ weiber sind leicht von einera schonen (Manne) zu hintergehen ’.

A just stress is laid by the author on the fact that the -paya- forms after ~d

roots seem to have arisen from the fact that certain roots had forms in- a and -dp ;

the causative -ay<i- naturally was added to the -dp form, and hence other -d roots

were given -paya- causatives. The number of the roots with variants is not large

but important We have dd-, but also Uatin daps, Greek dapdne, which are usually

connected with dd-,
'

cut but tlie two roots dd- can probably be reduced to one.

We have drd-, but Greek drapHcs. We have sthd-, but also sthapati, where the short

vowel points to a reduced form of sthdp-, and Gothic stafs. We have sna-, but also

AV. snapana, where the short vowel points to sndp-, and Latin Neptunus. There

are Armenian forms parallel to k^dp-, corresponding to k^d-. The -p- enlargement

of roots seems to have served to add precision, tending in the direction of a causative

sense, while -aya- had a like use.

Beyond this we can hardly go. To connect the -p- of the verbs with -p- nominal

suffixes is natural but conjectural, and in any case various origins are possible, as

the root gup- reminds us. The deictic particle -pe as in Latin ntm-pe, quippe is

legitimately adduced, for many sufiflxes may be traced to such particles. But, when
this is said, the limits of what can be ascertained are probably reached, for there

is remarkably little in other Indo-European languages to throw any light on the

-p- formations.

A. Bbrrzbdalb Keith.





IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ORIENTAL
JOURNALS

Man in India, Vol. XVI, No. i.

1. The Present Position of Anthropological Research in India

by C. Hayavadana.

The author has shown in this paper the ‘progress of ethnologic

studies, their importance and their future prospects.

2. Marriage by Elopement among the Paniyans of Wynard.
3. A Few Fasts, Festivities and Observances in Orissa by

N. Tripatti.

This is a very interesting paper. The author has described the

festivities, their importance and currency in Utkaldesa.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol. XXVI, New Series,

Nos. 3 and 4, January-A pril, 1936.

1. Anandabodha's authorship of Nyayadipika and Umits for

his data by P. K. Gode.
2. Balacarita by K. R. Pisharoti.

3. Studies in Bird Myth by S. C. Mitra.

4. Studies in Plant Myth by S. C. Mitra.

Prabuddha Bharata, August, 1936.

1. Relation of Self to knowledge by G. R. Malkani.

2. Ranikrishna and the Spirit of Service by Dorothy Stede.

The Journal of the Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Vol XIV. Pi II, June. 1936.

This volume is devoted solely to a detailed history of Pahang
by W. Idnehand.

Journal of Indian History, Vol XV, Pi 1, April, 1936.

1. Vijasaneya Ydgnavalkya and his Times by S. N. Pradhan.
2. The Rashtrakdtas and the Gaharava^as by D. D. Bharad-

waja.

3. Madras Museum Plates of the Cho<^as of Renadu by
P. Srinivasacari.

In this paper, the author has mentioned some Plates preserved in the

Madras Museum for a long time, ^hev form a set of five copperplates

in all, one of them contain^ a recordW a Baidumba Maharaja and the
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other two separate records of two distinct Cho}a rulers of Renadu,
Srikan^ha and Belliyacoja by name.

4. The Incident of Javli by B. B. Misra.

5. The Educational Reform of Eord WiUiam Bentinck by
Iswar Sahai.

6. Vedic Monotheism by A. K. Coomaraswamy.
7. Kahdas and the Hunas by K. C. Chattopadhaya.
8. Hindu Religious Movements in Medieval Deccan by

S. Hanumanta Rao.

Acta Orientalia, Vol. XV, part 1.

The Buddha’s Mission and Last Journey: Buddhacarita,
XV-XXVIII, translated by E. H. Johnston.

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. XVII,
pt. II, 1935-36.

1. Vedic Gods : 1-4, by H. A. Shah.
2. Kavidarpanan by H. D. Velankar.

3. Epic Studies, V. Notes on Mahabharata Commentator by
V. S. Sukthankar.

Journal of the Madras Geographical Association, Vol. II, No. 2,

July, 1936.

1. The Geology of Salem District by P. Sridhara Rao.
2. Forest and Forest Products of the Salem District by

S. Raghunadha Rao.
3. Population of Salem District by K Srinivasaraghavan.

4. The Place Names in Salem District by C. M. Ramachandra
Chettiar.

Journal of Oriental Research, January-March, 1936.

1. The Number of Rasas by V. Raghavan.
2. The Mayalur Plates of Vinayaditya by Somasdthara Sarma.

Journal of the Polynesian Society, Vol. 45, No. 2, June, 1936.

I. The Sikayana Language, a preliminary gjrammar and
vocabulary by A. Capell.

Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXII, pt. 4, October, 1933.

1. Irda copperplate of the Kamboja King Nayapaladeva by
N. G. Majumdar.

2. Two Bhor State Museum copperplates by A. S. Altekax.
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Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXII, pt. 5, January, 1934.

1. Ropi plates of Paramaradevaraja : Vikrama Samvat 1059
by Bisheshwar Nath Reu.

2. Hathi-Bada Brahmi Inscription of Nagari by D, R.
Bhandarkar.

3. A Chola Inscription from Uttiramerura by K. A. Nilkantha
Sastri.

4. A List of the Inscriptions of Northern India written in

Brahmi and its derivative scripts from about A.C. 300
by D. R. Bhandarkar.

The Poona Orientalist, Vol. I, No 2, July, 1936.

1. Ro yal Patronage and Sanskrit Poetics by B. Upadhyaya.
This paper describes and estimates the influence exerted by royal

patrons upon the composition of certain well-known works on Sanskrit

poetics.

2. The Sarhgadhara-Paddhati by M. Wintemitz.

It gives a brief but critical introduction to ‘ Sarhgadhara’s guide

(to poetry) ’.

3. Some Unpubhshed Inscriptions of the Chaulukyas of

Gujarat by D. B. Dishalkar.

It gives texts together with introductory notes of five inscriptions of

Kum&rapala, viz. (i) Ga)a inscription of V.S. 120 (i ?), (2) Pali

inscription of V.S. 1209, (3) Bhatunda inscription of V.S. 1210, (4) Bali

inscription of V.S. 1216, and (5) Kiradu inscription of V.S. 1218.

Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XII, No. 2, June. 1936.

1. Religious Policy of Aurangzeb by S. R. Sharma.
2. An Aspect of Becoming in Early Buddhism by I. B. Homer.
3. Humayun’s Early Relations with Kamran (1514-33) by

S. K. Banerji.

4. Christianity at the Courts of Akbar and Jahangir by
E. F. Allnutt.

5. The Development of the Bengali Script by P. E. Paul.
6. Two Traditions about Ancestry of Yusuf ‘Adil Sh§h of

Bijapur by K. K. Basu.
7. The Ghoraghat Inscription of Rdja Prananatha by

S. K. Saraswati.

Publis^ by Satis Chandra Seal, M.A., B.I,., 170, Manicktolla Street, Calcutta, and
Pnated by P. Knight, Baptist Mission Press, 41 a, I/>wer Orculax Road, Calcutta.





TOWARDS A HISTORY OF THE SKANDHA-DOCTRINE

By C. A. F. Rhys Davids

In giving lately and by request an outline of what I had been
doing in re-issuing my Buddhist Psychology (ist ed. 1914), I ended
thus :

‘ One new note is strenuously affirmed. This is, that the
resolution of the whole man into five portions {khandhas) is an edi-

torial increment, quite out of date for, and unworthy of the first

Buddhist missioners. Here I know I am charging windmills, but
in this case I hold it an honour to be a Don Quixote.’*

What have I there said, in my tilting ?

(i) That Buddhists, in placing the senses foremost long before

we of Europe did, had worsened the idea of the man, the subject,

the self, and had made mind, as a sort of sense, into a dummy-man.
They were as a-psychological as are we. They clung long to a
fivefold analysis of body-cum-mind, a defective one and clumsy,
on the negatively worded plea, that it was made the better to eh-

minate the man or self. (2) Centuries later they refashioned their

analysis, making the dummy-man into a mind {citla) having constant
and contingent factors {cetasikd) like our genus and species. This
appeared in their standard mediaeval manual.* (3) But there is

still an acquiescence among writers on Buddhism, let alone Buddhists,
in that fivefold agglomerate as being a teaching permissible to

ascribe to the Founder himself. I maintained, that to the critical

writer, the peculiar ways in which the five sometimes find mention
in the Pitakas, whether as an evident gloss or insertion which
doesn’t fit, and sometimes are omitted where one would look for them,
e.g., in a category of ‘ fives ’, should have given pause to an ill-

founded conclusion.

And I concluded with a credo, which, in that it is hypothetical,
may be taken as provisional. Namely, that a religion, destined to
be a ' world-religion ’, will not have begun with a teadiing of man
as, in nature, life, destiny, a less, but with the contrary. That to tell

man, that the self, that is he, is not a central unity, with ways of
coming to know and of expressing himself, i.e. with instruments

* Religions, Jl. Soc. for Promoting the Study of Religions, I.K)ndon, April,

1936. The new edition is entitled The Birth ofIndian Psychology and its Development
in Buddhism.

^ Abhidhammattha-sangaha, Pali Text Soc. ed.
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of which he is user, but is merely the sum (or product) of those ways,

is to teach a less in him.
In the confined limits of a manual I was not able to include a

detailed examination of those glosses, insertions and omissions.

Nor can they be all detailed in any one article, however generous the

editorial management. But I give just a few, in the hope that some
one else may feel moved to collaborate and amplify. . . Evidence
can only be contributive ; we have no documents telling of a stage in

the early history of Buddhism when the khandha analysis came in.

But the aggregate of contributive detail may together form a strong

case. It might have been thought, that the long Khandha-Samyutta
in the Third Nikaya, 158 Suttas in length, would have proved
fertile. But that Samyutta may have been compiled precisely in

order to give full emphasis to the teaching of a doctrine which had
become established as fully and alone orthodox :—man as resolved

into five khandhas, no more and no less. Any way I have gone
through it, and give here the results in a contribution ‘ towards ’,

as the German would say, any decision future scholarship may
take in the matter.

Let me say at once, that in the majority of the 158 Suttas, the

five khandhas form either the main topic, or an important part of

it. And were the collection a manual of crude academic tuition,

the contents would not call for the weighing I suggest is called for.

But we have in it a quantity of versions of khandha-teaching, as

essential to the main teaching, brought, either before, or in, or pos-

sibly after the Council of Patna, in Asoka’s time : cc. B.C. 250-30,
from different centres of Buddhist teaching in North India, all

orally taught only, and as such, subject to the process of being
handed on by monastic repeaters and teachers, none of whom will

have been an automatic machine like our gramophones—subject
in other words to the outlook and influence of individual selves and
minds. And then there is the process of revision in order to standard-
ization to bear in mind, a procedure of which we have no record,
whether the revisors were many or few, or whether they worked in

sections, one man only undertaMng to revise, as the repeaters passed
before him, a bunch of Sayings. I merely repeat these reflections,

because we need to imagine, more than we do, the difficulties

hampering effective revision in Pitaka compilation, making it scarcely
surprising if success was not complete, and making the amount of

standardization that was achieved the more remarkable.
I come to certain features in the Collection chosen, which seem

to suggest, that the fivefold scheme lacks the appearance of having
been there from the birth of the teaching. These features are
(i) intrusion of the five into what is apparently a more original way
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of summing up ‘ the man (2) where reference to the five suggests

either insertion, or later appendix
; (3) where the reference to the

five interferes with, and is misfitting to a seemingly older procedure.

(1) Quoting from the Pali Text Society’s edition, I would
point to Samyutta III, pp. 77!., 80, 103, 136, 169!., where the sub-
ject is introduced as that of ‘ the body with vinnana ’ {kayo savin-

ndnako), and this is then, without any indication of this duahty as

being expanded, followed by description in the usual detail of the
five khandhas. Now, in the first place, the method is not on the
surface of it, natural. It would not be natural for us

;
I do not

find it followed by the compilers generally. Secondly, we have
kayo for body, not the khandha-teim riipa. And the term vinnana
has its older significance of, not one fourth part or aspect of mind,
but of the man-as-minding, and of the man-as-persisting beyond
life of the body, as we find it used in both early Upanisad {Brh.,

2. I, 15) and certain Pali Suttas.

Again, we find (p. 131!.) the five somewhat thrust in where
the talk is mainly on mind as called citla, a term somehow banished
from the khandhas, nor is any attempt made to explain whether
cit/a was in any way distributed among the four mental khandhas.

(2) In the first Sutta (p. 1) a sick old man has just left the
r'ounder, encouraged b}' being told, that even if he ailed sore in body,
he could keep well in the unailing ‘ self (The word used is citiam

andturam, not altd, but such a teaching would be both contrary
to truth, and in such sheer opposition to the religion of that day,
that I ha\'e ventured to assert attd andturo will have been originally

used.) He encounters Sariputta—N.B. a -brahman by culture

—

w ho explains to him that, to keep his attd (or his citta) well, he must
never see it as in any way one of five khandhas. I cannot picture
the later exegesis of the Sangha more forcibly represented than it

is here, in this supplementary coaching of a \dsitor, who from the
I'ountainhead had heard of his visible and his invisible manhood, with
no subdivision into five parts.

Again, in a talk to a sick disciple, Tissa (p. io6ff.), we get healing
talk on the Way and its adventure, given by his cousin, Gotama,
with no word in it of his khandhas as being unwell, but a disquisi-

tion on these is made to precede the Way-talk. If we can strip

ourselves of the habit of looking on the five as basic to the teaching,
we must, I think, see how forced is the entry of them here, when
contrasted with the real Way-teacher’s words later.

Again, let the reader disinterestedly consider the Sutta called
Channa (p, i32ff.). Channa, apparently after the decease of ^e
founder, goes around the cells, at Benares, of the Order seeking
teaching on ‘ dhamma The response is the meagre fare, that
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each of the five khandhas is impermanent (anicca), and void of self.

But Channa has other notions of the teaching worrying him ; they

are worded as was one of the two mission-subjects rejected by the

Founder, when he hesitated about teaching anything (Vin. Mahav.,

I, 5, 2). And his citta, let us say, his will, did not ‘ leap forward
’

in response. He bethinks him of Ananda, and tells him all about

it. Ananda has no comment or endorsement about khandhas. He
tells him what the Teacher had told the inquirer Kaccana (Samy.,

II, 17), to see all things in a state of becoming. Does this not

suggest, that in those he first consulted, Channa found the ‘ new
men ’ full of the new mind-analysis, the proto-Sankhya coming

^ much into vogue, but that in the survivor of the ‘ Old Brigade ’,

Ananda, he found older stuff, void of a khandha-doctrine ?

Yet once more : the Sutta named Gomayam (p. 143) is similarly

suggestive of the newer analysis intruded into the possibly older

popular Way of exposition. A monk at Savatthi asks the Founder,
whether there is any permanent element in body or mind, these

being named by the fivefold list ? The answer says nothing what-
ever about khandhas, but speaks only of attabhdva. Then abruptly,

the Fotmder launches into a description, like that of the Maha-
Sudassana Suttanta (Digha, II, p. 169), of all the worldly means
of enjoyment he once possessed as the ruler of Kusavati, and of

how nothing of all that had persisted. Neither here, nor in that

oddly elaborated narrative is there a word about khandhas.
For that matter it is worth noticing how singularly free are the

Suttantas of the First Collection (Digha), with one important excep-
tion from mention of the khandha-complex. I find reference to

it only in the last two, which are hsts of catalogues. For instance,

in the Suttanta called ‘ The Questioning of Sakka ’ (Sakkapanha,
II, 282ff.), the talk is largely psycho-ethical, and opportunities for

khandha-talk are plentiful. Yet no reference to them occurs. Here
however, in our Sarnyutta, a context from that Suttanta is adduced
(p- 13). just to give ‘ full meaning ’ [vitthdrena) to a ‘ concise state-

ment ’ {sankhittena)

,

by describing how the term ‘ freed ' is to be
understood. The Second Collection, on the other hand, has a good
deal to say in khandha-talk, whereof no more just here and now.
The Fourth Collection (which I see as older than the Third and Second)
has relatively very little about khandhas, and—a noteworthy feature—omits them from its list of ‘ Fives as a ‘ five only adduciiig
reference to them as the last in a list of results, a last which could
be cut out without impairing the sequence or force in the teaching.

Spealdng of last sentences, I do not find, in this Samyutto,
Suttas with khandha-talk apparently added appendix-wise. But
such an addition seems fairly obvious in the ‘ important exception

’
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just mentioned above. In the Digha account of the ' bo-tree episode
'

(II, p. 35, §§ 22), the supplementary nature of the ‘ contemplation
of the rise and passing of the five khandhas of grasping ’ is patent.*

(3) This section I might have logically brought under the pre-

ceding, but I make it separate, because the introducing the fivefold

complex is a patent misfit in a probably older context, and even
mystifies the Commentator. I have only one Sutta to mention
in it

;
the first of the two called Hahddikani (the other being the

last cited), p. 9. Here too we have an older set of Sayings men-
tioned : the Sutta-Nipata section called Magandiya-Sutta, (verse

844 of the whole work). The Sutta-Nipata, by the way, makes no
allusion to the khandha-doctrine.

The layman Haliddikani quotes a metrical Saying to the
brahman disciple of Gotama, Kaccana ‘ the Great about the sage
[muni) being a ‘ home-leaver detached from worldly ties and the
‘ wordy warfare ’ these induce, and a.sks, he too, for a ‘ full meaning
of this concise saying He is told, that the body is the home of
vinndna, namely of the intelligent principle or indwelling ‘ man '.

The latter is called ‘ the home-haunter But ‘ the home-abandoner
’

has cut free from all that home implies. And so on, each word in

the Saying being similarly parsed.

Were there here no mention of five khandhas, the parsing would
have lost practically nothing. But just after the explanation, that
home meant the body, the four mental khandhas are inserted :

feeling {vedand), perception (sannd), activities (or plans, sankhdrd),
but the fourth, vinndna, is omitted since this has just been called,

not body, the ‘ home ’, but the ‘ home-haunter ’. And the exegesis
holds, that this is omitted from the contents of the ' home ’

‘ to avoid
confusion ’.

I judge that here we have the older dual division of kdya (body)
and vinndna (man-as-intelligent) cluttered up with the newer division

of the person-complex or sakkdya into five khandhas, with an over-
lapping of the five on to the second term of the duality.

Vinndna was coming to be looked upon, not as a name for the
persistent man, the man who arrives in his new world at death,

—

without earth-body, but, as vinndna, still intelligent,—^but as a
name for one aspect of mind, the mind which was just then begin-
ning to absorb interest as a body of uniform processes, analogous

* I would here confess to an oversight in p. 183 of my Birth of Indian Psychology.
I have written of the ‘ Burning Sermon ' as if it made allusion, in a supplementary
way to the khandhas. This is true only of the Second Utterance. The Sutta
referred to, Saqiyutta, iii, 71, forms an appendix to the ‘ Burning ’ theme :

‘ The
khandhas are on fire '.
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to those of body as is the sword to its sheath, the plant to its koia,

a new interest brought out so strikingly in the second Suttanta

of the Digha, the Samannaphala (I, p. 77). And in this Samynitta-

sutta we have the older teaching and the newer, the dual and the

fivefold, jumbled together, because the newer ‘ five ’ have been
inserted into the older ‘ two

These are all the instances of more or less manifest intrusion

which I have found in this Samyutta. And seeing that its existence,

as a special collection of ‘ kindred sayings ’ will have been due to

the importance attached to this fivefold aspect of the man, it is

remarkable that there are so many what I call ‘ left-ins ’ from an
older view of the man.

A word on the number ‘ five ’, and the change from kaya to

rUpa. Not that I can contribute anything here of positive worth
in explanation. I do but call attention to matters where I find

attention withheld.

That man-as-we-know him should have been divided up into

one bodily and four mental {a-nlpino) parts must have been due to

some reason. Buddhaghosa gives the current (or his own ?) ex-

planation of the doctrine as a whole, ‘ but does not ask, I believe,
‘ Why five, no more, no less ? ’ We need not go far to see in five

a comprehensive unit in Indian thought (cf. Pali Text Society’s

Dictionary), probably derived from the pancangulika formation
of the human hand. Five again, I read, is the lowest group-unit
of families constituting the grama or village-entity. But since we are

in the field of personality, I incline to think, that the pattern for the
five will have lain in the five senses : pancindriyani. The Buddhist
Sangha did its best to make a sixfold system of these, adding the
dummy-man manas, mind, to the five. Yet they did not so prevail
over usage as to get the senses spoken of as the six ; it was at best
‘ the five, mind-as-sixth ’, and that but rarely. Their main object,

as yibhajjavadins, was to shrivel up the man or self, from being
considered as user and valuer of his instruments, to being looked
upon as wholly a complex of these, in name, a mere label. So
utterly did their I'ounder’s warning in his so-called second utterance
come to be set at naught.

Lastly, the calling ‘ body ’, not kdya, but rupa. Kdya, it must
be remembered, means ‘ group ’, as in the more usual nikdya. So
long as the man was contemplated over against the ‘ group ’ of his
instruments, this term was felt as fitting. But when, with the
rise of mind-analysis, such as is revealed already going on in the
Chandogya and Brhadaranyaka Upanisads, the mind was detached

^ Visuddhi-magga, Ch. XIV (p. 478, l‘.T.S. ed.).
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from the idea of self in a more pointed way and looked upon as a

plurality, kaya became unfit for body, and the older complement of

nama, in the Vedic term mmarupa will have seemed alone fit. The
change was from the newer to the older, but it was fitting in view
of the new view of the mind.





l^ULTAN BAHADUR SHAH OF GUJRAT AND THE
PRINCELY REFUGEES FROM THE MUGHAL

EMPIRE (1534)

By S. K. Banerji

Bahadur Shah had come to the throne in 1526 A.D. His
repv,tation for munificence and other princely virtues was so high,

that needy persons from all parts of India had resorted to him.
The recent Revolution had thrown out of employment most of the
Afghans, who till then had formed the ruHng class. Both the
common Afghans as well as the nobility gathered in Bahadur's
court, the former as ordinary soldiers ^ and the latter in a more
dignified capacity. Of these Afghan nobles, two have been especially

mentioned (i) Alam Khan Jighat, the late governor of Kalpi. He
had supported Babur while engaged, in 1529, against the Afghans
of Behar. For some unrecorded reason, he was dissatisfied with
Humayun and fled to Bahadur, who granted him, after the fall

of Raisen, May 1532, the territory round Raisen,* Bhilsa * and
Chanderi.* It was hoped, that under him, the jagir w’ould form
a distant portion of Gujrat kingdom. It will be noticed that with
the late annexation of Nagaur, Ajmer, Ranthambhor and Malwa,
the Gujrat kingdom had a common boundary with the Mughal
kingdom for a distance of more than a thousand miles. It may
also be pointed out that Alam Khan Jighat remained faithful to
his new master, and fought against Humayun till he was captured
and disabled by the Mughal king.

(2) The second was Sultan Alam Khan Alauddin Lodi and his

son Tatar Khan. Alauddin was Sultan Buhlul Lodi’s son and during
Ibrahim’s last days, was a candidate for the Delhi throne. Babur
supported him till he discovered his incompetence when he put
him aside, and fought against Ibrahim for his own hand. Thus
after the battle of Panipat, we find Alauddin, instead of being king
of Delhi, a prisoner in the distant Qila-i-Zafar in Badakl^an.*

* After Bahadur’s death, they went away to serve under Sher Khan.
* In lat. 24® 41', long. 78® 12'.

* In lat. 23® 59', long. 74® 6'.
* In lat. 23® 22', long. 77® 56'.
‘ Erskine : History of India, Vol. II, Humayun (E.H.), p. 41 considers him

dangerous because of his birth and pretensions.
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From there he managed to escape to Gujrat and met with a cordial

reception from the Sultan Bahadur.
Alam Klian Alauddin had not entirely forgotten about his

royal pretensions ;
only now in Bahadur’s court, they were repeated

by his son, Tatar Khan, instead of himself. Tatar was an active

youth of considerable merit and at every suitable opportunity

he harped on his father’s claims to the Delhi throne. Bahadur
favoured Tatar for his military qualities,* but did not pay much
heed to his pleadings. Tatar’s ambition was to obtain for his father,

the throne of Delhi and he had high hopes that Bahadur would
imitate his father, Muzaffar, who had returned Malwa to Mahmud II,

and restore Alam Khan to his heritage. There were several reasons

why Bahadur was not keen on Tatar’s project :

—

() Alam Khan had never actually sat on the throne of Delhi

and so cannot claim that S3unpathy which Mahmud II

of Malwa evoked in Muzaffar.

() Babur had put him aside from the throne of Delhi,

because of his incompetence. Bahadur, who might
easily have supported Tatar himself, hesitated to

support his father, a worthless prince.

(c) Before his flight to Bahadur, Alauddin hved for several

years in prison. In 1534, he was not known to have
any local influence in Mughal India.

(d) In asserting Alauddin’s claims, Bahadur would have to
fight the renowned Mughal troops. He hesitated to
do so, for he himself had seen them fight at the battle

of Panipat and noticed their superiority. He was
convinced that no purely Indian troops, including the
Afghans, would be able to cope with the Mughals.*
Tatar Khan protested against such views by represent-

ing that Babur’s veterans had now changed into

luxury-loving dandies and hence would not be able
to contend with Bahadur’s ever-victorious troops.*

^ An example had occurred in the last chapter when starting several days after

Muhammad of Khandesh and Khudawand Khan, he reached Chitor earlier. He
showed military skill in capturing two places Tilhati and Perkusah and also two of
the gates of Chitorgarh.

* See A.H.G., p. 229.
» A.T.W.H.G., p. 5.

j
. jJI DjJU) aji !ajii aT

^ sLiilj y tlxj cAi^ " >
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But for the present Bahadur remained adamant and
would not stir.

Next arrived in November 1534, a still more distinguished

personage in Muhammad Zaman Mirza, the eldest son-in-law of

Babur. He was older than Humayun by several years and had
earned distinction in Babur’s Bihar campaign. He had twice

rebelled, once immediately after Humayun’s accession and again

in July 1534. To Bahadur, his supreme qualification was his being

a Mughal and closely related to the ruler of Delhi. Bahadur wel-

comed him, attended to his personal needs,* and placed him at the
head of all the Mughals that had gathered in his court* and gradually

matured his scheme against Delhi.

Thus Bahadur Shah had two sets of people, each with the

ambition to recover Delhi
;
one, the Afghans of which Tatar Khan

(on behalf of his father) might be considered the leader and the

other, the Mughals with Muhammad Zaman at their head. In
either case, the utmost gain that Bahadur would achieve would be
the right of suzerainty over the kingdom of Delhi. This consider-

ation places Bahadur in a favourable light, for in following his

father’s example in restoring a neighbouring kingdom to a prince,

he was undergoing a much greater risk than his father, and it is

also possible that if Tatar Khan had realized his dream of making
his father an independent ruler, even the small suzerainty would
have ceased to operate.®

The rivalry between the two sets hastened matters. Muham-
mad Zaman, who had recently arrived was not yet ready for a move
and so Tatar Khan could forestall him by proposing an expedition

into Mughal territory. Bahadur was pleased with his rapid march
and later capture of the outposts and gates of Chitorgarh and was
prepared to supply him with resources from his kingdom. He

* See Badauni (Newal Kishore edition), p. 92 for the cartloads of candied conserve
of roses

( )
sent to Muhammad Zaman for the treatment of his heart-ache.

* A.H.G., p. 230, 1 . 4 has JUiL-ll^ ;Lai ii'jJ
^J{

A.T.AV.G.H., tp. 5 * j

* M.S., fol. 159a, 1 . 5 has

^ ^ (Tatar Khan) y uljl y>l yjja

U 3^ jh— * ajT ^^laa , ...
,

, ^yOa ^a i^ iirh ^a^j ^ stwaO

« aU>l s&w«aa lanifaliM - aj«T^ y a.^ y
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permitted liim to proceed to Ranthambhor which was to serve him
as a base and obtain a cvor of Gujrati tankas ‘ to be spent on
gathering recruits from all directions and when he was ready, to march
out and threaten Agra. In order to distract the Mughals from the

main object, two subsidiary campaigns were also projected, one

under Alam Khan Alauddin himself and the other under Burh^nul
Mulk Nirpali, the former was to aim at the capture of Kalinjar not

yet fully subjugated by Hmnayun,* and the latter was expected

to create disturbance in the Delhi district or further west in the

Punjab.®
The rumour of some such expedition had reached Humayun,

compelling him to return hurriedly from Kanar * and postpone, for

the present, his campaigns against the Afghans. WTien he reached

Agra, he found that he had returned none too soon, for the enemy
had already come forward for a conflict with the Mughals in that

region.

Humayun’s quick return frustrated to some extent, Bahadur’s
design ; for during the Mughal king’s absence in Bihar, all the three

divisions of Tatar, Alam and Burhanul Mulk would have scored

results and the goal, the capture of Agra, might have been achieved.

It seems Bahadur Shah had expected the success of the three divisions

and hoped to complete the discomfiture of the Mughals by a personal

direction against them. He had instructed Tatar Khan to remain
on the defensive and wait for his arrival. The actual conclusion,

viz., the complete discomfiture of Tatar, had never entered his

calculation.

What happened may be briefly told. Tatar Khan boldly
went forward, rmmindful of the enemy’s strength and captured
Bayana ®—a notable achievement—and sent ravaging columns
even to the gates of Agra. There was panic in the city till Askari
and Hindal arrived from Delhi with some 18,000 soldiers under
distinguished Mughal commanders hke Qasim Husain Sultan,

^ Which A.H.G., p. 230 says equalled 40 crors of Delhi tankas.
* We have seen that Humayun was satisfied with the perfunctory submission of

the Raja on payment of an indemnity of 12 ‘ mans ’

of gold.
** See A.N., p. 128.
* In Kalpi district.

® Situated in 26° 57' N. and 77° 20' E., 53 miles S.W. of Agra, it fonns
a railway junction. In Mediaeval India it contained a particularly strong fort,

as is clear from the remains even to-day. The rocks stretching north and south
make the place easy to defend and therein lies its strategic importance. From the
earliest days of Muslini rule (cir. 1200 A.D.) for the next 3 centuries it remained the
headquarter of a province. When Sultan Sikandar Eofii founded Agra as his capital,

the importance of Bayana declined.
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Zahid Beg/ Dost Beg. They recovered Bayana/ Tatar Khan
retreating to Mandrael.* There he waited with some confidence, for

he was within 50 miles of Ranthambhor, his headquarters, and
possessed an army of 40,000 men.* Probably he yet dreamed of

establishing another Rodi dynasty at Agra and later on at Delhi,

with his father as its first king. He was soon undeceived. Within
a few days Mirat-i-Sikandari's select troops melted away at the

prospect of a battle and there was nothing to wonder at it. The
soldiers had been hastily collected by a lavish distribution of Gujrat
wealth and hence were without much discipline. They had forced

their commander to retire from Bayana, and now when Tatar was
eager for a contest, deserted him wholesale.

Thus, at Mandrael, Tatar Khan saw the end of his dream of

securing the throne of Delhi. He was left with

Man e
1°^ 3-000 horse.'* Hindal advanced from Bayana

November 1534. 5-000 Mughal troops and a fierce battle took
place, in which Tatar Khan, disdaining to flee, as he

was afraid to meet Bahadur for disobt'ying his orders of remaining
on the defensive, sold his life as dearly as possible. At last he feU

with some 300 of his followers, November 1534.
With the disappearance of Tatar Khan the main project of an

attack on Agra fell through ; the two subsidiary contingents working
against KaUnjar and Delhi also failed in achieving any result. They
realized that they were so distantly separated from each other that no
co-ordination was possible between their mihtary movements

; and
singly either failed to make any impression on the Mughals.

The direct consequence of the battle so far as the relations

between the two kings, Bahadur and Hmnayun were
The con^- concerned, was practically nil. Humayun did not

° ^ complain of Bahadur’s aid to Tatar Khan nor did the

Sultan Bahadur follow the defeat up by other expedi-

tions. Humayun kept quiet on the subject, guessing probably
that it was purely the result of the enthusiasm of the mad-cap,
Tatar. Humayun ignored the other two expeditions also. For
the present, he remained perfectly satisfied with the complete
discomfiture of the enemy in all the three quarters.

But for Bahadur, it was not so easy to get out of the war ; for

he had complicated matters by receiving Muhammad Zaman Mirza,

tions.

‘ Humayun's brother-in-law, being married to the queen, Bega Begam’s sister.

See G.H.N., p. 134, n. 4.
* From Khurasan Khan, one of Gujrat noblemen.
* Situated in 26° 18' N. and 77° 18' E. Ain-i-Akbari,Vol. II, 190 calls it Mandlaer.
* M.S. makes it a select army of 30,000 men.
® A. N. Farishta has 10,000, Tahaqat-i-Akbari has 300.
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who had been placed in prison for the serious crime of treason

against the king. I^et us recapitulate some of the incidents of the

past. In June 1534, after the foundation of Din-panah, Sultan
Bahadur sent a message of congratulations and Humayun responded
by generally permitting him to keep all his late conquests, e.g.,

Malwa, Raisin, Ranthambhor, Ajmere, and Nagaur and professing

amity and good will.^ The reception of Muhammad Zaman, a
few months later, nullified all the efforts to maintain cordiality

between the two kingdoms.
Muhammad Zaman M., we have seen, had rebelled in 1531 as

well as 1534. Humayun had ignored the first
Muhammad

rebellion, allowed him to continue as Governor in

Bihar. He had hoped for a salutary effect of his

generosity on his brother-in-law. But the ever-

restless Zaman was not won over and three years later, he combined
with Muhammad Sultan and made a more serious effort to defy

the government of Humayun. The king by his prompt measures
nipped the rebellion in the bud, defeated them in battle at Bhojpur
and captured both of them and since he could not repeat his generous

gesture of the first occasion, he placed them in prison and in order
to put an end to all their political aspirations, gave orders to the

jailor, his own uncle, Mirza Yadgar Beg Taghai * to blind them
as well as another prince Wali Khub Mirza.® The order was
carried out in the cases of Muhammad Sultan and Wali Khub but
Muhammad Zaman escaped the penalty because of the partiality

of the Taghai or his men^ and a few days later fled away from the
prison ® to Bahadur Shah. The Taghai also, for fear of encountering
the king’s wrath at the neglect of his orders, followed in the wake
of Zaman and reached Bahadur’s court at Chitor, November 1534.

Bet us recapitulate the following points in connection with
Muhammad Zaman’s flight to Gujrat :

—

(a) That Humayun had behaved kindly towards Muhammad
Zaman and his wife Masuma Sultan Begum. He had
excused the former’s rebellion at his accession, and
continued him as governor of Bihar and showed
great consideration to the latter by allowing her

^ A.H.G., ]). 227.
* He is Huniayun’s maternal uncle as well as father-in-law and it was

his daughter, Bega Begam that was captured by Sher Shah in 1539 A.D.
^ T.A., p. 194, 1. 23 records Humayun’s order for the blinding of Muhammad

Zaman and A.N
, p. 124, 1. 17 of Muhammad Sultan.

* T.A.
® A.N., p. 124 says, he escaped by showing a forged order.
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the most costly tent and its being pitched next to the

king’s.

(b) When he found that his mildness of treatment brought no
fruit except the repetition of disaffection, he promptly
crushed it and captured the disturbers induing
Muhammad Zaman.

(c) He made the best arrangement, according to the Mediae-
val ideas, for the welfare of the State. He placed
Muhammad Zaman and the other captive Mirzas with
his own maternal uncle, who, he trusted, would act
in his interest. To stop further conspiracies being
hatched, the prisoners were ordered to be blinded.

He spared them the extreme punishment of death
and thus compromised between the State exigency
and his father’s d5dng injunctions to be kind to his

relations.

(d) The whole of the later complications was due to the
Taghai’s disregard to Humayun’s orders. Muhammad
Zaman Mirza’s flight to Gujrat brought about a conflict

between the two kingdoms, Gujrat and Delhi, in which
Gujrat suffered and Delhi did not earn any special

repute.

To such a prince, who had twice sinned against the king of

Delhi, Bahadur Shah offered a ready welcome, only a few months
after his message of amity to Humayun. This was naturally taken
by the latter as a change of heart and initiation of a new policy,

not friendly to himself. Humayun felt disappointed but hesitated
to launch a policy of war against his late correspondent. So he
contented with making just a demonstration by moving out to

Gwalior and staying there for a couple of months.*
To-day, the historian realizes that Humayun’s policy lay in

taking courage in both hands and go directly to the aid of

* A.N. gives the date of moving out to be November 8th, 1534 (beginning of
Jamada-ul-awwal 941 A.H.). Rauzat-ul-Tahirin (R.T.) British Museum Or. 168, fol.

6146, 1. 3 makes Humayun proceed straightway from Gwalior to Malwa. Its
words are

G.H.N., fol. 236 refers to the length of stay as two months. It appears that
Humayun had stayed in Gwalior at least twice, the period of stay being, on each
occasion, to be two months. Farishta’s reference on p. 213 last line is with reference
to the first occasion. The second occasion is the one we are now considering. On
either occasion Humayun’s object was to make a demonstration as a warning to
Bahadur. See Humayun’s letter in A.T.W.H.G., p. 8, 11 . 3-4.
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the besieged Rajputs at Chitor. But he could not rise above

the political convention of his day which forbade him from

rendering aid to an ‘ infidel ’ when engaged in a war with another

Muslim king. Hence, another of Huma3mn's half-measures, viz,

move out to and a long stay at Gwalior. He hoped that just as on

the previous occasion, warned by this demonstration, Bahadur had
signed a treaty and retired from Chitor, similar results would follow

on this occasion also. But Bahadur did not desist from the con-

tinuation of the siege and Humayun too, passed on to Sarangpur

with a more warlike determination.



VARUNA AND OURANOS

By A. Berriedai^b Keith

The difficulties of attaining any certain results in the field of

Indo-European religion are such that no new theory resting on seri-

ous argument can hghtly be dismissed. Hence it is desirable to

glance at the proposal of M. Georges Dumezil* to place in a new setting

the position of Varuna and his Greek counterpart Ouranos. M.
Dmn^zil does not doubt that the two words are closely connected. He
accepts the demonstration of Solmsen * that the Greek forms of the

name can all be carried back to an original Uoruano, almost identic

with Varuna from Uoruno, and the original of the Uruwana in the

Hst of Mitanni deities. In fact the desire to separate the words is

really indefensible. The realm of uncertainty, however, is reached
when the derivation of the terms is examined. M. Dum4zil here

makes an important choice. He does not accept derivation from the

Indo-European root yier-,
‘ shut ', Sanskrit vrnoti, making Varuna

heaven as the covering, but prefers to accept Petersson’s ® connec-

tion with uer-,
‘ fasten ’, so that Varuna is essentially the god who

binds with his fetters. M. Dumezil makes the further observation
that the suffix -no- added to the enlarged root ^eru- is reminiscent

of the suffix seen in dominus and trihunus in Eatin and in certain

Germanic terms, so that the meaning would properly be ‘ master of

the bond ’.

M. Dumezil naturally stresses the close connection between
Varuna and his noose in the Rgveda and the later hterature. When
a black cloth cannot be secured at the Rajasuya, any cloth will do,

for its knots make it connected with Varuna.® For Ouranos, how-
ever, the connection is less clear. It is remarkable that binding
by Ouranos is not noted in the earliest form preserved of his myth,
the version of Hesiod,® which refers to the binding by Kronos of the
other offspring of Ouranos and their release by Zeus. According
to Hesiod Ouranos, hating his offspring by Gaia, thmst them back
into the source whence they had come, to her great indignation.

ApoUodoros,® on the other hand, certainly talks of Ouranos binding

' 0uran6s-Vdruna : Etude de mytJiologie compart indo-europienne,
* Untersucf^ngen zur griech, Laut- und Verslehre, pp. 2972.
* Studier tillegnade Esaias Tegner, pp. 2232., 2312,
* Satapatha Brdhmana, v, 2, 5, 17.
® Theogony, 1262. ® Biblioth., i, 1-7.
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the Kyklopes, as well as of the binding by Kronos of his adversaries,

and the Orphic texts ^ recognize the same trait of Ouranos, Kronos
and Zeus alike. But it is very hazardous to suggest that the binding

was a primitive feature of the myth of Ouranos, and, unless it were,

the etymology suggested is far from made plausible. It is by taking

this feature as primitive that M. Dumezil is able to make his theory

attractive. We have, on the one hand, Vanina as the lord of bonds,

the holder of sovereign power, the master of Maya
;
on the other,

the simpler, more barbarous, trait of Ouranos as the sovereign

threatened by his sons, his natural rivals as heirs to his power,

whom he binds, though vainly, in order to secure himself against

their attack. With much ingenuity it is suggested that we have
an echo of the fate of Ouranos in the curious legend, told in the

Jaimimya Brdhmana,^ of Bhrgu, son of Varuna, who was so conceited

of his knowledge of sacred lore that he thought himself superior

to his father, the gods, and other Brahmans who studied holy writ.

Varuna, however, chastened him by depriving him of his vitality

and causing him to see in hell the sufferings of the wicked. We are

asked to see in Bhrgu the parallel to the Titans, and in the act of

Varuna the parallel to the casting in chains of the sons of Ouranos
and their imprisonment in Tartaros. This is very ingenious, but
distinctly far fetched. The legend which is isolated seems merely
one of the many vain imaginings of the priests, not a rehc of old

tradition.

There is still less force in the ingenious attempt to find a closer

parallel to the binding by Ouranos of his sons in a notice in the
Taittiriya Samhitd} From it M. Dumezil deduces the doctrine

that every scion of warrior or kingly race was regarded as born in

fetters whence he must be set free by giving a golden bond to the
priest, binding him figuratively in Ws place. But this reads far

too much into the passage, apart altogether from the essential

point that the reference is to every Rajanya and not to the son of

the king alone. The passage deals with a special, not regular,

form of offering, intended to secure the special energy in destroying

foes of a Rajanya
; it is made to Indra and Brhaspati, and no

mention whatever is made of Varuna apart from the other gods.

It is, therefore, impossible to use it as in the sHghtest degree as

^ The fragments and texts are collected in O. Kern’s Orphicorum Fragmenta
(1922), and M. Dumezil relies in part on O. Gruppe’s treatment of their evidaice
in his work, Die gnechische Culte und Mythen, i (1887).

® i, 44. The version in §atapatha Brdhmana, xi, 6, I omits the rendering of

Bhfgu inanimate ; it is no doubt a refinement.
'
» ii, 4, 13, 1. 1
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confirming the legend of Bhrgu, or hinting at hostihty between
Varuna and his son.

We see, therefore, that it is hopeless to seek in the Vedic liter-

ature for any parallel to the hostility between Ouranos and his

sons in the case of Varuna. Can we find any evidence which provides

a parallel to the impotence brought upon Ouranos at the instigation

of the outraged Gaia by the instrumentahty of Kronos ? The
Rgveda is admittedly silent, but it is not an encyclopaedia of

legends, and the popular legends current at the time could not find

place therein. The latter statement may be questioned, but the
former is vahd in so far that the mere silence of the Rgveda is not
conclusive. But the evidence adduced is of the poorest order.

It consists of a single stanza in the Atharvaveda ’ which occurs in a
hymn intended to be used in a rite to remedy impotence ; the plant
kapitthaka is said to be used, and is addressed in the words :

‘ Thee
that the Gandharva dug for Varuna whose virihty (?) was lost,

thee we dig as a plant that restoreth manly vigour ’. The doubtful
word is mrtabhraje, but the commentary nastamrydya may be cor-

rect ; the point is not important. There is not the slightest evidence
that we have the trace of an old popular legend of the curing of

Varuna by the aid of a plant dug out by a Gandharva. On the con-

trary, the verse seems significant of the t5q)e of Atharvan spell,

where the great deities are freely introduced to magnify the hocus
pocus of the priest or spell maker. It is significant that the same
hymn invokes Agni, Savitr, Sarasvati and Brahmanaspati to assist

in the work of regeneration. The mention of the Gandharva is

natural in view of the relation of that creature to matters of sex ;

otherwise these beings stand in no special relation to him. The
assertion of the $atapatha Brdhmana ® that the Gandharvas are the
people of King Varuna is late and schematic, while the inclusion of
the name of Varuna in epic hsts of the Gandharvas is clearly ir-

relevant, though Hopkins * suggests from it the conclusion that the
Gandharvas were water phenomena, Varuna’s connection with the
waters being admitted on all hands. Still less value attaches to
the fact that in the Atharvaveda in a hymn * to destroy the virihty
of a rival reference is made to the aid of Indra and the vrata of Varuna.
These great gods are simply brought in to deck out the spell. We
may, therefore, safely disregard the evidence adduced to show the
impotence of Varuna as an important trait in his nature, noting

^ iv, 4, I. For Satapatha Brdhmana, xiii, 3, 6, 5, see Keith, Religion and
Philosophy of the Veda, i, 96. The epithets bai^a and khanda do not there occur.

* av, 4, 3, 7.
* Epw Mythology, pp. 153, 158. * vii, 90.

4
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also that there is not even the faintest hint of the causing of this

impotence by mutilation by a rebellious soil.

M. Dum^zil, however, has a further line of argument no less

ingenious. He finds it in the Rajasuya, the ceremonial of the

consecration of kings, a rite which shows in essential features, in

his view as in that of Hocart, ^ un-Aryan features, but which also

preserved ancient matter. Now this rite is essentially connected

with Varuna, though the decline of the popularity of that god in

favour of Indra has brought about the substitution of Indra as the

chief deity concerned. The connection with Varuna is indicated

in the fact that it is here and there stated that the acts done by the

king are dictated by the fact that Varuna himself performed such
actions in the rite. He who desires sovereign lordship is the person

who should offer, as did in Hke case Varuna.* The Hotr priest in

the rite should be one of Bhrgu’s line.

The most important element of the rite is the sprinkling or

anointing of the king, carried out first by a Brahman, a relative

(sva), a Rajanya, and a Vaisya, and then by the king himself, who
afterwards offers, together with his favourite son, a sacrifice to

Prajapati in which he presents the son, declaring him to be his father,

and himself as father of his son, plainly a deliberate attempt to se-

cure for his favourite son a share in the kingship. All this version

of the ^alapatha Brdhmana goes smoothly, but M. Dumezil draws
a very important argument from the fact that the ritual Sutras,

not the Brahmana, contemplate at this point or later the recitation

of the legend of ^unahsepa, which is told at length in the Aitareya
Brdhmana.^ In his view this is of vital importance. It points
to an ancient practice whereby the king at his consecration used to
offer in sacrifice to Varuna his son or at least a substitute. Varuna,
he points out, accepted the substitution of Sunahsepa in lieu of the
princely Rohita who showed a reasonable dislike to immolation,
and declared the Rajasuya as the rite. This action of Vanina’s
was the guarantee for the divine character and efficacy of the rite,

and therefore remembrance of it was maintained by the late commen-
tators, though the ritual itself had been changed. Confirmation for

this view of the original ritual is found in the muddled version of
the Mdrkandeya Purdna which clearly is valueless, and in the
argument of Bharata in the Rdmdyana * against the performance
of the Rajasuya as a rite involving the extermination of princely

^ Kingship, pp. yoff.

* Sdnkhuyana ^rauta SUtra, xv, 12. i.

* See Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, i, 282, 283.
* vii, 83, 13.
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races. Clearly this view is unsatisfactory. The legend of 6unah-

^epa is a very elaborate tale, in which no actual sacrifice occurs,

and, what is vital, it has a very different motive. It is the case

of the vow of a king to slay a child, wholly unconnected with the

royal consecration, and its connection with that rite seems to be
purely artificial. Certainly it is quite misleading treating it as if

it were implied in the ^atapatha Brahmanap and it is only by doing

so that we obtain the idea that it was an essential feature of the conse-

cration that the king’s son or a substitute should die. Still less

authority is there for the suggestion that the king’s son was slain

as equivalent to his father.

There is, it need hardly be said, nothing whatever to suggest

that Varuna meditated slaying his own son in his performance of the
rite. But we are told that after Varuna was consecrated his vigour

departed, probably as the result of the sprinkling over him of the

waters of consecration, and that he recovered it from the cattle into

which it had passed. The ^atapatha assures us that the king’s

vigour does not depart but he acts as if it had. He carries out a
mimic raid against a hundred cows belonging to a relative, namely
that one who has earlier taken part in the sprinkling, but having
thus manifested his recovery of strength he restores the booty.

All this, of course, seems a simple symbolism of royal power
; by

the rule of magic the king’s mimic action will make him strong in

actual cattle raids. The parallel with Varuna we naturally attri-

bute to the priestly ingenuity which has cast a mystic character

over acts of simple magic. But M. Dumdzil has a far more subtle

explanation to offer. It moves in the field of magic, but it invokes
the doctrine of the close connection between the king and the life

of vegetation which results in the self-immolation of Hngs to renew
the worn out life or the offering of a substitute. In this connection
the passing of the king’s vitality to the cattle is eminently in keeping,

just as in the rite itself he attests his connection with nature by
touching an udumbara branch and begging it to bestow sustenance
upon him.

This carries us, however, no great distance, and M. Dum4zil has
further refinements to make. He insists on the fact that the king’s

loss of vigour follows on the sprinkling by a relative, who, volun-
tarily or not, devitalizes him and deprives iiim of his virility in order
to bestow it on his herds. Have we not here a parallel to the emas-
culation of Ouranos by Kronos ? Ouranos oppresses his relations

and is emasculated by one of them ; the result incidentally is to
render earth fecund with the Giants, Erinyes, and the N3rmphs,

^ V, 4, 2, 3 is quite inconsistent with the use of the legend.
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and to produce Aphrodite from the foam of the sea ; it is the hos-

tility of earth to Ouranos which creates the situation. What have

we in Vedic literature to correspond ? Take the oppression motive.

We have seen that there is no force in the idea of Varuna oppressing

Bhrgu, and so must fall back on the oppression of his relative by
the king in the action of the cattle raid. But it is plain that there

is no real oppression, but a mere mimicry, parallel with the sham
combat with a Rajanya which the Taittinya Samhitd^ gives instead.

Still less real is the oppression in the rite given by the Ldtydyana

^rauta Sutra * in which the weak relatives of the king are despoiled

by him ; we have once more a symbolic exhibition of roy^ supe-

riority, nothing parallel to the action of Ouranos. Nor is there

even recorded the taking away of the king’s vigour by Ws son.

The $atapatha Brdhmana * is quite clear in distinguishing the

position of the son from that of the relative (sva)
;
the son neither

sprinkles nor deprives the king of vigour. It is of Varuna that

the Pancavimia Brdhmana * relates that on his consecration a third

of his vigour went to Bhrgu, and it is not suggested that Bhrgu had
any share in besprinkling his father. There is clearly no real tradi-

tion which makes the Rajasuya concerned with restoring the royal

vigour through immolation and transfer of that vigour to a successor,

who thus avenges oppression. The scene ^ in which the consecrated

king addresses earth with the words :
‘ O mother earth, injure me

not, nor I thee ’ establishes the relationship of mother and son

between the two in the Vedic doctrine. The motive is perfectly

simple
;
consecration makes the king holy, full of magic strength,

and between him and earth a new relation must be estabhshed to

prevent mutual injury. Surely nothing can be further removed
from the relation of embittered wedlock which causes Gaia to plan

the overthrow of her husband, Ouranos. Even if we assume that

the true relationship was wife and husband, and if we make the

further assumption that the relative was earher the son (or where
succession went to the brother in another kind of family,* the brother)

,

we should be far from a real parallel to the psychology of the tale

of the Ouranidai in the psychology of the Rajasuya. Moreover
these assumptions would be wholly invahd ; we are under no pos-

sible obligation to find in Vedic relation any parallel to the legend
of the Ouranidai which may well belong to a different miheu, and

^ i. 8, 15. ® ix, I, I4ff.

* y, 3, 5, 12 ; 4, 3, 1 opposed to V, 4, 2 , 8ff. * xviii, 8-11.
* Satapaiha Brahmana, v, 4, 3, 2o£F.

* THs suggestion of two kinds of family seems quite unwarranted. The Vedic
version is perfectly sound in distinguidiing the mere relatiye and the chosen son.
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which may be derived from pre-Aryan Greek reli^on which, as we
know, deeply affected in every aspect ‘ the religion of the Greece

we know from the texts.

M. Dum^zil himself is not unaware of the vast gulf between the
Vedic and the Greek testimonies. He suggests that even in the

most archaic form there need have been no exact parallel between
the royal rites. In certain Indo-European cantons, those of the
future Greeks, the scenario of the royal accession followed the

scheme revealed in the classic legend of Ouranos
;
the new king

corresponded in the rites to the son of Ouranos, on whose head
fell the sufferings of the transition. In mundane language in these

cantons the accession of a king followed on the putting aside of the

old king when he became aged or reigned badly ;
he would be slain

or at least deprived of his virihty as no longer needed or even
dangerous. Now there seems no real evidence enabling us to carry

back such a rite to Indo-European times, and it is pertinent to

remember that in Greece the terms used for kingship ignore the
root raj-, fundamental in India, and from its occurrence elsewhere

naturally deemed Indo-European, in favour of basileus and other

terms, of all of which it must be confessed that the origin is obscure,

even if we have no definite means of assigning them to the pre-

Aryan inhabitants of Greek lands.® Even if we were to assume
that Greece knew of such royal ceremonials of accession in pre-

historic ages, we would hardly be able to assert their Indo-European
character.

But it is very difficult to accept the legend of Ouranos as based
on such a ritual. M. Dumezil is in difficulties with the fact that
Ouranos unquestionably is the sky. He finds his solution in the
view that the sovereign god necessarily is husband of earth, and
that he is thus identified with the sky, since that according to views
current on five continents is regularly regarded as the husband of

earth. Is this plausible ? Why not accept the perfectly simple

explanation that Ouranos is from the first the sky, adopting the
etymology, the possibility of which M. Dum4zil does not question,

which makes the name denote ‘ the coverer ' ? Is there anything
in the barbarous legend of the Otiranidai which prevents us from
regarding Ouranos as primarily the sky ? The answer seems clearly

in the negative. In fact the essential part of the legend is unmis-
takably a form of the mjdb of the separation of sky and earth
which is found in various forms in the mythology of Polynesia, as

* M. P. Nilsson, The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology (1932).
* Dutn^zil, p. 46, n. i r^ers to the discussions in Eos, xxxi, 5^9

~55 (> as

indecisive.
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Andrew Lang ' long ago pointed out. Doubtless especially in the

Greek version, but also in some degree in Pol3mesia, * other ideas

have been united with the myth. Hesiod reveals traces of reflec-

tion. Gruppe * no doubt correctly recognizes the motive of the

putting an end to the excessive exercise of the procreative faculty

by Ouranos and the substitution or ordered creation under the

auspices of Aphrodite. But the appearance of that deity is admitted
by M. Dumezil * himself to point to the intervention of Asianic or

Semitic influences, which renders it unreasonable to use this motive
as part of the essential legend. Indeed the idea of the emasculation

of Ouranos may be definitely non-Aryan ; it is of course a pheno-
menon well known in legends of Asia Minor, and it may be thence

that it came to be connected with a simpler m5i;h of separation

without this feature. M. Dumezil himself is probably not inclined

to lay serious stress on his arguments that Indra, the successor in

certain regards to the kingship of Varuna, in late notices appears

as emasculated, and that in the legend of Sunahsepa the name of

the hero is of phallic implication.

If we accept Varuna as the sky god, we have at once no diffi-

culty in explaining his close connection with the waters of the
heavens and his development to sovereign power, as Professor

MacdoneU ® long ago pointed out. This is infinitely simpler than
to seek to explain his connection with the waters by the fact that

the waters are the great ritual agency, ‘ le milieu rituel par excel-

lence ', and that Varuna is the guardian of ritual order, since he is

lord of bonds. Still less attractive is the suggestion that Vanina’s
connection with waters is connected with the idea of the king as
conferring fecundity. What may be noted in passing as interesting

is the fact that the connection of Varuna with the ocean, which
has given birth to various conjectures wfith which I have dealt
elsewhere,® is paralleled in Greece, for Okeanos alone among the
Ouranidai remains faithful to Ouranos, his father, and certain
Orphic teachers placed Okeanos in the place of his father as first

god and first father.

It is further interesting to note a point made by M. Dum4zil,
which tells in favour of the traditional connection between Varuna
and Ouranos. In the Greek legend Gaia is oppressed by the children

' Custom and Myth, pp. 45£f . See Dixon, Mythology of All Races, ix, 3off

.

® M. Mauss cited by Dumezil, p. 23, n. 2.

® Op. cit., i, 5843. Cf. P. Mazon’s ed. of Theogony, pp. 28, 29.
* Op. cit., pp. 35, 93.
I’ Vedic Mythology, p. 27.
* Indian Historical Quarterly, ix, 515-20 ; Dr. Modi Memorial Volume,

pp. 8i-94-
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which she bears to Ouranos but which he buries in her bosom,

thus distending her painfully. This may be a reminiscence of

Vanina’s punishment of the wicked by making them swell up with
dropsy. We cannot go beyond conjecture, but the action of making
to swell is definitely connected with the deities whose names suggest

original identity, and the conjecture is thus infinitely more legiti-

mate than those based on audacious combinations of statements
easily otherwise explicable. We cannot, however, venture to bring

these facts into connection with the fact that some savages regard

fatness as royal or the power of kings to cause, as in Fiji, or to remove,
as there and in England, swellings by touch. This carries us far

beyond the field of legitimate speculation. Still less can we see in

the theoretic impotence of the Aryan god, precursor of Varuna and
Ahura Mazdah, the source in the Mazdean theology of the concep-

tion of the initial impotence of the sovereign god, to the profit of

his rival who is sometimes his brother. No doubt the conception

of the struggle between good and evil, life and death, in Iran is

derived from simpler ideas, but there is nothing to suggest that

this special view counted at all.

If we ask why Ouranos plays so small a part in Greek religion,

the answer, of course, is that his place was taken by Zeus, and thus
of his kingship we have only faint traces as in his knowledge of the

secret laws of the world over which even Zeus is not supreme. Why
Zeus prevailed we cannot say ;

he may have been the god of tribes

more successful than those who worshipped the sky as Ouranos.
In India the superiority of Varuna to Dyaus is very great ; it is

natural to suggest extraneous influences, and, while they cannot
be proved and efforts to find a Hittite or Austro-Asiatic origin * for

the deity are far from convincing, it is perfectly possible that the
conception of Varuna was influenced by ideas of morality and of

royal government current in Asiatic lands with which, as we know,
the Indians at various times had contacts. If this were the case,

it would explain the fact that Varuna has so distinctively an ethical

character. It is, of course, held by some authorities including
M. Dumezil that Mitra is the Aryan god of contracts, but it is far
from certain that that was his origin. There is still much to be
said for the old view * that Mitra in his connection with Varuna
represents the sun. We are left, in fact, with the impression that.

* See Keith, Indian Historical Quarterly, ix, 515-20.
® Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, i, 98. The root seems to be mei-,

'

bind ’ seen in Sanskrit mekhala and Greek mitre, rather than mei-, ' exchange ’

;

see Walde, Vergleichendes Worterbuch, ii, 241. Contrast Camoy, Les Indo-europtens,
pp. I72ff.
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while many gods are not gods of nature and much m3d:h may well be

due to ritual, Vanina and Ouranos remain duly to be referred to

the conception of sl^ gods.‘

It may be added that the view taken above of the significance

of the Sunahsepa legend renders me unable to accept that tale as

a proof of the former existence in India of the practice of slaying

the king, or his son, or his wife, or a Brahman as substitute. On
this conception M. Dum^zil has erected in his Flamen-Brahman an

interesting and highly ingenious theory of the origin of the Brahman
caste, whose position is ultimately to be referred to the habit of

kings of keeping men to act as substitutes during the periods, such

as epidemics, famines, or the necessity of reviving the life of nature

from time to time, when the royal blood should be spilled for thepublic

good. Such men would be treated with formal deference, like

other destined victims, and would take part in the slaughter of one

of their number, thus acquiring a sombre prestige which set them
apart and clung to them long after the actual practice of human
sacrifice ceased. To discuss this theory here would carry us from
the immediate subject, and it must suffice to point out that the

alleged evidence for the existence of any such practice of the slaying

of the king in Vedic or pre-Vedic evidence is negligible, and that

much simpler and more natural explanations can easily be found
for the position of the Brahman.

^ See Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, i, 262, 263, 282, 283;
ii, 347- 348.



HEARTH AND HOME—II

By Girija Prasanna Majumdar

III. Hearth and Home oe Rueing Princes

The main object of attraction and importance in a royal capital,

from the point of view of secular architecture, is the homestead of

kings and princes {rdjagrha). Raja-prasada (royal palace) is the

dignified name to denote the royal residence. The term rdjdgdra

is also met with to designate such a residence. The names of

palaces and state-elephants became immortalized with the names of

various dynasties of Wngs. The Pali records eloquently speak of the

magnificence of the Kokanada-Pasada, which was costly built by
BoSii-rajakiunara.^ Buddhaghosha says that the name of this

palace was derived from the lotus.®

The Mudraraksasa of Visakha Datta refers to Sugahga-Pasada
which was built by Chandra Gupta Maurya in Pataliputra. This

palace came to be called Suganga evidently on account of its situation

on the bank of the Ganges. The Hatigumpha inscription says that

king Kharavela caused to be built a Mahavijaya-pasada which cost

him thirty-eight hundred thousand pieces of Indian money. The
palace was so named evidently to perpetuate the memory of the

victorious career of the Jaina ]^ng of Kalihga.®

The heavenly prototype of all royal palaces on earth was, of

course, the Vaijayanta-prasada, or Palace of Victory, which was
known to be the grand residence of ^akra, or Indra, the King of

the gods, of the Thirty-three, and Vanquisher of the asuras.*

Each Capital,® or city in which the royal residence was situated,

was fortified against enemy’s attack. It was surrounded by a wall *

^ Majjliima Nikaya, Bodhi-rajakumara Sutta.
* Loc. cit.,—Kokanadanti Kokanadaqi vuccati padumaqi, so ca mangala-

p^adau olokanakarp padumaqi dassetva kato, tasma kokanadoti samkhaip labhi.
* Barua—Old Brahmi Inscriptions in the Udaygiri and Khandagiri Caves, p. 289.
* See Kulavaka Jataka, Fausboll, No. 31 (203) ; see also Monier WiUiams

;

Sabdakalpadruma, s.v. Mabavaijayanta Frasada.
* The Sukranlti (I, 425-428) directs ‘ that in a place that abounds in various

tr^s, plants and shrubs, and is rich in cattle, birds and other animals, that is endowed
with good sources of water and supplies of grain and is happily provided with re-

sources in grasses and woods ; that is bestirr^ by the movements of boats up to the
seas, and is not very far from the seas, and that is an even-grounded, picturesque,
plam the ruler should build his capital '—S.B.H., XVI, p. 28 ; cf. also Kamandaki-
niti, IV, 30-56,

_
* 01, Manasara, Ch. XXXI, where a dty is required to be surrounded by a

prakara which may be of stone, brick or wood. It is built for strength, beauty
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{prakdra) provided with four gates in the maximum, on four sides,

each gate called a dvdra, and being also named the east gate, the

south gate, the west gate and the north gate, after the name of the

quarter which it faced. The city of Rajagrha, and the city of

Sravasti * had each four gates on its four sides. But the Mahapari-

nibbana Suttanta leads us to imagine also the existence of a royal

city provided with only one royal gate, and closed by so thick and
high a wall as not to allow even a cat to pass out of the city save

and except by that one gate.*

A king had residences more than one, and even in cities more
than one. King Asoka speaks of his private residence in Pataliputra

and in other outer cities and towns {hahiresu nagaresu, R.B.V.).

The Pali works broadly speak of three residences of princes—one
for summer,® one for winter and one for the rains.* The residence

within the city-waU consisted of two parts, inner and outer (antah-

idld, hahih-sdld). The inner part of the main palace included the

residences of the queens, the princesses, and the private council hall.

Other buildings forming necessary adjuncts to the palace in its

inner part comprised the coronation pavihon {abhisekddi-mandapa),

the arsenal {dyudhdlaya), the store-house {vastu-niksepa mandapa),
the house for keeping ornaments {bhusandlaya), the dining hall

{bhojana-mandapa), the kitchen (pacandlaya), the flower-pavilion

(puspa mandapa), the baths {majjandlaya), the bed-chamber {iayand-

laya) and several others. In the outer part was situated the

and defence ; cf, also Kautilya's Artha^astra, 53 ; Sumangala Vilasini, I, p. 41 ;

The Besnagar Inscription, Mem. A.S.I., No. 4, pp. 128, 129 ; Kharavela Inscription

at the Hathigumpha, Udayagiri
; Cullavagga, V. 14, 3 ;

for details see Acharya's
Dictionary, pp. 388-395 ;

Coomaraswamy—Ind. Arch. Terms, p. 268 (reprint) ;

Artha^astra, Ch. 24, pp. 52-54 ; Agnipurana, Ch. 48, V. 8, 12 ; Garuda Parana, Ch.

46, V. 19 ;
etc.

' See Law—Sravasti in Indian Literature p. 21. See also BeaVs Buddhist
Records, I, p. xliv

;
II, p. 4 ; Dhammapada Commentary, III, p. 380.

* Buddhist Suttas, S.B.E., Ch. I. The City of Palibothrd (Patna), however,
was found by Megasthenas and others to be defended by a massive timber
palisade about 25 miles in length (Buddhist India, p. 35), ' pierced by 64 gates
crowned by 570 towers, and protected externally by a broad and deep moat, filled

from the waters of the Son.'—Smith, Early History, p. 119 ; cf. also Mitra, Indo-
Aryan, I, pp. 44-45 ; McCrindle-Strabo (XV, 36).

^ Samudragara : a summer house by a lake, Malavikagni-Mitra, Act IV
; quoted

in Ind. Arch. Terms, p. 269.
* Jataka, Vol. I, p. 92, Siamese Ed.—tinnaip utunairi anucchavike tayopasade

karesi, ekam nava-bhumikam, ekaip sattabhumikaqi, ekaip pancabhumikaip,
—

' the
king caused to be made for the prince three palatial buildings suited to three seasons of
the year, one of them nine-storeyed, one seven-storeyed and one five-storeyed \
Cf. Jataka^ Vol. 5, p. 49o--tinnam utunaip anucchavika divya vimana-kappa tayo
nivasa-pasado—‘ three residential palaces suiting three seasons of the year *.
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residences of the crown prince {ymardja), of the family priest

(purohita), of the ministers and others, likewise the hall of pubhc
audience {dsthdna mandapa), temples, etc.* The homestead also

contained pleasure-gardens, flower-gardens, groves, tanks, etc., in

their proper places
; stables for horses, elephants, cows, etc., generally

made near the main gate
;
pavilions to witness ram-fights and

cock-fights [mesa-yuddhdrtha-mandapa, kukkuta-yuddhdrtha-mandapa)

and also musical entertainments. A zoo, and an aviary were also

maintained within the royal homestead. The Manasara divides

palaces into nine classes with regard to their size or dimension, and
the Brhat-sainhita * into five classes each suitable for a prince of a
particular status, whether a cakravartin, a mahdrdja, or one of a still

lower status.* It is doubtful whether such nicer differences were
actually maintained, the erection being determined more by
individual choice, taste and means than royal status. It goes without

saying that the main building was erected on a carefully selected

site, and that it was placed within some sort of square traditionally

distinguished as Indra, Varuna, Yama, Puspadanta, or the like,

altogether 64 names of squares being mentioned in the ^ilpasastras.

The homestead of a king or prince consisted of a palace and other

adjuncts, aU within a city, and pleasure-gardens without. The city

was called the pura, nagara, or mandira.* The pleasure-garden was
called uyydna (Sk. udydna), or rdjoyydna. The Venuvana adjoining

the City of Rajagaha and the rdjdgdra adjoining Ambalatthika
were two pleasure-gardens that belonged to king Bimbisara of

Magadha. Ambalatthika was created midway between Rajagaha
and Nalanda. Similarly, Mahavana belonging to the Ticchavis was
a pleasure-garden adjoining Vesali. Jetavana, too, was originally

a pleasure-garden of prince Jeta, adjoining the City of Savatthi.

Asoka's Rock Edict, VI, and the Mahasutosoma Jataka (Fausboll,

No. 537) referred to uyydna as a special place for royal diversion.

These pleasure-gardens served also the purpose of pubhc parks with
^dlds and mandapas affording shelter and retreats to all visitors

including the ascetics and recluses.

The garden-house of the king must have been built within the
enclosure of such a pleasure-garden, or a pubhc park. From the

^ M^asara, Ch. XL. Dr. P. K. Acharya’s edition ; cf. also his Indian Architec-

ture According to Manasara-^iilpaiastra, pp. 57-58 (Raja-grha-vidhana).
* Loc. cit., Ch. 52, Vastuvidya ; cf. also Matsya P., Ch. 254. S.B.H., XVII, ii,

pp. 295-297, English transl.
* Manasara, Ch. XLI, P. K. Acharya’s edition.
* Suttanipata, Parayanavagga, Vatthugatha—Kosala-niandiraip=Kosala-

puratp
; cf. Jataka, Vol. 5, p. 480, where the mandira is explained as meaning

—

rdjadhani-gehaift, royal residence in the capital.
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description given in the Mahasutosoma jStaka it appears that such

gardens were full of shady and flowery arbors. The presence of

roaming deer was a special feature of these gardens. The kings and
princes used to make a processional drive to those gardens, the

conveyances being horses, elephants and chariots.^

The Nandanavana of Indra’s heaven stands as the celestial

prototype of all the royal gardens on earth. The dramas were neatly

kept forests, or wood-lands, in distant places. King Pasenadi of

Ko^a had such a drama in Naugaraka, a township on the border
of Kapilavatthu. It is to this drdma that the king made a state-

drive with all royal retinue and pomp {mdhocca rdjdnuhhdvena).

The drdmas are described as a calm vicinage, pleasant, noiseless,

undisturbed by traffic.* Tumbini, the sacred Sala-groves {mangala-

Sdlavana) of the Sakyas, situated on the bank of the river Rohini,

which was destined to be the place of Buddhas nativity, is another

example of this royal drdmas. The Jataka-nidana-katha gives the

following poetical description of this drdma :
‘ At that time the Sala

trees were full of blossoms from root to the top of the foliages, and
inside the arbors and bunches of flowers the five classes of bees and
various species of birds put forth sweet carols ’. The Sala-grove of

the Mallas of KuMnara which was destined to be the place of Buddha’s
demise is another such example of royal drdmas. According to the

Jataka-nidana-katha the Cittalatdvana of Indra’s heaven is the
celestial prototype of these drdmas.*

The Ramayana gives a graphic description of the Asoka-vanika,
which was Ravana’s pleasance outside the city-wall. The pleasance
was surrounded by a wall. Within the enclosure was a sylvan grove
{vfksavdtikd) with the sdla, the aioka, the hhavya, the champaka,
the udddlaka, the ndga and the mango trees, all in blossoms in

season. The grove was surrounded by artificial mounds, contained
herds of deer, and many sweet-singing birds. The place was
surrounded with various kinds of trees, and the earth appeared
beautiful, strewn with heaps of fragrant and charming flowers
fallen from the trees. Nearby were tanks large and of various
other sizes with transparent and sweet water, fitted with bathing
ghats having beautifully made steps set with jewels and crystal

^ Uyyanasampannani pahutamalyaqi migadrupetapuraqi surammaip hayehi
nagehi ratheh’ upetarphitva kath’ eko ramasi aranfie, 479 ;—jataka, Vol. 5, p. 506.
For processional drives of kings and princes, see Jataka, Vol. I, p. 63 ; Barua and
Mitra, Prakrit Dhammapada, p. 99.

* Pasadikani pasadaniyani appasabdani, appanigghusani, vijanavatani—^Majjh.

N. Ill, Dhammacetiya Sutta. See Bahrut Illustrations of Pasenadi’s drive

—

Cunningham, PI. XIII
; Barua—Bahrut Bk. II, Jataka Scenes, p. 46.

* Jataka, Vol. i, p. 62 : Sakalaqr I/Umbini vanaip CitChlatavana sadisaip.
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posts. The bank was artistically lined with columns of trees, while

the watery portion looked exceptionally beautiful with full blown

lotuses and water lilies. The tank served as a spacious retreat for

the geese, swans, cakravdkas and a host of other aquatic birds. The
trees on the banks were entwined with hundreds of creepers having

flowering santdna and karavtra as diversions. Not far from these

series of tanks was a high hill with a beautiful and wonderful peak.

All elevations of this picturesque hill were decked with trees and
hilly abodes {iildgrha). A long and beautiful stream of clear and
sweet water issuing from this hill flowed through this garden. Its

banks were artistically lined with trees with many hanging branches

and creepers that touched the water. Beside the hill was a lotus

pond gay with many birds. There also was to be seen a big tank
full of cool water. Its steps were all jewels being set with stones,

and around were many palatial buildings, all made as though by
the hands of Visvakarma himself. Everywhere were to be seen

rows of artificial mounds, and flowery groves. The fruit and flower-

trees had golden and silvern pavements and terraces at their bases.

A large Hmspd tree with spreading branches and adorned with a

big foliage and entwined with creepers and fitted with a golden

terrace at the base added much charm to the scene. ^

According to the Ramayana too the Nandana-vana is the

heavenly prototype of such a royal pleasance outside the city-wall

{sa Nandanavanasamkdia, Sundara Kanda, XV, 3).

As for the royal residence within the city-wall, we have already

suggested it was the central, or main object * of interest so far as

secular architecture is concerned. The description of its surroimdings
is, indeed, a description of the city itself. We have many t3q)ical

descriptions of prosperous Indian cities and towns in both literature

and inscriptions.® It is certain that the cities or towns, all of which

' Ramayana, Sundarakanda, Ch. XIV, 1-52 ; in Chapter XV also a succinct
description is given of the Aiokavanika. There it is compared with the Nandana-
vana, containing various animals and birds, palaces and mansions, adorned with
ponds abounding in beautiful lotuses and water-lilies

;
provided with many comfort-

able seats, sylvan retreats and bowers and arbors with beautiful flowers of all

seasons and fruit trees. The Karnikaras, the Kiip^ukas, the Punnagas, Saptaparnas,
Cmnpakas and Aioka trees were m flowers. The palace was white as the Kailasa
hill and built on thousand pillars. All its stairs were made of coral and its pavements
made of burning gold. In one word ‘ it was like the garden of Nandana, or like
that of Kuvera, or perhaps it surpassed the both in excellence '.

* Cf. Ramayana, Sundarakanda. Ch. VI. 15, where Ravana’s palace is described

as the ornament of the City of bafika

—

• City of Ayodhya—Ramayana, Adikanda, Ch. 5 ; City of banka

—

ibid., Sun-
darak&n^, Chs. 4, 5, etc. ; Mahflsudassana City,—Digha Nikaya, Mahasud^ana
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were more or less fortified, were built according to some d^nite
plans. The town-planning ‘ forms, indeed, an important topic not

only in the ^ilpasastras, but also in all treatises on royal polity, the

Brhatsamhita and the Puranas. Kuvera's City, Alakananda, or

Aiaka in Uttara-Kuru serves as the semi-hmnan, or semi-divine

protot5rpe of all magnificent and prosperous cities.*

The Visvakarmaprakasa lays down certain general guiding

principles of town-planning and house-building,—Building Bye-laws

as Dr. B. B. Datta would call them. These are :

—

(1) That the town should be laid out first, and then only
houses should be planned.

(2) That the trees should be planted first and the premises

should be erected thereafter.

(3) That the houses should be provided with verandah, and
a flight of steps should lead down from the high plinth of the

verandah ;
and stone couches, a vedikd or elevated seat, should be

constructed on each side of the door.

(4) That a hierarchy in the number of the storeys and heights

of secular buildings and residences should be maintained so as to

make all of them slope up towards the central height of the palace.

(5) That as far as practicable there should be maintained
uniformity in the height of buildings in the same street.

(6) That all the houses should be so built as to face the main
roads, and there should be another lane at the back to allow a
passage for sweepers.

(7) That the doors of a house should be so designed as to be
on the same level, and same straight line with one another.

(8) That the new houses should be constructed in such a
manner that they will not encroach upon homesteads of others, and
that every house should have a water course of sufficient slope.®

Suttanta, Vol. II ; City of Indraprastha—Mahabharata, Adiparva, Ch. 217

;

Kalinganagari—Old Brahmi Inscriptions in the Udaygiri and Khandagiri
Caves—Barua (pp. 19, 287-291, notes) ; cf. also Hathigumpha Inscriptions of
Kharavela—^Jayswal ; City of Sagala—Milinda Pannha, pp. 1-2 ; City of Sravastf

—

I/aw, Sravasti in Indian Literature ; City of Pataliputra—Arrian, Ind., Ch. X

;

a Naga Capital in the Vidura Pandita Jataka, FausboU, No. 545.
• See, for useful references and information, B. B. Datta’s Town-Planning in

Ancient India ; Venkatarama Ayyar’s Town-Planning in Ancient Deccan ; R.
Unwin’s Town-Planning in Practice.

• Milinda-pannha, p. 2—Alakamandaviya devapuraip
; cf. Digha Nikaya, ITT

,

zxxii, 7, pp. 201-202.
• For details see Datta’s Town-Planning in Ancient India, Ch. IX, pp.

245—257- Texts quoted below are quoted in Datta's Town-Planning. Viiva-
kramaprakaia, Ch. II, ii, 206-209 :
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Some idea of the actual surroundings of the royal homestead
proper, as described or indicated by various Indian authorities, may
be formed in the light of the following :

—

1. The first point to be noted is the city-wall enclosing it on
all sides with four gates, generally high-towered and provided with
ornamental arches [pdkara gopura torana), and a pillar at the main
city gate. The Pali records generally describe the pillar as an esikdp

or indakhila * which was nothing but a strong wooden column
{sdraddrti-tihainba). The principal gates were to be four, opening
on four sides and these were known as Brahma, Aindra, Yamya
and Sainapatya, according to the Arthasastra,* and beginning
probably from the east.

2. The second point was a ditch or ditches aU round the city-

wall.

3. The main roads, lanes and bye-lanes and water-courses,

parks and squares and public tanks. According to the Arthasastra
the first demarcation of the grounds inside the city-walls was to be
made by opening three main roads from west to east and three

from south to north. The roads were made both for patrol purposes
and for easy communication, traffic and sanitation. There were
also secret passages for escape in times of danger.

4. The residential houses of the people of all the four castes,

which are located in the outer zone.

5. The markets of various descriptions with shops, warehouses,
store-houses, etc. are properly located.

6. The quarters of various artisans and guilds and corporations
of workmen

;

7. The quarters of courtesans, musicians and the like ;

sfjnc I

II t o ^

I

II ^08

I

11 and so on.

^
. . . . Jataka, Fausboll, No. . . .

® Khuddakapdtha Commentary, p. 185 ; indakhilo ti nagaradviraNdnivara-
natthaip ummarabbhantare attha va dasa va hatthe pathaviip khanitva akojitassa

saradarumaya-tthambhass’ etaip adhivacanatp.
® Loc. cit., Bk. II, Ch. iv, 56 ; p. 59, Eng. ed. (1923).
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8. The factories, the picture-galleries, the musical halls, the

reading-halls, the burial grounds, and cremation grounds, the

hospitals, the maternity homes—all these are suitably located.

9. The sacred trees and temples of presiding deities of the

town, the guardian deities of all quarters were set up in quarters

appropriate to them. The Arthasastra recommends the centre of

the city as a proper site for building the abodes of such gods as

Aparajita, Apratihata, Jayanta, Vaijayanta, Siva, Vaisravana and
Visnu.

10. In the immediate quarters of royal officials, the

Superintendent of the city is included, and
11. The treasury, the Accountant General’s Office, and other

Secretariat Offices.

12. The Council haU was a notable appendage to the palace

with the Sudhamma-deva Sabha as its heavenly prototjrpe. The
Bhahrut representation of the Vejayanta-pasada and the Sudhamma-
Deva Sabha may be taken to suggest the relation of one to the

other.

13. The alms-houses, charity halls, educational institutions

and the residences of sramanas and brahmanas, rest-houses for

visitors.

From these immediate surroundings within the city-wall one
has to pass to the royal residence with its compound, high enclosure

and towering gates, placed in the central area of innermost zone.

This residence, as outlined in the Manasara (Ch. XI,) cited before, is

broadly divided into two parts, namely the outer {bahihsdld), and
the inner {antahsdld). The constituent elements of this residence,

both in the outer and in the inner part, have also been noted. The
inner part is to be called antahpura in the language of the Arthasastra
(Bk. 1, Ch. 20), and olodhana (R.E.V.) in the language of Asoka.
So far as this inner part is concerned the inscriptions of Asoka refer to

the following items
;

(i) Mahdnasa, the royal kitchen (R.E.I.)

;

(2) the dining-hall implied in the term bhunjamdna
; (3) the harem

(orodha)
; (4) the bed chamber {gabbhdgdra

) ;
and (5) the vraca or

the amusement park.^

The Arthasastra lays down certain general rules for the con-
struction and maintenance of the inner parts of the royal residence *

:

I. That a site should be selected which is naturally best fitted

for the purpose.

^ R.E., VI. According to Barua vraca is evidently the Sanskrit varca, which
means rUpam {vide Sabdakalpadruma

—

sub voce). In other words, vraca is connected
with musical entertainments and similar pastimes—Asoka Edicts in New Eight
(Calcutta, 192b), p. 81.
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2. That it should consist of many courts, one within the other,

enclosed by a parapet and a ditch and provided with suitable

entrance.

3. That the residential palace should be constructed on the

pattern of the treasury house (see Bk. II, Ch. 5).

4. That there should be somewhere in the centre a mohanagrha
(secret chamber) with passages made through the walls.

5. That the mohanagrha may also be made in the underground
chambers, decorated with the figures of goddesses and sanctuaries

carved on wooden door-frame and connected with many under-
ground passages for exit.

6. That the same may be built also in an upper storey provided
with a hidden staircase, with a passage for exit in a hoUow pillar, the

whole construction being fitted with such mechanical contrivances as

to enable it to collapse when necessary.

7. That the walls in the inner part should be made of mud
mixed with ashes produced by lightning and wetted in hail-water so

that it may be rendered altogether fireproof.

8. That the buildings should be provided with such plants

dsjivanti, svcta, muskakapuspa, vandaka, pejata, and aivattha to keep
off all venomous snakes.

9. That cats, peacocks, mongooses and such other animals,

and birds should be maintained that eat snakes.

10. That the parrots, sdrikas, and bhrhgardja birds should also

be maintained because they shriek while they perceive the smell of

snakes.

11. That on one side in the rear of the inner part the residence
of women should be made provided with all kinds of medicine useful

in midwifery and female diseases, as also with well-known pot-herbs
and a water reservoir.

12. That the residences of princes and princesses should be
built up outside this inner court, while in front of this should be
arranged rooms for toilet.

13. That the Council hall, the court, and the offices of the heir-

apparent and those of different superintendents or departmental
heads, should also be built there.

Such was, and is, indeed, the general pattern of royal residences
inside the city. A highly poetical description of the royal residence
of Ravana, the king of Tanka, has been given in the Ramayana,
and it may be briefly summarized as follows :

—

The palace of Ravana, situated on the top of a mountain, was
surrounded by a bright, high, and strong wall, guarded by terrible

warriors. The arches over the gateways were decorated and plated
with gold and silver. Outside, a moat adorned with white lotuses
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and water-lilies surrounded the wall. The palace abounded in

splendid courts and gateways, with broad roads for the war chariots

and other vehicles to pass through. These thoroughfares were
guarded by mounted solders, and were Hned on both sides, at regular

intervals, by mounted statues of heroes, made of ivory {gajdsthitair-

mahdmdtraih). In the outer zone of the palace grounds were located

the beautifid residence of mighty warriors of the commanding
class, w'eU furnished, provided with war-chariots, and other military

equipments and surrounded by wide grounds containing enclosures for

lovely birds and beasts (private zoo and aviary) in well laid out and
artistically planned artificial gardens. No garden was complete
without sylvan retreats, bowers, and ponds. Near the palace of

Ravana and surrounding it were the splendid residences of princes

and royal officials interspersed with, and enclosed each by, beautiful

gardens. The palace itself was protected by troopers, infantry,

male and female, and war-chariots. Nearby were built stables for

horses and elephants, and houses for other conveyances, covered all

over with net-works of gold and other precious metals.

Interspersed, but well planned and aesthetically arranged, were
charming bowers and plant-houses, gymnasium, picture-galleries,

sporting rooms, dwellings for dalliance during day time and at night,

and wooden mounds, or raised platforms of the shape of a mountain.*
The palace itself was filled with enclosures for peacock fight, and
hoisted with flagstaffs. The treasury inside the palace was well-

guarded. The royal residence contained rows of several structures
having decorated windows made of gold and silver and set with
precious gems, and with birds in hanging cages. The towers were
splendid and resembled mountain peaks. It surpassed in beauty,
the best secular structures, incomparable in lovehness.

The bed chambers used by Ravana himself, were superior and
grand, stainless and spacious, half a yojana wide and one long,
abounded in many rooms. The sleeping apartments were grand,
graceful, provided with jewelled staircases, crystal floors and terraces,
decorated with female statues made of ivory and metals, set with
precious stones. The chambers had jewelled pillars, the floors were
heavily carpetted with parti-coloured and beautifully designed
square carpets and furnished with canopies that matched with other

VT’nwi II
^'a, Sundarakan(Ja, Ch. VI.
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furniture. The rooms were always perfumed with various sweet

smelling frankincense, their walls decorated with flower garlands,

festoons and green foliage—the whole atmosphere being invigorating

and delightful. During night time they appear as if in a conflagra-

tion on account of the bright and shining illumination. In other

parts of the palace were quartered dancing halls, music halls, halls

for drinking—all well equipped for the purpose. The inner apart-

ments {Ravandntahpuram—39, Ch. 11) also contained bowers
{latdgrham)

,

picture-galleries {citragrham)

,

night-houses {nisdgrhdni).

It also included gardens, ponds, tanks, aviary, and zoo.^

IV. Hearth and Home of the Wanderers

Among the religienx of ancient India those whose principle of

life was not to have a fixed habitat, and not to have anything to

call their own in this world, may be broadly classed as Wanderers
{parivrdjakas). They were recluses of some type. The recluses of

the ^akyaputriya ^Order (Buddhist), the Nirgrantha Order (Jainas),

and those of the Ajivika Order may be regarded as representatives

of those religieux, who passed as Sramanas, Mundakas (shavelings),

and Bhiksus (mendicants). Those religieux who passed and were
known as Tridandins, t'kadandins and the like, were the recluses

of the Brahmana type. The very initiation into any of these

Orders implied a passage from home into homelessness {agdrasmd
anagariyani pabbajitd). In this section we are to watch how even
such religieux came to have some sort of Hearth and Home, and
what that hearth and home gradually turned out to be. Not to

have any fixed dwelling, not to have any other means of subsistence

than what was offered by Nature, or by men of their own accord,
were indeed the twofold motto of their lives, and yet the dire

necessity arose for having some fixed abodes, especially during the
rains, as it was then not easy for them to wander about the country.
In the absence of abodes, especially built and publicly dedicated to
them they had to seek and find out some suitable shelters, whether
in caves and caverns, the shades of trees, the deserted houses, or
local sanctuaries, the potter’s premises being included. The most
delightful abode was no doubt some sheds, or pavilions in royal
gardens. We are, therefore, to watch how these gardens, the
natural caves and caverns, and the sites of age-old sanctuaries,
were converted into permanent retreats of those wandering mendi-

* Ramayana, Sundarakanda, Chs. IV, VI, VII, IX, X, XI, and XII, pp. 721,
724-737» Text with Bengali translation, Calcutta.
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cants, the 6akyaputriya recluses, the Nirgranthas, the Ajivikas, the

Acelakas, the Ekadandins, the Tridan(Ens and the rest.

The tradition of both Buddhism and J ainism has preserved the

memory of a number of royal gardens that were subsequently con-

verted into permanent retreats for the wanderers of different Orders.

The Venu-vana (Bamboo-grove) and Jivaka’s Mango-grove {Amba-
vana) in the vicinity of Rajagaha being royal pleasance in Amba-
latthika situated between Rajagaha and Nalanda, the Mahd-vana
in the vicinity of Vesali, the Nigrodhdrdma (Banyan-grove) in the

vicinity of Kapilavatthu, the Jeta-vana (Prince Jeta’s Garden) in

the vicinity of Savatthi, and the Bhesakald-Vana in the vicinity of

Kosambi are some of the most well-known royal gardens in which
the early Buddhist monasteries were built. The Asokdrdma in the

vicinity of Pataliputra is another such notable instance in the history

of Buddhism. The $ankhavana in the vicinity of A}abhi,

Sahassamba-vana (Thousand-mango grove) in the vicinity of Kampilla-
pura, and the Sahassamba-vana in the city of Polasapura are some of

the ancient gardens and groves that became permanent centres of

Jainism.^ The Tinduka-grove which was a famous garden of queen
Mallika, wife of Pasenadi, in the vicinity of Savatthi, afforded a
common retreat for all wandering ascetics, particularly for those of

the Brahmana-type.
Formerly, these were royal gardens, each provided with one or

more sdlds (sheds or pavilions) open to all chance visitors. ' First

come first served ’ was the principle which guided the temporary
occupation of those sdlds by different religious orders who were not
supposed to stay long in one place. The great advantage of those
gardens was that they were situated neither very far, nor very near
the town, from which the wandering recluses had to gather their

daily food by begging. Regarding queen Mallika’s garden we are
told that it was beautifully enclosed on all sides by rows of Tinduka *

or Timbaru trees. ‘ It was a flower and fruit garden, as well as a
park, at first provided with one shed {ekasdlaka), and subsequently
with many sheds ’.® Other sdlds had to be added in order to make
accommodation for a large number of recluses belonging to different

orders.

1 Law—Sravasti in Indian Literature, p. ii. See Uvasagadasao (Eng. transl.),
Chs. IV-VII

; see for further instances, Jaina-Sutras, S.B.E.
• Digha-Nikaya, I, p. 178 . Tindukachire ekasalake Mallikaya arame.
• Law’s Sravasd, p. 20

, Sumahgala-Vilasini, II, p. 365 : Tindukachira-sah-
khataya^ timbaru rukklia pantiya parikkhittatta tindukachirani ettha pathamaip
ekava sala ahosi paccha .... bahu sala kata .... Mallikaya pana Pasenadiranno
deviya uyyanabhuto so pupphaphalasampannaramo.
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From the description of Jivaka’s Mango-^ove under the

Vulture’s Peak in the outskirts of the city of Rajagaha, it is clear

that there was a big shed with an open pavilion attached to it, so

big as to accommodate as many as some thirteen hundred persons.'

According to Buddhaghosa the Mandala-mala in the Jivaka’s garden

was nothing but a covered platform for sitting purposes {nisidana-

sdld). In the Bharhut Sculpture the said Mandala-mala has been
represented ‘ as an open-pillared shed, with two rows of octagonal

pillars, supporting a flat rectangular roof, composed of beams and
rafters and adorned with a line of small crenellated battlements ’

}

Buddhaghosa, however, points out that ‘ the name mandala-mala
was generally applied to two kinds of building constructions :

(i)

in some instances, to a circular one- peaked house, thatched (roofed ?),

round a single peak, in the duck-and-quail style
;
and (2) in some

instances, to a circular waiting-hall, surrounded by a set of pillars

But in this instance it meant only ‘ a sitting-hall, put up in a park
or garden, accessible to the public ’.® The Mandala-mala, or

Mandaka with a fine ceiling became afterwards a notable part of

monastic structure.

The Venu-Vana which was the royal garden belonging to King
Bimbisara of Magadha, was also known as Kalandakanivapa, or

Squirrel's-feeding-ground. It is in this garden that King Bimbisara
erected a permanent retreat for the Buddha and his followers with
some new additions of buildings and sdlds. According to Buddha-
ghosa Ambalatthika was the name of a building on the outskirts of

Venuvana. This building was used as a padhdna-ghara, or a solitary

chamber for meditation.' Here the Pali commentator speaks of a
state of things which came to prevail after the conversion of the
Bamboo-grove and the Mango-grove into Buddhist Monastic abodes.

Previously both of them were royal gardens and groves. The
rdjdgdra in Ambalatthika was formerly a building to which all

fdigieux had the equal right of temporary use.®

The Buddhist literature gives us a detailed description of how
the Jetavana. Prince Jeta’s garden, to the south of the City of Savatthi

' Samannaphala Sutta.
* Barua—Bharhut, Bk. II, Jataka Scenes, p. 43.
* Ibid., p. 43 ;

Sumahgala-Vilasinl, Siamese Ed., I, p. 58 : Katthacideva kannikain
gahetva hamsa—vattaka-channena kata kutagarasalapi mandala-malo ti viiccati.

Katthaci ekaqi kannikain gahetva thambapantiin parikkhipitva kata upatthana-
saJa pi mandala-maio ti vuccati.

Idha pana nisidana-sala man^la-m^o veditabbo.
* Papancasudanf, Siamese Ed., Ill, p. iig : Ambalatthikayain viharatiti ve}u-

vana viharasya paccyante padhanaghara sainkhepe viveka kamanarp vasanatthaya
kate Ambalatthikati evaiji namake pasade.

® Digha Nikaya, 1, p. i.
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was secured by purchase from the owner, prince Jeta, by the banker
Anathapindika, and how the banker proceeded to clear the site,

and to erect the entire monastic abode. We are told that it was
a most remarkable royal pleasance containing some sandal among
other valuable trees. As a first step to the work of erection of the

famous monastery the banker ordered his men to cut down the

trees and level the ground, and all the trees but the mango and
sandal were cut down. In the second stage the banker began new
building operation, the erection of monastery residence costing him
eighteen crores over and above the donations received from his

friends. Prince Jeta himself is said to have constructed a vestibule,

or a seven-storied building, according to some stories, on the same
site. For the Master alone the great banker built the Gandha-kuti,
the Karerimandala-mala, the Kosamba-kuti, and the Candana-mala
to serve as his four private chambers {nivasdgara)}

Buddhaghosa in his Sumahgala-Vilasini, II, p. 407 informs us
that the Karcri-kuti, the Kosamba-kuti, the Gandha-kirti and the

Salaja-ghara were the four main buildings in Jetavana. ‘ The
Kareri-kuti derived its name from a Kareri or Vanina tree which
stood with its shady bower at its door, just in the same way that the
Kosamba-kuti was so called because a Kosamba tree stood before it.

The Salajaghara alone was erected by King Pasenadi and the rest

were erected by Anathapindika. The Kareri-kuti was built like a
celestial mansion on a foundation of pillars. Not far from the
Kareri bower in front of the Kareri-kuti was built a sitting shed,

called Karerimandala-mala. The bower itself stood just between the
Gandha-kuti and this shed

According to the Jataka-Nidana-katha ‘ the banker caused the
Gandha-kuti to be made for Buddha in the centre, and around it

and according to a set plan, he caused to be constructed (cellular)

abodes for the eighty great disciples, each sufficient for one man,
and to be provided (for all) one-pinnacled, two-pinnacled, duck-and-
partridge-roofed, long-chambered and mandapa-like retreats and
tanks as well as places to walk, to retire during the night, and to
stay during the day

^ Batua-Bharhut, Bk. II, Jataka Scenes, pp. 30, 31 ; cf. Paramatthajotika
II, p. 403 ; cf. also Fausboll’s Jataka, I. pp. 92, 94 ; Sarattha-Pakasini, Siamese Ed.,
I, p. 361.

* Law’s Sravasti, pp. 24, 25 : Kareri ti Vamnarukkhassa namarn Karerimandapo
tassa kutikaya dvare tliito, tasma Karerikutika ti vuccati, yatlia Kosambanikkhassa
dvare tliitatta Kosanibakutika ti. Anto jetavane kira Kareri kuti-Kosambakuti-
Gandhakuti-Salalagharan ti cattari mahagehani (Law, p. 24).

• Ibid., p. 24 ; FausboH’s Jataka, I, p. 92.
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According to the Vinaya account the Buddhist monastic abode
of Jetavana consisted of :

—

Viharas (dwelling-rooms),

Parivenas (retiring-rooms),

Kotthakas (Store-rooms over the gateways)

,

Upatthanasalas (Service halls),

Aggisalas (halls with fire-places in them)

,

Kappiyakutis (store-houses outside the vihara),

Vaccakutis (closets),

Cankamas (cloisters),

Cahkamanasalas (halls for the exercise),

Udapanas (wells),

Udapanasalas (sheds for the wells),

Jantagharas (bath-rooms),*

J antagharasalas (halls attached to the bath-rooms),

Pokkharani (tanks), and
Mandapas (pavilions).®

There was a section of Buddhist monks who are said to have
founded their centre of activity in localities adjoining such populous
and flourishing cities as Benares, Savatthi and Rajagha. One of the
three places was Kitagiri, ‘ a very fertile track with abundance of

rain-water enabling it to yield three harvests of food grains.’ They
built ‘ parivenas (monastic abodes) in public places laying out
and maintaining fruit and flower gardens

Lena * is the general Pali term to denote five kinds of Buddhist
monastic abodes, viz. vihara, addhayoga, pdsdda, hammiya, and
guhd.} In some passages Lena as a particular kind of construction is

distinguished from guhd (cave) and tina-kutikd (straw-thatched
cottage).* In the Milinda Panna the lena has been distinguished
from pdsdda (residential building), kuti (cottage), guhd (ordinary
cave) and pahbhdra (cavity with a sloping projection as its covering
roof), dari (grotto), bila (chasm), vivara (hollow), and pabbatantara

* According to Coomaraswamy this is a hot bath-room (Indian Arch. Terms,
p. 260). See Mahavamsa, XV, 31 ; Cullavagga, V, 14, 3 ; VIII, 8, i

;
Mahavagga,

I, 25 ; 12-13 ; S.B.E., XIII, p. 157, note 2.

® I,aw’s Sravasti, pp. 23, 24 ; cf. also Barua’s Bharhut, II, pp. 27-31 ; Barua’s
Gaya and Buddlia-Gaya, Vol. II, pp. 104-105, fig. 54.

* Barua’s The Old Brahmi Inscription of Mahasthana, I.H.Q., Vol. X, No. I,

p. 63.
^

* For a full dissertation on the term lena see Barua’s Old Brahmi Inscriptions,
notes, pp. 272-303.

® Vinaya Mahavagga, I, 30. 4 ; I, 77 ; II, 8. i. ; III, 5 ; VI, 33. 2 ; VIII, 7. i

;

Vinaya Cullavagga, VI, i. 2 ; see Pali-Englisli Dictionary sub voce Dena.
® Vinaya Sutta-Vibhanga, IV, i. i. ; XIX, 1-2, i.
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(erevice). ‘ A pahhhdra conveys the idea of a slope or projection

{ninna, pom),^ and also that of a pahhata-kmchiP The Vinaya
Pitaka contains passages stating that the pahhhdras had to be
cleared and fashioned for making lenas.*

The Indasala guha which is famous in Buddhist Hterary tradi-

tion as well as in art, was a sacred cave in Mt. Vediyaka, situated

to the west of Rajagaha. According to Buddhaghosa the cave was
placed between two hills, and the range was called Vediyaka because
‘ it was surrounded on all sides by grassy and flowery woodlands,
looking like so many manivedikds, grown at its foot As described

in the Pali Sakka-panna Suttanta (D.N., II, pp. 269-270) the cave
‘ which was uneven became even, which was narrow became wide,

which was dark became lighted as if by the superhuman powers of

the gods Buddhaghosa says that natural cave had to be
‘ surrounded with Kundas, fitted with doors and windows, done
up into a cave-dwelling with the finest chunam plaster, and adorned
with the garland and creeper designs ’

( ? friezes), before it was
dedicated to the Buddha.® The cave, according to Buddhaghosa,
came to be known as Indasala, because a Indasala tree marked its

entrance.

Three well-finished caves, called kubhd in Mt. Khalatika (the

bald-headed hill), near Gaya dedicated by king Asoka to the Ajivikas

stand out to-day, as some of the earliest known cave-dweUings of

the recluses concerned. There is also a half-finished cave in the same
hill which is characterised by the same high polish inside. It was
for the same class of Ajivika recluses, or ascetics, that king Dasaratha
constructed cave-dwellings in a parallel range of hills, called

Nagarjuna. As stated in a dedicated inscription attached to them
the cave-dwellings were intended to provide their inmates with
shelter during the rains {vdsa-nisidiydya). The very first of the
cave-dwellings constructed by Asoka was called Niguhakubha
(The Banyan Cave) for no other reason than that a Banyan tree

stood prominently in its front.® These cave-dwelhngs are typical
instances of pabbhata-kuccis, or hollowed chambers in rocks.

One may next turn one’s attention to the large number of

* F.oc. cit., p. 151.
* For full references see Pali-English Dictionary, suh voce Pabbhdra.
* Niddesa-Commentary, Siamese Ed., Part II, p. 172 ; Pabbatagabbharati

pabbata-kucchiyo

.

* Vinaya Mabavagga, VI, 15. i ; Pabbharain sodhapeti lenain kattukamo.
^ Barua—Barliut, Bk. II, Jataka Scenes, pp. 55-56; Cunningham’s Bharhut,

PI. XXVIII, 4 ; Barua, Scene 56 ; See also Cunningham’s Mahabodhi, PI.

Barua’s Gaya and Buddha Gaya.
® For other instances, See Smith’s History of Fine Axt$ in India and Ceylon.
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Orissan caves on the Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills and also in

Bhubaneswar proper. All these caves, called lems, were famous
erections of King Kharavela, his queen consort, sons and officials,

and all were meant to serve as Kdyanistdas (resting places) of the

Arhata (Jaina recluses). Some of them, notably the Hathigumpha
bearing Kharavela’s inscription, stand as typical pahhhdra, rocky
projection. Others are rock-cut dwellings, some of which are two
storeyed and pillared. It is clear from the inscriptions that the

building-shaped cave-dwellings on the Udayagiri and Khandagiri
hills consisted each of a pdsdda in front with some kothds (rooms) in

the interior
;
some of them were fitted also with jeyds (pent-roofs).

The mouldings of pillars and friezes adorning some of these cave-

dwellings still excite wonders in all chance visitors. The cave-

dwellings in Bhubaneswar proper were constructed on the same
pattern, and it is to be regretted that they are not all as yet exposed
to view.

From hills in Orissa one may proceed to the hill at Nasik bearing

a large number of rock-cut monasteries, all meant for the residence

of a certain sect of Buddhist teachers, called Bhadrayanikas. These
monasteries were all built under the auspices of the Satakarni rulers.

The monasteries stand all at a certain height on the same side of

the rock with a spacious road in front of them
;
some of them serve

as a big dining hall, some as a big lecture hall, some as a spacious

kitchen, and the majority of them as bed chambers with hidden cells

for the purpose of study and meditation.

The Kanheri caves, and the cave-temples of Ajanta, Bagh, at

Fllora, at Siriguja in Ceylon, the Elephanta caves near Bombay

—

are all remarkable developments from the ancient cave-dwellings
above referred to. The ruined city of Pagan, Upper Burma, still

contains some Pagodas artificially built on the pattern of the Indian
lenas, dark, calm and solitary inside. We need not mention that all

important hills abound in caves and grottos affording shelters for the
recluses and ascetics.

India abounded, then as now, in sacred spots [devasthdnas,

devatthdna). As a matter of fact there was no place or locality which
was not beheved to be under the control or protection of a presiding
deity. The wandering recluses or ascetics found those spots, sacred
in the eye of the people, to be the fitting places for occasional
residence, as well as for meditation. The age old shrines or
sanctuaries are broadly classified and described in the early records
of Buddhism as drdma-cetiya (sacred grove) vana-cetiya (sacred
woodland) and rukkha-cetiya (sacred trees). ‘ These groves, wood-

^ Dhammapada Commentary, VoL III, p. 246.
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lands and trees were popularly believed to be the abodes of some
deities, whether yakkhas, nagas, hhutas, pUacas, fairies, or benevolent
gods and goddesses.* The pdsdnaka-cetiya (rocky shrine), situated

between Rajagaha and Gaya was one of those sacred spots on wliich

was built a vihara by the Buddhist.® The city of Vesali alone

contained as many as six time-honoured national shrines, called the

Udena-Cetiya, the Gotamaka-Cetiya, the Sattambaka-Cetiya, the

Bahuputta-Cetiya, the Sarandada-Cetiya, and the Capala (? Pavala)-

Cetiya.® Each of them was but a notable example of the tree shrine.

It may be assumed that there was hardly any village, or a town,
which did not contain any such shrine. From the description of the

Cetiyas in Vesfili alone it appears that they were mostly Banyan
trees, each endowed with some sort of sylvan personality. The
Bahuputta-Cetiya, for instance, was just ‘ a spreading banyan tree

with many shoots, symbolical of a man’s increase in family ’ The
trees stood indeed, as natural landmarks of various holy spots on
which the local people had built some sort of a rude structure,

whether a mere terrace at the foot of the tree, or a tower, ^ or a
chamber. These sacred spots are important as providing sites * for

the erection of residences of the Buddhist and other recluses and
ascetics.

V. Hearth and Home of the Hermits

The Aranya, or P'orest, with its sombre woodland and quiet

vicinage was found to be the ideal place for those who wanted to

live away from the turmoil of a crowded locality.’’ In point of fact

the first religious home of India was built in such a place.

* Barua’s Gaya and Buddha-Gaya, vol. I, p. 117.
* Suttanipata Commentary.
® Diglia-Nikaya, II, p. 102 ; Udiiiia, VI, i

;
B. C. Eaw’s Geography of Early

Buddhism, p. 74 ;
Barua’s National Shrines of the Vrjis, I.C., I, p. 124.

* Cf. also Dhammai)ada CommentarA% III, p. 246 for rukkha-cetiyiin
;
Divya-

vadana, ]>. 201
; Daw’s Note, pp. 74, ;

Barua’s National Shrines, I.C., I, p. 126.
® The Tam-kita Manca, the abode of Yakkha, Suclloma, in Gaya may be men-

tioned as an ancient example of such towers. See Barua’s Gaya and Buddha-Gaya,
I, p. 88 ;

Barhut, Bk. II, Jataka Scenes, p. 62.
® Udana-Comnientary, VI, i : Iti Sabhan’ ev’etani Buddhuppadato pubbe devata-

pariggahitani cetiya-voliarena voharitani. Bhagavato vihare kate pi tath’-eva
sanjananti.

’’

Araiina-vanapattliani pantani senasanam—is the oft recurring Pali expression
to denote the lonesome forest retreats of the ascetics. The term aranna-vanapattha
is taken by Buddhaghosa to mean a solitary retreat in a woodland on the outskirts
of a locality, and a p(Anta to denote a similar retreat far away from human habi-
tation,—Majjliima Nikaya, Bhayabherava Sutta

;
Vanapattha Sutta

;
Papancasu-

dani. Part I, p. 155, Siamese pfd. ; Arannani damantam atikkamitva manussanam
anupacaratthana bhavena vanapatthani. Pantaniti atiddrani.
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The earliest known description of the charm of such a forest is

met with in the famous Aranyani Sukta of the Rgveda (X, 146) :

The forest exists, as it were, in its own right, unmindful of the

village, and without the least sense of fear. When the drone of

crickets mingles with the cry of vrsaravas the forest becomes exalted

and resonant as with cymbals. When the cows remain grazing

there, it looks like a habitat ; while at eventide it sends back the

cattle home, and the waggons carrying the fuel. At day time one

man calls his cow, another cuts down the timber, while waiting till

eventide one thinks there is a cry. The forest injures none unless

some lurking dangers (tigers and robbers) assail. Feeding upon the

sweet fruit, a man penetrates a forest at will. The poet praise

the musk-scented, fragrant, fertile, uncultivated woodland, the

home of wild animals.^

In the word of the Buddha that spot is delightful where
holymen reside Delightful are the forests where the man of

the world finds no charm. They are delightful to those saintly

men who are free from passion and do not seek the allurements of

the sense.

The forest had become the acknowledged religious house of

India some centuries before the rise of Buddhism. The Aranyaka
sections of the Brahmaiia Literature stand out as remarkable achieve-

ments of ancient India that keep alive the memory of those ideal

homes. The Ramayana testifies to the existence of a long stretch

of hermitages from the bank of the Saraju in Kosala down to the

bank of the (lodavari. It is evident from the description in the

Ramayana that the hermitages wx*re generally built on the banks
of some rivers, or hill streams, or near some lakes or pools, or at the
conhuence of two rivers. The forests were resonant day and night

with the drone of the crickets and gladdened with carols of all

sweet-singing birds. The sacrificial fires were kept ablaze, emitting
smoke. The inmates of the religious home usually lived on the
fruits and roots that could be gathered. The beasts and birds

* Text ; Aranyanyaranyanyasau ya preva nasyasi
(

Katha gramaiii na prcchasi

na tva bhiriva vindati om
|1
Vrsaravaya vadate yadupavati ciceikah

|
Aghatibliiriva

dhavayannaranyaninnaliiyate
|1
Uta gava ivadantyuta ve.4nieva drsyate iito aran-

yanih sayam sakatiriva sarjati
||
Garaangaisa a hvayati darvangaiso apavadWt

|

Vasannaranyanyani sayamakruksaditi manyate
||
Na vii aranyanirliantyanyas-

cennabhigacchati
||
Svadoh phalasya jagdlivaya yathakamain ni padyate

||
An-

janagandhiip surabhiip bahvannamakrsivalain
||
Praham mrganaiii mataramaran-

y&iima^aipsisain
||
1-6.

* Dhammapada, verses 98-99 ;

Yattharahanto viharanti taqi bhumim ramaneyyakaqi
j|

Ramaniyani arannani yattha na ramati jano |

Vitaraga raniissanti na te kamagavesino
||
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roamed about freely without any fear of harm. The Rsi was full of

hospitality to all guests and visitors. Pancavati, noted for its grove

of live sacred trees, was the last hermitage in the South, on the

bank of the Godavari which was visited by Rama with his wife and
brother.^

The Buddhist Jatakas, too, bear the same kind of testimony
to the existence of a large number of ancient hermitages along the

Vindhah Range and on the banks of the Godavari.® In the Jatakas
each of the notable hermitages is said to have been beautifully laid

out by Vissakamma, the heavenly architect.* The direction given
in the Sarabhahga Jataka shows that generally a dense forest, or

the bank of a river was to be selected as a proper site for a hermitage

(Jatakas, Vol. V, 143). Even in historical times Bavari * a famdy
chaplain to the king of Kosala, is said to have built a hermitage on
the banks of the Godavari. There were as many as three different

settlements of the Jatilas in three parts of Gaya at the time of the

rise of Buddhism. The aggagdra, or the fire-room, in which the

holy fire was kept ablaze, was the sanctum sanctonim of the hearth
and home of this class of hermits.*

The Jatakas give descriptions of various dsramas (hermitages)

which differed in size and magnitude. The general plan of them
was no doubt the same.® The hermitages mostly consisted of panna-

^ Cf. Aranyakanda, Ch. 15. Here Rama built an dirama on a site which was
even-grounded, graceful and surrounded with flowering and fruit-trees. Nearby
was the beautiful Godavari, charming with lotuses, bordered by flowering trees, and
swarmed with aquatic birds. The wood was thronged with herds of deer and reso-

nant with cries of peacocks and other birds. The adjacent hills had many natural

caves, and were covered with salas, palmyras, tamdlas, dates, panasas, nivdras, tinisas,

punnd^as, mangoes, iilakas, keiakas, champakas, syandanas, candanas, ntpas, lakucas,

dhavas, ahakarnas, khadiras, samis, kincukas, and pdtalds. Laksmana built the

cdrama on this site. It consisted of two spacious huts furnished with pillars of

bamboos, graceful, ' spread with sami boughs tightly fastened with strong cords,

covered with ku$a, reeds and leaves
;
with floors levelled and charming, beautiful

to look at and exceedingly excellent 10-23.
^ Sarabhanga Jataka, Vol. V, Fausbbll No. 522.
^ Ibid

,
F. No. 522 ;

Muga-pakkha Jataka, Vol. VI, F. No. 538 ;
Vessantara

Jataka, F. No. 547.
^ Law's Srfivasti in Indian Literature, p. 26.
^ Barua, Gaya and Buddha Gaya, Vol. I, p. 217.
® See Cunningham’s Stupa of Bharhut, Pis. XLH, i ; XLIV, vi

; XLVI, ii

;

XLVIII, vii, XLVI, iv
;
XXVI, vii

; XXXIII, vii
;
Cunningham’s Mahabodhi

;

Barua's Gaya and Buddha Gaya, Vol. II, Fig. 67. In one of the representations

(Cunningham's Stu])a of Bharhut, PI. XXXIII, vii) the hermit’s leaf-hut appears
as a cottage ' with an enclosure of bamboo palisade, supporting a well thatched
dome-shaped roof witli one pinnacle '. In another representation (Barua's Barhut,

Jataka Scenes, p. qq) the ascetic’s dwelling hall described as Jatila-sabha, is

represented as an arched open chamber. <>
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sdlas (leafy-huts), and cottages thatched with straw. Some of the

hermitages were laid out over an extensive site, demarcated by
some sort of a fence. Some of the hermitages were run as educa-

tional institutions with an accommodation for a large number of

pupils.* In some instances natural caves were used as abodes.®

Many of the hermitages mentioned in the Jatakas were built in

the Himalayan region, but none of the hermitages described in any
literature of the world, can vie with the dsrama of the princely sage

Visvantara (Pali Vessantara) in size, glory, and magnificence. All

that is to be known of the hearth and home of the hermits of ancient

India at its best, may be known from the Jataka description of the

dsrama of Visvantara.

Visvakarma, the heavenly architect, was ordered by Sakkra,
king of the gods, to build a hermitage on a pleasant spot in the dales

of Mt. Vanka of the Himalayan region. Visvakarma went and made
two hermitages ‘ with two covered walks, rooms for the night and
rooms for the day

;
alongside of the walks he plants rows of flowering

trees and clumps of banana, and makes all things necessary for

hermits driving away all unhuman creatures and all harsh-

voiced beasts and birds.’

The full grandeur of the original description of the asrama may
be brought out in the following words of the translator :

‘ Sir brahmin, younder rocky mount is Gandhamadan hill

Where fives the King Vessantara with wife and children still.

See yonder, trees with many fruits, green on the mountain
side.

While the dark mountain-peaks uplift till in the clouds they
hide.

There shrubs, and creepers, horsear, sal, and many another
tree *

Sway in the wind like drunken men for any one to see.

High up above the rows of trees the birds in concert sing

Najjuha, cuckoo, flocks of them, from tree to tree flitting.

Thronging among the leafy twigs they bid the stranger

come.
Welcome the guest, delighting all who make the woods their

home.
Where with his children now abides Vessantara the King.

^ FausboU Nos. 238, 245.
* The Jatakas immortalized the name of Nandaka Guha, serving, as it did, as an

abode of Pacceka Buddha. For a cave-dwelling of the hermits, see Barua’s Gaya
and Buddha Gaya, Vol. II, Figs. 73, 73(ii).

* Other trees are : Dhava, Aivakarna, Khadira and Spandana.
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Mango, rose-apple, jackfruit, sal, all kinds of myrobolan,
Bo, golden tinduk, many more, including the banyan
Plenty of figs, all growing low, all ripe, as sweet as sweet,

Dates, luscious grapes, and honeycomb, as much as you
can eat.

The mango-trees are some in flower, some with the fruit

just set.

Some ripe and green as any frog, while some are unripe yet.

A man may stand beneath the trees and pluck them as they
grow.

The choicest flavour, colour, taste, both ripe and unripe

show.
It makes me cry aloud to see that great and wondrous

sight.

Dike heaven where the gods abide, the garden of delight.

Palmyra, date-palm, cocoanut grow in that forest high.

Festoons of flowers garlanded as when the banners fly.

Blossoms of every hue and tint like stars that dot the sky.

Fbony, aloe, trumpet-flower, and many another tree *

Acacias, berries, nuts, and all as thick as thick can be.

Hard by there is a lake bespread with lilies blue and white.

As ill the garden of the gods, the Garden of Delight.

And there the cuckoos make the hills re-echo as they sing.

Intoxicated with the flowers which in their season spring.

See on the lilies drop by drop the honey-nectar fall.

And feel the breezes blowing free from out the south and
west.

Until the pollen of the flowers is waften over all.

Plenty of rice and berries ripe about the lake do fall.

Which fish and crabs and tortoises dart seeking with a zest.

And honey drips like milk or ghee from the flowers one and
all.

A frequent breeze blows through the trees where every
scent is found.

And seems to intoxicate with flowers the forest all around :

The bees about the scented flower fly thronging with their

hum.
There fly the many-coloured birds together, all and some
Cooing and chirping in delight, each with his mate they come.

^ Other trees are Kapittha and Kapitana.
* For a full list see Childers. The following are added by the translator

:

Kutaja, Kustha, Uddalaka, Soniarukka=Somavakka (Somavalkya), and Putranjlva,
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Festoons of flowers garlanded as when the banners fly,

Blossoms of every hue and tint, sweet odours wafted by,

Where with his children now abides Vessantara the King.
The foliage of the pepper-tree in that fair spot is seen.

No dust is ever blown aloft, the grass is ever green.

The grasses like a peacock’s neck soft-cotton to the touch
Grow never more than inches four, but always just so

much.
Kapittha, mango, rose-apple, and ripe figs dangling low.

All trees whose fruit is good to eat in that fine forest grow.
There sweet and clean and fragrant streams as blue as beryl

flow,

Through which disporting up and down the shoals of fishes

go.

A lake lies in a lively spot, with lilies blue and white.

Hard by, like that which is in heaven i’ the Garden of
Delight.

Three kinds of lihes in that lake present them to the sight.

With varied colours : some are -blue, some blood-red, others
white.

As soft as linen are the flowers, those lilies blue and white,
And other herbs grow there : the lake is Mucalinda hight.

And there in number infinite the full blown flowers you
see.

In summer and in winter both as high as to the knee.
Always the many-coloured flowers blow fragrant on the

breeze.

And you may hear drawn by the scent the buzzing of the
bees.

All round about the water’s edge are standing in a row
The ebony, the trumpet-flower, and tall kadamba-trees.
Six petals and many another tree with flowers all a-blow
And leafy bowers all standing round about the lake one

sees.

There trees of every shape and size, there flowers of every
hue.

All shrubs and bushes, high and low are spread before the
view.

The breezes swiftly waft the scent from flowers white, blue,
and red.

That grow about the hermitage wherein the fire is fed.

Close round about the water’s edge grow many plants and
trees.

Which tremble as they echo to the murmurs of the bees.
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The scent of all the lovely blooms that grow about that

shore

Will last you if you keep them for a week, or two, or more.

Three kinds of gourds, all distinct, grow in this lake, and
some

Have fruit as big as water pots, others big as a drum.
Mustard, green garlic, lilies blue to pick, and flowers full-

blown
Jasmine, sweet sandal, creepers huge about the trees are

grown.

Sweet jasmine, cotton, indigo, and plants of many a name
Cress, trumpet-flower grow all around like tongues of golden

flame.

Yea, every kind of flower that grows in water or on land.

In and about this lovely lake lo and behold they stand.

There crocodiles and water-beasts abide of every sort.

Red deer and other animals for water do resort.

Turmeric, camphor, panick-seed, the liquorice-plant, and all

Most fragrant seeds and grasses grow with stalks exceeding

tall.

The wood is full of elephants, of antelopes and deer

Where hanging down from all the trees great creepers do
appear.

There mustard grows, and sugar-cane, and many kinds of

rice,

And beans and other plants and herbs, all comers to suffice.

Yonder the footpath leads you straight unto his settling-

ground.

Where never hunger, never thirst, and no distaste is found,

Where with his cffildren now abides Vessantara the King.’



THE CRIME OF THAGI AND ITS SUPPRESSION UNDER
LORD W. C. BENTINCK

By ISHWAR Sahai

Causes of growth.—Here let us pause to analyze the causes of

the growth of Thagi till 1828. Some western writers have suggested

that the religions of India, Hinduism and Islam, helped its growth
or at least sanctioned it. One writer says that ‘ under the sanction

of religious rights and promises this pest is spreading through
our dominions Another writer remarks, ‘ Their (Thags) occu-

pation is sanctified by the national religion—that the Thags
regard themselves as engaged in the special service of one of

the dark divinities of the Hindu creed The genius of

Paganism, which has deified every vice, and thus provided a

justification of the indulgence of every evil propensity, has
furnished the Thags with a patron-goddess, worthy of those
whom she is believed to protect Colonel Sleeman speaks in

the same strain. The truth, however, seems to be that neither

Hinduism nor Islam had an5Ahing to do with their growth.
Mr. Somerville, who traces all crimes in India to three sources, one
of which is the religious practices, says in the preface ^

: ‘I admit
that the selection of a title such as this (“ Crime and Religious Beliefs

in India ”) is open both to ambiguity and misunderstanding. Religion
has no bearing on crime. Theoretically this is correct ; but actually

history offers no single parallel so prone to provoke the worst of

human passions as religious intolerance. There is no worthy
emotion, belief or desire in the heart of man that through ignorance,

misconception or deliberate intention is not capable of evil and so
it is with these deeply psychological oriental beliefs, so pure at their

source, yet so much maligned and distorted by ignorance and pre-
judice by the common mass Mind you, I write of the
ignorant only ’ From this it will become dear that Indian
reUgious systems had no bearing on Thagi. Biit then it cannot be
denied that ignorance of the principles of their religion coupled with
the enormous outgrowth of superstitions and the mistaken beliefs
of the ignorant Hindus did furnish a cause for the growth of Thagi.

Poverty and unemployment contributed their share to the
growth of Thagi. The disbanded Pindaris and other soldiers must

^ Somerville—Crime and Religious Beliefs in India—Preface.
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have found it profitable to join the Thags and flourish in the chaotic

atmosphere.
The British was imaware of the Thags. When they came to

know about them, they took measures which did not check their

growth. The policy of avoiding the Thags and allowing them to

emigrate to Indian States was mischievous in its results, for the
Thags swarmed in Malwa, Rajputana, Central India, where they
carried on their depredations unchecked, as order had not been
restored there as yet.*

The most important cause, ' which more than any other pro-

moted its extension ’, was in the opinion of Colonel Sleeman, ' the

illogical application in practice of the maxim '' that it is better ten
guilty men should escape the punishment of death and all the
eternal consequences which may result from it, than that one innocent

man should suffer that punishment * The law of evidence,

followed in prosecuting them, was that ‘ the testimony of a number
of confessing prisoners shall not be considered a sufficient ground to

authorize the detention of their associates ’ and to sentence them to

death. And as the methods of the Thags and their precautions
precluded the possibility of direct evidence, the law of evidence
proved favourable to them.®

Since Tord Hastings’s time a very important reason had begun
to operate. The English authorities had begun to feel that the
crime had been extirpated. From the notice of Thagi made by
Ford Hastings about his government, we learn that ' there is believe

that by this time the pest in question (i.e. Thagi) has been rooted
out Naturally this feeling slackened administration. Colonel

Sleeman and Captain Reynolds were also deluded in thinking that the

Thags had been crushed . The truth was that the crime was spreading
fast, so much so that ' its roots had penetrated and spread over a
large area within the British dominions ’. In the north and the
south they infested almost all the principal roads. Konkan was the
only part free from their depredations. But the greatest number of

the Thags infested the roads of the Central India partly as a result

of its unsettled condition and partly because of the policy of per-

mitting emippration to non-British territories.* The roads, there-

fore, of India in 1828 (when Ford W. C. Bentinck came to India)

were not safe for travellers.

Need of effective measures.—The crying need of the hour
was reform. It was, however, not the great extent of the crime

^ H. H. Wilson—History of British India, Vol. Ill, p. 278.
* Ramaseeana, pp. 50-53.
* Affairs of the E.I. Company (General Appendix), No. 2.

* (a) Ramaseeana, pp. 32-33- (0) Thornton, pp. 350-353-
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that awakened the British Indian Government from their administra-

tive nap. It was rather the result of certain lucky drcumstances
that their delusion and false notion of security from the Thags
received a rude shock and gooded them to adopt effective measures.*

These circumstances were the arrest of 105 Thags by Mr. Molony

;

of a gang by Mr. Wardlaw
;
and of one more by Captain Borthwick

in 1829. Shortly after Colonel Sleeman also captured one gang in

Bhopal. The arrest of the gang by Captain Borthwick was attended
with peculiar circumstances. It was made on a mere suspicion of

their carrjdng opium. On being charged with Thagi, they pleaded
innocence. The sawars insisted on their detention, till one,

Khaimraj, to save life, became an approver and disclosed ever3d;hing.

These seizures naturally alarmed the authorities. At the same time,

Major Stewart wrote to the Government that the ' expeditions of

these murderous gangs have, of late years, become the greatest

calamities with which Malwa has been afflicted
; and it will not fail

to attract the notice of Government and that the very pacifica-

tion of the country has led to the extension of this muderous system,
to a degree unknown before ’. The cumulative effect of these things

was that ‘ the feelings of every one, whose feelings were of any
importance to the cause of the suppression of Thagi, from the
Governor-General and Vice-President of the Council Sir Charles

Metcalfe to the humblest individual, seemed to be deeply and
simultaneously interested, in promoting the cause of their suppres-
sion ’. It was also realized that the ineffectual and isolated measures
followed till then had miserably failed, and that some exceptional

measures should be adopted to cope with the situation.

Measures under Bentinck.—Therefore arrangements were
made for their more effectual suppression. Under the orders of the
Government a department of Thagi was established under Mr. F. C.

Smith, the Police Commissioner on November 15, 1829. The in-

structions of the Supreme Government, on the receipt of the case of

the arrest of a gang by Captain Borthwick and of the depositions of

the approvers, were as follows ;

—

‘ The evidence of the five approvers is confirmed by the discovery
of murdered men at various places as indicated by them, and by
the discovery of the booty. They belong to various chiefs. Since
they do not belong to any particular chief, and since they are the
enemies of all good Government, they should be treated as pirates

'

and ‘ subjected to condign punishment by whatever authority they
may be seized and convicted Under this view of the case
and adverting to the relative situation of the British Government as

* Ibid.
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the paramount power, the Governor-General-in-Council has no
hesitation in authorizing and directing capital punishment to be

inflicted on the leaders, and all the gang who shall be proved to

have been employed as the stranglers. With regard to those who
aided in decoying and enticing the victims to their fate, or to remove
or to conceal the bodies, they must be held to be accessories both
before and after the fact, they are equally criminal as the principals,

and deserving the same punishment of death ; but His Lordship in

Council authorizes you to commute the sentence of capital punish-

ment into transportation for life with hard labour, beyond seas, or

confinement for a certain term of years, according to the circum-

stances of each particular case. Such of the prisoners as have acted

merely as followers of the gang, employed in the performance of

menial duties, such as syces or grass-cutters, and did not as ac-

complices, share in the plunder ; and boys also under 14 years of age,

of whom there are three or four amongst the prisoners ; are to be
kept in confinement for such periods as you may consider proper ’.

It was suggested that the plan of punishing the accused in their

own villages was very difficult and need not be followed. Further
‘ wherever a doubt may exist in liis mind as to the fact of the party
being one of the gang (notwithstanding the identification of one or

more of the evidence), that individual is to have the benefit of the
doubt, and his case to be reserved for further orders ’. The proce-

dure was also laid down. All witnesses were to be separately

called and asked to identify the accused. Then Captain Barthwick
was to write his own opinion about the accused’s guilt, and the punish-
ment he should be given. Then Major Stewart should give orders. As
for the five approvers to whom Captain Barthwick promised pardon,
they wrote, ‘ it does not appear whether unconditional release, on the
conviction of their associates, was distinctly pledged to them or not.

Considering the past course of life which these individuals, who have
taken an active share in all the atrocities to which they depose,
have led, his Lordship in Council feels extremely reluctant to let

them again loose on the society, without security for their future
good behaviour. If by pardon was meant that their lives, which
had been forfeited by their crimes, should be spared, they may be
considered to be treated with great lenity if no severer punishment
be inflicted than confinement until they can give good security

;

and you will be pleased to send them, under a guard, to the care of
the Governor-General’s Agent in Bundelkhand

; with whom you
will arrange as to the time of their despatch, and the place where
they may be delivered over to the escort which that officer may
propose to send to the frontier of his jurisdiction, for the purpose of
relieving the guard which may be sent vfrom Midnapore. The
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Agent to the Governor-General will receive instructions regarding

their disposal, until they can furnish such security as he may see

proper to accept. You may apprize the five approvers of this

decision, in order that they may know their destination, and obtain
means for obtaining the security required The result of this

trial was that 40 Thags were sentenced to death, and the rest were
transported or imprisoned for life.

As already noted, because the chief causes of the growth of

Thagi were the defective law of evidence, inadequacy of administra-

tion and their strong organization, it was thought that ‘ to suppress
associations of this kind a departure from rulers like these

[as observed before], however suitable to ordinary times and circum-
stances becomes indispensably necessary ; and as they have
matured their system to deprive all governments of every other

kind of direct evidence to their guilt but the testimony of their

associates, it behoves all Governments, in order to relieve society

from so intolerable an evil, to mature another by which their

testimonies shall be rendered effectual for their conviction without
endangering the safety of the innocent ’—a plan similar to that
suggested by the able magistrate of Chittur in his letter, dated
December 6, 1809.

Hence was begun the system of approvers, which destroyed

mutual confidence among the Thags and also furnished direct

evidence. Yet circumstantial evidence, identification of the Thags
accused, the tracing of looted property—^were not to be overlooked.

Further, Colonel Sleeman started a separate file for every Thag
whose name became known to him, in which all information obtained
about him from different informers was collected. Thus, as soon
as an accused was arrested and identified, a mass of evidence
was usually at once forthcoming to secure his conviction. Some
files of this kind are preserved in Ramaseeana- Besides this, he
also compiled a vocabulary of the Thag slang, which helped the
authorities in arresting and convicting the Thags. ^

To neutralize the defects of the system of perpetual changes in

the magistracy of a district, the trial of Thags of Hyderabad and
Indore was, with the consent of the Nizam and the Holkar
Governments, made over to the British Resident at their respective

courts, but subject to the revision and final orders of the Supreme
Government. Similar arrangements were made with Oudh, The
trial of all those, not committing murders in the Regulation districts,

was done by the Governor-General’s Agent in the Sangor and

Ramaseeana—(Vocabulary) and (Appendices).
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Narbada territortes. I^ater on, he was also given the charge of

trials of Hydera’/ad Thags. In the Regulation Districts such trials

were made ove/ to the regular tribunals ; but with the previous

sanction the ve^ue of the trial was changed to some other district

or to the co/irt of the Commissioner of Allahabad Division,

Mr. Stockwell, who consented to undertake that work in addition

to his other duties.*

When it was found that the area over which the Thag activities

spread was very extensive, some officers were added. Mr. Wilson
was given the charge of the Doab on the 14th September, 1832 ;

Mr. Mcleod, of Rajputana, Malwa, and Delhi on the 21st February,

1833 ;
and Mr. Reynolds, of the south of the Sangor and Narbada

territories on the 12th May, 1832. Ultimately on the 7th January,

1835 a resolution was passed by the Governor-General in Council,

which ran thus * ;

—

‘ It being necessary for the entire suppression of the horrible

system of assassination called Thagi, which has recently been
ascertained to prevail to a most lamentable extent over the greatest

part of India, that additional means should be employed in tracing

and apprehending individuals charged with these crimes
; and it

being essentially requisite also, for the protection of innocent persons,

to add to the number of European superintendents employed in

directing the operations of informers, so as to obviate the practices

of oppression or extortion by the subordinate agents employed in

this department, the Governor-General has been pleased to make the
following arrangements :

—

‘ Mr. F. C. Smith, the Agent to the Governor-General in the
Sangor and Narbada territories, will exercise, as heretofore, a
general control over the officers employed in the suppression of

Thagi and he will conduct the trial of all individuals charged with
having committed this crime, excepting where the offence is charged
to have been committed within the company’s provinces, or in the
kingdom of Oudh.

‘ In the former case, the individuals accused wiU be made over
to the constituted authorities, and in the latter, the trials will be
conducted by the resident at Ducknow. Trials which may be
conducted in the regulated provinces will be referred to—the
Nizamat Adalat, or otherwise disposed of, as the regulations may
direct. All other trials will be referred through the Secretary in
the political department for the final orders of the Governor-
General in Council

* Ibid., pp. 56-58.
* Asiatic Journal (1835), pp. 128-129.
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The names and designations of other officers employed all over

India for the suppression of Thagi in 1835 were as follows :

—

1. Mr. D. F. Mcleod—Personal assistant to Mr. F. C. Smith
in this department.

2. Colonel Sleeman—Superintendent under Mr. F. C. Smith,
stationed at Jubbulpore.

3. Tieut. Briggs—Assistant to Mr. F. C. Smith in Rajputana.
4. Mr. J. C. Wilson—^Assistant to Mr. F. C. Smith in the

Tower and Upper Doab and Rohilkhand.
5. Capain Reynolds—Superintendent under Mr. F. C. Smith

in the Deccan, in communication with the resident at

Hyderabad.
6. Tieut. Elwall—Assistant to Captain Reynolds.

7. Captain Paton—^Assistant to the resident at Oudh.
8. Tieut. J. D. Shakespear—Extra-assistant to the resident

at Tucknow, in the general duties of his office.

g. A number of officers in Bihar and Malwa were appointed
later on.

Besides the arrangements noted above, in March, 1831 a
company of Nujeebs was added to the Jubbulpore pohce corps,

exclusively for employment under Colonel Sleeman in his duty
; and

in April, 1835 another company was added to the same corps for

employment under Captain Reynolds. The officer commanding the
Sangor Division, Brigadier-General O’Halloran anxious to afford his

aid in promoting the success of the measxires adopted by the British

Government against the Thags, had given Colonel Sleeman the services

of a detachment under the command of an excellent native officer in

Bundelkhand
;
and Brigadier-General Smith, on his succession to

the same post, remained equally anxious. In July, 1833 Mr. Wilson
and Mr. Mcleod were each given a detachment of 40 regular sepoys
and 20 troopers. The aid of the chowkis and village watchmen was
also taken.

As a result of these efficient measures a large number of Thags
was arrested between 1829 and 1835. thousand five hundred
and twenty-four Thags were committed for trial by different officers

at different places. Out of them 376 were sentenced to death ; 883
transported for life ; 80 imprisoned for life ; 18 imprisoned for life on
security

; and 68 were awarded imprisonment for shorter periods. In
this way, 1,412 were punished. Of the remaining 112, 21 were
acquitted

; ii escaped before the sentence was passed
; 31 died during

the period of trial ; and 49 were made approvers before their

committal.^

* Ramaseeana, p. 38. [A chart giving all the details is also given in the book.]
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Thus by the time of retirement of Tord W. C. Bentinck a good
deal had been accomplished. In Oudh Colonel Low and Captain
Baton had considerably succeeded. Hence Colonel Sleeman expressed

his view that he had no doubt of a successful result to their efforts in

that quarter
;

if the active pursuit and co-operation of the local

magistrates continued. In Western Malwa Captain Barthwick had
arrested a large number of Thags. Likewise little remained to do
in Gujerat, Rajputana, and the Delhi territories. Thus except in

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the organization of Thags had been
successfully broken up. In these provinces Mr. P. Smith and Mr.

C. W. Smith had tried to suppress Thagi, yet much remained to do.

The reason for this was that the Thags there had taken to river

Thagi, carrying their activities on boats from Calcutta to Benares.

Though they had so far defied the attempts of the British authorities,

their final extirpation was only a question of time.*

As for the Deccan and the South, though great progress had been
made by Captain Reynolds, the Bombay Government and local autho-

rities, yet all the important bands of Thags had not been arrested

and their organization was not completely broken up.

In short, in 1835 Thagi as a regularly organized fraternity of

murderers had ceased to be a great menace to the travellers.

Later work.—Still, it was feared that the remaining Thags
might revive Thagi. But the machinery evolved under the Governor-
Generalship of Lord W. C. Bentinck was expected to finally exter-

minate them. It was however, con.sidered necessary in 1836 to

pass an Act

:

‘ That whoever shall be proved to have belonged,
either before or after the passing of this Act, to any gang of Thags,
either within or without the territories of the Last India Company,
shall be punished with imprisonment for life ; that every person
accused of the offence made punishable by this Act, may be tried

by any court which would have been competent to try him if his

offence had been committed within the Zillah where that court sits ;

and that no court shall, on a trial of any person accused of the
offence made punishable by this Act, require any fatwa from any
law-officer ’

. This law, though very strict, was not considered unjust,

for the enormity of the crime admitted of nothing but exceptional

measures.
A perusal of the Annual Calendar for the years from 1836

onwards will show that the crime steadily diminished. In i860 the
crime ceased to exist, as E. Balfour says, and from that date no
mention of Thagi is found.

' Ibid., pp. 40-41.
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Causes.—^The causes of the final disappearance of the Thags

were more than one. They themselves believed that their downfall

was attributable to their disregard of the vow of secrecy, of omens,

and of the rules which excluded certain classes of men from becoming
victims, and to the ‘ ikbal ’ of the British Government. There is

no doubt that the weakness of the Thag organization was to a con-

siderable extent responsible for their final extinction. But that was
by no means the sole cause. Some Thags changed their tactics and
there is reason to believe that some of them took to other forms of

crime—Megpunnaism, poisoning, dacoity, etc. Somerville says that
‘ thieving is becoming a profession highly organized and perfectly

equipped ’. The records of the Government of India show that

dacoity became more common. S. M. Edwardes observed a
frequency of poisoning cases. The Calcutta Review (i860) wrote that
‘ Thagi has been suppressed by the vigorous efforts of the British

Government
;
and men are rarely in these days strangled by the

wayside, but they are poisoned by hundreds and thousands . .

.

'

But the most important cause was the efficiency of the measures
adopted and executed, and their moral impression on the people

and the Thags. The Calcutta Review, The Asiatic Journal, and
other contemporary journals all praise the efficiency of the measures.

That the Thag organization, which was growing formidable in 1828

and was ever-increasing, was finally crushed in i860, is the greatest

proof of the effectiveness of the measures. As a matter of fact it

had been (completely or) considerably shattered in 1835
only lingered on till i860. So great indeed was its success that The
Calcutta Review suggested that the Thagi (and Dacoity) Department
should not be abolished, and that the measures and methods followed

by it should be adopted in suppressing other forms of crime.

Concluding Remarks.—^The credit for the ‘ suppression of the
Thagi was due to the active and energetic measures of the Indian
administration rather than to the policy of Dord W. C. Bentinck
but then it must not be overlooked that ' he vigorously supported
the measures taken against them, and urged on his heutenants to
make a speedy end of these enemies of public peace ’

; and that it

was during his Governor-Generalship that the Thag organization had
been shattered. In the galaxy of the functionaries who tried to
suppress it, the name of Colonel Sleeman shines with great lustre, and
its suppression has therefore been rightly associated with his name.

' Boulger—Lord William Bentinck [Rulers of India Series], p. 78.





THE KAKATIYA RUDRADEVA

By Nawni Nath Das Gupta

About the history of the dynasty that grew to power towards

the close of the eleventh century A.D., and ruled over Tellingana,

in the eastern part of the present dominions of H.E.H. the Nizam,
much has yet to be said and known.

The dynasty is known as ‘ Kakatiya Kumarasvami Soma-
pithin, son of the famous Kojacala Malhnatha, in his commentary
on the Pratdpa-rudnya, the well-known treatise on Alaihkara
(Rhetoric)

,
by Vidy§.natha, derives the word ‘ Kakatiya ’ from

‘ Kakati which is one of the names of Durga :
‘ Kdkaiir=ndma

Durgd §aktir =i^ka§ild-nagar=esvardndfh kuladevatdisd saktir=bhaja-

mydsy=eti Kdkatiyah^} But against this fact that the worsWp
of the kula-devatd or family deity, Durga, under the name of K§,kati,

was responsible for the origin of the dynastic name Kakatiya
or Kllkatya, we have got the evidence of an inscription, viz. the

Garavapadu grant of Ganapati-deva (1260 A.D.), according to which
KahkMa Cola, described, as an ancestor of the dynasty, went ‘ to

Daksinapatha in the course of a hunting expedition, and alighting

there on a famous town called “ Kakati ” pitched his extensive

camp near it Kakati as a place name occurs also in some other

records, the most important being No. 204 of the Madras Epi-
graphical Collection for 1905, in which Kakati is referred to as the
‘ kula-pura ’,

‘ family city ’ of the Kakatiyas.® And since Kakati
was an ancient place, the conjecture has been made that the family

name Kakatiya, Kakatya or the like is based upon the original

connection of the members of the line with that city, which is sought
to be identified with Kdnker, ‘ the head-quarters of the state of that
name, situated immediately to the north of the Bastar State in the
Central Provinces ’, which ‘ was formerly called KS,kera, Kdkaira
and Kakaraya

Besides the Garavapadu grant of Ganapatideva, the unpublished
Pakhil inscription of about the time of the same prince also refers

to KarikMa Cola, of the Solar race, as one of the predecessors of the

^ Ind. Ant., 1892, p. 198, footnote ii.

* Ep. Ind., XVIII, pp. 347f. and vv. 11-12.

» Ibid., p. 348.
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royal family.* By Karikala- or Kalikala-Coja, the allusion is

unquestionably made to the greatest of the early Cojas, dating

from about the sixth (or the third) century A.D., and round whose
name had gathered in course of time various legends and traditions,

that have been collected by Dr. Hultzsch.* He is referred to

as one of the ancestors of the Cola kings in the Udayendiram plates

of a Cola feudatory of the Gahga-Bana family,* and in the Deyden
grant issued in the 21st year of Rajaraja I’s reign.* He is also

mentioned, as an ancestor of the Telugu-Cola princes, in the

Arulala-Perumal (Conjeeveram) temple inscription,* Tiruvorriyur
inscription,® Tiruvalangadu inscription,’ Tiruppasur inscription,®

etc. of Tammusiddha, in the Madras Museum plates of Srikantha,®

and so on.

In the inscriptions of Tammusiddha, KarikMa-Cola is stated

to have constructed the (flood-) banks of the Kaveri, and to have
lifted Mount Merit with his play-staff, whereupon the quarters were
greatly disturbed. This, when read along with the statement of

Karikala’s hunting expedition in the Deccan and alighting there

on the town of Kakati, as in the Garavapadu grant of Ganapati,
is, we must agree, apt to represent the latter, too, as an equally
embellished account of the popular mind.*® The grant, then, by
itself, does not prove anything beyond that there was a town,
Kakati, in the Deccan, and it was established sometime, or perhaps
long, before that was issued. But deprived of the connection
between the town and Karikala, who is alleged to have been an
ancestor of the Kakatiyas, the theory of the origin of the name
‘ Kakatiya ’ derived from the name of the town, with which is

associated the legend of Karikala,—loses its cogency. Again, the
distance of Kanker from Anmakonda or from Warangal is least

encouraging for accepting the identification of Kanker with the town
Kakati.**

^ No. 82 of the Epigraphical Collection for 1902-3.
* South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. II, pp. 377!.
® Ibid., No. 76, pp. 382!.
^ Arch. Surv. South India, IV, pp. 2o6f.
B Ep. Ind., VII, p. 153.
® Ibid., p. 150. Ibid., p. 123.
® Ibid., p. 126.
® Sewell's Lists of Antiquities, Vol. II, p. 24, No. 174, and Ep. Ind., V, p. 123,

note.

Cf. on this point The Kaveri, The Maukharis and The Sangant Age, by T.
Aravamuthan, University of Madras, 1925.

For a still less admissible theory about the origin of the Kakatiyas, viz. that
they originally migrated from Kagati, a village in the Mysore State, see J. Andhra
His. Res. Soc., VI, pp. 124-25. ^
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If, however, we do not wholly disregard the evidence of the

commentary on the Pratdparudriya that Kakati is a name of Durga,

as noted above, it is possible to offer another suggestion regarding

the origin of the name Kakatiya (or Kakatisa), on the basis of the
Yenamadala inscription of Ganapamba/ In verse 60 of this inscrip-

tion, Ganapati is said to have obtained great prosperity through
the favour of Parvatisa, lord of Parvati, i.e. ^iva [PdrvatUa-prasdda-

prdpta-khydta-sampat)

,

while verse 3 refers to the race of the

Kakatisas {KdkatUdndmvamso)

.

If Kakati is a name of Durga, the

expression ‘ Kakatisa ’ denotes 6iva, as does the expression ‘ Par-

vatisa ’, and we know that the Kakatiyas or Kakatisas were ^aivites.

The family name Kakatiya would thus appear to have been derived

from the religion the members of the family professed (the religion

being probably inherited from their ancestors, whose original home
was at the place called Kakati).

The Kakatiyas, since the time of Ganapati, the powerful nephew
of Rudradeva, advanced claim to belong to the Solar race {Suryya-

vamsa), and thus to the Ksatriya caste, and the claim is most un-

ambiguously asserted in the Kanci Ekamranatha inscription of

Ganapati, wherein occurs the expression ‘ bdhujdndm kul—esminn=
ajani

'

(v. 8) . But that this claim is a preposterous pretension

has been betrayed by an inscription in a mosque at Budapur in

the Mahaboob-nagar District, which records the building of two
temples by a general of Ganapati, and ‘ clearly and definitely men-
tions that the Kakatiyas were of the fourth caste i.e. Sudras,

and this is exactly the inference drawn previously by Hultzsch as

to their caste, in view of the fact that they intermarried with 6udra
chiefs.*

The first known historical ancestor of the Kakatiya family is

Prola I, who seems to have flourished as a petty chief in the last

quarter of the eleventh century. His son was Beta, also called

Betma, Betesa and Betarasa, who is styled as Mahdmandalesvara,
and was a feudatory of the (Western) CAlukya king Tribhuvana-
malladeva (Vikramaditya VI). It was in his time that Anam-
konda became the capital of the family, which continued to be as

such tiU it was transferred to Warangal, probably towards the
close of Ganapati’s reign (cf. No. 231 of Epigraphical Collection for

1905, dated A.D. 1254). Beta also had the viruda of ‘ Tribhuvana-
malla ’, just as another feudatory of Tribhuvanamalla Vikrama-

1 E.I., III, pp. 94f.
^ Telangana Inscriptions, Vol. I, published by the Lakshmanaraya Parisodhaka

Mandali, Hyderabad Dn., 1935, No. 20 (Kik).
® Ep. Ind., VI, p. 268, note 6 ; also cf. J,A,H,R.S., Ill, pp. 112-15.
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ditya VI, viz. Tribhuvanamalla Jagaddeva the Santara chief of

Patti-Pombuccapura, had, but it is difficult to explain how these

feudatories could have borrowed the viruda or epithet of their

overlord. Proja II, alias Proda, Polarasa, etc. was the son and
successor of Beta, and must have ascended the throne some time
before the Calukya-Vikrama year 42 (A.D. 1117), the date of his

Anamkonda inscription.* He commenced his rule as a feudatory
of the same Vikramaditya VI, and spent much of his Ufe in warfare,

both offensive and defensive.

The immediate successor of Profa II was Rudradeva, his eldest

son by Muppala-devi. He is sometimes represented as Pratapa-

rudra I, in which case the adopted son of his nephew’s daughter,

Prataparudra (1291-1330 A.D.), designated in the Paraddra Sodara
Rdmana Kathe, a poetical work by Nanjunda,* as Virarudra, be-

comes liable to be styled as Prataparudra II. But Rudradeva’s
denomination as Prataparudra I is not warranted by historical

documents, and as such, it is, as has already been pointed out,*

a mistake.

Rudra’s inscription from Anamkonda,* which is a most valuable

record for the early history of the Kakatiya kingdom, is dated in

Saka 1084, or A.D. 1162, and the various exploits of his, recorded

in the inscription, require that the commencement of his reign

should be placed sometime earlier. We have indeed an inscription

of his time discovered at Daksarama, which is dated in Saka 1080,

equivalent to A.D. 1058.* As a tentative hypothesis, we may
place the beginning of his reign in or about 1156 A.D., rather than
in 1158 A.D., as proposed by Mr. M. Rama Rao® under the idea
that Prola II must have been alive till the early part of 1158 A.D.,
as it was in that year that he sided with Vijjala or Vijjana of the
Kalacuri race against his Calukyan overlord, Taila III. But Proja’s

taking sides with the Kalacuri prince in his design of dethroning
Taila * is but an inference made from the datum in Rudra’s Anam-
konda inscription that he, Proja (at a certain day of time) measured
swords with Tailapa.® If even the inference be correct, there is

no evidence that Vijjana, in whose name there is an inscription

‘ Ibid., IX, pp. 2561.
* Annual Report of the Mysore Archaological Department, for the year 1929,

Bangalore, 1931, p. 41.

® J. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. 25.
* Ind. Ant., XI, 1882, pp. 9f.

® South Indian Inscriptions, Hultzsch, IV, No. 1107.
* J.A.H.R.S., V, p. 234.
’’ Early History of the Dekkan, R. G. Bhandarkar, 3rd ed., pp. 156-57.
* Ind. Ant., XI, pp. 13 and 17.

'»
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dated in Saka 1079 or A.D. 1157,^ made Taila flee to Annigeri after

this date.

Tradition embodied in the Pratdpacaritram makes Rudra kill

his father in the Svayambhu temple through oversight, while ac-

cording to an inscription from Daksarama, Coda II, son of Gotika
II, and a chief of VelnAdu, is the slayer (evidently in some battle)

of Proja, as is indicated by the expression ‘Kdkati-Prolanirdahana
’

used of him.® A conjecture based on the version of this inscription

has been made that after the fall of Taila III, Rudra’s father invaded
the Velnddu country, when in aU probability Coda II killed him.®
But if tradition is seldom a trustworthy evidence, we must also be
slow to credit all such versions of inscriptions. We know, the
Yadava king Simghana of Devagiri boasts of having been ‘ the
uprooter of the water-lily which was the head of the king of

Teluhga which clearly goes to intimate that Simghana killed (in

battle) the Kakatiya Ganapati, who was his contemporary king of

Telingana, but Ganapati had had outlived Simghana by at least

13 years, and ruled at the earliest up till April, 1260 A.D., the date
of his Garavapadu inscription.® In case of Taila III also, he is

styled in an inscription from Nekkonda in the Mahaboob-Nagar
District, as ‘ Rudravidravana which for certain cannot imply
that Rudra was overthrown by Taila III.

There is no evidence whatever that in 1158 A.D. there took
place a formal proclamation of independence by the father of

Rudradeva.^ On the contrary, we find Rudra himself begin his

rule as a feudatory of the Caluiyas, as is borne testimony to by the
Auamkonda inscription, which besides describing him as a mahd-
mandaleivara, distinctly alludes to his allegiance to an overlord by
the use of the expression ‘ pati-hita-carita ' he whose actions were
for the advantage of his lord '.® However nominal the allegiance

might have been, Rudra did doubtless owe it, or a semblance of it,

to the C^ukyan throne, irrespective of the political upheaval that
took place there. It was in his later career that Rudra asserted

independence after the downfall of the Calukya Somesvara IV,
although even then the titles of a paramount sovereign were not
borne by him.

* Bhandarkar. op. cit., p. 157.
* Cf. J.AJI.R.S., V, p. 237.
® Ibid.
* Ini. AfU., 1892, pp. 197-98.
® Ep . Ini., XVm, pp. 346f.
® Td. Inss., Vol. I, CM. Ins., No. 33 -
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As to his military exploits,* the Anamkonda inscription fiwt

records that he broke the power of a Ddmma and having again

and again put him to flight, acquired a number of towns, possessed

of all things that were the best of their kind, and that he subdued
one Meda dso.

It is difficult to ascertain who this p6mma was, but Fleet’s

conjecture that ‘ he may have been the leader of some aboriginal

tribe which had not then lost his power ’, based upon the fact that
‘ Mma, domba or dama is the name of a despised mixed caste ’,

is wholly beside the mark. Domma may, however, be the same
with the MahdmandalHara Domme Riju, who is mentioned along

with Meda Riju and Jagaddevudu in a Telugu inscription fotmd
in a ruined temple at Nagunur in the Karimnagar District, as to

have won a victory over an army of 80,000.*

MMa also appears to have been the Meda Raju of the above
inscription. But the locality over which he, or the other chieftain

Domma, held sway cannot be determined until fresh materials are

forthcoming.
Rudra is next described in the inscription as one ‘ who destroyed

the pride that arose in the time of war of the glorious Maijigideva ;

and who acquired the wealth of the country of Sri-Polav^a

The text
(
11 . 58-61) is as follows

:

^rimdn-Mailigideva-samga-samaya-prodbhiita-darpp-dpahaih prdpta
^ri-Polavdsa-deia-vibhavam ^n-Eudradevam sadd.

Dr. Hultzsch’s identification of this Maijigideva with the Devagiri-

Yddava MaUugi,® father of Bhillama, is the accepted view, but
Mr. Rama Rao, dissenting, says, ‘ Mailagi has been wrongly identified

with the Yadava king of that name. This is opposed to the data
given in the Anumakonda inscription. It is said that Rudra ob-
tained the overlordship of the “ Polav^adeia ” by defeating

Mailagi. A Mailagi figures in a record at Jagatydla and the taluq
of that name is even today known as " Polisa *

The date of this Mailagi remains, however, unknown. But
supposing that he was a contemporary of Rudradeva, the respectful

mention of Maijigideva, an opponent though, as ‘ ^riman Maiji-

gideva ’ in the inscription is manifestly indicative of that he was
not a petty chief but l^onged to an illustrious family, just as another
opponent of an illustrious family, Tailapadeva, has been respect-
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fully mentioned as ^rimat-Tailapadeva in the same inscription

(
1 . 29). In the next place, a careful perusal of the text of the in-

scription will bring home that there is no causal connection between
the acquirement of Polavasa-desa and the defeat of Maijigi (i.e.

the former is not the effect of the latter), as is generally believed

to be. No real reason, therefore, exists why the identification of

Hultzsch should be discarded. Rudra’s reign thus marks the
beginning of the hostilities of the Kakatiyas with the Yadavas,
which continued to be during the next four reigns.

In the subsequent description of the inscription as to Rudra’s
military feats, we find that,

—

(1) One Bhima established himself by sla3dng a chief named
Ookarna

;

(2) Codddaya died out of the fear of Rudra ;

(3) So did Tailapa (III) die through fear of Rudra, when
Bhima ‘ assumed a transitory position of sovereignty ’,

which, in the best of probability, means that Bhima,
after the death of Taila III, temporarily conquered
some of the eastern portions of the territories belonging
to the Western Caliikya dynasty ‘

;

(4) Bhima, ‘ the vilest of kings ’, who was the murderer of

his elder brother (not necessarily Gokarna, as is as-

sumed by Mr. Rama Rao^), and had illicit connection
with his step-mother, was assailed by Rudra, when
he had heard, through his spies, of the wealth of his

kingdom and of his evil deeds ;

(5) Rudra, having ‘ advanced three or four steps ’ from his

kingdom, sacrificed (burnt) the city of Vardhamana-
nagari, which might or might not have been the
capital of Bhima ; and

(6) Bhima abandoning all his possessions shamelessly betook
himself to the forests, accompanied by his brother,

mother and wife, but Rudra ptirsued him, burnt the

city of Cododaya, and then cut down the forest which
was his (Bhima’s) fortress, and made there a great

and wonderful lake in the centre of a city.

The identity of this Bhima, who, as it follows from the inscrip-

tion, was the most powerful of the rivals of Rudra, has not yet
been settled. We now know of a BMma as brother of one Vaidya-
natha, who got some territory from Tailapa (III), while he was a
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prince, from an inscription at Panagal, in the Nalgonda District, of

the time of Tribhuvanamalla of Kalydna,^ but whether he is identical

with the Bhima under discussion cannot be divined.

Cododaya is doubtless the Udaya, who in the inscription of

Rudradeva is spoken, in connection with his father, of having been

first vanquished and then re-instated in his kingdom by Proja II.

He is, again, the prince whose daughter, Padma, became the queen
of Rudra,* and is identified with the Telugu Cofa ruler who is men-
tioned in an inscription from Jetcherla in the Mahboob-Nagar
District, dated in Saka 1084 (A.D. 1162), as Mahdmandale^vara
Kanduri Undayana Coda Maharaja of the Karikala family.*

But we cannot rightly comprehend why, while pursuing Bhima,
Rudra burnt the city of his father-in-law, Cododaya, who had
already died (‘ out of Rudra’s fear ’), unless we agree with Fleet

that Bhima taking advantage of Cddodaya’s death appropriated

a part of his dominions,* and suppose withal that the ‘ city of

Cododaya ’ lay near about the forests in which Bhima had taken
shelter.

It is no exaggeration saying that Rudra’s campaigns and con-

quests sowed the seeds of the future empire of the Kakatiyas. There
is in his Anamkonda inscription a specification of the eastern and
southern boundaries of his dominions, which are the shores of the

Salt sea and the Sri-^aila Mount (Kurnool District) respectively.

As to the southern boundary, the veracity of the statement is up-
held by the existence of an inscription of his time at Tripurantakam
in the Kurnool District.

The relation of Rudradeva with his successors is the next point,

that requires more or less elaborate discussions. He had no son to

succeed him. His successor was Mahadeva, the eldest of the three

brothers he had,* and father of the celebrated Ganapati. Mahideva
seems to have had a short reign, but it is above comprehension
why he is not sometimes reckoned in our days as a king at all.* In
the Ganapesvaram inscription of Ganapati (v. ii), it is distinctly

recorded that ' After king Rudra had gone to heaven, the earth was
cherished by king Mahadeva, the sun of whose valour extinguished
the hght of (other) kings, as of stars ’ {Divam gate RiMra-n^pe
babhdra bhuvam Mahddevavibhur=vvine§uh\pratdpa-bhdnd {vu)-dite

1 Tel. Inss., Vol. I, Cal. Ins., No. 37.
* Cf. Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 83.

p. 27.
* Ind. Ant., p. II.

® Ekimranatha Ins. of Ganapati, v. ii.
® Cf. Sewell’s Historical Inscriptions of South India, Madras, 1932, p. 355 ; also

H. Krishna Sdstri, Ep. Ind., IX, p. 259.
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ycdiyt Ujdfhsi bhandm=iva hhdpatindmi)

}

The Garavapadu grant

of Ganapati also tells us that, ' Then his (Rudra's) younger brother,

the glorious MahAdevarAja ruled the entire circle of the earth right

up to the CakravAla mountain, the residential rampart of the

Sevuna {king) breached by the tusks of whose elephants, ecUpses the

Kraunca mountain cleft by Saravanabhava (i.e. KumAra) No
less explicit is the Cebrolu inscription of Jaya or JAyana, the general

of Ganapati, on this point, as it records that, ‘ Tata stats= 6daryya{h)

sva-bhuja-dhrtasdmrdjyamahimd Mahddeva ksoni-ramana iti gUas=
tribhuvane ' *

According to the Yenamadala inscription of GanapAmbA (v. 5),

MahAdeva was killed in battle.* But it is not stated with whom
the battle was fought. There is, however, a reference, as already
noted above, in the Garavapadu grant of Ganapati, to that the

elephants of MahAdeva made a breach in the ramparts of the residence

of the Sevuna king, who appears to have been the YAdava king

Jaitugi I (1191-1209 A.D.),® rather than his predecessor Bhillama
(1187-91 A.D.). On the other hand, in the Paithan grant of the
YAdava king RAmacandra, Jaitugi is said to have slain the king of

Trai-Kalinga (doubtless a KAkatiya king) in battle, and to have
seized the whole of his kingdom.® The conclusion is, therefore,

irresistible that the KAkatiya MahAdeva died while fighting with
the YAdava king, Jaitugi I.

The Paithan grant of RAmacandra speaking further of Jaitugi
I says that ‘ this ocean of compassion fetched Ganapati, the speech
of whose mouth was sweet, from the prison-house and made (him)
lord of (his) country ’. Also in the BahAJ (in KhAndesa) inscription
of the time of Siriighana II, son of Jaitugi I, dated in 1222 A.D.,’

Jaitugi is said to have made Ganapati lord of the Andhra country.
But who had imprisoned Ganapati ?

‘ The words of the Paithan grant ’, remarked Prof. Hultzsch,®
‘ leave it doubtful if Ganapati, before he was installed on the throne
by Jaitugi I, had been kept imprisoned by this king, or by his own
father MahAdeva, or by his uncle Rudradeva ’. But there could
have hardly any point in the laudable exultation of J aitugi’s com-
passion, were he the person to have tormented Ganapati by

’ Ep. Ind., Ill, pp. 90 and 85.
Ibid., XVIII, ?^54.

« X’ pp- 144-145, V. 9.
* Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 97,
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imprisoning him. In the second place, does not the boast that Jaitugi

made Ganapati lord of the Andhra country lose much of its force,

if we go to apprehend that he himself had kept Ganapati in cap-

tivity ? Again, on the other hand, the theory of the late Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar that Ganapati was probably placed in confinement by
Rudradeva ’ does not also appear tenable. For, after Rudra ruled

MahS.deva, and the latter on his accession might well have released

his own son from incarceration. Ganapati, therefore, was, in all

likelihood, imprisoned by Mahadeva, evidently for his misconduct
or treason. There is an inscription, dated in 1262 A.D., and found
in a mosque at Budapur in Mahaboob-Nagar District, in which we
are told that Ganapati was associated with the government of the

country, even while Rudra was alive.* It may not be improbable
that Ganapati, having thus quahfied himself in the art of govern-
ment, coveted the Kakatiya throne on the death of Rudra, but his

father, Mahadeva, succeeded to keep him inclosed in a jail, and to

rule, till when he was killed in battle with J aitugi, who set Ganapati
free and made him king.

Mr. Rama Rao wants us to believe that since the earliest

record (discovered as yet) of Ganapati, whose reign commenced in

1198 A.D., is dated in Saka 1131, or A.D. 1209 A.D., which would
be his tenth year,—he ‘ remained in the Yadava prison between
1198 and 1209, but was liberated and restored after that date

’
®

!

Apart from the facts that after 1209 A.D., it was Simghana, the son
of J aitugi, who was on the Yadava throne of Devagiri, and that
nothing carries off the possibility of an inscription of Ganapati with
a date anterior to 1209 A.D. being found in the future,—the ab-
surdity of the hypothesis lies on the surface of it.

As Mahadeva reigned after Rudra for some time, both the
brothers could not have died in battle on one single occasion. There
is no knowing how Rudra died. The oft-quoted passage from the
Vratakhanda of Hemadri’s Caturvarga-cintdmani that Jaitugi ‘ as-

sumed the sacrificial vow on the holy ground of the battlefield and
throwing a great many kings into the fire of his prowess by means
of the ladles of his weapons, performed a human sacrifice by immo-
lating a victim in the shape of the fierce Raudra {Raudrasya rau-
drdkrteh), the lord of the Tillangas, and vanquished the three worlds
is often construed to mean that Jaitugi killed Rudra. But even
if there be any historical truth beneath the surface of this highly

* Early History of the Dekkan, 3rd ed., p. 186.
* Tel. Inss., Vol. I, K&k., No. 21.

>J.A.H.R.S..V1, p.34.
* See R. G. Bhandarkar’s Early History of the Dekkan,' ed., pp. 186 and 243.
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poetical and ornate language of a court-poet, it cannot be applicable

to Rudra, for the reading of the text is definitely and admittedly
‘ Raudra i.e. ‘ the son of Rudra but the Kakatiya Rudra had
no son. To say that it is a scribal error for ‘ Rudra ’ would be
begging a question, while to suppose that a Sanskritist like HemAdri
wanted to allude to Rudra by the employment of the term ‘ Raudra

'

would be worse than idle. I do not know if such an expression in

such a case may refer, in the absence of a son, to the immediate
successor (of the king), but if it does, the history of the Kakatiyas

becomes much easy and smooth. Or else, we must forbear to

turn to account in Kakatiya history the passage from the Vrata-

kha'^a, which yields no pertinent sense.

it is interesting to note that Rudra’s name is omitted in the

Yenamadala inscription of Ganapamba,* the younger grand-daughter

of MahAdeva. The omission is difficult to account for, since it does

not look comparable with the omission of Skandagupta’s name in

the Bhi^ri seal of Kumaragupta II, or that of KumarapAla, the

Pala king of Bengal, in the Manhali grant of MadanapAla.
An inscription of the time of Rudra engraved on a pillar at

Pillalamarri in the Nalgonda District, registering the gift of a sub-

ordinate of his, is dated in the ^aka year 1117,® corresponding to

A.D. 1195. This, or the year following, was probably Rudra’s last

regnal year.

’ Ep. Ind., Ill, pp. 94f.

* Tel. Inss., Vol. I, Kftk. Ins., No. 7.





THE BRHANNARADIYA AND THE NARADIYA
PURANA

By Rajendra Chandra Hazra

As these two Puranas are closely interrelated and as either of

them has sometimes been taken to be the original Naradtya Purdna,^

it is necessary to examine them with a view to understand their

true character.

The Brhanndradtya ® is purely a sectarian work lacking all the

characteristics of a Mahapurana. It describes the Vaisnava feasts and
ceremonies illustrated by various legends and contains chapters on
the glorification of the Ganges, the duties of the castes and the

Asramas, the funeral sacrifices and expiations, and so forth. It is

pre-eminently a work on Visnu-bhakti (devotion to Visnu) which is

said to have ten gradations, viz., Tamasadhama, Tamasa-madhyama,
Tamasottama, Rajasadhama, Rajasa-madhyama, Rajasottama,

Sattvikadhama, Sattvika-madhyama, Sattvikottama and Uttamo-
ttama.* This Bhakti is repeatedly declared by the Purana to

be the only means of salvation.

The title ‘ Brhanndradtya
’

given to a work both in the body of

the chapters * and the colophons shows that it is not the original

Ndradiya P., the words brhat, vrddha, etc. being found to be pre-

fixed to the titles of comparatively late works only. It cannot be

held that the Brhanndradtya P.
‘

is generally so called to dis-

tinguish it from the Ndrada—or Ndradtya—Upapurana ’,® for, we
sha ll see below, the present Ndradtya Purdna was composed, or rather

compiled, after the Brhanndradtya mainly with the chapters of the

latter. That the Brhanndradtya is not the original Ndradtya P.

but only an Upapurana, is established by other evidences also.

^ See Haraprasad Shastri, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS., Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Vol. V (Purana MSS.), Preface, pp. cxxxv-cxliii. Wintemitz,
History of Indian Literature, I, p. 557. Viivako^a (a Bengali encyclopadia), edited

by Nagendra Nath Basu, Vol. XI, p. 627.
* The Vahgavasi edition is generally tiie same as the ASB. edition. Both consist

of 38 chapters. There are, of course, occasional variations in readings and numbers
of verses in the corresponding chapters.

* BNdr., 14, 195-207.
* BNdr., I, 36—puranaqi naradiyakhyaip brhad vedartha-saipmitatp; i, 66— . .

.

brhannarada-namadheyatfi. .
.
puranatp

;
and 38, 132— brhannarada-saipjhitaip.

“ Wintemitz, Hist, of Ittd. Lit., I, p. 557.
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The Matsya (53, 23), the Skanda (VII, i, 2, 43) and the Agni P.

(272, 8) describe the Ndradlya P. as follows :

—

' yatraha narado dharman brhat-kalpa^ritan iha
|

pancavimsa {Agni reads pancavimsat) sahasrani naradiyam
tad ucyate ’

||

According to this description the Ndradlya P. was declared by the
sage Narada in relation to the Brhat Kalpa. But in the Brhan-
ndradlya, though Narada is found to speak to Sanatkumara, there is

no mention of the Brhat Kalpa. Moreover, the Brhaddharma P.
(I, 25, 23) includes this Purana among the Upapuranas. The
references to and quotations from this Purana in the Sm^-works
also show that it was known to them as Brhanndradlya and not as
Ndradlya P.

The date of the Brhanndradlya can be ascertained within
narrow limits. In the Dacca University MSS. library there is a
MS. (No. 1667) of this Purana which is dated 1578 Saka (=1656 A.D.).

This MS. tallying fully with the printed edition, the Brhanndradlya
must be earlier than the beginning of the seventeenth century A.D.
As Gopalabhatta quotes verses from chapters 1-6, ii, 13, 18, 21,

23, 28, 32, 34, 35, 37 and 38 in his Haribhakti-vildsa, Govindananda
from chapters 7, 14 and 25-27 in his ^uddhikriyd-kaumndl, Varsakriyd-
kaumudl and Srdddhakriyd-kaumtidl, Raghunandana from chapters 7,

14, 22 and 24 in his Smrti-tattva, and Sulapani from chapter 16 in
his Vratakdla-viveka (see Appendix), the Brhanndradlya can by no
means be placed later than 1350 A.D. Further, we shall see below
that the present Ndradlya P., in which the chapters of the
Brhanndradlya form the main section, was compiled not later than
the end of the tenth century A.D. If a period of at least 50 years
be allowed to intervene between the dates of the Brhanndradlya and
the present Ndradlya, then the date of the former cannot be placed
later than 950 A.D. Thus we get the lower limit. Again, in the
Brhanndradlya Visnu’s Sakti, wluch permeates the whole world and
effects its creation, preservation and destruction,^ is said to be
known as Daksmi, Uma, Durga, Bharati, Bhadrakali, etc.* She is

the Prakrti and the illusion (Maya) which subjects the creatures to
rebirths.* Such a developed 6akti theory points to a date not earlier
than about 550 A.D., for, though in the Jaydkhya Samhitd, which is

dated about 450 A.D., Daksmi, Jaya, Ertti, and Maya are called
Vispu’s Saktis, they play no part in creation. The reference, in
BNdr., 2, 44, to the story of Ajamila's attainment of the highest

BNdr., 3, 6, 10 and 16.
• BNdr., 3, 9 and 15.

• BNdr., 3, 13f.
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region by singing the glory of Visnu seems to betray an acquaintance

of the author of the Brhanndradlya with the Bhdgavata P. The
doctrine of non-duality (Advaita) and illusion (Maya), summarily
referred to in BNdr., 31, 57!., shows that the Purana cannot possibly

be earlier than ^amkaracarya. Hence the date of composition of

the Brhanndradtya falls between 850 and 950 A.D., and it is probable
that the Purana was composed sometime about the middle of the

9th century. As there is nothing which goes against the integrity of

the Purana, the above date may be taken to be that of the entire

work.
The Brhanndradtya, which, on accormt of its lengthy glorification

of the river Ganges and its recognition of Prayaga and Benares as the

best of all holy places,* appears to have been written in Northern
India, is a work of the Bhagavata Vaisnavas. In it the highest

deity is Mahavisnu, who becomes Brahma, the inferior Visnu and
6iva through the three Gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas respec-

tively *
; the names used to mean the god of the Bhagavatas are

‘ Visnu ’ and ‘ Narayana the name ‘ Krsna ' being rare
;
and the

sectarian Mantra is ‘ om namo narayanaya ’. It is tolerant of

^aivism and declares, ‘ the man, who differentiates between Hari,

Samkara and Brahma, remains in hell as long as the moon and
stars exist

Let us now pass on to the Ndradtya P. It is divided into two
parts (bhaga)—^the former (Purva), consisting of 125 chapters, and
the latter (Uttara), of 82 chapters. The former part, again, is sub-

divided into four sub-sections called Padas. The lengths of these

Padas are as follows ;

—

(1) first Pada

(2) second Pada
(3) third Pada

and (4) fourth Pada

. . chap, r-41,

. . chap. 42-^2,
. . chap. 63-91,
. . chap. 92-125.

Though, as usual, the Ndradtya P. is declared by the Suta to the
sages, the speakers in the different sections vary, viz., in the four
Padas of the Purva-bhaga Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanat-kumara and
Sanatana speak respectively to Narada, and in the Uttara-bhaga
Vasistha speaks to Mandhatr.

The present Ndradtya P. is not the earlier Ndradtya noticed by
the Matsya, Skanda and Agni. According to these three Pturanas
the Ndradtya was declared by Narada in relation to the Brhat Kalpa.
In the present Ndradtya, however, Narada is not the speaker but

* BNar., 6, 9 and 37.
* BNar., 6, 45.

« BNar., 3, 2.
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the hearer, and there is no mention of the Brhat Kalpa. The word
hrhadupdkhydna, which is used, abruptly and without any reference

to the Brhat Kalpa, in the colophons of the majority of chapters in

Ndr. I, does not occur in the colophons of Ndr. I, 1-41 which con-

stitute the main part of the work.’ So, this word cannot be used
to establish that the present Ndradtya P. is the earlier one. More-
over, Ndr. I, 1-41 are generally the same as BNdr., chapters i to the

end, though there are variations in readings and numbers of verses.

As regards these common chapters, the Ndradtya P. seems to be
the borrower, for, this is indicated by the fact that though necessary
changes have been made in the borrowed chapters of the Ndradtya P.,

and the word hrhat used in the Brhanndradtya (i, 36 and 66) as a
prefix to the title of the Purana has been replaced by etat and idam
in the corresponding verses (viz., I, i, 36 and 64) of the Ndradtya P.
obviously in order to adapt the chapters of the Brhanndradtya to the
title and interlocutor of the Ndradtya, this Purana is still called

Brhanndradtya in the colophons of the chapters of all the sections.

The occurrence of this word in the colophons shows that in spite

of the fresh additions and the new title, the people did not forget

the real character of the so-called Ndradtya P. As to Ndr. I, 42-125,
it wiU be seen below that they are comparatively late additions.

Though the Uttara-bhaga derives its authority from, and is attached
to, the present Ndradtya, it is really an independent work. It is

for this reason that this Bhaga differs in general character from
Ndr. 1, 1-41 and is sometimes found to appear in MSS. as an indepen-
dent text.

From the above discussion it stands that the present Ndradtya
is not the earlier one and that the chapters of the Brhanndradtya
were added to by others and given the title ‘ Ndradtya Purdna
So it is undoubtedly an Upapurana. The title of the work need not
be taken to go against its apocr5rphal character, because Upapuranas
bearing the titles of Mahapuranas are not very rare in the Pmanic
literature. The Kurma P. (I, i, 18), Garuda P. (I, 227, 19), Devd-
hhdgavata (I, 3, 14) and Brhaddharma P. (I, 25, 23) indude a
' Ndradtya P.

’ among the Upapuranas. It is not known whether the
present Ndradtya is identical with that mentioned by these Puranas.

Pet us now proceed to discuss the dates of the Afferent sections
of the present Ndradtya P. As Gopalabhatta quotes verses from
chapters 2, 3, 6, 10, 22, 24, 31 and 38 of Ndr. II in his Haribhakti-
vildsa, Gadadhara from chap. 23 of Ndr. I and diapters i, 2, 22 and

^ Haraprasad Sliastri wrongly says that the word bfhadupakhyana is found in
every colophon. See, Sliastri, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS., ASB., Vol.
V, Preface, p. cxxxv, ^
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31 of Ndr. II in his Kdlasdra, Raghunandana from chapters 13, 27
and 30 of Ndr. 1 and chapters i, 2, 22, 24 and 38 of Ndr. II in his

Smtti-tattva, Govindananda from chap. 28 of Ndr. I in his ^rdddha-

kriyd-kaumudi, Vacaspatimisra from chapters 38 and 39 of Ndr. II

in his Ttrtha-cintdmani, Madanapala from chap. 2 of Ndr. II in his

Madanapdrijdta, Madhavacarya from chap. 7 of Ndr. I and chapters 7,

23, 27 and 31 of Ndr. II in his commentary on the Pardsara-smrti, and
Devanabhatta from chapters i, 2, 23, 31 and 37 of Ndr. II in his

Smrti-candrikd (see Appendix), and as Gopalabhatta refers to the

interlocutions between (i) Mohini and king Rukmangada, and (2)

the sage Vamadeva and Rukmahgada in his Haribhakti-vildsa

(pp. 386, 519 and 1034) and Devanabhatta mentions Mohini and
Vasistha as speakers in his Smrti-candrikd (Vol. IV, pp. 65, 68 and
121), it is sure that the first Pada of the Purva-bhaga and the story

of Mng Rukmahgada and his wife Mohini in the Uttara-bhaga

(chaps. 1-37) were combined tmder the title ‘ Ndradtya Purdna
’

earlier than 1100 A.D. The verses quoted by the above-mentioned
Smrti-writers from the ‘ Ndradtya P.

’ and traced in the present

Ndradiya prove that these Smrti-writers haiUng from different parts

of India draw only upon the present apocryphal Ndradtya ‘ and
that the real Ndradtya was generally superseded by the present

one even as early as the beginning of the twelfth century A.D. As
the attainment of such circulated importance by the present Ndradiya
could not be possible in a short time, the Purana should be dated
not later than the end of the tenth century. The Brhanndradiya
being earher than the present Ndradtya, the latter cannot be placed
earlier than the last quarter of the ninth century A.D.

The above date is not the date of all sections of the Ndradiya P.,

for chapters 42-125 of the Purva-bhaga and chapters 38-82 of the

Uttara-bhaga bear stamps of comparatively late dates. In the
former chapters the interlocutors differ from those of the remaining
ones, and there is a breach here in the tone of Bhakti that permeates
Ndr. I, 1-41. There are also traces of a fully developed Radha-cult.
In Ndr. I, 83 Radha is called the Mula-prakrti. She is described
as ‘ nirguna ', ‘ nitya ', ‘ sarvadya ’, ‘ tejomandala-madhyastha ’,

' drsyMr^ya-svarupini ’, etc. and is said to be inseparably connected
^th Krsna who is called Paramatman and of whom Narayana,
Siva and the other Krsna, the ‘ lord of the gopikds

’

are bom. The

^ By his statement that he did not draw upon the Ndradiya P. because it did not
contain any chapter on gift, Ballalasena means most probably the present Ndradiya
in which also there is no chapter on gifts.

Cf. Ddnasdgara, fol. 3b—
bhagavatmp ca puranaiji brahmandam caiva naradlyaqi ca

|

dana-vidhi-^unyatp etat trayam iha na nibaddham avadharya
||
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goddesses like Mahalaksmi, Durga, Sarasvati and others are said to

be the partial incarnations (am^vatara) of Radha. In Ndr. I, 88

the formation of the Tantric Mantras of Radha and the Tantric

method of her worship have been laid down. The contents of the

eighteen Mahapuranas, as given in Ndr. I, 92-109, tally fully with

those of almost all the present ones. So these chapters could not

have been written before these Puranas attained practically their

present forms. The late age of Ndr. I, 42-125 seems further to be

evidenced by the fact that none of the numerous Sm^-writers has

been found to quote even a single Une from them. Chapters sSf.

of the Uttara-bhaga deal with the glories of the river Ganges and
the holy places Kasi, Purusottama, etc. These chapters are com-
paratively late additions and are generally derived from other

sources. For instance, Ndr. II, 52-61 have many verses in common
with Brahma P., 28 and 45!. Their comparatively late date is further

evidenced by the fact that though in Purva-bhaga, chap. 125 (verse 26)

the Ndradtya is said to have four Padas, in Uttara-bhaga, chap. 82

(verse 41) it is said to consist of five Padas. All the chapters 38-82
of Ndr. II, however, are not very late additions. The quotations

made by Gop^abhatta, Raghunandana and Vacaspatimisra from
chaps. 38 and 39 of Ndr. II prove that at least chaps. 38-43 on the

Ganges are earlier than Vacaspatimisra.

On the evidences of the grammatical tradition, the treatment of

the three branches of Jyotisa, and the attribution of the five Kalpas
of the Atharva-veda to all the Vakhas of all the Vedas, Haraprasad
Shastri brings down the date of the Ndradltya P. to 700-800 A.D.^
We cannot understand why he does not put the date of the Purana
lower still, though there is no evidence to push up the lower limit

of the date to such an early period as 800 A.D. The only argument
he adduces in this regard is the inclusion of Vindu among the Pa^as.

He says that as the Ndradlya P., in its description of the Saiva
system of philosophy, admits Vindu as one of the subdivisions of

Pasas or bondages, it is earlier than the Sarvadariana-sarngraha
which does not recognize Vindu.* This argument becomes untenable
when we consider that many of the chapters 42-125 of the Purva-
bhaga are either derived from or based on those of other works, and
that the contents of chaps. 63-91, which are said to constitute the
‘ Mahatantra ’

® are the summary of those of the Tantras of different

^ Haraprasad Shastri, A Des. Cat. of Sans. MSS., ASB., Vol. V, Preface, pp.
cxxxvii-cxxxviii.

• Ibid., pp. cxlii-cxliii.

* Cf. mahatantre samuddistaip pa^upasa-vimoksanaip/

—

Ndr. I, 97, 5 ; tripadar-
thaqi catuspadaip mahatantraip pracal^ate/

—

Ndr. l) 63, 13 ; m^atantraip tvaya
proktaip sarva-tantrottamottamaqi/

—

Ndr. I, 92, 2.
‘
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sects.^ Therefore the inclusion of Vindu among the Pa^as cannot

go a^nst the late date of Ndr. I, 42-125.
The present Ndradtya is more a compilation than an original

work. In many places of the Purana itself,* it is called a ' Samhita
’

and really so, for many of the chapters are found to tally with those

occurring in other works. For example, there are verses common
to Ndr. 1

, 43 (verses 5of.) and Padma P. (Svarga-khanda*
)
chaps. 25

and 26 ;
Ndr. I, 48 (verses i4f.) and 49 agree almost literally with

Visnu P. II, 13 (verses 13!.) to 16 ;
many verses are found common

to Ndr. II, 52-^1 and Brahma P. 28 and 45!. ; and so forth.

A good ntunber of verses, quoted by the Smrti-writers from the

Ndradlya P. but not found in the present Ndradtya, shows that in

the earUer form of the Purana there were many verses which have
been lost in the printed edition. The ‘ Ndradlya P.

’ drawn upon
by Jimutav^ana does not seem to be the same as the present

Ndradlya because of the facts that none of the 47 hnes quoted by
him from the ‘ Ndradlya P.

’

in his Kdlaviveka is traceable in the

present Ndradlya, and that the interlocutions between : (i) Mar-
kandeya and Visnu, and (2) Vaisya and Bhiksu, which he mentions
as having occurred in the ‘ Ndradlya P. ’

,

are not found in the
present edition. It is, therefore, highly probable that Jimutavahana
used a different recension of the Ndradlya P., if not the original one.

APPENDIX.
I.

Verses quoted from the ‘ Brhanndradlya P.* ox * Brhanndradlya
*

in

1. Vratakdla-viveka Brhanndradlya P,
of Sulapani,

fol. ya = cf. 16, 4.

2. Srdddhakriyd-

kaumudl
of Govindananda,

p. 78 = 26, 2.

p. 98 = 26, 3.

The line * tatah pra-

ta^ samutthaya
etc.' resembles
BNdr, 26, 22a,

p. 113 = 26, 36-37*

p. 307 = 26, 26.

p. 328 = 27, 28.

P* 335 = 27, 29.

3.

Var^akriydkau-
mudl of

Govindananda,

p. 206 = 27, 21 and 23.

pp. 567-8 = 14, 39. 34-55. 58
and 64.

^ Cf. tantroktaqi vada sarvajha tv^ ahaip saranarp gatah/
Sak^ tantrany anekani Sivoktani muniivara //

yani tat-saxam uddhitya sakalyenabhidhehi nah/
Ndr. I, 83, 7-8. Also cf. Ndr. I, 83, 5 and I, 76, 6.

* Viz., Ndr. II, 82, verses 34, 35, 40, 44 etc. ; I, 62, 77 and 79.
® MS. No. 1625, Ilacca University MSS. library.
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4. Suddhikriydkau-

mudi of

Govindananda,
p. 83 = 7 > 65.

p. 196 = 25, 28.

5. Smyti-tattva of

Raghunandana,
Vol. I, p. 398 = 14, 55 and 60.

p. 453 = 14, 39-40. 54a and
55&.

Vol. II, p. 112 = 22, 13-16.
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THE REACH IN THE DOCTRINE OF THE BUDDHA
OFATAKKAVACARA, THE IDEA OF NOT-WITHIN-

THE-REALM-OF-LOGICAL-THOUGHT

By George Grimm

I

The doctrine of the Buddha rests on contemplative thought
never losing connection with experience as conveyed through the

senses, thus, on the kind of thinking, ‘ that roots in perception
’

(dassanamulika), as it is said in Majjhima-Nikayo, I, page 320.

Or, and that means the same, it rests on the kind of thinking that

is done in ‘ knowing and seeing ’—
‘
janati passati : he knows and

sees ’ being an ever-returning phrase in the Canon. Therefore

for the imderstanding of the doctrine of the Buddha, first of all,

logical thinking is required ; for all thinking can only be an action

of reason and, therefore, of logical thought—logic being derived

from logos, meaning ‘ word ' and ‘ reason ’ as well, and both these

meanings being inseparable. On the other hand, the Buddha makes
use only of the logical thought based on perception. Just because
the Buddha was cultivating such thought, just for that very reason
he propagated his doctrine according to dialectic methods, the word
of dialectics to be understood in the sense of Platon, i.e. the very
art of logical thought based on perception, an art that displays

itself in the discourse (dialogue) of rational humans, or in the
colloquy the soul may be having with itself.

This art of logical thought rooting in perception is practiced to
that a degree by the Buddha that he points out the ‘ Road to the
Absolute ’ (asankhatara) to be ‘ concentration combined with ener-

getic logical thought and reflection
’

(savitakko savicaro samadhi) :

‘ Which, oh monks, is the road to the absolute—^to truth—^to the
other shore—to the subtle—^to the unfading—^to the eternal—^to

peace—^to deathlessness—^to the lofty—^to the blissful—to the
wonderful—to the marvellous—to freedom from allurement—^to

the island—^to the shelter—^to the final goal ? It is concentration
uniting with energetic logical thought and reflection (Sam.-Nik., IV,
pp. 362-372).

II

I/O^cal thought works with conceptions in which the total of
all possible experience tmdergone by the senses is preserved. The
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material it uses is, therefore, the world perceptible. For that very
reason the forming of conceptions and, thereby, all logical thought
per se, is limited to that perceptible world. What is not accessible

to perception through our senses cannot be caught and shut up into a

conception and cannot, therefore, be made the object of logical

thought. It does not lie within the realm of logical thought.

This is the standpoint taken up also by the Buddha ; According
to him, too, all sensible perception and, consequently, all reasoning

is in itself limited to the perceptible world :
‘ What is seen, heard,

thought, explored, examined in mind—[i.e. the very totality of

the realm of sensitive experience and thinking in the broadest sense

of the word]—^is that permanent or impermanent ? ’ he asks his

monks in Sam. -Nik., Ill, p. 204. Whereupon, meeting with his

approval, they answer :
‘ Impermanent, lord ’. ‘ Now, then, what

is impermanent ’, he says in another passage, ‘ all that, in the Order
of the Holy, is called the World

So also by the Buddha the realm beyond the world, or, as our
philosophers say : the realm beyond the world of appearance or

perceptible world, had to be declared as ' not being within the realm
of logic thought ’, which expression represents the literal translation

of the word used by the Buddha : atakkavacara (a=
not, takka= logical thought, avacara= realm).

It is true, many were led to believe that by atakkavacara the
Buddha had declared his doctrine itself (dhammo) to be inaccessible

to logical thought and it is on the grounds of that interpretation

that Dahlke, the “ Neo-Buddhist ”, started his burlesque struggle

against any kind of logical thinking whatever. How utterly absurd,

however, any such interpretation would be, has, no doubt, become
sufficiently evident from the foregoing alone : he who by concentra-
tion of the mind united with energetic logical thought and reflection

defines the road to the Absolute, to the State of Nibbana, to the
Final Goal,—^he thereby certainly does defend himself (and in the
sternest manner at that) against the insinuation that he declares his

doctrine not to be within the realm of logical thought,—his doctrine
which, in its totality, is nothing but the road to the Absolute, the
road to Nibbana, to the Final Goal.

Ill

What, then, is it that the Buddha declares atakkavacara, what,
then, does he declare not to be within the realm of logical thought ?

In using that expression, does he, too, refer particularly to the reajm
beyond the perceptible world, to the realm beyond the world of

appearance ? The Buddha uses the expression of atakkavacara
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in one clearly defined case only, without exception, exclusively and
solely, and this one unique instance is when speaking of the state

of a Delivered One :

(1) In the 26th Dialogue of the Majjhima-Nikayo he sa^ ;

‘ Then I knew and saw ;
“ Eternal (akuppa) is my deliverance, this is

my final birth, no further Becoming will there be ” This state,

then, it is, the state of a Delivered One, that the Buddha has in mind
when he presently continues :

‘ Attained I now have this thing

(ayam dhammo), the deep, hard to perceive, hard to discover, peace-

ful, sublime, not lying within the realm of logical thought {atakka-

vacaro), subtle, to be experienced only by the judicious

(2) To the question of Vacchagotto
—

‘ A monk delivered in

mind,—^where would he rise again after death ?
’—^the Buddha

replies by the very same words. (In the 72nd Dialogue of the
Majjhima-Nikayo.)

(3) In Samyutta-Nikayo, I, p. 136, it says :
‘ Once the Sublime

One tarried at ijruvela, on the banks of the River Neranjara, beneath
the Goatherd's Banyan, just after he had become a Fully Awakened
One. Now as he was in that solitary place absorbed in peaceful

meditation, this thought arose in him ; I have attained this thing, the
deep, hard to perceive, hard to discover, peaceful, sublime, not within

the realm of logical thought, subtle, to be experienced only by
the judicious.’

(4) In Itivuttaka 43 the Buddha says :
‘ There is, oh monks,

something not born, not due to causes, not created, not brought
forth . . . That which is born, which has become, which has
arisen, which is created, which is brought forth, the impermanent,
the nest of illness, the fragile, sprung from the stream of food : It

does not suffice to rejoice over it. The way out of it is the state

of peace, not lying within the realm of logical thought (santam atak-
kavacaram padain), permanent, not born, not brought forth, free

from worry, free from allurement : the cessation of the painful
things, the bhssful reposing of the functions (of hfe).'

(5) In the first Sutta of the Digha-Nik. the different views are
exposed that may be held by philosophy, and, at the end of each
group of views, the Buddha keeps repeating :

‘ Now, of these the
Perfected One knows that these speculations, thus arrived, thus
insisted on, will have such and such a result, such and such an effect
on the future condition after death of those who trust in them.
That does he know, and he knows also other things far beyond

;

but he does not cling to this cognition and thus not clinging he has
fomd the peace in himself, has understood, as they really are, the
rising up and passing away of the sensations, their sweet taste, the
misery they are followed by and the way of escape of them ;

and
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no longer grasping after anything, he, the Perfected One, is ^t
free. These —[i.e. the getting beyond the sensations and, with

that, the state of a Delivered One beyond the sensations]—are

things (dhamma), deep, hard to perceive, hard to discover, peaceful,

not lying within the realm of logical thought (atakkavacara), subtle,

to be experienced only by the judicious ’ (ex. Digha-Nik., I, i, 36).

The last quotation concludes the number of passages in the

Suttapitakam in which the word atakkavacara appears at all. There

are no more. Whereby the fact is established that the Buddha
uses this word only when speaking of the state of a Delivered One
beyond sensation, thus, one beyond the world perceptible.

IV

In t h a t sphere, however, the use of atakkavacara is a matter

of course. Again and again the Buddha emphasizes that a Deliv-

ered One cannot be grasped by knowledge at all, and that he, there-

fore, does not enter into any conception or logical thought :
‘ Just

as no one knows the way of the spark that blazes up by the hits of

the smith’s hammer and then comes to rest by and by,—just so there

is no one that may know the way of the Fully Delivered Ones who
have crossed over the flood of sensual pleasures and have reached the
unshakable well-being ’ (Udana, VIII, 10).

The total unrecognizability of a Delivered One is an established

fact even during his life. This fact is particularly emphasized by
the Buddha in Samyutta-Nik., IV, p. 383, when he says to his monk
Anuradho :

‘ Not even in his present existence (ditth’ eva dhamme)
is a Perfected One to be recognized in truth, in reality ’. The same
is it what Sariputto expounds to Yamako.* And for the same
reason it is that the Buddha replies to Sundariko the Brahmin who
had asked him ‘ Of what family art thou, lord ? ’

:

—
‘ No brahmin

I, nor a king’s son, nor a man of the people, / am not anyone am
at all (uda koci no ’ mhi) ’ (Suttanip., 455).

It is clear, no doubt. A Perfected One has unlinked hims<>1f

from all things (dhamma). ‘ He is unsullied by aU things ’ (sab-
besu dhammesu anupalitto—26th Dialogue of the Majjhima-Nik.).
‘ He has crossed over all things ’—(sabbadhammana paragum

—

Thera-Gatha, 690). It is only through things, however, that one is

to be defined. A passage in the Suttanipato, 787 runs as follows :

* He who draws near the things (dhamma) enters into speech ; but
he who does not draw near them, by what means and how will you

* Vide Geoige Grimm, ‘ The Doctrine of the Buddha, the Religion of Reason
p. 165 foil.

'
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define him ?
’ And in 1076 we find the solemn proclamation :

‘ No
measure there is for him who has gone home—Describe him as you
may, you will never touch him—Where all things (dhamma) are

destroyed, all paths of speech, too, are obstructed.’

All things to us, however, are enclosed in the five groups of

grasping, viz. : The group of corporeal form, the group of sensation,

the group of perception, the group of activities of the mind, the

group of consciousness. Therefore the Buddha, in Sam.-Nik., Ill,

p. 35 makes this statement :
‘ That for which one has a bias,

by that he is defined. That for which one does not have a bias,

by that he is not defined. If one cleave to the five groups of grasping,

he is defined by them. If he cleave not to them, he cannot be
defined by them.’

It would mean definition by the five groups of grasping,

even if only the idea of Being were to be used. For this idea,

too, is a purely empiric conception and is drawn entirely from
sensational experience, i.e. from the five groups of grasping. ‘ There-

fore Sariputto rejects both, the definition of ‘ a Perfected One i s

after death’, as well as the other definition ‘a Perfected One is

not after death.’ He explains that either of them would mean using

in a realm without, an idea that is valid only within the five groups

of grasping :

‘ “ A Perfected One is after death ”, or, ” a Perfected One
is not after death ”, or, “a Perfected One is and is not after death

”

or, “a Perfected One neither is nor not is after death ”, all that.

Friend, would mean thinking in terms of corporeality (rupagatam),

would be thinking within the sphere of sensation, of perception, of

activities of the mind, of consciousness ’ (Sam.-Nik., IV, p. 385).
But now, that even the idea of Being cannot be used as a means

of definition, is there any other way left to define a Perfected One ?

The Buddha expressly rejects any such idea. To Anuradho, the
monk spoken of in the foregoing, some wandering ascetics, adherents
of another teacher, had made the following statement :

‘ Friend
Anuradho, a Perfected One, a supermann, one of the best of men,
a winner of the highest winning, is defined in one of these four ways :

A Perfected One is after death—is not after death—^is and is not
after death—neither is nor is not after death.’ Upon this Anuradho
replied :

—
‘ Friends, a Perfected One, a superman, one of the best

of men, a winner of the best winning, is defined in other than those
four ways.’ Upon this those wandering ascetics, adherents of
another teacher, said of the venerable Anuradho :

‘ That monk

^ Vide
‘ The Doctrine of the Buddha, the Religion of Reason ’, by George

Grimm, p. 175 foil.
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must be a novice, not long ordained. Or, if he is an elder, he is an
ignorant fool.’ Thereupon the wandering ascetics, adherents of

another teacher, rose up and went away. But the venerable

Anuradho went to the Sublime One and submitted the case to him.

The Sublime One spoke :
‘ What think you, Anuradho, are the five

groups of grasping permanent or impermanent ?
'—

‘ Impermanent,
lord.’

—
‘ What is impermanent, is that weal or woe ?

'—
‘ Woe,

lord.’
—

' Now what is impermanent, what is woe, what is subject to

change through its very nature,—is it proper to regard that thus :

“ This is mine. This am I, This is my self ” ?
’—

‘ Surely not, lord.’

—

‘ Therefore, Anuradho, whatsoever body, whatsoever sensation,

whatsoever perception, whatsoever activities of the mind, whatso-

ever consciousness, be it past, future or present, be it your own or

another’s, is, according to reality and in right wisdom, to be regarded

thus ;
“ This is not mine. This am I not. This is not my self ”. So

seeing, Anuradho, the instructed noble disciple becomes disgusted

with body, becomes disgusted with sensation, becomes disgusted

with perception, becomes disgusted with the activities of the mind,
becomes disgusted with consciousness. Being disgusted with them,
he turns away of them. Turning away of them, he is freed (from

the five groups of grasping). In the freed one the knowledge
arises : “I am freed ”. And he knows ;

“ Destroyed is (the possi-

bility of) rebirth, lived to the end the Holy Dife, done that what was
to do, no longer have I anything in common with this order of things ”.

Now what say you, Anuradho, do you regard the corporeal form
of a Perfected One as the Perfected One ?’.

—
‘ Surely not, lord.’

—

‘ Do you regard the sensation, the perception, the activities of the
mind, the consciousness of a Perfected One as the Perfected One ?’

—
‘ Surely nor, lord.’

—
‘ Do you regard a (hving) Perfected One

as without corporeal form, without sensation, without perception,

without activities of the mind, without consciousness ?
’—

' Surely
not, lord.’

—
‘ Then, Anuradho, since in just this hfe a Perfected One

is not to be found out in truth, in re^ty, is it proper for you to
pronounce this of him :

“ He who is a Perfected One, a superman,
one of the best of being, a winner of the highest gain, may be defined
in other than these four ways ; A Perfected One is after death

—

he is not after death—^he is and is not after death—^he neither is

nor is not after death ” ?
’—

‘ Surely not, lord ’ (Sam.-Nik., IV, page
38of.).

According to the Buddha it is quite obvious, therefore, that a
Delivered One is, as such, beyond the reach of any kind of recogni-
zance and that he, for this very reason, is not to be defined by any
conceptions whatever. This means : he is atakkavacaro, no^ lying
within the realm of logical thought. t
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V

It is in t h i s sense that the Buddha illustrates meaning and
bearing of atakkavacara also in the 72nd Dialogue of the Majjhima-
Nikayo, as mentioned sub 2 in the foregoing. Vacchagotto, a wander-

ing ascetic, is asking him :
‘ A delivered monk, oh Gotamo, where does

he arise after death ?
’—

‘ Arise, that does not apply ', replied the

Buddha. But Vacchagotto continues to ask :
‘ So he does not arise,

oh Gotamo—does he arise and does he not arise—does he neither

arise nor not arise ?
’—To each of these questions the Buddha

responds saying: ‘That does not apply’. And when, thereupon,

Vacchagotto replies that he fails to understand this, that he feels

confused by it, the Buddha pronounces just these words :
‘ This

thing, Vacchagotto, is deep, hard to perceive, hard to discover,

peaceful, subhme, not lying within the realm of logic thought (atak-

kavacaro), subtle, to be experienced only by the judicious '. He
then illustrates ‘ this thing ’ (and in doing so illustrates the meaning
of atakkavacaro) by comparing it to the fire that has gone out, and
which, too, has become unrecognizable and has, therefore, been
entirely removed from logical thinking. He continues :

‘ Even the

same, Vaccho, is it with a Perfected One. His corporeal form, his

sensations, his perceptions, his activities of the mind, his conscious-

ness, all of which one might have in mind when speaking of him,

they are all done with, they are annulled fundamentally, they are

made even to an uprooted palm-tree, they are beyond all possibility

of ever arising again in the future. And so, being freed from all

that may be called corporeal form—sensation—perception—activi-

ties of the mind—consciousness, a Perfected One is deep, boundless,

unfathomable like the great ocean. It would not apply to say “ He
arises ”, it would not apply to say ” He arises not ”— ‘‘ He arises and
arises not ”—” Neither does he arise nor does he not arise

’

Considering all we have recalled,—can an idea and its reach be
outhned more precisely than that of atakkavacara ? What want of

judgment is shown, for that very reason, by those who would apply
it to the Buddha’s doctrine itself deriving from it the ‘ Disqualifica-

tion for Eogic of the Doctrine of the Buddha ' ?





PRAMANA and its scheme in MADHYA’S
EPISTEMOLOGY

By P. Nagaraja Rao

The greatest yearning of the human soul is for eternal and
unmixed bliss, ‘ mukti ' which, according to Madhva, is attained

when the limitations fettering the soul drop off, and the grace of the

Lord, the warrant and prop of our existence, and the Master Light

of all our knowledge, is vouchsafed unto us. Jnana is His body
(svarupa). His limbs are jnana. He is Truth, Knowledge, and
Bhss. He is the greatest prameya to be apprehended by the human
intelligence. Such knowledge is possible only through the

instruments of valid knowledge. This is the justification for the

detailed study of the nature and the validity of pramanas in general,

which enable the uninstructed to differentiate valid from invalid

knowledge. Madhva arrives at a definite conclusion as to the nature

and the number of pramanas, as different schools give different

accounts of them.
The four traditional preparatory factors (anubandha-catustaya)

;

—(i) The subject matter (visaya) is the theory of knowledge (2)

the chief aim (pray6jana) is the knowledge of the Lord, (3) the

person for whom the work is specially designed (adhikarin) is the

beginner, and (4) the relation is what obtains between the treatise

and the treated (pratipadya-pratipadakabhava).
Madhva adopts the expository scheme of the Nyaya school :

—

(i) Naming (udde^a), (2) division (vibhaga), (3) definition (laksana),

and (4) examination (pariksa).
‘ Pramana ’ is defined as ‘ yathartham ’

;
this is a compotmd

word of which ' yatha ’ means ‘ what does not go beyond ’ and
‘ artha ’ means object of knowledge. ‘ Pramana ’

' is then ‘ that which
exists without going beyond the object of knowledge ’ or ‘ that which
apprehends the object of knowledge as it exists and not otherwise ’.

Madhva draws attention to the two meanings of the word
‘ pramana namely ‘ knowledge ’ (prama), and ‘ the instruments of

knowledge ' (pramakarana). He applies the tenn ‘ kevala pramana ’

to ‘ prama ’, and the name ‘ anupramana ’ to pramakarana. The
defimtion of ‘ pramana ' appears to be overpervasive in respect of

* Jaeyam anatikramya vartamaaam, yathavasthitam eva jfieyam yad vi§ayi'

karoti, nanyatha tat pram^nam. Pramdrui-paddhati, 6th sec., p. 33.
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the cogniser (pramata) and the cognised (prameya).* It is not
really so, for the knower and the known objects are only causes

(karanas) of prama and not ‘ sadhanas As they are not ‘ sadhanas ’

they are not pramanas.* ' Sadhana ’ is the chief distinctive cause

that is responsible for the effect, while ‘ karana ’ is any cause that is

responsible in some measure for the effect. The difference between
‘ sadhana ’ and ‘ karana ’ rules out the validity of such cognition as

happens to correspond accidentally with reality
;
for the instruments

of cognition in what is valid by chance is only a ‘ karana ’
; only if it

were a sadhana would the resulting cognition be invariably valid.

Kevala pramana is defined as ‘ yathartha jnana ’. The word
' yatha ’ is used to avoid overpervasion in respect of ‘ doubt ' and
‘ error ’, and their instruments. ‘ Anupramana ' is ' the instrument
that enables us to get at valid knowledge ’. If we were to define
‘ anupramana ’ merely as ‘ knowledge the definition would over-

pervade kevala-pramana, doubt, and error. If we were to define

it merely as ‘ sadhana ’ the definition would include all such instru-

ments as the hatchet. If we were to define it as ‘ yathartha jnanam '

the definition would overpervade ' kevala pramana ’ and exclude
perception and other ‘ anupramanas ’. If we were to define it as
‘ Yathartha sadhana ’ the definition would include instruments of

perception, i.e., the rays of the sun which help the eye to see things.

If we were to define it as ‘ jnana-sadhanam ' the definition would
include instruments of doubt and error. If we were to define it as
‘ yathartha jnana karanam ’ it would include the cogniser and the
cognised. The words in the definition of ‘ anupramana ’ are all

significant.

Where is the necessity for Madhva to formulate a defini-

tion applicable to ‘ anupramanas ’ also ? Will not a definition likp

that of the Prabhakaras or Bhattas suffice ? Of course it does not
apply to anupramanas ; but may we not assume that the definition

applicable to prama, is extended figuratively to ‘ pram^aranas ' as
well ?

The term to be defined is ‘ pramana ’. It has two ‘ e:q)ressed
senses ’. One is ‘ prama ’ and another ‘ pramakarana The forma-
tion of the word is as follows :—^pra-fma (stem)-fi3nit sufi&x. The
stem and the suffix together mean ‘ prama '. The suffix ‘ ana ' in
this context indicates the ‘ stem sense ’. It is the ‘ root sense

’

(bhavarthe lyut-pratyaya). The second ‘ expressed sense ' of

^
Pramatj-prameyayor vyavacchedah, tayoh sak§at ineya-visa5dl^ritvabhavat.

Saksajjneya-visayikari-karanatvepi tatsadhanatvabhavac ca. Pramana-paddhati

,

Sec. 7, p. 39. _
* Yajjatiyan^taram niyamena karyotpattis tad atra sadhanam vivak§itam.

Pfamdifa-paddhati, section 21, p. 116. '>
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prarnSna is ‘ pramakarana ’
;
pramiyate aneneti pramanam. The

‘ stem sense ’ complicated by the suffix ‘ ana ’ which means ‘ instru-

ment is expressed. The word pramana has thus two ‘ expressed

senses ’ (iakti-dvaya). Though this word pramana has two different

meanings, a single definition of them is justified on the ground that

the two meanings are not entirely unrelated as in the word ' aksa
’

which has a large number of unrelated meanings. Madhva's defini-

tion includes the full import of the term pramana. So we cannot

secure the application of the definition to one of the two expressed

senses figuratively as suggested in the objection. The choice is not

in our hands, because it is grammar that has fixed the ‘ expressed

sense ’ of the word.
Madhva classifies all knowledge into three groups ; (i) valid

knowledge, (2) error, (3) doubt. He brings ‘ dream knowledge ’ and
‘ memory ’ under valid cognition. Dream objects are real to Madhva.
Two criteria according to him determine the reality of any object :

(i) existence temporarily at least, not necessarily imperishability,

and {2) non-sublation. Objects that never existed are unreal. The
materials of dream objects are impressions (vasanas) of our past as

well as present life deposited in the means, and not ‘ atman ’ as the

Nyaya school holds. It is this bundle of impressions that is respon-

sible for ‘ satnsara ’ as well as for dreams. The efficient cause of

dreams is God himself. He causes dreams to arise out of the

accumulated impressions. Though these dreams are destroyed on
waking, the dream objects are yet real because they satisfy the
pragmatic test. Some erotic dream experiences have real physio-
logical effects. The element of unreality in dreams is the delusive

identification of its objects with the external reality to which it

seems apparently to correspond. Suffice it to note here that for

Madhva ' dream knowledge ' is valid knowledge.
‘ Recollection ’ or memory is knowledge originated by the

‘ manas ’ and not by impressions as the Nyaya school holds. ‘ Manas ’

has been accepted by the Nyaya school as a ‘ karana ’. They have
not allotted a specific function to it as they have done in the case
of other ‘ karanas Madhva regards ‘ manas ’ as a ‘ karana ’ which
origiiiates recollection. Without the ascription of some such specific

function to the ‘ manas ' it cannot be considered as a ‘ karana ’ at
all. ‘ Manas ' is the organ and impressions the intermediate accessory
(vyapara). ' Vyapara ’ is a dharma. It is defined as follows, ‘ it

is caused by a ‘ karana ’ and in association with it causes the final

effect (tajjanyah tajjanya-janakas ca vyaparah). Impressions are
bom of the ‘ manas ’. The impressions are the attributes of ‘ manas ’

and they give rise to the final effect. Impressions satisfy the definition

of ‘ vyapara
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A difficulty presents itself at this stage. How can ‘ manas

'

with the help of impressions have a contact with the past or a non-

existent object ? For contact is possible only between two existents.

Contact is possible even with a non-existent object. Contact

is not always of the samyoga type. For instance, in the cognition

of ‘ asat ' which is mediate as well as immediate. The mediate cogni-

tion is as follows ;
when some one tells us ‘ that the horns of a hare

are non-existent, we understand the ‘ wordsense ’ of these terms.

If the ‘ wordsense ’ for those terms be denied, the words cease to be
words. On this count we have to admit the mediate cognition of

asat (paroksa pratiti). The fact, namely the cognition of ‘ asat ’,

can be established through the following inference :

—

The thing under dispute is asat

;

because of the non-existence of workability ;

negatively like the pot.

Fet us now consider the immediate cognition of asat. In all

cases of delusion we have an immediate perception of ‘ asat ’.

* Take the example of nacre appearing as silver. There is no silver

in the nacre. This is known by the application of the test of work-
ability. The defect itself is the contact that brings about the cogni-

tion of the non-existent.

Similarly in the case of recollection also the ‘ manas ’ with the
help of impression has contact with past objects. The validity

of recollection rests on this ; the object recollected should at the
time of its cognition, have had such an existence as is found now
in recollection. It need not have existence now in the form recol-

lected. Madhva is of opinion that recollection and its validity are

vouchsafed by experience.

Prabhakara defines pramana thus :
® valid knowledge is ex-

perience, and experience is knowledge other than recollection. The
word ‘ pramana ’ has been taken to mean ‘ valid knowledge ’ and not
the ‘ means of valid cognition ’. ‘ Recollection ’ is regarded as invalid

knowledge inasmuch as it stands in need of a previous cognition, and
as it is cognition produced only by the impressions left behind by a
previous cognition. Further the definition is too wide and it includes

doubt and error. The definition excludes ‘ memory ’ and all
‘ anupramanas ’ including the Veda and it is thus nonpervasive.

The Bhatta school defines ‘ pramana ’ ® as ‘ that knowledge

* Here the Advaitin would retort that the example cited is in dispute.
* Anubhutih pramanam, smrtit^atiriktam jnanam, anubhutiriti prabh^aranihn

lak§anam. Pramana-paddhati, section 14, p. 81.
* Jnatata-prakatya-aparaparyaya-vacyasya prameya’ s’ritasya prakSiavi^e?-

sasya sadhanam kriya jnanam pramanam iti Bhattanam lak^anam. Pramd^a
paddhati, section 74, p. 81.

’
‘

?
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which is instrumental in enabling us to see the ‘ special luminosity
’

i.e. the clearness that abides in objects cognised. The ‘ distinc-

tive shine ’ of which Bhatta speaks has no warrant. The ‘ dis-

tinctive shine ’ of the Bhatta school has no locus where we have
knowledge of the past or the future of a broken pot or an uncreated
pot. It is meaningless to talk of ' the distinctive shine ' as abiding
in an object when the object itself is not in existence. Further the
definition does not include ‘ memory ’ and ‘ anupramanas ’ and
so is nonpervasive.

The Advaita school of Vedanta defines ‘ pramana ’ thus :

—

‘ anadhigata abadhitartha jnanam ’. The two characteristics

of ‘pramana’ are novelty and non-sublation. It is not sufficient

that knowledge should be true, it is also necessary that the content
of knowledge should be new or previously unacquired. We shall

now examine what exactly the term ‘ abadhita ’ means ? It is

non-sublation.

If we take ‘ non-sublation ’ as a test of ‘ pramana ' the defini-

tion is overpervasive in respect of error of the ‘ s5padhika ’ type
(delusion caused by the presence of an external adjunct, e.g. the
white crystal seen as red because of the proximity of the red flower
to the crystal) because it is not sublated.* Further judged by
the criterion of ‘ non-sublation every cognition proves to be in-

valid because it is sublated by other subsequent cognitions. Be-
sides the definition fails to include ‘ memory ’ and ' anuprama-
nams ’. Hence it is pervasive.

If we accept ‘ novelty ’ as a criterion of ‘ pramana our second
and subsequent cognitions of objects turn out to be invalid. Fven
a continuous stream of cognitions (dharavahikajnana) turns out
to be invalid because the object is cognised already at the first

moment. The cognition of the second moment has an ‘ adhigata
visaya ’.

^ The Advaitin might retort thus : The overpervasion deduced by Madhva is

not valid. The delusion caused by the presence of an external adjunct is sublated
at the time of the impartite cognition. It is not sublated soon but it is not
unsublatable.

The deduction of Madhva that all cognitions would be invahd if judged by the
test of non-sublation, is acceptable to the Advaitin, because the only valid and
absolute cognition for him is Brahman and the rest is relatively real.

The objection of Madhva that a ‘ continuous stream of cognition ’ would turn
out to be invahd does not affect the Advaitin’s position at all. According to him
each cognition persists so long as another cognition does not come to replace it,

or each TOgnition of the continuous stream has a content qualified per ouxidence
(Upalaksita) by the varying temporal properties.
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The Nyaya school defines ‘pramana’ ‘as the instrument of

valid knowledge They regard truth as the faithfulness with
which knowledge depicts its objects. Valid knowledge is defined

as that which informs us of the existence of something in a place

where it really exists, or which predicates of something in a place

where it really exists, or which predicates of something a character

really possessed by it. This definition is non-pervasive in respect

of ‘ kevalapramana
Udayana defines ‘ pramana ’ thus :

‘ Whatever is prevaded by
valid knowledge is pramana.' This definition is overpervasive

in respect of the objects of knowledge, since all objects of knowledge
are pervaded by I4vara’s prama.

Udayana with a view to exclude the above mentioned defect

of overpervasion gives a modified definition which runs as follows :

* whatever is pervaded by valid knowledge, while being a ' sa-

dhana ’ or ' asraya ’ is pramana. The word ‘ sadhana ’ secures the

exclusion of the application of the definition to objects of knowledge
because they are not ‘ sddhanas

’ The word ‘ asraya ’ is used in order

to secure the inclusion of Isvara who is not a ‘ sadliana ’ but still a
pramana according to the Nyaya school. The use of the word
pramana in respect of the agent, though not ungrammatical is not
sanctioned by usage.

The term ‘ pramana ' in Indian epistemology is ambiguous.
Pramana is taken to mean ' pramakarana ' in some places and
‘ prama ’ in other places. Madhva's distinct contribution to epis-

temological technique is the introduction of the two clear cut terms
namely ‘ kevala pramana ’ and ‘ Anupramana ’. By classifying

‘ prama ’ under ‘ Kevala pramana ’ and ‘ pramakarana ’ under
‘ Anupramana he cleared the ambiguity associated with the word
‘ pramana ’.

Ma^va broadly divides ‘pramanas’ into ‘kevala pramana’,
knowledge of an object as it is, and ' Anupramapa ’ instruments
of valid knowledge.

‘ Kevala pramana ’ is of four kinds— (a) Isvara jnana, (6) Uaksnd
jnana, (c] Yogi jnana, and (d) Ayogi jnana.*

{a) Isvara's knowledge is all comprehensive and all valid.

It has neither beginning nor end, and so eternal. It is self-existent

and self-valid. Isvara’s very form is knowledge. Isvara’s know-
ledge is not different from His svarupa. His indriya (sense organ)
has perpetual contact with all objects. Isvara’s cognition is rela-

* Sadhanairayayor anyataratve sati pramavyaptatvam pramanam
paddhati, section 15, p. 87.

*

• Prama^a-paddhah, Chap. I, section 17, p. 94.

Pramd^
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tional. There is no cognition that is non-relational/ The moment
we grant that His jnana is relational, it gets limited. His jnana
becomes dependent on the object (visaya adhina). Madhva is of

opinion that cognition is not ‘ visaya acfiiina ’ but only ‘ sa-visaya-

ka Tet us examine the meaning of the term ‘ dependence
’

(adhina). It is defined as ‘ that which is useful in originating ’ (utt-

patti prayojakatvam). The objects of cognition are not useful

in originating of cognition, because Isvara's jnana has no beginning.

We cannot say that wherever there is no object there is no cognition,

for we have cognition in the form of recollection of objects that

are destroyed or absent. It is the nature of cognition to have an
object for its content. This is not dependence or limitation. If the
very presence of external objects be termed the content of cognition,

savisayakatvam, itself be dependence, it is acceptable to Madhva.
Has Isvara cognition of objects, that have not come into ex-

istence ? Yes, He has cognition of them. According to Madhva
objects do not come from non-existence into existence. Every
thing exists in the world in two forms: (i) manifested, aiid (2) non-
manifested. This in short is the ‘ svarupa jnana ' of livara ac-

cording to Madhva.
The points of difference between the svarupa jnana of the

Brahman of the Advaita and the Isvara of Madhva are the following :

‘ the Advaita Brahman’s svarupa jnana is the non-existence of

ajnana. The svarupa jnana of Isvara according to Madhva is

positive (bhava rupa). Isvara’s cognition according to Madhva
is relation^, that of Advaita Brahman is non-relational. The cog-
nition of Isvara according to Madhva has the attribute ‘ jnanatva ’,

that of the Advaita Brahman has no attribute.

(b) Eaksmi also knows without the effort of thought. Her
knowledge too has neither beginning nor end, and is eternal. But
s^ince it is dependent on Isvara it is not so clear and distinct as
Hvara’s and so ranks next. And it extends to all objects except
Isvara with which it is not co-extensive.’

The ‘ svarupa jnana of Isvara and Eaksmi differs from the
svarupa jnana of all other souls in that the latter is limited by
Nescience. The attribute ‘ jnanatvam ’ is present in both. Their
svarupa jnana is all pervasive (vibhu) and not atomic as other
souls, whose jnana is through the effort of thought. The svarupa
jnana of the ordinary soul cannot give us the cognition of all that
pertains to the object co^sed, e.g. pot, its weight, its composition,
its future and its past. Isvara’s svarflpa jnana cognises everytidng

^ Gita-tatparya of Madhva, p. 133.
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that pertains to the object. The application of the same term
svarupa jnana to I^vara’s and souls though not quite satisfactory

still we cannot deny the name in so far as it cognises an object.

The cognition of course differs in degrees ; but it does not matter

as regards the use of name. Madhva admits that error is also

a type of jnana with this only difference, viz. that it is not valid.

The difference among the different grades of svarupa jnanas is

judged by the following factors
;

(i) the extent and the number
of things it comprehend, (2) its degree of dependence, (3) clarity,

(4) validity. The svarupa jnana of all the souls is beginningless.

But only a part of it manifests. Madhva calls the sense organ of

the svarupa jnana saksin, which is not different from the svarupa
of the soul. The differentiation between the limbs and the body
(avayava and the avayavin) is effected on the basis of the category

of ‘ Visesa ’ which performs the function of difference where there is

really no difference.* The Saksin cognises the svarupa of the soul

(not in its entirety) ; the dharmas of the self, the Nescience, the

modifications of td manas, the cognition that results through the
outer sense organs, happiness, space and time.* The svarupa jnana
is not inert.

The ‘ svarupa jnana ’ is the efficient cause that directs the

manovrtti jnana. The relation between them is one of cause and
effect. Manas is the material cause for the manovrtti jnana. The
instruments of knowledge are the efficient causes. The svarupa
jnana is the intelligent and the directive cause. The relation of

this jn^a to Atman is the relation of the owner and the owned.
The atman establishes its contact with the manas and the manas
in its turn has contact with the senses and they in turn have contact
with objects. Thus cognition results.

All the souls other than Isvara and Taksmi have a particular

kind of positive Nescience covering their svarupa. This Nescience
is inert, manifold, real and beginningless and plural.® The souls

are bom with it. Nescience by itself has not the power to conceal
the svarupa of the soul from itself. How this Nescience got associa-

ted with the soul is not accoimted for. This Nescience is removed
by the vision beatific of God and His resolve to save us. This
vision of God results from manovrtti jnana. Isvara’s grace alone
is the asadharana karana for the removal of Nescience.*

* Pramana paddhaii, Chap. I, section 17, p. 94.
* Madhva's Anuvydkhyana v.v. 21 and 22.
» Pramdi^a paddhati, Chap. I, section 24, p. 126.
* Madhva's Anuvydkhyana, v.v. 33.
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The points of agreement and difference between the Advaitins

and Madhva as regards Nescience are as follows
; both the schools

admit that Nescience is positive and manifold (a particular school

of Avdaita does not admit the latter). To Madhva this Nescience
is real, to the Advaitin it is ‘ mithya The removal of this Nes-
cience if effected mainly by jnana according to the Advaitins.
The removal is effected by the grace of Isvara alone according to
Madhva. The Advaitin also needs the grace of Isvara for the
realisation of the advaitic bliss. While according to both Madhva
and the advaitin it is the Jiva’s powers that are obscured, there is

difference in the advaitin’s camp as to whether the iiva is the locus

or Brahman
;
according to Madhva however, the jiva alone is the

locus.

(c) Yogi jnana is a kind of special knowledge obtained by the
Yogins as a result of their meditation on lilvara. It is of three kinds :

(i) Rju yogi jnana, (2) Tattvika yogi jnana, (3) Atattvika yogi jnana.*

(1) Rju yogins are those whose knowledge of Isvara though
higher than that of other souls is limited

;
yet they are capable

of attaining the four-faced Brahmahood.* They have knowledge
of all the objects which unlike Laksmi they attain only through
the effort of thought. Their knowledge is two-fold

: (i) svarupa
jnana, (ii) manovrtti jnana. Their svarupa jnana is beginningless

and eternal and unchanging, but revealed only in instalments (in

proportion to the merit earned by them as a result of their medita-
tion on Isvara) and is completely made known to them only after

their attainment of Moksa. The vrtti jnana of the Rju yogins is

changeful and continuous as a flowing river. Both the forms of
knowledge of the Rju yogins are valid.

(2) Tattvika yogi jnana is possessed by Tattvabhimani devas.*

Madhva speaks of two distinct types of tattvas, i.e., categories.

* Pramdna paddhati. Chap. I, section 18, p. 97.
* Madhva is considered to be a Rju Yogin and there is a tradition to the effect

that he is to be the creator (the four faced Brahma) in the next Kalpa.
* The 25 categories with tlieir presiding and controlling deities :

—

I. Purusa . . Brahma and Vayu.
2 . Avyakta . . Sarasvati (the wife of Brahma) and Bharati

(the wife of Vaym).
3 - Mahat . . Brahma and Vayu.
4 - Ahankara . . Garuda, Sesa and Rudra.
5. Man^ . . Skanda and Indra.
6 . Srotra . . Dik devas \

7 - Tvak . . Prana (the son of Vayu)
8 . Caksus . . Siirya

j

Gnanendriyas.

9- Rasana . . Varuna
10. Ghrana . . Asvini devas

^
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They are (i) I^vara and 25 other categories. The devas that preside

and control these tattvas are called tattvabhimani devas. They
have no complete knowledge not merely of Isvara but of many
other things besides. Their knowledge is also of two kinds: (i)

Svarupa jnana, eternal and valid, (ii) vrtti jnana partially invalid

and partially valid.

(3) Atattvika yogi jnana is possessed by devas other than
those that preside over the tattvas. Their knowledge has beginning.

Their conception of Isvara and other things is limited. Such know-
ledge as they have is divisible into (i) svarupa jnana by itself eternal

yet made known to them in proportion to the merit earned by them
by their meditation of Isvara, and (ii) vrtti jnana valid only occa-

sionally.

{d) All the souls other than those above mentioned are Ayogins
and their jnana is called Ayogi jnana. Their knowledge of things

not to speak of Isvara is fearftdly inadequate. It is also of two
kinds : svarupa jnana and vrtti jnana. Both these have a beginning
and an end.^

Ayogins are threefold
:

(i) Mukti yogyas, (2) Nitya samsarins,
and (3) Tamoyogyas. According to Madhva the Mukti yogyas
are the only souls that are destined to attain Mukti. The Nitya
samsarins are destined eternally to pass through the cycle of births

and deaths. The Tamoyogyas are doomed to eternal damnation.*
The svarupa jnana of the Mukti yogyas is valid ; that of the Nitya
samsarins is a composite of valid and invalid knowledge

;
and that

11. Vak
12. Pani
13. Pada
14. Payu
15. Upastlia
16. 6abda
17. Rupa
18. Rasa
19. Gandha
20. Sparfa

21. Aka^a
22. Vayu
23. Tejas

24. Apah
25. Prthivi

Agni
Dak^ prajapati

Jayanta (the son of India)

Mitra (one of the twelve suns)

Manu (Svayambhuva)
Brhaspati.

Ap^a.
Vyana.
Udana.
Samana.

Karmendriyas.

. Ganapati '

. Vayu (son of K^a^yapa)

. Agai
. Vanina
. Dara devi

The five Mahabhutas.

Refer to Madhva*s Tantra sdra, v.v. 146 and 147.

* Pramdna paddhati, Chap. I, section 19, p. iii.
* Madhva s classification of souls into the above-mentioned three divisions and

his doctrine of eternal damnation to the tamo yogyas. is based on sruti pramanas
Refer Gita, Chap. 18, v.v. 2 and 3.
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of the Tamoyogya is invalid. The vrtti jfiana of all these three

are some times valid and at other times invalid.

Anupramanas are three in number
:

(i) perception, the contact

of a defectless sense organ with a flawless object, which gives us a
clear presentation of the object to the mind

; (2) Inference, defect-

less reasoning; (3) verbal testimony, knowledge that results from
words. Madhva is of opinion that all other pramanas of different

schools can be brought under the three.

The Carv^a school posits only one pramana, i.e. perception.

The Buddhist posits two, i.e. perception and inference. The San-
khyas speak of three pramanas, viz. perception, inference and
verbal testimony. The Nyaya school posits four pramanas. The
three above-mentioned and ‘ analogy ’ the fourth. Prabhakara
refers to ‘ presumption ’ as the fifth pramana. The advaitins add
one more, i.e. privation as the sixth.

The Carvakas contend that the only instrument that gives

valid knowledge is perception. The reason assigned for rejecting

inference is that there is not sufiicient warrant for believing in the
truth of the inductive relation or vyapti which forms its basis.

The ascertainment of this relation, even supposing that it actually

exists, depends upon the observed facts, and since observation is

necessarily restricted in its scope it does not entitle us to xmiversa-

lise the conclusion reached with its help. Even if it be granted for

the sake of argument that observation can comprehend all pre-

sent instances coming under a general rule, it should be admitted
that there are others in time and space and therefore lie beyond
the probability of investigation. A general proposition may be
right so far as investigated cases are concerned, but there is no
guarantee that it holds good of univestigated cases. The carvaka
explains our familiar belief in the validity of inference as due to the
associations established during our observations. It is only a
psychological process with no implications whatsoever of logical

certitude. The arguments formulated by Carvaka against inference

stultifies his own position. The negative conclusion that an inference

is not valid is itself the result of induction, and points to a consi-

deration that in one case at least, the relation (Vyapti) holds true
and thus refutes itself, for what is rejected is admitted in the very
act of rejecting it. Moreover, his very attempt to convince others
of the correctness of his view implies knowledge of their thought
which not being directly knowable could only have been inferred

by him.^

^ Outlines of Indian Philosophy, by Prof. Hiriyanna, pp. 189 and 190.
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Verbal testimony has to be regarded as an independent pramana.

It cannot be brought under i^erence. Valid verbal testimony

depends on the meaning of words, and it cannot be said that words

are ‘ characteristic marks ’ of a meaning. If such an assertion be

made, inference would be possible as to the meaning, with the word

as the middle term. Further in our experience we have the cogni-

tion of the ‘ sentence-sense ’ even without the recollection of per-

vasion (Vyapti).

Prabhakara is of opinion that the ‘ apauruseya ’ (Vedas which

have no htunan authorship) part or verbal testimony is an inde-

pendent means of knowledge and ‘ paurseya ' part (human composi-

tion) gets included in inference.

This is not true, because both the types have similar cons-

tituents and there is no basis for postulating a distinction.’

Analogy is recognised by some schools of thought as an inde-

pendent pramana. In analogy a person who has been told that

‘ gavaya ’ is like a cow is said to cognise it, when he meets one as

denoted by that name, because of the similarity of attributes.

He also recognises that the cow he already knows is like ‘ gavaya
’

which is seen. The former is called ‘ upamana ’ by Nyaya school,

while the latter is so called by the Mimamsakas.
This pramana can be shown to be an instance of one or the

other or the three ‘ pramanas ’ mentioned, cognitions like ‘ This

is similar to that ' and ‘ these two objects are similar are the results

or perception. The cognition ‘ the cow and the gavaya are similar
'

results from verbal testimony. On the strength of the perception

of the similarity to the recollected object in the perceived, if we
cognise the similarity, to the perceived in the remembered, it is a

case of inference. Now the instrument is ‘ the similarity cognised

as abiding in the perceived object ; the object Inference takes the

following form :
‘ that cow is similar to this gavaya

; because this

gavaya is similar to that cow, when some tlung is similar to the

other, pervasion being this secured the existence of the probans
and the probandum in different loci is no defect at all. There is

nothing distinctive about the pramana ‘ upamana ’ to justify its

recognition as a distinct means of correct Imowledge.
‘ Arthapatti

'
(presumption) is recognised by some as an inde-

pendent instrument of knowledge. The function or arthapatti

is to effect a modus vivendi as between contradictories, e.g. thus,

if of a living person it be said that he is not at home we conclude
that he is out, but ‘ is ’ and ‘ is not ' are contradictories which cannot
subsist together

; hence their discrimination and delimitation

;

* Pramana paddhati. Chap. IH, section 17, p. 431.
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non-existence being restricted to the house and existence to all

localities outside the house. The knowledge gained through such

discrimination is called Arthapatti.*

What is asserted is not bare non-existence along with existence,

but non-existence in a particular place or time, and this is quite

consistent with existence in the case of any substance which is

not all-pervasive. Thus the special function devised for Arthapatti

is illusory, divested of that function it is nothing more than infer-

ence. Inference takes the following form ; caitra is outside the house,

because he is alive and not found at home like myself.

Anupalabdhi is recognised by some as an independent pramana.
It gives us the knowledge of non-existence. The congnition

through ‘ anupalabdhi ’ takes many forms and they prove to be
instances of one or other of the three pramanas.* The non-existence

of Kauravas is known through Mahabharata and such other autho-

rities. The non-existence of sight for a certain Devadatta is known
through the inference by the probans i.e. ‘ his non-perception of

colour and other qualities. The cognition of the non-existence of

happiness and such other states is only through the perception

the ‘ witness consciousness '. The cognition of the non-existence

o1 the pot before me arises quickly. So it is the fruit of perception.

The cognition of the remaining through the denial of some of the

possible alternatives is called ‘ parise.sa e.g. in the cognition

these two are Devadatta and Yajnadatta, if it be pointed out that

one of them is not Yajnadatta, we have the cognition that the other

is Devadatta. This is a case of inference. It takes the following

form ; This is Devadatta, for while being one of the two Deva-
datta and Yajnadatta, he is not Yajnadatta, there is the negative
exanmle like Yajnadatta.

Some consider tradition (aitihyam) as an independent pramana.
If the authority claimed for tradition be well founded its origin is

to be known. Once it is known it becomes a case of verbal testi-

mony. If tradition be not well founded, it is not knowledge.
The determinative marks of purport (the harmony of the initial

and the concluding passages, the repetition, novelty, fruitfulness,

glorification by eulogistic passages or condemnation by deprecatory
passages and intelligibility in the light of reasoning) come under
inference.

' Pramana paddhati. Chap. Ill, section 7, p. 449.
Yajnadatta is not Devadatta (absence of Probandum)

; this goes with the
absence of probans, viz. that of the two Devadatta and Yajnadatta he is not
Yajnadatta.





NOTES ON ANCIENT HISTORY OF INDIA

By D. R. Bhandarkar

(5) MeherauU Pillar Inscription of Chandra

This is one of the most important records of the Gupta period,

and has been a subject of much discussion among scholars and
antiquarians. The late Dr, J. F. Fleet dubbed it as a ‘ posthumous

’

record of Chandra. He similarly dubbed the celebrated Allahabad
Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta as ‘ posthumous ’. The late

Prof. G. Biihler, however, adduced many cogent reasons, contro-

verting it, and no scholar now regards the latter as a posthumous
record. It is a pity that Biihler had no occasion to treat of the
Meherauli Inscription. Otherwise he would have shown that

Fleet’s view in regard to the posthumous character of this record

also is based upon his mistranslation of the verses contained in it.

And any Sanskritist who carefully examines the text of this epigraph
will find that Fleet has gone wrong in important places in regard

to the rendering of the verses. This is not, however, the place to

show how he has mistranslated them. Suffice it here to say that
the king Chandra whose name the column bears was not dead,

but alive, when the eulogy was engraved. The second point of

importance which has been discussed in respect of this epigraph
is the identification of Chandra. Some scholars take him to be
Chandragupta I, and some, Chandragupta II of the Imperial Gupta
D5masty. Some scholars again have expressed the opinion that he
pertained to an entirely different family. Both these matters have
been considered by me at length in the revision of Fleet’s Gupta
Inscriptions which has been entrusted to me by the Government
of India. Here I want to consider two other points connected with
this inscription which in stanza i speaks of Chandra as having
vanquished the Valhikas after crossing the seven mouths of the
Sindhu or Indus, and, in stanza 3, as having mounted the inscrip-
tion pillar on the hill of Vishnupada as a standard of the god Vishnu.
Years ago I drew the attention of my pupil, Mr. Chintaharan Chak-
ravarty, to the fact that the Petersburg lexicon noticed many
references to Vishnupada contained in the epics and the Puranas.
On the strength of these he published a learned paper entitled
‘ the Original Site of the Meherauli Pillar ’ in the Annals of the

Bhandarkar Research Institute, Vol. VIII. p. 172®. But he was
not able to identify the spot accurately. This was done better by
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Mr. J. C. Ghosh with practically the same materials.^ The most
important of these is a passage from the Ramayana, which gives

an accotmt of the travels of the emissaries sent by Vasishtha to

bring Bharata back to Ayodhya from Girivraja, the capital of the

Kekaya country. It runs as follows :

—

Yayur=madhyena Valhikan Sudamanaih cha parvatam
Vishnoh padam prekshmana Vipaiam c=api 6almalim

(Ramayana II, 68. 18-19.)

‘ They went through the VaUiika country to Mount Sudaman,
viewing Vishnupada and also the Vipa^a and the ^almali.’

It will be seen from this verse, that Vishnupada, Vipa^ and
Salmali, if not even Sudaman, were all in the Valhika country and
close to one another. This is of great significance

;
first, because

Vishnupada is here mentioned not alone, but along with Valhika

—

just the two localities which are mentioned also in the Meherauli
inscription, showing clearly that this is just the Vishnupada we are

in search of
;
and secondly, because the passage provides us with

the due that these places were in the close proximity of the Vipasa,

which we know is the modem Beas, where it is joined by another

river, the Salmali. In this connection it is desirable to notice another

passage, namely, one from the Mahabharata, which, though referred

to in the Petersburg lexicon, was first quoted and brought to the

attention of scholars by Mr. J. C. Ghosh. The passage mns as

follows ;

—

etad=Vishnupadam nama drisyate tirtham=uttamam
esha ramya Vipasa cha nadi parama-pavani
Kasmira-mandalarii ch=aitat sarvapunyam=arindama

{Vanaparvan, ch. 130, vs. 8 and 10.)

It will be seen from this description that not only the Vipaia
but also Ka^mira was visible from Vishnupada. Vishnupada was
thus on a hill near the Vipasa, from where Ka^nura was not far

distant. ‘ It appears that the Vipaia had her source in the moun-
tains of the Kasmira region in the time of the andent Aryans
(Jopson’s Historical Atlas of India, No. 2). On emerging out of

Kaimira into the country of the Saptasindhavah (Panjab) it has
formed a sharp bend in the border of Gurdaspur (Panjab) and
Kangra districts.’ * It is just at this bend that it has been joined
by another river, which was apparently the ^almali. Vishnupada
was surely somewhere there.

^ Ind. Culture, Vol. I, p. 515. * lUd., pp. 517-18.
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Before we dismiss this subject we have to note again that the

passage quoted above from the Ramayana associates Vishnupada

with the Valhika country and that both these localities are referred

to in the Meherauli inscription also. We have further to note that

Stanza i of this epigraphic record speaks of Chandra having con-

quered the Valhikas after crossing the seven mouths of the Sindhu
or the Indus. The identification of this Valhika clan or tribe was
a great puzzle to scholars and historians. Haraprasad Sastri and
others have taken it to mean the people living round Balkh. Mr.

John Allan correctly points out that the inscription cannot mean
that ‘ Chandra’s arms penetrated to Balkli, the route to which
would not be across the mouth of the Indus ’. He, however, opines

that ‘ the name Valhika had acquired a more general significance

and was used like Pahlava, Yavana, etc., of a body of foreign

invaders of India According to another view, they are to be
identified with a dynasty of three Balhika rulers placed by the Puranas
in the region of Mahishmati on the Narmada. But we have now seen

that the Valhikas have to be located not far from Vishnupada in

the region through which flows the northernmost part of the Beas.

^ Cat. CotnSy Gupta Dyn., etc., Intro., p. XXXVI.





MISCELLANEA
‘BUDDHA AND NOT BUDDHISTS’

I write in comment on Mr. Mazumdar’s article in the April
issue of this Journal. Uet me say it makes me wonder once
more about two things. Firstly, that they who, in their occasional
writings, dip into early Buddhism, venture to do so on such an
apparently slender basis of first-hand research. Secondly, that
they appear so curiously incurious as to what has been done in that
research, since they last wrote about this subject. For the critical,

the historical study of early Buddhism is a new ‘ science ’, even
more so than is a similar study (often foolishly called ‘ higher
criticism ’) of early Christian records. And a new science needs
bringing up to date every few years. What teacher of physics
would today prescribe a manual of the last century on ether, elec-
tricity, magnetism ? The forces are old enough ! It is the research
that does not stand still.

Mr. Mazumdar starts with the entirely laudable aim of ‘ ascer-
taining the faith of Buddha himself and not of the Buddhists ’.

But he proceeds to make affirmations, on this most difficult subject,
on the basis of a few verses in a minor anthology which is mainly
a replica of Sa5dngs in other compilations, hence perhaps a late comer
in the Pali Canon, and also on two statements by deceased students
of early Buddhism, the one a pioneer of the last century, the other,
a very partial and crudely prejudiced writer, a doctor iising hours
of leisure. Recent editions of the Suttas, recent translations,
made with careful collation and annotations, he entirely ignores.
Recent writings by men and women who have spent half a century
on these studies :—Oldenberg (his latest writings), Wintemitz,
E. J . Thomas and myself ;—us he entirely ignores. We,—if I may
speak for the living—are not humiliated

; we do but say : Tant
pis pout lui ! But we add : in no other branch of research would
such procedure be possible, be dreamt of. What has this venerable
documented religion done to be so treated ? The last three of these
four writers have been publishing volume after volume ever since
Mr. Mazumdar ventured to send comments on Udana verses to the
J.R.A.S. Eondon, in 1911, both of translations and of critical dis-
ci^ion :—Why has he not taken the trouble to consult these, to
criticize them ?

In particular there is Mr. F. E. Woodward’s translations, of
t935 . published by me in the Sacred Books of the Buddhists, of the
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Udana and Iti-vuttaka. Here the very least he should have done
was to consult Mr. Woodward’s able renderings and foot-notes,

let alone our respective introductions. It makes Indian writers

(on Buddhism) and European publications seem at a very mediaeval

distance one from the other.

Bet me enlarge briefly on my first cause for wonder. Mr.
Mazumdar, in repeating his 25 year old comments on terms in Udana,
prefers pacca, a v.l. to pecca, as (possibly) not a technicail term for

the hereafter. But why did he not refer to Commentaries, both on
this passage (Woodward’s edition, 1926) and on those in Dhamma-
pada, in both of which pecca is described as paccha paraloke

:

‘

hereafter in the other world ’ ? He is herein ^posed to reject

otherworldly impHcations as ' inconsistent with . . . the foun-

der’s teaching’, that man should not do good because of future

reward. But where does he find this not put forward, in the Suttas,

as ‘ an incentive ’ ? The sayings on the contrary are full of this

teaching ;
and why, in the name of reasonableness should they not

be ? If Mr. Mazmndar were intending to take up his residence in

England, would he not be to some extent studying ‘ how to do in

England as the English do ’, and would he not be judged right in

so doing ? The Buddhists taught, that life after death would be a
relatively happy time, for a time, if they did here what there is

approved, in that such doers are adjudicated to honour and pros-

perity. That doing well here brings about such spiritual growth,
that a man, so grown, prefers to hve righteously, needing no incentive

from beyond :—that is quite true. But teachers of religion ancient

and modern are none the worse in suiting teaching to growth. For
instance in the Rakkha-gatha (corrupted to rukkha-) in Thera-
gatha 303-6, after the hne

adhammo nirayam neti, dhammo pdpeti suggatim,

the poet straightway goes on
tasmd hi dhantme sukareyya chandamm iti modamdno sugatena

tddind

:

' therefore should he well-make desire in what is right . . .

’

Again, he prefers, in Udana II, 5, vatam to vata, chiefly for

metrical reasons. But why not have consulted such passages as
Samyutta, I, 143, 6-10, where beside the particle vata we have the
Pah predilection for vatta, when vraia is meant, and that in com-
pounds :

kirn me purdimfi, vata sUavaUaijt

tan te purdiMifi vata stlavattam—

?

Then as to my second cause for wonder :—^the writer is content
to cite two most unfortunate remarks of Sliys Davids and Dahlke :
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the one that Buddhism ‘ ignores the two theories of God and the

soul the other, that it is ‘ the only completely atheistical system

in the world He makes no attempt to inquire whether, by now,
we have not got beyond these two premature and preposterously

false citations (assuming both to be accurate). What historic^

ignorance, as cited, do they not reveal ! What a libel do they not
constitute on a very great teacher

!

The word ‘ ignores ’ is of course, on the surface, impossible.

Our Pitakan Concordance, now in the making, will reveal that

there are few doctrinal terms used so often as ‘ soul ’
: attan, and

that Brahman is everywhere found in this and that compound.
Brahma is there too, but he, as governor of the third world or

brahmaloka, belongs to a much later revival of Indian theistic cult.

But the terms attan, Brahman do not only occur, as recognized,

not ‘ ignored ’
; they are used in the sense they bore at the time when

Gotama the Sakyan and his brahman co-workers began their mission.

Gotama had no mandate—or shall I use the sadly vulgarized word
‘ revelation ’ ?—concerning the Highest

;
and why ? Because a

very great mandate had been taught, before he came, and accepted :

that of the Divine Being Brahman, as immanent in man’s self,

and thus his ideal, his potential dtmd :
‘ he ’. The task for Gotama

was to pass on this mandate with a finer deeper view of That as

not static, but as an inner dynamic urge : dharma : the ‘ ought-to-

be ’. And so we find him beginning his mission with the injunction,

taught in the Upanisads ;
‘ Seek the Atma !

’ Yea, ‘ cowhunt for

That ’ {ga-vesatha) ! So too we find him at the end :
‘ Dive as

having the Atma as lamp, as refuge ; Dharma as lamp, as refuge ;

and no other ! Thus would man in the Way of growth, that is of
‘ making to become ’ (bhdvand) , ever be travelling through a more
towards ‘ becoming That Who he was ’.

Here may Mr. Mazumdar get at the Buddha, not at Buddhists,
—^get rather at Gotama Sakyamuni, not at the title given, generations
later, by the expanding monastic institutional religion, a religion

which came to see, in dtmd, a main tenet of that Brahmanism from
which it had seceded, at first because of the excessive attention to
ritual, sacrifice and pride of birth; a religion which came, next,
because of the growing preoccupation with proto-Sankhyan analysis
of mind, to see in the attan, not the purisa himself, but a mere
complex of skandhas. Well may he want to get away from
‘ Buddhists ’

! But let him no more rest complacent in the little

way seen by pioneer and atheist. Det him sukareyya chandarn : put
forth will to learn more of what we of his day have been trying to
open up and make known.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
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VERSIONS OF THE KAULAVALl

The Kauldvalmirnaya, a metrical Tantric compilation which
incorporates extracts from a number of original Tantras with or

without acknowledgment, deals with the details of the Kaula form
of worship and rituals. The work is held in great reverence by the

followers of the Kaula path of the Tantras. More than one version

of it can be traced in the few MSS. known of the work. Two editions

of almost the same version have been published ; one under the

title KauldvalUantra was published in 22 chapters by Rasikmohan
Chatterji in his collection of Tantra works generally known as

Vividhatanirasamgraha (Calcutta, 1881-6), and the other was published

in 21 chapters in 1929 under the name Kauldvalmirnaya in the

Tantrik Texts Series of Arthur Avalon. Nothing is known about the

author and the date of compilation of the work. A work of this

name, which may or may not be identical with the present work, is

quoted in the Tantrasdra of Krsnananda.
MSS. of it are comparatively rare : only two are mentioned in

the Catalogus Catalogorum *
: one dated 1691 of the saka era comes

from the Central Provinces * and the other without any date from
Bengal.* Two more MSS. of it are referred to in the printed editions

of the work. The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal appears to

possess the fifth MS. which differs from the printed editions to such
an extent as would lead one to conclude that it constitutes an entirely

different work. On a closer examination, however, it was found to

contain a shorter version of the printed editions of the work. It has
only one short introductory verse * giving the name of the author,

though in words different from those of the printed editions, the
whole of the first chapter of which is missing here.

The name of the author is given in the introductory verse as

simply Jnanananda, the epithets giri and Paramahamsa, found in

one of the introductory verses of the printed editions, being absent.

Only one chapter-colophon (e.g., of Chapter IV) mentions the name
of the author. Here again only one epithet, Paramahamsa, is given.

^ It is not known if the Kaulavdrnava noticed by Kielhorn, corrected into

Kauldrnava and Kaulakdrnava in the Catalogus Catalogorum (I. 131, 210) and
attributed to an author of the same name is identical with this work.

^ Kielhorn

—

A catalogue of Sanskrit MSS, existing in the Central Provinces,

p. 38.
* H. P. Shastri

—

Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. No. ii. 85.

*
ftptwftii I

’4
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The MS. omits much of the details found in the printed editions and

adopts a completely different arrangement of chapters, one chapter

of the former generally covering two of the latter. The following

table will give an idea of the arrangement in the two versions :

—

Number of chapters in Corresponding portions in the

the MS. edition of Arthur Avalon.

I II. 50-III. 104.

II III. 105-V.
III VI.-VIII. 38.

IV VIII. 39-IX, 414- first few lines of

Chapter IV.

V IX. 71-X. 141.

VI XI.
VII XII. i-131+last few lines of Chapter

XIII.
VIII XIV.
IX XV.

The MS. which is incomplete comes to an end at XV. 118 of the

edition of Avalon. No opinion can be hazarded as to the extent of

the portion of the work missing in the MS. But it would appear
from the MS. of the work noticed by the late Mahamahopadhyaya
H. P. Shastri, which also is found to represent another short version
that only about a chapter is missing. The MS. described by Shastri
which seems to be complete in 10 chapters ending at XVI. 134 of

Avalon’s edition might contain a text similar to the one in the
Society’s MS. It contains the initial introductory verse of the
printed editions and then jumps to I. 53.

The work thus seems to have swelled in body in the course of

its passing through different hands until it was more than doubled
in the manuscripts on which the printed editions were based. An
early stage in the history of its development—if not the earliest

stage—is manifested, judging from the number of slokas of 32
syllables each contained in the different MSS., by the MS. noticed
by Shastri (1277 slokas) while the MS. in the Society (1500 slokas)
would seem to represent the next stage. The MS. noticed by
Kielhom containing 2080 41okas would come next leading to the
final stage— do not know if I can so call it—^in Avalon’s edition of

4,000 Slokas.

The occurrence of this kind of textual variations in a medieval
and comparatively later work like the Kauldvall is rather interesting.

For though versions of many an old and popular text, which have
undergone considerable changes from time to time, are quite well-
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known in the long history of Sanskrit literature, it is rather rarely

that we meet with such instances in the case of later works, especially

if they are of a technical nature, not expected to be quite popular.

Another case of such variation is supplied by the Mantracandrikd of

Janardana. The work deals with the mantras and peculiarities of

worshm of various deities arranged in five groups e.g., Gane^a,

Siva (Sakti), Krsna, Surya and Siva. MSS. of the work have been

described by R. R. Mitra^ and Peterson.* The Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal also possesses one MS. of the work. It is noticed from these

MSS. that the work had developed two versions. The shorter version

is described by Mitra while the longer version which is also found
preserved in the Society’s MS. is described by Peterson. The shorter

version in 9 chapters (which cover ii of the 12 chapters of the

longer version) has only one benedictory verse in place of nine in the

longer version ; the genealogical verses of the author are not also

found here. According to one of these verses the work is based on
the ^ivdrcanacandrikd of Srinivasa the grand-father of Janardana,
the author of the Mantracandrikd.

CmNTAHARAN ChAKRAVARTI.

DEVADASIS IN NORTHERN AND EASTERN INDIA

In connection with the story of Rupinika, a dancing girl,

employed in a temple at Mathura, Mr. N. M. Penzer has discussed

in detail about the institution of Devaddsis, in different parts of the
world. {The Ocean of Story, Vol. I, pp. 23iff. and Appendix IV.)

He has not only quoted copiously from the different authorities,

describing the rites and customs, connected with the institution, in

different parts of India, but also in Babylonia, Syria, Phoenicia,

Cannan, etc. and West Africa. He says that Mesopotamia was the
original home of the institution and traces it back to about 2090 B.C.,

during the first dynasty of Babylon, in the Code of Hammurabi.
In ancient Babylonia the ‘ sacred servants ’ were known

hieroduloi. The priestesses were of two kinds, viz., the entu (brides

of the god) and the natitu. It is not clear if the former dass could
marry any mortal husbands. The second class were allowed to
marry, but were not expected to bear children. Both the classes

* Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. II, No. tftx.

* Report on the search of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. II, No. 1137.
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were held in respect, were wealthy and owned property. They could

either live in the gagum (cloister) adjoining the temple or in their own
houses. If they chose the latter they were forbidden, on pain of

being burned aUve, to own or enter a wine-shop, so great was the

prestige the class had to maintain. There were another class of

consecrated women of the temple known as Zikru or zermashitu.

Their position was below the two classes of priestesses mentioned
above. They were considered as concubines of the god, but were

held in respect and well-to-do. Another class known as Kadishtu
(sacred woman) occupied a subordinate position to zermashitu.

There is no record of her marriage ; and her speciahty, outside her

temple duties, was suckling the children of the Babylonian ladies,

for which service she received payment.
In India these women connected with temples are known

as Devaddsis (handmaids of god), i.e. females dedicated to the

service of god. Mr. Penzer calls the system as ‘ sacred prostitution ’,

which is rather an unhappy rendering. In India even the svarga-

veiyds or heavenly prostitutes, who danced and sang at the

Court of Indra were not considered sacred, not to speak of their

earthly sisters. It does not at all convey the original idea, which gave
rise to the custom, but only represents a later corrupted phase of it.

There is no gainsaying that corruption crept in, more or less, in

almost aU the noble human institutions. Will we, for that reason,

be justified in calling them by their degraded aspect only ? Vesta
means a virgin of spotless chastity. Unchastity among the vestal

virgins was punished with death and this shows that corruption

was not unknown to them. It is a well-known fact that corruptions

entered into the sacred institution of Christian nunneries in the

medieval period. But we are not aware if anybody called these

institutions as ‘ sacred prostitution ’.

There is no doubt that corruption crept into the sacred institu-

tion of Devaddsis, as in many other noble institutions. These
abuses in course of time came to be looked upon as custom and were
tolerated at a later period. But they were never sanctioned by the
sacred law. Mr. Penzer has shown that the prostitutes were regarded
with disfavour in the law books, although secular prostitution has
been traced to the Rgveda. The works on politics and erotics have
dealt with the question of prostitution, but there is nothing about
the so-called ‘ sacred prostitution '. This goes to show that this

phase is of later origin.

Although Mr. Penzer has given full accounts about the practice
of Devaddsis in Central and Southern India, he finds ‘ practically no
mention of temples or sacred prostitution ’, in the modern accounts
of the Tribes and Castes of Northern India. This paucity, he
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attributes partly to the destruction of large number of temples

by the Miihammadans, and also partly to the general spread of

immorality during the anarchical period following the death
of Aurangzeb, which caused the religious element of the temple
dancers todrop out, and they became ordinaryprostitutes, who danced
as occasion demanded. He, however, says that one of the numerous
sub-castes of the Hindu dancing girls, in N. India, known as Rajakanyd
appears to be the only one whose members actually dance in the

Hindu temples. Prostitution is said to be rare among them.

We shall, in this paper, confine ourselves only to the mention
of several instances of the employment of maids in temples of

Northern and Eastern India, as we have come across here and
there in Sanskrit literature and epigraphy.

The earliest reference to Devaddsi in Northern India is found
in the Yogimara cave inscription. The cave is in the Ramgarh hill,

in Surguja State, C.P. The inscription records that a ‘ Devadasikyi '

Sutanuka (handsome damsel) by name, fell in love with Devadinna
(Devadatta), a lupadakhe (an examiner of coins). On linguistic

and palseographic grounds, the record has been assigned to circa

300 B.C. [Proceedings of the Fourth Oriental Congress, pp. bgsff.).

It appears from the word ‘ Devadasikyi ’ [deva-dassa-ik-i, i.e.

one who sees Devas, an ikkhand or seeress) that the Devaddsis were
also the ' seers ’ or ‘ oracles '. The annotator of the Brahmajdla
Sutta explains the word ‘ Devapahhd ’ by saying that gods were made
to descend on the body of a Devaddsi and questions were asked.

[Devaddsiyd sarire Devatam otdretvd pahha pucchanam) [ibid., p. 699).
Kashmir chronicle Rdjatarahgini says that King Durlabhaka-

Pratapaditya (c. 662-712 A.D.) fell in love with the wife of a
merchant, but that right-minded prince did not approve of the
idea of taking by force the wife of another man and thus set a bad
example to his subjects. Owing to this love-sickness he was on the
point of death. The news reached the ear of the merchant, the
husband of the lady. In order to save the life of his sovereign, the
noble-minded merchant offered the king his wife, Narendraprabha
by name. But failing to induce the king to accept his offer, he said :

‘ If even after this declaration you do not accept her, then you should
take her from a temple as a dancing girl [narttaki) put there by me
on account of her skill in dancing ’ (Ch. IV, v. 36).

The same chronicle relates another story about the king
BaUtaditya-Muktapida (c. 725-760 A.D.). The king used to go to
a waste to train his horse. There he noticed that two girls came
every day and sang and danced at a certain spot there. The
king enquired of the girls the reason for this and they replied:
‘ We are dancing-girls belonging to a templ^. Here in the village
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of ^iiravarddhamana is our home. By the direction of our mothers

who got their living here, we perform at this spot the dancing,

which our descent makes incumbent. This custom handed down by
tradition, has been fixed in our family. Its reason we cannot know,
nor can anyone else.’ When the king had heard from them the

information, he was astonished, and the next day he had the whole
ground, in accordance with their indication, dug up by workmen.
Then when they have made a deep excavation, the Idng saw, as

announced by them, two decayed temples with closed doors. On
opening the folded doors, he saw there two images of Ke^ava, which
as the letters engraved on the bases {pitha) showed, had been made
by Rama and Taksmana (ibid., vs. 269-274).

It appears from the above stories that the custom of dancing
girls attached to temples had been prevalent in Kashmir from time
immemorial and that it was a hereditary profession. Anybody could

take any of them as a wife.

The earliest reference to the temple dancing-girls (narttaki)

in Bengal is also found in the Rdjatarangim (Ch. IV, vs. 419-424).
King Jayapida-vinayaditya of Kashmir on ascending the throne
proceeded on a conquering expedition. After conquering many
countries, one night he left the camp alone. ‘ Then in due course

he entered the city of Pundravarddhana, subject to the kings of

Gauda and at that time protected by prince called J ayanta.
Pleased there by the wealth of the citizens, which was rendered
enjoyable by a good government, he went to the temple of Kartikeya
to view the dancing.’ There he met a dancing-girl named Kamala
and went to her house. He was, however, soon found out by his

prowess in killing a lion, which did havoc in the city. The king

J ayanta gave his daughter in marriage with the prince, who
returned to his country with his newly married wife and the dancing
girl Kamala. Jayapida ruled from c. 777-807 A.D.

The next reference is found in the Deopara inscription of king
Vijayasena of Bengal (c. 1088-1158 A.D.). It is stated in verse 30
that king Vijayasena had given away a hundred beautiful damsels
(Subhruvah) to that god, who was but a lord of only half a lady
(ArddhandrUvara i.e. §iva). Deva-vdravanitd or prostitute in the
service of gods also finds mention in the Rdmacharita (Ch. Ill, 37) of

Sandhyakara Nandi.
Further mention is made in the Pavanadiita (vs. 28-9) of Dhoyi,

3’_court-poet of king Baksmanasena (c. 1200 A.D.). He speaks of
vdrardmds, in the temple of god Mitrari, who with lild-kamala in their
hands, were mistaken for the goddess Baksmi. He also says that
many vdrardmds or courtezans lived in the town of god Chandrdrddha-
mauli (Siva).
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From an inscription of Rajputana of Samvat 1147, 995 A.D.

{Ep. Ind., Vol. XI, p. 27) we learn that courtezans {pramaddkula)

attached to temples accompanied the procession {ydtra) of images.

It is said in verse 24 of the Tejpur copper-plate charter of

King Vanamaladeva of Kamarupa (Assam) that the king re-

constructed the temple of Hatakesvara ^iva and endowed it with

villages, tenants, elephants and courtezan {vesyd) {Kdmarupa-

$dsandvali, p. 62). The date of the charter is not later than the

middle of the ninth century.

It appears from the above instances that in Northern and Eastern

India the word Devaddsi does not occur, except in the Arthaidstra

of Kautilya of about 400 B.C. They simply are designated as

narttaki, Deva-vdravanitd, vdrardmd, subhrfi (beautiful-browed),

pramadd and vesyd. As music formed a part of worship in temples,

accomplished courtezans were employed for singing and dancing,

like other male musicians. There is no element of dedication or

consecration in them. Although the sight of a prostitute (ganikd)

was considered auspicious in starting for a journey, her person

or profession was never considered sacred. They were prostitutes

by profession, while temple singing or dancing only formed a part-

time service. Their profession of prostitution cannot, therefore, be

called ' sacred '. Thus they were counterparts of their heavenly

sisters, the svarga-vesyds or apsards.

JoGENDRA Chandra Ghosh.

JAINISM IN BENGAL

The districts of Manbhum, Sinhabhum, Birbhum and Burdwan
derive their names from Mahavira or Vardhamana.* Of the 24
Jaina tlrthankaras no less than 20 attained Nirvdna on the Samet-
sikhara [Samddhi-sikhara) in the Paresnath Hill in the Hazaribagh
district. It is narrated in the Xydrdnga Sutta ® that Mahavira
had to undergo much suffering and hardship in Vajjabhtuni and
Subbhabhumi in Radha. It was a difficult country to travel and the

^ IHQ., IV, p. 44 ;
Sdhitya Parisat Patrikd, 1322, p. 5, JBORS., 1927, p. 90.

* SEE., XXII, pp. 84-5. That Pundravardhana was a Jaina centre at the
time of Buddha is corroborated by the story of Sumagadha, daughter of Anatha-
pindaka (Sumagadhavadana in the Bodhi-Sattvdvadam^alpalatd, Bengali transla-

tion by S. C. Das, pp. 768-779).
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natives treated the ascetics very cruelly. They incited dogs to bite

them and the ascetics had to carry bamboo staves to keep o£F the

dogs. It seems, therefore, that Western Bengal felt the tide of the

rise of Jainism at the time of Mahavira.
The Vrhatkathdkosa of Harisena, written in 931 A.D., records

that famous Jaina pontiff Bhadrabahu, the preceptor of the Maurya
Emperor Chandragupta, was the son of a BraWan of Devakota
in the Pundravar&ana country. One day when Bhadrabahu was
at play with other children at Devakota, Govardhana, the fourth
^rutakevall, happened to see him and perceived that the boy was
destined to be the 5th Srutakevali, took charge of him with his father’s

consent and the boy afterwards succeeded him as the great Jaina
pontiff. Whatever may be the truth underl5dng the story of killing

18,000 people in Pundravardhana for the crime of a Nigrantha in

the Divyavadana, it tends to show that there were many Jainas in

Northern Bengal in the 3rd century B.C.

Ahga and Magadha are Eastern countries that occur in the list

of Solasa-mahdjanapadas of the Anguttara-Nikdya. The 15th chapter
of the Jaina Bhagavati Sutta also gives a list of sixteen countries and
the occurrence of the names Ahga, Vahga and Eadha (Rac^a)
shows that Jainas had more acquaintance with Bengal than the
Buddhist in an early period. The Kalpasutra mentions four idkhds
of the Godasagana of the J aina monks as Tamalittya, Kodivarsiya,
Pomdavardhaniya and (Dasi) Khabbadiya.' Tamralipti, Kotivarsa
and Pundravardhana are in Midnapore, Dinajpur and Bogra districts

respectively and Khabbadiya has been identified with the principality
of Elharvata in Western Bengal. The Jaina Updngas redacted
c. 454 A.C. but preserving earlier traditions, include Tamalitta and
Vahga among Aryan lands, as opposed to Milikka {=Mleccha or
barbarian) peoples like 6aka, Yavana etc. {Ind. Ant., 1891, p. 374ff.).

All these literary references go to show unmistakably that there had
been considerable proselytising activity by the Jainas since the
days of Mahavira and Jainism had got strongholds almost in
every part of Bengal. If the maltreatment of the ascetics narrated
in the Xydranga Sutta is to be believed, the Jainas seem to have
met at first with much opposition from the natives. But the spread
of the religion over the whole country shows that they were
ultimately successful in their mission.

Though we do not know of any royal patron like Chandragupta
or Kharvela after the Christian era. Jainism did not lose much

^ Ibid., p. 288, also KalpasUtra by Jacobi, p. 79 ; for the location of Khabbadiya
or Kharvata see IHQ., VIII, pp. 529-30.
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ground in Eastern India, as it is generally believed. A Mathura
inscription * records the erection of a Jaina image in the year 62 of an
unspecified era (=104 A.D. ?) at the request of a Jaina monk of

Kara. The Paharapur plate of 159 G.E.* records the gift of some
land by a Brahman couple for the maintenance of worship with
sandal, incense, flowers of arhats at the vihdra of Vata-Gohali. This

vihdra was presided over by the disciples of the disciples of the

Nigrantha preceptor Guhanandin, belonging to the Pancha-stupa

section of Benares. The evidences of the Paharapur plate, read

along with the account of Yuan Chwang testifies to the fact that

Pundravardhana, as a great Jaina centre, maintained its position

at least up to the first half of the seventh century A.D.
Yuan Chwang’s observations on the religious condition of

India are, no doubt, of great importance for the proper under-

standing of the relative position of the important religions of the

time. But it must be noted that in his account the details about
all other religions excepting Buddhism are lacking and that he
speaks of the Nigranthas rather incidentally and summarily. The
fact being so, the Buddhist pilgrim was constrained to remark that

in Vaisali, Pundravardhana (northern Bengal), Samatata (lower

Bengal) and Kalinga—all in Eastern India—the Nigranthas were
numerous. It is therefore clear that in these regions the Jainas
had the largest number of adherents in the seventh century. The
Chinese traveller does not refer to the Nigranthas of the other localities

specifically, but when he says that other religions live in pell-mell,

it is to be understood that Jainas were included in them. His
silence cannot be taken to mean that there were no Jainas in other

parts of Eastern India. Thus in his description of Rajagrha, no
mention is made of the Jainas but he found many Nigranthas near
a tope {Stupa) on the Vipula mountain on the spot where Buddha
once preached. ‘ Many Digambaras now lodge here and practise

austerities incessantly ; they turn round the sun, watching it from
its rising to its setting ’.® Rajagrha, famous both in Buddhist and
Jaina literature, is still a place of pilgrimage to the Jainas. A
considerable number of Jaina images lie scattered in or about this

place. A small shrine on the Vaibhara hill contains four Jaina
images of the Gupta period. Two other inscribed images are to be
placed in the 8th and 9th centuries and another is inscribed with
12th century characters and there are also evidences that the pious
Jainas installed images at Rajagrha even in the Muslim period.*

* JASB., V. p. 239. * Ep. Ind., XX, 39.
® Watters on Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, p. 154.

' *

* ASR., 1925-6, pp. 1462.
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We are quite in the dark about the state of this religion in Bengal

after the seventh century. Its history, disappearance or absorption

by another religion is wrapt in complete obscurity. The fate of

two other rival religions or sects is interesting and instructive in this

connection. Whatever might have been the relation between
Mahavira and Makhaliputta Gosala at first, it is admitted by all

that as founders and champions * of two rival religions ^ the relation

at a later period was far from being friendly, if not that of bitter

rivalry and heinous propaganda against each other. The Jainas

refer to Gosala and his followers not in very honourable terms. If

the Bhagavati account of Gosala and Maliavira is to be believed,

they lived together for six years in Panitavabhumi, which was,

according to some Jaina commentators, in Vajjabhumi, one of the

divisions of Rachia.® Mahavira in course of his wanderings in Radha
found ascetics carrying bamboo staves in their hands who in accord-

ance with Panini’s description of maskarina are to be identified with
the Ajivikas. Thus it seems that at the time of Mahavira the Ajivika

ascetics were also active in propagating their religion in western
Bengal in the 6th century B.C. Maurya kings like Asoka, Dasaratha
and prince Vitasoka sometimes patronised the Ajivikas. The
Nagarjini and Barabar caves ® go to show that the Ajivikas had
got a fair number of following in Eastern India in the 3rd century B.C.

The Bhagavati refers to a king of Mahapauma of Punda, a
patron of the Ajivikas. Punda is said to be at the foot of the
Vinjha mountains and Mahapauma’s capital is described with
hundred gates.* The very name Punda suggests that it was most
probably Pundra and its geographical situation near the Vinjha
mountains may be neglected. Whatever may be the truth underlying
the episode that Asoka put to death 18,000 Ajivikas in
Pundravardhana for the crime of a Nigrantha, it unmistakably shows
that it was also a centre of the Ajiyikas. But the most important
point in this episode is that the Ajivikas were mistaken for the
Nigranthas and there are other passages in the Divyavadana ^ in

^ For relation with Maliavira with Gosala, see Ch. on Jainism in C.H.I. and
also the excellent paper on the Ajivikas in the Journal of the Department of Letters,

Vol. II, by Dr. B. M. Barua.
I have accepted some of the conclusions arrived at in this masterly and thought-

provoking paper of Dr. Barua.
* Ibid., p. 57, SBE., XXII, p. 264, Note 4. But it should be noted that other

Jaina books have Pai^achabhumi instead of Panitabhumi. (See Mr. U. D. Barodia’s
History and Literature of Jainism.)

» JBORS., XII, p. 53.
* Dr. Barua identifies Punda with Pataliputra because Mahapauma’s capital

is described with hundred gates p. 67 ; cf. Megasthenes’ description of Pataliputra.
‘ Dr. Barua’s paper, p. 65.
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which the Ajivikas have been confounded with the Jainas. We are

therefore inclined to accept Dr. B. M. Barua's opinion that at the

time of the composition of the Divyavadana ‘ the meaning of the

confounding of the Ajivikas vdth the Jainas is that the two sects

living side by side at Pundravardhana differed so slightly from
each other, whether in their views or in their outward appearances,

that it was difficult for a Buddhist observer to draw any sharp

distinction between them In Southern India the Ajivikas were
regarded by the Jaina authors as a sect of the Buddhist bhiksus.

It is quite natural to think that there were many Ajivikas whom
Yuan Chwang also confounded with the Jainas or at his time they
became identical with the Jainas to all intents and purposes and
lived completely absorbed in J ainism ^ as the followers of Devadatta
were living absorbed in Buddhism at Karnasuvarna, only retaining

their individuality in the matter of taking food. Broadly speaking,

the differences between the Ajivikas and Jainas were not very funda-
mental. Amalgamation was perhaps possible when the initial

bitterness was over and it was also possibly necessary in view of the

vigorous activity of other rival religions in the field. Devadatta, the
veritable Satan of the Buddhist Jatakas, was the founder of a sect,

differing only in very minor points from Buddha * but it was,
according to the testimony of Yuan Chwang, living within the bosom
of Buddhism in the seventh century and to a non-Buddhist it was
then nothing but Buddhism, pure and simple. Although proofs

are still lacking, it may be surmised that Jainism was at a later period
absorbed by Buddhism and by the different sects of the Brahmanical
religion. The Paharapur monastery which seems originally to have
been a Jaina establishment was at a later period converted into a
Brahmanical one and then into a Buddhist vihara, the famous Soma-
pura vihara of northern Bengal. Mallikarjjuna Suri, the celebrated

writer on astrology, who flourished in Bengal in the 12th century A.D.,
seems to have been a Jaina * but in his books he pays homage to
the Hindu gods Ganapati and Visnu and Krsna.

Nothing is known of the existence of Jainism after Yuan
Chwang ’s account excepting a few images of Jaina ttrihankaras.

The Jaina images are not so rare in Bengal, as has been observed by

* Similar views expressed by Mr. P. C. Sen in the Vichitra, 1340 B.S., pp. 6$gS.
* Isana Ghose’s Bengali translation of the Jatakas, Vol. I, Appendix, pp. 284-^ ;

Ind. Ant., 1923, p. 267 ; 1924, p. 125.

5 The very name ending in Suri suggests that he was a Jaina. The Jainas and
the Ajivikas were famous for their proficiency in Astrology, Beal. II, p. 168 ; also
see Dr. Barua’s and Mr. P. C. Sen’s papers. Op. cit.. Dr. B. Dutta takes Mallikarjuna
Suri to be a Hindu because of his paying homage to« flindu gods. Sahitya Parifot
Patrikd, 1340 B.S., p. 83.
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late Mr. R. D. Banerjee * who could number four of them only.

The exploration of a certain part of the Sunderbans by Mr. K. D.

Mitra has brought to light no less than ten Jaina images.* The fact

that so many Jaina images have been found in one part of the

Sunderbans read along with the evidence of the Barrackpore plate of

Vijayasena * leads to the conclusion that north-western Sunderbans
were also included in the old principality of Samatata where Yuan
Chwang saw the preponderance of the Nigranthas. A careful investi-

gation in the districts of Birbhum and Bankura where occasional

finds of Jaina images are reported * and which fall within the region

which Mr. R. D. Banerjee calls the ‘ J aina zone of influence
’
® may

add to known numbers of the sculptural remains of the Jainas in

Bengal. Of about twenty images discovered in Bengal only one
belongs to the Svetambaras.^ This would go to indicate that the

Svetambaras had a very small following and that the Digambaras
had a greater number of adherents. The images of Rsabhanath,
Adinatha Neminatha, ^antinatha and Parsvanatha have been found,

the latter being more popular. The image of Rsabhanatha in the

Varendra Research Society from Surhor in Dinajpur * is interesting

from iconographical point of view and deserves more than a passing

notice. The central figure with the perfect meditative pose, the

oval nimbus over the head, the attendants with fly-whisks, the

flying couples of Vidyadharas with garlands, the umbrella between 4
pairs of hands, indication of celestial offerings and music by flowers

and musical instruments resembles in many respects with a seated

Buddha image of the Pala period. The perfect nudity of the figure,

the bull, the emblem of Rsabhanatha, and the presence of 23 tirthan-

karas, who have come as if to pay their homage on occasion of the
installation of this remarkable image, are clear indications of the
fact that it was a Jaina image. In the representation of the 24
itrthankaras in the Hanuman cave at Khandagiri the vdhanas of

Smnatinatha, Suparsvanatha and Anantanatha are krauncha,
svasti and ^yena respectively and this is also the direction in

Hemachandra's Abhidhanachintamani. In this image the laiichanas

* R. D. Banerjee, Eastern Indian School of Medieval Sculptures, p. 144.
* Varendra Research Society's Annual Reports, 1928-29, 1930. Antiquities of

Khari and Antiquities of North-Western Sunderbans.
* IHQ., XII, p. 67.
* ASR., 1921-22, PI. XXIXi^. BlrbhUm-Virvariia, p. 188 ; another Jaina image

in Saptagram, JASB., 1909, pp. 237, 245.
* R. D. Banerjee, Op. Cit.
* V.R.S, AnniuU Reports. Op. Cit., 1928-29.
* Ibid., 1933-34-
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are the dog, wheel and bear.^ Most probably the Bengal school

followed a Afferent manual in the representation of the tirthankaras.

From stylistic considerations all the Jaina images of Bengal
may be placed in the PMa period. The small number of Jaina

images in comparison with the large number of the Buddhist and
Brahmanical images is perhaps indicative of the fact that Jainism

was losing ground in the Pala period. It is known from the

Vasantavildsa * that Vastupala (1219-1233 A.D.), minister of

Chalukya Viradhavala, when went on a pilgrimage, was attended by
the Sanghapatis from Tata, Gauda, Maru, Dhala, Avanti and Vahga.
It is important to notice from this incidental evidence that even in

the 13th century there were heads of organized association of the

Jainas in Gauda and Vahga, however small their influence might
have been in this period.

Pramode lyAE Paue.

LAK§ANA IN THE ABHINAVA-BHARATI

—its bearing upon the relative Chronology of Kuntaka
and Abhinavagupta

Mr. V. Raghavan has given us the results of his study of

Bharata’s treatment of Raksana and Abhinavagupta’s comments
thereon together with the latter’s reference to a number of views on
the position of the Concept of baksna in poetry.® The scope of this

paper will, therefore, be limited. Here, our object will be to study
the comments of Abhinavagupta in the light of his indebtedness to
Kuntaka, author of the Vakroktijivita—a fact which has hitherto

escaped the notice of scholars.

While commenting on the lines :
‘ Kdvyabandhdstu kartavydh

sattrimsallaksandnvitdh in the last verse (v. 167) of Chapter XV of
‘ K.M. ’ text(=xvi, 169, Ch. text) * of the Natysastra, Abhinavagupta

* This iconographical point of difference was first noticed by Mr. N. B.
Sanyal.

* Vasantavildsa, Sarga X.
® ‘ The Concept of Eaksana in Bharata,’ Journal of Oriental Research, Madras,

Vol. VI, part II.

* We have throughout used the abbreviations “^K-M.’ for the Kavya-mala
text and ‘ Ch.’ for the Chaukhamba text of the Natyaiastra. The Gaekwad Oriental
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remarks that the Laksanas are the most important factors in Kavya-

bandha and the treatment of other elements comes as a matter of

course in theii connection.^ Later on, while he introduces Bharata’s

treatment of Alamkara, he says that Laksanas constitute the body
of kdvya which is embellished by the Poetic figures on the analogy of

human body being adorned with ornaments.® Then again, while

commenting on the verse yatkincit kdvyabandhesu-sadrsyenopamlyate

etc. (xvi, 42, K.M. text) that defines upama, Abhinava remarks ;

kdvyabandhesu kdvyalaksanasu satsu ityanena gauriva gavaya iti

ndyant alamkdra iti darsitam. Here the Laksana has been clearly

identified with Kdvyabandha i.e. poetic speech itself and naturally it

involves all the necessary charm that makes poetry what it is. This

view has been more clearly set forth in the lines that come imme-
diately afterwards viz. bandho gumpho bhanitir vakrokiih kavivydpdra

iti hi parydydt laksanam tvalamkdraiunyam api na nirarthakam.^

This remark undoubtedly reminds one of Kuntaka’s theory of

poetry and the individual skill of the poet that underlies it. In
another place, Abhinava refers to the view of his upddhydya *

(meaning Bhatta Tauta, author of the Kavyakautuka) in conneetion

with the relationship between Laksana and Alamkara and remarks ;

vSeries has also published the Second Volume of the work which contains the relevant

chapters, but wliile recasting this article, we had not that text before us. The texts

of the Abhinavabharati have been quoted from the transcript copy of its manus-
cript in possession of my Professor, Dr. S. K. De, who very kindly lent it for my
use.

^ laksananyeva hi pradhanam. tatprasange gundlamkdrd iti,

^ evain kavivyaparabalad yad arthajatam laukikat svabhavadvidyamanam tad
eva laksanam ityuktam. tatra (tasya ?) sarirakalpasyalanikara adhuna vaktavyah.
tannirupayitum uddisati upametyadi (XVII, 43 Ch. text) kavye tavallaksanain
sariram. tasyopamadayas trayo'rthabhagah yatha hi prthagbhutena harena
ramani vibhusyate tathopamanena sa^ina etatsadrsyena va kavi-buddhi-parivarta-
manatvat prthaksiddlienaiva prakrta-varnaniya-vanita-vadanadi sundarikriyata iti

tadevalaipkarah:
® Anticipating an objection that if Laksana is equated with kavivydpdra, it should

have innumerable varieties instead of thirty-six, Abhinava replies that these are the
principal varieties, others may be similarly enumerated if the poet so feels (sattriqisad

iti ca nanyadi-varanaparaqi, kavi-hrdaya-varttin^ api parisamkhyeyatvat. Idntu
bahulyena tavad iyatapaksavyaptam (?) iti ca kavinavadadhatavyam) . Indeed, such
a comprehensive poetic factor brooks only two types of enumeration—either a single

variety having a very wide sphere or innumerable varieties each occupying a narrow
scope.

* Although we have no direct evidence to show that Abhinavagupta refers here
to Bhatta Tauta as his upddhdya, yet from the manner of his comments not only in
this context but also later on in chapter XIX of his work (already noted by Dr. A.
Sankaran, p. 96), there remains little doubt that Bhatta Tauta—and not
Bhat^enduraja, the other guru of Abhinava—is being referred to.
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upadhydyamatantu laksanabaldt alamkdrdndm vaicitryam dgacchati,^

tathd hi gundnuvddandmnd. laksanena yogdi prasamsopamd, atiiaya

ndmno (a ?) ‘tiiayoktih, manorathdkhyendprastuta-praiamsd miihyd-

dhyavasdyendpahnutih.

Now, although such peculiar views, namely that, (i) thelyaksana
is identical with kdvya-bandhu instead of being one of its beautifjdng

factors and that (2) its presence accounts for the multiplication or

charmingness {vaicitrya) of the Alamkaras, may not strictly fit in

with the treatment of Bharata, where there is a clear tendency for

embellishing the kdvyabandha as much by the Laksanas * as by the
Alamkaras and the Gunas and where many of the Aiamkaras men-
tioned under the name of Abhinava’s upddhydya are conspicuous by
their absence, they undoubtedly carry some amount of historical

importance, since they tend to show the relationship of Abhinava’s
Baksana with the theory of Vakrokti and to determine the chronology

^ Here the term vaicitrya may have two meanings
;

(i) maiiifoldness and (2)

charmingness. Abhinavagupta apparently uses it in the first sense when, following

his upddhydya : he understands the Laksanas to be factors that serve to multiply

three of the four Alamkaras of Bharata into many. But when we go through
his remarks in connection with the individual Laksanas, it appears that he has

accepted the second meaning too. While explaining the technical Laksana
Gunakirtana, he says : lak^andni hi alamkdrdn api citrayanti. Here Abhinava is

taking citrayanti to mean beautify (as his use of the word api would imply).

Now if Laksana is to be kdvya-iarlra or poetic expression, it itself stands in need
of extraneous decoration and as such it cannot be taken to beautify the Alamkara.
Either it must not be looked upon as kdvyaiarlra, or if it should, it must cease to be
a beautifying factor. Abhinava would probably justify himself by saying that

an object which has an exquisite grace of its own may serve to cast into the
background even the beauty of its decorating factor. In that sense Laksana
may be said to beautify even the Alarpkara. In this connection, we may remember
the well-known lines of the Kumarasambhava

:

Anyonya-sobha-jananad babhuva 1

sadharano bhusana-bhusya-bhavah
||

(i, 42 cd.)

where Parvati's necklace and her breasts have been taken to beautify each other.
* When Bharata explicitly said that kdvyabandha should he endowed with thirty-

six Laksanas (sattriipSallaksananvitah, xvi, 169, Ch. T.) it appears strange how it

can be identified with that poetic factor.

We must note, in this connection, that after we had first written this article

two years ago, we had the kind privilege of discussing it with Mr. S. P. Bhatta-
charyya, Professor, Presidency College, Calcutta, in order to be fortified in our
finding. He then closely studied the individual Laksanas of Bharata and told
us that : Bharata's Laksana might well be taken as an * elastic poetic principle

'

which, like Kuntaka's Vakrokti, includes within its wide scope other poetic
elements. He expressed his willingness to write a separate paper on Bharata*

$

Laksana t where he would maintain Abhinavagupta's position that Bharata's
Lak^na is much more than a poetic element like Guna and Alatpkara. We axe
waiting with eagerness to see a full paper from the teamed pen of the venerable
Professor.
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of Kuntaka and Abhinava as well as the ultimate source upon which
both Abhinava and Kuntaka are probably drawing. Considering all

the remarks of Abhinava quoted above, one would form some definite

idea of the characteristics of haksana. They are ;

—

(1) Taksanas are essential in kdvya, other poetic elements
stand subordinate to them.

(2) The scope of Taksana is as wide as kdvyahandha or poetic

expression in general.

(3) Alamkaras augment the beauty of the kdiyahandha, hence
of the Laksanas.

(4) Laksana has got a natural grace of its own due to the
peculiarity of the poet’s individual power by reason of

which it serves to make poetry acceptable even without
further embellishments and in absence of which poetry
becomes fiat and vapid and consequently unworthy of

the name of it.

(5) The presence of Taksanas adds to the charm of the
Alamkaras i.e. haksana is also a beautif5dng factor of

Alamkara.

Now, in the wide range of Abhinava’s haksana, one is naturally

inclined to read the comprehensive character of Kuntaka’s Vakrokti.

Secondly, the peculiarity of the poet’s skill involved in the natural

grace of Abhinava’s haksana or Kdvyabandha has its counterpart in

the vaidagdhyabhangt of Kuntaka. And lastly, the capacity which
Abhinava’s Laksana possesses for giving a poignant effect to the
charm of the Alamkaras clearly reminds one of Bhamaha’s Vakrokti
which lies at the basis of all Alamkaras {ko’lamkaro ’nayd vind,

Kavyalamkara, ii, 85^). Moreover, Abhinava’s quotation of

Bhamaha’s line : saisd sarvaiva vakroktir anaydrtho vibhdvyate, in

support of his description of Bharata’s Laksana and his explicit use
of the terms gumpha, bhaniti, kavi-vydpdra (so well known in

Kuntaka) adequately testify to the fact that Abhinava was
thoroughly acquainted with the theories and principles of either

Kuntaka himself or some earlier theorist who formulated the same
line of opinion. Now, among the earlier theorists, we know that only
Bhamaha expounded a theory of Vakrokti as the basis of all Alam-
karas but it will be easily seen that his conception of Vakrokti was
not so mature or developed as could be utilized by Abhinava in

connection with the Laksanas. The terms and expressions used by
Abhinava are undoubtedly those of Kuntaka and this makes it

highly probable that the Vakroktijivita appeared earlier than the
Abhinava-bharati and Abhinava quite consciously identified

(Bharata's) Laksana with Kuntaka's Vakrokti. When, in ascertain-
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ing the date of Ktmtaka, Dr. A. Sankaran noted the similarities in

Abhinava’s works and Kuntaka’s Vakroktijivita (p. 119, Some
Aspects of Literary Criticism) and remarked ‘ probably the Vakrokti-

jivita appeared late in the life of Abhinava he probably did not go

into the details of Abhinava's treatment of Laksana. It is possible

that Abhinava utilized portions of the treatment of Kuntaka but
did not quote him anywhere by name because he was not much
earlier than himself and the views expounded by him had not still

then (and in fact never) been established in the S^tra. Dr. Sankaran
rightly observes that though the Vakroktijivita ‘ put forward a

different theory, it did not demand serious consideration from
Abhinava because it recognized adequately the importance of

Dhvani and Rasa in poetry ’ [loc. cit.). Another probable

conclusion is that both Abhinava and Kuntaka are drawing upon one

and the same source and this is the Kavyakautuka of Bhatta Tauta
which work is unfortunately lost to us but the views of which are

quoted by later writers like Ksemendra (Kar. 35, Aucityavicara-

carcca), Hemacandra (pp. 316 and 3 Kavyanusasana) Rucaka
(p. 13, I. 23. Vyaktivivekavyakhya) and Candidasa (K. P. dipika,

P- 7)-

It is clear from their remarks that Bhatta Tauta emphasised the

individual power of the poet in the composition of poetry {tasya

karma smrtam kavyam) and certainly he was the first to note this

fact and Kuntaka only derived it from him. Now the close simi-

larities between the characters of Abhinava’s Daksana and Kuntaka’s
Vakrokti make it probable that both these theories are indebted to

Bhatta Tauta for the formulation of the theories of Laksana and
Vakrokti, in both of which kavivydpara plays the most important
part. Kuntaka appears to have been inspired by the teachings of

Tauta which he critically combined with the views of Bhamaha in

order to expound his theory of Vakrokti. Abhinava naturally

subscribed to guru’s views on Daksana and did not mind borrowing
the expressions and terms of a theorist who humbly accepted one of

the main teachings of Abhinava’s venerable guru although he used
it for a different purpose, namely, the formulation of a theory which
deviated from the beaten tracks of the Sastra. By utilizing the
treatment of Kuntaka, Abhinava has indirectly glorified his own
guru Tauta.

Prakas Chandra Dahiri.
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DATE OF VANGASENA, THE AUTHOR OF THE
CIKITSASARA-SAI^GRAHA—Before A.D. 1200.

In a very informative article on the Vaidyaka Literature of
Bengal, published in the Indian Culture, Vol. Ill, No. i, page 159,

Mr. Nalini Nath Das Gupta makes the following remarks about
Vahgasena, the author of Xkhydtavydkarana and Cikitsdsdra-Sath-

graha ‘ :

—

‘ Although of uncertain date, Vahgasena must not
be mistaken, as is sometimes done, as a recent writer,

for two of the Manuscripts of his Cikitsdsdra Samgraha,
found in the Deccan, are dated in 1376 Sarhvat

or 1319-20 A.D.* and he must, therefore, belong to the

13th century at the latest

'

(italics ours).

These remarks open up the question of Vahgasena’s date and I am
sure Mr. Das Gupta will supply us with more data from Vahgasena’s
works bearing on his chronology during the course of his studies.

My object in writing this note is to record the data found by me
in the light of which I am inclined to believe that Vahgasena belongs

not ' to 13th century at the latest ’ but to 12th century at the latest.

Hemadri, the author of the Caturvarga-Cintamani, who wrote his

commentary on the Astdhgahrdaya of Vagbhata II during the reign

of King Ramacandra ® of Devagiri (1271 to 1309 A.D.) mentions
and quotes from Vahgasena. Hemadri wrote his Caturvarga-

Cintamani during the reign of King Mahadeva, the predecessor of

King Ramacandra. The period of Mahadeva’s reign is put between
A.D. 1260-1270 and Hemadri was a minister and keeper of records

under both these Devagiri Kings.*

^ Vide Aufrecht : Cata. Catalogorum, I, 548—where Vahgasena, the author of
Akhydtavyakarana and Vahgasena, the author of Cikitsdsdra Samgraha are apparently
distinguished. He is quoted in Lauhapradipa (W., p. 301) and by BhavamiSra
(Oxf. 311b). His work on medicine is commented on by Vaidyanatha.

* R. G. Bhandarkar’s Report, 1883-84, p. 86 and R. G. Bhandarkar, Dec. College
MSS. Catalogue, p. 144, No. 352.

® Vide verses i to 9 of Chapter I of Ayurvedarasdyana of Hemadri. Verse 6
reads as follows ;

—

i < 1
”

Hemadri’s commentary has not been so far published but an edition of the A^tdi^a-
hfdaya with Arunadatta’s and Hemadri's commentaries is being edited bv
Mr. Paradkar Shastri for the N.S. Press, Bombay.

* Kane : History of Dhannaiasira, Vol. I, pp. 354-359.
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I shall now record Hemadri's references to Vahgasena in his

Xyurvedarasdyana :

—

(i) Niddna Sthdna, Chap. II, verse 33—The commentary reads

—

*r ^ ^ I

snirr^^! ftnsjtN b ” Tt%
”

(2) Niddna Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 15—commentary

—

“ 5 ( 4. )

“
’srm: I

(3) Nid. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 45—commentary

—

llt^: It

IjufgWT ^ ir?fT! I

^™ Vflf^ H ir^nsf^ II

’*

^i(tirf*r?PTw 1

”

(4) Cikitsitasthdna, Chap. I, verse 2—commentary

—

“ 5 ( ^«> )

—

“ ifipn^T I

•*• ••• ••• •••

•t* ••• ••• •••

;tr|
I
*> Eft I

^ This identification is by Mr. Paradkar Shastri, to whom my thanks are due
for supplying me with printed forms of his edition ^f the A^tMgahj^daya (in the
press). This passage from Vangasena occurs on p. 452 of this ^ition.
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(5) Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 17—commentary

—

(6) Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 23—commentary

—

“ g ( )

—

“
«ifTV sf^ ^ ”

(7) Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 54—commentary

—

“ g (

“ ”

“ g ( wt» )

—

Tfm II Tfh I”

“ g ( wto >^<8 )—
“ firw #lTTn

fr^ ^ «rpa i*ii ^ yvi^% 1” -dh 1”

(8)

Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 59—commentary

—

** g (

—

?rir ^»[WT»T! ^ 11

”

(9)

Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 63—commentary

—

“ * ” Tfh ”

(10)

Cikit. Sthana, Chap. I, verse 67—commentary

—

“q]P^ g wt* and eai^)—

ftwrtrs wqxvtftrfNnffs

"
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5 (^« 8<.« and

“ ^rsn 1
” TfN ”

(ii) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 83—commentary

—

8\<)

—

“
II

” ”(12)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 94—commentary

—

g ( 3*iiTfyii»i^ Wt® 'a^t, )

—

“ WTTO# I

” ”

(13)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse loi—commentary

—

“ g ( Wt® •a^'Q )

—

(14)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 128—commentary

—

g (
^® ’^'«® )

—

“ ^ aff^i aiiWUT: I

” ”

(15)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 130—commentary

—

it

ii

^® )

—

.WHjfllt I
” Tfh ”

(16)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 135—commentary

—

“ g (
)—

ii

(17)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 166—commentary

—

g ( aer® wt® )

—

“ 'ViIn 1 1

(18)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. I, verse 173—commentary

—

“ g (
)—

“
I** iIni”
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(19) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. II, verse 35—commentary

—

»<, 8^ it, )—
“

I

” ”

(20) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. II, verse 44—commentary

—

“ g wt» \8\, \i\, \i<&,

“ l*rrT B
” ”

SI

(21) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. II, verse 44—commentary

—

“
11?^ g ( ii, ®8 )

—

“ *5r^^T B
” Tfh I

”

(22)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. II, verse 50—commentary-

“31^ g (
)—

(23)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. Ill, verse 32—commentary

—

“ g (
)

—

6i

(24)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. Ill, verse 44—commentary

—

g ( «irrm<» 80 )

—

“ sR«»i>jnr»?fT b ” TfHi”

(25) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. Ill, verse 67—commentary

—

g ( 'sft® 8® )

—

B
” Tf% I”

(26) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. Ill, verse 80—commentary

—

“ g (
)—

“
’I® aitfirogai b

” ”

(27) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. Ill, verse 167—commentary

—

B
” Tf^ ”
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(28) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. IV, verse 9—commentary

—

“ ^ II
” r’

(29) Cikit. Sihdna, Chap. IV, verse 22—commentary

—

“ amr^wraR
II
” Tfh I

(30) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. IV, verse 55—commentary

—

“ ^1%% ( ’?reT« )

—

“ sRTCpsm^ r’ Tfh 1

(31) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. IV, verse 59—commentary

—

“ 3— ( fwrfwt )—
“ ^ winr-' ll

” Tfh 1”
<K.

(32) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 4—commentary

—

“ wfi^ ( TT’Twrf^^ Wto )—
“ warrlw h

”
1

”

(33) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 27—commentary

—

“«r^^5 ( rjyfo £.^)

—

“ ^rrftwTT sjftEJmr » ” 1

”

(34) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 33—commentary

—

“ )—

“ 3^ jTff fimi^
11
” Tftr

(35) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 34—commentary

—

“ \i, '=^)—

“
I ” TfN I

”

(36) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. V, verse 53—commentary

—

(?)—

W¥«S|5 ’TTW II Tfh I

”
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(37) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 21—commentary

—

/
“ at, y.® )—

11

”

{^f^) Cikit. Sthdna, Chapter VI, verse 33—commentary

—

“25^ ( x^o

)

—
/

“ wn?: mu' ” Tfh

(39)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 48—commentary

—

“ ^1?%^ {
)—

“ ?*n7 11
” Tfh

(40) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 55—commentary

—

“ wt* )

—

“ ?sr^wTTir^t^ h
”

(41) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 57—commentary

—

“^ ( 3S?rdJiTfh^ mto )

—

“ fifwam*! ^ ”

(a long extract of ij page).

(42)

Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 59—commentary

—

“ )

—

55
Tftf 1”

(43) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 67—commentary

—

“ agft® ^a )

—

II

’’

(44) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 68—commentary

—

( gWT® ^5^)

—

“ TRonnixiT^
”

(45) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 71—commentary

—

(jrWT* wt* X'^)

—

“ Tpiki^
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(46) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 74—commentary

—

“ ( s^n-o Wt* )

—

“ Tt%i”

(47) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 82—commentary

—

“ ( CTTo i^«a)

—

“ Trg^ilkah ^ n
” Tf^i”

(48) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VI, verse 84—commentary

—

“
'<3iy^ ( WWlo 8^ )

—

“
n
” lefH 1

”

(49) Cikit. Sthdna, Chap. VII, verse 107—commentary

—

“
)
—

f%cr?rT -n xraiTN I

” Tfh”

Some of the 49 references to Vahgasena by Hemadri and quota-

tions from his work are long extracts which show the nature and
extent of Hemadri’s indebtedness to Vahgasena. No complete
commentary of Hemadri has yet been available and in the N.S.

Press Edition referred to in this paper the commentary available

is only for (i) the Sutrasthdna, (2) the first 6 chapters of the
Niddnasthdna, and (3) the first 7 chapters of the Cikitsitasthdna.

The references recorded by me in this paper are from this portion of

the commentary only. If the entire copy of the Ayurvedarasdyana
is recovered perhaps more references to Vahgasena may be traced

in it. Out of the 49 references recorded above we have 3 from the

Niddnasthdna and 46 from the Cikitsitasthdna and none from the
Sutrasthdna, so far as my cursory perusal of the text goes.

This wholesale borrowing from Vahgasena’s work proves in the

first instance the popularity in the Deccan of Vahgasena, a Bengali

writer according to Mr. Das Gupta, and secondly it detracts much
of the originality of Hemadri’s commentary. This is but natural
in the case of Hemadri, who had perhaps developed a habit for the
compilation of texts from his predecessors’ works after having com-
piled his magnum opus viz. the Caturvarga-Cintdmani. In spite of

his towering intellect the literary works undertaken by him were
too enormous in extent and scope for a busy minister of the state for

the sustained ^splay of originality and critical acumen in the entire

field of his activity. To sum up : From tlie nature and extent of
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Hemadri’s references to and quotations from Vadgasena's work,

I am inclined to conclude that Vangasena flourished in the I2th

century at the latest. At any rate he is earlier than A.D. 1200 as we
must presume a difference of about 75 years between him and
Hemadri (1260 A.D.).

P. K. Gode.

NASAO AS A SYSTEM OF LAND REVENUE ASSESS-
MENT IN THE MUGHAL TIMES

Messrs. A. Yusaf Ali and Moreland in their joint contribution on
Akbar’s Land Revenue System to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, London, were unable to define Nasaq though they laid it

down that it was a system of Land Revenue Assessment.* However
Mr. Moreland in his Agrarian System of Muslem India described it

as ‘ group assessment viz assessment of a lump sum of the village

(or occasionally the Pargana) by agreement with the headmen as

representing the peasants, the distribution of the assessment over
the individual peasants being left in the headman’s hands.* This
interpretation is alleged to be based on a number of passages in the
Ain-i-Akbari and Akbar Nama. Let us try to examine them and
see whether they support Mr. Moreland’s thesis.

1. In the thirteenth year Shahab-ud-Din was entrusted
with the management of crownlands and he set aside the annual
zabt and introduced Nasaq.*

This passage simply suggests that zabti and Nasaqi are two
different forms of assessment.

2. The Ain describes the province of Gujarat as ‘ mostly
Nasaq ’.*

This again only proves that Nasaq was a method of assessment.
We are also told that measurement was little practised. Naturally
Nasaq would mean a method of assessment wherein measurement and
survey were not essential.

3. Khandesh is described as being a province where Nasaq
was practised.* No Dasturs have been preserved for this province.
Naturally Nasaq would not require Dasture (schedules of revenue

* J.R.A.S., 1918, pp. 8 and the following.
* Moreland 236.
* Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, 485.

• Akbar Nama, Vol. II, 333.
* Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. I, 474.
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demand in cash levied on one Bigha of different crops under cultiva-

tion) as it did not necessitate survey.

4. In the Ain-i-Amal, Nasaq is described as a system of assess-

ment where measurement was not necessary.*

5. We are further told in the same regulation that Nasaq
was not to be made with headmen but with individual cultivators.®

6. It is laid down that the Nuskha-i-Nasaq—papers of Nasaq
demands—is to be amended in case some damage to crops is reported

to the emperor and he orders modifications.®

7. Akbar Nama, further declares that keeping the increasing

annual prosperity of the cultivators in view, Nasaq should be
established.'*

8. The Collector should send the demand papers of the part of

the village where Zabti was practised after completing the papers

laying down the Nasaqi demands.®
This extract suggests that sometimes in the same village these

two systems of assessment prevailed.

All these references bear out Messrs. Moreland and A. Yusaf Ah's
main contention that Nasaq was a system of assessment of land
revenue. The citation No. 5 above however shows that though
Nasaq could be as easily made with the headmen as with individual

cultivators, Akbar did not like it to be made with the headmen. The
extract No. 6 suggests that the assessment made was subject to

decrease on account of damage to crops. The extract No. 8 implies

the prevalence of Zabati and Nasaqi systems simultaneously in the

same village.

Now Mr. Moreland's definition of Nasaq as group assessment
goes counter to the extract No. 5 which implies that Nasaq assess-

ment was preferably made with the individual cultivators. When
we find the Ain suggesting, as it does in the extract No. 8 cited above,

that the Zabti and Nasaqi could be practised in the same village,

it knocks the bottom out of Mr. Moreland's case. If Nasaqi was
settlement of a lump sum with the village as a whole, there would
be no place for Zabti in the same village for settling land revenue
according to the schedules of demands preserved in the Ain. The
only reason which Moreland suggested for his interpretation was
that he knew of no other system of assessment which could be
opposed to Zabti. Fortunately for us a MS. of a Dastur-ul-Amal
of Todar Mai preserved in the State library, Rampur (United
Provinces) not only describes the Nasaq system of assessment but

* Ibid, i, 285.
• Ain-i-Akbari, i, 286.
® Ain, i, 287.

* Ibid, i, 286.
> * Akbar Nama, III, 381.
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contrasts it with five other systems in vogue. The six systems
described therein are :

—

(i) Nasaqi, {2) Zabti, (3) Kankut, (4) Ghalla Qisami, (5)

Tola Bandi, (6) Deh Bandi.

The last system of assessment covers what Mr. Moreland
described as group assessment. The state settled the land revenue
as a whole leaving it to the villagers themselves to apportion it

among themselves. Now this is definitely not Nasaq which is the

first method of assessment described. According to this Dastur-ul-
Amal, Nasaqi was a method of assessment when pa3dng heed to the

last ten years or twelve years laud revenue demand, of the total

was fixed permanently as the land revenue of the land in question.*

Now this involved no survey of the land, and no keeping of the
seasonal records of produce. The demand was fixed irrespective of

the area under cultivation and the crops cultivated. A lump sum
was agreed upon by way of an average of the last ten or twelve
years’ demand.

Now this definition is borne out by all the extracts that refer

to Akbar’s reign. Unlike Mr. Moreland’s definition it does not
run counter to any of the suggestions contained in the extracts. As
Mr. Moreland’s definition was simply based on guess work and does
not cover all the known facts as revealed in the contemporary records

this definition of Nasaq, though of a later date, must be accepted as

correct.

Sri Ram Sharma.

A NOTE ON THE CHANDOGYA-UPANI§AD (VIII. 13. 1)

^yamac iahalam prapadye. ^abaldc iydmam prapadye. Aiva
iva romdni vidhuya pdpam, candra iva Rdhor mukhdt pramucya
dhutvd iarlram, akrtam krta-dtmd brahma-lokam abhisambhavdmi,
abhisambhavdmi.

Akrta, a. : uncreated (undone, unperformed, not made, not
ready, incomplete)

;
{-tarn

:

acc. sg. m.).

* Dastur-ul-Amal, 32b, 33a and b.

It contains entries running into the year 1119 A.H. Professedly it is the work
of Todar Mai Shah Jahani. The MS. itself was copied in the year 1213 A.H., (1798-

99). It is not unlikely that the different parts of the work were written at different

times. At one place (page 18) it speaks of Mahaiana Amar Singh of Mewar as the

reigning Rana of Udaipur. He died on January 26, 1620. At another place it de-

scribes the Mansib held by Aurangzeb in 104G A.H. (1636-1637). On page 3, the year

1056 A.H. (1646) is mentioned
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Senart’s phrase ' ' I^’akrta c’est le monde de Brahman<qui
ne result pas de raction>et qui, par consequent ne pent etre obtenu
par I’acte (krtena) ’ does not throw light on the philosophical signi-

ficance of the Upanisad. To pass into the uncreated Brahma-world
is more an allusion to the transcendental difficulty to obtain a spiri-

tual realization of the Brahma world than ‘ le monde de Brahman
qui ne result pas de Taction As the realization of the impercep-

tible is difficult, the writers of this Upanisad admit the principle

that one must consider the essence of not-made or uncreated from
the point of view of spiritual knowledge. Nevertheless, the fact

that the possibility of realizing God is latent in the consideration

given above is satisfactorily proved in other philosophical ways.
I cannot approve the foot-note inserted ([....] by Professor

Foucher ?) in the Chandogya-Upanisad {op. cit., p. 119, n. 2) on the

beginning of the same mantra :
‘ cet etrange d^but se rapport

sans doute a ce qui a ete expose. . . .au sujet de la cavite (noire) du
coeur (i, 1-2), du bariolage des veines ainsi que des rayons solaires

(6, 1-2), et du va-et-vient qui s’etablit entre le coeur et le soleil’.

It is a pity that intricate philological questions made it impossible to

comment a phrase of so great a meaning ! Cyanide sabalarn prapadye—
$ahaldc sydmarn prapadye (‘ From the dark I go to the varicolored

—

From the varicolored I go to the dark ’) has not relation with
anatomical or physical theories

; it manifests a primitive concept
of the undetermined cause of life by giving an immediate conscious-

ness of the determined existence. ‘ From the undetermined (dark)

I go to the determined (varicolored= life in general) ’. There are

not empirical or systematic theories of physical sciences, but we
can otherwise say that in the period of the Chandogya-Upanisad the

Indian mind was already going through the scientific explanation

of the human phenomenon with reference to its physical manifes-

tation in the body. However, the quoted foot-note is an erroneous

interpretation of the philosophical passage of our Upanisad. The
philosophy of ancient India is not cerebral philosophy

;
it does not

consist of inconclusive experiments or efforts to carry out a learned

phraseology of a silly and doubtful coin.

The consciousness of the undetermined cause of life was a
principle of psychological analysis of the human Soul, according to
repeated sentences wfich form the finest teaching of the Chandogya-
Upanisad on the Absolute Self. The identity of the individual

dtman with the world Jtman is expressed in a frequently repeated
sentence of the Chdndogya- (VI. 8-16), in which the fundamental

^Chandogya-Upanisad, traduite et annotee par 'Emile Senart (s* CoUectimi
l^tnile Senart i). Paris, 1930, p. 120, n. 2.
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doctrine of Upanisadic philosophy of the Absolute Self appears

as a result of tendency to the analysis of all various perceptible and
imperceptible objects in the universe :—Sa ya eso ’nimd, etad-

dtmakam idam sarvam, tat satyam, sa dtma. Tat tvam asi, ^veta-

keto, iti}

I speak of tendency because :

—

acintyah khalu ye bhava na tarns tarkena sadhayet i

prakrtibhyah param yat tu tad acintyasya laksanam r
*

The problem of the Upanisads remains the widest and most
fundamental philosophical problem of the nature and meaning
of reality.

E. G. Carpani.

ASVAMEDHA BY A MUGHAL SATRAP

In the July issue of the volume II of this Journal, we gave an
instance of ' A svamedha by a Feudatory’ from the mythological

account of the Harivarhia. In the present note we shall cite an
instance from history, how a petty potentate and a Mughal satrap

performed Asvamedha, without exciting the jealousy of his Indra,

the emperor Muhammad Shah of Delhi, or of his warlike neighbours,

such as the Rathores or the Haras.

The Kacchavaha Rajput King Sowae Jaya Siriiha succeeded
his father to the throne of Amber in 1699 A.D. After 1721 A.D.
he was appointed governor of the provinces of Agra and Malwa
by Muhammad Shah. This Sowae Jaya Simha performed the

Asvamedha sacrifice, some two hundred years before our time. We
make no apology to quote below, what Tod says of the incident :

—

‘ Amongst the vanities of the founder of Amber, it is said that
he intended to get up the ceremony of aswamedhd yuga, or “ sacrifice

of the horse,” a rite which his re.search into the traditions of his

nation * must have informed him had he entailed destruction on all

‘ See Macdonell, A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 221= C/. Satapatha-Brah-

mana, X. 6. 3, and Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad, I. 4. 6.

^ Mahabharata, Bhl^ma, 5. 12. This stanza has been adopted in the commentary
of §ri Saqikaracarya on the Veddnta-Sutras, with the reading ' yojayet ’ instead of
‘ sadhayet ’ (Ved.-Sutras, 2. i. 27).

® This research apparently refers to Jaya Sinha’s Compilation on Smrti, en-

titled ‘ Jaya-Sithha-Kalpa-druma ’. {Des. Cat. of Sans. MSS. in the Govt. CoU. under

A.S.B., Vol. II, p. xxxi). See also Padyatarahgini by Vrajanatha (Peterson’s 4th

Report on Search S. MSS., pp. 26-32).
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who had attempted it, from the days of Janmeja the Pandu, to

Jeichund, the last Rajpoot monarch of Canouj. It was a virtual

assumption of universal supremacy
;
and although, perhaps, in

virtue of his office, as the satrap of Delhi, the horse dedicated to the

sun might have wandered unmolested on the banks of the Ganges,

he would most assuredly have found his way into a Rahtore stable

had he roamed in the direction of the desert : or at the risk both of

jeva and gaii (life and throne), the Kara would have seized him,

had he fancied the pastures of the Chumbul. He erected a sacri-

ficial hall of much beauty and splendour, whose columns and ceilings

were covered with plates of silver
;
nor is it improbable that the

steed, enblematic of Surya, may have been led round the hall, and
afterwards sacrificed to the solar divinity. TheyMgsa/a of Jey Sing,

one of the great ornaments of the city, was, however, stripped of

its rich decoration by his profligate descendant, the late Juggut
Sing.’

JoGENDRA Chandra Ghosh.
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THE GREAT TEMPLE AT TANJORE. By J. M. Somasundaram, B.A., B.L.
With a foreword by F. H. Gravely, D.Sc., pp. i-viii, 1-89, 25 plates. Price

Re.i or 2s. net. Printed at Solden & Co., Madras, S.E., 1935.

In this book an attempt has been made to give mainly an account of the

Rdjardjeivaram temple of 5n B^hadUvara at Tanjore which is ' by far the grandest

temple in India \ In the preface the author has remarked that his idea ' is to

place within a small compass what all that might interest a casual visitor ' of this

great shrine. In the foreword Dr. Gravely has given a very short but interesting

account of the evolution of temple-architecture in Southern India.

In the first chapter the author, first of all, gives us information about the deriva-

tion of the name Tanjore. According to one view Tanjore derives its name from
Tanjan, an asura. According to another view the name is derived from Tanjatn,

i.e. refuge. According to a third view^ i.e., the literary work Tanjapuri-mdhdtmya,
the name is derived from Tunga or Kulottunga, a Chola king wlio built this city

and named it Tungapura after him. It was during the reign of Rdjardja I the

Chola ruler (c. 918-1014 A.D.) that the Rdjardjeivaram temple of 5n Brhadlivara

at Tanjore was built. According to the author the construction of tliis temple
was begun in the nineteenth regnal year of Rdjardja I and was completed in his

twenty-fifth regnal year. It consists of five divisions, viz., garbha-gfha, arddha-

mai^apa, mahd-mandapa, stapana-mardapa, narthana-mai^apa and vddya-mandapa.
It has three main portals named Keralantakan, Rasarasan, and Tiruanukkan. The
deities are known as ^ri Brhadlivara, the great god and Brhanndyakt, the great

goddess. The iikhara which has fourteen storeys and rises about 216 ft. is of the

Dravidian style of architecture. The dome is octagonal in shape and crowns the
iikhara. The golden kalasa or finial is 12J ft. high.

Of the smaller structures inside the same temple court the following are rightly

mentioned. The shrine of 5rt Subrahmanya, whose date cannot be earlier than A.D.
1600 according to Prof. Dubreuil, is an exquisite piece of temple-architecture of

South India. The shrine of the goddess Brhanndyakt was constructed in the

second regnal year of one Konerinmaikondan, probably a later Pdndya ruler of the

thirteenth century. The shrine of Ganapati is of the time of Sarafoji II (A.D. 1798-

1^33) » the Mahratta ruler of Tanjore. The shrine of Natardja is, according to the
author, of subsequent date. The shrine of Chan4eivara is, according to the author,

contemporaneous with the Rdjardjeivaram temple of Brhadlivara. The great

Nandi within one elaborately carved Nayak mai^apa is 12 ft. high, 19J ft. long and

8J ft. broad. The shrine of Karuvurar which is very modem is also worth
mentioning.

Regarding the Rdjardjeivaram temple of ^rl Brhadlivara the author has rightly

pointed out that it has undergone various changes in the subsequent ages. A
remarkable testimony in favour of this assertion is the reproduction of the bust of an
European (plate facing p. 15) on the outer wall of one side of the vimdna. Hemingway
thinlK that it is the bust of Roeland Crape, the pioneer of Dutch enterprise in India,

while P'oulkes believes that it represents Marco Polo because it has a remarkable
affinity with a figure of Marco Polo at Canton. Another interesting item on which
the author has rightly given stress is the paintings, on the walls of tlie circum-

ambulatory corridor of the arddha-mafjddpd of the Rdjardjeivaram temple of Sri

Brhadlivara, discovered by Mr. S. K. Govindasvami (Hindu, April ii, 1931 ;
Journal
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of the Annamalai University, vol. 2, pp. i-io, 14 plates, 1933 ;
Journal of the

Indian Society of Oriental Art, vol. I, pp. 73-80, 6 plates, 1933). These paintings

are calledfresco but no evidence lias been put forward to prove this point. (Regarding

this point see the present reviewer’s view in Indian Culture, vol. II, pp. 825-26,

1936.) Mr. S. Paramasivan has very recently published a highly interesting com-
munication entitled * Technique of the painting process in the Brhadlivara temple

at Tanjore ’ (Nature, 137, 867, 1936) which should be carefully studied not only

for the technique of the painting of this temple but also for the method to be adopted

for ascertaining the technique of other Indian paintings. It is gratifying to note

that the importance of these Chola mural paintings has been fully appreciated. We
fervently hope that further search for this type of painting will be made in the adjoin-

ing regions and that one illustrated volume like that on Ajanta by Mr. G. Yazdani
will be published to show fully its importance in the history of the evolution of

Indian painting.

In appendix A the author has given a highly informative list of temples attached

to the Palace Devastanams. In appendix B a summary has been given of chapters X-
XXI of the BrhadUvara-mdhdtmya. It is desirable that this work should be properly

edited.

There are many shortcomings from which this book suffers. Firstly, it seems
that there are many things in it which are not worthy of being included in it. As
the title of the book shows, it ought to have been mainly an account of the architec-

tonic characteristics of the Rdjardjeivaram temple of ^rt ByhadUvara and of the

evolution of Dravidian temple architecture beginning from this temple downwards.
Further we fully admit the importance of the inscriptions on the walls of the temple
for ascertaining their approximate ages but such inscriptions should be properly

handled in order to prove the chronological sequence. There is no need of such
appendices as C, D, E, H which, we fear, are not to the point. Secondly, there

are some statements whicli ought not to be published in a scholarly work. P^or

example, we have the author’s statement, ' Successive viceroys, commanders-in-
chief, provincial governors, statesmen, politicians, philosophers and globe-trotters

have paid their homage to this monument of Dravidian architecture. The visitors’

book maintained at the temple contains the signatures of a host of royal personages.

Thirdly, no attention has been paid to the necessity for the use of the diacritical marks
in transliterating Sanskrit words into Roman character. Fourtlily, in the preface the
author states that his book should be considered as a guide-book but he should
remember that the best guide-books for him to imitate in archaeological matters are
' A Guide to Taxila ’ and ‘ A Guide to Sanchi ’ by Sir John Marshall. We hope that
these defects will be remedied in the second edition. But we do not doubt that this

book will have a good circulation among the intelligentia.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.

WALTHER Wt)ST—VERGLEICHENDES UND ETYMOLOGISCHES
WORTERBUCH DES ALTINDOARISGHEN (ALTINDISCHEN).
Von Walther Wiist, Dr. Phil, und O. 6. Professor an der Universitat Miincheii.

Lieferuiig 1-3 (Titelbogen und Bogen 1-13). Heidelberg, 1935. Carl Winters
Universitatsbuchhandlung. Verlags-Nr. 2494 ; pp. 208.

It is a rare pleasure to have at last in hand the first fascicle of Prof, Wiist's
Comparative and Etymological Dictionary of the Sanskrit Language for which the
scholarly world has been waiting so long in anxiety and expectation. The name
of the illustrious author was sufficient guarantee that no pain would be spared to
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make the work as perfect as possible. Yet, if there was any doubt on this score,

it is sure to be set at rest by this first fascicle which shows clearly what this work,

when completed, will look like. Germany has produced most of the greatest

Sanskritists of Europe, and Prof. Wiist is without doubt to-day one of the leading

Sanskritists of Germany. More than of any other particular individual, his is the

proud cultural heritage of the generation of German philologists and Sanskritists.

It is a piece of great good fortune for Sanskrit philology therefore that Prof. Wiist

resolved to concentrate on a comparative and etymological dictionary of the

Sanskrit language. It is curious to think that as yet there was practically no etymo-
logical dictionary of the Sanskrit language, excepting Uhlenbeck's ' Kurzgefasstes

etymologisches Worterbuch der Altindischen Sprache ' (Amsterdam, 1899), which is

however less than notiling, being often misleading and disappointingly sketchy.

There are excellent etymological dictionaries of other main languages of the Indo-

European family, e.g. Boisacq’s Greek dictionary and Walde's Latin dictionary,

—

but precisely for Sanskrit, the most important language of this family, there was no
such etymological dictionary as yet, even though the necessary philological founda-

tion to such a work was already present in the St. Petersburg Dictionary. But
this inexplicable and unpardonable delay in the appearance of an etymological

dictionary of the Sanskrit language has not been without some advantage, for

Prof. Wiist 's work is much more copious and exhaustive than Boisacq's or Walde's,

and also in other respects it is much nearer to the unreachable ideal. What lends a

special value to this work of Prof. Wiist is the fact that he has developed and
rigorously applied to every entry in this book a new technique of his own, which,
by a process of elimination, automatically squeezes out of the relevant material the

final solution with inexorable certainty. A great portion of the ‘ Vorrede ' is devoted
to an elaborate explanation of this technique, and, to show his technique in action.

Professor Wiist has discussed, and ascertained in its light, the etymology of cdk^o,
an hapax of the RV. This excursus, extending over thirty closely printed pages
(86ff.), is one of the most fascinating parts of the volume under review. It shows
that the science of etymology can well be placed on the same footing to-day as the

science of comparative phonology. To every reader of the Worterbuch I would
advise to read at first this excursus and then to begin the ‘ Vorrede ', which in some
places is not easy to follow even to the initiated. Every entry in the Worterbuch
cannot of course be dealt with equally elaborately and e^diaustively, for the book in

that case can never be brought to an end. But, as Prof. Wiist assures us, although
the result usually will have to be given in a much condensed form it will be based
in each case on as elaborate and exhaustive consideration of all the details, none of

which will be suppressed or passed over in silence. Complete bibliography is to be
given under every entry. A contrast indeed to Uhlenbeck, who gives no bibliography

at all ! Many linguists consider it to be a waste of time and energy to ransack
the whole of the past linguistic literature, as Prof. Wiist actually does, to fish out
any and every stray reference to the form under discussion, much of which has to-day

nothing but secondary historical value. Yet, as our old master Prof. Wackemagel
approvingly remarks, many a particle of gold may lie buried in this rubbish-heap

;

for their sake it is worth the trouble, even imperative, to thresh and sift this vast

literature. This Prof. Wiist has done as thoroughly as possible, and inter alia has
given a fresh lease of life to old etymologies, e.g. of Zehetmayr, which had been
almost forgotten.

In his etymologies Prof. Wiist does not operate merely with phonology. He
repeatedly emphasizes the point that before proceeding to analyze an etymon it is

necessary to fully consider the whole circle of associations in which it moves. In

this connection he might have quoted van Ginneken :
* ils ont d'une fa9on immediate

besoin Tun de Tautre pour etre compris exactement, en d’autres termes ... ils se
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p6n^trent si intimement que la signification de Tun change la signification de Tautre

et vice versa. Je dis d'une fa9on immediate, non mediate. MMiatement on a
besoin aussi de la construction precedente, du milieu, de la culture et des con-

naissances acquises, dune mani^re de penser dans une direction determinee'

(Principes de Linguistique psychologique, pp. 495f.)- It is clear from this signi-

ficant passage of van Ginneken that the ideal etymological dictionary presupposes

an encyclopsedia of the type of the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae. But a Thesaurus
Linguae Sanscritae is as yet only a cherished dream of a few scholars. In these circum-

stances it is simply impossible to take complete account of the full cultural import
of every word in the Sanskrit language. The author of the work under review cannot
therefore be held responsible if it fails in some cases to meet this ideal demand.
Not that I came across any specific case of falling short of the ideal in this volume

;

I say it only as a thing inevitable and unavoidable in the present circumstances.

It is a different thing however with the ancient Indian grammatical and etymolo-
gical works. If I have rightly understood Prof. Wiist, he means to say (p. 8o) that

it is not worth the trouble to search through this vast grammatical literature. With
the little knowledge of the ancient Indian grammatical literature that I possess,

I must say, with due deference to Prof. Wiist, that this view is wrong. I am firmly

of opinion that not only the grammatical and other works of a frankly scientific

character, but also what Oldenberg happily called the ‘ Vorwissenschaftliche

Wissenschaft ' of India, particularly the Brahmanas, contain valuable suggestions

which should not be ignored in any etymological dictionary of the Sanskrit language.

Of course it is true, as Prof. Wiist himself says, that a thorough sifting of the vast
grammatical and ‘ proto-grammatical ’ literature would put off the publication of

his dictionary for a very long period. That is not at all desirable. Every student
of Indology would unhesitatingly bid Prof. Wiist hasten forward with the publica-

tion of his etymological dictionary. Yet, it has to be admitted that the value of

the work might have been enhanced, immaterially perhaps, if ancient Indian gram-
matical and exegetical literature too could be drawn upon as fully and copiously

as the modem linguistic literature. From the bibliographical point of view too it

would have been then more complete.

It is a happy thought of Prof. Wiist that as a supplement to his etymological
dictionary he intends to bring out a treatise on Sanskrit phonology. We have
indeed in the first volume of Wackernagers grammar a splendid work on the subject.

But comparative phonology cannot but be based on etymologies, and as Prof.

Wiist is going to give us hundreds of new etymologies in his work, Sanskrit phono-
logy will have to be revised in their light. It is also very gratifying to learn that
Prof. Wiist is alread}^ an active collaborator of Wackernagel-Debrunner.

On p. ii8, Prof. Wiist announces an important plan of international collaboration
in linguistic research. It is well known that Prof. R. L. Turner of London is now
engaged on a ‘ Comparative [and etymological] dictionary of the [New] Indo-Aryan
languages Instead of tracing back every entry in his dictionary to its Indo-
European proto-type, which, to say the least, is often a difficult and perilous task,
Prof, Turner will content himself simply with linking up his entries with those in

Prof. Wiist's dictionary. With the help of these two dictionaries therefore it wiU
be possible to trace the history of a new Indo-Aryan word up to the original Indo-
European. But there still remains a wide gap in the middle, to fill up which it is

necessary to compile a similarly exhaustive Prakrit dictionary on a co-ordinated
plan. Prof. Wiist calls upon the present reviewer to undertake this task. Pour years
ago, when I was still in Munich, Prof. Wiist impressed upon me the necessity of
this undertaking. His advice and injunction have never been off my mind sincei

and I have tried in the meantime to qualify myself for thte task, which to-day appears
to be much more complex and difficult than it did when I discussed the plan with
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Prof. Wiist four years ago. For there is not yet for Prakrit even a mentionable

philological dictionary which must necessarily precede any linguistic and etsunological

work in the same field. Be it by myself or somebody else more qualified for the

task, the work of bridging up the guif between the dictionaries of Professors Wiist

and Turner has to be taken up without further delay. In the fitness of things it

ought to be taken up by an Indian.

As far as the actual dictionary is concerned, even the first entry, which is naturally

a-, has not been finished in the present volume, although no less than 12 pages

have been devoted to it. This shows how copious and exhaustive the dictionary is

going to be. Not the least important part of the present volume is the exhaustive

and classified list of books utilized for this dictionary.

Batakrishna Ghosh.
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THE VEDIC DOCTRINE OF ‘SILENCE’

By Ananda K. Coomaraswamy

The general significance of ‘ silence ' in connection with rites,

myths, and mysteries has been admirably discussed by M, Ren4
Guenon in recent numbers of t,tudes Traditionelles} Here it is

proposed to cite some more specific details from the Vedic tradition.

It must be premised that the Supreme Identity {tad ekam) is

not merely in itself ‘ without duality
'
{advaita), but when consid-

ered from another and external point of view is an identity of

many different things. By this we do not mean only that a first

unitary principle transcends the reciprocally related pairs of oppo-
sites {dvandvau) that can be distinguished on any level of reference

as contraries or known as contradictories
; but rather that the

Supreme Identity, undetermined even by a first assumption of

unity, subsumes in its infinity the whole of what can be imphed or

represented by the notions of the infinite and the finite, of which
the former includes the latter, without reciprocity.* On the other
hand, the finite cannot be excluded or isolated from or denied to the
infinite, since an independent finite would be in itself a limitation

of the infinite by hypothesis. The Supreme Identity is therefore

inevitably represented in our thought under two aspects, both of

which are essential to the formation of any concept of totality

i>ecundum rem. So we find it said of Mitravarunau {apara and para
Brahman, God and Godhead) that from one and the same seat

they behold ‘ the finite and the infinite ’ [aditim ditim ca, RV., V.
62. 8) ; where, of course, it must be borne in mind that in divinis

to ‘ see ’ is the same as to ‘ know ’ and to ' be ’. Or in hke manner,
but substituting the notion of spiration for that of manifestation.

P Guenon, R., ‘ Organisations initiatiques et societes secretes ’, and ' Du secret

initiatique ’, La Voile d’Isis, 1934, pp. 349, 389, and 429 ;
‘ Myties, mysteres et

symboles ib., 1935, p. 385. La Voile d’Isis is now published as Modes Traditionelles.
* ‘ The Infinite (aditih) is Mother, Sire, and Son, whatever hath been bom, and

the principle of birth, etc. ’ (RV., I. 89. 10) ;
‘ Nothing is changed in the immovable

Infinite {ananta) by the emanation or the withdrawals of worlds ’ (Bhaskara, Bija-

gariiia, repeating the thought of Atharva Veda, X. 8. 29 and Brhaddranyaka Upam^ad,
V. I, that ' Though plenum {pUr^am) be taken from plenum, plenum yet remains ’).

The inclusion of the finite in the Infinite is expressly formulated in Aitareya

Araifyaka, II. 3. 8 ‘A is Brahman, the ego (aham) is within it ’.

On the relation of unity to multiplicity see my ‘ Vedic Bxemplarism Harvard
Journal of Asiatic Studies, 1, 1936, pp. 44-64.
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it can be said that ‘ That One is equally spirated, despirated ’ {tad

ekam dnU avdtam, RV., X. 129. 2) ; or is at the same time ‘ Being
and Non-being' {sadasat, RV. X. 5. 7).^

The same conception, expressed in terms of utterance and
silence, is clearly formulated in RV., II. 43. 3,

‘ Whether, O Bird,

thou utterest weal aloud, or sittest silent {tusmm), think on us with
favour And similarly in the ritual, we find that rites are perform-

ed either with or without enunciated formulae, and that lauds are

offered either vocally or silently ; for which the texts also provide

an adequate explanation. Here it must be premised that the

primary purpose of the Vedic Sacrifice {yajna) is to effect a rein-

tegration of the deity conceived of as spent and disintegrated by
the act of creation, and at the same time that of the sacrificer him-
self, whose person, considered in its individual aspect is evidently

incomplete. The mode of reintegration is by means of initiation

{diksd) and symbols (pratlka, dkrti), whether natural, constructed,

enacted, or vocalized ; the sacrificer is expected to identify himself

with the sacrifice itself and thus with the deity whose primordial

self-sacrifice it represents, ‘ the observance of the rule thereof being

the same as it was at the creation ’. A clear distinction is drawn
between those who may be merely ‘ present ’ and those who ‘ really

’

participate in the ritual acts which are performed on their behalf.

As already stated, there are certain acts that are performed
with a vocal accompaniment and others silently. For example
in ^atapatha Brdhmana, VII. 2. 2. 13-14, in connection with the
preparation of the Fire-altar, certain furrows are ploughed and
certain libations made with an accompaniment of spoken words, and
others silently,

—
‘ Silently {tusmm), for what is silent is undeclared

{aniruktam), and what is undeclared is eve^hing {sarvam) . . .

This Agni (Fire) is Prajapati, and Prajapati is both declared

{niruktah) and undeclared, bounded {parimitah) and unbounded.

^ The ‘ distinct operations ’ {vivrata), interior and exterior {tira ox guhya, and
avis), of the Supreme Identity are represented by many other pairs, e.g. order and
disorder (cosmos and chaos), life and death, light and darkness, sight and blindness,

waking and sleep, potency and impotence, motion and rest, time and eternity, etc.

It may be observed that all of the negative terms represent privations or evils if

considered empirically, but absence of Umitation, and good, when considered anagogi-

cally,—^the negative concept including the positive, as cause includes effect.

® Cf. RV., X. 27. 21 ‘ Beyond what is heard here, there is another sound
’

(irava id ena paro anyad asti)

:

I. 164. 10 ‘ At the back of yonder Heaven the Gods
incant an omniscient word without outgoing effect ’ {mantrayante . . . vUvavUatn
vdcam avi&vaminvam)

; Jaiminiya Upani^ad BrdhmavA, III. 7-9, where the initiate

(dlk§itah, regarded as one dead to the world) is said to utter a ‘ non-human ' word
{amdnufim vdcam) or ‘ brahma-dictum ’ {brahmavddyam). Nothing but an echo of

the veritable Word can be heard or understood by human ears.
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Now whatever he does with spoken formulae (yajusd), thereby he in-

tegrates [samskaroti] that form of his which is declared and bounded ;

and whatever he does silently, thereby he integrates that form

of his which is undeclared and unbounded. Verily, whoever as a

comprehensor thereof does thus, he integrates the whole totality

{sarvam krtsnam) of Prajapati ; the ab extra forms [hdhydni rupdni)

are declared, the ab intra forms [antardni rupdni) are undeclared.'

An almost identical passage appears in Satapatha Brdhmana, XIV.
I. 2. 18 ;

and in VI. 4. i. 6 there is another reference to the perform-

ance of a rite in silence, ‘ He spreads the black antelope skin silently,

for it is the Sacrifice, the Sacrifice is Prajapati, and Prajapati is

undeclared ’.

In the Taittirtya Samhitd, III. i. 9, the first libations are drawn
off silently (updnsu), the latter with noise (upabdim), and ‘ thus one

bestows upon the deities the glory that is theirs, and upon men the

glory that is theirs, and becomes divinely glorious amongst the

deities and humanly glorious amongst men ’.

In Aitareya Brdhmana, II. 31-32, the Devas, unable to over-

come the Asuras, are said to have ' seen ’ the ‘ silent laud ’ {tusnlm

sahsam apaiyan), and this the Asuras could not follow. This
‘ silent laud ’ is identified with what are called the ‘ eyes of the soma-
pressings, by means of which the Comprehensor reaches the Tight-

world ’. There is a reference to ‘ these Eyes of soma, by which
our eyes of contemplation {dhi) and intellect [manas) we behold
the Golden ’ {hiranyam, RV., 1 . 139. 2, sc. Hiranyagarbham, the Sun,
the Truth, Prajapati, as in X. 121). It may be observed in this

connection that, like the wine of other traditions, the soma partaken
of is not the very elixir {rasa, amrta) of life, but a symbohc Liquor,—

‘ Of what the Bremans understand by “ soma ”, none ever tastes,

none tastes who dwells on earth ’ (RV., X. 85. 3-4) ; it is ‘ by means
of the priest, the initiation, and the invocation ' that the temporal
power partakes of the semblance of the spiritual power {hrahmano
rupam), Aitareya Brdhmana, VII. 31.* Here the distinction between
the soma actually and soma theoretically partaken of is analogous

^ Aitareya Aranyaka, II
. 3. 7 ‘ By means of the form of Yonder-one one has being

in this world ’ (amuno rUpenenarh lokam abhavati) ;
the converse, ‘ by means of this

[hutnan) form one is wholly reborn in that world ’ being stated here, and also in II.

3. 2 where a ‘ person ’ (puru?a) is distinguished from the animal man (pa&u) in that

he 'by the mortal seeks the immortal, that is his perfection.’ For example, in

AB. VII. 31, dted above, it is by means of the nyagrodha shoots that the represen-

tative of the temporal power partakes of soma metaphysically (paroksena). This

doctrine of ‘ transubstantiation ’ is similarly enunciated in the Satapatha Brdhmana^
XII. 7. 3. II ‘ By faith he makes the surd to be soma ’, cf. ib. XII. 8. i. 5 and
XII. k 2. 2. See also my ‘ Angel and Titan ’, p. 382, Note 12 (JAOS. 55).
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to that between the spoken words of the ritual and that which
cannot be e^ressed in words, and similarly to the distinction between
the visible representation and the ' picture that is not in the colours

’

{Lankdvatdra Sutra, II. 118),

The well-known orison, RV., X. i8g addressed to the Serpent

Queen {sarpardjM), who is at once the Dawn, Earth, and Bride of

the Sun, is also known as the ‘ mental chant
'
{mdnasa stotra),

evidently because it is as explained in Taittmya Samhitd, VII. 3. i,

‘chanted mentally’ {manasd'‘- stuvate), and this just because it is

within the power of the intellect imanas) not merely to encompass
this {imam, i.e. the finite universe) in a single moment, but also

to transcend it, not only to contain (paryaptum) but also to environ

(paribhavitum) it. And in this way, by means of what has previously

been enunciated vocally (vdcd) and what is afterwards enunciated

mentally, ‘ both (worlds) are possessed and obtained ’. Precisely the

same is implied in Sata,patha Brdhmana, II. i. 4. 29, where it is said

that whatever has not been obtained by the preceding rites is now
obtained by means of the Sarparajni verses, recited, as is evidently

taken for granted, mentally and silently
;
and thus the whole {sarvam)

is possessed. Similarly in the KausUaki Brdhmana, XIV. i, where
the two first parts of the Ajya are the ‘ silent murmur ’ {tusmm-
japah) and the ‘ silent laud ' {tmmm-iansa)

,

' He recites inaudibly,

for the attainment of all desires ’, it being understood, of course,

that the vocalized chant pertains to the attainment only of temporal
goods.

It may be noted too, that in perfect agreement with the corres-

pondence of the spoken words to the exterior and those unspoken
to the interior forms of deity, cited above, is the formulation of

Aitareya Brdhmana, I. 27, where when the soma has been bought
from the Gandharvas (types of Eros, armed with bows and arrows,

who are the guardians of Soma, ab intra) at the price of the Word
{vdc, f. called here ‘ the Great Naked One ’,—the Nude Goddess,—and
represented in the rite by a virgin heifer) it is prescribed that until

she has been redeemed from them, that is to say so long as she re-

mains ‘ within ’, the recitative is to be performed in silence {updMu).
In the Bfhaddranyaka Upanisad, III. 6, where there is a dialogue

on Brahman, the position is finally reached where the questioner is

told that Brahman is ‘ a divinity about which further questions
cannot be asked ’, and at this the questioner ‘ holds her peace

’

{uparardma). This is, of course in perfect agreement with the
emplo3mient of the via remotionis is the same texts, where it is said

* Hence Manasa Devi, the modern Bengaitt designation of the Serpent
Goddess.
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that the Brahman is ‘ No, No ’ [nUi, neti)
;
and also with the tradi-

tional text quoted by ^afikara on Brahma Sutra, III. 2. 17, where

Bahva, questioned regarding the nature of Brahman remains silent

[tusnim], only exclaiming when the question is repeated for the

third time, ‘ I teach you indeed, but you do not understand : this

Brahman is silence Precise the same significance attaches to the

Buddha’s refusal to analyze the state of nirvana. In Bha^avad Gltd,

X. 38 Krishna speaks of himself as ‘ the silence of the hidden ones

{mauna guhdydm), and the gnosis of the Gnostics ’ {jhdnarh jhdna-

vatdm) ;
where mauna corresponds to the familiar muni,

‘

silent

sage This is not, of course, to say that He does not also ‘ speaks ’,

but that his speaking is simply the manifestation, and not an affec-

tion, of the Silence ;
as the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad, III. 5, also

reminds us, the supreme state is one that transcends the distinction

of utterance from silence,
—

‘ Without respect to utterance or silence

[amaunam ca maunam nirvidya), then is he indeed a Brahman '.

When it is asked further ‘ By what means does one thus become a
Brahman ? ’, the questioner is told, ' By that means by which one
does become a Brahman ’, which is as much as to say, by a way that
can be found but cannot be charted. The secret of initiation remains
inviolable by its very nature ; it cannot be betrayed because it

cannot be expressed,—it is inexplicable {aniruktam), but the inex-

plicable is everything, at the same time all that can and all that
cannot be expressed.

It will be seen from the citations above that the Brahmana
texts and the rites to which they refer are not only absolutely self-

consistent but in complete agreement with the values implied in

the text of RV., II. 43. 3 ;
the explanations are, indeed, of universal

validity, and could be applied as well to the Orationes Secretae of
the Christian Mass (which is also a sacrifice) as to the unvoiced
repetition of the Indian Yajus-formulse.* The consistency affords

‘ It may be added that while from a religious point of view silence and fasting
and other acts of abstention are acts of penance, from a metaphysical point of view
their significance has no longer to do with the mere improvement of the individual
as such but with the realization of supra-individual conditions. The contemplative
life as such is superior to the active life as such. It does not however follow that the
state of the Comprehensor or even that of the Wa3darer should be one of total inac-
tion

; this would be an imperfect imitation of the Supreme Identity where eternal
rest and eternal work are one and the same. There is an adequate imitation only
when inaction and action are identified, as intended by the Bhagavad Gita and the
Taoist wu wei ; action no longer implying limitation when it is no longer determined
by ne^s or compelled by ends to be attained, but becoming a simple manifestation.
In thK ^se, for example, utterance does not exclude, but rather represents sUence ;

and it is in just this way that a myth or other adequate symbol, although an
' expression ’ actually, remains a ‘ mystery ' essentially. In the same way every
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at the same time an excellent illustration of the general principle

that what is to be found in the Brahmanas and Upanisads represents

nothing new in principle, but only an expansion of what is taken
for granted and more ‘ eminently ' enunciated in the ‘ older ’ liturgi-

cal texts themselves. Those who assume that quite ‘ new doctrines’

are taught in the Brahmanas and Upanisads are simply placing

unnecessary difficiilties in the way of their own understanding of

the Samhitas.
It will be advantageous also to consider the derivation and

form of the word tusnim. This indeclinable form, generally ad-

verbial (‘ silently ’) but sometimes to be rendered adjectivally or

as a noun, is really the accusative of a supposedly lost tusna, f.

tusnl, corresponding in meaning to Greek sige, and derived from the

root tus, meaning to be satisfied, contented, and at rest, in the sense

that motion comes to rest in the attainment of its object, and indeed
as speech comes to rest in silence when all has been said that can be
said. The word tusnim occurs perhaps as a real accusative (Caland,
‘ tusnim is equal to vdcamyamah ’),—^for to speak of ‘ contemplating
silently ’ would involve a tautology,—in Pancavimsa Brdhmana, VII.
6. i, where Prajapati, desiring to proceed from the state of unity to

that of multiplicity {bahu sydm), expresses himself with the words
‘ May I be born ’ (prajdyeya), and ‘ having by intellect contemplated
the Silence ’ (tusnim manasd dhydyat), therewith ‘ saw ’ (ddidhit) that
the Germ (garhham, sc. Agni or Indra who as the Brhat becomes
the ‘eldest son’,) lay hidden within himself {antarhitam)

,

and so

proposes to bring it to birth by means of the Word (vdc). Tusnim
manasd dhydyat then corresponds to the more usual manasd vdcam
akrata (RV., X. 71. 2) ox manasdivd vdcam mithunam samabhavat {$ata-

patha Brdhmana, VI. i. 2.9), with reference to ‘ the act of fecundation
latent in eternity ’, for thus * ‘ He (Prajapati) became pregnant
{garbhin) * and expressed (asrjata) the Several Angels ’. The birth

of the Son is strictly speaking not only a conception from the
the conjoint principles, in the sense of vital operation, but at the
same time a conception intellectually,

—

per verbum in intellectu

conceptum, corresponding to the designation of the Germ (garbham,
sc. Hiranyagarbha) as a concept {didhitim) in this sense, RV., III.

31- I.

natural function when referred to the principle it represents, can properly be said

to have been renounced even when it is performed.
^ ‘Thus’, i.e. as St. Augustine expresses it: having thus ‘made Himself a

mother of whom to be born ' {Contra V. Haereses, 5).
2 Cf. Epiphanius, Haer. XXXIV. 4 ‘The Father was in travail’ and in

folklore, the ‘comrade’.
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The Pancavim^a Brdhmana, cited above, goes on to explain,

with reference to the intention of ' bringing to birth by means of the

Word' {vdcd prajanayd), that Prajapati 'released the Word'^
(ydcam vyasTjata, in other words effected the separation of Heaven
and Earth), and She descended as Rathantara {vdg rathantaram

avapadyata, where avapad is literally to step down and thence

was born the Brhat . . . that had lain so long within ' {jyog antar

abhiit)
;

cf. RV., X. 124. i, 'Thou hast lain long enough in the long-

darkness ' {jyog eva dlrgham tama diayisthdlpj} That is to say that

Aditi, Magna Mater, Night, becomes Aditi, Mother Earth, and Dawn,
to be represented in the ritual by the altar {vedi) that is the birth-

place {yoni) of Agni : distinction is made between the Word that
' was with God and was God ' from the Word as Earth Mother, or

in other words of ' Mary ghostly ' from ' Mary in the flesh For
as we know from Taittirlya Samhitd, III. i. 7 and Jaimimya Brdh-
manUy I. 145-6, the Brhat (the Father brought to birth) corresponds
to Heaven,* the future {bhavisyat), and to despiration {apdna), the

^ It is of interest to note the ritual parallel in Satapatha Brdhmana, IV. 6. 9. 24
where after sitting speechless (vdcamyamah), the sacrificers are to * release their

speech ’ (vacant visrjeran) according to their desires, e.g. ' May we be abundantly
supplied with offspring

2 Dirghatamas, ‘ Long Darkness one of the blind ' prophets
'

(r?i) of

the Rigveda, is accordingly the designation of an ab intra, occulted, form of Agni,
whose relation to his younger brother Dirghasravas, * Far Cry ' as is that of Varuna to

his younger brother Mitra or Agni, or in other words as of Death (mttyu) to Life (dyus).

Of Dirghasravas it is also said that he had ' long been under restraint and lacking
food * (jyog aparuddho' saydnah, Pancavim^a Brdhmana, XV. 3. 25), and all these
expressions correspond to what is said of Vrtrain RV., I. 32. 10, viz. that * Indra's
enemy lay in the long darkness (dlrgham lama d§ayat) beneath the Waters ' ; the
ab intra aspect of deity being that of the Dragon or Serpent (vrtra, ahi), the pro-
cession of Prajapati a ' creeping forth from the blind darkness * (andhe tamasi
prdsarpat, Pahcavimsa Brdhmana, XVI. i. i) and that of the Serpents generally a
* crawling forth

'
(ati sarpana) whereby they become the Suns (ih,, XXV. 15. 4).

On this serpentine procession see my ‘ Angel and Titan, a study in Vedic Ontology
Journ. Amer, Or. Soc., 1935 : the procession of Dirghatamas requires a longer
discussion.

® Otherwise represented mythically as the rape of the Word (RV., I. 130. 9,
where Indra ' steals the Word vdcam . . . mu^dyati), or as an analysis of the Word
(RV., VII. 103. 6, X. 71. 3 and 125. 3), or again as a measurement or birth of Maya
from Maya (Atharva Veda, VIII. 9. 5

* Maya was bom from Maya followed by the
Lolita Vistara, Lefmann 27. 12,

* Inasmuch as her, i.e. the Buddha's mother's, Ukeness
was modelled after that of Maya, Maya she was called ').

* Agni, although the Son, is the Father himself reborn, and immediately
ascends

; moreover, ' Agni is kindled by Agni
'
(RV., 1 . 12. 6). It can be said of him

accordingly not only that ' Being the Father, he became the Son
'
(Atharva Veda,

XIX. 53. 4) and that He is both ‘ the Father of the gods and their Son ' (RV., I, 69. i,

see Satapatha Br., VI. i. 2. 26), but also that ‘ He who heretofore was his own Son
now becomes his own P'ather

'
(Satapatha Br., II. 3. 3. 5), that he is ‘ His Father's
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Rathantara (the Father’s separated nature) to Earth, the past

{hhutdt), and spiration {firdm).

^

The same assumptions are found

in Jaiminiya Ufianisad Brdhmana, I. 53 f., substituting Saman and

Rc for Brhat and Rathantara : the Saman (m.) representing intellect

{mams) and despiration [afidm), the Rc. (f.) the Word {vac) and
spiration (firdm). The Saman is also in seipso

‘

both she {so)

and he ’ {ama), and it is as a single luminous power {virdj) * that

the conjoint principles generate the Sun, and then immediately

depart from one another, this division of essence from nature.

Heaven from Earth, or Night from Day being the inevitable condi-

tion of all manifestation ; it is invariably the coming of the light

that separates in time the Parents that are united in eternity. Now
saman always has reference to the music, rc to the articulate wording

of the incantations (rc, mantra, brahma), so that when words are

sung to measured music this represents an analysis and naturing

of a heavenly music that in itself is one, and inaudible to human

father
'
(RV., IV. i6. 35), at once the Son and Brother of Varuna (RV., IV. i. 2

and X. 51. 6), and 'Own-son' {tanunapat, passim),—this last expression exactly

corresponding to the Gnostic ' Autogenes '. It is then easy to see how Agni, although

a Son of chthonic birth, can in his identity with the Sun be regarded also as the

Lover of the Earth Mother
;
the syzygy Agni-Prthivi being then an aspect of the

parents Heaven and Earth, Savitr-Savitri, and more remotely Mitravarunau (Gopatha

Brdhmana, I. 32 and Jcnminlya Upanisad Br., IV. 27, etc.).

^ Cf. in Aitareya Aranyaka II. 3. 6 the distinction of spirit (prdna) from body
[iartra), of which the former is hidden (tira) and the latter evident {avis), like ' a

*

inherent and ‘ a ’ expressed : Satapatha Brdhmana X. 4. 3. 9 ‘No one becomes
deathless by means of the body, but whether it be by gnosis or by works, only

after abandoning the body
2 Viraj, from whom all things 'milk' their specific virtue or character,

is commonly a designation of the Magna Mater, but even when so regarded is a
syzygy,

—
* Who knoweth her progenitive duality ? ', Atharva Veda, VIII, 9. 10.

The terms virdj and aditi although both usually feminine, may also have a masculine
sense with similar reference to the first principle. To maintain, indeed, that any
creative power considered in its creative aspect can be defined as exclusivdy ' male

'

or exclusively ' female ' involves a contradiction in terms, all creation whatever being
a co-gnition and co«-ception

; even in Christianity, the generation of the Son is ' a
vital operation from a conjoint principle

'
[a principio conjunctivo, St. Thomas,

Summa, I. 45. 5), i.e. a principle that is both an essence and a nature,
—

' That nature
by which the Father begets '. It is only when it is realized once for all that the
creative power on any level of reference,—whether for example as God, or Man,

—

is always a unity of conjoint principles, that is to say a syzygy and mithunatva,
that the propriety can be seen of such expressions as ' He (Agni) was bom from
tibte Titan's womb ' {asurasya jathardt ajdyata, RV., X. 29. 14,

' Mitra pours the seed
in Varuna ' {retah varuno sincati, Pahcavirhia Br,, XXV. 10. 10),

' My womb is the
Great Brahman, therein I lay the Germ ' (Bhagavad Glt^, XIV. 3), and many similar
references to the maternity of a deity referred to by names grammatically masculine
or neuter.
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ears.* We may say accordingly that the name ' Great I^iturgy
’

{brhad uktha, where uktha is from vac,
‘

to speak ’) applied to Agni,

e.g. in RV., V. 19. 3, represents the Son as a spoken Word, and mani-

fested Rogos *
; and in the same way Indra is ‘ the most excellent

incantation ’ {jyesthai ca mantrah, RV., X. 50. 4).

' Just as in Plotinus, Enneads, I. 6. 3 ‘Harmonies unheard in sound create the

harmonies we hear and wake the soul to the one essence in another nature ’ and V.

9. II ‘ An earthly representation of the music that there is in the rhythm (=Skr.
chanddnsi) of the ideal world It is precisely in this sense that the ritual music,

like every other part of the Sacrifice, is an imitation of ‘ what was done by. the

Divinities in the beginning ’ (Satapatha Brdhmana, VII. 2. i. 4 and passim)
;
which

holds good no less for the Christian Mass or Sacrifice.

It may be observed that in the operation of conjoint principles we necessarily

conceive of one as active, the other as passive, and say that one is agent and the

other means, or that one gives and the other receives. The apparent conflict with
the Christian doctrine, which denies a ‘ passive power ' in God (St. Thomas, Summa,
1. 41. 4 ad 2), is unreal. St. Thomas himself remarks that ‘ in every generation

there is an active and a passive principle * (Summa, I. 98. 2c). The fact is that

a distinction of this kind is determined by the necessity of speaking in terms of

time and space ; whereas in divinis action is immediate, and there is no real, but
only a logical distinction of agency from means. Savitr and Savitri are both equally
* wombs ' {Yonl, Jaiminlya Upanisad Br,, IV. 27). If ' One of the perfections acts

(kartd), the other fosters * {rndhan, RV., III. 31. 2), both of these are active opera-

tions
;
it does not mean that either ' act ' or ' fostering ' represent possibilities which

might or might not have been realized, but merely refers to the co-operation of the

conjoint principles, intention and power. There is no distinction of potentiality

from act. It is only when the creation has taken place, and concepts of time and
space are therefore involved, that we can think of a puro atto as divided from potenza
by the measure of the whole universe (Dante, Paradiso, XXIX. 31-36), of Heaven
and Earth as ' driving apart

'
[te vyadravatdm, Jaiminlya Upanisad Br,, I. 54), or of

' Nature as receding from hkeness to God
'
(St. Thomas, Summa, I. 14. ii). This

separation (viyoga) is the occasion of cosmic suffering (traisoka, the pain of the
Three Worlds that had once been one, Pahcavimsa Br., VIII. i. 9, loka-duhkha,
' Weltschmerz Katha Up,, V. ii), and it is no wonder that ‘ When the conjoint

pair were parted, the Devas moaned, and said Let them be wed again ' (RV., X,
24* 5) ) it is, however, only 'at the meeting of the ways \

*

at the worlds' end that
Heaven and Earth ‘embrace' {Jaiminlya Upanisad Br,, I. 5, etc.), only 'in the
heart ' that the marriage of Indra and Indrani is really consummated {^atapatha Br,,

X, 5 . 2 . ii), that is to say in a silence and darkness that are the same as that ' Night
that hides the darkness of the conjoint pair ' in RV., 1 . 123. 7, the ^atapatha Brahma'^
interpreting tliis condition of unconscious cognition {sarhvit), perfect beatitude (para-

mdnanda) and sleep (svapna) as an ' entering into, or being possessed by, what is

one's very own ' (svdpyaya),
* The Sacrifice in its liturgical aspect is a ' bringing to birth by means of the

Word '
: one ' sings the Saman on a Rc ', and this is a procreative coupling (mithunam),

identical with that of Intellect and Word (manas and vac), Sacrifice and Guerdon
(yajha, dak^ind, i.e. Prajapati and Dawn) and literally an in-/om-ation of Nature,
‘ for were it not for Intellect, the Word would be incoherent

'
(Satapatha Br,, III.

2 . 4 . ii), whereas it is in fact the ' birthplace of Order The Rathantara, for

example, is a ‘ means of procreation
'
{prajananam, Pahcavimia Br,, VII. 7. 16,
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The spoken Word is a harmony. In KausUaki Btdhmana,
XXIII. 2 and XXIV. i, ‘ Prajapati is he whose name is not mentioned

;

this is the symbol of Prajapati ' Aloud ’ in ‘ Sing aloud,

O thou of wide radiance ’ (Agni) is a symbol of the Brhat ’. In
^atapatha Brdhmana, VI. i. i. 15 the triumphant Jubilate of the

spoken Word is described as follows :
‘ She (the Earth, bhumi, being

prthim, ‘ spread out ’), feeling herself altogether complete {sarvd

krtsnd), sang (agdyat)
;
and because she ‘ sang ', therefore she is

Gayatri. They say too that ‘ It was Agni, indeed, on her back
{prsthe) ‘ who, feeling himself altogether complete, sang ; and inasmuch
as he sang, therefore he is Gayatra. And hence whosoever feels

himself altogether complete, either sings or delights in song.’

We have thus briefly discussed the divine nativity from certain

points of view in order to bring out the correspondences of the Vedic
and the Gnostic references to the Silence. In both traditions the

authentic and integral powers on every level of reference are syzygies

of conjoint principles, male and female
;
summarizing the Gnostic doc-

trine of the Aeons (Vedic amrtdsah=devdh) we may say that ab intra

and informally these are Bythos and Sige, ‘ Abyss ', and ‘ Silence ’,

and ab extra, formally. Nous and Ennoia or Sophia, ‘ Intellect
’

corresponding to prajananam as ‘ mistress ’ viipatni, the ‘ mother ' of Agni in RV.,
III. 29. i)

; Savitri in this sense is identified with the metres (chanddnsi) and called

the ' Mother of the Vedas ' {Gopatha Br., I. 33 and 38), which ' metres ' are com-
monly referred to as the means par excellence of reintegration {samskarana, Aitareya

Br., VI. 27, etc.), and in her conjunction with Savitr presents an analogy with the
Gnostic Ecclesia (‘ Mother Church ') and Gnosis as constituting with the Man
(Anthropos= Prajapati, Agni, Manu) a syzygy. In this connection also there should

be noted the close relationship of the words mdtrd, mdtr, and mdyd,
'

metre
' mother and ‘ magical-means ’ or ‘ matrix '

\ md to
'

measure ' and nir-md, to
* measure out ' being constantly employed not only in the sense of giving form and
definition but in the closely related senses of creating or giving birth to, notably
in RV., III. 38. 3, III. 53. 15, X. 5. 3, X. 125. 8, Atharva Veda.Mlll., 9. 5, and in

the well-known expression nirmdna-kdya denoting precisely the assumed and actually
manifested and born ‘ body ’ of the Buddha.

Sacrifice and birth are inseparable concepts ; the ^atapatha Brdhmana, indeed
proposes the hermeneia, ' yajha, because ''yah jayate'* \ Sacrifice is divisive,

a ‘ breaking of bread '
; the product is articulated and articulate. The Sacrifice is a

spreading out, a making a tissue or web of the Truth {satyam tanavdmahd, Satapatha
Br., IX. 5. I. 18), a metaphor commonly employed elsewhere in connection with the
raying of tlie fontal light, which forms the texture of the worlds. Just as the kindling
of Agni is the making perceptible and evident of a hidden light, so the utterance of the
chants is the making perceptible of a silent principle of sound. The spoken Word is

a revelation of the Silence, the measures the trace of what is in itself is immeasurable.
^ Prslhe, \.e. either (i) with reference to Agni’s being seated on the earthen altar

{vedi) which is his birthplace [yoni), and/or (2) with reference to Agni's being
supported by the Prstha-stotra, of which hymn th^ Gayatri is the mother by
Prajapati, Pahcavirhia Br., VII. 8. 8,
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and ‘Wisdom’, and without going into further detail, that Sige

corresponds to Vedic tusnl and Nous to manas, Sige and Sophia

respectively to the hidden and manifested aspects of Aditi-Vac

;

and also that the ‘ fall ’ of the Word [vdg . . avapadyata, cited above),

and her purification as Rc, Apala, Surya {Jaimimya Upanisad

Brdhmana, I. 53!., RV., VIII. 91 and X. 85) correspond to the fall

and redemption of Sophia and the Shekinah in the Gnostic and
Qabbalistic traditions respectively. In what are really more
academic rather than more ‘ orthodox ’ forms of Christianity, the

two aspects of the Voice, within and without, are those of ‘ that

nature by which the Father begets ’ and ‘ that nature which recedes

from likeness to God, and yet retains a certain likeness to the divine

being ’ (St. Thomas, Summa, I. 41. 5c and 1. 14. ii ad 3), respectively

the eternal and the temporal Theotokoi.

Tet us repeat in conclusion that the Supreme Identity is neither

merely silent nor merely vocal, but literally a no-what that is at

the same time indefinable and partially defined, an unspoken and
a spoken Word.





ASCETICISM IN PRE-BUDDHIST DAYS ^

By Ratii,al Mehta

It has been a common belief, since the time of Max Muller and
other pliilosophically-minded workers in the field of Oriental Re-
search, that the people of India have remained, through all ages,

spiritually-minded, that they leaned more and more towards renun-

ciation of worldly-life, rather than take interest in their day-to-day

work, or pursuit the practical ways for scientific knowledge.
Now this is a wrong belief which seems to have been founded

on and developed from the reading of purely sectarian I^iterature and
from a religious view-point only. The reading seems to have been
confined mainly to the religious and philosopliic points and subjects

treated in the Brahmanic, Buddhist or Jaina texts. The other

side, that of the representation of the hfe and mind of the common
people as against that of the minority of learned authors of these

texts, seems to have been completely ignored.

The above-spoken-of renunciation spirit is said to have been
most rampant in the days of Gotama Buddha, Mahavira and a little

earlier. In this paper I try to get an impression of that other side

of the thing from the Jdtaka stories which can be taken to re-

present the common life of the pre-Buddhist period. It will be seen
that asceticism was not so wide a phenomenon as has been main-
tained uptil now.

The New Ideal .—Ascetic ideals and practices are found in very
early stages of society. But their aims have been changing ever
since. With the rise of the doctrine of rebirth,* actions and their

consequences {kammaphala ) human life and its values began to

appear in a different aspect. Bifc with an unending chain of

repeated existences became something to be escaped.* Philosophic
thoughts turned towards asceticism, more vigorously than ever

* Read before the Buddhist Society, Ananda Vihara, Bombay, on 28th June,
1936.

^ Jdlaka (henceforth abbreviated /.), II, p. 17 ;
VI, pp. 189

—

gdthd (abb. g.),
828

—

‘cavanti upapajjanti es’ assa parindmita ’

;

239

—

g. 1075
—

‘ asankheyydpijdtiyo
* /•> 1

. P- 350 ; II, p. 202—^. 143 ;
III, p. 158—g. 15 ; IV, p. 397—g- 39 -

* J., Ill, p. 434

—

g. 17 ; c/. the pathetic words of Vessantara who addresses his
son and daughter

:

‘ Be thou my ship to ferry me safe over existence's sea.

Beyond the world’s men and gods I’ll cross and free I’ll be

:

— VI, p. 546—g. 2144-6.
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before, but with a different aim. That aim was more of self-puri-

fication and reahzation of the Eternal Truths than anything else.

And this ascetic ideal slowly but steadily permeated through the

whole mass of people in those days.

There were two groups of ascetics, viz. the Samanas and the

Brahmanas or the Recluse-philosophers and the Hermits. The
order of the Paribbdjakas or the Wanderers strictly so called, was
yet to come. At any rate, its existence is not as clear in the Jdtaka
stories as it is in the Buddhist Nikdyas.

The Older Hermits.—The institution of Hermits {isi : tdpasa)

is of course very old. In course of time, however, in the days of

Yajnavalkya who alludes to both the ^ramanas and the Tdpasas,

and also perhaps not long before the rise of Buddhism, a new order

of religieux was formed, who called themselves $ramanas—to dis-

tinguish themselves both from the hermits who practised penance
and sacrifice in the wood, and the Brdhmanas who were house-

holders.* The institution of hermits or isis was not completely

wiped out. And people still cherished the fond memory of old

sages—^Yamahanu, Somayaga, Manojava, Samudda, Magha, Bharata,

Kalikara, and Kassapa Angirasa, Akitti and Kisavaccha,® who by
practising tapassd attained to Brahmaloka. These hermits {pabba-

jitas) of the stories, as Prof. Rhys Davids puts it,® lived in the

forests adjoining the settlements, according to the various tendencies

of the schools to which they belonged, either in meditation or in

sacrificial rites, or in practices of self-torture, or in repeating over to

themselves and in teaching to their pupils, the suttas containing the

tenets of their school. Much time was spent in gathering fruits

and roots for their sustenance . . . And there was difference of opinion

and of practice, as to the comparative importance attached to the

learning of the texts. But the hermitages where the learning, or

the repeating of texts was unknown, were the exceptions.

Life of the Pabbajitas.—Usually the pabbajitas retired to the
sylvan and lonely forests of the Himalayas.* There they bruit

small and suitable huts of grass and leaves.® Foot-paths
{padika-magga) led to these hermitages {assama).* There were
also separate marked-out places where the hermits had their daily

walk {cahkamanakoti) The usual requisites of an ascetic (fabha-

^ Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, pp. 239-40.
* 7., VI, p. 99—g. 422-3.
* Buddhist India, pp. 140-1.

* J.. I, p. 140 ;
II, pp. 103, 269 ; III, p. 515 ; IV, p. 221,

® J; I. P- 375 : VI, p. 75.
* J.. IV, p. 489 ; V, p. 132 ; VI, pp. 74, 532—g. 2037^
® /•> IV, p. 329 ; VI, p, 232.
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jitaparikkhdra) were ; robes, inner and outer, dyed in bark {ratta-

vakaaram), antelope’s skin {ajina) thrown over the shoulder, a

walking-staff in hand {danda), shoes {updnaha), umbrella {chattam),

hook (ankusa) for gathering fruits, etc. and a bowl {pattam).^ The
hermits, unlike the Samana-pabbajitas, kept long locks of matted
hair and tied them in a coil {jatdmandalam)

,

and, if need be thrust

needles in them.* They wore a girdle of niunja grass.® A wooden
bedstead (katthattharaka) was kept in the hut.* As to their food,

they generally lived upon wild bulbs and radishes, catmint and herbs,

wild rice, black mustard (‘ spread out to dry ’), jujubs, herbs, honey,
lotus-fibres, myrobalan, scraps of meat.® The daily routine in the

hermitages was something hke this : The hermitage was swept
clean in the morning, water was brought from the near-by river,

wild roots and fruits were collected, wood chopped for fuel, food
prepared and eaten, little rest at noon, study and discussion in the

afternoon, evening-meal and rest at night.® They constantly

tended the ‘ holy fire ’ {Jdtaveda) When a stranger approached
a hermit dwelling in the forest, he would first of all inquire as to

his welfare in the usual formal words :

‘ O holy man, I trust that you are prosperous and well.

With grain to glean, and roots and fruit abundant where you
dwell

;

Have you been much by flies and gnats and creeping things

annoyed,
Or from wild beasts of prey have you immunity enjoyed ?

’

And the same sweet reply was given by the hermit with an
affectionate reception :

> J., I, p. 304 ; III, p, 82 ;
IV, pp. 25, 129, 476—g. 294-5 ; V, pp. 312, 232—g.

124 : VI, pp. 21, 73, 528—^. 2011.

V-. I. PP- 304-375 ; V, pp. 132 ; VI, pp. 21, 73. 528—^. 2011 ; 242 ; Jatilo :

IV, p. 476 ; V, p. 202

—

g. 28.
* 7 -. V, p. 202

—

g. 32. The stock description of a hermit is :
‘ with uncleansed

teeth {pankadanto), and goatskin garb (khardjino) and hair all matted (jatilo) and
muttering holy words in peace (japanto)

'

: Ill, p. 236

—

g. 10 ; IV, p. 299

—

g. 62 ;

VI, p. 536—g- 2037-8.
* 7.,II.p 41; VI, p. 21, 158.

® J., I, p. 450 ;
IV, pp. 221, 306, 371-2—^. 269-86 : dlukalambdni, bildlitakkaldni,

sdmdkanivdram, sdkam, bhisarh, madhuth, tnamsam, badardmalakdm

;

ascetic and
hermits taking strong drink and meat was not a common thing

: J., I, pp. 361-2 ;

II, pp. 262, 382 ; V, p. 235 ;
VI, p. 63 ; cf. Dialogues of the Buddha, I, p. 230.

« 7., IV, 221—g-. 40 ; V, pp. 3i3ff- ; VI, p. 75.

V-. I. PP- 285, 494; II, pp. 43-4; V, p. 476 (aggisdld) ; VI, p. 201—g. 872

;

Mahdvagga, 1. 15. 2.
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‘ I thank you, brahmin, yes, I am both prosperous and well,

With grain to glean and roots and fruit abundant while I

dwell

;

From flies and gnats and creeping things I suffer not annoy.
And from wild beasts of prey I here immunity enjoy.

In all the innmaierable years I’ve lived upon this ground.

No harmful sickness that I know has ever here been found ;

Welcome O brahmin, bless the chance directed you this way,
Come, enter with a blessing, come, and wash your feet I pray.

The tinduk and the piydl leaves, and kdsumdri sweet.

And fruits like honey, brahmin, take the best I have, and eat.

And this cool water from a cave high hidden on a hill,

O noble brahmin, take of it and drink if it be your wfll.’
*

In the rainy season, the recluses came down from the moun-
tains. For, as it is said, in the Himalayas, during the rainy season,

when the rains are incessant, as it is impossible to dig up any bulb
or root or to get any wild fruits, and the leaves begin to fall, the

ascetics for the most part come down from the Himalayas and take
up their abode amidst the haunts of men.* After the rains were
over, they returned to the mountains, for then the flowers and
fruits began ripening.* And they thus lived on in peace and soli-

tary calmness, thinking out the mysteries of this and the ‘ other
’

world, and deep problems for humanity at large, with hundreds of

disciples around them, freed of all desires and fetters. These silent

recluses, though living far from the mundane world, did no doubt
influence the existing society to a great extent. Dhamma was recog-

nized to be the ‘ standard ’ of the isis *
; to injure the isis in any way

was a great sin.* Men besought these sages for the solution of

intricate problems affecting them, and the way to peace, order and
happiness.®

The virtues of an ideal ascetic are thus enumerated : He has
no anger towards anyone, even when angered, does not allow it

to be seen, bears hunger with a pinched beUy, restrained in eating
and drinking, has abandoned all sport and pleasure, utters no false-

hood, is averse to all pomp and carnal desire, has nothing as his

own, is resolute, unselfish, has forbearance and freedom from all

rv, p. 434—^- 150-3 ; V, p. 323—5'- 130-9 ; VI, p. 532—g-. 2041-8 ; c/. the
sweet words of Vilsanti, the ‘ Forest Deity in Bhavabhflti’s Uttarardmacaritam, II, i.

* 7 -. n, p. 85; III, p. 37.
*
7 ., II, p. 72.

® J > V, p. 509

—

g. 490
—

‘ dhammo hi isinarhdhajo

I J ’ P- 172—5- 124 : IV, p. 383—g. 9 ; V. pp. M3
-
4—5 - 69. 73 -

® J ,
IV, pp, 134

—

g. 97~9~ ‘ Samand anusasanti isi dhammoguneratd '
; 395—g. 31.
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hindrances to religious perfection—all properly fitted in him like

the spokes in the nave of a wheel. ^

Sham Ascetics.—But, as always, there may have existed sham
ascetics as well {kuta-tdpaso : kuta-jatilo). We must not, however,

be led away by the descriptions of these ascetics in the Jdtakas

which, averse as they are to all kinds of penance and austerities,

paint them in exaggeratedly bad colours We may, nevertheless,

note them in order to discern some reality at least
*

We have seen that gradually the Samanas, the newly-risen

ascetic-order, broke away from past traditions, revolted against the

older Vedic system of sacrifice and self-mortification.® The Jdtakas

show particidar hatred against austerities and false practices {sa-

mdddnam)* many of which are enumerated. Some did the swinging

penance {vaggulivatam) some lay on thorn-beds {kantaka-sayyam)J

some underwent the five-fire penance {pahca-tdpam).’’ Some prac-

tised the mortification by squatting {ukkutikappadhanam).^ Some
did the act of diving {udaka-gdhana)

,

and some repeated texts {mante

sajjdpenti).^ Various and many are the instances, in these stories,

wherein hypocritical, lewd, sham and many other types of ascetics

are portrayed. Quite consistently wilh their aversion towards
ascetic appearances, and with their character as folk-tales, these

stories occasionally cast slur and bitter satire on outward show of

hypocritical saintliness. In the Kdsdva Jdtaka,'^'^ a sham ascetic

clothes himself in a yellow robe, puts on the guise of a paccekahuddha,
with a covering about his head {patisisakam)

.

Elsewhere,” a sham
ascetic misconducts himself in the royal chamber at night, and
stands by day in a cemetery on one foot worshipping the sun. But
the satire bites most pungently in the beast-fables. The Bildra

* /., VI, pp. 257-61

—

g. (?)

;

cf. Acardnga-siitra, i. i. 3.

* For an exhaustive treatment of the subject from various sources, see Maurice
Bloomfield’s article 'On False Ascetics and Nuns in Hindu Fiction’: J.A.O.S.,

44, pp. 202fi.

® See Barua, op. cit., p. 242.

I. p. 391 -

® S^ J.P.T.S., 1884, p. 95.
® Pictiires of ascetics doing penance on thorns are not at all rare nowadays :

for instance, see The National Geographic Magazine, 24, pp. 1268, 1269, 1270, 1279.
^ Ibid,, p. 1286 ; the penance consists of sitting between four fires, the sun

burning down upon the head as the fifth : Richard Schmidt, Fakire und Fakirtum
im alien und modernen Indien, pp. 17, 158, 168, 181.

® As though they had remained so for years.
® Ill, p. 235 ;

IV, p. 299 ; V, p. 241— 160 ; cf. Dialogues of the Buddha, I,

pp. 226-32.
>® 7., II, pp. 197-8—g. 140-1.
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Jataka,^ for instance, presents before us a jackal, unaccountably
substituted in the story for the cat which is clearly the original

subject as is indicated by both the title and the gdthd, which shams
asceticism to beguile the troop of rats : Morning and evening the

rats come to pay their respects to the saintly jackal. ‘ Gofiy is

my name ', says the jackal. ‘ Why do you stand on one leg ?
’

‘ Because, if I stood on all four at once, the earth could not bear

my weight. That is why I stand on one leg only.’ ‘ And why do
you keep your mouth open ?

’ ‘To take the air. I live on air :

it is my only food.’ ‘ And why do you face the sun ?
’ 'To

worship him.’ The saintly jackal always seizes and devours the

last of the troop as they depart, wipes his lips and looks as if nothing
had happened. At last he is caught. And the Bodhisatta has to

declare ;

‘ Where sainthness is but a cloak.

Whereby to cozen guileless folk.

And screen a villain’s treachery

—The cat-like nature there we see.’*

In the Aggika Jdtaka,^ again, the jackal happens to have all

the hair singed off his body by a forest-fire so that he is left perfectly

bald, except for a tuff like a scalp-knot where the crown of his head
is pressed against a tree. Drinking from a pool, he catches sight

of his top-knot reflect in the water, and exclaims :
‘ At last I’ve got

wherewithal to go to market ’. He then poses as Bharadvaja,
votary of the God of Fire {aggika) and does the same mischief as

in the previous instance.* In the Vaka Jdtaka,^ a wolf living on
a rock is once surrounded by the winter-floods {himodakam)

,

and
to make the best of a bad business, decides to keep the fast {uposatha :

nikkammassa pana nipajjanto uposathakammam varam), but when
he sees a goat, he at once tries to catch him, thinking to keep the
fast on another day. And as he cannot get at the goat, he still

maintains :
‘ Well, my fast is not broken after all ’, thus revealing

his hypocritical nature.* Similarly we read of a monkey in order
to obtain food, putting on the airs of a holy man—^bark dress, lifting

a basket and a crooked stick, seeking alms and worshipping the
sun.* In the bird-world, we find a shore-sighting crow (disdkdka)
as a typical sham ascetic. After the wreck of the merchant-ship

‘ J > PP- 460-1. * I, p. 461—g. 124.
* J > I. PP- 461-2. * j., I, p. 462—g. 125.

J.. II, pp. 450-1. »!/.. II, pp. 451—^- 148-50.
* J-, II, pp. 68-9—g. 44 ; also II, pp. 72-3—g. 48 ; 269-70

—

g. 199.
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he reaches an island, is happy at seeing a great flock of birds ‘ whose

eggs and young ’ he can eat. Very elaborately he shams asceticism

and preaches a sermon to the birds. The birds put their young
ones in his charge. When they go to their feeding ground, the crow
eats away their eggs and young. He is, at last, caught red-handed

and killed.* And thus with distinct ironic intention and a humor-
ous touch, these stories expose the h5^ocrisy that is sometimes
found in asceticism. As Maurice Bloomfield, writing on the subject,^

has said, ‘ both with man and animal these mock descriptions of

ascetic get-up figure so largely as to show them to be the reflex of

a settled scepticism as to the sincerity or efficacy of such professions

in general, dashed strongly with contempt in the mind at least of

the intellectual story-teller if not altogether in the mind of the

average listener to such stories. It must be understood, however,
that this attitude of mind does not exclude faith in really sincere

professors of these practices. In spite of their evil ways the popu-
lace stands in awe and shows honour to the profession.’*

The Jdtakas make no secret of the vices that attended on sham
ascetics. As hypocrisy, so lust, greed, gluttony and sundry other
vices are standard qualities attributed to these ascetics, monks
other religious folk. We have instances of lewd ascetics who lead

a corrupted life in the darkness of night and pretend saintliness by
day, as in the Dhajavihetha Jdtaka.^ ' Being, in theory, immune
to the lure of women, and therefore ineligible as lovers and hus-
bands, they are driven by their evil instincts to resort to some
crafty device to obtain their end.’* After all, biological instincts

and moral forces have always been in conflict, and are perhaps
destined to remain so for a pretty long time.

We also find covetous ascetics, where the ideal is of complete
renunciation. One of the ascetics under Maharakkhita in the
Somanassa Jdtaka,^ returns back, pleases the king who assigns to
him a place in his park, as one of his own household. The ascetic

plants vegetables, pot-herbs, and runners, sells them in the market
and amasses wealth. Elsewhere,^ we find a shifty rascal of an
ascetic {kiUajatila : kuhakatdpasa) who carries away the money given
to him by a village squire to keep it safely, and still shows himself
the most innocent and pure-minded man ever born on earth, bringing
back even a straw of the roof of the squire’s hut which had stuck
in his hair. Instances may be multiplied to show the weak and

1

8

6

Ill, pp. 267-70—g-. 64-9.

Cf. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 245.

J.A.O.S., 44, p. 218,

* Op. cit., p. 206.
* Ill, pp. 303ff.

* ]., IV. pp. 444ff.
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vicious character of ascetics/ But we should not tarry too long

on the subject. The impression is unavoidable that there was a
distinct move towards scepticism over older methods of asceticism,

for which the ascetics themselves, more than anything else, were
responsible.

The Santanas.—And here, in the course of our discussion,

may well step in those other ascetics, the Santanas, who undoubtedly
played a very important part in moulding the material as well as

spiritual life of the people a little earlier than the time of the Buddha,
and whose representative philosophies can be noticed from the Mahd-
hodhi Jdtaka} This important order of teachers, Hke the pari-

bbdjakas, was not known in India much before the rise of Buddmsm.
The remarks of Prof. Rhys Davids ® regarding the ‘ wanderers

’

may well apply to the Santanas in general :
‘ Besides the hermits,

there was another body of men, greatly respected throughout the
country . . . They were teachers or sophists who spent eight or

nine months of every year wandering about precisely with the object

of engaging in conversational discussions on matters of ethics and
philosophy, nature-lore and mysticism. Dike the sophists among
the Greeks, they differed very much in intelligence, in earnestness

and in honesty.’ The time had already come for the earnest thinkers

like Satyavaha Bharadvaja, who represents the common case of all

who called themselves Srantanas against worldly Brdhnianas, to
uphold transcendentalism against both asceticism as largely prac-

ticed by the Vedic ascetics and worldly life as regulated with Puri-

tanic strictness by the Brahmana priests and jurists, and thus
prepare the way for the rationalism of the Buddha who enunciated
the Midde-path (majjhihta-patipadd) and sought for a ‘ via media ’

of thought, conduct and intellectual training.*

It is difficult to distinguish exactly between the wanderers
{paribbdjakas) strictly so called, and the Recluse philosophers
(samanas) who were also in a sense, a class of wanderers.® The

*
Cf. for gluttonous nature and rude manners: J., I, pp. 48off.

;
II, pp. 3825. ;

III, pp. 842.

—

g. 97-8 ; I37ff.
;

537fiE. ; treachery upon a confiding friend : V, pp.
75ff

—

g. 226-7
—

' acelo samano ayam sammato bhdvitatto ’.

*/•. V, pp. 228ff. ® op. cit., p. 141.
* Barua, op. cit., p. 244.
® In fact there are many points of resemblance between the two orders—the

earlier Recluse philosophers (samanas) on the one hand and the later Wanderers
(paribbajakas) on the other. Both sought to build up a system of moral philosophy
entirely upon a human or rational ground rather than on a theocratic basis. The
Wanderers proper, by their views and ways of life furnished a connecting link between
the Recluses on one hand and the Brahmanas on the tJther ; Barua, op. cit., pp. 349-
50.
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most outstanding factors which distinguished the new order of

religieux {samanas ; paribhajakas) from the older one were that

they shaved their head clean' and begged their food {hhikkhdcari-

yam),^ instead of feeding like the tdpasas or isis, on pot herbs and
fruits. It was perhaps from the practice of begging that they
became later on known as Bhikkhus or mendicants. The origin

of this order of religieux is now obscure. But it is probable, as

Prof. Rhys Davids has said,* that the Bhikkhu order of homeless
persons evolved originally from the Brahmacdrins who did not
enter upon the stage of the householder and who customarily begged
their food.

The outer appearance of a samana was also distinctive. He did
not keep hair and beard : he wore three yellow {kdsdva) robes {tici-

varam)—one as underdress, the other as upper and the third he
wrapped round his shoulders

;
his earthen vessel (patto) he put in

a bag and fastened it on his left shoulder ; he held a walking staff

(kattaradandam) in his hand
; and he also kept with him a razor

{vasi), a needle {suci), a strainer [bandhanam)

,

and a zone {parissa-

vana).* He had to stitch his own robe.*

The Samanas, whether Brdhmanas by birth or not, were highly
respected by the common folk as well as by kings and the nobifity.

These homeless ascetics, as we saw before, wandered about the
country precisely with the object of engaging in conversational
discussions and preaching the dhamma or the simple ethical code
of the laity. They are sometimes represented as meeting one
another at the parks outside the royal cities or at resthouses {said)

set up by the villagers on the roadside for the common use of the
travellers. Usually they took their abode in the royal park {rajjuyyd-
nam) outside the city and went a-begging in the city where they
invariably were received and respected with greetings {patisanthd-
ram) by the king.® It was a common custom with the people at
large to respect these ascetics, give them food, place for residing
and other necessaries of life and to ask them questions pertaining to
dhammad In their eyes these ascetics were dear (piyd) and vener-

' E.g., J., Ill, p. 371 ; V, p. 187—g. 222 : VI, p. 52.

*7-. I, pp. 333. 361, 373. 406, 505 ;
III. PP- 39. 79. ^43. 238 ; TV, p. 299.

^Dialogues of the Buddha, I, pp. 2i5ff. ;
Barua, op. ct/., pp. 240-2. Later on

both the words bhikkhu and samana came to be applied speciaUy for the Buddhist
monks.

* 7 , III, p. 377—g. (?) ;
IV, p. 342 ; V, p. 187 ;

VI, p. 52.

*7-, IV, p. 25.

.
7-, I, pp. 140, 333. 361, 373, 406, 505 ;

III. PP- 39. 79. ii9. I43. 238, 352, 440 ;

V, p. 482.
^ J-> I, PP- 187, 298, 480; III, pp. 304ff. ; IV, pp. 28-30; 178—g. 46; 299,

320 ; VI, pp. 287—g. 1247 ; 296—g. 1298 ; 378—g.{?)
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able {mdnapa), and their words worthy to be received.' To kings

they advised on matters of polity and administration, and to the

common folk they showed the right way of living from which the

ethical dhamma began to grow and develop. Thus they became
real reformers, whose vehicle of expression was the language of the

common people.

Career open to all .—The career of such a wandering teacher

or a homeless ascetic seems to have been open to anyone, and even
to women. ‘ Not only did world-sick old people renounce the world,

but even kings who were in undisputed possession of sovereignty

and in the fulne.ss of their power
;
young princes preferred the

severe life of the ascetic to the glitter of sovereign power, rich

tradesmen gave away their riches and heads of families their wives

and children in order to build a hut in the forests of the Himalayas
and to live on roots and fruits or to eke out an existence by begging

alms.'*

Wave of Renunciation .—But why did people turn towards
asceticism ? 'Ihe philosophy of life, then prevalent, was no doubt
largely responsible for this. The political conflicts with war, tyranny,
lawlessness, and general immorality in their train, and corrupt

social practices such as the domination of one class over another,

of men over women, and of masters over slaves and servants, the
ruthlessness of criminal laws and in the economic field, the system
of usury : all combined to bring the problem of misery to forefront.
‘ There is suffering : this is the inexhaustible theme which, now in

the strict forms of abstract philosophical discussion and now in

the garment of practical proverb, ever more comes ringing in our
ears from the Buddhist literature.' ® The doctrine of karma and
Rebirth was far deeply rooted in the minds of the people. And the
philosophers of every shade and opinion, in spite of their speculations

and discussions, ‘ could only produce extravagant theories, per-

nicious in their moral consequences and detrimental to the source of

distinctions between truth and falsehood, vice and virtue, beauty
and deformity ’ In consequence, the people at large were worried
at the thought of the transitoriness of earthy goods, of the unworthi-
ness of human existence. And this supplied generally the impulse
[drammanarh) to renounce the world :

]] _.
V. p. 315 ;

VI, pp. 190, 242.
^ Kick, Socml Organization, pp. 67-8 ; see specially J., IV, p. 238 ; a barber in

III, p 452 ;
Canddlas, IV, p. 392 ; Kulaputtas, V, p. 263.

** Oldeiiberg, Buddha, pp. 212-3, 221. >

* Barua, op. cit., p 371.
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‘ How transient are all component beings !

Growth is their nature and decay ;

They are produced, they are dissolved again,

And then is best—when they have sunk to rest.'
*

Cause of Renunciation.—^This is the keynote of the whole pessi-

mistic philosophy. The prince of the Yuvanjaya Jdtaka * sees

some dew-drops (ussavabindu) which sparkled in the early morning,

like pearls in a necklace, on the leaves of the trees, on blades of

grass and in the webs of the spiders, disappearing in the evening,

and he says to himself :
‘ Even this life, this being, is like the dew-

drop which hangs from the top of the blade of grass .... I will become
an ascetic before disease, age and death overcome me.’ ® As in this

case a dew-drop, so in other cases a grey hair is the drammanam,
the cause of renunciation.'' Sometimes,' it is the signs of the

heaven such as the capture of the moon by Rahu, that bring the
transitoriness of things to the forefront. At another time,® a rich

Brdhmana reads on a golden tablet in his jewel-room, the name of

his ancestors who left the property, and he thinks :
‘ Those who won

this wealth are seen no more, but the wealth is still seen
;
not one

of them could take it where he is gone
; we cannot tie our wealth in

a bundle and take it with us to the next world ’. He then goes

away to the Himalayas amid the lamentations and tears of a great

multitude. Once, owing to the unwillingness of the two sons to

set up a household, the whole Brdhmana family renounces worldly
life.^ Similarly a Brdhmana, seeing his wife dead leaving a son,

thinks of the impermanence of life and goes away to the Himalayas
with his son.® Thus this tendency of renunciation appears to have
been widely prevalent in the Jdtaka times. But it was surely no
en masse exodus to the Himalayas as the stories, with their inherent

tendency to generalize, would seem to suggest. As a matter of fact,

it was not the thought of higher metaphysical speculations that led

' J; I. P- 392— 94

:

aniccd vata sankhdrd uppddavayadhammino,
uppajjitvd nirujjanti tesarh upasamo sukho.

see also: J., I, pp. 168—g. 17; 406; III, pp. 98—g-. 114; 163-7—i-. 19-28; 239;
IV p, 120.

* J., IV, pp. ii9ff.

® Ibid., p. 120
—

‘ Sattdnam jiviiasankhdrdpi tinagge ussavabindusadisa, tnayd
vyddhijardtnaranehi apUiten’eva . .

.
pabbajitum vattafi

;

also g. 76.
* J..I, p. 138 : III, p. 393 ; V, p. 177.
' J.. Ill, p. 364.
* J.. IV, pp. 7-8.
’ V. p. 313.
® /•= IV, p. 220 ;

also I, p. 245 ;
II, p. 422 ; III, p. 300.
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the ordinary people, the masses, to look to the forest life for relief.

It seems, on the contrary, that generally failures in practical life

and experience of its miseries and treacheries * would lead men to

run away from the world, and that too amid the lamentations and
beseechings of their near and dear.® Naturally the relations who
may have to suffer in consequence of their supporters going away,
try to dissuade him in every possible way. Everywhere we hear

about these conflicts. For instance, in the Bandhandgara Jdtaka,'

we read of a poor gahapati supporting his mother by working for

hire. His mother, quite against his will, brings a wife for him, and
dies soon after. Then his wife becomes pregnant

;
he knows nothing

of her condition ; and one day says to her :
' My wife, you must

earn your living, I will renounce the world ’. ' But I am pregnant,

wait and see the child that is born of me, and then go and become
a hermit.’ He agrees. And when she is delivered he says :

‘ Now,
wife, you are safely delivered and I must turn hermit ’. ‘ Wait
she says, ‘ till the time when the child is weaned {thanapdnato

apagamanakdle)’

.

And after that she becomes pregnant for the
second time. ‘ If I agree to her request ', the man thinks, ‘ I shall

never get away at all ’. And so without informing her he gets up
at night and flees away. And surely, we think, he is protesting against

the general mentahty when he utters :

‘ Not iron fetters—so the wise have told

—

Not ropes, or bars of wood, so fast can hold.

As passion, and the love of child or wife,

Of precious gems and earrings of fine gold.

These heavy fetters—who is there can find

Release from such !
—^these are the ties that bind :

These if the wise can burst, then they are free,

Reaving aU love and all desire behind.’ *

The Cullasutasoma JdtakaP presenting before us a t3q)ical and
a very pathetic scene, shows what a tremendous force may have
been acting against the spirit of renunciation. The king seeing

grey hair on his head, thinks of renotmcing the world. He gathers
the whole townsfolk {mahdjano) and informs them about his intention.

One by one the ministers, much grieved to hear this, dissuade him.
The mother comes : the king does not mind her tears

;
the father

laments and asks :
‘ What is this Raw that leads thee to become

' ] II. P- 422 :
III. p. 540-

® J-, I. P- 440 ;
V, pp. iT]S.—g. 192-241 ; also III, p. 396 ;

IV, p. 8.

® J >
II. pp. 139-41-

J. II, p. 140

—

g. 97-8 : Dhammapada, 345-6 ; also/., Ill, pp. 395-6

—

g. 117-20.
® V, pp. 177-92—g. 191-241.
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eager to quit thy kingdom and thy home ! With thy old parents

left behind to dwell here all alone, seek’st thou a hermit’s cell
!

'

The Great Being is silent
; he is unmoved even at the reference of his

children of tender years. His wives come and embracing his feet,

bewail most piteously. He does not hear this, nor even his queen-
consort’s heart-rending request. The eldest son comes and most
stubbornly resists

; but the father only thinks the ways and means
to get rid of him. The state-officials come and request his presence
in the kingdom. He is unmoved. To all who try to dissuade him, his

only answer is :
‘ But holy orders I must take, that I may heavenly

bliss attain {sagganca patthaydno) ’. He goes away at last and the
people frantically search for him, but of no avail. ^ The whole
idea behind this story is of course to show the invincible determina-
tion of those who are bent upon renunciation. But giving every
latitude to poetic and legendary exaggerations and objective colouring,
the fact cannot be gainsaid that it was a hard conflict, that between
home-life and ascetic-ideal.

Ghardvdsa praised .—Glories of worldly life have not remained
unsung :

‘ Houses in the world are sweet.
Full of food, and full of treasure :

There you have your fill of meat

—

Eating and drinking at your pleasure.’ *

This simple praise of householder’s life {ghardvdsa) must have
impressed more upon the minds of the people than this unconvincing
argument in favour of renunciation [pabbajjd) or rather against
ghardvdsa :

‘ He that hath houses peace can never know.
He lies, and cheats, he must deal many a blow
On others’ shoulders ; nought this fault can cure.

Then who into a house would willing go ?
’ *

‘ Cf. ‘ From the unprofitableness of a state of being to which they had not
leamt to give stability by labours and struggles for ends worthy of labour and
struggle, men fly to seek peace for the soul in a renunciation of the world. The
rich and the noble still more than the poor and the humble, the young wearied of
life before life had well begun, rather than the old who have nothing more to hope
from life, women and maidens abandon their homes and don the garb of monks
and nuns. Everywhere we meet pictures of those struggles which every day must
have brought, in that period, between those who make this resolution and the
parents, the wife, the children who detain those eager for renunciation

; acts of in-
vincible determination are narrated of those who, in spite of all opposition have
managed to burst the bond which bound them to home-life.’—Oldenberg,
Buddha, p. 66.

* /., II, p. 23a—g. 168. * /., II, p. 233—g. 169.
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Similarly the bold assertion that

:

‘ In lonesome forest one may well be pure,

'Tis easy there temptation to endure
;

But in a village with seductions rife

A man may rise to a far nobler life/

must have produced not an insignificant appeal on the masses.

Not a mass-wide phenomenon .—The fact of the matter

seems to be, that it is in the spiritual region that we have to seek

cause of this asceticism ; the practice of world-renunciation is

only an outward expression of the striving for knowledge and
for emancipation, moksa, or to use the Buddhist term nirvana.*

Neither the spiritual yearning nor the striving after knowledge and
emancipation could have been so intense and all-embracing as to

render the practice of renunciation a mass-wide phenomenon.
Even in the heyday of Buddhism and even of Jainism, it was not

so. It could not be, for the simple reason that the masses were, as

they always are, psychologically too pre-occupied with their daily

struggles for existence to look to anything beyond this world. And
it is for this reason that ethics, the religion of the lay man, the

rules and principles for life as it should happily be lived, found the

best favour with the ordinary mass of the people.*

This is what we see when Lord Buddha arrives on the scene.

His majjhima-patipadd or the via-media really brought about a
rapprochement between the two different sections of the people,

between those on the one hand who were solely devoted to spiritual

quests unmindful of worldly affairs, and those others who were
wholly steeped in worldly affairs, not striving after some noble

ideals of conduct. The rapprochement indeed brought about a

mass-mentality which tried to lead the people, through all their

worldly joys and sorrows, hopes and fears, cares and anxieties, to a
noble way of Uving which did satisfy their spiritual consciousness

and yearnings.

* J., Ill, p. 524— 79-
* Cf. Kick, op. cit., p. 78.

* See my article on ‘ Ethics of the Jdtakas Indian Culture, II, pp. 27 iff.



EARLY HISTORY OF THE GUHILOTS

By Anii,chandra Banerjeb

I

The importance of the part played by the Rajputs during the

medieval period of Indian history is a fact which deserves more
recognition and attention than have hitherto been accorded to the

subject. Smith pointed out the truth when he said that ‘ the

centuries from the death of Harsha to the Muhammadan conquest

of Hindostan, extending in round numbers from the middle of the

seventh to the close of the twelfth century, might be called with
propriety the Rajput Period ‘ They shed a glory on the history

of this time which deserves as great a record in the history of the
world as the glory of the most heroic peoples in that history

During the entire period of Muhammadan rule in India, the Rajputs
exercised a predominant influence on the course of events and emerged
as the deci^ng factor in many a crisis. There are numerous broad
and undisputed historical facts which clearly indicate the emphasis
that must be laid on the study of the history of this brave and
chivalrous people.

There is, again, another very important consideration which
cannot be neglected without running the risk of forming an untrue
conception of the course of Indian history. The works of the
Muhammadan historians have been so long accepted as the only
source of our knowledge regarding the history of the period during
which their co-religionists exercised the supreme political power
in the country. Though many of their errors have been corrected
and their misrepresentations to some extent rejected, yet it is

impossible to escape wholly from their spirit of prejudice. As a
result, the history of India during the so-called Muhammadan Period
has been now reconstructed absolutely from the Muhammadan
point of view, and we have lost sight of the Hindu interpretation of

events and personalities and neglected to enquire into the condition
of the people who constituted the vast majority of the inhabitants
of the country. It is high time that this wrong outlook on history
should be corrected, and the study of the history of the Rajputs,
who were the only Hindu people enjo5dng political power during the

' Oxford History of India, 1923, p. 172.
* C. V. Vaidya, History of Mediaeval Hindu India, Vol. II, 1924, p. 4.
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entire period of Mtihammadan supremacy in India, can 'provide us
with the true perspective of the history of those seven hundred
years.

It must be confessed, however, that the present state of research

on the history of the Rajputs is altogether unsatisfactory and is a
clear testimony to the fact that we have not yet been able to shake
off the absolutely wrong impression that this subject is only of local

interest and has no important bearing upon the general history of

the country. Some scholars have occasionally dealt with certain topics

related to the subject, and some efforts have been made to join

together disconnected facts which have been discovered. But unfor-

tunately no noteworthy attempt has yet been made (except that of

Pandit G. H. Ojha) to reconstruct the history of the Rajputs. Tod's
work, which serves very little historical purpose, is still the only
source from which information may be culled.

Of all the Rajput clans the Guhilots of Mewar deserve the best

attention of the historian. Tod very rightly observes * that ‘ the
Hindu tribes yield unanimous suffrage to the prince of Mewar ’ as
‘ the first of the thirty-six royal tribes and that it is almost the
only state which has outlived eight centuries of foreign domination
and in the very lands where it was founded in the eighth century.

The glory of the Guhilots also consists in the long-continued and
resolute resistance which they offered to the Muhammadans in spite of

numerous great reverses. ‘ In fact the heroism of this family and its

sustained tenacious effort for the preservation of its independence
and its religion are as stable as their fortune and dominion

The reconstruction of the history of the Guhilots is, therefore,

an unquestionable necessity, and much remains to be done in this

sphere. The purpose of the present paper is to collect the necessary
data, to discuss the more important views which have been so far

advanced by various scholars, and to make an attempt of preparing
a coherent narrative of the early political history of the Guhilots.

It is proposed here to deal with the period from the earliest times
down to the close of the tenth century—^the period of confusion
and darkness, as a tolerably certain chronological survey of the
political history of the later period may be found in Tod’s work.

It is almost needless to mention that the greatest difficulty whidi
confronts a student of this period of the history of the Guhilots is

the paucity of materials. He finds few stones to lean upon and is

bewildered when he goes through the endless series of speculations
indulged in by various scholars. He can gather very little from

• Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, G. Routledge & Sons, Vol. I, p. 173.
* Vaidya, Vol. I, p. 70-71.
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Muhammadan sources which are so valuable for the succeeding period.

He is even denied the help of Rajput chronicles to any considerable

degree, because the chronicles composed in a later period which
were used by Tod have been found to be absolutely unreliable.

Very few indigenous records of real historical value have yet been
discovered. But, fortunately, the discovery of some inscriptions has
thrown a flood of light on this subject, and with their help it is

now possible to arrive at certain definite conclusions. But until

fresh materials are discovered a very large portion of the narrative
must remain open to question and necessarily, therefore, no dogmatic
assertion can be made.

II

According to Tod,‘ who followed the traditional account recorded

in local chronicles, Kanak Sen, a descendant of Rama, ‘ found his

way into Saurashtra from Boh-kote ’ and established the kingdom
of Valabhi in A.D. 144. In Kathiawar his descendants ruled for

centuries, until the territory was sacked by invaders described as

barbarians from the north (or Scythic), and the last chief, Siladitya,

was killed in 524 A.D. His son, Goha, established himself at Edur,
where his successors ‘ who were styled Gohilote, classically Grahilote,

in time softened to Gehlote ’, continued to rule, Bappa was the

son of Nagadit, the eighth prince of the line, who was killed by the

Bhils.®

From the very nature of the sources on which Tod relied we are

led to be very suspicious about the truth of his account, particularly

with reference to his genealogy and chronology. It is apparent that

the bardic chronicles composed at a much later date, when the truth

about the early days was clouded by mystery and tradition, should
give us mere fragmentary legends concerning this period.

In the first place, it has been estabUshed that the Maitraka
princes of Valabhi were in no way connected with the legendary solar

race to which Rama belonged. On the other hand, they can hardly
be accepted as of Indian origin, and it has been very plausibly

suggested by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar that they were a foreign tribe

allied with, if not a branch of, the Hunas.'
Secon^y, Kanak Sen is an ‘ entirely mythical ’

* hero. It has
been successfully proved that Bhataraka was the founder of

* Tod, Vol. I, pp. 176-81.
* Cf. K. D. Erskine, Rajputana Gazetteer, Vol. IIA, 1908, pp. 13-14.
’’

Paper on ‘ the Gtdulots ’, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1909. Cf.
N. Ray, ‘ The Maitrakas of Valabhi Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 457.

® Crooke, Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, Annals of Mewar, Chap. I, note.
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the Maitraka ruling family.® In the genealogical list of the princes

of Valabhi which has been prepared in accordance with epigraphic

evidence, there is no mention of Kanak Sen, nor has he been identified

with any other name in that list.^®

Thirdly, the dates of the establishment and destruction of the

kingdom of Valabhi given by Tod must be rejected. Epigraphic
evidence clearly shows that Bhataraka must have flourished in the

last quarter of the fifth century A.D.” Biihler remarks, 'The
destruction of Valabhi is an event around which there hangs more
than one mystery and the question when it happened is one of the

most difficult to decide’.*® It has been ascertained, however, from
epigraphic evidence that ^iladitya VII, the last king of the dynasty,
was alive in Gupta era 447 or A.D. 776. So the destruction of the

kingdom may very probably be placed in the last quarter of the

eighth century. It may be mentioned in this connection that the
dynasty was probably overthrown by an expedition of the Arabs
from Sind.*®

Whether Bappa belonged to the family of the Maitrakas of

Valabhi is an important and controversial problem. Mr. C. V. Vaidya
believes that ‘ the Guhila family of Nagada in which Bappa was bom
was . . . really connected with the Maitraka family of Valabhi ’.*‘ But
unfortunately he gives us no reason for this belief, except the
implication that local tradition appears to him as justified by historical

parallels. At the same time, however, he seems to have a lurking

suspicion that this connection may ‘ be looked upon as concocted
by bards of the eighth and later centuries ’.

‘ The traditional account given by Tod tracing the descent of the
Rana’s family from Siladitya, the last prince of Valabhi, does not
stand the test of modern epigraphic knowledge.’ *® The truth of this

statement will be revealed if we compare and co-ordinate the facts

disclosed by certain inscriptions. As we have seen, Siladitya VII,
the last prince of Valabhi, was alive in A.D. 776. On the other hand,

® N. Ray, Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 460.
Smith, Early History of India, 1924, p. 332.
C. M. Duff, Chronology of India, pp. 36, 67.
* It has been suggested that the name is a reminiscence of the connexion of

Kanishka with Gujrat and Kathiawad'.—Bombay Gazetteer, VoL i, Part I,

p. loi. This suggestion seems to have no historical evidence in its support.
'' N. Ray, Smith and Duff, as cited above.

Indian Antiquary, 1872, Vol. I, p. 130.
Duff, p. 308. Cf. Crooke, Tod's Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 254, note. N. Ray,

Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, pp. 466-7.
Vol. II, p. 338. It

Bhandarkar, ‘ Guhilots ', J.A.S.B., 1909.
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there is an inscription to show that 6ila, a king of the Guhiot d3aiasty,

Uved in V.S. 703 or A.D. 646. Mr. Vaidya admits this when he says

that Vila’s inscription of the seventh century has been found. The
Ranpur, Achalgadh, Chitorgadh and Atapura inscriptions distinctly

show that Sfla was five generations removed from Guhadatta or

Guhila, the founder of the Guhilot dynasty. Guhadatta, therefore,

must be carried to the middle of the sixth century, allowing roughly

twenty years for each generation. Thus it was quite impossible for

him to be descended from ^iladitya VII.
It may be argued, however, that the Guhilot princes may have

been descended from another Valabhi prince of an earlier date.

Mr. Vaidya does not expressly say so ; but it seems that he is some-
what inclined to favour such an idea when he speaks of the ‘ connec-
tion of Bappa’s family with the royal family of Valabhi which was
then ruling’.” But there is no evidence to substantiate such an
assumption, and we are not justified in pushing a legend so far.

Prof. Bhandarkar expresses the view that ‘ the Mewar and
Valabhi dynasties were somehow connected ’. He holds that the
Guhilots were Nagar Brahmanas, and the Nagar BrMimanas were
Maitrakas ; and therefore the Mewar and Valabhi dynasties belonged
to the same foreign tribe. This theory will be noticed in detail

later on. But it is clear that there is no evidence to prove that the
Guhilot princes were descended from the Valabhi princes.

Ill

The next controversial question which demands our considera-

tion is—Was Bappa a brahmana ? The orthodox view of the Aryan
origin of the Rajputs has been revived by Pandit G. H. Ojha and
Mr. Vaidya. As they have employed historical arguments in support
of their contention, we shall do well to examine them carefully.

As we have seen above. Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar holds ” that the
Guhilots were originally Nagar brMimanas. This theory, indeed,

now holds the ground, and it may be said that the great majority of

scholars have accepted it.*® Some of his arguments,*' therefore, are

reproduced below.

Vol. II, p. 78.

Vol. Ill, p. 338. As we shall notice later on, Mr. Vaidya identifies Bappa
with Guhadatta, and thinks that Sfla, whose date is referred to above, must be an
ancestor of Bappa (pp. 342, 78).

‘®, “ Paper on the ‘ Guhilots ’, J.A.S.B., 1909.
Crooke, Introduction, Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I.

*‘ ‘ Guhilots ’, J.A.S.B., 1909.
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In the first place, certain verses in the Achalesvara stone

inscription (V.S. 1342), Chitorgadh stone inscription (V.S. 1331)
and the Mamadeva prasasti distinctly show that Bappa was a
brahmana.

Secondly, the Chitorga(^ inscription calls Bappa a brahmana
who had come from Anandapura. Now, ‘ the identification of

Anandapura with Vadnagar is based on irrefragable ’ grounds,

because it is supported by the Vadnagar prasasti of the reign of

Kumarapala, the tradition current among Nagar brahmanas, the
Alina charters of A.D. 649 and 656, and many popular stories.

Therefore, it is clearly shown that Bappa was a Nagar brahmana.
Thirdly, the Ekalihga-m^atmya composed during the reign of

Rana Kumbha says that Guhadatta, the founder of the Guhila
race, was a br^mana belonging to a br^niana family emigrated

from Anandapura. The same work again tells us that Vijayaditya,

the ancestor of Guhadatta, was the ornament of the Nagara race.

These facts lend further support to the above argument, and prove
that the Guhilots were known as Nagar br^manas in Rajna
Kumbha’s reign.

Fourthly, we gather from the Ekalinga-mahatmya, the Rasika-
priya (a commentary by Rana Kumbha on Jayadeva’s Gita-Govinda-
kavyam) and a famous stanza often recited by the brahmanas of

Mewar that the gotra of the Guhilots was Vaijavapa. Now, ‘ that

Vaijavapa was one of the gotras amongst the Nagaras as early as

the thirteenth century can be proved by epigraphic evidence

'

including the prasastis of Nanaka found at Kodinara in the Amreli
division of the Baroda State. ‘ There can be no reasonable doubt
that Vaijavapas are meant to be Nagar Brahmanas.’

Fifthly, the history of the tradition of the br^mana origin of

the Ran^’ family is interesting. We have the Achalesvara inscrip-

tion of V.S. 1342 (A.D. 1285) and the Chitorgac^ inscription dated
V.S. 1331 (A.D. 1274). The Ekalinga-mahatmya says that this

tradition comes from ‘ the ancient poets ’ and thereby imphes that
it must have been current long before Rana Kumbha. Then there

are the Atapura inscription of V.S. 1034 (A.D. 977) and the Chatsu
inscription of nearly the same period. Again, ‘ this origin was not
forgotten by the people even to a late period’.** The Khydt of

Muta Nensi refers to this tradition and shows that as late as the
middle of the seventeenth century it was alive in the memory of
the people. A work called Tawdrikh Mdlwd, composed by Mtmsi

Abul Fazl also refers to this tradition. (Ain-i^Akbari, English translation,

Jarrett, Vol. II, 1891, p. 269.) Tins point has not been noticed by Prof. Bhandarkar.
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Karim-ud-din in the middle of the nineteenth century, refers to this

tradition.

It might seem that this is an invincible array of arguments,

which solve the problem once for all. But a very wide difference of

opinion with regard to the question has expressed itself. The theory

of the Aryan descent of the Rajputs appears to know no death.

Pandit G. H. Ojha is of opinion that Bappa was a Kshatriya

and not a brahmana, and that he was a solar race Kshatriya.** He
relies, in the first place, on the disc of the sun found on the obverse
of a golden coin which he ascribes to Bappa. Secondly, the
expression ‘ Raghuvarhsa-kirtipisunah ’ in the Naravahana inscrip-

tion of V.S. 1028 is, according to him, a decisive proof that the
Guhilots belonged to the solar race.

These arguments, however, are not conclusive. With regard to

the first point, Mr. S. C. Dutt has shown that it is very difficult to

accept that particular coin as a genuine one issued by Bappa.**
Even if we agree with Pandit Ojha in ascribing the coin to Bappa,
it is clear that a mere disc of the sun found in only one coin cannot
be accepted as a decisive proof in favour of the solar descent of the
Guhilots. The second point, however, is more important. We
must agree with Mr. Vaidya ** that ‘ Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar ** has
omitted to take into consideration the word Raghuvamsa ’. We
may even accept his interpretation of the Naravahana inscription

and hold with him that ‘ as early as the Naravahana inscription ....
the (Guhila) vamsa was . . . known as Raghuvariisa ’. But this only
shows that in the later part of the tenth century A.D. the Guhilots
had begun to advance the claim that they were Kshatriyas of the
solar race. Against this we know the fact that the tradition of their

brahmana origin was current during the whole period from 977 A.D.
to the middle of the nineteenth century. Pandit Ojha has not been
able to disprove the authenticity of the verses relating to this tradi-

tion in the Achalesvara and Chitorgadh inscriptions and in the
Ekalihga-mahatmya. It is, therefore, impossible to prefer the
NaravMiana inscription to all other epigraphic, literary and
traditional accounts.

Mr. Vaidya has tried to vanquish Prof. Bhandarkar’s argiunents
with great sHll and knowledge. He is a champion of the solar

kshatriya ori^n of the Guhilots. It is necessary to examine his
points in detail.

** Cf. Vaidya, Vol. II, pp. 332-3.
** Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 797.
« Vol. II. p. 333.
*• Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXII, p. 167.
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First, he holds that the Chitor and Abu inscriptions must be
rejected on the strength of the earlier Naravahana inscription and
the gold coin attributed to Bappa.

Secondly, he does not accept Prof. Bhandarkar's interpretation

of the Chatsu inscription. There he finds no implication to the

effect that Bhatripatta (a Guhilot prince) was a brahmana.
Thirdly, during that period brahmanas could marry Kshatriya

wives and their progeny was in that case treated as a Kshatriya.

So even if Bappa was a brahmana, that could not make the whole
Guhilot family a brahmana family.

P'ornthly, he thinks that Anandapura in the Atapura inscription

means the town of Nagahrada and not Vadnagar. So a brahmana
coming from Anandapura need not have been a Nagar brahmana.
The word ‘ Mahideva ’ in the same inscription means a king and not,

as Prof. Bhandarkar says, a brahmana.*’
Fifthly, ‘ there is no contemporary evidence to show that Bappa

Rawal was a Nagar Brahmin ’.**

It is not very difficult to meet these arguments. With regard

to the first point, we have already seen that the Naravahana inscrip-

tion does not deserve so much importance as Pandit Ojha and
Mr. Vaidya attach to it. The value of the gold coin has also been
examined. Secondly, it is true that if we take the Chatsu inscription

as an isolated record, we do not find in it any distinct statement
regarding the brahmana origin of the Guhilots. But we have seen

that there are other inscriptions which explicitly mention them as

brahmanas, and it is clear that indirect references in the Chatsu in-

scription should be interpreted in conformity with those statements.

Mr. Vaidya’s third argument is a novel and interesting one. He
has not given us any conclusive evidence to show that the issue of a
brahmana father and a kshatriya mother was regarded as a kshatriya.

But, even if we concede this point, he does not point out definitely

how this principle worked with regard to the Guhilot dynasty.
Mr. Vaidya’s contention harmonizes the two traditions which existed
side by side—one about the brahmana origin and another about the
kshatriya origin ; but it is entirely based on supposition. Moreover,
if Mr. Vaidya admits that Bappa was a br^mana, he is led to admit
the foreign origin of the Guhilots, because, as we shall see, his argu-
ments that Bappa was not a Nagar brahmana and that Nagar
brahmanas were not foreigners do not stand. Fourthly, the evidences
which Prof. Bhandarkar has adduced to justify the identification of
Anandapura with Vadnagar are decisive. Even Pandit Ojha agrees

AH these points are elaborated in Vol. II, pp. 33^-7.
*® Vol. II, p. 84.
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with him and holds that Anandapura brahmana means Nagar
br^mana. The real meaning of the word ‘ Mahideva ' (that is,

brahmana) is clear from this, hastly, it is true that ‘ there is no con-

temporary evidence to show that Bappa Rawal was a Nagar Brahmin’.

But it is also true that there is no contemporary evidence to show that

he was not a Nagar brahmana. When we have only later evidences

at our disposal, we must accept the preponderance of views among
them. It will be seen that Mr. V^aidya has nothing to say about
Prof. Bhandarkar’s point about the gotra of the (luhilots.

h'rom all these considerations we are led to the conclusion that

the Guhilots were originally Nagar Ijrahmanas. It is necessary
now to see whether they were really foreigners, that is, whether
Prof. Bhandarkar’s opinion that ‘ the Nagar Brahmanas were
Maitrakas who . . . were a foreign race ’ is correct. ]\Ir. Vaidya
says that ‘ nobody will agree with Dr. 1). R. Bhandarkar in holding
that Mitra is another name of Mihara and, therefore, of Mer, the
well-known outcast people of Kathiawar ’ He considers it unneces-
sary ‘ to write a note on this subject refuting the flimsy arguments
of L)r. Bhandarkar and show that Nagars are not Mers It is

true that Dr. Bhandaikar’s arguments about this point are not very
strong. But his suggestions are plausible, and considering the
circumstantial facts and the cumulative effect of other evidences,

we may tentatively adhere to his conclusion.

We may refer in passing to Tod’s view about the ‘ alleged

Persian extraction of the Ran^ of Mewar ’.®‘ Abul Fazl, the only
authority who mentions this point, says that the Rana ‘ pretends a
descent from Noshirwan the Just ’.** Tod deems ‘ it morally impos-
sible that the Ranas should have their lineage from any male branch
of the Persian house ’, but he ‘ would not equally assert ’ that the
Ranas may not have been descended from a female branch of the
Sassanians. Crooke says, ‘ There is no real evidence of the Persian
descent of the Ranas

IV

We are now concerned with the problem of chronology. The
dates of Bappa’s birth, accession and abdication must now be
considered.

** ‘ Guhilots ’, J.A.S.B., 1909.
» Vol. II, p. 84.

Tod, Vol. I, Annals of Mewar, Chap. III.
** Ain-i-Akbari, English translation, Jarrett, Vol. II, 1891, p. 268.
•* Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 278, note.
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According to Tod,** Bappa was bom in V.S. 769 (A.D. 713),

he occupied Chitor in V.S. 784 (A.D. 728) and abdicated in V.S. 820
(A.D. 764). The domestic annals give the year 191 as the date of

Bappa's birth ; and rel5dng on certain Jain annals Tod has con-

cluded that this date is counted from the year of the sack of Valabhi.

Bappa is said to have been 15 years of age when he ascended the

throne of Chitor ; so his accession must be placed in 728 A.D. We
have epigraphic evidence to show that the Mori dynasty was reigning

in Chitor in V.S. 770 (A.D. 714). Tradition gives V.S. 820 (A.D. 764)
as the date of Bappa’s abdication.

It is superfluous to add that we must be very cautious about
this account. The unreliabiUty of the sources of Tod’s information
raises a suspicion about the historical value of his dates. It is

absurd that Bappa ascended the throne of Chitor at the tender age

of 15, for we know that his accession was an usurpation and most
probably had violence at its back. We must, therefore, turn to

other available pieces of evidence.

Pandit G. H. Ojha is of opinion that Bappa abdicated in 753.
The learned scholar infers that he could not have ascended the throne
of Chitor earlier than 713, the date of the inscription of Raja Man,
the Mori prince of Chitor. So Bappa’s life may be held to have
extended roughly over the first half of the eighth century. Pandit
Ojha places his birth about 712 and his accession about 734.

This view has been criticized by Mr. Vaidya.*® He tries to

refute Pandit Ojha’s arguments by various details, and finally

takes shelter of the excuse that the dates given by him do not fit

in with the tradition that Bappa ruled long and abdicated at old

age.

We may now refer to Mr. Vaidya’s own views. He holds
that the traditional date of Bappa’s abdication (V.S. 820=A.D. 763)
seems compatible with Raja Man Mori’s inscription dated in V.S.

770 (A.D. 713). Bappa’s accession is, therefore, to be placed between
A.D. 763 and A.D. 713. He thinks that the Arab incursion on the
Mori kingdom must have taken place sometime before the date of

the Navasari inscription (738 A.D.). As Bappa fought as the general
of the Mori prince during this event, his own accession to the throne
of Chitor may be placed about 740 A.D. or even earlier, about 730 A.D.
If Bappa was comparatively young at his accession, his birth may be
placed about 700 A.D.

According to Dr. Bhandarkar,*® two Ekalinga-mahatmyas com-

** Rajasthan, Vol. I, pp. 187-8.
“ Vol. II, pp. 338-42, 75.
*• ' Atpur Inscription of Saktikumara ’, Indian Antiquary, 1910.
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posed during the reigns of Rana Kumbha and his son Rana Rayamalla

give V.S. 8io as Bappa’s date and indicate that ‘ this was the

year of his bestowing the royalty on his son and becoming an
ascetic The learned professor is of the opinion that this date

(V.S. 8io=A.D. 753) for Bappa ‘deserves credence ’.

It will be seen, therefore, that there is no substantial difference

of opinion among these scholars about Bappa’s dates. There is

disagreement with regard to the dates of particular events ;
but it

is agreed that Bappa’s life may be taken to have roughly covered
the first half of the eighth century A.D. This proposition must be
taken as a tolerable background for the reconstruction of history.

We may only expect that some epigraphic or numismatic evidence
will be discovered in future and will set at rest all uncertain con-

troversies and vague speculations.

V

We now come to discuss the all-important question of Bappa’s
place in the genealogy of the Guhilots.

The word Bappa requires an explanation. It is clear that it is

not a proper name, though Mr. Vaidya takes it to be so.” Tod
remarks, ‘ Bappa is not a proper name, it signifies merely a "child

’’ ’.**

Crooke suggests that the word is the old Prakrit form of ' bap ’

and means ‘ father ’.** Mr. Vaidya himself admits that the word
‘ originally means father ’.*® Pandit G. H. Ojha also thinks that the
term and its variations originally signified ‘ father ’ and were later on
used in a sense of reverence.^^

The title ‘ Rawal ’ is generally associated with Bappa, There
is a considerable element of difficulty and uncertainly with regard
to the true sense of this term. Dr. Bhandarkar suggests that
‘ Rawal ’ means an ascetic of a particular sect and Bappa is so called

because he belonged to that sect.** Mr. Vaidya accepts his proposition
that ‘ Bappa sometimes means a Bava or recluse ’, but holds that
‘Rawal’ means asmallRaoor prince .

* * Crooke suggests that ‘Rawal
’

comes from the Sanskrit word ‘ rajakula ’ which means royal family

Vol. II, p. 76.
** Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 182, note.
** Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 261, note.
« Vol. II, p. 76.

Cf. Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 797.
** Indian Antiquary, 1910 (Atpur Inscription of Saktikumara).
« Vol. II, pp. 72, 76.
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—a rather ingenious explanation.** Now, it is a fact that the earlier

kings of Chitor were known as Rawals and the later kings from
Hamir were called Ranas. The Rayasagar inscription implies this

by stating that there were 26 Rawals in all from Bappa. Abul Fazl
also remarks, ‘ The chief of the state was formerly called Rawal,
but for a long time past has been known as Rdna '.*“ Tod says that

Rahup, a Guhilot prince of the early thirteenth century, defeated

the ‘ Purihar prince of Mundore ' who was called Rana, and himself

assumed that title.** But, as we shall see, the Mewar family was
divided into two branches in the end of the twelfth century ; the
one with the title of Rawal ruled at Chitor and the other with the
title of Rana ruled at Sesoda. After ‘Ala-ud-din’s capture of Chitor

the younger branch, the RanSs, became the head of the Guhilot
clan. Mr. Vaidya remarks, ‘ The later kings were called Ranas
as they came from a minor branch, Rana meaning a subordinate

king as in Himalayan states. But the name Rana, being taken by
the illustrious kings of Udepur, now bears a higher meaning in

Rajputana.’*’

Bet us now turn to the question of Bappa’s place in the genealogy
of the Guhilots. We have seen that Bappa is not a proper name

;

it is only a title of honour. As Dr. Bhandarkar points out, ' Bappa
does not appear to be the name of a merely legendary or a later

prince ’.** With what early prince is he to be identified ?

It is necessary to mention at the outset that we have four very
important inscriptions giving the early genealogy of the Guhilot
princes. These are—the Atapura inscription (V.S. 1034 =A.D. 977),
the Chitorgadh inscription (V.S. 1331= A.D. 1274), the Achalgadh
inscription (V.S. 1342= A. 1). 1285) and the Ranpur inscription

(V.S. i496=:A.I). 1439). Of these, the Atapura inscription of

977 A.D. (of a Guhilot prince named ^aktikumara) is the earliest

and the completest record. It is, therefore, the most authoritative
and useful source for our purpose. The genealogy of the Guhilots
as given in these inscriptions is reproduced here.

Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 249, note.

Ain-i-Akbari, English Translation by Jarrett, Vol. II, 1891, p. 268.

Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 211.

Vol. Ill, p. 155, note.
‘ The Atpur Inscription of Saktikumara Indian Antiquary, 1910.
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Atapura list Chitorgadh list Achalgadh list Ranpur list

(1) Guhadatta
Bappa
Guhila

Bappa
Guhila

Bappa.
Guhila.

(2) Bhoja Bhoja Bhoja Bhoja.

(3 )
Mahendra (I) .... ....

(4) Naga
6ila 6fla Sila.

(5 )
6ila

(
6

)
Aparajita .... ....

(7 )
Mahendra

(
11

)
....

(8 )
Kalabhoja KMabhoja KMabhoja Kalabhoja

(9)
Khommana (I)

(10) Mattata Mattata • • • *

(II) Bhartripatta (I) . . Bhartribhata .

.

Bhartribhata .

.

Bhartribhata.

(12) Sithha Sirhha Simha Simha.

(13) Khommana (II) .... ....

(14) Mahayaka Mahayaka Mahayika Mahayaka.

(
1

.5 )
Khommana (III) . . Khummana . . Khummana . . Khummana.

(16) Bhartripatta (II) .

.

....

(17) AUata AUata AUata AUata.

(18) Naravahana Naravahana .

.

Naravahana .

.

Naravahana.

(19) ^Mivahana
Saktikiunara .

.

(20) Saktikumara Saktikumara .

.

Saktikumara.

We have already seen that Bappa’s life covered the first half

of the eighth century A.D. Now, we have a few dates from epi-

graphic evidence—§Ua, V.S. 703 (A.D. 646) ;
Aparajita, V.S. 718

(A.D. 661) ;
AUata, V.S. 1008 and 1010 (A.D. 951, 953) ; Naravahana,

V.S. 1028 (A.D. 971) ;
and Saktikumara, V.S. 1034 (A.D. 977).

These are the data on which our attempt at identifying Bappa
with any of the princes named in the Atapura list must be based.

Dr. Bhandarkar identifies Bappa with Khommana I and
his argument may be thus summed up : The date for Aparajita
being 661 A.D. and for AUata 953 A.D., we have 292 years for 12

generations. Thus we get an average of 24 J years to each generation.

The difference between 753 A.D., the date of Bappa, and 661 A.D.,

the date of Aparajita, is 92 years. Bappa has, therefore to be
placed in the fourth generation from Aparajita. So he must be
identified with Khommana I.

Pandit G. H. Ojha identifies Bappa with Kalabhoja. He objects
to Dr. Bhandarkar’s view principaUy on two grounds : first, tradi-

tions in Mewar describe Khommana as Bappa’s son ; secondly.

Dr. Bhandarkar’s average of 24 years for each reign is questionable.

Indian Antiquary, 1910.
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Prof. S. Dutt,'^® however, points out the futility of these argu-

ments. He shows that there are conflicting traditions, some even
identifying Bappa with Sfla. He also says that Dr. Bhandarkar’s

calculation of 24 years as an average is based upon an accurate

examination of the period. Prof. Dutt further gives three good
reasons in support of Dr. Bhandarkar’s view. In the first place,

Bappa having acquired celebrity by his conquest of Chitor, it was
natural that later rulers should feel pride in describing themselves

as his descendants. Secondly, inscriptions of the fifteenth century

(like the Ranpur inscription of 1439 A.D.) describe the Ranas as

the descendants of Bappa, but in earher inscriptions (like the

Hastikundi inscription of 996 A.D. and the Abu inscription of 1285
A.D.) the rulers of Mewar often describe themselves as descendants

of idiommana. Thirdly, of the first twenty princes of the dynasty
as many as three bore the name of Khommana, and a big historical

poem dealing with the exploits of the Guhilots is known as
‘ Khommana Rasa ’. The cumulative effect of all these evidences

is to prove that Bappa is really to be identified with Khommana I.

It remains to dispose of the contention of Mr. Vaidya that

Bappa is to be identified with Guhadatta, the first name mentioned
in the Atapura inscription.“ This view, indeed, is quite absurd on
the face of it, and we would be glad if Mr. Vaidya's zeal for supporting
orthodox tradition had not led him to ignore all epigraphic, literary

and circumstantial evidences. We know that 6ila and Aparajita,

the fifth and sixth descendants of Guhadatta, lived in 646 A.D.
and 661 A.D. respectively. The date of Guhadatta must, therefore,

lie in the earlier part of the sixth century. How, then, can he be
identified with Bappa who, according to Mr. Vaidya himself, was
born about 700 A.D. ? The learned author tries to explain this diffi-

culty by saying that ‘ the two kings ^ila and Aparajita whose inscrip-

tions of the seventh century have been found must be considered to

be Bappa’s ancestors’, and that these names recurring in the Atpur
new copy are ‘ descendants having the same names ’. This assertion,
with no evidence to support it, will convince nobody. Again, if Bappa
is identified with Guhadatta, we have twenty generations from him
to oaktikumara. Then we get 277 years for 20 generations, because
Bappa, says Mr. Vaidya, was born about 700 A.D. and the date of
the Atapura inscription of Saktikumara is ^77 A.D. This gives us
an average of about 14 years for each generation—an absurd estimate.
Mr. Vaidya has tried to solve this difficulty by saying that ‘ it

may be that this line of kings had a specially short average or it

Indian Historical Quarterlv, 1028, p. 707.
'

« Vol. II. pp. 78, 86, 342-8.'
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may be that the Atapura inscription repeats some kings wrongly or

brings together kings of different branches who were contemporaries

But here he clearly transgresses the limits of possibility and without

adducing any concrete example doubts the statements of the

Atapura inscription the authenticity of which has been confirmed

by all the inscriptions hitherto discovered. Mr. Vaidya makes
much of ‘ tradition ’

; but what does ‘ tradition ' really mean ?

Pandit Ojha admits that there are many conflicting traditions, some
identifying Bappa with Sila and some with Kalabhoja for example.
This clearly shows that traditions cannot be cited as historical

evidence in deciding this point. Mr. Vaidya remarks that if Bappa
is not identified with Guhadatta, ' the memorable exploit of Bappa
in founding an independent kingdom of Chitod goes not to the

founder of the family but to a descendant many degrees below ! ! !

’

His meaning is not quite clear. The supporters of the identification

of Bappa with Khommana I believe that ‘ the memorable exploit

of Bappa in founding an independent kingdom of Chitod ’ does go
to Bappa and not ‘ to a descendant many degrees below ’. According
to them, the ancestors of Bappa, that is, Khommana I, from
Guhadatta down to Kalabhoja were not princes of Chitor. The
tradition that Bappa was the founder of the family really means
that he established the family in Chitor, not that he was the very
first man in the family, he is the founder of the family in the
same sense as 6ivaji was the founder of his family. In a word,
he was the founder of the greatness of the family. This is the most
natural interpretation of the epithet ‘ Guhilagdtranarendrachandra

’

in the Naravahana inscription of 971 A.D. This explanation is

supported by the fact that, as we have seen, in earlier inscriptions

the princes of Mewar describe themselves as descendants of

Khommana. Mr. Vaidya’s view, therefore, is entirely based on
misconceptions

.

VI

We have already given the genealogy of the Guhilot princes
from the earliest times to almost the close of the tenth century A.D.
We now proceed, therefore, to discuss the available data in order
to reconstruct an outline of their history during this period.

From the difficulty in collecting the genealogy and chronology
of this dynasty which we have experienced, it must have become
apparent that the enumeration of events and achievements must be
more difficult still. Indeed, there is only one central event of import-
ance—^the contest with the Muhammadans of Sind. Mr. Vaidya
well observes, ‘

. . . the kings of this line, however diverse their

fortune, were, each and aU, chivalrous and virtuous, lovers of
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independence and supporters of their . . . faith. Indeed we may say

that the sublime character of the hero-god Rama, as a man and a

king whom they look upon as their progenitor, still exercises its

influence over the princes of this Une ... In fact . . . the Guhilot

kings of Chitore fought hard-fought battles with foreigners, so much
so that the whole country was strewn with flesh and the meda (fat)

of the evil warriors slain and thus acquired the name Medapata
(undoubtedly a poetic fancy suggested by the name Medapata,
Prakrita Mewad, but yet proving the terrible battles which the heroic

Rajputs and the equally heroic Arabs fought on this soil).’ ** Tod
gives an account of this long-continued and fierce struggle,®* but the

paucity of materials prevents us from examining the historical value

of his statements. Every one of Bappa’s ancestors—Cruhadatta,

Bhoja, Mahendra I, Naga, Sfla, Aparajita, Mahendra II and Kalabhoja
—is described in inscriptions as having fought many times against the

mlechchhas. Bappa himself is regarded by Mr. Vaidya as ‘ the

Charles Martel of India against the rock of whose valour the eastern

tide of Arab conquest was dashed to pieces in India Bappa’s
successors down to Rana Rajasimha of the later seventeenth century
were all stern fighters against the enemies of their faith. Indeed,

the struggle with the Muhammadans is the central theme in the
history of the Guhilots.

Tod has recounted some of the strange legends which have
gathered round the life and history of Bappa Rawal.®® It is natural
that ancient literature and tradition should give us wonderful
anecdotes about the achievements of this great hero who is, according
to all available versions, the founder of the ‘ regal splendour ’ and
greatness of the Guhilot dynasty. But, as Hume remarks, ‘ poets,

though they disfigure the most certain history by their fictions

and use strange liberties with truth when they are the sole historians,

have commonly some foundation for their wildest exaggeration ’.

We hear that Bappa ‘ had his capital at Nagada, about twelve
miles to the north of the present city of Udaipur ... he ousted
Man Sing (of the Mori or Maurya clan of Rajputs ruling at Chitore)
in 734 and ruled in his stead taking the title of Rawal. Bapa was
the real founder of the state, for while his predecessors enjoyed
limited possession in the wild region bordering on the AravaUis in
the west and south-west, he extended his possessions to the east by

Vol. II, pp. 77, 79.
Rajasthan, Annals of Mewar, Chap. IV.
Vol. II, p. 72.

Rajasthan, Vol. I, Annals of Mewar, Chs. II, IV.
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spring Chitor and the neighbouring territory ’
.

®
* This is the minimum

uncontroversial estimate of Bappa Rawal’s achievements.

We may well believe that Bappa’s predecessors were small local

princes. In his youth he was a ‘ prince among Bhils with whom
he freely associated and whom he disciplined and engaged in service

for his own preferment ’. The Navasari Chaulukya grant (739-40

A.D.) tells us that the Arabs had attacked the Maurya, who may
be identified with the Mori king of Chitor. An inscription of Man,
a Mori prince of Chitor, is dated in 713 A.D. There is reason to

believe that the Arab invasion referred to in the above grant took
place in his reign. We may accept Mr. Vaidya’s suggestion that

Bappa was probably a Samanta of that king.®® At any rate, it

appears practically certain that Bappa was the leader of the Mori
forces opposed to the Arabs and distinguished himself by a great

victory. This exploit must have given him a great position in the

court of the Mori king. Abul Fazl remarks that ‘ his daring was so

conspicuous that he became in favour with the Raja and a trusted

minister of state '.®*

The next step was Bappa’s accession to the throne of Chitor.

How he occupied Chitor is almost an insoluble problem. According
to Tod, the revolted sardars of Chitor deposed the Mori king and
placed the crown on Bappa’s head.*® Mr. Vaidya does not believe

in this tradition. He thinks that the then Mori king died childless

and Bappa became the king of Chitor.®* Abul Fazl’s version is this :

‘ On the death of the Rdja, his four nephews disputed the succession,

but they eventually decided to resign their pretensions in favour of

Bapa and to acknowledge his authority. Bapa, however, declined

their offer. It happened one day that the finger of one of these
four brothers began to bleed, and he drew with the blood the
ceremonial mark of installation on the forehead of Bapa and the
others also concurred in accepting his elevation. He then assumed
the sovereignty .... The ungrateful monarch put the four brothers
to death.’ ** It is not possible to come to any conclusion regarding
the exact nature of the dynastic revolution.

Bappa ‘ had a numerous progeny ' and died at a very ripe old
age. Nothing else is definitely known about his political life.

Erskine, Rajputana Gazetteer, 1908, Vol. 2A, p. 14.
” Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part I, p. 465.
« Vol. II, p. 73.
“ Ain-i-Akbari, Jarrett, Vol. II, 1891, p. 268.

Rajasthan, Vol. I, pp. 185-6.
•* Vol. II, pp. 73-4.
•* Ain-i-Akbari, Jarrett, Vol. II, 1891, pp. 268-9.
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‘ The close of Bappa’s career says Tod, ‘ is the strangest part

of the legend Advanced in years, he abandoned his children

and his country, carried his arms west to Khorassan, and there

established himself, and married new wives from among the
“ barbarians ”, by whom he had a numerous offspring.’ ** It is impos-
sible to accept this story. Crooke says, ‘

. . . the whole story is a
mere legend, a tale like that of the mysterious disappearance of

Romulus and other kings ’.®^ ‘ It has been suggested that his legend

is mixed up with that of Bappa or Saila of Valabhi, the story of his

retreat to Iran representing the latter being carried as a captive to

Mansura on the fall of Valabhi ’ Tradition records that in

his old age Bappa abdicated in favour of his son and became a
^aivite recluse. The Ekalihga inscription of 971 A.D. supports the

latter statement.®*

It is very probable that the Guhilots were vassals of the Gurjara-
Pratiharas during the eighth and ninth centuries A.D.*’ Dr. R. C.

Majumdar points oixt that a Guhilot prince named Harsharaja was a
vassal of Bhoja, the great Gurjara-Pratihara emperor, and fought
many times on his behalf.*® We do not, however, find this name in

any of the inscriptions which give genealogical information. But as

Bhoja’s reign extended from about 840 to 890 A.D.,*® we may suppose
that either Mahayaka or Khommana III might have been the
Guhilot prince here referred to, although there is no positive evidence
to support this assumption. The Nilgunda inscription of Amogha-
varsha I (866 A.D.) states that the Rastrakiita monarch con-

quered the hill fort of Chitrakuta, which has been identified with
Chitor by Mr. Vaidya and Dr. H. C. Ray (though Mr. R. D. Banerjee
identified it with the ancient Chitrakuta referred to in the Ramayana).
It was Bhartripatta II who probably shook off the allegiance of the
Gurjara-Pratiharas. The Atapura inscription describes him as ‘ the
ornament of the three worlds ’ and says that he married a princess

named Mahalakshmi of the Rastrakuta dynasty.” It is possible

that this matrimonial alliance indicated the reconciliation of the
former vassals of the Gurjara-Pratiharas with their hereditary

*® Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 186.

Tod’s Rajasthan, Vol. I, p. 268, note.
Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part I, p. 94, note 2.

D. R. Bhandarkar, Journal of the Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society,
Vol. XXII.

®^ Prof. S. Dutt, Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 798.
Gurjara-Pratiharas.

*® Ibid., and Smith, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1909.
’* Kpigraphia Indica, Vol. VI, p, 100. ,

Kpigraphia Indica, Vol. Ill, pp. 3off.
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enemies, the Rastrakutas. From this time onwards the history of

the Guhilots is closely connected with other Rajput princes.

Munja-raja, the Paramara king of Malwa (973-97 A.D.), is beheved

to have attacked Mewar and ruled it for a time.” The Guhilots

were assisted by the Chaulukyas of Gujarat, and epigraphic evidence

shows that matrimonial alliances were concluded between these two
dynasties.” The Atapura inscription says that Allata married

Hariyadevi, daughter of a Huna prince. From the same source

we learn that Naravahana’s queen was of the Chahamana family

and a daughter of Jejaya. The Chitorgadh inscription tells us that

^aktikumara destroyed the enemies of religion, terrible like daityas.

This, as Mr. Vaidya suggests, ’* is a plain reference to the

Muhammadans. Saktikumara’s known date is 977 A.D., the date

of the Atapura inscription. It is quite possible, therefore, that he

might have joined JayapM, king of Lahore, against Sabuktagin

about 989 A. I).

These facts clearly indicate that the Guhilots were no longer

small local princes in the hilly regions of Rajputana. They had
risen in power and prestige and had begun to play a part in the

international politics of their age.’®

S. Dutt, Indian Historical Quarterly, 1928, p. 798.
Annual Report, Rajputana Museum, 1914.

Vol. Ill, p. 154.

The writer is specially indebted to Prof. S. C. Dutt of St. Paul’s College and
Calcutta University. This article was written in 1931 (when the writer was a Post-

Graduate student) at Prof. Dutt’s suggestion, and it was kindly revised by him.
It mnst not be supposed that he agrees with all the conclusions advanced here.





DOMESTIC RITES AND RITUALS

By Girija Prasanna Majumdar

Grhydni is the term used in the Asvalayana Grhyasutra to

denote all domestic rites and rituals. Grhyani is the same expression

as grhya karmdni which is met with in the text of Gobhila. Sankhya-
yana denotes the same set of domestic rites and rituals by the

expression pdkayajna, while Paraskara speaks of them as grhya-sthdli-

pdkdnam karma. Each of these four terms has been used to denote

the sirbjects treated of in a number of Grhya Siitras forming one

of the three important divisions of the ancient Sutra literature of

the Brahmins. In the opinion of Oldenberg the term Pdkayajna
or Grhya-sthdli-pdka is rather too narrow', since ‘ it does not include

the offerings of sacrificial butter which constituted a great number of

ceremonies
The Domestic Rites and Rituals, as prescribed and codified in

the Grhyasutras are popularly known among the Hindus as karmas
and sathskdras. As karmas they are cherished as programmes of

duty to be observed by all good householders.

The question arises : Why are these rites and rituals called

Sathskaras ? A satisfactory answer to this question is furnished

in the Aitareya Brahmana (VI, 5, i). The Brahmana offers the
following definition of Saraskaras ; Chandomayam vd etair yajamdna
dtmdnam samskurute. By these the devotee so fashions himself

as to render it chandomaya or rythmical. Self-building {dtmasams-
kritih) * is indeed the ulterior object of the saihskaras. Accordingly
the sarnskaras are to be regarded as creations of art {Hipa). Art
in the human sense is to be understood as meaning ‘ an imitation of

a creation of Art Divine (i.e. of Nature). The figures of elephant,
the figurations in brass, drapery and gold, and the mule-yoked
chariots (made by human hand) are (examples of) Art Human.’ ®

According to the Satapatha Brahmana (III, 2, i, 5) : Yad vai prati-

rUpam tac chilpam :

‘ 'WTiatever is facsimile is Art ’.

Going by this definition we are to understand that the sarnskara
is a work of Art Human produced in imitation {anukritih) of a

* S.B.E., Vol. 30, p. xxiii.

® Cf. ^ I

* Baraa, Indian Culture, I, i, p. 119.
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work of Art Divine {devasilpa). By implication, the best work of

art human is that which is produced in the best possible imitation

of a work of Art Divine. The form of an art can be considered

excellent, or super-excellent if it is intended to be a best possible

copy of a living model supplied by Nature. The imitation, one
may say, is ape. But the meaning of imitation {anukritih) as a
criterion of a work of art in the Brahmanas, may be far deeper

than what appears at first sight. On this head we have the following

comment from Dr. Barua :
‘ The point is concerned with the

“ fashioning of self ” {dtmasamskritih)

,

the art of self-building. The
question is of bringing a son into the world in a full-fledged form
which is nothing but an art of reproducing one’s own self as a
separate individual who will stand out as a perfect model of bodily

form and mental constitution, endowed with harmony and intelli-

gence the fashioning of semen (retah) as the seed of

life is in the hands of creative power of the Divine Being working
in and through Nature, while imparting of certain specific characters

to it in its passage through the womb is possible on the part of the
parents. The substance with potentialities or possible forms is

given as a work of Art Divine, and the methodical realization of

those possibilities is the achievement of human skill and intelligence.

The text of the Aitareya Brahmana would have us understand
that a purely esthetic factor (e.g. the chanting of select hymns)
may prove of a great psychical effect in producing the required

artistic mood. The definition implied is : Art consists in intelligent

working up a desired form on a natural material, making manifest
what is hidden or potential.’ ^

The significance of the term karma is equally deep, if not deeper
still and this may be realized from the text of the Aitareya Aranyaka
in which the entire process of the cosmos, starting from the creative

will of Prajapati, the Lord of Beings, is said to reach its consummation
in Brahma and Karma, both together denoting the final stage of
evolution of the universe of life as a self-acting system, guided by
supreme intelligence and endowed with harmony throughout.*

In one aspect the grhydni or domestic samskaras are nothing
but what are called mangalas in Buddhism. The mangalas as
superstitious rites are repudiated in some of the Pali texts, as also

in some of the edicts of Asoka. King Aioka in his ninth Rock
Edict says ; There are men who perform the auspicious rites of a

^ Indian Culture, I, i, pp. 119-120 ; see also A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian
Philosophy, p. 86 ; for the comprehensive meaning of the term ‘ imitation ’ see
Coomarasvamy.

'*

* Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Philosophy, p. 63.
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superior or inferior kind, at the time of illness, or at the time of the

marriage of sons and daughters, or for the birth of sons or progeny,

or at the time of setting out on a journey. On these and such
other occasions the people perform the auspicious rites of various

descriptions, especially, the women perform many and diverse

auspicious rites of lesser or no importance.^

In Pali the word mangala is used to mean victory or success

in contradistinction to parabhava,^ meaning defeat. The Mangala
Sutta was worn on the person of a warrior, generally on the wrist

of the hand, a sanctified piece of thread serving as a means of safety

and protection.® Thus another meaning of the word mangala is

just safety or well-being {sotthi, svasti). In the very opening stanza
of the Pali Mangala Sutta which was promulgated almost verbatim
by Asoka in two of his Edicts (IX and XI) ‘ we are told that many
gods and men thought out, in all ages, the subject of mangalas and
yet could not come to any final decision about it. The matter was
ultimately referred to the Buddha who in returning an answer to the
question set out a programme of duty to be followed by a good
householder.® All that is set out in the Mangala Sutta is nothing
but a metrical summary of the whole duty of a noble householder
sketched in a prose discourse, called the SingalavMa Sutta.® The
duties mentioned either in the Mangala Sutta or in the Singalavada
contained nothing which cannot be brought within the scope of the
Grhya Sutras.

The difference between the Grhya scheme and the Buddhist
Mangala is one between symbolism and its meaning. This is clearly

brought out in the SingMavada Sutta in which the discourse has
been set out in the ready-made symbolical scheme. A young house-
holder used to salute the six quarters in the early morning just
after his bath and before he changed his clothes out of respect for

the dying word or behest of his father without any ado to grasp
its meaning. Accepting the symbolical scheme implied in the

^ Inscriptions of A^ka, Rock Edict, IX ; asti jano ucavacaip mangalatp karote
abadhesu va abaha-wvahesu va putralabhesu va pravasamhi va. Etamhi ca anamhi
ca jano ucavacaip mangalarp karote. Eta tu mahidayo bahukam ca bahuvidhain
ca chudaqi ca nirarthaip ca mangalatn karote. Bhandarkar and Majumdar, pp. 30-31.

* Matriculation Pali Selection, Notes, p. loi ; University of Calcutta.
* The Conquest of Ceylon ; Suttan ca tesam hatthesu laggetva, etc. A Pali

Reader by D. Anderson, Part i, pp. iio-iii ; Lond., 1901.
* The Mangala Sutta and the Rock Edicts of Aioka—S. h. Mitra, Proc. 2nd

Orient. Conf., Cal., 1922.
® Khuddaka-Patha (Ed. Smith), p. 3, Mangala Sutta ; Bahu deva manussn ca

mahgalani acintayutp 1 akamkhamana sotthanam bruhi mahgalam uttamam a

* Digha Nikaya, XXXI. Vol. Ill, pp. 180-193, P.T.S.
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daily practice of the young householder the Buddha tried to deepen
its significance by saying :

‘ This, O, son of the householder !

is not verily the mode of saluting the six quarters in accordance
with the approved discipline of the cultured people (ariyassa vinaye).

According to that discipline, the six quarters are the six persons

to whom a householder holds some indispensable duties and obliga-

tions, the parents representing the eastern quarter {puratthima)
;

the teachers, the southern ; the family, the western
;
the friends and

relations, the northern
;
the slaves and servants the nadir [hetthima)

and the religious teachers representing the zenith {uparima) and the
mode of saluting the six quarters consists in the earnest fulfilment

of these duties and obligations.’ ’

Similarly in the social background of the mafigalas set out in

the Mangala Sutta (sometimes called Mahamahgala Suttanta) and
also in the Mahamangala Jataka (Fausboll No. 453)

* we have
mention of certain superstitious beliefs and practices, which too fall

within the scope of the Grhyasutras. The beliefs and practices are

distinguished as :
(i) dittha-mangala, belief in the auspiciousness and

inauspiciousness of certain sights and the facing of welcome sights

and the avoidance of unwelcome sights with that belief
; (2) Suta-

mangala, the belief in the auspiciousness and inauspiciousness

of certain sounds, and the greeting of welcome sounds and the
avoidance of unwelcome sounds in accordance with that belief

;

and (3) muta-niangala, the belief in the auspiciousness and inauspi-

ciousness of certain touches and the greeting of welcome touches
and the avoidance of unwelcome touches in accordance with that
belief.®

Even behind these mangalas or superstitious practices there is

an idea of the personal hygiene and well-being of the self. Those
sights, sounds and touches are sought to be avoided which offended

» Text, Digha Nikaya, Vol. Ill (P.T.S.), p. 181.
® Cambridge English Ed., Vol. IV, pp. 46-47. Cf. Sutta Nipata, ii, 4. The

mangalas taught by the Buddha in the Mangala Sutta differ in their tone and quality

from those propounded by the Bodliisatva in the Mahamangala Jataka.
® According to the Mahamahgala Jataka Omens of sight are ; A perfectly

white bull, a woman witli child, a red fish, a jar filled to the brim, new-melted ghee
of cow’s milk, a new unwashen garment and rice porridge

; Omens of sound are

:

growing, eat, chew, etc. ; Omens of touch are—earth, green grass, fresh cowdung,
a clean robe, a red fish, gold or silver and food.

Cf. ifgvqngmT CTumgtJTT

fiiwwBftwn g^TOTvr hki^i 1
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or affected the moral sensibility of a cultured man or woman. And
those sights, sounds and touches were welcomed that might be cal-

culated to be pleasing or agreeable to that moral sense.

$uci (purity) and sndna (bathing) are the two terms that express

together the idea of personal hygiene, bathing serving as a means
and purity denoting the result. Of purity and bathing there are

two aspects, external and internal. The external aspect is that which
finds its expression in words and actions, and the internal aspect

{antara-sndna) * is that which concerns the mind and the mental
state, in short, character. Buddhism and such like religions shifted

the emphasis from the external modes and means of purity to the
internal,® while the Grhya rites and rituals were devised to serve

both as external and as internal modes and means with apparently
more emphasis on the side of the external. The Samskaras con-

stituted those very rites and rituals which were considered sufficient

as a means to the personal hygiene and well-being of a cultured
householder.

Poetry and philosophy on the one hand and science and supersti-

tion on the other are beautifully intermingled in them. In the words
of Barth ‘ The very ancient and always ingenious and suggestive

symbolism which invests the majority of these usages is often of

very great beauty ; and from the whole there stands forth the image
of a life at once grave and lovable, and which, though bristling

somewhat with formalities, is nevertheless serviceably active, and
nowise morose or inimical to joyfulness of heart

The domestic rites and rituals, as prescribed and codified in the
Grhyasutras, were punctiliously observed among the twice-bom
classes of the Indo-Aryan community. These rites and rituals are

observed up till now among all sections of the Hindus. We need
not go into the origin of these rites and rituals, we may take it for

granted that the Grhyasutras presuppose certain Grhya hymns in
the ^g-Veda which were incorporated in the Atharvan Collection
though in altered settings of the Riks, or individual verses, obviously
to suit the programme actually followed in the society. We may
even go so far as to suggest that it is with the incorporation of those
hymns from the ^tg-Veda that the growing Atharvan Collection was
ultimately recognized as a Veda. The Grhya hjnnns in the Rg-
Veda themselves presuppose the existence of some well-known
domestic rites, the hymns serving only to heighten their importance.
In connection with each of the rites the Grhyasutras prescribe

* Majjhima Nikaya, I, Vatthupama-Sutta (7).
* Bama, Gaya and Buddha Gaya, Vol. I, p. 93!.
* Barth, The Religions of India, Eondon, 1921.
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recital of certain texts, only the catch-words of which are generally

given.

These rites and rituals constitute together certain ceremonies

the order and enumeration of which vary with different authorities.

The continuity of the Grhya texts can be followed through the

Dharmasutras, the Dharma-sastras, their later commentaries and
digests.'

^ Vedic Period .—Prominence is given to only two ceremonies, namely, marriage

and funeral, though a reference to holy rites is being made in R.V., III, 62, 10-12.

Sutra Period .—The performance of purificatory ceremonies, or Sathskaras

beginning with the Garbhadhana or the rite of impregnation and ending with the

Antye^ti or the funeral rite including ^rdddha as enumerated in the Grhya Sutras,

are many and varied. Their number is more than fifty.

Asvalayana prescribes that of these, sixteen are to be performed as occasions

for them arise, seven are to be performed once a year, one every month and the

rest daily
: ^

g 1

Harita, however, divides all these vSarhskaras into two broad groups, Brahma
and Daiva. He also speaks of the merits to be achieved by the performance of

such rites :

Tin wftr 1 i

H nr ^ n??tnrt 1 WTir?rt

I

Gautama (VIII, 18-20) enumerates forty Saihskaras :

?n[?r?rTfiT ^
nninfnirr

II Tftr I

Of these forty rites the first fourteen are occasionals : Garbhadhana, puthsavana,
simantonnayana, jatakarma, naraakarana, annapra^ana, cudakarana, upanayana,
snana, marriage, and four Vedavratas (only the first ten, da§akarma, are now in

vogue amongst the Hindus of Bengal). The next five are Mahayajnas : Oblations
to god, pitris, living beings in general, men and rsis ;

seven are Pakayajnas, or little

domestic sacrifices : Astaka (on the eighth day of four winter months), parvana
(on the days of new and full moon), ^raddha (funeral oblations), ^ravani, agrahayani,
caitri and a^vayuji (in different months), seven are Haviryajnas or istis : Agnyadheya
(setting up of the sacred hearth), agnihotra (daily oblations to three fires), danla-
purnamasa (istis of the new and full moon), agrayana (first fruits of harvest), catur-
masya (at the beginning of each of the three seasons), nirudhapa^ubandha (tiie

animal sacrifice) and sautramani and the last seven are the Soma sacrifices : Agnistoma,
atyagnistoma, ukthya, soda^in, vajapeya, atiratra aM aptoryama. For a detailed
exposition of these rites and rituals see Ind. Stud., X, p. 322 seq.
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The setting up of the Grhya fire (grhydgni) is the essential

ceremony, and all the rites and rituals prescribed in the Grhyasutras
centre round it. The agent who is to perform all these ceremonies

Angira mentions twenty-five Samskaras in the life of a man ;

Jwbrrir sw?*f ^ i

’qrq'mniTw^qiit qr n i

. '*
, c,

J

fqwtw: i

Wqjffir ^ fifBrnq! i

ft qPnn^ ^mrqr ^f^airr: h

Vyasa Samhita recommends sixteen Samskaras :

^ i

fjTBqw'qqnrrwif ^ qq»rfw«ii n

qnqtiit KifT^qi t^rq:qi-fir«rTfqfti: i

fqqmftnrftirv « t

«

^^Ttr: frwn- qgm: i

Visnu Parana also fixes the number at sixteen :

>nd’<m-g^qqi-fWt«^tirq«r-fq*qrq%

: III, X, Comm. on Sloka i
;
cf. Gaduda Pur. 3/23.

Mahanirvana Tantra reduces the number to ten only :

?rnT 1

«TT?fiTT^ 11

IT I

ir»l ^T- B 1

Purva Khandam, Navamullasa. Manu II, 27, 28—adds to the above list of ten,

Ke^anta, or godana (celebrating the day on which the young man first shaves his

hair) and pretakarma (funeral obsequies). The above samskaras are also prescribed

for women without mantras, the only omission being the initiation (Upanayana)
which is replaced by marriage. Cf. also Manu II, 66, 67 ;

Yajnavalkya, i, 13.

P'or other references see—The Religions of India by A. Barth (Tond., 1921)

;

The Rites of the Twice-Bom—^Mrs. Sinclair (Bond., 1920) ;
Maxmiiller—Die

Todtenbestattung bei den Bralimanen : Zeitschr. d. D. Morgenl, GeseUsch ; t. ix
;

E. Haas—^Die Heirathsgebriiche der alten Inder nach den Grhysutra, with additions
by A. Weber, in the Ind. Studien, t.v. ; O. Doimer—Pindapitriyajna, das Manenopfer
mit klossen bei den Indem, 1870. The last particularly in connection with the
marriage and ftuaeral ceremonies. Samskara Mayukha—Sankara Bhatta, pp. 10-12,

Bombay, 1913 ; Bhabadeva Bhatta—History of Dharma^astras
;
P. V. Kain, Vol. I,

pp. 302, Poona, 1930.
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is the householder. The householder as treated off in the Grhya-
sutras, is a natural agent for procreation. He is the person who
is burdened with certain household duties. The Grhya hymns in

the ^Ig-Veda expressly deal with two topics, namely, marriage and
funeral. There are two hymns, namely, the hymn of Vamadeva,
and the hymn on Frogs, in the first of which we have some sort of

a conception of the birth in the womb and in the second a reference

to the chanting of hymns by the Brahmacarins of the time. We
can say that the domestic rites and rituals are connected with four

things in life, namely, birth, studentship, marriage and death.

Those relating to birth may be further discriminated as pre-natal,

natal and post-natal. Those relating to studentship may be
discriminated as those connected with initiation, those with actual

studentship and those with the completion of the course of the

study. Those relating to marriage may be likewise discriminated

as pre-nuptial, nuptial and post-nuptial. And those relating to

death may also be discriminated as pre-obituary, obituary and post-

obituary. The Sanskrit technical names for the above ceremonies
are as follows ;

A. Those relating to Birth- —

{a) Pre-natal (i) Garbhadhana,
(ii) Pumsavana,
(iii) Simantonnayana.

(6) Natal (i) Jatakarma.
(c) Post-natal (i) Narnakarana,

(ii) Niskramana,
(iii) Annaprasana,
(iv) Cudakarana.

B. Those relating to Studentship

—

(a) Initiation (i) Upanayana.
(ft) Studentship (i) Brahmacarya.
(c) Completion of the course (i) Samavartana.

C. Those relating to Marriage

—

{a) Pre-nuptial (i) Vagdana.
(ft) Nuptial (i) Sampradana.
(c) Post-nuptial (i) Dviragamana,

(ii) Pancamahayajnas.

D. Those relating to Death

—

{a) Pre-obituary (i) Antarjali.

(ft) Obituary (i) Antyesti. »

(c) Post-obituary (i) Sraddha.



ASSES, HORSES AND GANDHARVAS

By Jean Przyluski

I. ‘ The Vedic (and Indo-European) name for horse, asva,

says Prof. J. Beoch, is no longer represented to-day in Indo-Aryan
except on the confines of the Iranian world where the corresponding

word is still living (Grierson, Pisaca Language, p. 73, and the list

of Ling. Survey, No. 68). The word which has replaced it in all

other parts of the country occurs in the Srauta Sutra of Apastamba

—

a text which appears to be of southern origin (cf. Biihler, SBE, II,

p. xxx) under the form ghota. Mr. J. Charpentier has tried

(KZ, XT, p. 441) to identify this word with German gaul

;

this

equivalence would be strange by itself
;
Prof. Sommer has shown

(IF, XXXI, p. 362) that this Germanic word has its correspondents

in Slavonic and not in Indian. On the other hand, the similarity

of ghota with some Dravidian forms with the same meaning has
long been recognized : Tel. gurramu.

;
Can. kudure ; Tam. kudirei

(Gondi Kdrd is suspected to be borrowed from Hindi ghord like Kui
godd)

;
the Dravidian form which has preceded the Hindi word

amongst the Gonds is undoubtedly that which accounts for Gadaba
krufd and Savara kurtd, alone of their kind in Munda. The Brahui
hulli is out of the question ; on the value of initial h, cf. on one
hand Br. hal

“
rat ”, het

“ goat ”, hm “ to deposit ” and Tam. eli,

ddu. In ; on the other Br. hur and Gondi hurk, Kui sud (cf. TutteE,
Am. J. Phil., XD, p. 84).

‘ It is easy to reconstitute the common prototype of all these

forms * ghutr-. In the same process one gets some important data
for the history of Dravidian phonetics :

‘ ist. The consonantal group has been eliminated in Telugu
by total assimilation, in Tamil and Canarese by vocalic insertion.

‘ 2nd. In the last two languages, the intervocalic surd is changed
into a sonant . . .

' 3rd. In the same languages the initial consonant is changed
into- a surd . . .

‘ If it were certain that the Sanskrit word was borrowed
from Dravidian, one could have rightly deduced at once a fourth
observation, more important than all the previous ones. In that
case the most ancient Dravidian, in fact, would have had aspirate

consonants . . . But the name of the horse is essentially a name sub-
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ject to renewal and no one can foresee whence the new name would
be taken . . .

’ ^

2. Having mentioned again the forms of the word for horse
in the Dravidian languages, Prof. P. C. Bagchi adds :

‘ All these

forms of the word show the possibility of the existence of another
form like kolla which might have given rise to kolha of Kolhapur.
It is probably the name of Kolhapur which is referred to as Kollagiri

in the medieval Tantrik literature (cf. for example the Dakarnava,
H. P. Sastri, Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts of A.S.B., Vol. I,

p. 97) ... In fact Fleet [Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts,

p. 538 and p. 497) says that the more ancient name of Kolhapur was
KoUapura . . .

’ ®

3. In a lecture which I delivered at Bruxelles in 1932, I said

briefly :
‘ The school of Max Mueeer had naturally noted the

analogy between the name of the Centaurs and that of the Gandharva.
In the language of the Avesta, gandarowa corresponds exactly
with the Sanskrit gandharva. To the first adepts of comparative
mythology, followed again quite recently by M. Dumezie, Centaur,
Gandarawa, Gandharva describe a class of horse genii, the name and
the cult of which are properly Indo-European. True, if one drops
the last syllable -va, a common radical remains in Sanskrit and in

Avestic : Gandhar, and it does not differ much from the Greek
Kentaur. But the Indo-European quality of this radical is not at
all demonstrated. I would rather incline to think that it is an old
name of the horse : this name, though deformed, would have left

some marks in the Dravidian languages where to this day it appears
still in the forms kudirei, kudri, kudira, kudure, etc.

' *

4. In 1934, Prof. St. SCHAYER wrote :
' There is beyond

doubt a connection between the Greek Kentauros, Iranian Gandarewa
and Indian Gandharva. Nevertheless the attempts to explain this

connection by the comparative grammar of Indian-European
languages are not convincing.* The word is probably not of Indo-
European origin, and both the Indian Gan^arva as well as the
Greek Kentauros are folk etymologies ® based on the same loan

^ Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India, transl. by. P. C. Bagchi, pp. 46-49 ;

Vlndo-aryen, p. 326.
2 IX, no. I, p. 257.
® Revue de VUniversite de Bruxelles

^

fev.-avr. 1932, p. 285.
^ Besides A. Kuhn, Zeitschrift fur vgL Sprachforschung, I, p. 513, there are
recent hypotheses to be noticed : H. Giintert, 1 . c., p. 69 and G. Dumezh,, Le

Prohleme des Ceniaures, 1929.
® Bud^ists (cf. Abhidharmakosa III, 47) explaiilHiandharva as ‘ he who eats

smell , and the Tibetan Totsavas translate it in the same way as dri-za.
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word. Przyluski’s supposition,* that we are in presence of a word
akin to the Dravidian names of horse {kudirei, etc.) deserves to be
taken into account. It does not exclude the identification of

Gandharva with gardabha, garda being probably also an un-Aryan
loan word.* In the Atharva-Veda (VIII, 6) the Gandharvas bray
like asses, and as the donkey is a notoriously lascivious animal, it

fits in the erotic character of the Gandharvas.’ And, in a foot-

note, the Prof. SCHAYER added: ‘I am indebted to Prof. J.
‘ Przyeuski for the following remarks : “I have long been
‘

' convinced that there is a link between gandharva and gardabha . . .

“ In un-Aryan India, as with the Sumerians, the horse, being of late
“ importation, may have received the name of the ass. In Sumerian,
“ the horse is called “ the foreign ass ”. This is generally translated

“by ‘‘ mountain ass but Thureau-Dangin has proved that
“ kur can mean " foreign ” as well as “ mountain *

5. Then, quite recently. Prof. S. K. Chatterji writes

:

‘
. . . the element $dli in ^dli-hotra is unquestionably the same

that we see in the name $dli-vdhana, which, along with its variant
Sdta (in Sdta-vdhana) has been shown by J. Przyluski (in the
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1929, pp. 2736.) to be merely
the ancient Kol (Austric) word for the ‘ horse ’ (found in Santali

as sad-om). The Skt. form ghota would appear itself to be a Prakritic

formation, its older form being *ghotra or *ghutra, a form to which
we can at once affiliate the Dravidian equivalents—Tamil kutirai,

Kannada kudure, Telugu gurra-mu. The word *ghulra-ghota-

kutirai is itself of doubtful origin, but it is a very old word, widely
spread all over the Near East. An ancient Egyptian name for the
horse, which doubtless came from Asia (from Asia Minor or
Mesopotamia), was htr, which would appear to be just a variant of

*ghutra. The Modem Greek name for the ass, gadairos, and the
Turki word for the mule, katyr, would appear to be connected with
*ghutra-htr. For the present, we may tentatively look upon the
word as extra-Indian (Asianic, that is belonging to Asia Minor and
the Aegean ?) non-Aryan which was probably brought in by the
Dravidians : it may be that it is a genuine Dravidian word ; and we
should note the possibility of the Dravidians themselves being
Mediterranean (Cretan) in origin. $dli-hotra would seem to preserve
an old form of ghota also, in its second element.’ *

^ Vinfluence iranienne en Grice et dans VInde, RUB, 1932, p. 285.
^ Cf. J. Bloch, Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidtan, p. 50.
^ Bulletin de VAcademic Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres, Cracovie, 1934,

p. 65.
* Polyglottism in Indo-Aryan, Seventh Oriental Conference, pp. 183-185.
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6 . As I wrote to Prof. Schayer, and as I have taught for

many years, I believe that the names of the ass, of the horse and
of the gandharva are originally of a kin. The following facts can
serve to back this hypothesis ;

(i) In Pali, the word for ass is gadrabha. In gadrabhal

gardabha, the element -bha, which is a suffix well-

known in the names of animals, can be isolated.

Middle-Indian gadra-
‘

ass ’, is close to hotra
‘

horse ’,

and the name of the ass in Kurku, gadrl * can also be
compared to it.

(ii) Some time ago * I have studied, in certain languages of

India, the following curious phenomenon : in the

same word the aspiration is liable to move from one
syllable to another. If we admit a connection between
*ghotra, gandharva and gadrabha, it must be noted
that in this case the aspiration would appear to be
moveable and to be placed either on the ist, the 2nd
or the 3rd syllable. In the Munda tongues the name
of the ass varies in the same way between gadha,

gada, gadri and gadahd.

(iii) Sanskrit mudrd ‘

seal ’ has two equivalents ; murndra,

murntra, in the documents in Kharosthi, of Niya, and
we find the following Iranian forms, which are believed

to be borrowed from the Indian : bal. mundart,
‘

ring,

finger-ring ’, afgh. mundra
'

ring, ear-ring Between
mudrd and mundart, there is just about the same
interval as between gadra- and gandhar-.

(iv) In Kui, we have gddd ‘ horse ’ and godo ‘ ass ’
;
in Tamil,

kudirei
‘

horse ’, and karudei
‘

ass ’

; in Mai. kudira
‘ horse ’ and karuda ‘ ass ’. These linguistical

analogies can hardly be fortuitous, if we consider the

likeness which the horse bears really to the ass. The
two names do not derive directly the one from the
other, but they may be two imperfect copies of the same
original, which one feels inclined to look for in the
Near East.

(v) The Centaur’s name is not the only indication of a

‘ On the reverse, the name for horse in Savara is kurta. The metathesis trjri,

drjrd is ob^rved in the name of the ass as well as in the name of the horse. M. J.
Bi,och believes that both Savara kurta and Gadaba krutd were borrowed by the
Munda from the Dravidian. {L’indo-aryen, p. 326.) ^

* JA, 1926, 1, p. II and fol.
; BSL, t. 30, 2, pp. 200-201.

* I/UDERS, Die bakischen Mura, Spaw, dez. 1918, p. 742.
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connection with the Near East. Midas is a royal

name which appears more than once in the onomastics
of Greece and of Asia Minor. According to the legend,

Midas had the ears of an ass. He was, then, a king
connected with the ass. Now the Macedonian Midas
was the son of Gordias, and the Midas of Phrygia was
the son of Gordios. One is tempted to recognize in

Gordias and Gordios the same root as in garda-bha.
Besides, M. Dumezil has already compared Gordias
and Gandharva and he observes that in the Illrd
Century A.D., the Phrygians of Nicee stamped a coin

in honor of E^mperor Gordianus Pius. This medal
displays a man sitting on a horse which has a man’s
leg, and it bears the following legend :

‘ the horse
with a man’s leg of the Niceans ’, and this suggests a
connection between the names belonging to the Gordios
and Gordianus type, and the Centaurs.^

7. The above observations lead us to suppose that the
gandharvas were primitively conceived under the shape of an ass.

Eater on, the horse, looked upon as a nobler animal, replaced the
ass. A mutation quite similar to this has happened in the cult of

the Mother-Goddess. Originally, this goddess was pictured between
two animals : birds, lions, etc., then, the horse has taken the place
of those former acolytes which have become two horse-gods, and,
finally, have changed into gods on horseback : the Asvin. Oldenberg
has observed rightly that before they became horsemen, the Asvin
had been Horse-Gods. I have pointed out elsewhere that, in the
Vedic period, the Asvin were pictured as two birds.* The multipli-

city of their animal shapes accounts for the fact that in the Vedic
hymns the Alvin’s chariot is drawn by horses, birds, buffaloes, one
or several asses.*

8. If the gandharvas were asses primitively, their true nature
is more easily explained. The gandharvas are lubric and musical
beings. Those are precisely the distinctive features of the ass,

lascivious and noisy animal. Eet us recall, moreover, that in AV,
VIII, 6, the gandharvas bray like asses.

9. The part played by the gandharva in the popular Buddhist
theory of reincarnation has been compared by Prof. St. Schayer
with its part in the Vedic wedlock rites :

‘
. . . at the moment of death,

the individual loses his psycho-ph3^ical apparatus and becomes a

^ Cf. G, Dumezh,, Le ProbUme des Centaures, pp. 241-250.
* Les A&vin et la Grande Deesse, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, I, i, p. 133.
* V, H. Vader, The twin gods Aivinau, IHQ, 8, p. 275.
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so-called Gandharva, a separate being in the “ intermediary state ”,

which sets forth into the world to look for the womb of its future

mother. As soon as it finds its proper parents—“ proper ” meaning
that they belong to the class of beings in which it is to be born in

accordance with its karmic destination—it “ keeps ready ” {pratyu-

pasthita) and, on the occasion of its parents’ coition enters its mother’s

vulva. The part played by parents, especially by the father, is

quite secondary and the whole process strongly reminds the ratapa
theory of the Australian Arandas, with this difference, however,
that the ratapas are emanations of mythical ancestors It is

worth noticing that the part of Gandharva in the Vedic wedlock rites

stands in no contradiction to the Buddhist conception : before the

betrothed is allowed to be united with her husband, she belongs,

for three nights to the Gandharva Visvavasu. During that time
the newly wedded couple sleeps chastely on the ground separated

by a staff representing the Gandharva, anointed with scents and
adorned with materials and cords.’ ^

10. Now the following conclusion seems to impress itself upon
us. Before the betrothed is allowed to be united with her husband,
she belongs to the Gandharva Visvavasu. The child bom of this

union belongs, consequently, to the race of the Gandharvas
;
so that

in the societies where the old beliefs were preserved, the children

of men were asses in reality. Some elements exist in Indian
onomastics, which can be explained by the persistence of this belief.

Amongst the populations which use the Munda languages we
note the Gadaba tribe, the dialect of which is very unsatisfactorily

known. It is spoken by about 35,000 individuals.* It seems
difficult to separate Gadaba from the name of the ass. In the
Gadaba dialect, as it is spoken in the State of Bastar, the name of

the ass has the forms of gadhal and gadddi, but the dialect is not
exactly the same in the different places.

In the Visnupurdna (trsl. Wilson, pp. 474, 475), Garddhaba
or Gardabhin is the name of a dynasty. Mark, in Garddhaba,
how the aspiration has moved. Besides, the family of Gardabhila
appears in the Puranas among the successors of the Andhras.*
The Jain story of Kalaka, the Kdlakdcaryakathd, records how the
saint Kalaka, having been insulted by King Gardabhilla of Ujjain,

went to the land of the Sakas and persuaded a number of Saka

^ Bulletin de VAcademic Polonaise des Sciences et des Lettres, Cracovie, 1934,
pp. 61, 64. „

® Ling. Surv. of India, Vol. IV, p. 229.
* Cf. Kali Age, pp. 44-46, 72 and Camb. Hist, of India, I, p. 533.
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satraps to invade Ujjain and overthrow the d3Tiasty of Gardabhilla.*

Upon the illustrations of the manuscripts which relate this story,

the city wall of Ujjain is shown with a towered gate. King
Gardabhilla sits within, weaving his spells before a brazier and the

She-Ass magic appears before him, standing upon one of the towers.

Its mouth is wide open to bray.* According to some legends,

Gardabhilla is the father of Vikramaditya. Other texts tell us

that Vikramaditya's father was a divinity named Gandharvasena,
who had been cursed to wear the shape of an ass.* I have shown,
elsewhere,* that the element -sena is an un-Aryan suffix. Gandharva-
sena is to gandharva what Gardabhilla is to gardabha. The varia-

tions in the legend prove that gardabha= gandharva. An ass of divine

essence was the protector of Ujjain, as well as the ancestor of its

kings.

11. Similar beliefs have survived in Dekhan to the modern
times. By a letter which father De Bourzes wrote in 1713, from
the mission at Madure, we gather that in that country an entire

caste claims to be issued from an ass, and that it is the royal caste.
' Those belonging to this caste, writes the missionary, treat the

asses as their own brothers.’ *

12. If one starts from gandharva now, it seems possible to

explain some other ethnical names. Let us compare Greek
Kentauros, Iranian Gandarowa, and Indian Gandharva. Clearly,

the element -va is a suffix, like the terminal -hha of Gardabha.®
So that, as we can separate the element gandhar-, we obtain the

ethnical Gandhara, Gandhara, Gandhari, Gandhari. The third

form is already testified for in the Vedic hymns. Herodotus III,

91, knows the Gandarioi, which Ptolemy calls Gandarai.*

In the Mahabharata I, 115, Gandhari is the daughter of the

Gandhara king Subala, the wife of Dhrtarastra and the mother of

Duryodhana. One day, Dvaipayana granted her the boon that

she should have 100 sons. As soon as Duryodhana was bom he
began to cry like an ass. This legend reveals still the signs of the
antique connection between the ass and the Gandhara.

^ W. Norman Brown, The story of Kdlaka, pp. 56, 80, 106.
* The story of Kdlaka, ibid., pi. 12 and fig. 16.
® Ibid., p. 60, n. 17.
* RHA, 9, Oct., 1932, p. 58 and fol. The suffix -sena is added sometimes to

un-Aryan ettoics. Cf. Kalingasena.
* Lettres edifiantes et curieuses, Paris, 1781, t. XII, pp. 94-95.
* About the links between the suffixes -bha and -va, ii. Un ancien peufle di*

Penjab : les Salva, JA, 1929, II, p. 318, where I have compared salva and sarabha.
’’ Ptolemy VII, i, 44 ; cf. Diod. Sic. II, 37 Gandaridai,
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13. We know that in the un-Aryan languages of India the

guttural initial could be softened, or could disappear completely.'

Gandhar- was then liable to have the form andhar-. Pliny VI, 67,

mentions the Andarae, meaning thus the great un-Aryan people of

Dekhan, the name of which is Andhra in Skt. and Andha in Middle-

Indian.* I have demonstrated long since that the Andhra- or at

least the royal caste of this people—were the Sons of the Horse,

and we have just seen here that the mythical Horse has replaced

the Ass. We reach the same point again, though by a different

path.®

' Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India, pp. 29, 150.

^ Sp, I, 255, 28 (ad. Vin. Ill, 27, 35) milakkhukam ndma yo koci anariyako

Andha-Damilddi, quoted in D. Andersen and H. Smith, A Critical Pali Dictionary,

s.v. Andha.
** My previous researches about Hippokoura, Satiyaputra and Satakami have

been discussed recently by V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar [Indian Culture, Jan.,

1936, pp. 549£E.), who rejects my conclusions for three principal reasons: (i)

kura is not an Indian word meaning town
; (2) hippo- is a Greek noun, kura belongs

to another language
; (3) if Baleokoura is a king s name, it cannot be the name of

the capital. The answer to these objections shall be foimd in
:
(i) Syevain Levi,

Paloura-Dantapura, in Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India, pp. 173-175, and cf.

ibid., pp. 137-139
; (2) S. K. Chatterji, Polyglottism in Indo-Aryan, Seventh

Oriental Conference, p. 177 and fol. (‘ translatiomcompounds J ; (3) JRAS, April,

1929, p. 276. The results to which the study of the im-Aryan nouns leads are not in

contradiction with history, as M. V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar thinks. They
rise against tradition only.



TRACES OF UGRIAN OCCUPATION OF INDIA

By B. Bonnerjea

During the last few years much has been written in various

scientific journals of Europe and America, and more in the daily

press, about the supposed relationship between Finno-Ugrian (FU)
and Munda languages

;
and just now the controversy concerning

the position of Munda languages is as spirited as ever.

In 1906 Pater W. Schmidt published a work in which he attemp-
ted to prove that the Munda languages belonged to the ‘ Austro-

Asiatic ’ family of languages created by himself.* For almost a

quarter of a century this hypothesis remained unchallenged
; but

in 1930 de Hevesy questioned the existence of the ‘ Austro-Asiatic
’

languages and suggested that the Munda languages belong to the

FU stock, and two years later, in 1932, he pubhshed a book in which he
amplified his former suggestion.* This, as can be imagined, stirred up
a veritable hornet’s nest. The Viennese school headed by Schmidt,

as well as the FU scholars in Hungary and Finland, with very few
exceptions, have refused to accept de Hevesy’s conclusions.

Schmidt insists that the Munda languages are formed by prefixation *

;

and the FU scholars have not taken any definite attitude—either

for or against—towards this question.*

The reason for this seeming indifference is perhaps to be looked
for in the almost complete ignorance on the part of the FU scholars

in all matters connected with the Munda people and their lan^age.
Even the very name is totally unknown to the large majority of

FU scholars versed in Unguistics ;
and FU languages are terra in-

cognita to all Indian scholars.

Matters stood thus when, in January 1935, the present writer,

an ethnologist, decided to study FU linguistics so as to be able to

^ W. Schmidt, Die Mon-Khmer Vother . Ein Btndegbed zmschen Volkern

Zentralasiens und Austronesiens (Brunswick, 1906). Id.,
'

La position des langues

munda ’, Congris International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques

[Conference : le 2 aodt 1934]. London.
* W. von Hevesy, ‘ On W. Schmidt’s Munda-Mon-Khmer Comparisons, etc.

Bull. School Or. Lang., vi (London, 1930), pp. 187-200. Id., Finnisch-Ugrisches aus
Indien (Vienna, 1932) .

* Schmidt, loc. cit.

* The criticisms of de Hevesy’s works by A. Sauvageot (in Bull, de la Soc.

de Ling, de Paris, xxxiv, p. 180 sq. [Answer, ibid., p. 237 sq.]) and Gobi-Gildi
{Revue des Etudes Hongroises, 1933, p. 334 sq. [Answer, ibid., 1934, p. 203 sy.])

are superficial and biassed ; hence they cannot be taken seriously.
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give an opinion on the subject, and as a restdt, at the invitation of

the Hungarian Minister of Education, came to Budapest in the
capacity of ‘ Maitre des Conferences

’

at the Royal University.

The idea that there is a connection between the languages of

India and those of the FU group is by no means a new one. Korosi-

Csoma (1784-1842) looked for Hungarian (Magyar) origins in India.

Eugen Toth and Francis Zajti thought on insufficient evidence that

they had discovered in India the Hun settlements. As long as

nearly eighty years ago Caldwell and Max Muller, and a little later

Gabriel Balint, and quite recently Schrader of Kiel thought that

they had discovered similarities between FU and the Dravidian
languages of Southern India.' But these similarities were merely
lexical similarities

;
morphologically there is no resemblance between

them, and therefore they could have occurred only through chance
borrowings and there can be no question of a genetic relationship

between FU and Dravidian.

On the other hand the theory brought forward by de Hevesy
that there is a close relationship between FU and Munda, in spite

of its many shortcomings in technique, seems to be worthy of serious

consideration. In one of his latest works Hevesy says :
‘ Wird

auch voile Klarheit und game Gewissheit erst auf Grund sfrachges-

chichtlicher Untersuchungen zu erlangen sein : so kann zusammen-
fassend bereits heute gesagt werden, dass ein besonders hoher Grad
von Wahrscheinlichkeit dafiir besteht, dass die Mundasprachen dem
ugrischen Zweige der finnisch-ugrischen (uralischen) Sprachfamilie
angehoren ’

}

Daring statements such as the one quoted above cannot be
allowed to go unanswered. After this challenge, as it were to the
whole of the scientific world, we have no alternative but to take
up the gauntlet thrown before us. The results obtained so far

from a study of the two groups of languages are, to say the least,

startling. On morphological similarities it is seen that Hevesy’s
general thesis regarding the genetic relationship between FU and
Munda is correct.® But this linguistic relationship brings up too
many ethnological problems which are as yet far from any solution.

' F. O. Schrader, ‘ Drawidisch und Uralisch Zeitschrift fur Indologie und
Iranistik, iii (1925), pp. 81-112.

® W. von Hevesy, in MiUeilungen an den Ill-ten Internationalen Kongress
der Linguisten (Rome [t3T)ed MS.]), p. 25.

* See for example, B. Bonnerjea, ‘ A munda nyelvekrol ’, Magyar Nyelvdr,
bdv (Budapest, 1935), pp. 99-102, 124-130 ; Id.,

‘

de Hevesy on Munda and Finno-
Ugrian I/inguistics, and Easter Island Script ’, American Anthropologist, new ser.

xxxviii (1936), pp. 148-149 ; Id., ‘ Hungary and India*, Polyglot Herald, Budapest,
1st May, 1936, p. I.
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and will probably require many years of intensive study before they

can be answered with any degree of certainty.

The Munda peoples of the present day are principally situated

in Chota Nagpur.^ Anthropologically they show an admixture
of the Mongoloides. The Munda languages together with the dialects

are spoken by approximately 3 million people. According to one
of their traditions they came to their present domicile from another

country situated in the west, and they were originally in Sapta-
Sindhu. The same tradition also relates that at the time of their

immigration eastwards they split up into different tribes or nations,

and that after being driven from one country to another they finally

came and settled in the Santal Parganas.* We shall see later on
how far these traditions are of any value.

The FU languages are (1) Hungarian or Magyar (Magy.), in

Hungary
; (2) Vogul, east of the Ural Mts. in the governments of

Perm and Tobolsk
; (3) Ostyak (Ost.), also in Tobolsk

; (4) Syrienian,

in the governments of Vologda, Archangel, Wjatka and Perm
;

(5) Votyak (Vot.), in Wjatka and Ufa
; (6) Cheremis, in Wjatka,

Kazan, Ufa, Perm, Kostroma and Nizniy-Novogorod
; (7) Mordwin

(Mord.), in Samara, Simbirsk, Pensa, Saratow, Tambow and Nizniy-
Novogorod

; (8) Finn, in Finland ; and (9) Uapp, in Uappland.
To these we may add Samoyed, which, according to Setala,® is

closely related.

As yet we are not certain if we know all the Munda languages.*
In Ganjam Ramamurti has recently discovered a new one.® Be
that as it may, it is certain that the Kherwari group of Munda
languages—about ii in all—differ from each other only dialecti-

cally. This particular group of languages has been variously desig-
nated

; the Danish scholars called it ' Kherwari ’

; the present
writer had called the peoples speaking these languages ' Kolarians ’

*

;

the Linguistic Survey of India calls them Munda ; and of late years
the term ‘ Austro-Asiatic ’ has been applied to them. But the
nornenclature itself is of minor importance. Hevesy gives the
derivation of Kherwar— Jdger (hunter). The word Munda is Indo-

^ Bonnerjea, L’Ethnologic du Bengale (Paris, 1927), pp. 14-49.
* Bonnerjea, ‘ The Social and Ceremonial Bhe of the Santdls The Indian

Antiquary, lix (Bombay, 1930), p. 58.
® E. N. Setala, ‘ Zur Frage der Verwandtschaft der fiimo-ugrischen und samo-

jedischen Sprachen Suomalais-UgrUaisen Seuran Aikakauskirja [Journal dc
SociUe Finno-Ougrienne], xxx (Helsingfors, 1918), No. 5.

* Munda languages known so far are enumerated in Linguistic Survey of India,
vol. IV.

® G. V. Ramamurti, A Manual of the Savara or So:ra: Language (Madras,
1931).

* Bonnerjea, L’Ethnologie du Bengale, Ch. II.
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Aryan (lA) ;
it denotes ‘ chieftain ;

village chief and it still survives

in certain modern Indian languages in a corrupted form, as in Bengali

mundu. Another designation of the same people is mdnU {mdnjhi),

a designation also to be found among the Voguls. Munkdcsi derives

the word magyar from an original root which also gave the Voguls

their name for themselves.’ Without however, going into a dis-

cussion as to the etymology of the word, we may state that the

word Mundd is used here merely as a conventional term to comprise

all the languages and dialects belonging to this family, viz. Santali,

Karmali, Turi, Gadaba, Kharia, Mundari, Nahali, Bhumij, Birhor,

Koda, Ho, Asuri, Turi, Korwa, Juang, Kurku and Savara or So.ra:.

Of all these languages the most important as well as the best studied,

both structurally as well as phonetically, is Santali
;
and Savara

has the distinction of being the first language in the world which
has adopted the International Phonetic Script as its alphabet.®

How similar the two groups of languages, FU and Munda, are

may be seen from the few examples given below. Both groups
belong to what is called the agglutinating family of languages.

There is no sharp distinction between the different parts of speech,

such as nouns, pronouns, verbs, and so on
;
the context alone shows

whether a word is used as a noun or an adjective or a verb. In fact,

verbal suffixes may be added to all words irrespective of whether
they are nouns, adjectives, personal pronouns, and even numerals
and interjections.® In other words every base in Munda is also

a verbal base. This seems to have been a peculiarity of FU tongues.*

Prefixes—in direct contradiction to the opinion expressed by
Schmidt—are not used in the formation of Munda words, and there

is not one single genuine Munda word formed with a prefix
;
such

words as are formed by prefixation are borrowed from lA languages,

e.g. the prefixes a-, an-, be-, nir-, and so on.® In the formation of

Munda words suffixes principally employed, although it must be
admitted that in several Munda languages infixation too is used.

The use of infixes is contrary to FU, and hence Hevesy explains

it by saying that infixation in Munda is of a comparatively recent

date,® and had been borrowed from their neighbours for their

* Munkacsi Berndt, Arja is kaukdzusi elemek a finn-magyar nyelvekben [Aryan
and Caucasian Elements in Finno-Ugrian Languages], vol. i (Budapest, 1901)

?• 454 *?• / bd.,
‘

Vogul tankonyvek ’, Magyar Nyelvor ’, Ixiv (1935), pp. 27, 28, 29.
^ Ramamurti, op. cit., p. xx.
® P. O. Bedding, Materials for a Santali Grammar, ii (Dumka, 1929), p. 2 sq.
* Hevesy, Finnisch-ugrisches, p. 13, citing Balassa J. es Simonyi Z., Magyar

hangtan is alaktan (Budapest, 1895)
, pp. 77, 80. ,

,

* Private communication from Rev. P. O. Boddmg.
® Hevesy, op. cit., p. no, citing E, Scott, in BSOS., 1920, p. 171.
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convenience. Thus, for example, the infix -p- denotes reciprocity,

and hence we have dok- ‘ to kiss ' and io-p-ok ‘ they kiss each other

How far this is right it is as yet difficult to say, but the fact that in

the languages of Further India it is almost impossible to do without
infixation—as in certain languages of the Malay Peninsula—^whereas

in Munda it is not so, speaks in favour of Hevesy. That infixation

is not an integral part of Munda is attested by Hoffmann ^ who
studied Mundari more than thirty years ago. According to him
infixes are used only for greater emphasis. In Kurku infixes seem
to be practically missing

;
Drake ® thought that he had discovered

only one, -p- in the word a-pa-rang ‘ to quarrel ’, which he derived
from ardng

‘

to abuse ’. The use of infixes therefore does not seem
to be as important in Munda languages as it was hitherto supposed ;

but it was merely a better instrument for expressing one's self.

With regard to Munda phonetics we are unfortunately not in

a position to say anything with definiteness. The only languages
which have so far been studied phonetically are Santali and Savara.
So we must content ourselves with only a few general remarks.
It is true that aU Munda languages have been influenced by the
neighbouring lA languages, yet in their grammatical structure they
have retained their original form. Like all other Indian languages
Munda possesses the cerebral sounds t- and d- ; the existence of

these same cacuminal sounds has been proved for the original FU
language as also for modem Ostyak. Similarly FU possessed the
aspirated d'-, t'-, g'-, k‘-, h‘- and p'- sounds of Munda. Certain
phonetic changes are fairly regular within the Munda group. Thus
initial h- of Mundari words often disappears in Santali and changes
to k- in Kurku in the west ;

Mundari hisi
‘

twenty ’ > Santali isi
;

Mundari hdto ' village ’ > Santali dto. The cerebral ng- often be-
comes palatalized in Santali («-) ;

Kherwari ing {eng) ‘ I ' > Santali
in {en)

;
Munda sing ‘ sun ’ > Santali sin. Sonants are frequently

changed to the corresponding surds in Santali ; this is especially the
case with initial h- wluch is changed to p- in Santali {b-~p-). Thus
Munda bakor, bokor (Magy. bokor [ ! ]) > Santali pakor. Final
vowels are often lost, in Santali ; kula

‘

tiger ’ > Santali kul.

The so-called FU Stufenwechsel is also met with in Munda

;

thus from sap ‘

to catch ’, we have sdb-e-de
‘

he will catch him '

;

or from ordk ‘ house ' we get ordg-de ‘ he will buUd a house
The vowels too undergo the same Stufenwechsel according as to

' J. Hoffmann, Mundari Grammar (Calcutta, 1903), p. io8 : ‘A man will use
this [i.e. infixation] when speaking earnestly or anxiou^y . . . whereas in ordinary
conversation he himself and others neglect it altogether '.

® J. Drake, A Grammar of the Kurku Language (Calcutta, 1913), p. 53.
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whether the question is about something far or near. Consequently

the number of vowels in Munda is comparatively large. For SantaH
Bodding so far has found twenty-six of which he shows only sixteen *

;

Hoffmann found only 10 vowels in Mundari ;
Drake mentions 20

vowels in Kurku, but shows only 14 in his texts ;
Ramamurti shows

us 20 vowels in Savara. In Ost. Paasonen found 24 vowels

;

Patkanow and Fuchs ® give a list of 17 vowels to which we may
add another two—their i and u—thus making 19 in all.

In the treatment of pronouns Santali lays great stress on the

distinction between animate and inanimate. Animate are those

which are or were capable of spontaneous movement or locomotion,

such as all animals, as also the sun, moon, stars, and so on. In
Santal conception such objects possess a ‘ soul ’, and therefore they

are animate ;
on the other hand the ‘ soul ' does not possess a ‘ soul ',

and hence it is inanimate.® The same distinction is made in Magy.
between ki and mi. In lA too a certain distinction is made ; Fng.
who and what, Fr. qui and quoi, Ger. wer and was, Beng. ke and ki,

and so on. But whereas in IA languages we always have the same
root, in FU and Munda we find two different roots ^-(*^0-) and
m- (*Ws-). This distinction between the animate and the inanimate
pervades through the whole of Santali pronouns and influences them
to a very large degree.

In personal pronouns we see that Munda possesses two kinds

of them : the forms used alone and those employed as suffixes. In
order to express possession the following suffixes are used :

1 Pers. -in, -n (in one case also -w) my, our
2 Pers. -m, -me thy, your

3 Pers. -t, -let

:

his, her, their.

Thus from enga ‘ mother ’ we get enga-t
‘

his mother ’
; we have

parallel forms in Ost. xo£>o
‘ Haus ’ > xoDS-t

‘

sein Haus ava
‘ Mutter ' > ave-t

‘

seine Mutter ’, or in Vog. lo [sic.] ‘ Pferd ’ > Id-te

‘ sein Pferd The -h of the Munda i Pers. may possibly correspond
to the old Finn -ni in lapse-ni

' mein Kind, meine Kinder ’.® In
the 2 Pers. we have no analogies with FU, although the 2 Pers.

^ Bodding, op. cit., i (Dumka, 1930), passim.
* S. Patkanow and D. R. Fuchs, Laut- und Formenlehre der Sud-Ostjakischen

Dialekte (Budapest, 1911), p. 12 [Reprinted from Kdeti Szemle {Revue Orientate),

VII, X-XII].
* I have dealt with Santal animism elsewhere {Social and Ceremonial, Rq>r.,

P.13S9.).
* J. Szinnyei, Finnisch-Ugrische Sprachwissatschaft, 2te Aufl. (Berlin, 1922),

pp, loi, 102 [Samml. Goschen, Nr. 463].
® Szinnyei, op. cit., p. 99.
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in Ost. is non, nen ' thou and Vog. nu
‘

thou ’
*

;
in Nahali it is

ne ‘ thou
Most Munda languages have only two numbers. SantaU,

however, has also a dual. The root of the word itself without

any further ending is the nominative singular form ; the dual

is formed by adding -kin, and the plural by adding -ko to the

root *
; e.g. hor person, un-kin hor those two persons, ona-ko dare

or ona dare-ko those trees. Ost. shows a similar dual form in -gen,

ken,* as xeide
‘

Enkel ’ > xeidbgen, naurem ‘ Kind ’ > nauremken.

On the other hand the plural termination corresponds almost
entirely to Magy., e.g. & kdldp > S. kdlhpok

‘

hat ’, hdz > hdz-hk
‘ house ’, with the loss of the final -0. The formation of the
plural with -k is also found in other FU languages,* such as Kola
Tapp {-k, -kk), Norw. Tapp {-k)

;
thus Kola Tapp ta- {td-)

'

this ’ >

la-k {td-k, ta-kk) ‘ these ’, mi {\/mo-me-) ‘ which ' > mo-k, m^-kk ;

Norw. Tapp, geeota ‘ ha.n6.
’ > geehaok ‘hands’. Hoffmann® says

of the Mundari language that the sound of the final -0 is very short.

The same ending -ko as in Munda is met with in ancient Magy.
linguistic texts, where we find dngydl-ko as the plural of dngy&l.

Another FU plural ending is -t (in Ostsee Finn -t, -D, -d, etc.)*

;

thus we have in Finn hevose-
‘

Pferd ’, hevose-t
‘

die Pferde ’, hevos-

te-n ‘ of the horses ’, lapse
‘

child ', lapse-t
‘

children ’, la(p)s-te-n
‘

of the children ’

;
or in Vog. lu

‘

horse ’, lu-t ‘ horses ’, Mord. tolga
‘

feather tolgat
‘

feathers '

,
pe

‘

end pet
‘

ends ’. This plural

t- ending is to be met with in Nahali, as aba
'

father aha-ta
‘

fathers

here, however, the denti-palatal -t appears as a cerebral -t. In Ost.

too, we are told,^ that the regular plural ending is -t : amp ' dog
’

forms its plural in dmpet.

In the formation of the different cases we find analogies between
the languages under consideration. One of the locative case end-

ings in Munda is -te {-ta),* as in on-te
‘

there ’, in-te
‘

here ’ (from

the demonstrative pronouns on, in), pah ‘ side ’, pah-ta ‘ at the side ’.

This seems to correspond to the FU -t, as in Ost. to-t
‘

there ’ (from
to), Vog. teiit-ta ‘ in the fire ' (from teiit

‘

fire ’), Magy. vdldr-i (from

vdsdr). Another locative suffix which is identical in both groups

* Cf. Szinnyei, op, cit., p. 95 ; Patkanow-Fuchs, op. cit., p. 75.
* Bodding, op. cit., p. 36, § 26.
® Patkanow-Fuchs, op. cit., p. 51, § 36. For dual in other FU l^guages,

.see Earl Bouda, ‘ Der Dual des Obugrischen, mit einem Fxkurs iiber^ die Suffix-

lockerheit ’, Suomalais-Ugrilaisen Seuran Ai^kauskirja [jour. Soc. Finno-Ougr^,

xlvii (Helsinfors, 1933), pp. 1-67.
* Szinnyei, op. cit., p. 51. ® Hoffmann, op. cit., p. 20.

* Szinnyei, op. cit., p. 51. ’ Patkanow-Fuchs, op. cit., p. 52.

® Bodding, op. cit., ii, p. 74.
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is -n. Thus in Kurku we have gaw ' a village ’ (lA), gaw-en ‘ in the
village Santali onde ‘ there onde-n

'

of (belonging to) there

k'it
‘

garden k‘it-in
‘

in the garden Similar forms are seen in

Ost. kim ‘ ausserlich kim-en ' draussen or in Magy. gdzddg>
g&zddg-on (adv.). With regard to the first of these forms,

-t, -te, -ta, it may be noted that Bengali, an IA language derived

from Sanskrit, uses the ending -te to form the locative, although it

is unknown to the parent tongue.* Bodding thought * that this

locative in -t- was borrowed from Bengali, but Hevesy beheves
it to be of FU origin and states® that Balassa-Simonjd, while ad-

mitting -t to be a very ancient Magy. suffix, are yet at a loss to ascribe

an origin to it.

The accusative case in Kharia is formed with the suffix -t

;

from hal'm
'

calf ’, acc. bai'ru-te, from konger
'

servant ’, acc.

konger-te. This -t- ending is too well known in FU to need any
further comment.

In the conjugation of verbs we meet with remarkable simi-

larities. Szinnyei has pointed out * that the FU preterite form in

is found in all languages except Magy. ; thus in Mord.
kulo- ‘ sterben ’, kulos ‘ er starb ', Cher, el- ‘leben’, ‘ ich

lebte ’, Ost. mm- ‘

gehen ', mms3-m ‘

ich ging ’, Vog. dl-
‘

toten ’,

dl-s ‘ er totete ’, dls^-m
‘

ich totete ’, and so on. An identical ending
is encountered in Korwa

; melai ‘ to forsake ’, melai-si
'

forsook ’,

sid- ‘ to lose ’, sidsiki {sid-{-si-{-ki) ‘ had been lost ’. The conditional

in Santali appears to be formed with the FU Just as in

Ost. we have mmdrie-m
‘

I would go ’ from mm-, so in Santali we
have rudr-enge

‘

I would return ’ from rudr-. In this connection
it should be noted that in Hindustani—a language lA in structure

but Semitic in its vocabulary—the i Pers. PI. Fut. is formed with
-en-ge, and in the Santali examples given by Bodding,* -enge seems
to have a future meaning as well. But when we consider that
in Hindustani the future is formed from the aorist (a dubious tense)

by adding -gd, -ge, gi, the conditional meaning becomes quite clear.

^ The -e of the Beng. loc. is in accordance with Sanskrit ; and the infixed
-t- has often been explained on rationalistic grounds. It is said to be inserted for

the sake of euphony (as in Fr. on va, va-t-on ; il a, a-t-il), but numerous examples
may be given where the vowel -e comes immediately after another vowel thus causmg
a decided hiatus. Further the -te is also used with words ending in a consonant,
thus ga6h-te instead of gdUh-e.

* Bodding, op. cit., ii, p. 74. note *.

* Hevesy, op. cit., p. 97.
* Szinnyei, op. cit., p. 123 sq.
* Szinnyei, op. cit., p. 125.
« Bodding, op. cit., ii, p. 255.
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More remarkable still is the distinction made in both Munda
and FU in the conjugation of verbs with objects and without objects.

In the perfect tense of a Magy. verb with object we see that the
-j- is missing and a -t- (-U-) appears : vdr-thm, vdr-tM, var-tS., vdr-tuk,

vdr-tdtok, vdr-tdk. It is true that in Santali the perfect suffix is

-ked, -ket but in Mundari it is -tad, tet and in Korwa -ted, ted

Many other morphological similarities between the two hngms-
tic groups can very easily be mentioned

; but as a detailed discussion

would far exceed the limits of a paper in an ordinary journal, we
shall merely point out a few pertinent points. Postpositions, instead

of prepositions, are used in both
; but whereas in Finn they are

used with the genitive case, in Magy., Vog. and Munda they are

affixed to the simple root. In the formation of causatives there

were originally but two FU suffixes,' -t and -/ (*-/). Both of these

are found in Santali. Many of the emphatic particles used in Munda
are the same as in Magy. : -tet (Magy. -tt), -se (Magy. -sze), etc.

In conclusion it may be pointed out that the science of hnguistics

of today is built up on ethnology. We may no longer regard ethno-
logy and linguistics as two distinct sciences, but we must consider

them as component parts of one and the same science, interdependent

on each other. As Meillet * said ;
‘ Les changements linguistiques

ne prennent leur sens que si I’on considere tout 1 ’ensemble du dhehppe-
ment dont Us font partie Proper linguistics can exist only when
we know the whole history of the people speaking that language.

The history of the Munda people is as yet largely a matter of con-
jecture. But from what we know already it is an undisputed fact

that in the later neolithic period—about 2000 B.C.—there was a
strong culture wave from Further India into the region now occupied
by the Munda peoples.* Racially the Mundas may be regarded as

a mixture of three different elements, although the mixture is not
the same in every tribe.* Of the Birhors who are stiU Hving in a
hunting stage it may be asserted that they were certainly not
originally a Munda people, but are remnants of the original inhabi-

tants of India.® This hypothesis regarding the connection between
Further India and India is also borne out by the somatological

' Szinnyei, op. cit., p. no sq.

* A. Meillet, Linguistique historique et Unguistique generate (Paris, 1926), p. ii

[Coll. Ling. VIII].
* R. von Heine-Geldem, ‘ Ungam und Indian ', Pester Lloyd, 27. VI. 1935,

PP- I. 2.

* Heine-Geldem, ‘Ein Beitrag zur Chronologie des Neolithikums in Siidostasien’,

Festschrift P. W. Schmidt (Vienna, 1928), p. 822.
* Heine-Geldem, loc. dt.
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researches of Eickstedt and by the linguistic researches of Pater

Schmidt. On the other hand the connection of the Munda peoples

with those of the west is shown by the relatively important position

held by the horse in death ceremonies. Little clay horse figures

are supplied to the dead with the avowed purpose of carr5dng them
in the spirit world—and this among peoples many of whom have
never seen a horse. The custom can easily be explained by the

supposition that a horse-riding people came to India at some p^t
time and, in course of time, became thoroughly assimilated with

the native population. ‘ We know already that the Finno-Ugrian
peoples, the proto-Ugrier, were such a people, and it is almost

certain that these proto-Ugrians came into direct contact with the

proto-Aryans,* we may therefore consider these horse-riding people

to have been the proto-Ugrians. In a very recent study, a preli-

minary one, on the original home of the Indo-Aryans, Flor, comment-
ing on this fact, writes :

‘ It is surely to be conjectured that this

undoubtedly pre-Aryan Indian horse culture is attributable to an
Ugrian invasion and the present writer has no hesitation in

agreeing with him.
The Munda traditions, according to Skrefsrud,^ say that they

were originally from Hihiri-pipiri (Hiri). From this place they
went to Sasanbeda, and thence to IGaojkaman. At this last place

they were destroyed by flood
; only a few of them remained. After

the flood had subsided the Santals migrated in an eastward direc-

tion to Khande (Afghanistan ?), and from Khande northeastwards
to Chae (Chinese Tartary ?), and then southeastwards to Sapta-
Sing (the Panjab ?) ; and finally to the Santal Parganas where they
now are. Where all these different places may be we are not in a
position to say, but they show that the direction of the migration
has always been towards the east. Traditions of course, have little

historical value, except perhaps as a distorted version of an historical

fact. We cannot take traditions as history, but they help in re-

constructing history.

Similarities are also found in other domains. In the ornamen-
tation of Transylvanian doors, among the Szeklers (Magyars), we
find exactly the same designs as we find in the rock temples of Ajanta
and other places.® Huszka has already shown that one of the

^ Heine-Geldem, in Pester Lloyd, 27. VI. 1935, p. 2.
* F- Flor, ‘ Haustiere und Hirtenkulturen ’, Wiener Beitrdge zur KuUurgeschichte

und Linguistik, i (Vienna, 1930), pp. 1-238.
® Flor, ‘ Die Indogermane^rage in der Volkerkunde ’, Festschrift Herman

Hirt, i (Heidelberg, 1936), p. 92.
* L. O. Skrefsrud, A Grammar of the Santhal Language (Benares, 1873), p. v sqq.
* Cf. Huszka J6zsef, A Szekely hdz (Budapest, 1894), Fig. X.
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characteristically Magyar articles of clothing, the szur (a kind of skirt),

is depicted on ancient Indian coins.* One of the most important
of Magyar designs is the lotus flower. And as a connecting link

we may mention that under the auspices of the Azerbaidzhan
Academy of Sciences, Alisker Alekperov ‘ is preparing a report on
the tribal marks of Caucasus, which are said to resemble Magyar
religious symbols

Moreover Hevesy * mentions many other similarities between
the beliefs and customs of the Munda and the FU peoples. Thus,
he says, that ophiolatry is known among both of them ; there are

stories about snake kings, and in the Kormoce district people believe

that a white snake dwells in every house and watches over it as a
guardian. The Voguls have pillars or posts which they revere as

gods, and the worship itself is said to be developed from their ancestor

worship and eschatological rites. The menhirs of the Mundas
owe their origin to the same (citing Heine-Geldern, in Anthropos,
xxiii. 276). The sacrifice of a white horse, we are told, was known
among the ancient Magyars, and this was also a ‘ national habit

’

of the Mundas. According to Vogul mythology mankind is derived
from a swan, and the Mundas believe man to have been born out
of a swan’s egg.

In conclusion the author wishes to express his conviction that
Munda languages belong to the same family as the FU. There are
too many morphological similarities to be relegated to mere chance.
Sirch being the case it is time for Hungarian and Finn scholars to
take up the study of Munda languages in earnest, and for scholars
in the field of Indian linguistics to take up Finno-Ugrian studies.

To show that the present author is not the only one to accept Hevesy’s
conclusions it may be mentioned that Profs. Vahdi, Flor and Schrader
all agree that Hevesy has proved the genetic relationship between
Munda and FU beyond any reasonable doubt.* And Pater Schmidt
too partly agrees when in his latest work he writes :

‘ Auf eine

austroasiatische Grundlage der Mundasprachen haben zu einer gewissen
Zext und in einer gewissen Gegend ugrofinnische Sprachen einen Ein-

* Huszka, Tdrgyi ethnographidnk ostorleneti vonatkozdsai (Budapest, 1898),
p. 27, cited by Hevesy, Finnisch-Ugrisches, p. 367.

® Henry Field and Eugene Prostov, ' Recent Archaeological Investigations in the
Soviet Union’, American Anthropologist, new ser., xxxviii (Menasha, Wis., 1936),
p. 272.

* Hevesy, op. cit., pp. 369
* A. Z. Valid?, in Turkische Post, 27th Februa^ I935 . X, pp. 48-49 ; F. Flor,

in Festschrift Herman Hirt, i. 92 ; F. O. Schrader, in Orientalische Literaturzeitung,

1935, col. 6371.
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fluss ausgeuht, der noch zu hestimmen sein wird, der aber ohne Zweifel

ausserhalb Indiens wirksam war
It is to be hoped that scholars and field workers in India will

earnestly take up the study of Munda languages and ethnology,

for our problem can be solved only when we have sufficient material.

' W. Schmidt, ‘ Die Stellung der Munda-Sprachen Bull. School Or. Stud.,

vii (London, 1935), p. 734.



THE THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF BENGAL
VAI§NAVISM

V

THE BHAKTI-SAMDARBHA

By S. K. De

The object of this Samdarbha is to show that Bhakti to the

Bhagavat is the only and chief import or subject-matter {abhidheya)

of the ^nmad-hhdgavata, as necessarily it is of the Sat^samdarbha ;

and the Samdarbha deals with the general characteristics of the
devotional attitude of Bhakti and the modes and functions of this

attitude.

It has already been said that the Jivas can be broadly classified

from the standpoint of their attitude towards the Bhagavat into

two categories, viz. ; (i) those who through the grace of the deity

possess, as an intrinsic attribute, an inevitable proneness {samskdra)

towards the Bhagavat, and for whom there is no need for instruction,

e.g. a Bhakta like Prahlada, and (ii) those who under the influence

of the Maya-sakti have this proneness obstructed, although it is

liable to sprout in them like a seed on instruction {tac-chravana-

mdtrena bijdyamdnam). The Abhidheya, therefore, is conversion
towards the Bhagavat {bhagavat-sdmmukhya) by counteracting the
imposed aversion (tad-vatmukhya). This is Bhakti, of which the
general characteristic is devotional worship of the Bhagavat {tad-

updsand-laksana)

,

and from it proceeds the true knowledge of the
Bhagavat {yata eva taj-jndnam dvirbhavati)

.

It has already been
shown that this averseness towards the Bhagavat proceeds from the
Maya-sakti, by which the Jiva forgets its own selfhood and identifies

itself with the body {Uvara-vimukhasya tan-mdyaydsmrtih, svarupd-
sphurtir bhavati, tato viparyayo deho’smUi). This external Maya-sakti
of the Lord can be counteracted only by the special aspect of the
Lord’s Svarupa-sakti, viz., his Hladini 6akti or energy of bliss. This
bliss, of which an atom also exists in a dormant state in the JIva,
can be released as Bhakti, which itself is thus a display of the divine

Svarupa-4akti.^

^ Baladeva VidyabhO^na discusses this question of the nature of Bhakti in
his Siddhdnta-ratna 35) and arrives at the conclusion that it consists of the com-
bined essence of the two a^ects of the SvarQpa-^akti of the Bhagavat, viz., the
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The necessity of devotional worship lies in the fact that it is a

natural fimction of the Jiva considered as a potency of the Bhagavat
[sva-citte svata eva siddhah)

;
for the service of one who is dear brings

happiness, and nothing is dearer than the Bhagavat. The Bhajana
or worship is, therefore, necessary, because it brings the highest and
permanent bliss which is inherent in the Jiva. It would, therefore,

be insufficient to describe Bhakti as a means only
;
for being the

natural function of the Jiva (jlvdndm svabhdvata ucitd) it is its highest

attribute {para dharma). The consummation of this Dharma
consists in the supreme pleasure of the deity {svanusthitasya

dharmasya samsiddhir hari-tosanam). It is thus free from Pravrtti

or activity in worldly affairs, but it is also not mere Nivrtti or absten-

tion from phenomenal objects ; for Nivrtti or Quietism can hardly

be distinguished from Vaimukhya or averseness {na nivrtti-mdtra-

laksano’pi, vaimukhydvisesdt)

.

This is the summum bonum {sa

cvaikdntikam sreyah), and therefore surpasses other Dharmas, which
are called apara and not para. Its characteristics are that (i) it is

Ahaituki or Akincana, i.e., it is not prompted by the desire of any
other effect {phaldntardndm anusamdhdna-rahitd)

,

either in this

world or in the next, than the pleasure of the Tord, and (ii)

Apratihata, i.e. unimpeded, because it is beyond the sphere of other

objects like pleasure or pain {sukha-duhkha-paddrthdntardbhdvdt

kendpi vyavadhdtum aiakyd).

This thesis is further elaborated by showing the efficacy and
superiority of Bhakti over every other mode of worship. The
way of knowledge or Jnana leads to a realization of the Brahma ; the
Yoga with its practices is also helpful for that purpose ; the way
of works or Karma, consisting of obedience to scriptural directions

and of dedication of all fruits to the Bhagavat, is also productive
of a proneness towards the supreme deity. In all these modes
there is an element of Bhakti in so far as they are free from any
desire of worldly objects and lead to the Bhagavat by producing an
inclination towards him

;
but none of them is entirely disinterested.

They are therefore inferior to Kevala or exclusive Bhakti, the one
object of which is not to gain anything for oneself but to contribute

to the supreme pleasure of the Bhagavat. True Moksa or Apavarga
does not consist, as the Jnanin thinks, of the knowledge of Brahma,
nor again in the conception of the Viraj or Visvarupa as realized by

Ifladini and the Saipvit : atra punai cintyate—bhagavad-vailkara-hetuhhUtd iakUh
kimsvarupa iti, kifft prakrta-sattvamaya-jnandnanda-rUpa, kiifi va bhagavat-svarupa-
jfjpndnanda-rUpa, atha vd jaiva-jmndnanda-rUpd, uta hlddini-sdra-samavetasatuvU-
sdra-rupa iti ; nadyah, bhagavato mdya-vcdyatvaira'a^i^dt svatah pUrttaivac ca ; na
dvitiyah, atUaydsiddheh ; ndpi trtiyah, jaivayos tayoh k^odi^thatvdt ; kitfi tu catnrUM
evdsau bhavet tathd ca hlada-satfividob samvetayoh sdro bhaktir iti sidhyaH.
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the Yogin ;
it consists in a direct vision {sdksdtkara) or attainment

(jyrdpti) of the deity in his highest appearance as the Bhagavat,
which is attainable by Bhakti alone. The one highest Reality,

which is the Bhagavat, appears, no doubt, in threefold way, but

Jnana and Yoga can have a glimpse of one or other of the partial

aspects ;
to Bhakti alone is accessible the one highest Reality which

appears in these various aspects [tac ca tridhdvirbhdva-yuktam

iattvam bhaktyaiva sdksdd api kriyate).

This idea is further amplified by a consideration of the various

classes of the Jnanin and Yogin. In this connexion it would be
useful to refer here to the classification of the Jnanin given by
Krsnadasa Kaviraja in his Caitanya-caritdnirta (Madhya, xxiv),

a classification which is implied by Jiva Gosvamin also in his

treatment

:

Jnanin

Kevala-brahma-upasaka Moksakanksin
(those who desire release (those who desire release,

irrespective of Bhakti to but who also possess

the Bhagavat) Bhakti)

Sadhaka Brahmamaya Prapta-brahma-laya

Mumuksu Jivanmukta Prapta-svarupa

The release which all these classes of seekers desire is the
realization of the knowledge of self and its identity or merging in

Brahma as the absolute self ;
and the classification only indicates

the different aspects or stages of the release. The Kevala Upa^aka,
who meditates upon Brahma independently of Bhakti, realizes

Brahma in the nirvisesa state by his meditative knowledge
; and this

consists of a state of absorption or merger of the Jiva in the impersonal
and attributeless Brahma. But this state can be attained after a
good deal of effort {krcchra-sddhanatva)

,

and the attainment of

Brahma, who represents only a lower manifestation of the most perfect
Bhagavat, indicates only a lower stage of realization, which consists
of absorption or extinction. This stage, however, does not last

permanently and leads to fresh trouble. The other class of the
Jnamn who desire release but also possess Bhakti stands on a different

footing. Their Bhakti ultimately leads them to the close proximity
of the Bhagavat, so that it is their pure Bhakti which prevails in
the end and brings to them the highest realization. Thus, the
Jnana-mi^ra Bhakti may lead to the Suddha Bhakti, but it is not
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necessary to resort to the former when the latter alone is efficacious.

If there is Bhakti, the Jnana will come of itself, for by realizing the
Bhagavat by Bhakti one necessarily realizes along with him his

partial aspect of Brahma, who is realizable by Jnana. Hence,

Jnana and Vairagya are said to be the offspring or concomitant of

Bhakti, for the true Jnana is Bhagavaj-jnana which is synonymous
with Bhakti. It follows that the way of Bhakti is not only superior

to that of Jnana, but it also dispenses with the necessity of Jnana
as an independent way. Those who aspire after Jnana, and not
after Bhakti, are like those foolish people who run after the chaff

instead of the real grain. It is for this reason that Bhakti must be
regarded as superior to mere Mukti or Moksa, and even emancipated
souls (Mukta) are represented in the scriptures as not fully satisfied

with their state of emancipation but they engage themselves in the
worship of the Bhagavat.* Thus, the Vaisnava theology of Bengal
does not altogether reject the way of Jnana, as it does not altogether

reject Brahma, but regards it as an insufficient method, just in the

same way as it accepts Brahma as an imperfect appearance {asamyag-
avirbhava) of the Bhagavat. Even Jnana-misra Bhakti is

deprecated in favour of Buddha Bhakti. The true release, in the
opinion of this school, is not the attainment of Brahma by Jnana
but the eternal contiguity and devotional service of the Bhagavat
by Bhakti.

Simitar arguments are employed to show the inferiority of

Yoga as a method of realization. The ciUa-vrtti-nirodha which
Yoga teaches is also the direct result of Bhakti

;
so also is Vairagya

or non-attachment to worldly objects, which follows {anugdmi)
Bhakti as a matter of course. Through the influence of the Maya-
§akti the individual self (Jiva) forgets its true nature and becomes
distracted by the phenomenal world, with the result that it loses

its tranquil state. The eight ancillaries {astdnga) of Yoga teach
the suppression of these distractions of the thinking principle and
divert it from the phenomenal ego, leading it ultimately to the
state of Asamprajnata-Samadhi, in which the individual self in its

purity and freedom from the Maya-sakti realizes, not its complete
identity with Brahma, but its intrinsic nature as an atom of divine
consciousness {cit-kand). Thus, the Yoga leads to a higher stage of

realization than that attainable by Jnana, for it goes beyond the
stage of attainment of the Nirvisesa Brahma to the realization of the

* The etymology of the word Kaivalya is sometimes given, from this point cd

view, as ka (bliss)+ -y/val (to revel), so that the word is made to mean not the know-
ledge of oneness {kevala), but a state of bliss consequent upon the release of the Jl''*
from the Maya-^akti and its contiguity to the Bhagavat.
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more Savi^esa Paramatman, and ultimately (if the Yogin possesses

Bhakti) to the fully Savi^sa Bhagavat. Hence, the Yoga is called

6anta-Bhakti by the Bengal school and is regarded as a variety, even if

it is an inferior variety, of Bhakti. But the Suddha Bhakti, which
conceives the supreme deity as the perfect person in terms of

emotional personal relationship (such as Dasya, Sakhya, Vatsalya

or Madhurya), is regarded as more efficacious. Moreover, from
what is said above it follows that all the good results of the Yoga-
Marga accrue as a concomitant consequence of Bhakti.

The reconciliation of Karma and Bhakti is effected after the

manner of the Bhagavad-gUd, but the ideas are further developed

from the point of view of Bhakti. The ceremonial duties are not
rejected, but a secondary importance is attached to them as a means
to an end ;

for on the attainment of Bhakti, the way of Karma is

superfluous {karmdpi bhakti-yoga-paryantam, also bhaktydrambha eva

tu svariipata eva karma-tydgah kartavyah). The Karma-Marga lays

down injunctions regarding the performance of ceremonial duties,

but these appear to lead only to enjoyment in the world and attain-

ment of the insignificant pleasures of Svarga. The observance of

the Varnasrama-dharma, however, involves much effort and expendi-
ture of money {mahdvitta-mahdydsa-sddhya)

,

and brings only fame
or prosperity in this world or in Svarga ; it does not seem to lead

one to final Purusartha or summum bonum. The real objective,

however, of these Vedic injunctions is not to produce an attachment
to worldly objects but to enable the doer ultimately to forsake them
{vedo’-pyavdntara-phalaih pralobhayan moksdyaiva karmdni vidhatte).

Hence, these ceremonial rites are called paroksa-kriyd, and the
Karma-vada is known as Paroksa-vada. The final object of Karma
is to lead to Naiskarmya ; and it occurs when the motive of perform-
ance is not the desire of worldly or other limited effects but consists

of entire dedication of these acts to the pleasure of the Bhagavat.
This can be done, as the GUd teaches, by performing one’s duties
without attachment [andsakii) and desire of fruits {phala-tydgah).

But even such dedication is useless unless it is accompanied by
Bhakti, which alone sanctifies all acts. The release in this mode,
however, comes slowly after a great deal of effort ; and the state of
Naiskarmya or Quietism which is accomplished is in reality another
name for complete cessation of all acts. The mode of pure Bhakti,
on the other hand, brings about the highest good much more quickly.

Even if Bhakti effects a renunciation of ceremonial acts which become
unnecessary on its attainment, it does not mean complete inactivity

;

for the acts of devotion, whidi alone are the supreme kinds of acts,

continue to exist, whereby the highest bliss is accomplished. The
acts implied in Bhakti are other than those described in the Karma-
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kanda as Nitya (compulsory), Naimittika (occasional) and Kamya
(voluntary), which are meant for the securing of some definite

object ; they consist of such acts as 6ravana (listening to the deity's

praise), Kirtana (uttering of the deity’s name and praise) etc.,

by which the supreme deity is worshipped and which are meant only

for the pleasure of the Bhagavat {bhagavat-pnnana) and are therefore

entirely disinterested {ahaituka or akincana). If Karma is not

productive of Bhakti it is useless, just in the same way as Jflana

is useless if it does not lead to the Bhagavat ; Karma is useful in

so far as it is a step to the higher end of Bhagavad-bhakti. Those
Vedic injvmctions, therefore, which do not contain any reference

to the I/ila of the Bhagavat are to be rejected {madtya-llld-^unyam

vaidikim api vdcam ndbhyasyet).

It follows from what is said above that Bhakti may be either

Sakama (accompanied by the desire for fruits) or Niskama-karma-
sahita (accompanied by acts free from such desire) . The dedication

of Karma (karmdrpana) implied in the second case may again be
of two kinds, viz., mere abandonment or renunciation of acts to

the Bhagavat {iasmimstat-paritydga-rupam)

,

and contributing to the
pleasure of the Bhagavat {bhagavat-pnnana-rupam). The Nimitta
or occasion of the dedication of Karma may be the desire for fruits

(Kamana), or the cessation from acts consisting of desireless action

(Naiskarmya), or pure Bhakti when such acts are meant solely for

the pleasure of the deity. Niskamatva or desirelessness by itself is

not possible {niskdmatvam kevalam na sambhavati)
;
hence Bhakti

which is mixed with mundane acts (Karma-mi^ra Bhakti) may be
either accompanied by some specific desire for mimdane fruits of

action (Sakama) or it may be accompanied by the desire for eman-
cipation (Kaivalya-kama). Of these, however, the latter is some-
times mixed with Karma and Jnana and sometimes with Jnana alone,

the term Jnana in this case, of course, meaning perception of complete
identity of the Jiva and Brahma {ekdtmadariana). The Sakama may
be Rajasi or prompted by a desire for activity, but it may also be
Tamasi when it is actuated by such baser passions as envy, pride, etc.

All these differences of types of Bhakti depend upon the capacity or
inclination of the worshipper. But Buddha or pure Bhakti, in wMch
alone lies the divine pleasure {bhaktau punah prinanam eva), is the
best mode of attaining the highest good.

Thus having spo^fen of Jnana and Yoga as the means of Sadyo-
mukti and Krama-mukti respectively, and having shown that the
way of Karma, which is dedicated to the Bhagavat, is even a greater
means of Bhakti than these two which have a limited objective,

Jiva Gosvamin thinks that the supreme nefcessity of Bhakti follows
as a corollary and does not require proof {sadyo-mukti-krama-mukty*h
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payena jMna-yogdvuktvd, tato’pi iresthatvam hhaktiyoga-hetu-hhagavad-

arpita-karmana evoktvd sdksdd hhakti-yogasya kaimutyam evdmtam).

All these are means of avoiding Vaimukhya or averseness to the

Bhagavat and producing Sammukhya or proneness
; but Jnana

and Yoga lead only to the Brahma and the Paramatman respectively,

who are but partial aspects of the Bhagavat. The Karma directed

to the Bhagavat, again, is only a door to all these. These different

ways are prescribed to suit the capacity of different kinds of people
[purusa-yogyatd-bhedena), and each has its use. But when Bhakti
is attained, all these are redundant. The attitude of Bhakti is

independent or nirapeksa, and can arise spontaneously
; but Jnana,

Yoga, Karma and Vairagya depend for their efficacy upon Bhakti
itself [tat-sdpeksa)

,

for none of them alone can lead to the final bliss

[Bhdgavata ix, 14, 20). Hence, Bhakti occupies the highest place

in the order of realization
; as a means it supersedes and includes

all the others ; but it is not a means only, but an end in itself natural

to the Jiva. It follows from all this that the Jnana-misra, Yoga-
misra and Karma-misra Bhakti may exist or may be expedient at a
lower stage of realization, but pure or Buddha Bhakti is the best of

all, because it purges the mind of all grossness, removes the fetters of

the Maya-^akti and makes it fit for the Saksatkara or direct vision

of the Bhagavat. People have spoken of the excellence of the ways
of Jnana, Yoga and Karma, but, according to the Bhdgavata (xi, 14, 9),

they have done so because their intelligence are obscured by the
influence of the Maya-^akti.

As an aspect of Karma, the worship of deities other than the
Bhagavat is forbidden {karma-vUesa-rupam devatdntara-bhajanam api
na kartavyam). Even the Gunavataras, namely, Brahma, Siva
and Visnu, are not worthy of the highest worship. The attitude of
equal adoration to all deities {abheda-drsti)

,

spoken of in some scrip-

tures, is for the Sama-bhakta (i.e. the Yogin) and the Jnanin, but
it is not a help but a hinderance to the Bhakta Vaisnava {vaismivasya

na bhakti-ldbhah, pratyavdyai ca). Although the attitude of

contempt or indifference to other deities and supernatural beings is

deprecated, it is maintained that deities like Siva or Brahma can
be worshipped in so far as they are themselves Vaisnavas or wor-
shipers of the Bhagavat, or in so far as they are particular locations

{adhisthdna) of the Bhagavat himself. In the Agamas, for instance,

the worship of other gods is permitted as the Bahirahgavarana
Sevakas of the Eord, and this is acknowledged in the Hari-
hhakti-vildsa, vii, 119-20. But for those who regard them as separate
and independent objects of worship there is the terrible curse of
Bhrgu Muni referred to in the Bhdgavata, iv, 2, 27-28. All worship,
however, is futile without kindness to all beings {bhiita-dayd) and
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tolerance of other gods {sama-drsti
) ; but this attitude, as well as

Ahimsa, is natural {svabhdva eva) to one who has Bhakti. In some
cases, however, Himsa or injury is permissible, e.g., in plucking

flowers and leaves for purposes of worship.

In order to establish further his position regarding Bhakti,

Jiva Gosvamin now proceeds to demonstrate that Bhakti is the

central and only theme of the Bhdgavata, and that it is inculcated

for all times, aU places, all beings and all conditions. It is intended

alike for those who are desirous of release and for those who have
attained release. Even if some scriptures prescribe Jnana-mi^ra

and Karma-misra Bhakti, it is not to emphasize the importance of

Jnana or Karma but to make those who follow the ways of Jnana
and Karma inclined towards pure Bhakti by having a foretaste of

its bliss [tat-tan-mdfga-nisthdn bhakti-sambandhena krtdrthayitum

tan eva kdmicid bhaktydsvddena iuddhdydm bhaktau pravartayitum

ca). The supreme efficacy of Bhakti is next shown by the illustra-

tion, drawn chiefly from the Bhdgavata, of its characteristics and the

results that follow from it as a matter of course. These are : (i)

aprdrabdha-pdpa-hdritva and prdrabdha-pdpaghnatva (power of

counteracting sinful acts whether they have begun to produce
effects or not), (ii) tad-vdsand-hdritva (power of removing the instinct

for sinful acts), (iii) avidyd-hdritva (power of removal of Avidya or

Nescience), (iv) jhdna-vairdgyddi-sarva-hetutva (causation of all merit

like Jnana and Vairagya), (v) nirgunatva (the state of being beyond
the sphere of the three Gunas, for Jnana and Karma are Sa-guna
and Bhakti alone is Nirguna), (vi) parama-sukha-rupatva (its identity

with the supreme bliss), (vii) bhagavat-svarupa^akti-bodhaka-svayam
prakdiatva (its self-manifestation, producing the consciousness of

the Svarupa-sakti of the Bhagavat), (viii) bhagavad-visaya-rati-

pradatva (its bestowal of attachment towards the Bhagavat), and
(ix) bhakta-visayaka-bhagavat-prltyaika-hetutva (its power of produc-
ing the exclusive pleasure of the Bhagavat towards the Bhakta).
In this connexion the significance of divine grace is discussed. The
question is considered as to how it is possible that the perfect being
whose intrinsic attribute is self-sufficient bliss, who has no desire

nor motive, and who is imaffected by Prakrti, should feel kindness
or ^ace towards phenomenal beings. In reply it is said that the
intrinsic attribute of bliss or Hladini 6akti of the Bhagavat is such
that it gladdens both himself and others {sva-pardnandint)

,

like the
function of the lamp which reveals itself as well as other objects.

As such, the question of motive or desire does not arise. The
Hladini Sakti, eternally placed in those who are his own {sva-vfnde
niksiptam), causes spontaneous bliss both td himself and his Bhakta.
Thus the cause of grace or divine self-surrender is the goodness of
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the Bhakti of the devotee himself, as an aspect of the infinite Svarflpa-

^akti of the Bord.
The grace cannot in all cases operate directly; for the Tord

cannot, uSike the Jiva, feel the natural disturbance of kindness and
sorrow which is the result of the Tamo-guna

; it therefore operates

through the medium of saintly persons who are free from the effects

of Prakrti and are therefore direct receptacles of divine grace (ya

krpd tasya satsu variate sd sat-sangenaiva sat-krpd-vdhanenaiva vd
jlvdntare samkramate, na svatantrd). It is true that the saints and
sages are also not touched by the sorrows of the world, and kindness

or pity is thus out of place in them ;
but the memory of their previous

sorrows, like those of a person awakened from dreams, makes them
feel compassion for the miseries of other beings. The first cause of

Bhakti, no doubt, is the grace of the Tord {bhagavat-krapaiva tat-

sdmmukhye prdthamikam kdranam), but the association with saints

and devotees is the most important medium through which this

divine grace is communicated.
The saints and devotees are classified into two types, viz. :

(i) those who follow the way of Jnana and devote themselves to the
Nirvi^sa Brahma (jndna-mdrge hrahmdnuhhavinah)

,

and (ii) those

who follow the way of Bhakti and possess the love of the Bhagavat
{bhakti-mdrge labdha-bhagavat-premdnah). They are respectively

called the Jnani-siddha and the Bhakta-siddha ; but of these the
latter are to be preferred. A realization of the deity is indeed the
highest goal, but there are degrees of realization according to the
degree of perception of the divine love ; and the Bhagavat-preman
is the chief criterion which differentiates the types of devotees

{sdksdtkdra-mdtrasydpi yadyapi purusa-prayojanatvam, tathdpi

tasminn api sdksdtkdre irt-bhagavaiah prlyatva-dharmdnubhavas tdvdm-
stdvdn utkarsah tatah prema-tdratamyenaiva bhakta-tdratamyam

mukhyam). Of the various kinds of Bhakta-siddhas, again, fiose

who by means of their devotion have been included in the class

of the eternal associates of the Bhagavat cannot be expected, like

the deity himself, to be in direct touch with phenomenal beings in

the matter of conveying divine grace. But there are other Bhakta-
siddhas, who are Bhagavata saints and sages and who can act as a
medium of the grace and generate Bhakti in the individual. There
are various kinds of such saints, but Bhakti is roused from their

contact with such quickness and in such special form as is propor-
tionate to the degree of the power and the feeling of compassion of

the particular saint or sage from whom the inspiration is derived

{iesdtft hahu-bhedesu satsu, tesdm eva prabhdva-tdratamyena kfpd-
tdratamyena bhakti-vdsand-bheda-tdratamyena sat-sangdt kdla-iaighrya-

svarupa-vaUistydbhydrn bhaktir udyate). This leads us to the theory
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of the necessity of a spiritual guide or Guru, a theory which ^lays

an important part in all types of Bhakti religion. The justifica-

tion of this Guru-vMa lies in the fact that the spiritual guide is

supposed to be one who has actually traversed the narrow and strait

path and attained spiritual illumination, and that the contact and
influence of such an experienced person should be of immense benefit

to the beginner in the attainment of spiritual truth. From this

association with saintly persons (Sadhu-safiga) arises, first of

Ruci or relish in the object of worship and in the ways of worship ;

and this produces ^raddha or belief as a preliminary stage to Bhakti.

It is therefore laid down that from such saintly people, either collec-

tively or individually, one should listen to the exposition of spiritual

truth by making one or all of them his Guru (tesvekato’nekato vd
in-gurutvendsritdc chravanam kriyate). This is the 6ravana-guru,

who may also be the 6iksa-guru when he undertakes to train the

mind of his disciple. Such Gurus may be many, but the Mantra-
guru who imparts to the disciple the esoteric sacred formula for

meditation cannot be more than one {sn-mantra-gurus tveka eva).

The very high position which the spiritual guide occupies in the
Vaisnava scheme of devotion is indicated by the injunction that the

Guru should be looked upon as the divinity himself {sva-gurau

bhagavad-drstih kartavyd).

The stages beginning from the awakening of the Ruci to the
instruction of the spiritual guide are the preliminaries of Upasana
or worship, and are therefore called the Upasana-purvanga. This is

followed by different types or stages of Up^ana graded according
to the capacity of the worshipper. If the Guru is a Jnanin, the
Upasana will be Nirvisesamaya, or worship of the Nirvisesa Brahma

;

for Jnana follows from association with the Jnani-siddha {jndni-

sangdc ca jndnam jneyam), just in the same way as Bhakti follows

from association with the Bhakta-siddha. But the Up^ana may
also be Savisesamaya and consist of the worship of a personal god.
This may again be either Aham-graha-Upasana or Bhakti-rupa-
Upasana. The Aham-graha-Upasana consists of the meditation of
one's identity with a personal god conceived as being possessed of
particular 6akti {aham-grahofdsanam tac-chakti-viiista-dsvara evdham
iti cintanam), and the result naturally is the appearance of the
particular divine 6akti in one's self {asya phalam svasmims tac-

chaktyddydvirbhdvah)

,

leading the devotee ultimately to the
Svarupya and Sarstya forms of Mukti. As both the objective and
the result are limited, this form of worship constitutes a lower stage
of realization than what follows from the Bhakti-rupa-Upasana.

The word Bhakti is derived from the ^rbal root bhaj, which
is said to signify complete servitude or Seva, This state of servitude
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of the herd, therefore, is taken as the essential characteristic

{svarupa-laksana) of Bhakti, the other characteristics already men-
tioned being only concomitant. This servitude or Seva consists of

entire submission in body, mind and words {sd ca kdyika-vdeika-

mdnasikdtmikd trividhaivdnugatir ucyate). The Bhakti, according to

its character and origin, is classified into three aspects or rather

stages, viz.
;

(i) Aropa-siddha or accomplished by outward imposition.

It occurs when there is no spontaneous growth of Bhakti {svato

hhaktitvdbhdve’pi)

,

but the feeling is raised to the state of Bhakti
from the performance of acts dedicated to the Bhagavat {hhagavad-

arpanddind hhaktitvam prdptd karmddi-rupd). (ii) Sahga-siddha, or

accomplished by association with saintly persons. In this case

also there is no spontaneous rise of Bhakti, but the feeling which
grows from Jnana, Karma and ancillaries thereof (jndna-karma-

tadanga-rupd) is regarded as included in the category, apparently
because it is a stepping stone to pure Bhakti. (iii) Svarupa-siddha
or accomplished by its own nature. It may arise even though the

devotee is miaware of it [ajndnddindpi tat-prddurbhdve), but it is

invariably favourable to the growth of Bhakti {bhaktitvdvyabhicdrim)

and consists of a direct inclination towards it in the form of such
devotional acts as hstening to or taking of the divine name {sdksdt

tad-anugatydtmd tadlya-sravana-klrtanddi-rupd). The illustration

given of this attitude is the case of Prahlada, who in his previous
birth observed, without knowing, religious fasting on the Nrsiinha-

caturdasi day ; or a still better illustration is the legend of the hawk
who, carried in the mouth of a dog, made a compulsory circumbula-
tion of the temple of the Bhagavat. Each of these types of devo-
tional attitude may again be Sakaitava or Akaitava, or with or
without a contrivance. Of the two forms of Aropa-siddha and
Sahga-siddha, the feeling in each case is said to be Sakaitava when
it takes the attainment of the state of Bhakti only as a means. The
Svarupa-siddha is Sakaitava when, through some other motive, it

becomes subsidiary to Karma and Jnana. When there is no other
motive but the pleasure of the Bhagavat, the feeling is Akaitava, and
this type of Bhakti has already been described above as Akincana.

This true t3^e of the devotional feeling, known as the Akaitava
or Akincana, admits of two stages, which are respectively designated

^ Vaidhi and Raganuga. Of these, the Vaidhi Bhakti as the pre-
liminary stage is taken up first for treatment, but as the subject has
already been dealt with by Rupa Gosvamin in his Bhakti-rasdmfta-
sindhu,^ we shall only refer to the peculiar features of Jiva Gosvamin's
e^osition. The Vaidhi is so called because it arises from the

> See IHQ., viii {1932). pp. 649-54.
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injunction of the Sastra (sdstrokta-vidhind pravartitd vaidhi), while

the Raganuga, which follows the natural course of emotion, arises

spontaneously and is independent of all such injunction. The
injunction may be of two kinds, viz., that which is the cause of

inclination towards Bhakti, and that which causes the knowledge
of what to do and what not to do for the steadying of that inclination

{sa ca vidhir dvividhah, tatra prathamah pravrtti-hetuh, tad-anukrama-

kartavydkartavydndm jndna-hetui ca dvittyah).

The elements of the Vaidhi Bhakti are enumerated as eleven,

thus : (i) Saranapatti, or resorting to the Bhagavat as the only

refuge (ananya-gati). It arises in two ways, viz., through the inborn
conviction that there is nothing else which can afford permanent
refuge {diraydntarasydbhdva-kathanena), or through forsaking other

alternatives adopted tmwisely (ndti-prajnayd kathamcid-d^ritasyd-

nyasya tyajanena). This mental state is analyzed, after the Vaisnava
Tantra, into fixing of the mind on things congenial to the idea

{anukiilasya sarnkalpaK) , forsaking of the uncongenial attitude (prdti-

kulya-vivarjanam)
, the belief that the deity will protect him {raksisya-

tlti viivdsah), choosing him as the protector [goptrtve varanam), resigna-

tion of self {dima-niksepah) , and humility as an object of compassion
{kdrpanyam). The next stage is (ii) Guru-seva, or devotion to the
spiritual guide. The Guru is to be honoured above all beings and
strictly obeyed, provided he satisfies all the scriptural requirements
of a true guide. If the Guru is full of self-conceit {avalipta), has no
real knowledge of duties {kdrydkdryam ajdnan), or himself deviates
from the true Vaisnava ways, he should be abandoned. This stage is

followed by (iii) Sravana, or the act of listening to the accounts of

the form, sport and name of the Bhagavat [ndma-rupa-ltldmaya-
sabddndm srotra-sparsah), and not to a mere repetition of set formtdas
and prayers. Of all kinds of Sravana, the act of listening to the
Bhdgavata is the greatest {tatrdpi sravane sn-bhdgavata-^ravanam tu

parama-srestham). Closely allied to this is (iv) Kirtana, or chanting
aloud of the above things, especially of the blessed name. This is

said to be the most powerful means of effecting a devotional attitude ;

and not being subject to the restrictions of time, place or person, it

is the only efficacious method which should be universally adopted
in the present decadent Kali Age {kalau tu praiastam tat). The
chanting of Stotras in praise of the deity, which give expression to
one’s humility {nija-dainya) or one’s wishes (nijdbhtsta) is included in
the category of Kirtana.

A still higher stage is reached in (v) Smarana, or the act of
remembering, which is described as mental»concentration {mdnasa-
nusamdhdnam) and which consists of fixing one’s thought on tite

name, the form or the sport of the deity. Five kinds of Smaraipa
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are differentiated, viz., Smarana-samanya or fixing one’s mind,
however slightly or indefinitely {yat kimcid anusamdhdnam) ;

Dharana,
or withdrawing the mind from all sides and fixing it in a general way
[sarvatai cittam dkrsya sdmdnydkdrena mano-dhdranam) ;

Diiyana,

or special concentration of the mind with reference to the name,
form, etc. of the deity {viiesato rupddi-cintanam)

;
Dhruvanusmrti,

which is the same as above but in an uninterrupted flow like a
stream of nectar {amrta-dhdrdvad avicchinnam tat)

;
and Samadhi,

or the exclusive appearance of the object of thought in the mind
[dhyeya-mdtra-sphuranam)

,

which, however, is different from the
Asainprajnata Brahma-samadhi. This leads to various external

acts of devotion collectively included under the designation : (vi)

Padaseva, such as the act of seeing, touching or going round {pari-

krama) the image of the deity, following the procession of the image
{anuvmjana), residence in the temple or in some sacred place,

pilgrimage, bathing in the holy waters of a Tirtha, etc. Biving in

holy places and pilgrimage are extolled as affording an opportunity
of meeting saints and sages in these places. Further overt acts of

devotion constitute the next stage, called (vii) Arcana, which
includes various rites of worship to be learnt from the instruction

of the Mantra-Guru or from the Agamas. It is true that the

Bhdgavata does not, as the Pancaratra scriptures do, insist upon the
necessity of ceremonial worship (yadyapi sn-bhdgavata-mate patica-

rdtravad arcand-mdrgasydvasyakatvam ndsti), for recourse to one or
other of the modes like ^aranapatti mentioned above is, in its opinion,

enough for attaining the highest good {tad vindpi sarandpattyddlndm
ekatarendpi purusdrtha-siddher ahhihitatvdt)

;
but those who desire

to follow this way of the Pancaratras can do so in accordance with
the Diksa received from their Gurus. This way of ceremonial worship
is intended especially for those who are wealthy householders {ye

tu sampattimanto grhasthds tesdm tvarcand-mdrga eva mukhyah), for

this is how their wealth can be best utilized. In this connexion
the worship of inferior deities is deprecated. The Arcana also com-
prehends such pious acts as putting on the Vaisnava signs on one's
body {vaisnava-cihna-dhdrana), partaking of the remains of an
offering to the deity {nirmdlya-dhdrana) or drinking of the holy
water obtained after washing the feet of the image {carandmrta-pdna)

,

etc. which are regularly enjoined in the Vaisnava ^astra. Closely

connected with this is (viii) Vandana, or act of homage, which is

indeed an Ahga or auxiliary of Arcana, but which is separately

mentioned in order to indicate that it may be independently employed
like Smarana, KIrtana, etc. {tac ca yadyapi arcandngatvendpi vartate,

tathdpi Mrtana-smaranavat svdtantryendpityabhipretya Pfthag vidhl-

yate). It includes Namaskara or salutation, which in Bengal
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Vaisnavism consists of prostration at full length like a log of wood
{dandavat prandmah). The acts and ceremonies mentioned above
gradually produce feelings of humility, fellowship or entire self-

surrender which are now mentioned as Ahgas of the Vaidlu Bhakti.

The feeling of hmnility is indicated by (ix) Dasya, which consists

not only of actual service but also of the feeling that one is a servant
of the I/Ord [ddsyammanyatvam)

.

Teaving alone the effort of worship,

this very feeling of servitude, if fully realized, is enough for attaining

the desired end ; hence Dasya is separately mentioned as a way of

Bhakti {astu tdvad hhajana-praydsah, ke-vala-tadriatvabhimanenSpi

siddhir bhavatUyabhipretyaivottaratra nirdeiai ca tasya). This feeling

of servitude is said to underlie and uplift all devotional practices

{etad-dasya-sambandhenaiva sarvam api bhajanatn mahattaram
bhavati). A somewhat higher feeling is (x) Sakhya, or the sense of

friendship or relationship {bandhu-bhdva)

,

which, like Dasya, follows

from the very nature of the relation of the Jiva and the Bhagavat.
The last stage is reached in (xi) Atma-nivedana, or complete
surrender of self which consists of the feeling that one’s body, mind,
the senses, and soul are all intended for the Bhagavat {dehddi-

iuddhdtmd-paryantasya sarvalohhdvena tasminn evdrpanam). This
feeling is marked also by the absence of all efforts for one’s self

{dtmdrtha-cestd-iunyatvam) and by the presence alone of efforts

directed towards the pleasure of the Bhagavat {tad-arthaika-cestd-

mayatvam). It thus consists of the dedication of self, both as a
means and as an end, to the Bhagavat {tan-nyastdtmasddhana-
sddhyatvam).

Sometimes one or other of these eleven elements, which are

inter-related to one another, is extolled as exclusively excellent in

the scriptures ; this is due not to any inherent mutual contradiction
among these various ways, but to the fact that the one or the other
is to be believed in or practised according to the capacity of the
individual worshipper, just in the same way as medicine is to be
administered according to the capacity of the patient.

As this aspect of Bhakti is guided by the injunction of the
Vais^ava scriptures, it is conditional. It is based upon the fear of

transgression ; and as fear enters as an element in guiding devotional
practices, this method must be regarded as somewhat formal and
mechanical. As a preliminary stage, however, it is indispensable
for some individuals before they can pass on to the higher and more
spontaneous Raganuga Bhakti, to the treatment of which now Jiva
Gosvamin turns his attention.

By Rag^uga Bhakti is meant the feeling of devotion which
follows the lines of the Ragatmika Bhakti 'wluch is eternally dis-

played by the Saktis (in the form of divine Parikaras) towards th©'
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Saktimat. The Ragatmika Bhakti, as its name implies, consists

entirely of Raga, which is defined as the natural excess of desire or

attachment of a subject towards the object of desire or attachment
[visayinah svdbhdviko visaya-samsargecchdtiiayah premd rdgah). For
instance, whether the self wishes it or not, the five senses cannot
but come into contact with the particular objects of inclination and
be attracted by them. Thus, the sense of sight is naturally drawn to-

wards beauty, that of smell towards fragrance. In the same way the
devotee cannot but be attracted towards the Bhagavat (yathd

caksurddlndm saundaryam, tddrsa evdtra hhaktasya irX-bhagavatyapi

rdga ityucyate). This spontaneous flow of devotion is called

Ragatmika Bhakti. The Raga may admit of various aspects accord-
ing to the nature of the feeling and the relationship conceived between
the subject and the object, for the Bord himself has said (Bhdgavata,

iii, 25, 38) :
yesdm aham priya dtmd sutas ca sakhd gufuh suhrdo

daivam istam (‘ Of whom I am the beloved, the Soul, the Son, the
Friend, ithe Elderly Ancestor, the Relative, and the Desirable

Deity ’). It is explained that the Bord appeared as the Priya to the
Gopis and his Mahisis, as the Atman to ascetics like Sanaka, as the
Suta to Nanda and Yasoda, as the Sakhi to Gopas like Sudaman,
as the Guru to Pradyumna and others, as the Suhrd to Subhadra,
and as the Ista Deva to people like Daruka. In his Bila he manifests
himself in these diverse ways to his Parikaras who are dear to him ;

and the feeling of the Parikaras towards him takes the various forms
of the Ragatmika Bhakti, which thus expresses itself as a deep and
natural feeling of attachment. The Vaidhi Bhakti depends upon
the injunctions of the ^astras, and hence it is comparatively weak,
being mechanical

;
but the Ragaiiuga, which follows the natural

emotional ways of the Parikaras of the Bhagavat, is independent of

all outward rule and is therefore spontaneous and strong.

It may be objected that if the Raganuga Bhakti is marked
by freedom from scriptural injunctions, the statement about its

merit as the highest Dharma is in conflict with the well known dictum
of Jaimini (i, i, 2 codand-laksano’rtho dharmah) which lays down
that the Dharma is that which is enjoined by scriptural injunction.
It is also said in the Bhdgavata that the 6ruti and Smrti, consisting
of injunctions and prohibitions, are the directions of the Bhagavat
himself, so that one who disregards them is guilty of violating divine

commandments and cannot be regarded as a true Vais;iava or a
Bhakta. How is it then that fulfilment is said to follow in a way of

worship which is indifferent to the Gastric rules of conduct {kcUham
tarhi vidhi-nirapeksayd tayd siddhih) ? This apparent anomaly is

reconciled by the statement that Bhakti must be distinguished from

other kinds of Dharma, which depend upon outward Sastric rules.
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for the devotional attitude which springs spontaneously from the

intrinsic potency of the divine names and attributes is independent
of such injunctions {iri-bhagavan-nama-gunMisu vastu-^akteh siddha-

tvdn na dharmavad bhaktes codand-sdpeksatvam)

.

It is known from
experience that in many cases there has been attainment of such
devotion even without any knowledge of scriptural rules {ato jndnd-
dikatji vindpi phala-ldbho bahutra iruto’sti). It is true that scrip-

tural directions should not be disregarded, but directions are for

those who have no natural inclination towards religious devotion
{codand tu yasya svaiah pravrttir ndsti tad-visayaiva)

;
it is for such

people that grades of injunctions are prescribed {tathd krama-
vidhii ca tad-visayah). They are not necessary for ,those who have
a natural proneness {na tu svayam pravrttimatyapi maryddd-
nirmdnam) ; for such outward mechanical rules are obligatory only
when the mind in the early stage of devotion is inwardly distracted

and cannot attain the natural stage of composure which is essential

for the Raganuga Bhakti. Hence, the chief object of the injunctions

is to bring about this gradual concentration of the mind {kramasai
cittdbhinivesdya) and prepare it for the higher stage of the Raganuga
Bhakti {vartma-pravesdya) in which the devotional spirit has a
spontaneous and uninterrupted flow. It follows, therefore, that the
scriptural injunctions are not to be ignored or violated ; on the
contrary, they are strictly binding on those who are still far away
from the state of the Raganuga Bhakti. But when that state of

mind is once reached, either by the Vaidhi or by itself, i.e. when the
object of the injunctions is fulfilled, there is no further necessity for

compliance with them. At this higher stage of the Raganuga
Bhakti, if there is any violation of such injunctions, such violation

does not constitute wilful transgression
;
for it takes place spon-

taneously by the spirit of Bhakti and does not in any way affect

the natural attitude of the devotee towards the Bhagavat.
That this mode of Raganuga Bhakti is the most efficacious is

illustrated by the Puranic examples of Putana and Sisupala. In the
first case, by pretending Vatsalya or parental affection for Krsna,
Putana does not actually realize but merely imitates one of the modes
of the Raganuga devotion

; but, in spite of her insincerity and
sinister motive, her mere imitativeness is said to have been amply
rewarded by divine grace. In the second case, under the cover of
a life-long and inveterate vindictiveness towards Krsna, 6isupala’s
whole thought was indeed deeply concentrated on Krsna, and this

fewency of feeling, despite its ill-directed motive, could not but
bring its own reward in the shape of Sayuiya-Mukti for ^i^upilla.

Cffi account of this adverse attitude, 6i^upala could not attain the
highest good, viz., Prema or love for Krsna, and he was given the
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lowest place in the hierarchy of emancipated beings
;
but this and

the other example show that the Raganuga Bhakti, even if it is

imitative, adverse or apathetic, is superior to the Vaidlu, even when
the latter is directed in a congenial and sympathetic way.

It has been already said above that the Raganuga Bhakti is

that devotion which follows the lines of the Ragatmika Bhakti

of the constant associates or Parikaras of the Bhagavat, which is

thus an aspect of the eternal divine sport displayed in the divine

Dhamas. These Parikaras represent the different aspects of the

Lord’s own attribute of bliss or Hladini Sakti, which in its infinite

potency reflects itself differently in them in the form of different

personal relationships conceived in emotional terms. The one and
the same infinite Rasa or divine sentiment of bliss is differently

expressed, and results in different devotional relationships between
the Saktimat and the aspects of his 6aktis. Viewed from the

standpoint of emotional human relationship (Ragatmika), the

varieties of Rasa thus reflected in the divine Parikaras become
the different types or stages of Ragatmika Bhakti. On the lines

of the Ragatmika Bhakti, the Raganuga Bhakti of ordinary devotees

is modelled as types or stages of the spontaneous devotional senti-

ment. The Vaidhi Bhakti need not involve any emotional realiza-

tion of this character ; it is enough if the enjoined religious duties

are performed in an attitude of devotion. The Raganuga Bhakti,
on the other hand, consists of an emotional sublimation of intimate

human sentiments by directing them towards the Bhagavat. It is,

no doubt, an inward and spontaneous realization, but it is still an
elaborate realization or Sadhana ; like the Vaidhi, it is still Sadhana-
Bhakti, but the Sadhana is independent of mechanical S^tric
formulas and depends entirely on one’s own emotional capacity of

devotion. It is, however, vicarious in the sense that the devotee,

according to his individual capacity, imitates and realizes within
himself the different aspects of the beatific sport of the deity with
his Associates in terms of one or other of the varieties of the blissful

sentiment. It does not consist of a direct establishment of personal

relationship between the deity and the devotee, but the devotee
prepares himself for such direct personal contact by this preliminary
vicarious enjoyment of the devotional sentiments of the deity’s

own Parikaras, who t3^ify the highest forms of devotional realiza-

tion. This Ragatmika Bhakti of the divine Parikaras cannot
indeed be reached in its perfection by phenomenal beings, but
years of constant practice can prepare them for ultimately attaining

this state.

These forms or gradations of emotional realization are classified,

in terms of human sentiments, into five broad categories of Rasas
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or devotional sentiments, viz., 6anta, Dasya, Sakhya, Vatsalya and
Madhurya, the characteristics of which have already been in^cated
in connexion with Rupa Gosvamin's treatment of the Bhakti-

Rasa-^astra.' The idea of the stages of distinct personal relation-

ship of the deity and his Parikaras is a fundamental postulate with
the Bengal school of Vaisnavism, because otherwise the relationship

would be reduced to one of entire identity, which cannot be posited

in view of the theory of difference in non-difference accepted by the

school. It is for this reason that the Santa-Bhakti, which does not

involve any such ideas of personal emotional relationship, is dis-

tinguished as inferior to the other four. The Santa-Bhakti consists

of Sama or a state of mental composure, in which the devotee, accord-

ing to the description of the Gita becomes brahmabhuta, attaining

the consciousness of his complete identity with Brahma. This mode
of realization, therefore, is not based upon the idea of personal rela-

tionship with the Bhagavat conceived as the perfect person, and
would reduce the devotional sentiment into a sentiment of self-

worship. No doubt, it involves an amount of Bhakti, but both in

its method and objective it is mixed with Jnana ; and such Jnana-
miira Bhakti has already been spoken of above as an inferior tj^e
of Bhakti. It is not entirely rejected as a mode, but it is followed

only by those who are desirous of Mukti or complete merger in the
impersonal Brahma. The pure Bhakti, on the other hand, is free

from any such inferior objective, but it wants to continue its worship
of the deity in some form of direct emotional relationship even in a
state of emancipation from the bondage of the Maya-sakti. The
first stage of this unmixed Bhakti is Dasya or the sentiment of

servitude, which is higher than the somewhat colourless sentiment
involved in Santa-Bhakti, for it conceives the Bhagavat as the eter-

nal master and the Parikara as his eternal servant. There are also

two other stages of affectionate relationship, viz., Sakhya or Friend-
ship and Vatsalya or Parental Sentiment, until the climax is reached
in the intense and exquisite feeling of the Gopis for Krsna. This
sentiment can also be imitated and vicariously realized by the
devotee irrespective of his sex. In this highest stage the Dordship of
the deity is completely suppressed by a sweetly powerful and self-

surrendering charm which produces a strong mutual attraction
between the deity and his Parikara.

In this connexion Jiva Gosvamin maintains that the passion
of the Gopis for Krsna must not be viewed as mere sensual passion
{prakrta kama). No doubt, there are verses in the Bhagavata in
which the display of conjugal love is described with reference to

* See 1932, pp. 666-8.
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Krsna and the Gopis ; but even if it is desire or Kama, in the Gopis

it becomes pure love or Prema {tadHmdm kdmo hi premaika-rupah)

;

for in all these ecstatic sports the Gopis never had the slightest desire

for their own pleasure, but all their efforts were directed towards

effecting the supreme pleasure of the Bhagavat. In the case of the

Sairindhri (the Kubja), her desire for sporting with Krsna is not

deprecated in itself
;
for whatever may have been the character of

her desire, she did not long for inferior worldly objects {prdkrtam

eva visayam) but for the Bhagavat himself {sd tu bhagavantam eva

kdmayate iti parama-sumamsinyeva)

,

and there is no doubt from her

words about the intensity of her feeling. It is deprecated only in

comparison with the feeling of the Gopis, for her desire for sport was
entirely for her own sensual pleasure, while that of the Gopis was
exclusively intended for Krsna (sairindhryds tu bhdvo riramsd-

prdyatvena ^n-goplndm iva kevala-tat-tdtparydbhdvdt tad-apeksa-

yaiva nindyate, na tu svarupatah). In accordance with the Veddnta-
sutra ii, i, 33 {lokavat tu lUd-kaivalyam)

,

the Lord’s intrinsic self

consists of nothing but a spontaneous sport of his own infinite

bliss {llld tvatra svabhdvata eva siddhd). This sport must be under-
stood to be non-phenomenal {aprdkrta), but it is similar in form to

that of phenomenal beings {lokavat). In the phenomenal world the

pleasure derived from conjugal love is reckoned as the highest

fruition of sensuous pleasure
; it is only natural that the Bhagavat

should also display in his sport with his own Saktis supersensuous
pleasure of a similar character. The sex-instinct is thus acknow-
ledged in this theology as one of the highest human instincts, which
finds a transfigured counterpart or ideal in the highest sportive

instinct of the divine being. The Gopis, as already shewn, are

nothing but aspects of the Bhagavat-Krsna’s highest attribute of

bliss (Hladini ^akti), and sport with them after the manner of

phenomenal beings is only a natural expression of the divine self.

Moreover, the sacred texts show that even ascetics and devotees
like Uddhava, who were above worldly pleasure, praised and desired
such pleasure of conjugal love as displayed by the Gopis. The
Padma-purdna records that even the Srutis (the Vedas) craved for it,

and were incarnated as Gopis. The fact that not only women but also

men, and men of saintly character, desire it shows that the feeling

is free from all touch of mere sensuality {na prdkrtah kdmo’sau).

In conclusion Jiva Gosvamin states that other details about
Bhakti-marga are to be learnt from the ^astras or from the examples
of great devotees. But whatever devotional secret one obtains from
the ^ace of the Bhagavat or from his Guru should be cherished as a
precious possession and should not be divulged to any one.





TOWARDS A HISTORY OF THE KHANDHA-DOCTRINE
{concluded)

By C. A. F. Riiys Davids

In this second part * of my examination of the Khandha-contexts

in the Pitakas, I am setting beside the analysis of such contexts

in the Elhandha-Samyutta all the remaining contexts that I have
found in the Sutta-Pitaka and some in the other two Pitakas. With
the remarkably rare references to the khandhas in the Digha-Nikaya

I have dealt incidentally in my first part
;

also with the total

omission of reference to them in the Sutta-Nipata.

References to the khandhas, either by name, or also as five in

number, or to them without reference to name or number occur,

in these materials, in the var5dng frequency indicated in the following

table :

—

ViNAYA-PiTAKA.

Mahavagga, I, 6, 19 ; and 38 f., viz. in the First and Second
Utterances.

Sutta-Pitaka.

Digha-Nikaya (see Part I of this article).

Majjhima-Nikaya : 17 references.

Sarnyutta-Nikaya, excluding Khandha-Samyutta : 19 re-

ferences.

Anguttara-Nikaya, 15 references.

Khuddaka-Nikaya :

Khuddakapatha, i reference (not under head 5, but under
head 4).

Dhammapada, i reference : khandhdnam udayabbayam.
Udana, no reference.

Iti-vuttaka, i reference.

Sutta-Nipata, no reference.

Peta- and Vimana-vatthu, no reference.

There-theri-gatha, 6 references.

The other six books of this Nikaya, together with the seven of

the Third Pitaka I put aside for the purpose of this table. They
are admittedly later compilations, and it is with the earliest appear-

ances of the l^andhas that this study is concerned.

‘ For part I, see Indian Culture, Jan. 1937.
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I^et me here say I have, for these statistics, relied mainly on
indexes. None knows better than I how far indexes, even those

compiled by the best-intentioned indexmakers, are incomplete.

Hence I am cautious in drawing conclusions from frequency of

reference or the reverse. For instance, from the paucity of allusions

in 7 of the 8 books of anthologies above. That paucity is fairly

well balanced by the frequency apparent in the last-named, so that

it were no fit argument to say, that allusions to a category of psy-
chological analysis, such as is that of the 5 khandhas, are not likely

to find mention in poetry. It should here be remembered, that Pali

verses are not always to be credited to the poetic muse
; they were

largely due to mnemonic need. And further : there came to be
coined a metrical tag embracing the main heads of that analytical

vogue which so overmastered the adolescent Buddhist Sangha.
It ran

khandh’dyatana-dhdtu ca

' the factors, spheres and elements ’, as one might translate it,

and several of those 15 references consist in this. Another tag, a
prose one, in the monastic vocabulary, was khandhdnam udayabbayam,
which is also metrical :

‘ the rise and passing of the groups ’. This
also occurs repeatedly in verse. The only conclusion I can draw
from the silence about khandhas in four of the anthologies above,
and the one reference only in three of the others is, that, had the
curriculum of monk-teaching, when those seven were mainly com-
piled, put strongly forward the khandha-analysis as substitute for

the soul or spirit, reference to this would have occurred, and oftener.

I have said ‘ mainly ’ compiled and with point. Every antho-
logy will have had its own history. And into that individual story
the future historian of the Pali Canon will have to go. Eet him
or her here note, that the references in the Theragatha to the
khandhas are not made by any contributor of whom we can say
with confidence, that he was a contemporary of the Founder, with
this one exception ; Sona-Kutikanna (Vin. Mhv. V, 13). And in
his verses, the khandhas are only mentioned in an obvious gloss
at the end, when Sona has done his compilation, an appendix which
is added to other gathas (ver. 368-9). Thus :

Thereafter in the presence of the Chief,

The Wake, did Sona, framing goodly speech.
Utter the very Dhamma, man o’ the Very Wake.
Well doth he know the factors five, making the Road to come

to be.

Having attained the utter peace, unblemished will he make
an end.
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There is no mention of khandhas in the verses of Sariputta,

Moggallana, Ananda, Kassapa, Revata, Kappina, Punna, or any
others of the Old Brigade. I judge this is contributory evidence of

some weight, however much Sariputta’s name, in the Suttas, has got

mixed up with khandha-talk.
There is another quasi-silence about the ‘ five ’, which I am loth

to pass by, however explicitly I have guarded myself from deductions

from it. It is that silence of the Digha-Nikaya. There is plenty

of patchwork in this venerable compilation, as we know. I would
remind readers, how the whole of the First, the Sila, Section is silent

about that remarkable taking over of a forgotten Brahman's tele-

volitional ethics till the end of the last chapter, when it comes in

as a patchwork. There was call and scope for khandha-reference

in the Samannaphala Suttanta, in all conscience (p. 76) ;
or in the

Potthapada Suttanta ; still more perhaps in the Nidana-Suttanta,
the Sakkapanha, the Payasi, and most of all, in the Sampasadaniya
and Pasadika Suttantas, wherein all the points in sound religious

teaching are rehearsed. I am not here wondering why the ‘ five
’

were not introduced into the Points, once Thirty, then Thirtyseven,

called later bodhipakkhiyd dhamntd. Neither were the Four Truths
inserted into these. Those ‘ dhammas ’ were processes in ethical,

in religious training. The Truths, the Khandhas were, as was
supposed, just statements of fact. But these Suttantas, especially

the Sampasadaniya set forth what the Founder was held to have
taught. And the omission there of the Elhandhas is really not with-
out significance.

Why then does the Second Collection (Majjhima) harp where
the First (Digha) is all but silent ? The answer lies buried in the
lost centres, seats of ‘ bhanakas ’, where each Collection was deve-
loped from remembered Sayings :—just texts of discourse, or episodes
or, it may be, complete if short t^ks,—into finished literary com-
positions, oral and then written. I do not attach weight to the
tradition, quoted in the Digha Commentary, of the Digha being
handed over to Ananda’s care, the Majjhima to the school of Sariputta
(the Samyutta to Kassapa, the Anguttara to Anuruddha). It is a
bald statement, perhaps good for nothing. Yet I do not forget
Ananda’s ignoring of the khandhas when the perplexed Channa
appealed to him. (See part i of this article). We can, in default
of evidence, only surmise, that the Majjhima centre was more under
proto-Sankhyan influence, more engaged in mental analysis than the
Digha centre. Or it may have been that, whereas the Digha tradition

was one in which Brahmans had held Gotama in high respect (cf.

Sutt^tas 3-8, etc.), the Majjhima centre may have b^n one where
the rift between Brfl.bma.ns and Sakya over ritual and sacrifice grew
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more quickly to include central matters of Immanence, of the

Atman. So marked in such things is the difference between the

two Collections, that it is at times hard to believe them to have
sprung from a common source. The difference in length does not

accoimt for the silence of the one, for the Digha is over three quarters

the length of the Majjhima.
The disparity in proportion of reference in the two other

Collections is even more remarkable, since to the 19 of the Samyutta
in my Table we must add 158 references, i.e. one for each Sutta
of the Khandha Samyutta. We get thus, in two Collections, the

total lengths of which are about a proportion-in-reference of

Now it is possible, that the amassing Suttas on ‘ kindred
’

subjects (I refer to my husband’s choice and mine of the title

‘ Kindred Sayings ’) may have entailed much sweeping in from
different centres, accomplished either when on tour, or by special

tours, or not till the great Patna revisional Congress. Hence it

may not be true to see in a Samyutta-bhanaka centre a special

preoccupation with the khandha doctrine. On the other hand it

must never be forgotten, that the ‘ Fives ’ Section in the Anguttara
omits all mention of khandhas—an overlooked fact pointed out by
myself. And this looks suspiciously as if no such doctrine was
in existence when that Section was compiled.

I am not saying that five khandhas find no mention in this

Fifth Section. I find one and only one—and that comes last in a

fairly obvious appendix to a Sutta. This is No. 30, ‘ Nagita ’. The
Founder is shown resenting being fussed over, and his expression of

it begins and is rounded off in the same terms ‘ let such an one
enjoy . . flattery ’. Then comes an appendix of five points, the

khandhas being possibly put in to lend dignity to a talk that

certainly lacks graciousness, to say nothing more :—(We may thus

go a step further than the schoolboy’s definition of an appendix :

—

‘ a portion of a book of which no one has yet discovered the use ’).

‘ Whoever abides seeing the rise and passing of the fivefold group
of attachment {updddnakkhandha) . . .

’

Nor are the subjects classed as ‘ fives ' only of the nature of

processes—to repeat what I was saying above. The student may
quickly see the great diversity so classed in the table I made of

them all in the Anguttara Index Volume (pp. 174-92) 26 years ago.

I have for some time judged that, in the Fourth Collection, we
have not the latest, but the earliest attempt made to collect and
classify the growing thesaturus of Sa3dngs, and that hence, if the

Anguttara omits—and it does omit—categories, formulas, which
are now placed as central to Buddhist teabhing, it is because, during
the making of that attempt, these had not yet been made. That
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the khandhas find incidental mention in the Anguttaras some 15

times does not affect this conclusion. The hand of the later editor

is too palpable throughout, not to betray whence khandhas and
other tenets may have come to be inserted.

Let us now look into other of these khandha-contexts, if haply (i)

we may get any light as to whether they were originally integral to

the discourse, or whether they were later insertions and additions ;

secondly, (2) whether, as probably the latter, they form a misfit in

the text, such as we found in the Khandha-Samyutta. Next,

(3) whether the contexts suggest an earliest usage for which a more
detailed statement of ‘ mind ’ was felt to be needed. Lastly,

(4) a word on khandhas in the Third Pitaka.

Of the khandha contexts in the Sutta-Pitaka, the majority
evidently treat the subject as a well-recognized tenet in orthodox
teaching. The pentad, whether it be referred to as such, or under
each of the five heads, is either woven up into the discourse, or

is used with other tenets in summing up, or is used as opening, or

forms the one theme, or is cited in terms of what I have called a
tag, a cliche, or is mentioned in passing. Specimens of each of

these usages may be seen in (i) the Snake Sutta, S. IV, 173 ; (2)

the Mahahatthipadopama, M. No. XXVIII)
; (3) the Minor

Miscellany, M. No. 44 and Rahula Sutta, M. No. LXII; (4) the
Sutta ‘ Pattam ’, S. I, 112

: (5) the First Utterance, and wherever
the description there given of dukkha is repeated : sankhittena

pancupdddnakkahandhd dukkhd
; (6) Vajira’s and Sela’s verses

(Therigatha, and S. i, 135.) Let it not for a moment be supposed,
that the task of undermining the place at present occupied by the
khandha-tenet is an easy one. It would not sit as firmly as it does
in books on Buddhism, were the majority of contexts other than
such as are in this sixfold list.

I will now ask readers to consider certain, if fewer contexts,

where the tenet does not sit so firmly. It will be seen, that their

instability shows interesting variants to those I gave from the
Khandha-Samyutta.

Let me first cite where a later (?) appendix seems apparent.
I find such contexts in

Sam3nitta i, 246 and 250 ;
Anguttara, ii, 45,

„ iii, 186. Theragatha. I, 120 & 440.

„ V, 60. „ 1, 90 (approxi-

matdy).

Reading these contexts can alone bring assent or dissent.

I come to one or two ‘ misfits ’ in khandha-contexts.
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I do not stress the partly different names for the ‘ five ' in S.,

I, II2.

Rupam, vedayitam, sannam, vinndnam yanca sankhataifi,

nor the difference in order, because we have here what may have
been only metrical exigency. Nor do I attach significance to the

attempt made here and there in the long Samyutta on Causation

(Nidana), to weave in the five in this or that version of a talk on
cause (e.g., S. II, 28, 30).

But I do see an appended reference to the four mental khan-

dhas, where originally only the body was referred to in the follow-

ing:—
There is a much repeated description of material form, given for

instance in M. No. TXII, again in A. i, 284 ;
ii, 171, 202, etc.),

—

‘ whatever rupa there is, past, present, future, within, without, gross,

subtle, high, low, far, near, it is not mine, I am not it, it is not for

me the self.' The Founder is shown saying this as he goes before

his son on an alms-round. Rahula is then made to say :
‘ Just

rUpa, sir ? ’ The answer is ‘ Not just rUpa, but also feeling, per-

ception, complexes, awareness '.

So far so good. Here is no reason for alleging insertion or misfit.

The son may have only wished to make sure (what he surely must,
as his father’s pupil, have known), that neither were any ways of

mind to be considered as the self, they, no less than body, being
but the limited instruments of the self. But wherever elsewhere

this description of rupa is cited, both in the Majjhima (three times)

and in Samyutta and Anguttara, the description is explicitly applied

to each mental khandha. And this drives me to conclude, that this

older description of ‘ matter ’ or body, worded of the man when
contemplating his bodily frame, came to be extended to the fourfold

aspect of mind, when this division of mind came into vogue, a
description which, for anything immaterial, is in part a misfit. We
have only to look among the Suttas for descriptions of manas, citta,

vinhdna to see how quite otherwise each is described. I have
submitted this context to a few of my wisest friends, and their

verdict is unanimous, that we have here a strong case for later

insertion of the four mental khandhas.

One other misfit I find in an interesting position, namdy,
in the ‘ Fours

’

of the Anguttara. (I repeat, the ‘ five ’ are not a
titular item in the Fives). In the Sutta Sokhummani, ‘ subtle
things ’ (IV, II, 16), we read of a man having power to penetrate
subtlety of rupa, of sahnd, of vedand, anii of the sankhdra’s. The
verses follow :

—
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Knowing the subtlety of form and knowing
How feelings come to be, and whence arises

Perception, how it ends, knowing the activities

As other and as ill, but not as self :

(These things) if he do see aright, the monk . , .

Here we have the all-important reservation made of the (unnamed)

fifth khandha, vinndna, as implicitly meaning still, not the mere
mind-way it came to mean, but as the very man, the self, here ‘ the

monk It was the man conceived as persistingly aware, in both
this world and hereafter, that was expressed by vinndna, both in

the Upanisads and in Pitakan ‘ left-ins ’, and which we see so fiercely

attacked by the growing monastic ideals in the Majjhima (No. 38),

and there reduced to the mere resultant of a preceding sensation.

The Sutta is for my subject of historical interest, since it shows
a perhaps brief stage in the outlook on body and mind prior to the
emergence of these as fivefold. We have the outlook as fourfold

with the retention of the man as not yet a mere fifth item. There
is no sign that the Sutta is a later insertion. But we can feel fairly

sure, that had that outlook become fivefold when the titles of the

Fourth and Fifth Nipatas were selected, the Sokhummani would
have been held back for inclusion in the Fifth, and the Fifth would
have had the Five among its titles.

Before leaving the subject of misfits, I will mention a negative
one, so to speak ; I mean, where the ‘ five ’ would almost certainly

have found mention, had they already come into the ‘ church
’

curriculum. In the Majjhima are two catechetical Suttas, (Nos. 43
and 44), called the Major and Minor Miscellanies. We see two
very eminent feUow-workers of the Foimder agreeing to play teacher
and pupil, to dreift an oral vade mecum for the use of learners. The
trend of the talk is psychological ; vinndna and vedand and panUd
being discussed. But there is never a word about any fivefold

division of body and mind 1 With the second Sutta, alleged to
have been between the eminent mm Dhammadinna and her ex-

husband, the catechism starts with the khandhas ; and for us the
query rises : Was this beginning interpolated to make good the
omission in the former ? No reply short of a psychic one is here to
be hoped for, and I pass, with this Sutta beside me, to add a word
on what may possibly have been, at their introduction, the chief

use to which the ‘ five ’ were put.

Here and repeatedly we find them used to expand the term
sakkdya-diUhi,

'

the view of the (man as being) a group This is

a label for a formula which is actually an expansion of the caution
given in the ‘ Second Utterance ’ of Gotama, spoken to his first
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few adherents.* But in its aim it virtually inverts that caution.

The argument in the Utterance belongs to the current teaching of

Immanence. ‘ You ’ are by nature divine, but having here to

work with limited instruments, body and mind, you limit your
Divine nature, if you see that nature in either instrument. Against
this dangerous tendency of the day, Kausitaki also warned his

students, as I have often pointed out.® But the formula, albeit it

does not say in so many words there is no ‘ you ’ over and above
the ' five ’, bodily and mental, virtually admits this. The wrong
‘ view ’ is to ‘ see ’ the man as any one of the five, or as having it,*

or as being in it, or as seeing it in the man. And this pluralistic

conclusion of man-as-many, not as one, became and has remained
the main doctrine of Hinayana Buddhism to this day. I wrote once,

repl3dng to the letter of a young Ceylon monk, you make the man
out to be merely the body and mind he uses. The rejoinder was :

What in heaven’s name is he if not these two ?

Now this pluralism, although it is a disgrace—as James Ward
pointed out—to what extent it is found in the religion and the
psychology of to-day, was a very new and growing tendency in

the India of the late centuries of the last era, and it asserted itself

at the Council of Patna, when the Sangha won for itself the by-
name of ‘ Analysers ’ [vibhajjavddins)

.

And so we have the pathetic
historical tragedy before us, of a great teacher’s caveat, warning men
not to confuse the man with his limited instruments, twisted into an
insistence on the truth of this very confusion ! In his day it will

have seemed to the Founder Gotama impossible that man could
come to deny his own reality

;
the one danger lay in confusing that

unique reality with what he used for self-expression. At the opposite
pole to his teaching we have, after a thousand years, Buddhaghosa
affirming, that there is no such unique reality in man or in anything
else whatever.

There are, I well know, many who, if they read that phrase

:

‘ at the opposite pole to his teaching ’, will protest I go too far.

Will they, perhaps for the first time consider the talk, as between
Gotama and Saccaka the Uicchavi, in Majjhima, No. 35 ? Gotama,
made to speak in terms of the five khandhas, elicits from Saccaka,
that he (Saccaka) holds this opinion :

‘ I, master Gotama, say thus :

For me body is the self, feeling is the self, perception, complexes,
awareness, is the self ’. To him thereupon Gotama :

‘ Would a
king of Kosala, of Magadha, have punitive power over offenders

^ Vin. Mahav. I, 6.
* Kau^. Up. 3, 8.
® As a tree has its shadow. Corny.
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among his subjects ? ' Saccaka :
‘ Ay, and republics too (That

is, if we remember that for India the only ‘ judge ' was the political

chief, these chiefs would not have that power were they just subjects).

To him Gotama :
' Can you then, as self (i.e. as being innately

Divine) order body to do as you wish ? ’ Saccaka sits silenced. The
question is repeated concerning the other four khandhas. Saccaka
then retracts and admits it is not proper to identify the self with

what is eo far from divine—i.e. transient, ill, changeable—as is each
of the five.

Now the analogy with the judge it is that is here overlooked.

The king is judge because he is not any of his subjects. By analogy,

the self is not his tools, body, mind. But it does not follow that,

because the king is not John Smith, therefore there is no king ’!

So we have on the one hand Gotama affirming that the relation

of the man or self to his body and mind is as much a reality as is

that of judge to delinquent, and on the other Buddhaghosa and
Buddhists, nay, and writers on Buddhism merging the reality of

the man or self in his delinquent body and mind. I call this being
at opposite poles.

But was there not very likely an intermediate stage in the
growing canker ? It may be that, when these Suttas were taking
shape, the slaying of the man was not yet completed, that it was
only his Divinity that was taught as in the word dtman, {attan) which
was denied of him. I still hold this is probable, a sliding rock
arrested halfway down the mountain-side. Probable partly because
of the attributes of Deity brought into a much repeated formula
in which the ‘ five ’ are usually called in. Thus : since we cannot
say of body, etc. that it is permanent (blissful), therefore it cannot
be atman, i.e. Deity, (or Holy Spirit). There may yet be a ‘ self

but, as was to be much harped upon, he can only ‘ be got at
’

{upalahbhati) through the khandhas, or the many dhammas.
With the period of the gradual compilation of the Third Pitaka,

and its inclusion in the Canon,^ the coffin, as I have said, of the five

khandhas was taking shape. It was namely becoming orthodox to
teach the man as ‘ being ’, not so much a fivefold aggregate, as a
much more numerous group of dhatnma’s. We see this ^ready in
the crude introspection of the Dhammasangani, where this and
that ‘ thought ’ (citta), or fleeting moment of consciousness, is

analysed into some fifty dhammd and more. The khandhas are
then brought in, with other categories, as being, as we might say, so
many aspects of the given citta. The later division : citta and cetasikd,

as a given (state of) mind and its contents, already peeps out in the

' Bud. Psychol. Ethics, 2d. ed., p. xi.
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work ( 1022/), an analysis which was to achieve a long paramountcy
in the standard Manual.^ In it a dummy man-of-mind came to

make good the unsatisf5dng pluralism of the liandha's and dhamma’s.
Here he was at least as a unity (genus) to a plurality.

In the fourth book, Designations of Man,

^

we only find the ‘ five
’

given in the introductory exposition of the six sorts of ‘ designa-

tion They are not in the remainder of the work,—another

posthumous revenge of the ‘ dead man ’ or self. In the fifth book,

that of the Debates, khandha-reference is little more than an aid

to mere argument in words, not things.

I do not claim to have said here all that could be said on the

history of the ‘ five ’, and certainly not the ‘ last word ' about them.
I claim only to have said enough to make future writers about
early Buddhism more guarded than were their predecessors in con-

clu(hng, that this unhappy ill-knit group ever belonged to the original

gospel of the Man Gotama.

‘ Tr. as Compendium of Philosophy

,

P.T.S., ed.

* Puggala-Pahhatti, P.T.S., Trans, by B. C. Law.



A SUMERO-BABYLONIAN INSCRIPTION DISCOVERED
AT MOHENJO-DARO

By C. L. FAbri

While publishing here my discovery of a Sumero-Babylonian
inscription, found on a vessel at Mohenjo-daro, I wish to say at the

very outset that this discovery, though undoubtedly of great interest

and value for antiquarian research, cannot be, by any means, con-

strued to be what is popularly called ‘ sensational The inscription is

very short and does not solve (though it helps to a small degree

in the solution of) the problem of the still undeciphered script of

prehistoric India. On the other hand, it can be claimed that it is,

undoubtedly, the first Sumero-Babylonian inscription discovered

anywhere in Indian soil and, what is still much more important,

the shape of the Sumero-Babylonian characters allows us to date

this inscription with much more accuracy than it was possible so far
to date any one object found at any Indus Valley site. It will be
seen, that this date, corroborating the evidence accumulated by
Mr. Gadd and others, is definitely somewhat younger than the one
originally suggested by the first pioneers of Mohenjo-daro excavations.

No one ever suggested, not even Sir John Marshall and Dr. Mackay,
that those dates were certain and accurate ; and Dr. Mackay him-
self, without a knowledge of this Sumero-Babylonian inscription,

came lately to the conclusion that the dates suggested in Mohenjo-
daro and the Indus Civilization were somewhat high. The difference

is not much, but every fresh evidence points to the necessity of bring-

ing the date of the Indus Civilization down to 2500-2700 b.C. at

most. No one, of course, can guess or say how far back that civiliza-

tion reaches
; all we can say at present is the probable date of the

materials now in hand. As will be seen in my exposition below,

I myself believe in a great antiquity preceding Mohenjo-daro. That,

however, is guesswork and mere belief
;
and here we are concerned

with facts in hand.
Although much has been written on the subject of the Indus

Script and on the interrelation of prehistoric city-civilizations of

* The lamented late R. B. Hira Lai, published in his Inscriptions in the Centred

Provinces and Berar (2nd ed., 1932) a Babylonian seal (pp. x-xi, plate), from about
2000 B.C. As he distinctly states, the seal was found in the Nagpur Museum and
no one knows where it was found. It may have been deposited there by an Officer

returned from Mesopotamia.
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western and middle Asia/ I do not wish to refer here but to two
publications of the utmost importance for this study. The first is

Mr. Gadd’s lecture : Seals of Ancient Indian Style found at Ur,

published in the Proceedings of the British Academy, XVIII (1932),

22 pages, three plates. The other is Dr. H. Frankfort’s article :

The Indus Civilization and the Near East, published in the Kem
Institute’s Annual Bibliography of Indian Archceology for the year

1932, pp. 1-12, plate I. My friend Dr. Frankfort in this article,

the excellence and importance of which I cannot enough impress

upon my readers, makes a single mistake which I feel bound
to correct here with the exclamation errare humanum est.

Dr. Frankfort says that Mr. Gadd’s above-mentioned article

deals with Indian seals found in the excavations at Ur alone, and
that not one of these objects was properly datable. Both statements

require correction, and are due, no doubt, to the fact that

Dr. Frankfort was unable to have the relevant article in hand
when writing his paper. Mr. Gadd’s article deals, notwithstanding
the wrong title of his paper, with seals found at various places in

Mesopotamia
;
and four at least of the seals are very well datable

and dated (none of them older by any means than 2800 B.C.), whilst

there is a considerable amount of justification to date another two
or three as belonging to the same period. The importance of these

facts is so great that I could not pass it without referring the reader

back to Mr. Gadd’s original paper. Nevertheless, I am glad to
admit that Dr. Frankfort’s own evidence is of even greater weight.

He found a considerable number of undoubtedly Indus Valley objects

during his excavations of Tell Asmar in houses the date of which is

proved by a really imposing wealth of evidence. These houses
date, without a shadow of doubt, from the time of the Dynasty of

Akkad, which is about 2500 b.c. (The date given to Sargon by
Dangdon, i.e. 2872 B.C., has been brought down by the same
scholar in the second edition of the Cambridge Ancient History to

2752 ; but even this date is considered to be too high by other
authorities, and the general tendency now is to accept Frankfort’s
‘ about 2500 ’ as nearest to truth). I cannot sufficiently strongly
recommend to readers to read Dr. Frankfort’s article, if they
have not yet done so. It will be evident to all intelligent readers
that the learned Dutch scholar’s conclusions are thoroughly con-
vincing.

It thus appears that a fair number of objects made in the
cities of preffistoric India about 2500-2700 b.c. have reached

—H
^ Cp. e.g. my article : Latest Attempts to read the Indus Script. Indian Culture,

Vol. I. No. I, pp. 51-56.
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by one way or the other the contemporaries of Mesopotamia.

Whether it was by trade or conquest, mere intercourse or racial

relationship, by sea route or by land roads : we do not know and

it is no good guessing at it. All we know is that Indian objects

have reached Mesopotamia, and that, consequently, we can expect

to find Mesopotamian objects in India.

There is, therefore, no miracle about finding a Sumero-
Babylonian inscription at Mohenjo-daro. It was just what all

of us expected. Nevertheless, it is very satisfactory, indeed, to

find the first proof on this side, and, what is more satisfactory, to find

that this inscription again corroborates the dates arrived at by other

students.

History of the Discovery.

The Director General of Archaeology in India, Mr. J. F.
Beackiston, has sent me to Mohenjo-daro in order to accomplish
there a task during which I had to handle every single object (there

are 37,000 objects) found by the excavators, sometimes as many as

four or five times. I believe that these eight months spent in the
close study of such a magnificent material have enabled me to get

better acquainted with the objects than previous scholars who had
many other tasks on their hands. It is, consequently, not surprising

at all that I succeeded in discovering among the many thousands of

pottery vessels a large number of inscribed pots and jars. So far

about a dozen incized inscriptions have been published by the
writers of the first monograph on Mohenjo-daro and by Dr. Mackay
whose second volume, Further Excavations at Mohenjo-daro, now in

the Press, I had the privilege of seeing in proofs. The number of

inscribed (incized) pottery I have been fortunate enough to find,

is forty-two. Besides, five pots with seal-impressions have been
published by Sir John Marshale in the first monograph, and
another two are mentioned in Dr. Mackay’s forthcoming volume.
Instead of these seven inscribed (impressed) pots I have found
twenty-four pots with seal-impressions. Altogether, thus, I collected

66 inscriptions, incized or impressed, on pottery.

I found this material interesting enough for a close study, and,
with the intention of publishing the entire series, I collected first of

all the pots with seal-impressions and started cop5dng in a black-

and-white pen-drawing the actual texts. It was then that pottery
jar Hr 909 came into my hand (see Plate I, a). As soon as I looked
at it, my first thought was. This is not in the Indus script. One
instant later I realized that it cannot be anything but a Sumero-
Babylonian text. Five minutes of search in Mercer’s Sumero-
Babylonian Sign List gave me the clue. I made three tentative
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translations, and submitted my whole material to Dr. Franz M. Th.

Bohl, the world-famous Ass3rriologist of Leyden University, Holland.

I am glad to say that this learned specialist entirely endorsed my
identifications and translations ;

and the following results are partly

based on his very valued expert opinion. I wish, therefore, to

thank him for his kind co-operation in this matter, without which
my identifications would be considered much less reliable. However
much interested I am in the culture of Western Asia, my studies

were, for these last eight years, more concerned with the art and pure
archaeology of those countries than with linguistics and palaeography.

And although I feel glad that this time I did hit on the right identifica-

tion and translations, yet I would not dare to publish my discovery

without the consent and approval of an expert who has spent all

his life in the specialized study of Sumerian and Assyrian texts.

As I have pointed out to Professor Bom,, it is not difficult, even
with a scant knowledge of Assyrian script, to find the corres-

ponding signs in the Sign List ;
but what is far more difficult, is to

find the correct translation. There are signs in the Sumero-
Babylonian script (this ad usum delphini) which may be interpreted

in four and five ways, meaning utterly different words or syllables

;

many signs can be interpreted both as an ideogram (meaning an
entire word) or as a syllable sign. The longer and the more com-
plete the text, the easier the identification ; the shorter the text,

the more difficult to know whether a sign is an ideogram or a syllable

sign. As will be seen, in our case both explanations are equally
possible, and Professor Born,, though inclined to accept one explana-
tion as more likely, gives the same three possible translations as

suggested by me.

The Inscription.

The inscription is impressed on the shoulder of the jar and is

clearly visible in parts, though, unfortunately, the lower portion
(which, in the right direction, is really the upper edge) is very faint.

The impression is reversed, i.e. upside down. There are about a
dozen other seal-impressions in this reversed way (in the Indus
Valley script), which proves that the potter was illiterate and didn't

know how to impress the seal. I am, therefore, publishing the
slightly enlarged photograph of the inscription (Plate I, h) reversed,

as it should be read.

It will be immediately seen by all who are well acquainted
with the Indus Valley script that the characters are entirely unknown.
Neither the whole, nor the first or the second half of the inscription can
possibly he identified with any sign in the Indus script, whether we
look at it upside-down or reversed.
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The full form, when completed, would appear to be like this :

The strokes, it will be seen, are half-way, or perhaps three-
quarters way, to become wedge-shaped, or cuneiform. Yet it cannot
be said that they are already thoroughly cuneiform

;
a script, which

in its full development was exclusively used round the year 2500
B.c. The oldest monuments of Sumerian go back to the fourth
millennium, perhaps to about 4500 B.C., and are purely ideographs

;

round the year 3000 they already start the development which
ultimately leads to cuneiform shapes ; but the corresponding signs
in question can easily be shown to have a distinctly ideographic
character round 2800, especially the sign for ‘ barley ’ and ‘ reed

’

mentioned in more detail below
;
so that it is quite safe to say that

this shape of characters cannot he older than 2800 by any means, and
that it is much more likely that it belongs to a period not far removed
from 2500 B.c. Perhaps we are very near the truth when we date
it as circa 2600 b.c.

The Sumero-Babylonian Equivalents.

There are three different signs in the Sumero-Babylonian
syllabary with which we can compare our Mohenjo-daro inscription.
Starting with the older explanations, we have first the ideogram-
matic forms ‘ 72 qa (or, sila) ie

’

and the other ideogram ‘ gi
Finally, if explained as a numeral, which is the most likely, it may
mean ‘ 200 ’. All three identifications are equally possible.

(i) The oldest sign for $e, meaning ‘ barley ’ is nothing but a
simple picture-sign representing the cereal

:

In later times the simple strokes become more and more wedge-
shaped, so that ultimately the shape of this sign is as follows, adding
the two perpendicular strokes, which we shall explain presently :
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The second form actually occurs with half-circles, in much
later times, at the time of Hammurabi. The horizontal stroke is

sometimes left away.
As to the two perpendicular strokes, each stroke means at this

period 36 qa (or sila). The qa or sila is a capacity measure corres-

ponding to 0 4 litre, so that each stroke means i4‘4 litres, and the
whole text can be translated as ‘ 28’8 litres of barley ’

,

or, ' 72 sila

of barley

The absolute identity of the Sumero-Babylonian signs reproduced
above with the Mohenjo-daro inscription must strike everyone as

past possible doubts. Yet the translation as given here, leaves a

certain amount of doubt. The vessel in question is far too small

to contain 28*8 litres of barley. There is, of course, a sign, used
up to the time of the First Babylonian dynasty where one stroke

meant one qa only, and this woxdd be a very suitable amount to

fill the capacity of the vessel before us. I find the reference to

this sign on p. 227 of Mercer’s Sign List, and if I gave above the
explanation ‘36 qa’

,

I did so in deference to Professor Bohe who
suggested that capacity measure. The fact is that the perpendicular

stroke, according to the List, meant at different periods 36 qa, 60
gur, 60 qa and i qa, and I feel unable to find a satisfactory solution.

Evidently, the explanation as one qa would be the most acceptable

one. In this case, the translation would run ;

‘ 2 qa of barley
’

(i.e., 0‘8 litre of barley).

Finally, the possibility must not be excluded that a potter,

ilUterate and unable to distinguish between various seals, has
impressed the wrong seal upon a vessel. This, however, is mere
conjecture.

(2) The second ideogrammatic explanation identifies our
Mohenjo-daro sign with the Sumerian word gi, meaning ‘ reed
The following is the development of this sign from the oldest picture-

sign to the time of Urukagina (c. 2600 b.C.) :

^<snidet Ma§ir. Eannatafn. Urukagina
C.Z60OB.C.
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The horizontal stroke may cross both perpendicular ones, or

only one, or none. The identity of the last, cuneiform sign with

our seal-impression is again evident.

Yet, one must ask, what can we do with the translation ‘ reed ’?

Evidently, such an inscription is most unlikely, if not impossible,

on a pottery jar.

The Explanation as a Numeral Sign.

Both explanations, similar thoitgh they are in their shapes, are

not very satisfactory. Professor Bohl actually rejects the first

one too, although he admits the absolute identity of the Mohenjo-
daro signs with those mentioned by me above. As I said, the first

explanation would, however, be quite possible if the numeral signs

would not mean 36 but only i qa each. However, the most obvious

identification is with the Sumero-Babjdonian numeral sign for 200.

As Professor Bohl writes :
‘

. . . die Deutung als Ziffer 200 (ist)

sicher moglich ! Und das ist mein erster Gedanke gewesen, als ich

Ihre Kopie sah ’. (‘ The explanation as the numeral 200 is certainly

possible ! And this was my very first thought when I saw your
copy ’).

The two horizontal strokes mean in this combined sexagesimal-

decimal system twice 60 ;
and, as Professor Bohl says, it does not

matter that the strokes have a small hook-like ending at the bottom.
Each of the half-circles which later developed into wedge-shaped
forms, above and below the horizontal stroke, mean 10, altogether,

thus, 80 ;
this added to twice 60 makes 200. The shape of 200 in

later times is as follows :

IM
With, or without horizontal stroke, this sign, thus means ‘ 2 X 60

and 80, i.e. 200 ’.

‘ This solution ', writes Professor Bohl, ‘ appears to me to be
the most probable one ; thus. Pot Nr 200, or 200, as a somehow
important number in the decimal system wMch, if I remember well,

is the customary one at Mohenjo-daro ’.

Numerals in other Pottery Inscriptions.

There is a very weighty argument to support this identification.

It is a curious fact that out of the 66 pottery inscriptions discovered
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by me there is hardly an inscription which does not contain a numeral,

and, moreover, about one third of these inscriptions consists of nothing

but numerals ! The rest usually contain a numeral with one or a

few pictographs only. It is, consequently, perfectly clear that in

the Indus Valley there was a custom of writing on pots numbers or

inscriptions in which numerals played a very important part. And,
consequently, it is evident, that both the explanations given above
for this Sumerian inscription as ‘ 36 (or 2) qa of barley ’ and ‘ 200 ',

are, indeed, quite probable, and they conform with the other 66
inscriptions in the Indus Valley script which either mean just a

numeral, or a numeral with a word or two following it.

This is an important and logical conclusion, and of great value

in the deciphering of the pottery inscriptions in the Indus Script

which I have attacked already with some success. I hope to publish

my results in that direction very soon.

The Chronology of the Indus Cities.

As already mentioned above, the identification of this inscrip-

tion with the corresponding Sumero-Babylonian signs is not difficidt

at all : it is only its translation that offers some margin of variations

in opinion. I hope that I have also made it clear that the shape
of our inscription can under no circumstances be older than 2800
B.C., but that it is much more likely to be nearer 2600 B.c. It can
be said, without any exaggeration, that this is the only well dated
object so far excavated in the Indus cities, and that no other object
is known where outside evidence is as strong as in this case. This
object alone would suffice, thus, to prove that Mohenjo-daro, as
so far exacavated, is not as old as the first pioneers guessed. Indeed,
it can be safely said that there has not been found any object in
the excavations at Mohenjo-daro, Harappa and Chanhu-daro that
can possibly be older than 2800.

I have already mentioned Mr. Gadd’s article. It may as
well be stated here that all the Indus Valley seals the find-place of
which in Iraq can be ascertained, have been found in layers which
are, under no circumstances, older than 2800 ;

indeed, the most
striking and most convincing lot of Indus objects discovered by
Dr. Frankfort at Tell Asmar were found in a house the date of
which is perfectly well ascertained to be round 2500 B.C.

One of the reasons why Sir John Marshall's first tentative
dates are now found to be slightly high is that the learned author
based his comparisons with Mesopotamia on the dates suggested by
Dr. (now Sir) Deonard Woolley. These dates were as tentative
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ones as the Mohenjo-daro dates. The entire chronology of Western

Asian prehistory was just then, between 1920 and 1932, in the

melting pot. Sir Leonard WooIvI,ey’s excavations at Ur, the vast

amount of work done at Kish and many other places in Mesopotamia,

brought to light almost every month, if not every week, new data,

names of new kings, lists of dynasties, hundreds of texts with

historical references and altogether such a huge mass of material

that not even the greatest expert could find his way in this maze
of stuff. The best example is the Cambridge Ancient History. In
the first edition, published in 1923, there was a complete (tentative)

chronology ; but a few years later, in the second edition, a sheet

has been attached explaining that almost all the dates previous to

2200 B.C. have been entirely revised and corrected by Professor

lyANGDON. There was formerly what Dr. Contenau, the great

French scholar, called ‘ la chronologie courte
’

and ‘ la chronologic

longue When he writes, in 1927, he already says :
‘ Da chronologie

longue est a peu pres abandonnee aujourdhui.’ (The long chronology
is almost given up nowadays). The difficulties become greater

the farther we go back in history. Up to the year 2200 the dates

are really reliable. Up to 2500-2600 the margin of error is small,

and will diminish, as research proceeds, to negligible quantities.

But when we reach to the hoary ages round 3000 and even older,

the dynastic lists begin to get so complicated that it is most difficult

to find one’s way among them. Here it may occur that the period
of a king, which was probably six or seven years, is given as 360
or 420 years. Kings, who reigned according to some lists as long
as a thousand years or more, are common. In later periods, between
2700 and 2000, the names of all the kings and their approximate
ruling periods are well ascertained

; but in older times there are

dynastic lists that overlap ; and one of the main causes of former
errors was that dynasties were first understood to have ruled one
after the other, whilst later it appeared that they were ruling at the
same period in different city-states.

I mentioned all this at some length in order to show to some
of my Indian colleagues who may not be aware of the latest develop-
ments in Western Asian prehistory, how great the difficulties were
that confronted those who tried to give an approximate chronology
to Mohenjo-daro and Harappa. They were dependent upon dates
which were vague and uncertain themselves. Far from blaming
them I thoroughly understand that at that time no one could have
given a better chronology than what the learned authors of Mohenjo-
daro and the Indus Civilization arrived at. I am also exceedingly
glad to say that, entirely independently from my conclusions.
Dr. Mackay arrived lately to exactly the same results. When I
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last had the privilege of talking with him, after his excavations at

Chanhu-daro, he also insisted on it that there is no single object found

in the ‘ Indus Culture ' which one could date as older than 2800.

Indeed, according to Dr. Mackay, the date of Mohenjo-daro lies

between 2500 and 2700 at most ; but probably it may come down
to 2300 in the upper layers of Chanhu-daro.

I am aware of the fact that some of my respected Indian

colleagues, spurred by the very noble motive of nationalist pride,

have claimed that ‘ India is the cradle of civilization I wish to

say, that however respectful the motives are, they are apt to lead

away from strictly scientific principles. There is, for one thing,

no such thing as the ' cradle ’ of civilization, and there never will

be found such a thing. Man’s cradle rocked, so to say, between
500,000 B.C., when he climbed down the tree and started living in

caves, and 10,000 b.C., when he was able to make handy stone

implements. Thousands of years elapsed before Mohenjo-daro,

and those who would like to find the cradle of mankind, better would
go to the first Zoological Garden and visit the cages of the noble

gorilla or the awe-inspiring orang-utang.

So far as urban civilization is concerned, the cities of Iraq are

by far older than anything so far found in India. In Egypt and
in China as well as in Iraq, there was a very highly developed
civilization round 4000 b.C., that is, some 1,500 years earlier than
Mohenjo-daro.

Yet, perhaps, ultimately my Indian friends will not be found
to be far removed from truth. For, after all, who knows what lies

in the earth ? Mohenjo-daro has not been dug up, but just scratched.

There is work there for another twenty-five years for anyone who
can produce the money. Mr. N. G. Majumdar has found scores of

ancient sites in Sindh, and Sir Aurel Stein again found scores of

ancient sites in Baluchistan. No one has excavated these, and
no one can say how many much older layers there may lie under
that soil. It is a fact that the remains so far excavated are not
older than 2700 ; but it is also a fact that the civilization reflected

in these finds is a really high, well-developed civilization which
presupposes a development of many thousands of years. And
it is an individual, independent civilization. Although there are
munerous points of contact showing intercourse between India and
Mesopotamia and the ancient civilization of Crete, yet there are
also at least as many divergences as there are similarities. This
prehistoric Indian civihzation could not have had its origin in any
of those covmtries, the earlier civilizations of which, going back to
about 4000 B.C., we know pretty well. Consequently, this Indian
civilization may have had its origin in India itself.
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The answer is not found in the reading-room or the study, at

the light of a friendly lamp. The answer will be found in no specu-

lation or guess-work, but in the field. Excavation alone and excava-

tion alone can bring further information. Conjectures are pleasant

plays of man's imagination. But archaeology is physical digging

first of all. Books can lie, and they often do. Dynastic lists can

lie, and they often do. The only tMng that cannot lie are objects.

A barbarous object is the work of a barbarous mind, and an object

of exquisite beauty is the mirror of a mind full of exquisite beauty.

A civilization like that of Mohenjo-daro, cannot spring suddenly

out of nothing. It has a history of thousands of years behind it,

but, unfortimately, all this is hidden under the soil.
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USE AND ABUSE OF ALAMKARA IN SANSKRIT
LITERATURE

By V. Raghavan

Poetry is not mere thought. ' While great poetry must
necessarily embody it, very genuine poetry, at times, may do no
more than give to the merest airy nothings a local habitation and
a name.’ ‘ Poetry does not reveal truth in logic but in light.’

^

Mere thoughts and emotions are proper subjects for the science of

psychology, etc. Facts, by themselves are unattractive
;
sometimes

reality appals us ;
but poets teach us as they charm :

—Nilakanthadiksita, Sabharanjana^ataka.

Darsana has to wait for Varnana.* It is wrong to regard poetry

as merely truth or noble emotion. Who can deny the valicHty of

the statement

—

w- ?

Yet, is it poetry ? Are there not hunger and suffering in the poor
Brahmins’ plea to the king

—

Yet, the king refused to help them and the story goes on to say that

the king gave them presents only on seeing the other half, filled,

the story says, by Kalidasa, with the extravagant plumes of figurative

language.

True, as Leigh Hunt says, there are simplest truths often so beautiful

and impressive that one of the greatest proofs of the poet’s genius

consists in leaving them to stand alone, illustrated by nothing

* Quotations of this nature occurring in this paper are chiefly from five works,
Raymond, ‘ Poetry as a Representative Art ', I/ambom, ' The Essentials of Criticism ’,

Bain, ‘ Rhetoric and Composition ' and Tagore ‘ Creative Unity ' and ‘ Personality '.

® 1WT f% ^ I

tjiRwmn wrw i—

B

hat^a Tota.
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but the light of their own tears or smiles, their own wonder, might

or playfulness. But, as he himself points out elsewhere, ' in poetry,

feeling and imagination are necessary to the perception and presenta-

tion even of matters of fact The so-called figure of natural des-

cription, the Svabhavokti, is a plain statement only in a com-
parative degree. The Veda can claim ‘ Svatah Pramanya ’, but

there is nothing like ‘ Svatahkavyatva '. Plain fact is alwaj^

embellished in some manner and given some catching power. Who
can refuse to recognise the difference between a proposition like

‘
’ and this Svabhavokti of Kalidasa :

‘ itPfPZEintTLw 1

’—K.S., III.

Even the natural description of a poet has its strikingness ; Bana

says that Jati must be Agramya, (Harsacarita).

Bald statements are thus excluded. Bhamaha also excludes ordinari-

ness in expression in his description of poetry :

n 1

So poetry requires not only fact but a beautiful form also
; it has

not only to be useful, but primarily attractive. That all poetic
expression involves some kind of expressional deviation of beauty,*
some out-of-the-way-ness, is well brought out by the following verse
of Makantha diksita.

—Sivalilarnava, Canto I,

This e^ressional deviation, this striking disposition of words and
ideas, is Alainkara

; this constitutes the beautiful poetic form. It
will be easier to dissociate love from its physical aspect than to
keep the concept of poetry aloof from its form.

If we try to arrive at a clear definition of poetry with an objective
differentia, certainly the definition will revolve round the concept
of Alaihkara, the word Alamkara being taken here in the widest sense
of that term in which Bhamaha, Dan^n and Vamana understood it.

Alamkara is the beautiful in poetry, the beautiful form,

—

^ Cf. Bain :
‘ A figure of speech is a deviation from the plain and ordinary mode

of speaking, for the sake of greater effect : it is an unusual form of speech ’. Rhetoric
and Composition, I, ,4
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(Vamana). Examining the field of poetic expression, Bhamaha
found Alaihkara omnipresent in it. '\^en we reach the stage of

Appa5rya diksita, who has given as many as one hundred and twenty-
five Alamkaras, we see that the whole range of poetry is ' VySpta

'

with Alainkara in general, is ‘ Aviny)huta ’ with Alaihkara. And
to this numberlessness of Alaihkara, Ananda refers to :

(lyocana adds here, ), Dhva. A., p. 88. Mahimabhatta

says : ‘«wiTLUirt ’n wfNNTWPi ^lui, ^ 1

’ V.V., I,

p. 3, T.S.S. ‘
i

’ Ibid., II, p. 87.

‘ fr ffwinciniH rranTprurarwi:! 1

’
‘

1
’ Commen-

tary on the V.V., p. 4, T.S.S. : ‘jtnt ^ 1<: 1

’ Ibid.,

p. 44. Namisadhu also says ‘sra^

s^ryiLT! 1 ' Vya. on Rudrata, p. 149. Ananda has this further remark

—

‘ cT^ ( TTfT ) SRiTfiipft I
’ P- 87. If Alaihkara

is understood in this large sense as emphasising the need for a
beautiful form in poetry, it is not very improper for the subject of

poetics to be called Alamkarasastra.^

Thus, Alamkara, properly understood and properly employed,
can hardly be a subject for wholesale condemnation. This is said not
only in view of the large sense in which we have tried to explain it

above. Taking the figures as such, the best definition we can give
of them is that, in a great poet, they form the inevitable incarnations
in which ideas embody themselves. Says Ananda :

iRTEdPfJ 1 X X X
wi%5rT!, dd(fdmri; »i> i

’

Dhva. A., p. 87. Such figures can hardly be considered ‘ Bahirahga

'

in Kavya, and comparable only to the ‘ Kataka ' and ‘ Keyura ’,

the removable ornament. Therefore Ananda continues :

‘

^ I ’ p. 87. They should properly be com-

pared to the Alamkaras of damsels which Bharata speaks of under
Samanyabhinaya, Bhava, Hava, etc. and not to the Kataka and
Keyura. (N.S., XXII, K.M. edn.)

*

^ Vide J.O.R., Madras, Vol. VIII, pp. 129-130, my Note on the names of the
Alamkara^astra.

* There is the ' Alamkara ' in Music also, with which profitable comparison
can be made here but for the fact of the obscurity of the concept in early music
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Ananda says in Udyota II that, though Alaihkaras are only the

Sarira, the outer body, they can be made the Saririn, the soul,

sometimes, i.e., when Alaihkaras are not expressed but suggested

;

when simile, contrast, etc. are richly imbedded in an utterance and
in the clash of words in an expression, Alaihkaras shoot out.

TO Iran n
‘—II, 29, p. 117.

Here Abhinava says : As a matter of fact, Alaihkaras are external

ornaments on the body but can sometimes be like the Kuhkuma
smeared for beauty on the body, when they are organic and structural,

when they are and ^1%^. Far, far away

is the hope to make this Alaihkara the very soul. But even this is

possible in a way, says Ananda : just as in the mere play of children,

there is some temporary greatness for the child which plays the role

of the king, so also, when this Alaihkara is suggested, it attains

great beauty and partakes of the nature of the soul.

‘ fw’s ^51^, er«nfTT

t^fh I

I

'—Bocana, pp.

117-118.

It must be noted here that Abhinava compares the Suslista

Alaihkara to Kuihkumalariikarana, and raises it above the level of

the altogether external jewel worn, the Kataka. Bhoja realised the
insufficiency of the comparison with Kataka. Alaihkara as ornament
of a woman also was understood by Bhoja in a large sense. Bhoja
classified Alaihkaras into those of $abda, Bahya, those of Artha,
Abhyantara and those of both Sabda and Artha, Bahyabhyantara.
The first, the most external, the verbal figure of Sabdalaihkara,
Bhoja compared to dressing, garlanding and wearing Kataka, etc.

The third, he compared to bath, treating the hair to fragrant smoke,
smearing the body with Kuihkuma, Candana, etc. Beginning from
outside, jthese are more intimate with the body. The second, the
purely Abhyantara Alaihkaras, the Arthalaihkaras, Bhoja com-
pared to cleaning and dressing the teeth, manicuring, dressing the

literature and the changes in meaning the concept underwent in its later history.
{N.&., K.M. edn., XXIX, 22-31.)

* On the greater beauty of_the implied or suggested figure as compared to
the expressed figure, see further Ananda, III, 37, p. "ijpg and Mahima, V.V., p. 73.
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hair itself, etc. These last are most intimate ; nothing not forming

part at all of the body is here superimposed.*

‘ wsqrrcnj ^nHpfTOT!, i wupr*

—

«SfUr-mT-( )
etc.’—^rhgaraprakasa.

Albeit the importance of form, one should not misunderstand
rhetoric as poetry. It is possible to sacrifice poetry at the altar of

figure. There is such a thing as Aucitya, appropriateness, harmony
and proportion, which is the ultimate beauty in poetry. The final

ground of reference for this Aucitya, the thing with reference to

which we shall speak of other things as being appropriate, is the

soul of poetry. Rasa. The body becomes a carcass when there is

no soul there, when life is absent from it. Of what use are ornaments
on a carcass ? Nilakantha diksita says :

—

f«r5^T*fr^ b

—Sivalilarnava, I, 36.

Ksemendra, the systematiser of Aucitya, says :
‘ Enough with

Alaihkaras ; of what use are the Gunas if there is no life there ?

Ornaments are ornaments
;
excellences are excellences

; but Aucitya
is the life of the Rasa-ensouled Kavya :

•*
1^ ’r II

ijJnT ^«r I

—^Au. V. c., 4 and 5.

See also the Vrtti on these.

Here Ksemendra has only amplified Abhinava and Ananda
who say

:

‘ cr«rr fr ^ i

^fwcjr i

’—^Locana, p. 75.

R
’—Dhva. A., p. 145.

* Cf. Abhinava: ‘ t^tiwir^nci'itt

»tf)T<in»rnTTyiT x x x x 1’

—lyocana, p. 117.
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What is this Aucitya ? It is the clear statement of the proper

place and function of Alamkara, as of other elements.

X X X X

i «Rr®rr 5 ^psiafiRnr^-

iTf ST
I X X X X ST^

—

%S5W?JT t%fI*fPT% TT^JD IT

X X X X

X X simf% % TT^
s^fR^ST ftsfT ^[f’T IfcTg% H

’ ‘—Au. V. C.

Thus Alamkaras have their meaning only if they keep to their

places :

‘
'6afiET7*l»3^ ??3TTt P<<r<T^r»i?r! I

sifh n
’—Dhva. A., II, 18.

Just as a pearl-garland can beautify only a full bosom, and
otherwise cannot be a beautifying factor, only an Alamkara appro-
priate to Artha and through it, to Rasa, can be of any beauty.

^<gT*rt%nt5f^ TT^ r
’—^Au. v. c.

Ksemendra proceeds to show how some poets have observed this

rule of Aucitya for Alamkara and how some have not. He points
out the conceptual flaws in the latter, going against the main subject
and sentiment. The Pratyudaharanas are cases of abuses in so
far as the authors of those verses have written those figures with an
effort, merely because they desired to add figures. When the great

poet is concentrating on Rasa, when he is a ‘ t:?T^TfTeT%?us

the sense of harmony and appropriateness attends on him, innate

1 Vide Journal of the Madras University, Vol. VI, No. i and Vol. VII, No. i.

My paper on Aucitya.

5VITO: g

—Quoted by Municandracarya in his Vrtti on the Dhanna
binduprakarana, Agamo^aya Series Edn., p. iia.
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in him like instinct
; there is hardly any room for impropriety.

But when concentration is on figure, error creeps in. We shall

consider two examples ;—^The broken minister of the Nandas,
stealing into the enemy’s city over which he had once ruled

Uke a king, looking like a serpent stilled by incantation

) and consumed by his own inner fire, sees a dilapidated

garden and describes it

:

—^Mudraraksasa, VI, ii.

The plight of the garden resembles his own pitiable state and with
great appropriateness in the conceiving of the similes, Visakhadatta
has drawn a mere description nearer to the context, harnessed it

for Rasa and heightened the effect of the situation.^ On the con-
trary, we shall now cite a verse from the Bhoja Campu where the
poet has created a figure not only not in harmony with the main
idea and the context but also so inappropriate as to make, as
Kseniendra says, the hearts of the Sahrdayas shrink.

There is Hetu-Utpreksa here ; the poet imagines that Brahma
presented himself before the Adikavi, as if jealous of the appearance
of (his spouse) Van! (speech or poesy) in another person. As a
matter of fact, it is to bless and give Valmiki his favour to sing the
whole Ramayana that the god descended.

One can make Alamkara render the help its name means if

he introduces it in such a manner as it will be conducive to the
realisation of the chief object, namely Bhava and Rasa

;
that is,

Alamkara must be Rasabhavapara. That which is adorned by an
Alamkara is the Rasa. Even as the ordinary ornament, the jewels,
putting them on or laying them down, suggest to us the mental
state of the person, so also does figure suggest the Bhava.

' A similar instance of appropriateness of figurative description is Bana’s
description of the red evening and the approach of the night in which the king goes
to help Bhairavacarya's Sadhana in the 6ma4ana.
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‘ ersnfii ?r?i '*r^ ^ror^jffiraj^-

wtWh! «rr^w I

’—Ivocana, 74-5.

Thus whatever, remaining in a functional place, aids to embellish

and add to the main theme’s beauty is Alaihkara. Rasa also

ran thus be employed as a decorative, as an Alaihkara, to adorn a

Vastu (idea) or Rasa.^

Raymond ® expresses a similar opinion on Alamkara :
‘ The one

truth underlying all the rules laid down for the employment of figures

is that nothing is gained by any use of those which does not add to

the effect of the thought to which they give expression, language
is to express our thoughts to others and in ordinary conversation,

we use both plain and figurative language but when a man wants

to give another the description of a scene he has seen, he does not

catalogue one and all of the details of that sight, but brings only

his own idea of the landscape by adding to such of the details as

have struck him many more ideas and emotions that have been

aroused in him.’ Thus he transports his mental image to the hearer

and if the representation is comparatively plain, we have Svabha-
vokti. ‘ On the other hand, if he realises that it is hard for the

hearer to understand him fully, he gains his end by repeating the

statement, or by adding illustrative images to the mere enumeration
of facts.’ [Compare Rudrata, VIII, i.

‘ Thus the poet puts extra force into his language and in order to

do so, inasmuch as the force of language consists in its representa-

tive character, he will augment the representation by multiplying

his comparisons : his language becomes figurative.’

From the verse of Rudrata quoted above, we see that a complex
situation or an anxiety for clearer or more effective expression

necessitates figures. Similarly a thought that is too simple, too

ordinary or too small to impress or get admiration by itself, needs
figurative embellishment. We shall consider this view of Ananda-
vardhana with his rules for the employment of these figures in

^ Rasavad alamkara. lyocana, pp. 72, 73, 74.
* Poetry as a Representative Art.
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such secondary and ordinary moods and thoughts. Even as he

grants high flights in supreme moments, he grants even the bare

Sabdacitra ample provision in Rasabh^a. Heroic deeds, unselfish

love, sacrifice—things great in themselves appeal to us even when
directly expressed with minimum figure. But ordinary things must
have purple patches.

All these facts about decoration by figure in poetry are realised

by Ananda who has formulated rules for the proper employment of

Alamkara. Western writers also have laid similar conditions regard-

ing ornament. Pater says :
‘ And above all, there will be no

uncharacteristic or tarnished or vulgar decoration, permissible

ornament being for the most part structural or necessary He
continues :

‘ The artist, says Schiller, may be known by rather what
he omits and in literature too, the true artist may be best recognised

by his tact of omission. For, to the grave reader, words too are

grave
;
and the ornamental word, the figure, the accessory form or

colour or reference is rarely content to die to thought precisely at

the right moment, but will inevitably be stirring a long “ brain-wave ”

behind it of perhaps quite alien associations ’. ‘As the very word
ornament indicates what is in itself non-essential, so the ‘‘ one
beauty ” of all literary style is of its very essence and independent
of all removable decoration ; that it may exist in its fullest lustre

in a composition utterly unadorned, with hardly a single suggestion

of visibly beautiful things.’ ‘ The ornaments are “ diversions ”

—

a narcotic spell on the pedestrian intelligence. We cannot attend
to that figure—that flower there—^just then—surplusage ! For, in

truth, all art consists in the removal of surplusage.’

Such strictures had to be passed by Ananda also
;
for when he

was thinking out the essence of poetry, Sanskrit poetry had de-

teriorated into an artificial stage. A gregarious tribe—Oaddarikas
as Abhinava says—was following a beaten path and was hardly
proof to errors of taste. Not poetry, but the imitation thereof, was
being assiduously produced. (

.* Dhva.

A., p. 220.) To guide such poets, not gifted with 6akti enough to

possess an innate sense of Aucitya, Ananda lays down his rtdes for

the employment of Alarnkara. As has already been pointed out,

Alamkara is subordinate to Rasa ; it has to aid the realisation of

Rasa. It shall suit the Bhava and be such as comes off to the
poet along with the tide of the Rasa. It shall not monopolise the

‘ Style by W. Pater.
* As if translating Ananda, Tolstoy calls bad Art ‘ Imitations of Art ’. ‘ What

is Art ? Ch. XI.
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poet’s energy nor shall it be so prominent or continued as to mono-
polise the reader's mind. Says Ananda :

—Dhva. A., II, 17.

(i) Alamkara shall be intended to suggest Rasa.
(ii) It shall be born along with the poet’s delineation of Rasa.
(iii) It shall be naturally and easily introduceable.

(iv) The poet shall not stop to take a fresh and extra effort to

effect it.

Such a figure is allowed as proper in Dhvani. This is the
‘ permissible

’
‘ structural ’ figure that Pater speaks of. Such

Alamkara is born almost of itself
; such is the poet’s genius :

when the figure is actually found there, it is a wonder,

—Ananda, p. 83.

—Abhinava, p. 83, Locana.) This Alamkara properly

functions to heighten Rasa. For instance, in the verse :

‘

etc.’
‘ the 6atha Nayaka who entreats the

Khandita Nayika describes her anger as another lover who is dearer

to her than himself, though he may fall at her feet even. In the

last line here, there are 6lesa, Rupaka and Vyatireka Alamkaras,
which, far from hindering the realisation of the Rasa of Irsyavi-

pralambha, intensify it.

Though a perusal of an Alamkara text-book gives the impression

that the Alamkaras are artificial, elaborate and intellectual exercises

requiring great effort in turning them out precisely,—^things that

must rather be avoided than handled with all their ‘ chidras ’,

they are not really so difficult of effecting for a masterpoet. With
him, as emotion increases, expression swells and figures foam forth.

‘ «rsNfn:pfrofiii fir yfdNr»i'<fE!

—Dhva. A., pp. 86-87.

^ Bhoja also speaks of this Rasaksipta and Aprthagyatnanirvartya Alamkara
in his S.K.A. (Ch. V) and §r. Pra. (Ch. XI).

2 See Dhva. A., p. 86.
* Cf. ‘ The more emotions grow upon a man, the more his speech ;

if he makes
any effort to express his emotion, abounds in figures-^exclamation, interrogation,

anacoluthon, apostrophe, hyperbole (yes, certainly h:^i)erbole I), simile, metaphor.
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We have many instances in the Ramayana where we clearly see this

connection between emotion and figure, though not as a rule. There

is at least a strong tendency to wax figurative in forceful modes.
The description of lamenting Ayodhya on Bharata’s return from the

forest and Sita’s abuse of Ravana on seeing him out of his guise are

two striking examples. There is, further, a tendency in the
Ramayana to employ figures profusely in descriptions. The opening
canto of the Sundarakanda contains a figure in almost every verse,

surcharged as the canto is with Adbhutarasa. To quote only one
instance, we shall pick out this description of the broken Visvamitra
from the Balakanda :

^ I

fsnsqwrt JT?!!
|1

TRRRf RUTRRJR II

’

—Ra. Ba., 55. 8-10.^

But there are also places in the epic of high strung emotion where
figures are not employed at all and the sublimity or pathos of the
situation (e.g. Rama weeping on the loss of Sita in the closing cantos
of the Aranyakanda) is left to itself to appeal to us with its own
grandeur and beauty.

In Kalidasa, we have many instances of figures rushing to the
poet’s pen in moments of overflowing Rasa. Every line is a figure

in Pururavas’ description of Urvasi who has captivated his heart, as
he sees her slowly recovering from stupor :

irrr 5^!RRRRR1RT XiyJlR IWTRJ^ | V.U., I.

His language is what we sometimes euphemistically describe as ‘ picturesque
Peelings swamp ideas and language is used to express not the reality of things but
the state of one’s emotions.’ J. S. Brown, ‘ World of Imagery ’. Quoted by K. A.
Subrahmanya Ayyar in his Imagery of the Ramayana, J.O.R., Madras, Vol. Ill,

pt. 4.
^ Kumbhakonam Edn.
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And in the Mudraraksasa, we have a similar situation with abundant
figures. In the glee of his success, Canakya exclaims as he hears

that Raksasa has come :

%ST •n II

’

—M.R., VII, 6.

But to write such figures, the poet must be lost in Rasa and must
have infinite Pratibha. Those that do not naturally get these figures

in such an appropriate manner can employ figures effectively if they
do so with discrimination.

WFT^TsNnr^ ?r«rr^?n^ it

—Dhva. A., p. 88, II, i8.

What is this Samiksa ?

cjrqcwsi srr%^5f
i

%T% sTTffrfMT^fWcTT ||

—Dhva. A., p. 88, II, 19-20.

(i) Alariikaras must be ancillary, Ahgabhuta.
(ii) They must never become main, Pradhana or Ahgin.

(iii) The main theme shall always be kept in view and the figure

in consequence must be taken and thrown away in accordance with
the requirements of the main idea.

(iv) They must not be too much elaborated or overworked.
(v) Even if they are worked out, a good poet must take care

to give them, on the whole, the position of Ahga only, (i) In the

verse from the Sakuntala *
‘ wtttwt sissft etc.’,

the description of the natural acts of the bee, is

introduced as Ahga to intensify the chief Rasa of Srhgara. (ii) There
are instances in which we see poets drifting along in the world of

imagery itself without returning to the point on hand. The poet

* See Dhva. A., pp. 89-94 for the illustration and discussion of these canons.
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begins a figure and does it in such a detailed manner that it out-

grows its proper limit.

I

’—Dhva. A., p. 89.

‘ liWtw 1 i iH-

X X I

’—hocana, p. 90.

The illustration for this given by Ananda is the verse

etc.’, where the main idea intended to be adorned by the figure

is lost in the elaborate reaches of the Prayayokta, which has
overgrown and hid the main idea, (iii) Opportune introduction is

illustrated by the verse ‘ etc.’ where 6lesa finds timely

introduction
;
as Abhinava says, this description paves the way for

the coming Irsyavipralambha. (iv) In the verse
‘

etc.’, for the sake of the main Rasa, Vipralambha, and for the sake
of another Alamkara, namely, Vyatireka which is to heighten the
Vipralambha, the figure of Slesa worked out in the first three lines

is abandoned in the last line. This illustrates ‘ kale tyaga ’. (v)

There are instances where Alamkaras are merely touched upon and
left there

; lesser artists sit to work them out. In the verse

’flprr etc.
*

the Rupaka of Bahupasalatika and Bandha is not worked out in
any artificial and tiresome manner. If the poet had worked it out,

Abhinava says, it would have been very improper— ^IT^.

This verse illustrates ‘ *TTftrf%?wftrerT.’ (vi) Such a genius like Kali-

dasa can work out a figure in full and can see that the main Rasa
is not only not hindered by it, but is actually intensified by it. E.g.

s?inTUsf3T, Megha. The Vipralambha Srngara of the theme is again

brought to the forefront in the last line to be nourished by the

Utpreksa.

When used thus with appropriateness, Alarhkaras go to enrich

the ideas of the poet and add charm to the diction. Of these

Alamkaras, we shall here speak in particular about a few select

ones. Figures can be classified into three main classes :
(i) those

based on Similarity, Upama and all other figures involving Upama
;

(ii) those based on Difference, Virodha, and (iii) those based on
other mental activities like association, contiguity, etc. In the

third class can be brought all the figures other than those based on
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Aupamya and Virodha. Of these, figures involving similarity are

the most abundant in poetry. ‘ The intellectual power called

similarity or feeling of agreement is our chief instrument of inven-

tion.' Applied literally in the sciences, it leads to unity through

induction. In metaphysics, is mentioned as means
to Nissreyasa by Kanada.

The greatness of Upama is thus put by Appayya diksita in his

Citramimamsa :

i

^3Ti^r 53111711 I

II

Great artists are said to express an idea
;
great poets are explained

as inculcating a lesson to the times through their work. It is

impossible to conceive of such idea and lesson except through the

principle of imagery
;
the great poem being something like a big,

deep-laid Anyapadesa. In philosophical teachings, simile plays a

very large part. Simile, Metaphor, Allegory, Parable—these are

often employed to inculcate the profound truths of the incom-

prehensible. As Rudrata points out in his verse,

etc., the Simile is for clearer understanding. But poetic imagery,

like the variety of life, involves similarity in difference.
‘

^ r ' The things compared in a figure though differing in kind

possess an amount of similarity, rendering the one illustrative of the

other.’ Though ultimately. Simile, like any other figure, must
heighten the Rasa, there are, comparatively speaking, two kinds of

this figure, the intellectual and the emotional. The former appeals

to our intellect and is designed for that and the latter is used to

heighten the sentiment. The intellectual simile must have maximum
catching power

; it must be very striking and at the same time, the

point of similarity must be relevant ; it must not be accompanied by
any further details that may distract or mislead.

—Ramayana, Aranya, 8, 8.

ft ^rgirn?t«rT i

—Ramayana, Aranya, i6, 22,
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These beautiful instances from the Ramayana have the required

novelty and strikingness. As S. J. Brown ^ says, the pleasure we
derive from a comparison—to which we stick, however much we
may call it odious—is in the sudden bringing together of two notions

which were a moment before unconnected and reniote from one
another. This element of agreeable surprise falls under intellectual

appeal. The following are two more instances :

(?) I

vf^cTT
II

‘ The matters compared here are so different
; we are startled by

the ingenttity displayed in bringing them together and the effect is

an agreeable fillip of the mind.’ In this respect, the danger of

abuse lies in the lack of caution in the poet, in obscurity and far-

fetchedness and the dwindling down of the similarity to a single and
mere matter of fact point. There was a Christmas sales’ advertise-

ment in a card with a dog whose tail had been cut ;
the dog was

looking at its shortened tail and underneath was printed ‘ It will

not be long now before Christmas, as the dog said about its tail !

’

Such instances are effective means for comedy and humour and
t5^ical instances can be gathered from Dickens’s Sam Weller in his

Pickwick Papers.

Coming to the other kind of Upama : Rater poets, wherever they
might have been, however little their knowledge of things or imagina-
tion might have been, had a Kavisiksa to supply them with as many
moons and lotuses as they wanted. Though one had not seen
the Himalayas, he devoted a canto to its description with all the
stock-in-trade and trite figures, mistaken informations filling verse
after verse. The absurdity is seen clearly in the capricious geography
of India which Vamanabhattabana teaches us in his Vemabhupala
carita. In Upama, the necessity for novelty is overlooked and the
anxiety to abide by the qualification ‘ Sammata ’ has been the cause
of monotony. Anybody could write out a hundred verses any day
on the sunrise, with the red sun, the lotus and the bee and the
waning moon, their one single feature of looking like lovers being
done to exhaustion. Appayya diksita defines Upama thus :

* ‘ World of Imagery '. Quoted by K. A. Subrahmanya Ayyar in his contribu-
tions on ‘ Imagery of Ramayana ’, J.O.R., Madras, Vol. Ill, pt. 4.
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Others also have pointed out the defects in the form and content

of Simile. Even as it is not poetic figure to be comparing things

by their Padarthatva, it is not poetic figure if it is too trite or too

often repeated. Emotional intensity an^ intellectual delights are

derived only from such figures as are ‘ Ascaryabhuta ' ;
and when

there is not enough ‘ Viadagdhya ' in the poet’s Vak, the repetition

is intolerable. As a matter of fact, many Alamkaras have lost their

force and charm by the one reason of repetition. We do not simply

say, even in talks, one is named so, but only * srwr ^(*1^ ’
; so much

so, there is almost no effect produced when a poet says

etc.

The inferior poets had ample Vyutpatti, unlit by imagination.

As they were great scholars, we can rarely find a technical flaw in

their figures as figures. But the place where they abused is the

same. It is their scholarship that bound them to the rule. When
they get an imagery on their mind, they settle down to turn it into

one of the Upamagarbhalaihkaras of the texts
;
they choose one

that they have not used up to that time ;
in their construction,

they adopt the same manner of expression of that figure as given

in the text-book and when there is no ‘ Lingavacana samya ’ for the

Upama, they artificially work out by redistributions, with the great

control over lexicon and grammar they had, the conforming form
of the figure. Things that are in pairs are often brought into singular

number as occasion needs and to coincide with a feminine stem,
‘ Padadvaya ’ will become ‘ Padadvayi ’. Even Kalidasa strains

to achieve this formal correspondence. He takes the bees in a group
in feminine gender to bear comparison with a lady, a single and
feminine Upameya.

«T UTui <jciJciociiij^ 1

VJ

»r ff iigre

—R.V., VI, 69.

Bet us turn to the Ramayana where this weight of Bihgavacana
samya does not hang on the poet

:

—Ramayana, Kiskindha, 28, 58.

‘ See also »r aurm efini i

—KiUiiara Sambhava, I.
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w WRiftr ?sruTf i

tiH eit?r^Tnfii^ n—Kis., I, lo.

II ,, ,, 61.

A latter-day poet would have certainly stopped to abide by an
Alamkarika dictum and by some ‘ Pistapesana ’ and ‘ Klista

Kalpana ’ spoil the simple beauty of the idea presented by Valmiki.

Uandin says that there are cases where neither L,ihga-disagreement

nor Vacana-disagreement can spoil the beauty of an Upama

;

the vSahrdaya’s sense is the judge ; if it is not disturbed, all is right

with the figure

;

ST fws ST ^ I

^3TUTT?wrsnw sr ^twcrr*? n

^ I

UTJffT finftCT % ^fJTWrf^cTT R

—Dandin, K.A., II, 51-3.

The following verse also is beautiful, despite lihga-vacana-

vyatyasa ;

WTUfqf VW«)fjD*tW 1

nf^cTi w' |iW<Tyf<5( 0

Coming to the manner of expressing the similarity : Dandin
and others have given some words expressing similarity, SMr-
syavacaka sabdas. But ingenuity and eccentricity have invented

other expressions to convey similarity. Sriharsa employs these

words of comparison— cT<s«^ii 1 Nai., IV, 8. We have

other new and original words to suggest similarity

—

tcrfin^, ^nrai, w^rtwsr, etc.^ These words are in themselves

condensed metaphors and it is only after long Rudhi that they mean
simply ‘ similarity Till then the reader has to pass through
another metaphor to understand the main imagery. While it must
be accepted that it is highly diverting to have ever such novel words
of comparison, one cannot blind oneself to the growing Aprasiddhi,

involvedness and obscurity.

‘ The Lalitastavaratna of Durvasas and the MQkapafica^ati use such expressions

profusely but one does not dislike them in these two masterly hymns. See also

Aryastavaraja of a Tanjore Jagannatha (Van! Vilas edn.) produced in imitation of

Durvasas’ Dalit^tavaratna.
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Considering the way in which figures are expressed : Bven
very appropriate images are abused by strained expression, resorted

to with special effort, for the sake of variety as well as metrical

needs. If the poet gets a simile and gives it natural expression

which is in harmony with Rasa, there is really effect and beauty
in its employment. Poetry is after all not an argument to be some-
how read and understood ; it is something like a Manjari, as Bana
says. It has to leap to our heart on even the mere hearing of it.

Even as ideas, their expression also has to be beautiful.

% TfcTT n

—R.V., VIII, 45-

The second half here containing the figure is expressed in a way that

it is fit only to be in Tarka book. Like certain words, only certain

constructions are poetic. Such expressions of Kalidasa himself

—

(R.V., III) and ‘crw _
(6ak.) are not happy at all. Sriharsa is a past-

master in such wooden expressions and his Kavya contains many
sentences not more poetic than his

‘
’ Nai., II, 105.

Next in importance to the simile are Rupaka and Atisayokti.
' Simile is used when there is a moderate degree of excitation. When
this is great, the mind naturally flies to the metaphor as a more
concentrated form of expression, representing many thoughts in a
few words.' When the emotion is still greater, we resort to Atisayokti
and even Atyukti. ‘ These metaphors play an important part in

the economy of language, the coining of metaphors being a means
to our stock of names.' Poets create the language of a people.
‘ The element of representation, creation on the basis of similarity,

is an essentid principle of all art and it is a factor in the construction
of language itself.' Thus is language a book of faded metaphors.

‘ Just as in the preponderance of the didactic and explanatory
tendency, considerations of thought overbalance those of form, those
of form overbalance those of thought in the preponderance of the
ornate tendency in which there is failure because of an excess of
representation. It is simply natural for one who has obtained
facility in illustrating his ideas to overdo the matter at times and to
carry his art so far as to illustrate thatjwhich has been sufficiently
illustrated or is itself illustrative.’ As Ananda and Abhinava say,
‘ Atinirvaha ’ is bad. It is not proper to work out in the following
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manner Rupakas fully and often, especially in a situation like this

full of Karunarasa

:

?! H

greiRmJTTnTV! li

^#?rr!rr ?i3RWsprraN: i

^ w^iwTir?;s n
’

—Ram., Ayo., 59.

This is all the more inappropriate since it is not Kavivakya but a
Patravakya, words of the dying Dasaratha. Keith quotes one such
instance from the Ramayana and calls it ‘ pointless wit ’ and
‘ strained taste A similar artificial verse is found in Sugriva’s

lament over the fallen body of his elder brother :

—Kis., 24, 17.

The passion for figures makes a poet introduce them in such irrelevant

places. Asvathama, in deep grief at his father’s death, is made to

utter such a complicated expression of his sentiment

:

And in Act I, Bhatta Narayana makes Bhima say

:

?nJT ’rm i

Poetry, being intended for the delight of the imagination, must
be effective only through hint and suggestion ; and when one makes
it a bit of grammar or logic, it ceases to be poetry. It is really

surprising how there can be any beauty of figure in such an unpoetic

expression as Parisarnkhya which can never be a spontaneous

utterance. The following Parisarnkhya is a description of the rain

season in the Ramayana :

* The author of the Imagery of Ramayana (J.O.R., Madras, referred to above)

characterises such instances as ‘ Symmetry-figures those worked out for symmetry
alone. The giving of a name to them does not take away their artificiality.
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«rnrf% >5(U^ i

sr?ltw ??w*TT ^prm- fspfTfHt»rr! II

—Kis., i8. 27.

It is proper that Kuntaka should reject this ‘ Alamkara ’.

From mere Rupaka, the poet’s first move in the world of the

image itself produces the Parinamalamkara, which is Rupaka with

Prakrtopayogitva. This figure has been abused very much. The
poet moves on only in the world of imagery, carried away by sugges-

tions of further images from the details of the first imagery. He does

not beautify or illustrate the main idea which he has now forgotten.

i

—Sahrdayananda, I.

The first figure Rtipaka suggests a Parinama and that is further

taken up to a Virodha and the last metaphor here— —is

wholly inappropriate as applied to the faces of enemies.

Such verses often become ununderstandable like puzzles,

three or four ideas intervening between the understanding and the

Rasa. Mahima says :

‘ wxxxxxxx
ST ^^TTW^rPfi^Eqj|sa*1wf«feT ytf^l5u4 3RT5J^clcf X X XTObfPtWTPT ST ^^TTW^r(*fi^'5gqj|sg*1wf«feT ytf^l5u4 3RT5J^clcT X X XT

—V.V., I.T.S.S., pp. 17-18.

The same is the case with Paryayokta,^ Preyan, and Rasavad-
alaihkaras. The king or God is to be praised ; Priti for them is the
main Rasa of the subject, but a minor Rasa is employed to adorn
the main one. A far-fetched idea suggesting some great quality of

the king or God (which quality is left to hide itself in one small
word) is elaborated and the whole verse is burdened with a new
picture which is a world by itself. The verse

W5[ft;*TJi^ etc. quoted by Appayya diksita in his

Citramimamsa as an illustration of Uttarottarapallavitabhranti
aptly shows how poets stray away from the main idea. This ten-
dency is the main feature of the vast mass of court eulogies like the
Prataparudriya (the Alamkara work), Pranabharana, Rajendra-
karnapura, etc. When Kalidasa writes thus :

^ Vide above, criticism of VKifwIflT, etc.
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we have the main idea of the king doing sacrifices incessantly given

adequate expression, but if we take a verse from the Prataparudriya

praising the king, we can see the poet rolling in the world of images
themselves with little reference to the king’s qualities. Sometimes
it seems that court-poetry will praise and pun and work conceits

upon Gahga, Ksirodadhi, and Candra themselves to the exclusion of

what they are taken to represent, viz. the king’s white fame.^

Coming to Utpreksa, we already saw one instance of a bad

Utpreksa of king Bhoja from the Ramayana Campu,

etc., where the poet has gone contrary to the main theme. This
figure especially shall always be closely connected with the main
theme and Rasa.

yOH'sfidST-jfl' i

—R.V., XIV, 51.

Here is an appropriate Utpreksa, one in perfect consonance with
the sentiment

;
Kalid^a has heightened the effect by it. But

ingenuity and eccentricity formed the endowments of many poets

who made conceits far-fetched and irrelevant. Not to mention
pleasure, even intellectual satisfaction is not produced by the many
Utpreksas in ^riharsa. The Rasa is obscured to a single word.
As with hyperbole, so with conceits. The departure from truth

must not be shocking. Bain says :
‘ Tiresome to us at least is the

straining of this figure in Eastern Poetry ’. He says this of h5q)erbole

and it is true also of conceit. It is mistaken taste and scholarship

that revels in these far-fetched figures.

w! g

—Dandin, K.A., I.

Another figure with which Sanskrit Punditship is cheaply
associated is Slesa. As Keith points out, the lexicons and the
Nanarthavargas did a very bad service in this connection. It

became impossible for a latter-day scholar to write except in double
entendre and if we take a work like Vedantadesika's Subhasitanivi,
we cannot find there a single verse which has not got two meanings.
Sometimes we are able to set up similarity between both the ideas

* I think, I will be stepping out of the bounds of modesty if I mention here that
I have attempted a Parody of this literature in a dramatic piece called Prataparudriya-
viijambana.
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and sometimes we are left to satisfy ourselves with the mere pleasure

of originality and admire the author’s command over the language.

Often the puns revolve round silly and trivial attributes. There
are also cases of discord of varying nature between the two ideas :

the idea on hand, the Prakaranika, is Adhika, the other, Nyuna ;

the former noble, the latter, base. .The author of the Sahrdayananda
makes a pun upon such a trifle of an attribute as owl having wings.

It was the boast of authors that they could pun at every step ; it

was the banner of their talents. Subandhu beats his own Pataha
thus :

S» SJ

So much so that it became not only a possibility or accomplished
fact but a practice of great fancy ‘ to perpetrate ’ double, triple, and
quadruple poems.

But what exactly is the place of this figure ? Has it any charm
to impart to the diction ? It helps all Alamkaras, except
Svabhavokti

:

Fsnm 1—Dandin.

Abhinava also points out that it helps Upamagarbha figures. Used
with restraint, it can be charming and effective. The two meanings
must be well known

; the figure must have come off easily. Bana

says : I
Harsacarita. The following are two instances

of simple and beautiful Slesa, used with an eye to increase the effect

of the situation

:

^ I

—Ram., Ayo., 41, 12.

njmm hw i

—Ram., Kis., 27. 42.

Kalidasa, who rarely resorts to this figure, gives a similar simple
§lesa in his R.V., III

:

In Bana, we meet with both uses and abuses of this figure.

As in his life, so in his writings, Bana was exhubarant and was
responsible for excess. He often forgot proportion and in Utpreksa,
he became endless sometimes as in that lorig and tiring description
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of the king’s elephant, Darpasata, in Ucchvasa IT of the Harsacarita.

He dealt in pointless ^lesas like He was a

master of Sabdabhahgaslesa, in which the words have to be differently

split for the two meanings. This Bhanga^esa is denounced by
Keith and others

;
those who have complete acquaintance and are

familiar with all the nooks and corners of a language can under-

stand a Bhahgaslesa very easily. Victor Hugo says that in the whole
world there is one nation that can speak and enjoy a pun, viz. the

French. And B. Bloomfield says that the French is a language
for punning, par excellence, since it has little word-boundaries.

This remark applies to Sanskrit Bhahgaslesa equally. 6lesa

in general is very effective in gnomic utterances where they help

to nail the maxim into our head ; they are equally catching in

Catus or eulogies. In Catus, the Bhahgaslesa also is freely employed
and in the following Catu, Bhahgaslesa is certainly very striking :

fp Jlcft I

WT<*IT pj! g

When overdone or when handled by lesser artists, the
PadabhahgaMesa can become one of the obstacles to understanding
and realization of Rasa. Anandavardliana classes it along with the

Duskaras, the Yamaka, the Bandhas, etc. which have to be avoided
in the delineation of Rasas like Srhgara, Vipralambha, and Karuna.

—Dhva. A., p. 85.

As compared with this ^abdaslesa of Bhahga, Arthaslesa is less of

an impediment to Rasa
;
used discriminately, it can help Rasa even.

Says Abhinava :

3 I

’—Locana, p. 85.

The next prominent figure which had found a place in the
Ramayana and had become monotonous in later poets is the
Samasokti. Poets see the world shaped in beauty. To them there is

music in the spheres. Words in the feminine gender fascinates them.

‘ ereiT fp ‘ erUpfH
’

«rTf?i
‘ ’wt’pmrfiT i

’—Locana, p. i6o.

i

—Vakroktijivita, 93.
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This employment of Samadhiguna ‘ with which poets, as with magic,

give life and motion (emotion ?) to every inanimate part of nature
'

is praised by Dandin as ‘ Kavya sarvasva

II
—K.A., I.

Samadhiguna produces the Samasokti figure. Valmiki has two
beautiful verses of this class, in the former of which elements of

Samasokti go to beautify the main figure of Upama.

^ ’fbfra #—Aranya, 16. 8.

r<*i<Hd 1<««1 I

—Kiskindha, 30. 46.

There are some very fine verses of this type in Canto XI of the

Sisupalavadha where Magha gives us a description of dawn. But
soon, poets with neither originality nor restraint began to repeat

images
;
the same three or four objects of sun, moon, the Padmini,

the Kairavini, the Praci and the Pratici diks were exploited for

many verses together, the points of attraction dwindling to trifles,

and with variety almost non-existent. Gradually this figure became
intellectual and no wonder, it begot the new subvariety called

Sastrasamasokti

.

In Sanskrit Literature, there are some strange metaphors at

which some English critics evince surprise. As for instance, we
never have simple Asi (sword) but have only— Among
our own critics, Ksemendra has said (in his Aucityavicaracarca!)

that such a delightful object as moon ought not to be conceived
as Citacakra. Things repellent and terrible by themselves must
never be conceived in images of charm and love. But while de-

scribing the death of enemies, their sufferings, etc., the poet does
employ such imagery, sometimes in callousness and sometimes in the
light vein. The falling warriors are said to embrace Earth ; and
K^idasa describes Tataka passing away into Death's abode as
going to her lover.

^astrasamasokti has given rise to sheer pedantry. In an age
of poetry when poets were scholars with Vyutpatti in all the Darsanas
and branches of learning, nothing could satisfy the writer or reader
but high-flown rapprochement with Sastrai|: ideas. Vi^akhadatta's
claim for dramatic genius will hardly become less if he had not
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written etc. The Naisadhakara's

own Din^ma is on this point—uarufisjftr *BTftr inren*»T*rr

.

All the Darsanas and the subtleties thereof find a place in his poem.

See the Tarka here :
‘ n

’

IV. Naisadha. Surely, poetry must do Upadesa ;
the sublime

thoughts, the deep philosophies—all these the poet must give expres-

sion to ; but this Sastrasamasokti is hardly that.

The last Alamkara that we shall consider here specially is that

variety of Aprastutaprasamsa or Anyokti called Anyapadesa.
If poetry is a criticism of life, Anyapadesa is poetry above all other

types. In it, the poet points out the flaws and failings of men,
praises their nobility, bitingly remarks about men’s meanness, and
makes fun of and satirizes every aspect of human character. Bhatta
Bhallata’s century of An)'^apadesa has some very fine verses.

Nilakantha Diksita’s Anyapadesa is unequalled in this branch. In
the anthologies, there are some brilliant Anyapadesa verses. But
all the other Anyapadesa centuries are trash. A few objects like

the sea, the sun, the moon, the lotus, the Kokila and the mango
in contrast with the crow and the Margosa, the winter and the
frogs—these trite things in some stale ideas were exploited for a
hundred and more verses. The poet did not pick out any particular,

subtle, or prominent defect of humanity to criticize, or good quality

to praise. Not feeling anything to write a verse with life, these

poets dashed off verse after verse, retailing one triviality after another.

Anyapadesa is a type of literature that can never be written at a
sitting, by Asukavi’s, but must be written on occasions, must be
made to accumulate into a collection in the course of the varied
life of a poet, full with experience. If Bhallata wrote the verse on
the ignoble Dust, which by the kicking up of the fickle wind got on

the very tops of mountains—

^

amiiT mnsfl ^rrcrr ^ ,

etc., we know Bhallata felt the poignant grief
; we know from the

Rajatarangini that in the reign of the mean and wicked Sahkara-
varman (A.D. 882-902), great men like poet Bhallata had to earn
their livelihood by doing all sorts of services, that poets were not given
gifts and that peons drew fabulous salaries, holding high authority.*

But small minds— —never thought them-
selves ‘ krtartha ’ if they had not finished off in their literary career

^ Kalhana, R.T., V, 204, etc.

TiiTJr^^nnrr »r%i! 1

wwift ll
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a century of Anyapadesa and immediately they made a ' Parikara-

bandha ’ and began exploiting the sun and the moon, the

etc.
. .

We have thus far considered figures of sense. Poetry, as it is

required to be sensuous, must be pleasing to the ear also. The

form of the form itself must be beautiful, must have a music and

flow. The poet must look to harmony, balance, and cUmax in his

sentences. Metre itself owes its origin to this requirement as also

to the emotional outburst. Keith grants that the Sanskrit poets

have ‘ certainly a better ear than themselves (foreigners) to the music

of the words the sounds’ appropriateness to surest the meaning

and sentiment. What a verse did Bhavabhuti write I

It is really a marvel of sound effect that Bana produces with utmost

ease :

‘ ’—Harsacarita, I.

—Ihid., III.

One cannot pick out in Bana ;
the reader with keen sensibility hears

the metallic sound of Iravata striking its tusk on a golden pavement,

sees the rolling clouds, sees the current stumbling and rushing out

of each of the three blocking words, Grava, Graha, Grama and in

the stillness of our mind, we find the long-drawn silvery voice of

female swans in the ponds on the outskirts of the city slowly dying.

Colour, smell, and sound, we are able to directly realize in Kalidasa’s

verse

;

faiHraicTs fsnr?n? nrSm’nrjm* n

—^Megha., I.

When Kalidasa said of Aja, ‘ we see how Aja
briskly rose up from his bed, unlike the slothful and sleepy ; and the
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sternness of Nandin’s command to the Ganas not to give way to

Capala, rings in our own ears when we read

—

I—K.S., III.

Bhavabhuti was as great a master with the words
;
surely the

delicate and charming effects are easy of achievement for him when
they are needed ; but he discovered the sound effects required for the

Raudra and Bibhatsa Rasas
;
what he created, others still live upon.

In the Smasanahka of the Malatimadhava, he makes one’s flesh

creep, hairs stand on end, and feet step back in fright. The owl,

the jackal, the water of the river rushing through skeletons,

—

eeriness gathers round when we read

I

gjsrir

Tnt wnuf II—M.M.

Take that verse again in his Mahaviracarita which brings on Tataka,
the demoness

—

etc.*
Cs

The concepts of Riti and Vrtti in poetics owe their formulation
to a study of these sound-effects. These also count for Rasa. It is

said that the first gait of the actor on the stage interprets him and
his character to the audience ; that first impression stands to the
last. So also the first effect a verse on its mere reading or hearing
produces, holds the mind to the end. For the Rasa to be suggested,

even the jingle in the sounds or the clash of words is welcome
and appropriate means.

A further carrying out of these ideas gives rise to the Sabda-
lamkara of Anuprasa of different varieties. But Yamakas, as

Dandin says, are not good—

.

They have least to do

with Rasa. Anandavardhana lays down the following rules for

the use of Anuprasa and Yamaka

:

vmm’- n

uLftnfiT a
’

—Dhva. A., p. 85 ; Ka., 15-16.

* Vide my paper on Aucitya previously referred to. Dhva, A., III.
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In such Rasas as Srhgara and Kanina, the elaborate and artificial

figures of sound have no place. Valmiki has shown that, in a mere
description, rhymes find a proper place. The famous description

of the moonlight night in the Sundarakanda ‘5Er

etc.’ is an example. There is a particular tendency in the Ramayana
which is seen even in the Rgveda, to juxtapose similar sound groups,

an effect which Kalidasa and Asvagosa adopted from the master.

Valmiki writes
—

‘ vsiT
‘ ‘ ’

etc. These do not do violence to the sense and at the same time add
to the charm of the diction. Kalidasa in his Raghuvamsa especially

delights in such innocent assonances :

D—R.V., I.

Tat I

WIT »3?rt k—R.V., V.

See ?rcft (R.V., II), etc.

Cf. Sriharsa, Naisadha, VI, i.

Yamaka differs in that it needs special effort and drags the
poet away from his Samadhi in Rasa. Not only that : However
much, like a latter-day adept at this Yamaka-craft, a poet may get

it easily, it is bad and improper in so far as it ^stracts and
stops our minds from proceeding beyond itself, our minds which
must reach the ‘ Rasa ’ obscured in the inner courtyard. (See

Dhva. A., p. 85). In the ninth canto of the Raghuvamsa however,
the theme is only_ a description of summer and the hunt of the king.

In such places, Ananda allows option in using the Yamaka. But
there are descriptions both by Valmiki and Kalidasa which do not
employ sound-figures and link every descriptive detail with the
context. For example, the Vasanta-description opening the Kiskin-
dhakanda and the Sarad-description in Canto IV of the Raghuvamsa.
The canonists permit the Yamaka- and Duskara-mad poets to
satisfy themselves in situations of Rasabhasa. The Bandhas of
various types, Bkaksara, Nirosthya—these have nothing to do with
poetry. It is regrettable that after Bharavi and Magha, these
became part of the definition of Mahakavya.
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A bad ideal for prose was deduced by the latter-day poets from

Bana and from such remarks as 3r?i

etc. Without endless compounds and jingle of

sounds, no prose was possible after a time. So much so that as

time passed, certain word groups were effected, one word in which

would not occur without the other, would not come out

without and the sound of will always be introduced as
‘

’• All the rivers looked ‘ In ideas and words,

a stock diction had grown and poesy became a mechanical craft. In

his book on Poetic Diction, Thomas Quayle says of the i8th century
poetry in England :

‘ And the same lack of direct observation

and individual expression is obvious whenever the classicists have
to mention birds or animals. *******
* * * And it has been well remarked that if we are to

judge from their verse, most of the poets of the first quarter of the
eighteenth century knew no bird except the gold finch or nightingale

and even these probably only by hearsay. For the same generalised

diction is usually called upon and birds are merely a ‘‘ feathered ”,

“ tuneful plumy ” or ‘‘ warbling” choir * * * How
true these remarks are of our Sanskrit poets who produced
IMahakavyas at the shortest notice, who could describe the Hima-
layas and the Ganges and the ocean without seeing them and
at whose command there were Kosas and stock expressions and stock
ideas, white fame of the king like the autumnal moonlight, the
blazing sun of his prowess, the Vasanta, the Malaya mamta, the

and so on. To this race of poets apply these lines of Keats :

Beauty was awake !

Why were ye not awake ? But ye were dead
To things ye knew not of,—were closely wed
To musty laws lined out with wretched rule

And compass vile
;
so that ye taught a school

Of dolts to smooth, inlay, and clip, and fit,

Till, like the certain wands of J acob’s wit.

Their verses tallied. Easy was the task :

A thousand handicraftsmen wore the mask
Of Poesy.

— Sleep and Poetry.

To conclude, poetiy is neither pure emotion and thought nor
mere manner. A beautiful idea must appropriately incarnate itself
in a beautiful expression. This defines Alamkara and its place and
function. The function of Alamkara is to heighten the effect

;
it
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is to aid the poet to say more pointedly. 'Whether the poet exalts

or does the opposite, Alamkara is to help him. Says Mahimabhatta ;

As such, these Alariikaras should flow out of Rasa. Even as emotion

is depicted, these must come off, without the poet consciously

striving after them. They must be ‘ irremovable ’, structural,

organic
;
Rasaksipta, Aprthag yatna nirvartya. These words of

Mahimabhatta are pertinent here :

*T ’nrsN5Rf*iwm i

—V.V., IT, T.S.S., p. 87.

Figures are thus legitimate, though a proper use of them is a

gift which only the greater among the poets are endowed with. Be
it a ^abda-alarhkara or an Artha-alamkara, be it a sound-effect or

a striking turn of the idea, it is not ‘ Bahiranga ’ for Rasa, so long

as it is tiseful for Rasa. Effective expression, the embodiment of the

poet's idea, is Alaiiikara. It is not as if it were in some separate

place, like jewels in a box, to be taken and added. As has been
explained in the opening part of this paper, it is the several ways
of expressing ideas that are to convey the Rasa that are called

Alariikaras.

‘—
1 wf crapm-

—Ananda, p. 87.

-Mahima., p. 87.

From Rasa to the musical sound which aids its reahsation, poetry
is one unity, one complex experience.

The purposiveness of Alathkara is inevitable like the purposive-
ness of poetry. But this does not mean that one should judge

* Vide also the Antara 6lokas 76-77 on p. 87, V.V. There are very valuable
ideas on Alaiiikara-aucitya in Vimar^a Two of the l^y^tiviveka.
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Alaiilkara and poetry from a purely utilitarian point of view. There

is simply beautiful poetry, which is nothing but the poet’s desire to

express taken shape. ‘ These very decorations carry the emotional

motive of the poet which says “ I find joy in my creations ;
it is

good ^
‘ When in some pure moments of ecstasy we realise this in

the world around us, we see the world not as merely existing but as

decorated in its forms, sounds, colours, and lines, we feel in our

hearts that there is one who through all things proclaims " I have
joy in my creation ‘ Nature is the creation of God’s Tila, Poetry,

of the poet’s Tila.

^ Tagore.





MOHENJO DARO

THE PEOPLE AND THE LAND

By H. Heras, SJ.

In this article, which could be illustrated with many references

to ancient Samskrta literature, only information derived from the/

inscriptions of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa will be used. '

The ancient Dravidian tribes and perhaps also their con-

temporaries the Kolarians were totemic. An animal, a flower, or

any other natural object was the totem of the tribe, by which they

were known and after which they were styled. When the tribe

considerably grew, subdivisions were made and each division,

without omitting the original name, took a new sign by which they

were called. Again very often two tribes or two portions of the

country were officially united and the flag of the union had another

sign or device on it. This multiplication of symbols, which finally

lost the original totemic meaning, at times makes their identification

extremely puzzling.

The name of India at the time of the glory of Mohenjo Daro'

was Sid,^ which means ‘ stream ’, ‘ to flow ’, in Dravidian languages.

At a later period the nasal n was added to it and finally the u was
suffixed, becoming Sindu which was the form that the word had
at the time of the Aryan invasions.

The inscriptions speak of four great divisions called countries

into which Sid was parcelled, viz., Minad,^ or the country of Fishes ;

Paravanad * or the country of Birds ;
Marahkotinad * or the country

of the Woodpecker
;
and Elndd ‘ or the Seven Countries. There were

most likely other divisions, the names of which will in course of

time appear when new inscriptions are unearthed. We shall speak
of them in the same order.

' Marshall, M.D., Nos. 294, 396 and 59.
* Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 4532. This and other similar footnotes are

references to photographs kindly supplied by the Director General, Archaeological

Survey of India.
® Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Nos. 12877 and 12688.
‘ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Nos. 3500, 12182 and 3631 ;

M.D., 1928-29, No. 7268

;

Marshall, M.D., No. 306.
® Marshall, M.D., No. 231 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Nos. 4155, 4815 and 4663

;

M.D., 1928-29, Nos. 4663, 5215 and 5227.
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Mlndd.

This seems to be the largest and most important of all these

four countries. It was the country of the Minas,

^

later on called the

Matsyas in Samskrta literature, some of whose remnants, bearing the

same name, are still found in several states of Rajputana. The limits

of this country cannot be defined, yet the fact that part of the country

was in Northern India and another part in the South will help to

understand its geographical and political importance.

The Minas were strong * and enterprising people ;
accordingly

they are styled ‘ great
’

* and ‘ prosperous
’ * in the inscriptions.

Besides war, which will be mentioned later, their occupations were
fishing and trade. The former was done in the rivers and un-
doubtedly also in the sea : their boats ® and fishing nets * are spoken
of. The king had imposed a fish tax upon fishermen.'' Trade is

also referred to.® Minas are mentioned who were the owners of

shops.* The only commercial transactions seem to have been
barter,^® which was specially brisk in spring and in the beginning of

summer.” Difficulties as regards this trade sometimes arose, for

we find that a judge had once at least to give his decision about the
barter of the Minas.” Some Minas were the owners of land.”
There were besides some Minas who seem to have dedicated their

life to intellectual pursuits, for some Minas living in the solitude of

caves are called learned.” Caves do not seem to have been the

ordinary dwelling of the Minas. Indeed, they had comfortable and
well built houses.” Their original totem seems to have been the
unicorn which is the most common animal in the seals discovered

up to now, but the symbol on their flag were the Two Fishes.” ‘ The
justice of the Minas ’ seems to have been proverbial.”

The country of the Minas is called fertile ” and metaphorically
shining.” One of their products was toddy, which by the bye was

‘ Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 4532 ; M.D., 1928-29, No. 5432.
* J.R.A.S., 1925, PI. X, p. 698. * Marshall, M.D., Nos. 402 and 177.
* Marshall, H., No. 38 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Nos. 3379, 3557, 3589, 5559

and 10400 ;
H., Neg. 3012, No. 6 ; H., Neg. 3861, Nos. i, 2 and 5 ; M.D., 1929-30,

Dk, 8406 ; M.D., 1928-29, No. 4967.
® Marshall, H., No. 3931. * Ibid., M.D., No. 470.
’’ Ibid., H., No. 33. 8 R.A., Vol. XXII, p. 99.
» Marshall, M.D., No. 79. »» Ibid., M.D., No. 66.
“ A.S.I. Report, 1923-24, PI. XIX, No. 18 (M.D.).
« Marshall, M.D., PI. CXVII, No. 12 (Hr. 4337).

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, No. 8028. ** Marshall, M.D., No. 21.
*8 As may be seen in Mohenjo Daro itself.
*8 Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 10893. ” Ibid., No. 5514.
18 Ibid., No. 3987. 18 Ibid., M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 4532.
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not very strong.^ The coconut plantations were many and great.

One of the reasons of this fertility was the river Sid that crossed

from North to South *
;

‘ the stream of the Minas ' is mentioned in the
inscriptions.* Besides, a regular system of canals brought the

water of the river to the distant fields. These waterways are very
often referred to.* The Minas were in what is now Western Sind
on the right bank of the Indus and along its lower course. When the

Aryas invaded India they were still there. Two cities of this country
are specially mentioned.* They seem to be Nandur and Udayur.

Nandiir is the name of the city which has been so successfully

excavated in the mounds of the Tarkhana District known to the

modem Sindhis as Mohenjo Daro.® Nandur means, ' the city of

the Crab Accordingly, the inhabitants of Nandur are some-
times called ‘ the Crabs They had good harvests in the surround-

ing fields of the city.® One of their ponds is said to have dried up.*

The city was apparently the residence of the king of Minad who
received the title of ‘ the Farmer of the Crab One of the Queens
of the Minas owned a coconut plantation.” In the neighbourhood of

Nandur there was a cave shaded with a number of trees where
corpses were being buried.”

The other city of importance was Udayur, ‘ the leading City ’,

which originally had belonged to the tribe of the Bilavas. The
Bilavas were archers and hunters by profession. (Their descendants
are the Bhils and perhaps the Veddas of Ceylon.) But they were
also tilling the soil and were good cultivators : their harvests were
always very successful.” A section of this tribe were called Velvel

Bilavas

y

i.e. ‘ Bilavas of the two acacias ’. They had a number of

cities and towns in their territory, which seems to have been on the
eastern bank of the Indus. Their houses were built in the best

style having four logs as supports of the roof.” Some of their cities

are : Urilur,^^
'

a city which is not a city ’, Eikeiiir,
‘

a city built by
hunters ’, Munmale,

‘

the three mountains ’ (place) and Munur, the

^ Marshall, M.D., No. 148. * Ibid., No. 396.
® Ibid., No. 323. * Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8248.
® Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 7925 ; 1930-31, Dk, No. 11868.
* This identification will be proved at length in my work, The Proto-Indian

Script and Civilization.
’’

Marshall, M.D., No. 17 ;
Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk. No. 7925.

® Marshall, M.D., No. 33. » lUd., M.D., No. 17.

Marshall, M.D., No. 17 and ^assiw.
” Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12118. ** Ibid., No. 4603.

Photo, H., Neg. 3012, No. 4 ; Marshall, H., No. 165 ; M.D., No. 69.
” Marshall, H., No. 99. “ Photo, H., Neg. 3881, No. 8.

Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5654.
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original of the late Samskrta rendering Tripura. This seems to

have been the main city of the Bilavas, ^ but the palisade round it

was not finished for a long time.* Five tridents were worshipped
there.* The cult of this symbol of the Supreme Being was apparently

very popular in Munur.* Muniir seems to have had at least three

villages under its jurisdiction,* which explains the name of the city.

It is often called ' the one Munur ’.* The inhabitants of this city

had fields and grazing grounds belonging to the community.* For
some time there were great divisions and factions among the people

of Munur in connection with the harvest of the community lands.

These factions were promoted by three Kalakilas,® members of

another tribe that will be mentioned later. Some Bilavas were not
living in cities, but in caves.® They worshipped the linga or

phallus.*®

Perhaps the Minas of Nandur, who despised the Bilavas,**

seized the opportunity of these divisions in the city of Munur to

attack the city of Udayiir, which apparently was a very important
one.*® It was defended by twelve servants of the temple.** The city

was conquered in the beginning of spring, to the great glory of the

Fish of the Minas, rightly commemorated in the inscription.** Urilur

was also apparently taken.** Since that day Udayur was a part of

Minad which thus was growing eastwards.

Shortly afterwards a friendly political union between the

Minas and the Bilavas was brought about. Two Bilavas apparently
were sent to the capital of the Minas to settle this union.*® The
symbol selected for the flag of this union was the two fishes of the

Minas.*’ Since both the Minas and the Bilavas *® had many canals

in their lands, the union was styled Kalka akur, i.e. ‘ the canalized

united countries ’.*® This union was finally settled at the suggestion

* Mazumdar, Explorations in Sind, PI. XVIII, No. 38.
^ Marshall, M.D., No. 302.
* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5791.
‘ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12486 ; Marshall, H., No. 3 ; Gadd, Ur, PI. I,

No. 2.

' Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 10889 ;
H., Neg. 4160, No. 5.

* Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12763.* ’’ Mazumdar, op. et. loc. cit.

* Ibid. » Marshall, M.D,, No. 70.
Marshall, H., No. 99 ;

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 4157.
** Marshall, M.D., No. 87 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 10863.

Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6127. Ibid., No. 6861.
** Hunter, H., No. 109.

Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5671 ; M.D., 1930-31, No. 5729.
Marshall, H., No. 54.

” Photo, H., Neg. 3053, No. 12 ; M.D., 1928-29, No. 7039.
Marshall, M.D., No. 65. * « Ibid., No. 362.
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of the Eruvus, another section of the Bilavas. ‘ These seem to

have been people who were busy in the gold mines of Northern
India. Since they were digging underground burrows like the ants,

they were called Eruvus (later Erumbus), ‘ ants Two rivers

watered their country.® While busy in the Northern mountains they
perhaps heard of the rising of the people of the Rocky River {Kalar)

who marched on the Bilava territory playing a number of war horns.*

(Where this Rocky River was we cannot say. Perhaps it was the

river of Kabul which in the neighbourhood of J alalabad passes between
fantastic rocky walls.) The Eruvus informed the Minas and the
Bilavas of the approaching enemy and this common danger precipi-

tated the Bilava-Mina union.® Since that day we find the Eruvus
limng in Nandur (they were called Nand Eruvus) and even in Velur
(Vel Eruvus) * about which city we shall .speak later. In point of fact

even some Minas applied themselves to the lucrative task of digging

gold, for we find a section of the Minas called Eruvu Minas. This
approximation between the Minas and the Eruvus made the former
very enthusiastic about the latter. They call them ' great Eruvus ’.®

There was another tribe which for some time had not been in

friendly relations with the Bilavas. They were the Eikdlis,
‘

the

spiders ’, who were undoubtedly weavers. They considered them-
selves superior to the Bilavas.® They probably were the people
living in the rainy mountain pass, where there was at least one
village

;
they had captured a trident of the Bilavas which was

venerated in a forest of the Mina-Bilava union. The EtkMis were
good fighters. Their archers threw a stick or rod in a special way
which seems to have been proverbial.*® Yet at a later period Bilavas
and Etkalis are found united,*® and the flag of their union bore the
figure of the moon.** This union between the EtkMis and the
Bilavas, was later on made to include the Minas. Thus the Minas,
the Bilavas and the Etkalis became united.*® An inscription refers

to the two flags of the two fishes, which was the symbol of the

* Photo, H., Neg. 3008, No. i.

^ They are mentioned by Herodot, Hist., b. Ill, No. 102 ; Strabo, Geogr., b. XV,
Ro- 37 ;

Plinii, Hist. Nat., b. XI, Ch. 31.
* Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 10269. * Marshall, M.D., No. 474.
® Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 10323. ® Ibid.
’’

Marshall, M.D., No. 544.
® D.C.C.O., I, PI. 25, No. 15 ;

Del. en Perse, II, p. 129.
® Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 11196. Marshall, M.D., Nos. 421 and 258.
** Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 3285. The predatory instincts of this mountain

pass people remind one of the same practices of the people of the Khyber pass. Is
this the pass mentioned in the inscriptions ?

*® Photo, H., Neg. 4395, No. 3. Marshall, M.D., No. 60.
’* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6599. Marshall, H., No. 240.
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Mina king.* The seal which bears this inscription has likewise

the figure of an animal with three heads : of a unicorn, of a bull

and of an ibex, which were the original totems of these three tribes :

the unicorn of the Minas, the bull of the Bilavas and the ibex on the

Etkalis. Yet the symbol represented on the flag of this three-

tribe union is mentioned in their proto-Dravidian language thus :

tankadirelalar

,

i.e., the flower of the sun of reduced ray of light} Now
since the sun of the reduced ray of light is the moon, this flower

was the moon flower, viz. the lotus flower which closes its petals to

the moon rays.®

There was still another tribe deeply despised by the Minas, the

tribe of the Kavals.* They were robbers. Since the houses guarded
by them were not robbed by the other members of the tribe, they
were called Kdval, which means, ‘ guard ’. And as their thefts were
committed in the dark of night, their name became synonymous
with ‘dark’. Their descendants are still in the U.P. and in Gujarat.

There was a section of the Kavals styled Takil Kavals,® ‘ thieving

Kavals ’ {lak, to lift, to steal, etc.). The Kavals lived partly in high

mountains * and partly in the plains. The latter had developed
a perfect system of irrigation through canals,’ and carried on trade.®

They had ponds. A dispute about one of them is indirectly referred

to. The headman of the place had to pass judgement on it.®

The Kavals were very early united with another tribe, the

Kalakilas, ‘ united leaves who are often mentioned in Puranic
literature as Kilakilas or Kilakalas.** Some of them were
merchants.*® Their totem was a fish,*® but the flag of their union
with the Kavals had a lihga as their symbol.** They became so

intimately united that their two different names became synonymous
for political purposes.*® The lihga or phallus was originally wor-
shipped amongst these two tribes only.*® They also worshipped
three suns *’ (perhaps the rising sun, the setting sun and the sun in

^ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 10893 ; 1929-30, Dk, No. 8184.
* Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 8121.
* Cf. TanipadaUrirattu, Opillamani Pulavar, No. 17 (Madras, 1923).
* Marshall, M.D., No. 373 ;

Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12963.
® Photo, H., Neg. 3010, No. 5. « Marshall, M.D., No. 163.
’’ Ibid., No. II. 8 Ibid., H., No. 243.
* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5667.
*8 Marshall, M.D., Nos. 271 and 381 ; Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7321.

Cf. Jayaswal, History of India, p. 163.
18 Marshall, M.D., No. 464 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 3335.
1® Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 3696.
1* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5707. “ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 10923.
1® Marshall, H., No. 118 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, <1^0. 4364.
” Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. Dk, 3383.
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the zenith). On account of this the Minas said of them that they

had three Supreme Beings.^ This difference in religious beliefs

seems to point to a different racial origin. Perhaps these two
tribes were Kolarian.

Of the two tribes the Kavals seem to have been more advanced.
Besides twelve villages,* a number of their cities are known,
Maramur,® Talnalur,* Nalamur,®—a rich agricultural city,® situated

in the neighbourhood of some mountains,^—^Tirpur,® Dananur,®
Orur and Uda5nialur. The last two cities were very near each
other." Uda3malur was once attacked by the enemies of the
Kavals," the Minas, helped by their friends, the Bilavas. The city

was destroyed and remained in ruins for six years." The linga

worshipped there apparently was captured by the conquerors."
This victory took place in the month of the Jar." Thus it was
afterwards repeated as a proverb ‘ that the night (death) of Udayualur
was the eye (brightness, light) of the two united countries ’ of the
Minas and the Bilavas." As an effect of this war, Orur became
a portion of Minad, ‘ in the year of the hoisting of the flag of the

horn-fish The Kavals were forced to acknowledge the Mina
superiority " and the Kaval-Kalakila union became tributaries to the
Minas." The arrival of this tribute at the Mina capital was com-
memorated with festivals that lasted eight days.*® One of the
clauses of the treaty of peace was that the Mina king would also be
called ' the farmer of the Crab of the (Kaval-) Kalakila union ’.®^ He
was also called Mina of the Kalakilas.** The symbol of this new union
were the Fishes of the Minas.®® Consequently the latter were styled
‘ the Kalakilas of the Minas ’.** In point of fact, some Kala^as
were engaged by the Minas to look after their farms. On the other
hand some Minas settled among the Kavals,®® from whom they learnt

the linga worship. Perhaps on account of this they were styled

^ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12963.
* Ibid., M.D., No 467.
* lUd., H., No. 161 (or 261) and 329 §.

* Photo, H., Neg. 3012, No. 15 ; Photo,
’ Marshall, M.D., No. 420.
» lUd.
Photo, M.D., 1929-30, No. Dk, 8350.

*® Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. Dk, 11359.
" Photo, H., Neg. 3088, No. 5 ; Photo,

:

" Photo, H., Neg. 4159, No. 4.

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8984.
“ Ibid., No. 531.

Ibid., Dk, No. 10359.
** Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 3589.
*® Marshall, M.D., 373.

* Marshall, M.D., No. 478.
* Ibid., M.D., Nos. 151, 203 and 330.

H. , Neg. 3877, No. 14.
* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7462.

Ibid., No. 5641.
•* Marshall, H., No. 144.

I.
, Neg. 4159, No. 4.

Marshall, M.D., No. 536.
Marshall, M.D., No. 191.

Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 4181.
“ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6886.

Ibid., Dk, No. 10222.
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weak} The Great Mina, or Mina king, constructed a splendid house

with different apartments, in the city of TaJnMur of the Kavals,

where he apparently used to live at times.* The cult of the linga

was subsequently introduced in Nandur by the Mina king, but this

religious innovation produced a revolution which resulted in the

dethronment and imprisonment of the king.* On the contrary the

Kavals seem to have learned the celebration of the Nandal (now
Pohgal) festival from the Minas.*

But besides this kingdom of the Minas in North India, there

was another kingdom of the Minas in the South. Its capital was
Velur, a city which is said to be ‘ outside the country ', in the inscrip-

tions of the North.* Other inscriptions clearly say that it is in the

South.® Besides other possible means, information was carried

from the south to the north and vice versa through cowherds who
migrated from Velur towards the North.' In a poem of the Sangam
period the tradition is recorded that the city of Velur (of the South)

was founded at a place where a vel (a trident) adorned with flowers

appeared.® Now one of the inscriptions mentions ‘ the trident of

Velur adorned with Nandukal flowers Both statements seem
to refer to the same tradition. Velur soon grew in an extraordinary

way.'® The houses in Velur seem to have been numberless.” The
city is always called a city of the Minas,** and the name of the Velur

king was also Mina.*® He is at times called the Mina of the South.**

This king was on friendly terms with the EtkMi Bilavas,** for which
reason, presumably some Bilavas were able to acquire properties

in Velur.*® The country round Veliir was fertile and the crops
were abundant.*' Two quarters of the harvest were supposed to

be for the maintenance of the temple.*® The country was ruled with
extraordinary justice to the extent that it was a common saying

^ lUd. 2 J&ii., M.D., No. 151.

® Cf. Heras, The Religion of the Mohenjo Daro People according to the Inscrip-

tions, Journal of the University of Bombay, V, pp. 13-15.
* Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6381.
® Marshall, M.D., Nos. 139 and 247 ; Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6422.
® Marshall, M.D., Nos. 60 and 400.

''

Marshall, M.D., No. 400.
* Pattupattu, III, 172-173. * Marshall, M.D., Nos. 52 and 395.
Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7145.
Marshall, M.D., No. 286 ;

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 9127 ; Photo, H.,

Neg. 3893, No. 4.

Marshall, M.D., No. 555. Ibid., M.D., Nos. 367 and 951.
Ibid., M.D., Nos. 60. Ibid.

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 9127.
Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12293 ; Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8254

;

Marshall, M.D., Nos. 175 and 397. n
»» Marshall, M.D., PI. CXVI, No. 15.
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that ‘ there is no justice outside Velur In the neighbourhood

of the city there were mountains—six mountains, says an inscrip-

tion *—inhabited by the Iralars ®—a tribe who live in the forests

of Jinji even at the present day. These mountains were apparently

fortified, for they are said to be the strength of the dynasty ruling in

Velur.^ One of the main cities of the kingdom was Udayur, which
is said to belong to Minan.* This city may possibly be Uraiyur,

the small village near Trichinopoly, which was the first capital of

the Cola kings.

These fortifications must have been very helpful to the Velur
king on the occasion of a war waged against him by a tribe of the

West of his kingdom ; the Kananirs (probably the Kannadigas or

Kanarese people) who were united with the Kudagas (later called

the Vanaras in Samskrta, the people of Kudagu or Coorg) who were
very strong people. The latter were numerous for they formed two
united countries of Kudagas** When that invasion took place, a

battle was fought at a coconut plantation near Velur.'' The result

is not mentioned, but the fact that after this we find the king of

Velur fighting in the very country of the Kudagas shows that the

war was not successful to the latter and their allies. Mina, the

king of Velur, with his Kalars (another tribe still in Trichinopoly

District and the neighbourhood) successfully stormed one of the

strongholds of the Kudagas.® After this war, peace between the

two parties was settled at a house of Velur which was noted as having
one window.® The Minas of Velur with the Kananirs and the

Kudagas of the West formed a union of countries,'® the sovereignty

of which would rest in the king of VMur," whose efforts obtained the
constitution of this union.'®

Paravandd.

This country was the country of the Paravas (birds). They are

still numerous on the Coromandel coast in South India and in

Ceylon.'® The Paravas were a section of the Minas. There were

' Ibid., M.D., No. 121. * Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6422.
• Marshall, M.D., No. 139. * Ibid.

® Ibid., M.D., 421 ; H., No. ii
;
Inscription 636 says that there were seven

Udayurs.
® Marshall, H., No. 340.
’’

Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8254. * Marshall, M.D., No. 321.
» Ibid., M.D., No. 329.

'® Ibid., M.D., No. 397.
" Photo, H., Neg. 3893, No. 4.

'* Marshall, M.D., No. 336.

During tire time when it was a fashion to claim Aryan descent, the Paravas
started to call themselves Bharatar, identifying tliemselves with the Bharatas of

the Vedic period. The Mohenjo Daro inscriptions clearly show that their ancient
and real name was Paravir.
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two subdivisions of the Paravas : Pagal Paravas and Nila Paravas,

i.e. Sun Paravas * and Moon Paravas.® The Moon Paravas seem to

have been the more important of the two. They constituted one
fourth of the whole Mina stock.® In the middle of their lands, the

exact location of which cannot be now ascertained, the sign of the

moon was hoisted.® The Minas proper and the Paravas remained
always together.® They were also in friendly relations with the

Etkalis • as the latter were the Mina’s friends. Yet the country

where the Paravas lived was sometimes called Paravanad—once

only in the inscriptions’—on account of their political importance
and their riches.® Properly speaking, it was only a portion of MinSd.

Their occupations were fishing, as the rest of the Minas, trade *

and agriculture.*® They had also coconut plantations.** Their

country was irrigated by canals. One of them had to be of con-

siderable length for they spent more than a year in constructing it.

They commenced it in the month of the Fish—the last month of the

year—and the work was not completed till the month of the Fish
of the following year.*®

Their main city was called ParavirpaJU/* ‘ the city of the

Paravas ’. No other city is known up to now but an inscription

mentions six hamlets which were united (for administrative purposes,

evidently) thanks to the efforts of one of the Paravas.*® One of the

hamlets of their country—we do not know whether it was one of the

six mentioned just now—was called Malakopa.*® Its name show
that it was situated in the neighbourhood of mountains. Yet it

had some coconut plantations.** Barter was being practised in this

hamlet.*’

The king of the Paravas always received the title of Minavan,
and his banner had two fishes painted on it.*® The Paravas were the

^ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6266. 2 Marshall, M.D., No. 36.
* Ibid. The Paravas of South India and Ceylon are Moon Paravas. Their

tradition is that they come from the moon.
^ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7790. ^ Photo, H., Neg. 3012, No. 2.

® Ibid., M.D., 1930-31, No. 12877.
’ Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Nos. 12877 and 12688.
® Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5785. ® Marshall, M.D., No. 228.

Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12688. Ibid., No. 4052.
Marshall, M.D., No. 237.
Marshall, M.D., PI. CXI, No. 338. Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5703.
Marshall, M.D., No. 89.

Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7539 ; 1930-31, No. 122281.
Marshall, M.D., No. 408.
Marshall, M.D., No. 8 ; Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12688. The title of the

Pancjya kings of Madura, the sovereigns of the Paravas of South India in the his-

torical period also was Mnavan and he had two fishes as his Idncana. Was he a
descendant of the ancient king of Paravanad ?

^ *
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cause of the union of the whole of Minad about which we shall

speak presently.

Marankotindd.

This country is called the Middle Country.* This denomination
seems to place it near the mountains which are called ‘ middle
wMch perhaps are meant to be the range of the Himalayas and the
Hindu Kush. This would place the country of the Woodpecker in
the northernmost regions of India, which seems to be confirmed by
the denomination of white given to this country.® Being so far
north it would be easily covered with snow. Though the country
was mountainous, yet there were also coconuts growing in the
plains.* Portions of the country were cultivated ® and there was a
canal called the ‘ canal of the Ram ’,® but in general the country
seems to have been somewhat backward, for no feast of Nandal ®

was celebrated at the end of the harvest season® and the people
were despised.® Yet the people lived in houses.*®

The people of the country were Veldlir or Velalas, who are still

so numerous in South India. They are called VelMir of the Middle
Mountains ' ** while another inscription mentions ' the white
mountains of him of the Velalirs ’,** a phrase which seems to imply
that the ‘ white mountains ’ were within the dominions of the king
of the Velalas. What were these white mountains ? There is still

in western Afghanistan a range of high mountains covered with
snow dining great part of the year, which are called Safed-koh, i.e.

white mountains.*® Probably these are the mountains referred to in
the inscriptions. These middle mountains were near the frontier.**

Evidently the VelMas worshipped the trident, vel, of the Supreme
Being, for they take their name from it. They also worshipped the
linga/^ They exercised trade *® and successfully tilled the land.*^
They had three canals *® about which an investigation was carried

* Photo, M.D., 1929-30, No. Dk, 9069.
® Ibid,, M.D., No. 219.
^ Ibid,, M.D., 1930-31, No. 12182.
^ Now called Poiigal.
® Ibid,

Marshall, M.D., No. 130.
Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 10551.
The word koh is not of Arabic origin. Its

either. May it perhaps be traced to the Dravidian
Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6689 (duplicate).

Ibid,, M.D., 1930-31, No. Dk, 10551.
Ibid,, M.D., 1928-29, No. 4883.
Marshall, M.D., No. 397.

Marshall, H., Nos. 76 and 346.
Photo, H., Neg. 4876, No. 12a.

Ibid,, No. 3500.

Marshall, M.D., No. 306.

Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 3631.

Aryan origin is not very clear

word kd, ‘ mountain ' ?

18 Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6127,
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out.^ One of the inscriptions speaks of the ‘ illustrious rulers of the

victorious Velalas This shows that in a war the Velalas had
obtained a victory, on account of which they were exultant for a
time.* Against whom was this war waged ? The facts that we
find the Velalas forming a union with the country of the Minas, and
that these unions have on many occasions followed wars and victories

seem to suggest a victory over the Minas. There is, indeed, among
the inscriptions a clear reference to a victory over the Minas which
apparently refers to this occasion. One of the seals instead of bearing

the figure of an animal has the representation of something that

looks like an octopus. Yet, it is the skin of the unicorn, the head
and horn of which are clearly seen to the right. The skin is spread
showing the skin of the four legs and of the tail in the shape of

five appendices. The representation of the skin in this guise evidently

reminds one of a trophy of war. The unicorn, the symbol of the

Minas, was morally killed, and its skin is taken as a trophy of victory

by the killers. The destruction of the unicorn supposed a victory

of the enemies of the Minas over the whole tribe. The inscription

on this seal reads as follows :
' The Supreme Being of Mina is

help Mina seems to be the name of the ruler of the Velalas. He,
after showing the trophy of victory, attributes it to the help received

from the Supreme Being.®

The union between the Velalas of Marahkotinad and the country
of the Minas was beyond doubt carried out as an effect of this victory,

for the benefit of both the tribes.® This union was finally settled

in the house of some Sun Paravas who were the friends of the villagers

of the Woodpecker country.’ According to his settlement the Mina
king was in future the king of Minad and Marahkotinad.® The
symbol of their common flag was the sign of the moon,® which was
the original symbol of the Velalas.*®

Under the Mina regime soon the Woodpecker country made
rapid progress. In one year many houses were built ** where perhaps
there were miserable huts before. Some Minas settled in Marahkoti-
nad and cultivated their lands as in their own country,** at the end
of the harvest season celebrating the Nandal festival.** Thus

1 Ibid., M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 11794. * Ibid., H., Neg. 3050, No. 15.

* Marshall, H., No. 25,
* Marshall, op, cit., I, PI. XII, No. 25.
^ Cf. Heras, The Religion of the Mohejtjo Daw People, op, cit,, p. 6.

® Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7415. Ibid,, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7790.
® Ibid,, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8252.
® Ibid,, M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 10551.

Ibid,, H., Neg.'305o, No. 15. Ibid,, H., Neg, 3877, No. 7.
1* Marshall, M.D., No. 397. lUd,, M.D., No. 306.
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this feast was introduced into the land, and was celebrated afterwards

in the same way as in MSnad.^

Elndd.

This country, which means the seven countries, is not very
often referred to in the inscriptions.* Coconut plantations existed

in it.®

Besides the above information about persons and places, several

tribes, cities and villages are spoken of in the inscriptions which
cannot at this stage be located in any of the four mentioned ndds.

We shall enumerate them below in alphabetical order with the scanty
information obtained about each.

Tribes.

1. Alinas (Squirrels).* A tribe mentioned in the Rgveda as

ha\’ing fought against Sudas in the battle of the ten kings.

2. Kolis (Fowls).® They are still in the neighbourhood of

Bombay and other places in Western India. In their country there

were three rivers.® The favours of their king are mentioned.''

Apparently there was another dynasty claiming the throne
; it was

called the ‘ back dynasty
3. Milnkdlir (three-legged people).*

4. Ndgas (Serpents). Very frequently mentioned in Puranic
literature. Found only once in the inscriptions up to now. Probably
they were Kolarians. They believed in spirits or demons.*®

5. Nalakir (People that rise high). They are said to lead a
‘ happy ’ life.** Perhaps the house of merriment mentioned in

another inscription** belonged to them.
6. Ndlkdlir (Four-legged people).*® They were agriculturists.

The good thrashing of their harvest is referred to.**

7. Pareanir (Drum-pla3'^ers). It is the word corresponding to
the name of the present Pariahs, though there is no foundation for

identifying the social status of both these groups of people. The
present pariahs are also drum-players. The two united countries
of the Pareanir are mentioned once.*®

' Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7415. * Marshall, M.D., No. 231.
® Photo, M.D., 1928-29, Nos. 4663 and 5227 ;

M.D., 1930-31, No. 4663
i TVT 1. n*' 'KT _ R TL'J nr Tn ^
* Marshall, M.D., No. 172.
« Photo, H., Neg. 4876, No. 2.
® Photo, H., Neg. 4876, No. 2.

*® Ibid., No. 5717.
** Photo, M.D., 1930-31, No. 4362.
** Ibid., M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 8106.
*® Marshall, H., No. 317. Cf. Nelson, The Madura Country, p. 75 (Madras, 1868).

® Ibid., M.D., No. 207.
’’

Marshall. M.D., PI. CXVI, No. 22.
* Ibid., M.D., 1928-29, No. 7113.
1* Marshall, M.D., No. 122.
“ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 3128.
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Cities and Villages.

1. Arirur (City of Rivers).*

2. Irur (Double City). That is the reason why the inscription

speaks of ‘ one Irur ’.® Its inhabitants enjoyed great material

prosperity.*

3. Irupati (Diving Village). The goddess Mlnkani was wor-

shipped in this village.* She seems to have been the forerunner

of Minaksi of Madura.
4. kudumale (United Mountains).®

5. Kudavur (City of the Water Jar). The lands which were
just outside this city belonged to Nalurmale.® Two Minas were
living there.*

6. Kudukopa (united hamlets).®

7. Munmale (three mountains).® Apparently it was a weak
place at first.*" Afterwards it was fortified.** The city appears to

have had many houses.** It belonged to one landlord.*® A Bilava

army attacked this city once.**

8. Ndlmale (four mountains).*® It is called the ‘silver

Nalmale ’,** perhaps because it was often covered with snow.

9. Nankopa (friendly hamlet). It had cultivated lands.'*

10. Nanpati (friendly village) .

* ®

11. Talirpati (prosperous village).*®

12. Uyarelpali (the city of the high sun). This city was for a

time in a flourishing state, but the end of its prosperity is once

referred to.*" Perhaps this calamity is connected with the end of the

rulers of the city or of the whole dynasty, of ‘ the carriers of

domination ' as the epigraph puts it.**

When new inscriptions will be unearthed, the above scanty

information will be complemented and the knowledge of the people

and the land of those days will eventually become complete.

^ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 6429.
8 Ibid.
^ Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5969.
7 Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Dk, No. 10231.
® Marshall, M.D., No. 113.

* Marshall, M.D., No. 162.
4 Ibid., M.D., No. 388.
® Marshall, M.D., No. 420.
® Ibid., M.D., 1928-29, No. 7061.

Photo, H., Neg. 4156, No. 5.

Marshall, M.D., No. 140 ; Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5567 ; 1929-30, No. Dk,

7947 ; 1930-31. No. 7947.
Photo, H., Neg. 3863, No. 5 ; M.D., 1928-29, No. 5567.
Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5567.
Photo, M.D., 1929-30, Dk, No. 7947 ; 1930-31, No. 7947.
Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 5341. Marshall, M.D., No. 438.
Photo, M.D., 1928-29, No. 7679. Ibid., M.D., 1930-31, No. 8224.

Marshall, M.D., No. 300. 20 photo, M.D., 1928-30, No, 5473*
Ibid., No. 7734.



THE ASVINS AND THE GREAT GODDESS

By A. Berriedale Keith

It is a legitimate and interesting speculation to seek to throw
light on Vedic religion by reference to earlier religious phenomena
in Asia, and the theory of Professor Przyluski ‘ which finds for Aditi
a protot5T)e in the Great Goddess deserves full consideration. It

depends, however, on a very bold identification. The goddess
Anahita in the Avesta is pictured as bearing a bundle of rods.

At Rome and in Greece flagellation formed part of the ritual of the
Great Goddess. In the Atharvaveda Aditi is given the epithet

nuidhukasd, ‘ she whose whip is honey ’. Flagellation is a well-

known rite * to renew the life of creatures, to augment their vigour,
and to stimulate their powers of reproduction. Hence we can
understand how the Great Goddess in India is stated to bear a
whip, or in Iran, Greece and Italy rods. If in the Atharvaveda
the whip of the goddess is said to be honey or is compared to honey,
it is because honey of all foods is that which gives vigour and supports
life. The whip and the honey share the same function of stimulating
and renewing life. It was then natural to unite the two ideas in the
epithet madhukaid.

The ingenuity of the comparison must not disguise its boldness.
Is there the slightest proof that the Vedic Indians conceived of Aditi
as bearing a madhukaid ? Professor Przyluski assures us that the
Atharvaveda gives her this epithet iti a hymn ‘ consacre a la Grande
Deesse Aditi ', but this unfortunately does not concur with the
facts. The hymn of the Atharvaveda concerned * is by tradition

madhudevatyam d^vinam, and it is naturally and normally regarded
as glorifying the honey whip itself.* In the usual fantastic style of
these Atharvan hymns that instrument is declared to be mother of
the Adityas, daughter of the Vasus, breath of creatures, navel of

immortality, gold coloured, dripping with ghee. This is a very
different thing from describing Aditi as madhukaid, and there is a
world of difference between the case of Anahita, who may fairly be
deemed an intruder in the Avesta, and that of Aditi.

* Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, i (1936), 129-35.
® Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, ii, 342.
* ix, I.

* Contrast Przyluski, IHQ., x (i934)» 4*2. 4*3 -
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We are faced with the fact, therefore, that we have no Vedic

evidence of the connection of Aditi and a madhukaid, a fact which is

an insuperable difficulty in the way of our accepting Professor

Przyluski's theory. Further, what really is the madhu with which

the Asvins, not Aditi, are so often connected ? The natural assump-

tion is that it is the dew, the phenomenon with which these deities

are most easily connected.^ Of flagellation as a fertility rite in their

regard we hear nothing.

Moreover we are assured that the Asvins and Aditi are deities

of the same nature. But this view has again no foundation in the

Veda, once we dismiss the madhukaid which is not her’s. Aditi has

remarkably few points of contact with the Asvins. Her essential

characteristics * are to be the mother of the Adityas, and to release

from the bonds of physical suffering and moral guilt. It is essential

to note that her connection with animals is almost non-existent.

Tike all the gods, but in her case very rarely, she is occasionally

asked to bless her worshippers, their children, and their cattle. But
of Aditi as a potnia theron we learn nothing, and a grouping of Aditi

and the Alvins has absolutely no support in Vedic literature.

It follows, therefore, that any effort to investigate the character

of the Asvins which is based on the theory that they are essentially

connected with Aditi rests on a false basis. But it is interesting to

follow the argument to see if it throws any light on the character of

the Alvins by a parallel with the Greek Dioskouroi. M. Ch. Picard *

has stressed the fact that one line of evolution of the personality of

the Goddess-Mother led in Crete to the representation of the goddess

with human supporters in lieu of animals. It is claimed that we are

to see in Greek art a gradual development from a potnia theron to

a p6tnia hippon, and finally to the goddess supported by two cava-

liers,* as in a relief at Thasos, which by some authorities is regarded as

Helen with the Dioskouroi, but which must be regarded as ultimately

derived from the Great Goddess and her attendants.

Without discussing the validity of this theory for Greek religion,

its application to Vedic relation must be considered. It rests on the

assertions
:

(i) that the Asvins are attendants on the Goddess-
Mother in the Veda, and (2) that they are sometimes anthropo-
morphic deities riding on a chariot, sometimes ‘ des dieux chevalins ',

sometimes associated with other animals. In Rgveda, i, 118 falcons

^ Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, p. 209.

Macdoneli, Vedic Mythology, p. 122.
^ RHR., 1928, No. 2, pp. 60-77.
* The riders aretobe regarded as a contamination of horses and men as attendants

on the goddess.
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bear their car, and consequently, we are assured, that of the Great

Goddess. The conclusion, however, is purely mistaken ;
the Veda

is silent on the association of Aditi with the Asvins. It is therefore

impossible to accept the view that the Rgveda preserves the memory
of the transformations of the divine trio, or that, as in the pre-

hellenic world, we find a potnia theron, a potnia hippdn, and a p6tnia

andron. Whether we are to see in the figure of a woman on a
Ilarappa seal a representation of the Goddess-Mother, as Sir John
Marshall suggests,* must remain doubtful. Her figure is separated

by an inscription from two animals at the left of the seal, which
may be lions or tigers and be compared with the zoomorphic genii

whose representations have been found at Ur and in the Bgean area.

We cannot, therefore feel any certainty as to the suggestion, but in

any case it is far from probable that the religion of the Rgveda was
influenced by that of Harappa.®

More important still is the question whether the Asvins were
equine deities, in any sense of that term. Professor Przyluski

refers to his ingenious doctrine ® that the term Nasatya consists of

na and satya, the former part being an affix similar to the na in

patana and varuna, non-Aryan words, while satya is to be explained
as meaning ‘ horse ’ as in modern Munda sadam. It does not appear
why na should be prefixed, and the view that the lengthening is

due to a desire to avoid the apparent meaning ‘ untrue ’ is not exactly
convincing. The theory of course is supported by the conjecture
that the Asokan Satiyaputa and Satakani are identic, meaning ' son
of the horse ’, namely that steed which appears in the Asvamedha,
while the Satvants are the descendants of the ancestral horse. It

must be confessed that all of this argument is of the most speculative
and unconvincing character. There is not the slightest evidence
that any prince claimed descent from the horse sacrificed in the
Asvamedha. The king desired offspring, no doubt, and was ready
to resort to a magic rite to secure it, but that the child thus won was
not to be reckoned his probably never entered his head.

But even if we accept the remarkable compound Nasatya as the
non-Aryan equivalent of A^vin, we are not brought to the Alvins as
horses or as zoomorphic. It is clear that we have no Vedic evidence
that the Asvins were ever conceived as having the form of horses,
though Oldenberg conjectured * that this might once have been the

^ Mohenjo-daro, i, 52, 70, pi. xii, 12.

^ See Keith, Ojha Commemoration Volume, pp. 65, 66.
* IHQ., ix, 88-91.
* Religion des Veda, p. 73. He admitted that the deities were in Indo-Emropean

times anthropomorphic.
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case. The term Nasatya also on Professor Przyluski’s own showing
makes no such assertion. It merely means ‘ having horses and
the Vedic literature uniformly understands this of the steeds of the

chariot, not, it must be stressed, of steeds ridden by the Alvins.

Once again we have no parallel with the Hellenic or Asianic evidence.

Nor frankly, it may be added, when we remember the connection

of the Indo-Aryans with the horse, is it easy to understand why the

Alvins should bear a non-Aryan name as early as is revealed by the

Mitanni evidence. We must assume apparently that the non-
Aryan name so prevailed over the Aryan that it reached Mitanni.

It is much more plausible that we are after all to find an Aryan
etymology.

Yet another ingenious comparison remains to be noted. In
the Vedic period, we are told, it was the fashion to represent the
goddess and her attendants under the form of a divine tree sur-

mounted by two birds. The evidence for this view will not bear
investigation. It rests on Rgyeda, x, 114, 3, a hymn to the All-

gods, where we learn of a maiden with four tresses and two birds,

in whom Bergaigne ^ recognized the Asvins. This is a most
improbable conjecture ; the context suggests that Agni and Soma
are meant, while the maiden may be the altar. The other verse

cited is equally enigmatic
;
it is i, 164, 20 where we learn of two birds

on a tree, one of which eats the sweet figs, while the other con-

templates only. To find the Asvins here is really a tour de force.

Nor is the conjecture helped by the further conjecture that another
Indus valley seal shows us a sacred tree with horned heads attached.*

Whether that be so or not, it throws no light on the Rgveda.
Finally Professor Przyluski seeks to show that in Vedic religion,

as in Syria the Great Goddess has been transformed into the sun.

It is unnecessary to discuss the S5iTian evidence, but it is important
to note that, as adduced, it can hardly be said to represent the fusion

of the goddess and the sun. Rather the development seems to be
one in which the sun supersedes the goddess, who earlier appears as

supporting the solar disk. In the Veda, however, we have only the
connection of Siirya and the Asvins, who appear earlier as her
husbands, later,® no doubt to meet more sophisticated tastes, as

groomsmen at the wedlock of Soma to Surya. There is no question
in Vedic literature of any primacy of Surya over the Asvins, whose
willing consort she is. She is not mother of the sun, nor is she aided
by the Alvins. All that is necessary to explain her relations with

* Religion Vidique, ii, 489.
* Marshall, op. cit., ii, 390 ; iii, pi. cxii, n. 387.
® RV., X, 85. We have a like doubt in the YamariSfami legend in x, 10.
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them is the fact that they are connected with the light and she

shares that characteristic. Appropriately their chariot is hiranya-

tvac or surya-tvac, for there is on it a seat for her.

One must, therefore, conclude that in the Great Goddess and
her attendants, originally animals, later anthropomo^hic, we
cannot find the protot3rpe of the Vedic Aditi and the Alvins, nor is

Surya a revised version of Aditi. Dogmatism on the origin of these

deities is doubtless unwise, but the new theory on testing fails to

help to a definite result. It is especially worth notice that Vedic
tradition does not yield to the temptation to represent the Asvins
as themselves horses. Even in the legend by which Yaska illumines

or embroiders Rgveda, x, 17 there is no suggestion that they were
born in horse shape,^ and the Rgveda shows no trace of the legend of

the Nirukta. The view that the phenomena of the morning twilight

are meant has recently been defended, and the suggestion has been
made that their style as Asvins denotes them as the protectors of

horses,® but to this point it must be objected that we have no clear

allusion to any such special connection.

Aditi’s name seems as clearly Aryan as that of the Asvins
themselves. Professor Przyluski, however, finds ® for her an explana-
tion in the variant names of the Great Goddess found in Iran as

Anaitis, Anahita or Anahid, in Palestine as Anat, in Syria and Asia
Minor as Nanai or Nana or Tanais, and in Carthage as Tanit,

though the vocalization is uncertain. We are invited to compare
the existence in the Axtstro-Asiatic group of a sound intermediate
between t and n, and to remember that the Austro-Asiatic languages
constituted a large part of the pre-Aryan substratum, and that their

connection, if not their kinship, with Sumerian is very probable.
An original Tanai/Nanai may have passed through Semitic to Iran
and the Vedic language, this stage accounting for the -ti element in
Anaitis and Aditi as a mark of the feminine. The d is originally

the pre-Aryan sound borrowed without its nasal element and made
sonant according to the tendency of Indo-Aryan, while the diphthong
has been reduced to i. Frankly the whole of this reasoning is very
forced, and would be justifiable only if there were no possibility

otherwise of explaining Aditi. Professor Przyluski urges that
Aditi is sharply distinguished from the gods by the fact that her
sovereignty is unlimited and she is superior to them, while the
gods have a limited power and are superior to goddesses. But that

^ Nirukta, xii, 10. It is noteworthy that none of the commentators treat the
Alvins as horses, despite the equine forms assumed by Vivasvant and SaranyG.

® See G. C. Jhala, Journal of University of Bombay, i (1933), 247-74.
® IHQ., X (1934), 411-14.
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account of Aditi is not really in accord with the Vedic evidence as

fully set out by Professor Macdonell/ who gives an ingenious and
very plausible explanation of her personality. From the term
aditeh putrdh,

'

sons of freedom analogous to sahasah putrdh,
‘

sons of strength may have sprung up a goddess Aditi, much as

Indra is given a mother Savasi, because he is a son of might {savasah)

and later a wife ^aci, because he is lord of might {iacipatiK). Even
if we do not accept this view, the sense ‘ freedom from fetters ’ in

its physical and moral applications would explain all that we are

told of Aditi, including her pantheistic aspect in Rgveda, i, 89, 10 :

‘ Aditi is the heaven, the atmosphere
; Aditi is mother, father, son

;

Aditi is all the gods and the five tribes
; Aditi is all that has been

bom and all that shall be born This is at least as simple an
explanation as the view that the character of the Vedic Aditi is due
to reflection on the qualities implicit in the conception of the Great
Goddess.

^ Vedic Mythology, pp. 120-3.



A FRESH HOARD OF SO-CALLED PURI KUSHAN
COINS

By SusHU, K. Bose

The present hoard, consisting of 93 pieces of the so-called Puri

Kushan coins, was discovered in a village in the district of Manbhum
close to where it borders Singbhum. These coins could not have
been buried very deep as the whole lot came out as a villager was
ploughing his fields. Nothing like any mould or earthen pot contain-

ing them could be found. The entire lot was in the possession of

Mr. Karuna K. Datta-Gupta who very kindly handed them over

to me for the publication of this paper.

As is well known, similar coins have been unearthed from time
to time in large numbers and enough has been written on them by
scholars like Walsh and R. D. Banerji beside the standard opinions

of Rapson and Smith. In this paper I venture to suggest some new
points for the consideration of scholars.

In 1858 a hoard of these coins was discovered in the Ganjam
district. Mr. Walter Elliot opened a discussion on them.* He was
greatly surprised by the close affinity of the coins with those of the
Indo-Scythian group, more especially with the coins of ‘ Kaiierki

Elliot observes that no traces of Scythian domination have been met
with so far to the south, but it is hardly possible to look at the design
and not to identify it with those impressed on the money of that race.

The first systematic study of these coins, however, was made by
Dr. Hoernle.* In 1893 a number of them were found in the Puri
district. He described these coins as Puri Kushans, an epithet

which has since stuck to them, very wrongly of course. Dr. Hoemle
divided these coins into five classes and though he did not make
any definite statements he was almost certain that the coins could
be identified with those of the Indo-Sc5d;hian class. The obverse
shows the well-known standing figure of King Kanishka pointing
with his right hand down to the fire altar

;
the reverse shows figures

of MAO or MHPO, AEPO, and OADO as seen on ‘ Kanerki ’ coins.

Any one who looks into the illustration of this class of coins in Smith’s
Catalogue will at once approve the correctness of the above statement.

* The Madras Journal of literature and Science, edited by the Committee of
the Madras biterary Society and Auxiliary Asiatic Society, pages 75-77 and 78
(No. 7, New Series, April to September, 1838).

® Proc. A.S.B., 1895, pp. 6ifi.
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But we can hardly appreciate the value of these coins if they cannot

be made to yield information beyond this description. Dr. Hoemle
assumed that these coins were intended for temple offerings, parti-

cularly because they were common round about Puri wherein was
situated the famous Hindu temple. But this is a mere assumption
which is very much weakened by the fact that they have been found
at various places and spread over a very wide area. We quite,

however, agree with the view of Hoernle that these coins could not

have been used and imitated from the Kushan coins unless the latter

had still been current in Northern India. There would have been
no object in copying an obsolete coinage, leaving aside the districts

of Puri and Ganjam, we now find that these coins have been found
in Ranchi, Manbhum and Singbhum—in fact a big, portion of what
in ancient times constituted one of the forest kingdoms. Regarding
the date of these coins Rapson * never liked to place them posterior

to the first three centuries of the Christian era. Smith observes

in his Catalogue ‘ it is impossible to fix the date of the excessively

rude coins They may have been issued by the rulers of

Kalinga in the fourth or fifth century ’
® From an exami-

nation of a coin of the above class bearing the legend ‘ Tanka ’

Mr. R. D. Banerji ® thought it might safely be asserted that the

Puri Kushan coins were issued some time before the middle of the

seventh century or in the sixth. So far then the question of the date
of these coins might be said to have been roughly settled.

The broad problem that now awaits our decision is to find out
what rump of the Scythian power lingered on in the eastern part of

Central India whose base currency consisted of these peculiar copper
coins. It is well known that in the hey day of the Kushan power
their influence extended as far east as Bengal. Through the adminis-

trative machinery of the Viceroys or Mahakshatrapas of the great

Kushans a new element was introduced in the body politic of Fastern
India. The Sakas and Pulindas were imported from one part of

India to another for administrative purposes.* This newly introduced
element, though alien, formed a solid block in the society in Eastern
India, and dominated even the Ganges valley up till the rise of the
Guptas. Associated with these Sakas are found the Marundas
or Murundas in the dynastic accounts of the Puranas among the
list of alien races which ruled India.® We have now to follow the

' Indian Coins, p. 13.
^ Vol. I, pp. 64-65.
« J.B.O.R.S., Vol. V, 1919, p. 84.
* Jayaswal, History of India (150-350 A.D.), p, 43.
^ Paigiter, P.T., p. 46. ^
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vicissitude of the Saka Murunda power. Almost half a century back,

Prof. Sylvan Levi brought to a focus all the available information

on the Murundas in his paper entitled Deux Peuples Mecounus.*

There was an embassy from China to Fu-Nan (Siam) in the third

century A.D. Just- at the time had returned from India the envoys
sent thither by the king of Fu-Nan. The Chinese thus met the

Siamese envoys in Fu-Nan and received an account of India from
them. In this account we find mention made also of a king of a

country in India called Meou-loun, in which name Levi recognizes

the word Murunda. The Chinese account represents this Murupda
as a suzerain of great power to whom distant kingdoms owed fealty

and whose capital was apparently Pataliputra. The French scholar

has also noticed how in the Jaina books the Murundaraja is said

to be residing in Pataliputra.* The question now naturally arises

as to who could be these Murundas. As we have just narrated,

during the first three centuries of the Christian era the great portion

of the Ganges valley was dominated by the Murundas. It is strange
indeed that not a single coin has been found which can be ascribed to

these people. What we, however, find is the supremacy of the
Kushanas spread over this region as is shown by their coins. It

is then highly probable that the Kushanas are intended by the term
Murunda. And Pataliputra, the seat of the Murundaraja, was
a satrapy of the Kushanas. We might then guess with reasonable
probability that the wave of Kushan conquest rolled far to the east
of Mathura and Benares and did not stop before it swept Bihar and
Bengal. Though inscriptions are lacking in support of our statement
we can, however, fall back on the evidence furnished by coins in this

respect.*

It is well known that the rise of the Imperial Guptas greatly
contributed towards the decline of this Sc3rthic power. As the
Gangetic valley was in due course reclaimed by the Guptas the more
westerly portion of the lingering Scythians receded to the north-
west. To them who were spread over in the eastern parts of the
empire, there was only one recourse left and that was to slip into
the wilderness of the Atavika territories. To this latter class we
shall now confine our attention. With the establishment of the
Gupta supremacy in the Dabhala and the Central Provinces these
alien people probably gradually retraced their steps to the extreme
eastern fringes of the Vindhyas. In this region they must have lived

' In Melanges Charles de Harlez (Teiden, 1896), pp. 176-85.
* Menitunga's Prabandhacinlatnani, Bombay, 1888, p. 27.
* In the J.P.A.S.B., Vol. 28, pp. I28ff., Mr. N. G. Majumdar announces the

discovery of three Kushan coins from Bengal.
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and ruled, though locally, during the sixth and seventh centuries.

It is very difficult to surmise what status they enjoyed while existing

in such a state. What seems likely is that they retained their own
manners and customs and were in due course fused into Indian
society. Of this latter process there is no direct evidence except

certain foreign names in some inscriptions of the period (cf. Saggu-
yayyana in E.I., Vol. IX, p. 287 ; Turkasarman in E.I., Vol. V, p. 120,

note 14 ;
Turkkiya-yajvan in E.I., Vol. IX, p. 132).*

Now that the so-called Puri Kushan coins are found in the

districts of Manbhum, Singbhum and Ranchi* which constitute

the greater portion of the Chota Nagpur division, I would suggest

that the above coins formed the daily currency of the Murundas
whose story we have just narrated, hiving in the wilderness these

foreigners had very little occasion to come in contact with the

Gold or Silver coins of the Imperial Guptas. These so-called Puri

Kushan coins, then, appear to possess purely a local and dynastic

value. In the annual report of the Archaeological Survey of India,

1924-25, pp. 131-132, a suggestion has been made to drop the name
‘ Puri Kushan ’ and designate this class of coins as ‘ Oriya Kushan ’

because a hoard was found in the State of Mayurbhanj in 1925.
As has been made clear, I most decidedly demur at any suggestion
of attributing a geographical name to the coins.

I would now give a brief description of the coins that I possess.

As said before, my hoard consists of 93 pieces. With the exception of

six coins the rest are not well trimmed and invariably show protruding
edges. What was long ago suspected by Walsh seems now to be
confirmed. The region from which my coins come (which, inci-

dentally, I might say is not very far from the provenance of Mr.
Walsh’s coins) most likely was a mint area where the coins were
actually manufactured. And the hoard which I am discussing, seems
never to have been used by men. The figures in almost all of the
coins show no sign of wearing which a used coin generally shows.
All of my coins fall in Class III of Hoemle’s division. The weight
varies between 120 grains and 70 grains. The obverse shows
figure with right arm curved upwards and left arm extended. The
boots are occasionally curved upwards. The reverse shows figure

with arm curved upwards, no left arm is visible, instead, crescent

is seen above the left shoulder.

* For the last two references I am indebted to Mr. J. C. Ghose.
* A gold coin of Huviska type, at Belvadag is described in J.B.O.R.S., Vol. I,

pp. 231-2, and a copper coin of Kanishka similar to that illustrated in I.M.C., Vol. I,

Plate XI, Fig. ii, has been found in the Karra thana of the same district. (See
Walsh, J.B.O.R.S., Vol. V, p. 78.)
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By B. C. lyAW

1 The Pragjyotisas

If the story of Krsna’s fight with the demons, Muru and Naraka,
as told in the Visnu Purana,* the Mahabharata * and the Harivam^a *

can be interpreted to have any ethnological significance, then un-
doubtedly the Pragjyotisas were a people of non-Aryan extraction.

The Epics definitely describe the country of the Pragjyotisas as an
asura or danava kingdom ruled over by the demons, Naraka and Muru,
with whom the leaders of Aryanism were in frequent conflict. The
Puranic description of Naraka, the asura leader, attributes to him
immense power and strength that baffled and perplexed even Indra.

The environs of his capital city, called Pragjyotisapura, were defended

by nooses, the Puranic description states, constructed by the demon,
Muru.* Of course the Aryan leader, Krsna, is described to have got

the better of his fight with the demons which may be interpreted

as one of the exploits of the history of the spread of Aryan influence

in the east.

The Mahabharata® in other places refers to Pragjyotisa as a
Mleccha kingdom ruled over by a king named Bhagadatta ‘ who is

always spoken of in respectful and even eulogistic terms ’. Bhaga-
datta is styled as a Yavana,® probably denoting that he did not belong
to the Aryan fold. The Udyoga Parva of the Great Epic describes

him as the son of Naraka, the Pragjyotisa king, vanquished by Krsna,
and as an ally of Duryodhana.'' Among his retinues Bhagadatta
counted the Cinas (the people of China),® and if the Kalayavana
of the Visnu Purana refers to the same king, as Wilson seems to think,®

he also ‘ assembled many myriads of Mlecchas and barbarians
’

1
5, XXIX, Wilson’s edn., 88ff.

* Vana P., xii. 488 ; Udyoga P., xlvii. 1887-92.
® Hari y., cxxi. 6791-9 ;

cxxii. 6873, etc.
* Pragjyotisapurasyasitsamantacchatayojanam

acita Mauravaih pa^aih ksurantinnurdhijotam
||

® Sabha P., xxv. looo-i
;

ibid., L. 1834 ; Udyoga P., ckvi. 5804 ; Kama P.,
V. 104-5.

* Sabha P., xii. 578-80 ; ibid., U. 1834-6.
’’

Chap. IV.
® Udyoga P., xviii. 584-5.
* Wilson’s Vi§nu P., Book V., pp. 54-55.
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among his followers. The Mahabharata mentions him as a king
of boundless might [aparyanta-hala) and ruling over (the coimtry of)

Muru and Naraka.*
According to the Mahabharata, Pragjyotisa was situated in the

northern region of India *
; but the Markandeya Purana places it in

the eastern region, once along with the Brahmottaras (a misreading
for Suhmottaras), the pravijayas (perhaps Pravrseys), the Bhargavas,
the Jneyamallakas, the Madras, the Videhas, the Tamraliptakas,

the Mallas and the Magadhas, and at another place with the Can-
dre^varas, the Khasas, the Magadhas and the Bauhityas.* The
mountainous regions called Antar-giri, Vahir-giri and Upa-giri in the

Great Epic ‘ appear to comprise the lower slopes of the Himalayas
and the Nepalese Terai ; and it is not unlikely that Pragjyotisas

lived contiguously as Bhagadatta is called ^ailalaya.^ His country
was also probably contiguously situated to those of the Kiratas

and Cinas who formed his retinue.® According to the Abhidhana-
cintamani, the Pragjyotisa was the same as Kamarupa,’ though in

the RagWvamsa, the Pragjyotisas and Kamarupas are described as

two different peoples. Generally speaking the two coimtries came
in later times to be regarded as the same. In the Kalika Purana,®
for example, the capital of Kamarupa is called Pragjyotisapura
which has been identified with Kamakhya or Gauhati. The Raghu-
vam^a seems to locate Pragjyotisa beyond the Brahmaputra,®
but Kalidasa’s knowledge about distant geographical locations

is not always very satisfactory. For all practical purposes
Pragjyotisa may, therefore, be identified with the whole of Assam
proper along with northern Bengal as far as Rangpur and Cooch
Behar which is the territory comprised by Kamarupa, according
to the Yoginitantra.^®

Bhagadatta, as we have seen, was a mleccha, and his people also

mlecchas or yavanas, i.e. non-Aryans, but the Ramayana ascribes the

* Mururii ca Narakam caiva ^asti yo Yavanadhipah
|

aparyantabalSl raja praticyaifa Varuno yatha
||

Bhagadatto maharajo vrddhastava pituh sakha
|

sa vaca pranatastasya karmana ca vi^esatalj
||

SabM P., i. 578-9.
* Sabha P., xxv. 1000 ; Vana P., cclii. 15240-42.
» Pargiter’s Ed., pp. 327-330 and 357.
* Sabha P., xxv. looo-xxvi. 1012.
® Stri P., xxiii. 644.
* Sabha P., xxv. 1002 ; xxxiii. 1268-9 > Karna P., v. 104-5.
’ Pragjyotisah Kamarupah, IV. 22. The name Kamarupa seems to have

been later.

® Chap. 38.

Imp. Gaz. India, xiv, p. 331.

» IV. 81.
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foundation of the kingdom to Amurtarajas, one of the four great sons

of the great King Kusa,^ which is a significant Aryan name.
According to the Brahmanda Purana and the Ramayana, there

seems to have been another Pragjyotisapura on the river Vetravati

or Betwa.*
The later kings of Kamarupa, who claimed to have been

descended from the lineage of Narakasura and Bhagadatta, figured

prominently in Indian history. Most important of them was Kumara
Bhaskaravarman, an ally of Harsavarddhana Siladitya, and referred

to by both Bana in his Harsacarita and Yuan Chwang, the celebrated

Chinese pilgrim.

King Pralamba of Kamarupa (C. 800-825 A.D.)® is described

in the Tezpur plates of his grandson as Pragjyotisesa. His grandson
Vanamala claims to belong to the line (anvaya) of the lords of

Pragjyotisa, and so also does Balavarman, another king of the same
dynasty (C. 975 A.D.). During the earlier half of the eleventh

century A.D. the capital city of Pragjyotisa seems to have attained

a great eminence under the kingship of Ratnapala. In the Bargaon
grant of the king, the city is referred to as an impregnable one and
rendered beautiful by the Dauhitya.'*

The Kamauli grant of Vaidyadeva® (C. 1100) refers to the

Mandala of Kamarupa and the Visaya of Pragjyotisa which implies

that the latter was the bigger administrative division including

Kamarupa.
Rajyamati, a daughter of King Harsavarman Pragjyotisa

(according to the stray plate of King Harjara),* is described as

Bhagadattaraj akulaja

.

2 The Pdriyatras

It is doubtful whether the Pariyatras, or Paripatras as they
were also called,® can be, ethnologically speaking, designated as a
tribe or people, to be distinguished from the Vindhyas with whom
they lived contiguously or from other peoples who had their habitat
in and around the same locality. The Puranas however always

* Adi K., XXXV. 1-6.
® Chap, 27, and Kiskindhya K., Chap. 42 respectively.
* J.A.S.B., 1840, ix. 2, pp. 766ff.
‘ Ibid., 1898, hXVII, pp. 115-118.
® Ep. Ind., XII, pp. 37ff.
® I.H.Q., Dec. 1927, p. 841, f.n. i.
’’

Ind. Ant., 1880, IX, p. 179 ; J.R.A.S., 1898, pp. 384-5.
® Mark, P., 58. 8.
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enumerate them as a distinct people associated with the Paripatra

mountains which evidently gave their name to the people.

As already noticed, there are two variant forms of the mountain-
ous region inhabited by this people as given in the Puranas :

Pariyatra and Paripatra ; but Paripatra seems to be the more usual

form of reading, though Pariyatra occurs not unfrequently. In the

topographical list of the Puranas, the Pariyatra or Paripatra hills

are mentioned as one of the seven hill ranges together forming

what is called Kulacalas or Kulaparvatas, family mountains, or

mountain ranges or systems. They are the Mahendra, Malaya,
Sahya, $uktimat, Rksa, Vindhya and Paripatra.* The Bhagavata,
Vayu, Markandeya and Padma Puranas and the Bhismaparvan
of the Mahabharata also add a list of inferior mountains to these

seven.® The principal seven hill ranges are similarly enumerated
in all the Puranic authorities, and their situation is easily determined
by the rivers which are listed to flow from them.®

Paripatra in particular is always associated with the Vindhyas
which, it is well known, is the general name of the chain of hills that

stretches across Central India dividing India into its well-defined

and natural north and south divisions
; but it is evident from the

Puranic list and the situations of the hills mentioned in it that the

name Vindhyas, in the Puranas, is restricted to the eastern division

of long range of hills. According to the Vayu Purana, however, it is

the part south of the river Narmada, or the Satpura range of hills.

Paripatra is the northern and western portion of the Vindhyas,
and may be said to include the range of hills now known as the

Aravalli.

The Puranas, for example, the Visnu, mention another Pariyatra

or Paripatra as situated on the west, associated with the semi-

mythical mount Meru. ‘ Nisadha and Pariyatra are the limitative

mountains on the west (of Meru), stretching, like those on the east,

between the Nila and Nisadha ranges.’ * But there is hardly any
reason to confound the Paripatra of the Kulacalas situated in the

^ E.g. Visnu Purana, 2, III. Wilson's edn., Bk. II, ch. Ill, pp. 127-28
;

also,

Mark., 57. 10 ;
Mbh., vi. 9. ii.

Mahendra Malayah Sahyah Suktiman Rksaparvatah
Vindhyaica ParipatraiSca saptaivatra Kulacaleh.

2 Bhag., V, 19. 16; Mark., EVII, 13, etc.
;
Mbh. Bhisma P., si. 317-378.

‘ As subordinate portions of them are thousands of mountains
;
some unheard of,

though lofty, extensive and abrupt
; and others, better known, though of lesser

elevation, and inhabited by people of low stature.'
® Rai Chaudhuri, Studies in Indian Antiquities, 2nd Edn.
* Visnu, 2, II. Wilson edn., p. 123. ^
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centre and south of India with this Paripatra or Pariyatra associated
with the ^mi-mythical Mem of the extreme north.

The list of the seven Kulacalas seems to have been known, in
some form or other, to Ptolemy, as early as the first half of the
second century A.D.

; he also specifies seven ranges of hills although
his list does not correspond with the Puranic list, with the exception
of the Ouindion, identical with the Vindhyas, and the Ouxenton,
identical mth the Rksa (Vant).* Wilson thought that Adeisathron
might be identified with the Pariyatras *

; this has been found to be
untenable, and modern research tends to connect the range more
with the Western Ghats, more properly, ‘ that section of the Western
Ghats which is immediately to the north of the Coimbatore gap,
as it is there the Kaveri rises

According to Rajasekhara, all the seven Kulaparvatas were
comprised within the Kuinari dvipa whose southern-most limit,
according to the Skanda Purana, was the Pariyatra.* In the
period of the Brahmanical and Buddhist sutras too Pariyatra was
the southern-most limit of contemporary Aryandom or Aryavarta,
while the eastern and western boundaries were formed by Kalakavana
(probably near Allahabad) and Adarsana and Thuna (on the
Saraswati) respectively.®

Ihe Puranas refer to a number of rivers issuing from the Pari-
yatra : the Varnasa, or Parnasa, the Sipra, the Carmanvati, the
Sindhu and the Vetravati. The Mahi is well known

; Varnasa
or Parnasa has been identified by Pargiter with the modern Banas,
a tributary of the Carmanvati identical with the Chambal. Sindhu
IS Kali Sindhu, a tributary of the Chambal and Vetravati is the
same as modern Betwa. Sipra is the famous river immortalized
in Sanskrit classical poetry. The Visnu Purana mentions still another
river as issuing from the Paripatra mountains, namely the Vedasmrti*
or Vedasmrta, according to the Mahabharata.^

The Vayu Purana mentions the Karusas and the Malavas as
dwelling along the Paripatra mountains.® The Nasik Prasasti

Ptolemy’s Ancient India by McCrindle, S. N. Majiundar’s edn., pp. 75-81.
Wilson's edn. of the Vi§nu Purana, 2, III, p. 128.

® Ptolemy, op. cit., 80.
‘ Skandha Purana Kumarika-khanija, ch. 39, 113. ‘ Pariyatrasya chaivarvak

Jinangam Kaumarikam smritam/

j f
Bharma-sutra of Bodhayana, I, i. 23. ‘ Prdgadar&andt pratyak Kdlakavandi

(tati^i^ena Himayantam udak Pdriydtram etad Arydvartam/

8
Wilson's edn., p. 130. Bhismaparvan, op, cit.

Op. at,, 2, III, Wilson's edn., p. 133. Malnkas and Marukas are variant
readings for Karusas. See also Kurma P., Purva ch. 7, which seems to include theco^tnes of Aparanta, Saura?tra, Sudra, Malapa (M^ava), Malaka and otherswitmn the Panyatra area.
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of Gautamiputra ^atakami seems to associate the Kukuras also

with the Pariyatra.^ This is also probably the earliest epigraphic

mention of the mountains. But a more elaborate mention is made
in the Mandasor inscription of Yaiodharman and Visnuvardhana,*

where a large tract of land is described as ‘ containing many countries,

which lie between the Vindhya (mountains), from the slopes of the

summits of which there flows the pale mass of the waters of (the river)

Reva, and the mountain Pariyatra, on which trees are bent down
in (their) frolicsome leaps by the long-tailed monkeys (and stretches)

up to the ocean

3 The Ldtas

The name of the katas as a people must have been known as

early as the beginning of the Christian era, if not earlier still, and
their country kata or katavisaya was well known in Indian history

till as late as the seventh and eighth centuries. It is however curious

that neither the country nor its people are ever mentioned in any
of the earlier or authoritative Puranas or even in the Epics.

The earliest definite mention of the country seems to have been
made by Ptolemy, the celebrated Greek geographer and astronomer.
According to his description of India within the Ganges, karike

lay to the east of Indo-Skythia along the sea-coast.® It was kassen
who first established identity of karike with Sanskrit Rastrika in

its Prakrt from katika which is easily equated with kata, katadesa
in its Prakrt form kardesa (the country of kar) also seems to have
been a very early name for the territory of Gujrat and northern
Konkon,* and McCrindle conjectured that karike ‘ might therefore

be a formation from kar with the Greek termination ike appended '.®

The name kardesa probably survived the Hindu period, ‘ for the sea

to the west of that coast was in the early Muhammadan time called

the sea of kar, and the language spoken on its shores was called by
Mas’udi, kari ’ (Yule’s Marco Polo, II, p. 353 n).*

In Ptolemy’s karike lay the mouth of the river Mophis which
is identical with the Mahi, a village named Pakidare which is difficult

to be identified, and the cape Maleo which ‘ must have been a pro-

jection of the land somewhere between the mouth of the Mahi and
that of the Narmada, but nearer to the former if Ptolemy’s indication

be correct

1

2

8

4

6

vSee also Br. Samhita, XIV, 4.

C.I.I., Vol. Ill, p. 154.
Ptolemy's Ancient India by McCrindle, Majumdar's ed., pp. 38, 152-53.
Marco Polo, Vol. II, p. 302 n. * Ibid,, p. 38.
Ibid,, p. 153. 7 38.
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The two great cities of Barygaza and Ozene were also within

the political division of Barike. In Ptolemy’s Gulf of Barygaza

lay Kamane, doubtless identical with Kamonone of the Periplus

which places it to the south of the Narmada estuary while Ptolemy
locates it to the north ; north of the river Namados identical with
the river Narmada ; Nausaripa which is the same as modern Nausari
on the coast and Sanskrit Navasarika, and finally Poulipoula which
in Yule’s map is located at modern Sanjam on the coast south from
Nausari. Barygaza itself is the same as Sanskrit Bhrguksetra
or Bhrgukaccha, Pali Bharukaccha, modern Broach

;
the same

form of the name is repeatedly found also in the Periplus.

Bata is mentioned twice in Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra
;
in one

passage characteristics of ladies of the Bata country are described

while in another those of men.‘ He does not however give any
clue as to the location of the country.

The Ceylonese chronicles, the Dipavariisa and the Mahavamsa,
refer to the country of Bala in connection with the first Aryan immi-
gration to Ceylon led by Prince Vijaya. Bala has been sought
to be identified with both Bata or Bada in Gujrat and Radha in Bengal
and both countries seem to claim the honour of the first Aryanization
of the island. Prince Vijaya is described in the chronicles to have
been the great-grandson of a princess of Vahga, and hence one
school of scholars mainly depending on historical evidence proposes
to equate Bala with Radha, while the other school mainly resting
their argument on philosophical grounds finds B^a to be philo-
logically more closely akin to Bata or Bada. It is not impossible
that the tradition of two different streams of immigration, as Dr.
Barnett thinks, came to be knit together in the story of Vijaya.

The Bata country in the days of the early Imperial Guptas
came to be constituted into an administrative province as Bata-
visaya along with Tripuri-visaya, Arikina-visaya, Antarvedi-visaya,
Valavi-visaya, Gaya-visaya, etc. These visayas or prade^as seem
to have been subordinate to the administrative division of bhukti.

It is likely that the Bata country was the same as the Batesvara
country mentioned in one or two early Gurjara and Rastrakuta
records. In the Baroda copperplate inscription, the capital of the
kingdom of Batesvara is said to have been at Klapur (verse ii).
The inscription also gives the genealogy of the kings of Batesvara.
That the Bata country was distinguished from Saurastra is proved
by a grant dated 812 A.D. when the Rastrakuta Karkaraja of
Batesvara recorded a grant of land (C. 800-825 A.D.).

^ K^asQtra, pp. 103 and 126.





MISCELLANEA

A NOTE ON THE LINEAGE OF PUSHYAMITRA

Eminent scholars, Indian as well as Western, have held the

view that the ‘ most systematic record of Indian historical tradition

is that preserved in the dynastic lists of the Puranas Not only
have Puranic lists of kings been regarded by several writers as the
indispensable foundation of a chronological narrative, but the
nomenclature of dynasties as given in the Puranas has been accepted
without question as furnishing the only reliable clue to the origin

and extraction of these families. Few indeed are the students

of Indian history who have subjected the Puranic lists to a critical

examination—an examination which has at times revealed the fact

that the so-called dynastic lists are not unoften a loose jumble of

names of individuals some of whom never ruled and some belonged
to collateral lines of the same family or to distinct families that rided

contemporaneously, and not one after another in regular succession.

The order of succession has in some cases been inverted. The names
given to some of the reigning families by the Puranic chroniclers

are unknown to contemporary epigraphy or to tradition recorded in

works that may claim a higher antiquity than the extant Puranic
texts. The following pages are however not concerned with a
critical examination of the lists of kings given in the Bhavishyd-
nuklrtana, or with the general question of the Puranic nomenclature
of certain dynasties. The scope of the present paper is much more
limited. Its object is to discuss the problem presented by the
family to which belonged the kings Pushyamitra, Agnimitra and
their descendants—a question that has already been dealt with by
former scholars with results that may hardly be regarded as conclusive.

It is well known that according to the Puranas Maurya rule
was followed by that of the ^ungas, and the list of ten Suhgas given
in these texts is headed by Senani Pushyamitra who is represented
as having uprooted Brihadratha (Maurya) and ruled for 36 years :

—

Ity-ete nava-Mauryds-tu ye bhokshyanti vasundhardm
sapta-trirhiach-chhatam purmm teohyah ^ungo bhavishyati

Pushyamitras-tu sendmr-uddhritya sa Bj'ihadraiham
kdrayishyati vai rdjyam shat-tHmiati satnd nfipdh}

> Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. 30-31.
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The Divyavaddna however records a different tradition.

According to that work * Saihpadi, son of Kunala and grandson of

A^oka Maurya, had a son named Vrihaspati. The son of Vrihaspati

was Vrishasena, and the son of Vrishasena was Pushya^annan.
The latter was the father of Pushyamitra who is thus described as

of Maurya origin.* Yet another tradition is recorded by Kalidasa
in his Mdlavikdgnimitram—a fact already noted by Mr. H. A. Shah
in the Proceedings of the Third Oriental Conference (p. 379). That
text represents Agnimitra, son of Pushyamitra, as a scion of the

Baimbika Kula :

—

Ddkshinyam ndma himb-oshthi Baimbikdndm kulavratam
tan-me dlrgh-dkshi ye prdnds-te tvad-dsd-nibandhandh}

‘ Politeness indeed, O Bimba-lipped one, is the family tradition

of the descendants of Bimbaka
;
nevertheless such life as I possess,

O large-eyed one, is entirely dependent, upon the hope of thy
favour.’ *

Mr. Shah is inclined to connect Baimbika with Bimbisara.
But the conjecture lacks plausibility.

The Suhga theory has hitherto held the field. It is undeniable
that a Suhga dynasty ruled in Central India shortly after the Mauryas.
This is made clear by the famous epigraph at Bharhut referring to

the sovereignty of the ^uhgas. But the question is—are we justified

in assigning Pushyamitra, Agnimitra and their descendants to the
Suhga line in the face of the divergent traditions recorded in the
Divyavaddna and the Mdlavikdgnimitram ? In this connection it is

interesting to recall an episode in the Harivam^a ® to which reference

has already been made by some previous writers ;

—

Audbhijjo bhavitd kaichit Sendnth Kdsyapo dvijah

Aivamedharh Kaliyuge punah pratydharishyati.

We are told that the horse-sacrifice was in abeyance for a
long time since the days of Janamejaya and that it was revived in

the Kali age by a Senani who is described as a dvija belonging to

the Kaiyapa clan. Dr. K. P. Jayaswal identifies this twice-bom
Senani with Senani Pushyamitra of the Puranas who is known

^ Pages 430, 433, Ed. Cowell and Neil.
* Kunalasya Sampadi-nama putro . . . Sampader-Vrihaspatih putro Vrihaspater-

Vrishaseno Vrisliasenasya Pushyadhanna Pushyadharmanah Pushyamitrsth.
® Act rv, verse 14.
* Tawney’s translation (with slight emendation), p. 69, footnote :

—
^ Kulavrata,

a family custom handed down from generation to generation, such as the celebration
of a festival in honour of any deity on a particular day annually. Bimbaka was the
name of one of the forefathers of Agnimitra. (S.P.P.)

’

® Bhavishyaparva, Ch. II, Verse 40.
®
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from other sources to have been a Brahmana and to have performed

two horse-sacrifices. But the proposed identification can hardly

stand if Pushyamitra was really a Sunga as the Puranas represent

him to be. The Suhgas, as is well known, belonged to the Bhdradvaja
gotra. To obviate the difficulty a recent writer has suggested that
‘ Kasyapa is evidently a mistake for Suhga ’} But the conjecture

lacks proof. Is there any evidence that Pushyamitra was in reality

a Kasyapa ? Now, we have already seen that Kalidasa in his

Mdlavikdgnimitram represents the line of Agnimitra as Baimbikdndm
kula . . . Curiously enough the Baudhdyana-$rauta-Sutra in the sec-

tion dealing with the pravaras and gotras distinctly includes the
Baimbakayah among Kdsyapas} If that is so, then Pushyamitra
might well claim to have been a Kasyapa and his identification with
the restorer of the horse-sacrifice alluded to in the Harivamia may
be justified. But in that case we shall have to reject the Puranic
view that he was a Suhga, that is to say, a Bharadvaja, unless

future discoveries show us some way of reconciling the divergent
data of the Puranas on the one hand and the Mdlavikdgnimitram
and the Harivamia on the other.

H. C. Ray Chaudhuri.

MAGNA EST VERITAS ET PR^VALEBIT

In the April number of the Journal of Indian History, 1936.

pp. 10 -20, appears an article entitled Vdjasaneya Ydjnavalkya and
his times, to which the editor, apparently Dr. S. Krishnasvami
Aiyangar, or one of his colleagues, adds a prefatory note. The
writer of the article in question seeks ‘ to add yet another evidence

’

to show ‘ that Dr. H. C. Roy Choudhury was unfortunately wrong
in imagining Yajnavalkya and his friend Janaka six generations or

about 180 years later than the Pariksitas We need not enter into

a discussion as to the cogency of the arguments of the writer, argu-

ments that have apparently satisfied the learned editor, but leave us,

and perhaps many others, absolutely unconvinced. But we cannot
but refer to an unwarranted assertion which appears on p. 20 of the

Journal. After comparing certain passages occurring in Weber’s

» I.H.Q., 1929, p. 405.
* Vol. Ill, p.i 449. ‘ Kaiyapan vyakhydsyamah—Kaiyapdi-Chdgayayo Maihara

Aitiiayand AbhUtyd Vai&iprd Dhilmrd Dhumrdyand Dhaumyd Dhdrmydyand Auda-
vrajirdgrdyand Baimhakayab," The names mentioned in this text have variants.
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History of Indian Literature with certain words and eacpressions that

find place in Dr. Ray Chaudhuri’s Political History of Ancient India

(First Edition, p. i6) the writer of the article in the fournal of

Indian History seems to insinuate that the author of the Political

History has ‘ attempted to give Weber's thought and language (as

rendered) out as his own without any reference to Weber It is

not a little curious that the writer in the Journal of Indian History

refers to the first edition of the Political History notwithstanding the

fact that the book reached a third edition as far back as 1932.

But a perusal of even thefirst edition is enough to show the unfairness

of the writer and his disregard for truth. In the Bibliographical

Index appended to the first edition of the Political History, p. 319,

occurs the following reference :

—

Indian literature, Weber 16, 27
, 30, 31, 56.

It will be remembered that the words and expressions referred to

by the writer in the Journal of Indian History occur on p. 16, of the

Political History for which the authority of Weber has thus been
cited in the Bibliographical Index, p. 319. Moreover, on p. 27 of

the Political History, First Edition, we have the following reference :

—

' See p. 16, ante, Weber, Ind. Bit., p. 126.’

Fair-minded critics will now be in a position to determine whether
the writer in the Journal of Indian History (p. 20) has any regard
for truth or fair-play.

G. C. Ray Chaudhuri.

IS THE DHAMMA ‘ ATAKKAVACARA ’ NOT WITHIN
THE REALM OF LOGICAL THOUGHT ?

We note that in referring to the Dhamma the Buddha realized

[Adhigato). He frequently uses the term Atakkdvacara.
The Dhamma mentioned in this connection, as we understand,

is the Nava-Lokuttara Dhamma—^i.e. the four Paths (magga), the
four Fruits {phala), and Nibbdna. These supramundane states
have to be realized by one’s own intuitive knowledge.

The four Paths and four Fruits belong to consciousness, and
Nibbana is a Vatthu Dhamma—an object of thought.

These nine states are not within the realm of logical thought, as
they are intuitive truths which are beyond logical reasoning.
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The Doctrinal teaching {Pariyatti Dhamtna) of the Buddha is

within the realm of logical thought, for there is no sa3dng of the

Buddha that does not harmonize with scientific reasoning.

The Pariyatti Dhamma leads to the Pativedha Dhamma which
comprises the above nine states.

Dr. George Grimm in his article on ‘ Atakkavacara ' refers to
‘ concentration combined with energetic logical thought and reflec-

tion ' {savitakko savicdro samddhi) as the ‘ Road to the Absolute

'

{Asankhata).

If we take savitakko savicaro as such, I wonder what we should
say to avitakko avicdro samddhi.

Immediately after the passage Dr. Grimm quotes from the
Samyutta Nikaya the Buddha says—What is the Road to the
Absolute ? It is avitakko vicdramatto samddhi, i.e. concentration
without vitakka but only with vicdra.

Furthermore the Buddha says—it is avitakko avicdro samddhi-
concentration without vitakka and vicdra.

Following Dr. Grimm’s translation it should be ‘ without or
not combined with logical thought and reflection '.

Although vitakka and vicara sometimes mean logical reasoning
and reflection, here these two terms are used in a different sense.

The Compendium of Philosophy gives ‘ initial application and
sustained application ' which are more correct and more appropriate.

Vitakka and vicdra are two constituent factors of Jhdna, just
as piti (joy), sukha (happiness) and okaggata (one-pointedness)

.

These five factors constitute Jhdna. In the second Jhana according
to the Abhidhammattha Sangaha there is no vitakka but there is

vicdra. In the third Jhana, however, one transcends both vitakka
and vicdra- hence the reference to avitakka and avicdra.

Narada.

VIMUTTIMAGGA AND PETAKOPADESA

In my article, ‘ Vimuttimagga and Visuddhimagga ’, printed
in Indian Culture, Vol. I, No. 3, pp. 455-59, I referred (p. 459) to
the fact that the Petakopadesa of MaJiakaccayana of Jambfivana
does contain several passages found in the Vimuttimagga but not
discovered in the Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa.
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Petakopadesa,* it appears, was intended to be edited by Mr.

Hardy, The MS. copy of the book by Mr. Hardy is preserved in the

State Library of Berlin and the present writer, at the time of his visit

to the State Library, Berlin, in 1932, was fortunate to see it there

and to secure, through the kindness of the authorities concerned,

a photographic copy of all the 293 pages of the MSS. The text

of the copy is very faulty and corrupt, full of errors and knotty

points, especially in the Vllth Chapter. Without other manuscripts

to check up the faulty readings, this manuscript cannot be relied

upon. Fortunately, I came across later on an edition of the same
text printed in Burmese characters in the Zabu Meit Swe Press,

Rangoon, 1917. This text is printed along with Netti of the same
author, Mahakaccayana, in one and the same volume. The text of the

Petakopadesa is not much known and still less studied. When I

started to read Hardy’s MSS. along with this printed edition, I

was much astonished to find in it several passages from the Vimutti-

magga of Upatissa—the Vimuttimagga as we have it in its Chinese

version by Seng-Chie-po-lo—the passages about the source of which
I was much at a loss to know. I propose to indicate here the passages

found in both the texts.

(1) In the very Introductory chapter of the Vimuttimagga,
Upatissa gives his reasons as to why he should tell the people the

Path of Deliverance. There are, he says, some people who profit

by listening to others and he gives a quotation (see M., i, 294) in

which the Blessed One declares that there are two ways in which
one can have the right view (sammaditthi)—either by learning it

from others or by self-reflection. This corresponds to ‘ Dve hetu
dve paccaya savakassa sammaditthiya uppadaya, parato ca ghoso
saccanusandhi, ajjhattan ca yoniso manasikaro ’ found at the very
beginning of the Petakopadesa.

(2) In the third chapter of the Visuddhimagga, Buddhaghosa
refers to the view of the fourteen cariyas which he is not prepared to

accept. Upatissa does refer to these fourteen and names them one
after another. Among these there are two types which are called

by the name of ‘ samabhagacariya’. Now exactly this very type is

fotmd in the Vllth Chapter, pp. 157, 162 (pp. 190, 192 of the printed

edition).

(3) In the Twelfth book of the Vimuttimagga, in the twelfth

chapter (Saccapariccheda), part two, we have only three lokuttara-

indriyas given as playing an important part in the progress of the

Yogavacara towards the ideal of Arhatship. These same three

* Already edited by Dr. A. Barua and will be pjjblished by Dr. B. C. Law in

his Series—^Editor.
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indriyas, anfiatafinassamitindriyam, anfiindriyam, and anfiatavindri-

yam are also found in the second and the third chapters of the

Petakopadesa, pp. 56, 71-72 (pp. 146, 152 of the printed edition).

(4) So also in the same chapter we come across three kinds of

searches, ‘ tisso esana ' or ' pariyesana The same three we meet
with in the eighth chapter of the Petakopadesa, p. 284 (p. 251 of

the printed edition). Also see Vibhanga, p. 366.

(5) In the first part of the same chapter we have a threefold

classification of things
;
khandha-sangaha, ayatana-sangaha, dhatu-

sangaha. Exactly the same classification we meet with in the sixth

chapter of the Petakopadesa, p. 124 (p. 176 of the printed edition).

The same classification is also found in the Sphutartha-Abhidharma-
kosavyakhya, i, p. 37, Cm. on stanza 14 :

‘ Bhagavato Vineyavasat-
tisro desanah skan(Eiayatanadhatudesanah.’

(6) In Book four. Chapter eight, part one, of the Vimuttimagga,
Upatissa mentions three kinds of middha, aliaraja, utuja and cittaja,

of which only the last he considers as nivarana, while the other
two are possible even in an Arhat. Upatissa speaks of it in the
twelfth chapter also. There he says that among things given up by
one at the time of the Arhatship, there are thiiia and uddhacca and
not thina-middha and Uddhacca as is asserted by Buddhaghosa
in the XXII Chapter of the Visuddhimagga. This view of Upatissa
is supported in the Petakopadesa, Vllth Chapter, p. 180 (p. 201 of

the printed edition)
,
where it is said ‘ Atthi pana Arahato kayakilesa-

middhan ca okkamati, na ca tarn nivaranam ; tassa thinamiddham
nivaranam ti na ekamsena ’. This view is also supported by the
author of the Milindapanha (see p. 253 of Treiickner’s edition) who
mentions middha among ten things over which an Arahat has no
control.

(7) Upatissa quotes from what he calls San Tsan three passages
of which I have been so far able to identify two passages only
in the Petakopadesa, Vllth Chapter, pp. 157, 158 (p. 191 of the
printed edition). One of these passages corresponds to ' Tattha
alobhassa paripuriya vivitto hoti kamehi, tattha adosassa paripuriya
amohassa paripuriya ca vivitto hoti papakehi akusalehi dhammehi ’.

(8) The other passage contains a simile which illustrates the
distinction between vitakka and vicara. The simile in the Vimutti-
magga corresponds to the following passage from the Petakopadesa
‘ Tattha pathamabhinipato vitakko, patiladdhassa vicaranam vicaro.
Yatha puriso durato purisam passati agacchantarn na ca tava
janati itthi ti va puriso ti va. Yada tu patilabhati itthi ti va puriso
ti va evam-vanno ti va—evam vicaro vital^e appeti.’

(9) There are other similes also from the Vimuttimagga which
can be traced to the Petakopadesa, Vllth Chapter, p. 158 (p. 191
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of the printed edition). Here is one. ‘ Yatha baliko humhiko’
sajjhayam karoti evam vitakko, yatha tarn yeva anupassati evam
vicaro. . . . Niruttipatisambhidayam ca patibhanapatisambhidayam
ca vitakko, dhammapatisambhidayam ca atthapatisambhidayam ca

vicaro.’

(10) While describing the simultaneous nature of the penetration

into Truths (saccapariccheda) Upatissa gives three similes, that of a

boat crossing the floods, that of a lamp that is burning and that of

the sun that is shining. Petakopadesa gives almost identical similes

(p. 150 ; 187 of the printed edition). Buddhaghosa refers one of

these similes to Poranas and although he does not mention that name
with regard to others, it is very clear that the other similes also he
borrows from the same source.

(11) There is one another important simile which I have been
able to trace to the Petakopadesa, p. 190 (p. 206 of the printed

edition). Upatissa gives a quotation from one NSrada which
purports to say ‘ Just as in a mountain-forest there may be a well

but no rope with which water could be taken out. If at that time
there comes a man overcome by the heat of the sun and fatigued by
thirst, who sees the well and knows that there is water in it, but
still cannot actually reach it, then merely by his knowledge about
the existence of water in the well and merely by seeing it, he cannot
satisfy his thirst

; so in the same way, if I know nirodha as nibbana
and even if I have a perfect yathabhutananadassana, I do not
thereby become a khinasava araha.’ The passage in the Petako-
padesa says ‘ Yatha gambhire udapane udakam cakkhuna passati,

na ca kayena abhisambhunati, evamassa ariya nijjhanakhantiya
ditthi bhavati na ca sacchikata ’.

(12) Besides the passages given above there are some minor
passages where we find some of the jhanas explained as having
particular angas. For instance, the third trance is explained as

having five angas in the Vimuttimagga. These same angas are

mentioned in the Petakopadesa, p. 155 (p. 190 of the printed edition).
' Tatha pancanga-samannagatam tatiyam jhanam—satiya, sam-
pajannena, sukhena, cittekaggataya, upekkhaya ’.

Do the instances given above justify us in concluding that the
Author of the Vimuttimagga had the advantage of consulting the

Petakopadesa ?

P. V. BApat.

^ The printed edition reads ‘ tunhiko ’.
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JANAMEJAYA AND JANAKA

The remarks of Dr. S. K. Aiyangar, the learned editor of the

Journal of Indian History, that a certain Dr. Pradhan’s ‘ investi-

gation proves successfully that the particularJanaka andYajnavalkya
belong to the period of Janamejaya Pariksita and may now be
accepted as providing a starting point in Vedic chronology

'

April, 1936, p. 10) drew my attention to a paper entitled ‘ Vajasaneya
Yajnavalkya and his Times ’ by Dr. S. N. Pradhan, M.Sc., Ph.D.,

published in three instalments in the Aug., 1933, Dec., 1933, and
April, 1936, issues of J.I.H. Since it is now known to all students

of Ait. Br., $at. Br. and Kath. Sam. that Tura Kavaseya, who per-

formed Janamejaya’s aindra-mahdbhiseka, was sixth ^ in the ascending
series of teachers from Yajnavalkya who debated at Janaka’s court,

the contemporaneity of Janamejaya and Janaka is an apparent
improbability. I therefore turned to Dr. Pradhan's paper to see

what arguments he has adduced to render it possible. On a careful

perusal of his paper however I am sorry to note that not only are

Dr. Pradhan's arguments for the synchronism of Janamejaya with
Janaka absolutely unconvincing, but also that he has utterly failed

to judge in a scholar's spirit the arguments of the author of the

Political History of Ancient India, showing that according to

Vedic literature Janamejaya is to be placed several generations
before Janaka. All through his paper. Dr. Pradhan breathes an
air of superiority which is evidently the result of what may be called
‘ Inferiority Complex ' in Psychology and is surely a deplorable
mentality.

Dr. Pradhan claims to have adduced no less than twenty-three
‘ Vedic, Epic, Puranic and grammatical ' evidences in the first

and second instalments of his paper and to add a new ‘ Vedic
evidence ' in the third instalment (see J.I.H., Dec., 1933, pp. 344-46 ;

April, 1936, pp. lofi.). We are sorry to note that as many as twenty
of the twenty-four ‘ evidences ' are based on traditions recorded
in the Mahabh. and the PurSnas and on the guesses of grammarians
and later commentators who evidently relied on the doubtful
authority of the Epics and the Puranas. As early as the year
1923, the author of P.H.A.I. (ist ed., pp. 16-7) remarked, ‘It

^ Tura Kavaseya
; his puil Yajnavacas Rajastambayana ; his pupil Ku^ri

Vaj^ravasa
; his pupil Upave^ ; his son and pupil Aruna ; his son and pupil

Uddalaka
; his pupU Yajhavalkya. We should also notice in this connection another

sexi^ of teachers beginning with Indrota, the priest of Janamejaya ; his son and
pupil Dfti ; his pupU Pulu§a ; his son and pupil Satyayajna ; his son and pupil
Somaiu§ma, a contemporary of Yajnavalkya.
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is not possible to determine with precision the exact chronological

relation between Janamejaya and Janaka. Epic and Purii^c
tradition seems to regard them as contemporaries The
unreliability of the Epic and Puranic tradition in this respect is

proved by the Vedic texts ’ Dr. Pradhan therefore

need not have laboured so hard to tax the patience of the learned

readers of J.I.H. with the twenty ‘ evidences described by him
as ‘Epic, Puranic and grammatical The Puranas, as we all know,
describe collateral successions as lineal, very often reverse the

orders of succession and misplace synchronisms. The Mahdbhdrata
goes so far as to “ represent (II, ch. 31 ;

III, ch. 147-51) Hanumat
and Vibhisana as having met Bhimasena and Sahadeva respectively ".

The author of P.H.A.I. was therefore perfectly reasonable when
he accepted the evidence furnished by the Vedic literature as regards

the chronological position of Janamejaya and Janaka in preference

to Epic and Puranic traditions. We should now try to examine
the ‘ Vedic evidences ’ adduced by Dr. Pradhan, which are only
four in number, and see whether he has been able to prove the

synchronism of Janamejaya with Janaka from traditions recorded
in the Vedic literature.

According to Dr. Pradhan, Janamejaya Pariksita was a con-

temporary of Vajasaueya Yajnavalkya and therefore also of Janaka
Vaideha, because

—

(1) Panini’s rule. Frame c=dsanna-kdle (3, 2, 117), applied to

Bhujyu’s question, ‘Kva pdriksitd abhavan ?
' in the debate at Janaka's

court, establishes it

;

(2) according to ^at. Br. (3, 8, 2, 24), Yajnavalkya was cursed
by Caraka (=Vaisampayana according to Kasika) who was the
court-historian of Janamejaya;

(3) according to Jaim. Br. (2, 55-6), Hrtsvasaya AUakeya was
a pupil of Somasusma Satyayajni as well as of Dantala Dhaumya

;

according to ^at. Br. (ii, 6, 2, i), Somasusma was a contemporary
of Yajnavalkya, while according to Gopath. Br. (i, 2, 5), Dantavala
Dhaumra (= Dantala Dhaumya of Jaim. Br.) was a contemporary
of Janamejaya

;

(4) according to Chdnd. Up. (5, ii, 1-2) and Jaim. Br. (i, 271-3)
Indradyumna Bhallaveya was a disciple of Udd^aka Aruni whose
other disciple Yajnavalkya was according to Kdnv. Sat. Br. (17,

6, 3, 7) ; now, according to Mddhy. Sat. Br. (13, 5, 3, 4-6), some
views of Bh^laveya (=Indradyumna Bhallaveya of Chdnd. Up.
and Jaim. Br.) regarding the manner of offering the omenta of the
cdturmasya victims were rejected by Indrota ^aunaka who was the
priest of Janamejaya, while Indrota's own views were rejected
by Yajnavalkya, contemporary of Janaka. **
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A careful consideration, however, shows that none of the above

four ‘ Vedic evidences ' carries any weight at all.

(1) Panini’s rule cannot be applied to Bhujyu's question, as

it was not framed for the first time in J anaka’s courL Bhujyu heard
about the question, ‘ Kva pdriksitd abhavan ? ’, and its solution in the

Madra country. It was therefore something like a stock question.

It is moreover known to all students of the Vedic literature that the

language of the Sruti does not follow invariably the school of Panini’s

grammar. This ' evidence ’ therefore proves nothing in the way of

J anaka’s s3Uichronism with the Pariksitas.

(2) This cannot be called a ‘ Vedic evidence ’ to prove Janaka’s
contemporaneity with Janamej aya. Vedic literature does never state

that Caraka is to be identified only with Vaisampayana who was,

moreover, a contemporary of Janamejaya only according to Epic
and Puranic traditions.

(3) This ‘ evidence ’ is simply based on the untenable identi-

fication of Dantala Dhaumya of Jaim. Br. with Dantavala Dhaumra
of Gopath. Br. In support of the equation Dantdhala (or Dantdvala)

—Dantdla, Dr. Pradhan has adduced such ludicrous illustrations of the
elision of v {J.I.H., Dec., 1933, p. 333) as suvarna= svarna, suvarga
=svarga (in which the letter v is not elided) and Jaunpur (which
he thinks to be the same as Yavanapura, though students of Muslim
history know it to have been founded in the name of Jauna Khan,
i.e. Muhammad bin Tughlaq). Dr. Pradhan further says (ibid., p. 335),
‘Now as regards the second component “ Dhaumra ”, it is known
to students of Vedic, Epic and Puranic literature in the original

that “ Dhaumya ” was the famous Brahmanic gotra title and not
” Dhaumra ” Here is also an influence of Prakritism in this

change from ” Dhaumya ” to “ Dhaumra ” for the semi-vowel ” y
”

is noticed to change into “ r We are sorry to note that such a
boasting ‘ student of Vedic, Epic and Puran(!)ic literature in the
original ’ as Dr. Pradhan, has not carefully studied Baudh. ^r. Siit.

(Vol. Ill, p. 449) in which both Dhaumya and Dhumra (from which
the form Dhaumra is derived) are separately mentioned as different

gotra titles. The authority of Baudhayana, we now hope, would
put a stop to these wonderful philological speculations to prove
‘ Dhaumra ’ to be a corrupt form of ‘ Dhaumya ’. Another original

identification proposed by Dr. Pradhan may be noticed in this

connection. He says {J.I.H., April, 1936, p. 12), ‘ Now by the name
Mahasala Jabala Aupamanyava ” theSatapathaBrahmana evidently

means the same person as “ Pradnasala Jabala ”, because the words
“Mahasala” and “Pradnasala" have practically the same meaning (1)

and are similar-sounding (!).' We fear, the learned Doctor would
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some day argue for the identifications of Lanka with Lancashire

and Yavana with the Japanese.

(4) This ‘ evidence ’ is also based on a similar ingenious identi-

fication of Bhallaveya of Madhy. $at. Br. with Indradyumna
Bhallaveya of Chand. Up. and Jaim. Br., for which there is absolutely

no proof. The ‘ student of Vedic literature in the original ’ here
coolly cites the authority of Eggeling (p. 150) without quoting the

actual passage. Bhallaveya (cf. Vdrshneya, Bhdrgava, etc.) is a patro-

nymic derived from some ancestor, and every Bhallaveya men-
tioned in the Vedic literature cannot be identified with a particular

BhMlaveya called Indradyumna.
Scholars will now see if Dr. Pradhan has been able, by these

‘ evidences to disprove the natural conclusion from Ait. Br. and
other texts that Tura Kavaseya performed the aindra-mahabhiseka
of Janamejaya

;
and Yajnavalkya, who was sixth in the descending

series from Tura, debated at the court of Janaka. Rhys Davids in

his Buddhist Suttas (intro., p. xlvii) assigns a period of about 150
years to the five theras Upali to Mahinda. There must have been
a similar period of difference between Tura and Indrota, contempo-
raries of Janamejaya, on the one hand, and Yajnavalkya and
Somasusma, contemporaries of Janaka, on the other. Regarding
such speculations of Dr. Pradhan as the following ;

‘ a teacher was
not always older than his pupil ‘ a generation was not always the
separation between the teacher and the pupil ',

‘ Vedic teachers in

those days generally had long lives ’, etc., to bridge the gulf of time
between Tura Kavaseya (therefore, Janamejaya) and the sixth
teacher in the descending series, namely, Yajnavalkya (therefore,

Janaka) so as to make the two parties contemporaneous, the less

said the better. Dr Pradhan argues {J.I.H., Dec., 1933, p. 347),
‘ Thus Vyasa Parasarya is known to have attended the court of

Janamejaya, the fifth in descent from Vyasa ’. We are glad that
the more brilliant example in the Epic stories proving the contempo-
raneity of Parasurama with Rama Dasarathi as well as of Bhishma
and Karna has escaped the notice of the learned Doctor.

That Janamejaya died sometime before the age of Yajnavalkya
and Janaka is also proved by the evidence furnished by Chand. Up.,
Pane. Br. and Jaim. Br. which mention a powerful Kuru king named
Abhipratarin who was a contemporary of Drti, son of Indrota
who was Janamejaya’s priest {P.H.A.I., ist ed., p. 14). The son’s
contemporary Abhipratarin seems to have flourished some time
later than the father’s contemporary Janamejaya. This conclusion
is supported by the suggestion of the Pane. Br. (2, 9, 4 ; Caland's ed.,

p. 27) that the sons of Abhipratarin represented the strongest branch
of the Kuru family as they were the ‘ mightiast of all their relationa
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Evidently, the great and powerful emperor Janamejaya was no more

at the time of the Abhipratarinas. Drti, the contemporary of
Abhipratarin, taught Pulusa ; Pulusa’s son and pupil Satyayajna
and the latter's son and pupil Soma^usma were older and younger
contemporaries of Janaka. Evidently therefore some years must
have passed between the age of Janamejaya and that of Janaka.

Dines Chandra Sircar.

BHANUDATTA, AUTHOR OF THE PARIJATA AND
BHANUDATTA, AUTHOR OF THE RASAMANJARI

Mr. K. P. Jayaswal in his Introduction'^ to the Descriptive

Catalogue of MSS. in Mithild makes the following remarks about
Bhanudatta, a writer on alamkdra ;

—

‘ The Rasamanjari (a very popular book by Bhanudatta, a

Maithila P- 52) has several MSS. (38 to 38P). It

is the composition of a Vedantist, for the instruction [it is reported]
of his own son. The author flourished in the fourteenth century. The
oldest MS. is dated S. 1689. His Rasatarahgini (Nos. 36 to 36G)
is also a well-known treatise on sentiments. He is one of the last

writers of the Hindu State of Mithila. This has as many as five

commentaries.’

According to Dr. S. K. De,® the date of Bhanudatta, the author
of the Rasamanjari is ‘ earlier than the lyth century and later than the

x-zth century A.D.
According to Mr. P. V. Kane * Bhanudatta's father Ganesvara

is very likely Ganesvaramantrin, brother of Viresvara, whose son
Caudesvara composed the Vivddaratndkara and weighed himself in

* MSS. in Mithild, Vol. II, Pub. by Behar and Orissa Res. Society, Patna,

1933. p. 5.
* Sanskrit Poetics, Vol. I, p. 249.
* Vide Annals of the Bhandarkar Institute, Vol. XVII, p. 297—Bhanudatta and

Bhanukara by Dr. De. In this note Dr. De refers to his article read before Fourth
Ori. Conference published in Summaries of Papers (Allahabad 1926, pp. 40“43)

and
states that in this article he ‘ has attempted a closer approximation of Bhanudatta’s
date to the end of the z^th and beginning of the 16th century ’.

* Sdhityadarpa^a, Intro., p. cxviii,
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gold in 1315 A.D. Therefore, Bhanudatta flourished towards the

end of the i^th and the beginning of the i^th century.

According to Dr. Hara Datta Sharma ‘ the poets Bhanukara
and Bhanudatta are identical and as Bhanukara’s patron was
King Virabhanu ® of the Baghela dynasty, who flourished between
A.D. 1500 and 1550, Bhanudatta ‘ should be placed in the beginning

of the 16/A century A .D.
’

The foregoing views of four different scholars on the problem of

Bhanudatta’s date tempt me to record some more data having
some bearing on this problem, and which none of these scholars
has examined so far. If an attempt has been made to prove the
identity of * and names not quite identical, there

is every reason to examine the namesakes of and their

works. One such namesake is the author of a work on

dharmasdstra called the Pdrijdta, a MS. of which has been des-
cribed by Mr. Jayaswah* It is in Maithili characters. The work
consists of prose and verse. Mr. Jayaswal describes it as ‘ a manual
of dharmaidsira

,

dealing with Tithivichdra by Bhanudatta’. The
following two verses at the beginning of the work give us some infor-

mation about the author Bhanudatta and his parentage :

—

‘ Vide Annals, Vol. XVII, pp. 243-258

—

The Poet Bhanukara.
* Vide my article on the Identification of Vtrahhdnu (Calcutta Oriental Journal,

Vol. II, pp. 254-258).
® Vide Annals, Vol. XVII, pp. 247-48—Dr. Sharma records numerous verses

from tire works of viz. the Rasamahjari, Rasatarangini and Gitagaurlpati ', all

of which are ascribed to Bhanukara in various anthologies. I think this list instead

of proving the identity of wigJiw and only explains the indiscriminate

manner in which the names of the two authors were confused. was the son

of imtvhr or but the name of father has nowhere been traced. Once

the name was confused with even the parentage of the one was thrust

on the other, as is proved by the following verse found in an anthology of Venidatta

(1644 A.D.) called (MS. No. 375 of 1884-87).

FoUo 676

—

* MSS. in Mithild, Vol. I (Patna, 1927), pp.'S78-79.
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fsTWUiT n ^ II

’

In verse 2 quoted above the reading ‘JTJnxTf^:’ in line i makes no

moaning. The correct reading ought to be ‘
’ because

or is here instituting a comparison between his

own ^51 and that of ‘ irwtiffi ’ and hence to balance the ex-

pression we must have the corresponding ex-

pression ‘ The expression ‘ mn?: ’
: in

the second line of the verse appears to indicate that ^Tigsnfcr is

comparing his own with the sfiTST of minrfh who is in all

probability his father.

If the above interpretation is accepted we are in a position to

state that was vrg^’s father.

bet us now turn to iirgg^ the author of works on alamkara

viz. the Rasamanjart and the Rasatarangim

,

the problem of whose
date has engaged the attention of so many scholars, Mr. Jayaswal,
Mr. Kane, Dr. De and Dr. Sharma, referred to above.

In the work called Rasanianjan »ug^^ gives some informa-

tion about himself in the following verse ^ :

—

‘ (TTcitw

^gi ^giggt

The particulars regarding Bhanudatta, the author of the Rasanianjan
and those of Bhanudatta the author of the Pdrijafa may now be
compared as follows :

—

' Rasamanjart (Benares Sanskrit Series, 1904), p. 247.
^ In tlie Rasatarangini (p. 23) commonly ascribed to the father’s name

is stated as in the following verse quoted by Dr. Sharma (Annals, Vol.
XVII, p. 245)—

‘ mil *n^nwirf*t ggu etc.’
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Author of Rasamanjari.

(1) Here the name of the work is given

as which is described as

We are tempted to think that in the

above line there is a on the

word the author hinting

thereby that the present work

or rivals his earlier imrk

(2) The father of the author of the

Rasamanjari is
( =jnnTrf^)

—
* ^ *

(3) The author of the Rasamanjari calls

himself iffftr ( ‘ ^fkw[

>sfrf«!?rT ’
)

(4) The author of the Rasamanjari
hailed from Mithila

(5) father of is styled as

Author of Parijata.

(i) Here the name of the work is given

as xTTftwm (
‘

’

)

(2) The father of the author of the

is also JinixrfH (

‘

* and ‘ VTKft: '

)

(3) The name of the author of the

is also wfk ( ‘ iFt:

(4) The MS.^ of the comes

from Pandit Jaduvira Mi^ra,

Khopa, Phulaparas, P.O. Dar-

bhanga.

(5) The father of the author of

was also a great poet (cf. ‘W

The above comparison of particulars about the authors of the

Rasamanjari and the Parijata show
:

(i) an identity of names, (2)

an identity of parentage of these authors, (3) a similarity of descrip-

tion of the fathers of the two authors and (4) possibly identity of the

provinces from which they hailed. As the Mithila MS. of the

described by Mr. Jayaswal is not before me I cannot con-

clude anything more at this stage ofmy inquiry. I would, however,

request Mr. Jayaswal to examine this MS. of the Pdrija^ta and give us

the benefit of his analysis in the light of my suggested identity of the

‘ MSS. in Mithila, Vol. I, p. 278—MS. 257— ‘ 'TTftarrw by ’.
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two Bhanudattas, as adumbrated in the comparison of particulars

gathered from the Rasamanjari and the Parijdta and recorded

above.

I shall now explain the bearing of my hypothesis of the identity

of the two Bhanudattas.

(1) Mr. Jayaswal states that the Parijdta by Bhanudatta has

been quoted by Vacaspati and Candesvara.^

(2) Mr. Jayaswal further states that Candesvara is the greatest

name of the 14th century. According to Mr. P. V. Kane® Candesvara's
literary activities began with A.D. 1314 and if Candesvara
quotes the of Bhanudatta the date of this Bhanudatta
would be before A .D. 1314.

(3) Now if our hypothesis about the identity of the two
Bhanudattas, one the author of the Rasamanjari and the other the

author of the Parijdta, is accepted the date of the author of the

Ra.samaSjarI goes before A.D. 1314.

(4) This new limit of A.D. 1314 for Bhanudatta’s date is in

jitvour of the following dates so far discussed and recorded ;

—

(1) Earlier view of Dr. De—Bhanudatta’s date, ‘ earlier than

14th century and later than the X2th century A.D. ’

.

(2) Kane's view— ‘ towards the end of the 13th and beginning

of the X4th century ’

.

(5) This new limit A.D. 1314 is against the following dates fixed

by scholars ;

—

(i) Mr. fayaswal states that Bhanudatta ‘ flourished in the

14th century ’

.

—This view will be untenable if the

limit of 1314 A.D. is accepted, though the possibility

of a junior contemporary quoting from a senior con-

temporary’s works may remove the inconsistency to a
certain extent.

* MSS. in Mithild, Vol. I, Intro., p. vii.

[In the of described by Jayaswal (p. 205) we have the line :

—

‘
’ and in of (p. 436) the

line containing a reference to 'nftwuT reads :

—

‘ »r mSWtfw trifttgrt g ’ etc.]

in his (p. 182) mentions irftsjnr in the following

® History of Dharmaidsira, Vol. I, Section 90.
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(2) Dr. De’s revised view—‘ end of the I'^th and beginning of the

i6th century

(3) Dr. Sharma’s vieia ‘
—

‘ Beginning of the i6th century

P. K. Code.

THE LAK§ANA, ABHINAVA AND KUNTAKA

In his Note on the above subject in the Indian Culture for

January 1937, (pp. 530-4), Mr. P. C. Pahiri proposed ‘ to study the

comments of Abhinavagupta (on Bharata’s Paksana) in the light of

his indebtedness to Kuntaka, author of the Vakroktijivita—a fact

which has hitherto escaped the notice of scholars But as found

from the closing part of his Note, the question of the relative chrono-

logy and the striking similarity in some places between Abhinava
and Kuntaka does not seem to have altogether escaped the notice

of scholars. For instance, Mr. Pahiri mentions Dr. A. Sankaran
as having discussed the relative chronology of these two writers,

though not on the basis of the kinship of Abhinava’s idea of Paksa^a
and Kuntaka’s Vakrokti. P'urther, we have not yet got evidences

enough to enable us to speak definitely of Abhinava’s indebtedness to

Kuntaka. Mr. Pahiri’s conclusions themselves do not lend any
support to the assertion made at the opening of his Note.

In an inquiry into the relative chronology of Abhinava and
Kuntaka, there is another part of the Abhinavabharati to be taken
into account, one which is more pertinent and where the kinship of

ideas between the two writers is too plain to need any elucidation.

This part of the Abhinavabharati is the beginning of the 14th chapter
where Vacikabhinaya begins. It is this more important passage
that Dr. Sankaran refers to in his discussion on the date of Kuntaka
in his work. And I have quoted and discussed the whole passage
and the related issue of the relative chronology of Abhinava and
Kuntaka towards the end of my article on the writers quoted in

the Abhinavabharati in the Journal of Oriental Research, volume VI,

pp. 218-222.

^ Dr. S. K. De in his note on ‘ Bhanudatta and Bhdnukara' (vide Annals,
Vol. XVII, pp. 297-8) doubts the reliability of the evidence of anthological com-
])ilations, on the strength of which Dr. Sharnia tries to identify the poet Bhanukara
and Bhanudatta. Dr. V. Eaghavan in his note on ‘ Bhanudatta and a verse ascribed

to him ’ (vidt Annals, Vol. XVIII, pp. 85-6) supports Dr. De’s view mentioned above
by citing a verse from Dr. Sharma’s article itself |\^iich is ascribed to Bhanukara in

one anthology but is really from the drama BdlabhSrata of Eajasekhara.
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Some more later writers who speak of the Laksana.

In my article on the concept of I^aksana in Bharata in the

J.O.R., Madras, VI, pp. 54-82, I collected the references to this

concept in later writers. During the course of subsequent study,

I came across some more later writers who have spoken about
Laksana, whom I would like to mention here.

I. Bahurupamisra, commentator on the Dasarupaka, a writer

later than Saradatanaya, speaks of Laksana twice :

(fl) Commenting on Dasarupaka III, 32-33 :

Dhanika says : 1

Dhanika takes Alamkara in the text as Upama, etc. But Bahurupa
takes Alamkara also as Natakalamkara, Atisaya, etc., and Laksana
as the concept of the same name.

P. 35 MS. in the Madras Govt., Oriental MSS. Library.

(b) At the end, the Dasarupaka says etc.

Here Bahurupa gives the Laksanas, Bhusana, etc. and says that,

similar to the Laksanas, there are also others called Natyalamkaras.

Thus Bahurupa has two sets, one called Natakalamkara and
the other Laksana. The MS. gives a list of NatakMamkaras and
Laksanas and there are gaps in the MS.

( *[13^ )^RprT» •*— ’R**, ^ErfjTsr

nxlTf!, ^pmfhmcT:,

’sifwT*T!,

( »i?ninT ),

^1^ *1 «rn?jT*r^, wiffTs,

5nri?!, ftnrsnR^ Tfa )

The text unfortunately stops with ‘ Iti ’. Bahurupa’s position

regarding Laksana is similar to that of Visvanatha and it is most
likely that Saradatanaya’s fuller text is the basis for Bahurupa whose
two lists contain Laksanas of both the lists in Bharata and those
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found newly in Saradatanaya. See my article on I/aksana ; also my
article on Bahurupamisra’s Da^arupavyakhya, J.O.R., VIII, pp,

333-4 -

II. There is evidence to show that the Sahgitaraja of king
Kumbhakarna dealt with the Taksanas. In his comments on SI. 12

of the last canto of the Gitagovinda, Kumbha says in his Rasikapriya :

Gunakirtana is a Taksana of the Upajati list in Bharata. Kumbha’s
definition of it follows Bharata’s. It is not known how many
Baksanas Kumbna recognised and whether he took also those of the

Anustubh list. See Annals B.O.R., I, Vol. XIV, pts. 3-4, my Note
on the Sangitaraja—(pp. 261-262).

III. Sahityasara of Sarvesvara, a work (Madras MSS.) in 631
.^ustubhs treats of the Baksanas in Ch. Ill (p. 28). It gives in

Arya verses the 36 Baksanas of Bharata’s Upajati list

:

p: mw "n I

prr5^:M fg:

«

Ri spfNi^lTJ 11

5

5

7

6

6

2=36

Each is defined in a half-verse. The definitions are noteworthy,
being original though untrue in some cases. Bhusana for instance
is defined as an Alariikara-dominated expression.

Aksarasamghata is defined as Vamana’s Arthaguna of Ojas, the

Prairdhi of the variety called ‘condensed expression’— WpTJJTl
iv. Acyutara^ya, a modern writer considers Baksa:|^a as one

of the six Gunas of Kavya in his Sahitya Sara. Acjmtaraya has a
new conception of Guna, which is like the Alarhkara of Bhoja.
Under it come Rasas, Vrttis, Ritis and Baksanas.
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•swf 5:^rT i ^1 . lo, Ch. I, p. 8.

^ 'f( irejprr: n

The I^aksanas mentioned here include Bharata’s I.aksana for the

commentary says :

' “ — i” p. 9.

These are called Gunas because they are ‘ Rasikahladakas
At the end of the chapter on Gunas (7th)

, the work says :

^ ^ I

^|i»rTw 11

«?TTf^! ^1^^ ^ I

flflTeJW ^gJDtf’r Hcnf*! % II Sis. 207-8.

Com. I r«Hlrti'»l4jy«!^»l ni^Jjllfd'^ld^xgmil^rtJ^: l ic# *9

ereji UcrrTra^rfr^iTfM ^u^rurrarfr-

^n*?5T>fT*fnffi ’an^^^nrsfraic}

This is a strange conception of Laksana. Acyutaraya knows
Laksanas only through the Candraloka. But while the Candraloka
gives ten, Acyuta chooses only two from them. These two Baksanas,
Aksara samhati and Sobha, the three Bakas, Gambhirya, Vi.stara

and Riti which are three Sabdagunas of Bhoja, Slesa, Samata,
vSukumarata, Madhurya, Udarata, Preyas, Samadhi, Sauksmya,
Sammitatva and Ukti which are ten Athagunas of Bhoja,—these are
put together into set of i8 items and meaninglessly labelled as the
i8 Baksanas. See Sahityasara, pp. 353-^, N.S. Edn.

V. Ragiiavan.

A NOTE ON THE ASVAMEDHA

Some time back there was a controversy in the pages of the
Indian Culture as to whether the aivamedha was necessarily preceded
by a digvijaya and whether its performance resulted in the recognition
of the paramountcy of the performer by the neighbouring princes.^

1 Indian Culture , 1, 114, 311, 704 ; 2, 140, 789.
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It seems that its celebration did not always entail the performance
of the almost prohibitive digvijaya, and was sometimes designed for

purposes entirely different from the establishment of paramountcy
;

nor was it confined to kings, in whose case alone the question of

digvijaya and paramountcy comes in. This is clear from some
passages occurring in the later Smrtis. The Usanas-samhitd, 8. 10
and 21, for example, alternatively prescribes the asvamedha as an
expiation for some serious offences :

>?•«?% -JJ-:
I

and Tjef: f^: ||

Similarly, the following verse {Visnn-samhitd, 86. 67; Atri-samhitd,

55 ;
Brhaspati-samhild

,

21 ; Likhiia-samhitd, 10) shows a different

application of the sacrifice :

•Jitcr gpgRiisT ^ li^

These passages tend to show that there must have been an
abbreviated form of the ahmmedha, bringing it within the reach of

the ordinary people.

Amaeananda Ghosh.

ANATTA = NAMA-ROPA

In my ‘ Rebirth and Omniscience in Pali Buddhism ’, Indian

Culture, July 1936, p. 30 ,

1

made the rather .serious mistake, to which
Professor Otto Schrader has since kindly called my attention, of

identifying Buddhist analtd with Upanisad andtmya. The words are

alike, but have a very different connotation. Buddhist anattd is not
‘ despirated ', but ‘ that which is not the spirit ’, viz. ndma-rupa,
savinndna-kdya,

‘

soul and body '. The Buddhist equivalent of

andiyma, nirdtma, avdta, etc. is nibbdna— nirvana. Arranged
hierarchically we have

^ v.l. Brhaspati, 22, defines nila vy^a as :

'>•
*5)1
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(i) andtmya, nirdtmd, avdta=mrvdna, ‘

despirated ’

;

{2) dtman, attd—‘ spirit’

;

(3) anattd, attato, hhava= -wh.a,t is ‘ other than the spirit that
(soul and body) which is ‘ enspirited

I and 2 together constitute the ‘ Supreme Identity ’ {tad ekam)
‘ equally spirated, despirated ’ {dnlt avdtam), RV. X, 129. 2.

That anattd and andtmya are etymologically equivalent need not
surprise us, and merely illustrate the ambiguity of literal {abhihita)

and anagogic {paramdrthika) meanings that can be attached to one
and the same term, according to our level of reference in a given
context

;
of which good examples can be cited in pratyaksa or saksdt,

literally ‘ before the eyes ’, ‘ empirical ’, and anagogically
‘ immediate ’

;
and in the contrary vahies attached to the idea of

‘ waking ’ (i) to contingent and {2) to real being, as enunciated in

BG. II, 69.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.

BANTIA PLATES OF DHARASENA II DATED GUPTA
SAMVAT 257 OR 254 ?

Mr. D. B. Diskalkar, when he was in charge of the Watson
Museum, Rajkot, brought to our notice the Bantia plates of

Dharasena II issued from Valabhi. He published a summary of the
same in the Annual Report of that Museum for 1925-26, pp. i3f.

and 1926-27, pp. I3f. The date of these plates as published in these

Reports is ‘ The fifteenth day of the dark half of Vaisakha of (Gupta)
Saihvat 257, when there was a solar eclipse (Suryoparage) '. Now
the same inscription with its date has been referred to by Dr. D. R.
Bhandarkar in No. 1324 of his List of Inscriptions of Northern India.

But in a footnote he remarks ‘ It is doubtful if the date has been
correctly read, because in the month of Vaisakha there was no solar

eclipse from 574 to 591 A.D.’ Fortunately for us the same grant
has now been edited by Mr. Diskalkar in Epig. Ind., Vol. XXI,
pp. 179 to 181, when Mr. K. N. Dikshit was Officiating Government
Bpigraphist for India. But as has been remarked by Miss Kanina
Kana Gupta in this fournal, 1936, p. 57, it is curious that whereas
the heading of this article contains the date ‘ [Valabhi] Saihvat

257
’

' we find it changed into 254, in the course of the article

'

not only in the Introduction but also in the transcript. What is

more curious is that although this is such an important inscription

for the determination of the epoch of the Gupta era, no plate has
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been published along with the article as might be expected of a
responsible Journal. It is sincerely hoped that the present

Government Kpigraphist for India will take speedy steps to remove
the desideratum by publishing the plate in an early issue of the

Epig. Indica.

Dhirendra Nath Mookerjea.

A NEW TYPE OF YAUDHEYA COIN

Cunningham says (about the Yaudheya Coins) ‘ the coins are of

two distinct kinds
;
the Older Ones, of small size, dating about the

1st century B.C. and the later ones, of large size, dating from about
A.D. 300, after the decline of the Indo-Scythian power I want
to say something about those coins which Sir Cunningham describes

as ‘ Older Coins The description which he gives about these

coins (C.A.I., p. 77, 11. 15-24, plates 2, 3 and 4) is all right. But he
points out only one type of those older coins. But I find another
and new type in Smith’s Catalogue.

Smith while noticing coins of Yaudheyas (p. 180) which he
calls ‘ the earliest ’ (p. 165, 1. 24) has committed a mistake by not
noting a type which is really a different one from the ‘ Bull and
Elephant ’ type within which he includes it. Under this head he
describes seven coins only, two of which have been illustrated in the
Plates XXI, 13 and 14.

Now the coin No. 13 in one of these, namely in Plate XXI, is

worthy of consideration. Herein may be described a new tjrpe of

those ‘ Older Coins ’ of the Yaudheyas which seems to have escaped
his notice. Smith describes it as follows :

—

YAUDHEYA
Anonymous

Bull and Elephant type ; about beginning of Christian era

Obverse Reverse

A.S.B. AE. Copper

Bull standing r
. , facing a raihng Elephant moving r.

,
Nandipada

with curved object (‘ pillar with symbol above ;
fairly well pre-

pendent garlands Cunningham) served ; the elephant is passing
rising from it

; legends frag- a scytheTike object clearly shown,
mentary. (PI. X2a, 13.)
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The same coin No. 13 of his Plate XXI may be described as

follows :

—

YAUDHEYA

Anonymous

Horse and Elephant type

Obverse Reverse

Horse standing r., with his Similar,

head turned round and touching
his back ;

with the manes flowing.

The muzzle is distinctly equinine

and not bovine, so also the hoofs.

The tail is bushy and is exactly

like that of a horse may be well

contrasted with the bovine tail of

No. II which is thin.

The railing with curved object

Indian legend.

We are further struck with the beautiful representation of the
horse. Every muscle of its body is perfectly displayed. Thus,
we may be permitted to infer that this coin No. 13, PI. XXI, is

not a specimen of the Bull and Elephant type but forms a class

by itself. It may be distinguished as Horse and Elephant type
and considered as another type of the Earliest Yaudheya coins.

Bhramar Ghosh.

ASVAMEDHA AND RAJASOYA

It has been claimed for the Sdrvabhauma or independent kings
that they are only entitled to perform the Aivamedha sacrifices.

We have shown before that Vasudeva, the father of Valadeva and
Krsna, who was but a cattle-farmer and a tenant of Karfasa, per-

formed the Asvamedha, when his sons acquired much wealth.^

It has further been shown how a petty potentate and a Moghul
satrap, namely, Sowae Jaya Siifaha of Amber performed the

Aivamedha, some two hundred years before our time.® We shall

now show that this could be performed even by common people.

* Ind. Cidt., Vol. II, pp. 140-141.
* im., Vol. Ill, pp. 547-548-
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The Vaisnava Dharma-Mstra has quoted a verse from the

Pitfgitd, to say that many sons should be desired so that at least

one out of them will go to Gaya, or perform the Aivamedha or let

loose an indigo-coloured ox {nila-vrsa)} This verse is also found in

the Mahdbhdrata * and the Vdyu-purdna}
There is nothing in the verse to show that desire for many

sons was laid down for the Sdrvahhauma or independent kings only,

and not for the common folk. It is clear from this that there was
no bar for a commoner to perform the Ahamedha, provided he was
rich and otherwise powerful. Vasudeva is a clear example of this.

The same cannot be said of the Rdjasilya sacrifice. One of the

qualifications, according to the Amarakosa, of a Samrdt is to perform
the Rdjasilya sacrifice.* On the successful return of Karna from
digvijaya, Ifuryodhana proposed to perform the Rajasuya, but his

priest told him that so long as Yudhisthira was living none was
entitled to perform the best of the sacrifices in the Kuru family.

Duryodhana had the further bar to its performance. His old father

Dhrtarastra was still living.* So it appears that the Rajasuya was
far more important than the A^vamcdha, as on it depended the title

of Samrdt.

JoGENDRA Chandra Ghosh.

^ Mahdbharata, Vanaparva,
I

* Vdyu-purdna, <<>»,« I

* sr '9 w: I

’s'frrnfir a

n ft WKIf : ftfm "TIT
I

mgTif a
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VEDISCHE VOLKSETYMOLOGIE UND DAS NIRUKTA. By Dr. Pavel
Poucha. Published in the Journal of the Czechoslovak Oriental Institute in

Prague, Czechoslovakia.

It was a pleasure to go through the above paper on Vedic popular etymologies

and the Nirukta by Dr. Pavel Poucha. The learned author has taken great pains

to furnish a Vedic basis for fifty of the etymologies given by Yaska in his Nirukta.
Regarding two others he seems to be a litile in doubt while eight cases he definitely

holds as more or less ineaningless.

An attempt therefore has been made by us through a note published in this

very issue elsewhere, to furnish a Vedic basis foi these ten cases, which will prove a

source of pleasure to the author of the paper.

Another point has been discussed by us in another similar note. That is the
‘ Pre-Yaskyan etymologies b Dr. Pavel Poucha seems to hold that apart from the

etymology of Agni from Agri of Agre, given in Shatapatha Br^limana II, 2. 4. there

are practically no etymologies met with in the literature current before Yaska.
This is not the case. A number of etymologies are to be met with in the Brahmanas
and Upanishads as well. vSome of these form the subject-matter of this second note.

The learned author has referred to Winternitz’s Histor^^ of Indian Literature

where, according to him, Winternitz had found a connection of the word Varunah
with the root Varin, Atharv^a-Veda Kanda III, Sukta 4. If Winternitz did so he

has erred here because the ver]> is here used in connection with Indrah and
not Varunah. A number of Mantras intervening between the two and the context

as well leave no doubt on this point.

Dr. Pavel Poucha and the writer have now' found any number of connections

betw-^een the nouns and the verbs mutually radically connected and an accurate

etymology of the word Varunah has been published in the April issue of this very

Journal.

The conclusion arrived at by the learned author of the paper that a joint study

of Vedas with the Vedangas can prove very useful in discovering the Vedic idioms, is

quite welcome to us but we do not like to carry that study on with the object of

trying to find out what is Ydska's owm and wdiat is based upon the Vedas, because

with this attitude of doubt very brilliant results ma}^ perhaps not be expected.

On the other hand we would suggest sifting Vedas for arriving at Yaskyan as well

as new etymologies, taking Ydska's help where available and never trying to

refute or condemn him, as the more one studies him the more he is convinced of the

mastery which he had over the Vedas, one knows not how. The depths to

which he goes even in discussing the most commonplace words show that he was a

master-mind and thoroughly an adept in the art of etymologies. It is therefore

not easy to hold nor safe that Ydska went against the Vedas at any spots whatsoever.

In the end we must congratulate the doctor on his brilliant success in such a

tedious task.

We have no doubt he will carry on this noble task without feeling tired as the

job is no doubt very tiresome.

The paper is really very interesting and useful to Vedic scholarship.

Rui,ia Ram' Kashyapa.
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HINDU CIVILIZATION, by Radha Kumud Mookerji, M.A., Ph.D., Professor

of Indian History, University of Lucknow; published by Longmans, Green
and Co., 1936, pp. 351. Price 15s. net

To bring together, in a volume of moderate size, the results of specialized study

of the various aspects of ancient Hindu history is an extremely difficult task. In

the volume under review. Prof. Mookerji has done this work wonderfully well. He
has narrated in a simple style the history of our country from the earliest times to

about B.C. 325. Prof. Mookerji has seldom tried to impose ‘ original' theories upon
his readers, nor has he created any labyrinth around disputed points. For this, he

should be congratulated by University students for whom the book is evidently

intended.

Besides an introduction, the book under review has six chapters dealing with

prehistoric India, (ii) its geographical and social background, (iii) advent of the

Aryans and the Rigvedic civilization, (iv) later Vedic civilization, (v) Indian

civilization in post-Vedic literature, (vi) and the political history of Northern
India from circa 650 to 325 B.C. The volume has three maps and no less than
twelve excellent illustrations.

The volume under review would surely prove to be very useful to students of

Indian history up to the time of Alexander's invasion. The only point to which
we like to draw the author’s attention is that the book does not always give necessary

references. As for instance, at pp. 174-175, the author refers to Bana's Harsacarita

without referring to any particular page or section of the work, and to certain views
of K. P. Jayaswal, H. P. Sastri and R. P. Chanda without mentioning the works
in which these scholars originally expressed them. This work will be surely useful

to students of the early history of India.

Dinks Chandra Sircar.

THE MAHABHARATA, for the first time critically edited by Vishnu S.

Sukthankar, Ph.D., with the co-operation of other scholars, and illustrated

by Shrimaut Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, B.A., Ruler of Aundh. Adiparvan.
Poona : Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1927-33, pp. viii, 996, cxviii.

It is appropriate that it should have fallen to Indian scholarship to produce
the first critical edition of the Mahdhhdrata. European scholars were responsible
for appreciation of the value of the Rgveda, as a monument of the civilization of the
Aryans in India, but the epic is essentially Indian, the work of Indo-Aryans, and the
special glory of India. But for the Great War it is possible that European scholar-

ship might have undertaken the task. There is, however, no reason to regret that
it failed to progress on the lines indicated so persistently by Professor Wintemitz.
India offers special facilities for carrying out the work, and Indians, who have
assimilated western scholarship and adapted it to the special conditions of the task,

are fully capable to carrying even so formidable an undertaking to its destined
close, while most appropriately Professor Wintemitz will share in the task.

It is the essential merit of the new edition that it is definitely limited to a ptac-
ticable end. We need not doubt the truth of the tradition which sees in the epic
the result of the expansion into a Dharma^astra of what was once an epic of generous
size. The view tliat the Mahdhhdrata was from the first a Dharmaiastra or a text
book of the Bhagavatas, as suggested by the Mangfltlastotra of the vulgate, ovet-
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states the case.^ We are entitled to believe rather in the definite redaction by a
Brahmanical family of the text produced by the Sutas, and due credit should be
given to Dr. Sukthankar^ for his most ingenious suggestion that we owe to the
Bhargavas the first recast of the epic. It is not a theory capable of strict proof.

But it is consonant with the constant association of Bhargava Sukra with Niti,

and with the tradition which makes our Manusmrti a Bhrgusamhita, with which
ascription accords the many verses common to the epic and to Manu. Again we
can thus explain the second opening of the epic in Adi, 4-12 with its insistence on
the history of the Bhargavas. If this theory be even approximately correct, it is

plain that it is hopeless to expect ever to arrive at the version of the Sutas, which
must have been d^ply affected by the rehandling it underwent in the process of

developing an epic into a Dharma^astra. Dr. Sukthankar suggests that the original

heroic epic, the Bharata, existed distinct from the rehandling, the Mahabharata,
in the time of the Aivaldyana Gfhya Sutra. This must be deemed uncertain. The
version in 24,000 verses which he regards as the Bharata as opposed to the
Mahdbhdrata may itself have been the successor of an earlier briefer text. Without
stressing the possible tradition to that effect,^ it may be taken as self-obvious that
there must have existed a shorter version than that elaborated by the Sutas, and
that this may be the distinction referred to in the Grhya Sutra. Nor can it be for-

gotten that we have no great certainty as to the antiquity of that particular part
of the Grhya text.* We may not, therefore, claim for the expanded text of the
Bhargavas the antiquity suggested. But this suggests that it may be possible for

us to reach in a critical edition the substantial form of the text as developed in the
Bhargava family, before it passed out of their hands and became the common
property of the literati of India. Whether we can accomplish even this may unques-
tionably be disputed, and must be left for the future to decide. More is clearly impos-
sible. The epic has been too essentially a living force in the life of India and it has
paid the penalty in the constant adaptation and alteration, in expansion and expurga-
tion. Nothing is more characteristic than the insistence of the Southern recension

in turning into regular nuptials the rude Gandharva weddings of Duhsanta and
Sakuntala, of Yayati and Sarmistha, of Arjuna and Subhadra, and of Paraiara and
Matsyagandha. We may legitimately suspect that in the original epic there was
much more of barbarism which the Bhargavas were at pains to eliminate, leaving

either no or but faint traces of their activity.

In the present edition one cardinal merit is the richness of the apparatus criticus.

In all work on the epic, whether grammatical, metrical, historical, religious or

sociological, authors are confronted with the constant question whether they are

basing conclusions on old material or on mere various readings of no great authority.

The materials for solving such questions have not been available in any effective

shape, and the new edition would be invaluable for this merit alone. The oidy

disturbing fact is the length of time which seems inevitable before similar material

will be available for the other Parvans. Of special interest will be the question of

the true text of the philosophical passages. At present they contain so much that

is hard to understand that it is possible that better readings arrived at from fuller

collations of MSS. will relieve the epic thinkers of some measure of confusion. It

has not, of course, been possible to collate all the known MSS. of the Adiparvan
even in Europe, or to examine all those known to exist in India, not to mention
those which are in private hands, unknown to scholars. But the present apparatus

1 Cf. Iy6vi, Bhandarhar Commemoration VoL, p. 99*
2 ABORL, xviU, 63ft.
8 Cf. V. V. Iyer, The Mahabharata, pp. 27ff.
* Cf. Hopkins, The Great Epic, p. 390.
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criticus will enable scholars to whom MSS. are available easily to ascertain the value
of such MSS. and to collate any that appear to have important variants.

The methods of constituting the text adopted by the editor are unquestionably
sound. He makes no attempt to arrive at an Ur-Mahdbhdrata, content with the
only possible undertaking, the reconstruction of the oldest form of the text which
it is possible to reach on the basis of the manuscript material available. There can
be no doubt that this is essentially justifiable. It is clear that the two beginnings

of the Parvan cannot have been original, but it is equally clear from their presence
in both the Northern and the vSouthem recensions that their conflation is anterior

to our text tradition. There is, however, no such patent inconsistency in the next
instance adduced by the editor (p. Ixxxvii). In i, 116, 31 we are told that Madri
mounted beside her husband as he lay on the funeral pyre, though it is not actually

there said that she was burnt along with him. In i, 117, 28 we are told pravi^td

pdvakam Mddrt hitvd jlvitam dtmanah, but immediately after the poet speaks of

^anre dve, so that it is not surprising to find in i, 118, 20 that of the iarlra when
decked out it could be said

dchannah sa tu vdsohhir jlvann iva nararsahhah
iu^uhhe purusavydghro mahdrhaiayanocitah.

This does not mean, pace Hopkins,^ ' the king looked as if he were alive His
api^earance was splendid as if he were alive, but ‘ dchanno vdsohhih

‘

covered over
with garments ’. In the same way Madri was susamvftd (i, 118, 3), hidden from
the wind and the sun alike. We must assume that the bodies were but partially

burnt or scorched, to be kept for the funeral rites in due course. In this case we
can hardly blame the diaskeuasts.

It is inevitable that the text should be eclectic. There is abundant evidence

that neither the Northern nor the Southern recension has any monopoly of correctness.

Both contain readings which are palpably superior, and which could easily give rise

through careless corruption to the inferior version of the other. In many cases

there can be so certain criterion, and the editor must make his choice on subjective

grounds. Practice in this connection is of great value, and there can be little doubt
that the editor has in many passages given us a sound text. There are instances,

of course, where doubt is legitimate, but there must be very few where he can be

held to have adopted a clearly inferior reading. No more than this could be expected

from any editor. It is impossible to question seriously his grouping of the MSS.
used or his valuation of the evidence of the commentators. His treatment of the

statements of the Parvasamgraha is extremely judicious. We must clearly abandon
any hope of deriving thence any really useful information as to the extent of the

text. It may be added that the granthagra which is frequently given, especially in

Jaina MSS. to declare the length of the text is often quite difficult to reconcile with

the actual number of syllables in the works in question, so that we can expect no

serious results from treating, as is quite legitimate, the number of slokas asserted

for the epic text as really referring to the grantha, as suggested by Haraprasada

Shastri.

The editor has quite justly relied often on the maxim that the more difficult

reading is to be preferred to the simpler, since it is easy to explain the latter as

correction of what was poorly understood by careless scribes. But there are limits

to this doctrine. In the Vulgate we have for i, 214, 5 of the new edition :

adhyetdram param veddn prayoktdram mahddhvare
rak$itdram iubhdrh llokdih Uebhire tarn janddhipam.

1 JAOS., xiii, 172. St
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This is difficult enough, but unquestionably secondary as opposed to the Southern

text with its pointed veddh^ mahddhvardh and iubham varnd, confirmed as it is by
the construction of the next verse. We need not, therefore, accept as a necessarily

correct theory the view that we are to restore hiatuses whenever we find variants in

the MSS., which might be explained by assuming that they are the different efforts

made by scribes, who were not accustomed to hiatus to remedy the irregularity.

Nor is it precisely accurate to attribute hiatus to the ‘ humble origin ' of the epic,
' a work which has its roots firmly embedded in the soil of the heroic poetry of the
Sutas \ Surely the Sutas were hardly popular poets

;
rather they were akin to the

Homeric bards who sang the deeds of princes at their courts. It is to the Brahmans
who took it over rather than to the Sutas that the popularization of the epic seems
to be due. Nor do we need to appeal to Pali and Prakrit poetry for evidence of

indifference to hiatus. There is no question from Brahmanical poetry that the
objection to it was progressive, and it is constantly avoided in the epic. It is in

the later stages ' indeed that carelessness appears as a rule. That here and there

instances of hiatus should occur is natural, but we must judge the cases on their

merits, and we must remember that a variation ^ in the MSS. between such particles

as hi, ca, tu, vd or even others is no proof that there was originally a hiatus. This
is shown by the fact that in cases where there is no question of avoiding a hiatus

the MSS. show much variation in the use of such particles which were used with
little differentiation of meaning.

In i, 103, 5 no doubt iruyate Yddavl kanyd anurupd kidasya nah is a perfectly

valid restoration, for at the end of the pada the absence of Sandlii is perfectly natural.

So again in i, no, 20 avlryakfpanocite begins the pada. In i, 99, 15 tvayd ca amitadyute

may be correct
;
it is easy to feel a natural pause after ca before the vocative which

would explain the hiatus. In i, 57, 20 kriyate ucchrayo nrpaih is strongly contended
for by the editor, but he offers no explanation why such a hiatus should occur. If

he is right, then we must assume that the writer objected to ending his verse with
three iambi, which is a recognized rule of the metre, and that, while copyists accepted
the rule, they were not prepared to let the hiatus stand. The same explanation
must be found in i, 100, 2 nisUhe dgamisyati. In I, 147, 2, on the other hand the
reading roravUhas tv andthavat seems more legitimate

;
I assume that the Sarada

MS. has roravethas tv, and not as the report suggests roravethah tv. In i, 148, i

viditvd apakarseyam is not probable
;
the MSS. variants between *py, vy, and hy do

not prove an original absence, not the tad viditvd of part of the Southern recension.

It is very difficult to believe in i, 207, 17 kuie asmin babhuva ha. Such a hiatus as

this is unmotived and it is easy enough to explain the variants of the MSS. on other

theories. This we may suppose that the sambabhuva of a large body of MSS. was
erroneously curtailed to babhuva with the result that kule ’smin had to be extended.
In i, 1 19, II tathety ukte Ambikayd the position is uncertain tv may be right before

Amhikayd, but it is possible that ukte Ambikayd was due to the desire to have a
long 3 before the Vipula and that the hiatus may be original. In i, 98, 8 antarvatnl

aham may be explained by emphasis, but it is quite probable that tv is original.

iy would be a blunder for it, and hy a correction. In i, 214, 9 dharmardje hy atiprityd

should be read ; the variant tv is normal, and the hiatus is unmotived. In i, 224,

5 samtapyamdnd abhito is needless. The MSS. suggest samtapyamdndn as clearly

correct. Misimderstanding of the accusative as following on the previous line has
led to the mere corrections samtapyamdnd bahudhd or purato. In i, 157, 13 pahca-
kftvas tvayd uktah seems unmotived and the variants of the MSS. hardly justify it.

^ Hopkins, The Great Epic, pp. I97ff. * Cf. ABORI., xvi, 104.
® Hopkins, The Great Epic, p. 236,
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Similarly in i, ii6, at tajjye^thd anumanyatdm and in i, no, 28 yaii dvdfk mahdpmjHa
are very dubious, nor in i, 51, 8 is atho Indrah svayam evdjagdma at all certain. It

is rather curious that in i, 86, 5 the editor restores aiilpajlvt nagfhai ca nityam instead

of taking the variant agfhai ca. The hiatus would be excused easily enough by the

caesura.

In other cases the editor resorts to the assumption of irregular Sanc^i of the

initial d. Thus in i, 41, 5 he restores garte Widths trdnam icchatah. This is very

doubtful. One reading can be read garteidms as a compound, not as taken by the

editor garte tarns, and it may explain the variants, having been misunderstood as

garte tdms and the phrase felt to be feeble. Nor is it certain that in i, 218, 14 '*meghdh

jaladhdrdtnuco '*kuldn is to be read; dkuldn is not specially happy and 'tulan has

MS. authority of considerable weight. The Northern reading jaladhdrdsamdkuldn

can hardly be used to support *'kuldn as the true ending. It is rather an independent

variant. No stress can be laid on the variation between t and k in Grantha MSS.
We seem really to have two different readings for the two versions, and contaimnation

hardly gives us a tenable result when it requires a very sporadic Sandhi. It is

true that in i, 68, 64 we have amale Hmdnam and in i, 198, 19 manyate ''tmdnam, but

dtman with its Vedic variant tman is not a close parallel and i, 70, 14 te *'jhayd is

rendered more easy by the close connection of the weak te with the following

word. It must be noted that it is unsafe to lay any stress on divergence between
the Northern and the Southern readings as proof of change to avoid an unusual

Sandhi. Thus in i, 92, 45, where the editor has na ca tarn kimcanovdca from the

Northern text, we have in TG uvdca kithcin na tu tdm, and in M novdca vacanam
kifhcit, variations without motive, which warn us against believing that such varia-

tions are of importance where the issue is one of Sandhi. No doubt ca has as often

the adversative sense as in Nala, iii, 16 na cainam abhyabhd^anta. Again vd in i,

3, 183 prabruhi vd kith kriyatdm dvijendra simply means * indeed *, and the variants

are largely motived by the fact that this sense of vd was often misunderstood by
the scribes. But I do not understand the editor’s criticism ^ of the reading of K in

55 » 3 ^rotrpdtram ca rdjams tvdm, preferred by Professor Wintemitz, as unintelligi-

ble ; it is, on the contrary, quite clear ;
tvdm is governed by prdpya, which qualifies

mam ;
* now that I have found thee, o king, as one worthy of hearing the tale

Indeed, while irotum pdtram as the less simple reading is probably correct, the tvdm

should rather be combined with it. It would be so easy for scribes to alter it to

tvam, and the editor does not appear to have noticed that his own reading leaves

prdpya very awkward and indeed meaningless. The eagerness to tell the tale is

motived by the finding of the due receptacle. In i, 56, 8 we have, if the editor is

correct, two unaugmented imperfects which curiously enough he does not give in

his list * of such cases in the Parvan. He has also * a very curious use of vyatikram

with the accusative of the person, ' wrongly submit themselves to Yudhis^hira
The example cited (B) xii, 174, 36—the only one adduced by Bohtlingk—is not very

convincing
;
huddhim aprdptd vyatikrdntdi ca mUdhatdm means ‘ who have not

reached enlightenment but have crossed over to folly instead ’, not as he renders
' who have surrendered themselves (wrongly) to folly '. The lack of any connectinjg

particle is also very harsh, and on the whole the reading is not probable, even if

vyatikramadyute is not very satisfactory. If the editor’s reading is to be supported,

both the meaning of vyatikram and the as3mdeton need further corroboration.

Further argument is also necessary in favour of hdsyarUpetj^a in i, 57, 21 in lieu of

1 ABORI., xvl, 97.
* Ibid,, 95. n
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hathsarUpei^a.^ There is no difficulty in supposing that Devabodha's gloss krl^d-

vatdrarUpena might apply to hathsarUpena in lieu of hdsarupena as is read, and for

hdsyarUpena some parcel is badly needed, whereas hamsa and Indra are not infre-

quently connected.* The support given to the Malayalam version by K is interesting,

though conjectural, for it has hdmyahdmya, which may be for hdsya^hdsya, but whidh
in any case is incorrect, and the vital Sarada is lacking. In i, 57, 58 it is by no
means clear that dfiyator ebhih is the sound reading

;
the variant df^tayor is no doubt

too simple, but the solution seems to lie in the Gg reading dfiyayor, which mediates
between the other two and gives the precise sense requisite :

* How can we unite

when we would be seen by them ? ' Neither driyator, a rare form with passive
sense in the participle not df^tayor gives the exact meaning, and the corruption is

easily set down to the failure of the vscribes to observe the nuance. In i, 202, 19
rdjar^ibhir adfiyadbhir rsibhii ca 5, has adfiyaii ca, and the perfectly legitimate

hiatus may have led to the other reading, as the editor's own theory would suggest.

No one denies that occasional cases of passive use occur ; but the point is that in

each instance the probability must be duly weighed.
There are many other passages full of interest worthy of discussion, but it

must suffice to add an appreciation of the interesting illustrations provided by
the enlightened generosity of the Chief of Aundh, whose assistance in this great

national enterprise is deserving of the highest appreciation by the Indian Government
as well as the people of India.

A. Berriedale Keith.

THE BUDDHISM OF TIBET OR LAMAISM by L. Austine Waddell, M B.,

F.L.S., F.R.G.S., Second Edition, Cambridge, W. Heffer & Sons, Eld., 1934.

The treatise of Colonel Waddell first appeared in 1894, and a second edition was
long overdue. The jealously guarded land of the Dalai Lama has a special attraction

for the people of Bengal. The ' icy walls ' of the Himalayas could not prevent
saints and scholars belonging to tliis province, both in modem times and ages long

gone by, from penetrating into the hills and dales of the ‘ Forbidden Realm ' on the

tableland of Central Asia, and establishing a contact between the upper and the

lower valleys of the Brahmaputra that was fruitful in many ways. The work of

Colonel Waddell deals with the fascinating country of the Lamas, its monasteries

(PP- 2555.), temples and cathedrals (2875.), and its strange beliefs and modes of

worship (pp. 76ff., 324fi,) that, in his opinion, owe their origin to Padma-Sambhava

(p. xxxix). The volume before us contains an introductory note on primitive

Buddhism and a historic survey of Eamaism, and ' brings to a focus most of the

information on Ldmaism scattered through former publications ' and ' attempts to

disentangle the early history of Lamaism from the chaotic growth of fable which has

invested it '. On p. xxx of the present volume, I)r. Waddell makes the interesting,

though by no means convincing, guess that the name of Avalokita or ‘ the Looking-

down Lord ' may possibly have been suggested by Asoka's title ‘ the Compassionate

Looker-on * {Piyadasi) . The value of the work is enhanced by numerous illustrations,

a chronological table and a useful bibliography appended to the text.

H. C. Ray Chaudhuri.

1 ABORI., lOI.
2 Hopkin*s Epic Mythology

t

pp. i25» *33*
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THE EARLY BUDDHIST THEORY OF MAN PERFECTED by I. B. Homer,
M.A., London, Williams & Norgate, Ltd. Price 125. (>d. net.

In this interesting volume covering 328 pages, the authoress who is the Librarian

of Newnham College, Cambridge, carries on investigations into the development of

the highest ideal—^that of the arahan—which early monastic Buddhism set before

its followers. She has had the benefit of instmctiye suggestions and criticisms from

Mrs. Rhys Davids, than whom there is no abler living exponent of certain aspects of

the great religion which owes its origin to the Sage of the Sakyas. In the opening

chapter the writer of the present volume draws a distinction between the original

Dhamma elucidated by the Blessed Gotama and his contemporary co-workers, and the

later gospel of nirodha which was the contribution of the monks of the Buddhist

Fraternity to the doctrine of their Master. She then enters into a discussion of the

Buddhist and non-Buddhist concepts of the Arahan, and various aspects of the

Arahan such as Oghaiirina
'

crossed over the flood ’ and Pdrangata,
*

going or gone

beyond \ She points out that under Monastic Buddhism, arahanship heads the

group of those people who were on ‘ the four ways (magga) \ who count among
themselves the sotdpanna (* stream-winner *), the sakaddgdmin (' once returner *)

and the andgdmin (‘ non-retumer ').

It is possible to disagree with the authoress in regard to certain points of detail.

For instance a student of the Jdtakas and of the Niddesa will hesitate to endorse

her opinion that ‘ the Buddhist records ... do not mention Krsna ' and Krsnaism

(pp. 60, 61). The statement (p. 22) that the Samhitds or hymn-books were appended

to the Vedas is also far from dear. But these minor details do not take away from
the merit of the work as a whole which throws welcome light on an important aspect

of the religious history of India.

H. C. Ray Chaudhuri.

HINDU ART IN ITS SOCIAL SETTING. By Perviz N. Peerozshaw Dubash,
M.A., LL.B., with foreword by Sir S. Radhakrishnan, Kt., D.Litt., and drawings

in black and white by Miss Ruby J. Treasuryvala. Published by the National

Literature Publishing Co., Ltd., Madras, pp. i-xix, 1-278, pis. I-LXV, 2 coloured

pis., 1935.

In this work an attempt has been made to present Hindu art in its sodal setting.

In the foreword Sir S. Radhakrishnan has given a short but interesting account of

the spiritual and aesthetic qualities of Indian art. In the preface the author has

briefly stated the main points contained in this dissertation. It is divided into

three parts, viz.
;

(i) Pt. I. Introductory, (2) Pt. II. Influences affecting art in

ancient India, and (3) Pt. Ill, Art in ancient India. In part I there are two
chapters, viz. chapter I. Introduction and scope of the subject and chapter II.

Nature and place of art in social life. In the first chapter the aesthetic qu^ties of

art have been indicated. In the second chapter the author has tackled the problem
of the relation between art and technique and the aesthetic qualities of art. She has

concluded that an artist is a genuine creator and not an instrument through which
the human society makes itself expressed. Regarding the question of the place of

art in social life she has opined that the theory of * Art for Art's sake
'

' is hardly
borne out by the history of Art and of society in general

' (p. 30) and that * some
purpose must be there for Art to grow and develop and influence society in its turn

^

(p. 31). In part II there are three chapters, viz. chapter III. Main historical

background, chapter IV. Motive forces in andent^Tndia and chapter V. Institu-

tions of ancient India. In the third chapter she has dealt only with the Indus
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Valley civilization, the Dravidian and the Aryan intrusion into India and the Rg-
Vedic civilization. In the fourth chapter she has dealt with the main motive forces

in ancient India and has rightly observed that religion is the main fountain from
which art gets its inspiration. Consequently Buddhism, Jainism and Brahmanism
are mainly responsible for the majority of the art-products of India. In part III

there are four chapters, viz. chapter VI. Conceptions and ideals of Indian art,

chapter VII. Review of arts in ancient India, chapter VIII. Art in the daily

life of ancient India and chapter IX. Conclusion. In the sixth chapter she has
dealt with the motifs of Indian art and has concluded that ' the Buddha in samaihi,

the Trimurti and the Nataraja are, then, the three main motifs of ancient Indian art,

round which that whole Art revolves. In themselves they combine the whole history

of Indian philosophical thought, and give us the main results of how the racial

mind visualized, and was affected by the spiritual as well as physical ideals of the

times, which may be taken to be the causes of the conception of Indian Art, its

birth and development
' (p. 135). In the seventh chapter a short account of archi-

tecture, sculpture, painting, music, dancing and literary arts has been given. In
the eighth chapter which is highly interesting she has indicated the various art-

products used by the Indians of ancient age to lead a decent life. Here she has
rightly given special emphasis on the decoration, furniture, domestic utensils, dress

and ornaments of the ancient Indians. In the last chapter she has briefly summarized
the results of her investigation.

But there are some drawbacks from which tliis book suffers. Firstly, it seems
that the author has not properly and definitely discussed that thing which the title

of this book indicates. The title * Hindu art in its social setting ' means the society

as depicted in Hindu art and the relation between Hindu art and Hindu society.

In such a thesis there should be an introductory, preferably brief, chapter which
will show the exact relation between Hindu art and Hindu society and in the following

chapters there should be a definite attempt to show some definite aspects of society

as represented in the actual art-remains which are scattered throughout the length

and breadth of India. But instead of doing that the author has written certain

chapters, viz. chapters II-VII which, according to the opinion of the reviewer,

suffer not only from superfluity, pointlessness but also, to a certain extent, from
lack of knowledge. The only chapter which is apt and highly interesting is the eighth

chapter in which the author deals with the various art-products used by the ancient

Indians. Secondly, the author does not consult the original sources—archaeological

and literary—^which she should have done but depends mainly on the secondary
sources, i.e. the modem treatises on this subject written by other scholars. Thirdly,

there are some misstatements of facts which the present reviewer wishes to criticize.

They are the following ones : (i) ' The Encyclopaedia Britannica, in its enumeration
of the Fine Arts, gives us architecture, sculpture, painting, music, poetry and drama.
This, I think, is Qie most comprehensive classification of the Fine Arts I have met
with, and suits our purpose very well, for it includes all arts traditionally regarded
as fine arts in the ancient Indian sense too ' (p. 10). The present reviewer does not
understand the significance of the line ' all arts traditionally regarded as fine arts

in the ancient Indian sense too * because there is no Sanskrit text in which fine arts

have been enumerated in the way in which they have been enumerated in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica. (See, in this connection, Apte—Student's English-Sanskrit
Dictionary, p. 167, 1884 ;

Monier Williams—Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 261,

1899.) Therefore it appears that this statement is not correct, (h) * Taxila,
Ndanda, Benares, Pataliputra were some of the universities of the day ’ (p. 15).
The present reviewer does not know any evidence from which it may be concluded
that ^ere were universities, like those at Taxila and Nalanda, at Benares and
Pataliputra in ancient days, (iii) ‘ The frescoes of Ajanta provide a background,
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especially the Persian embassy fresco, and that describing the marriage of prince

Siddhartha ' (p. 99). These paintings are called fresco but no evidence has been put

forward to prove this point. (Regarding this point see the present reviewer's view

in Indian Culture, vol. II, pp. 825-26 ;
vol. Ill, p. 550, 1936.) (iv) * The earliest

remains we have of Indian sculpture go back only as far as Asoka, and are, therefore,

Buddhist, in conception, inspiration and design, because Asoka actually propagated

only the Buddhist faith
' (p. 158). That this statement is not correct may be

understood from the fact that sculptures belonging to the Indus Valley age have

been unearthed, (v) ' It was the Indo-Greek artist who gave form to the Master's

image and hence the importance of Gandhara art for Indian Iconography * (p. 162).

The theory of the Indo-Greek origin of the image of Buddha was first started by
Foucher

;
but this theory was ably controverted by Coomaraswamy. In order to

study this problem correctly we will consider the earliest dated Buddha images

belonging to North-Western India and Eastern India. It is extremely diflicult to

say which of the dated images of Buddha belonging to North-Western India is the

earliest ;
but, in this connection, the researches of Konow which are latest may be

accepted as a working hyjx)thesis. According to Konow the Shah-ji-ki-dheri casket

is dated in the year (i) of Kanishka. (Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. II,

pt. I, pp. 135-37, 1929 ;
History of Indian and Indonesian Art, by A. K.

Coomaraswamy, pi. XXIX, 89, 1927.) He has referred this year to the new §aka
era of 128-29 therefore this date becomes 128-29 A.D. In it we find the

representation of Buddha. If we accept Konow's researches, this image of Buddha
becomes the earliest dated Buddha image of North-Western India. The earliest

dated Buddha image of Eastern India is the Samath image dated in the third year

of Kanishka. (Epigraphia Indica, vol. X—appendix, notice No. 927, 1909-10

;

History of Indian and Indonesian Art, by A. K. Coomaraswamy, pi. XXII, 83,

1927.) These two images are, therefore, almost contemporary
;
but if anybody

compares the modelling of these two images, he will find the certain difference

between these two specimens and will certainly conclude that the origin of these two
specimens is different. Therefore it is wrong to state that ' the Indo-Greek artist , . .

gave form to the Master’s image ' and it is, therefore, apparent that North-Western
India and Eastern India created two different types of the Buddha image in the same
age. (vi) ‘ The earliest extant representation of the Buddha as the Divine yogi

'*

is at the Amaravati
' (p. 165). The author has taken Havell as the authority for

making such a statement, but Havell himself does not say so. Further there is no
evidence to show tliat it is the earliest extant representation of Buddha as the
' Divine yogi '. (vii) * Except in the Ajanta frescoes, which are Buddhist, we have
no remains of Indian painting ' (p. 229). Anybody who has studied the history of

Indian painting knows very well that this statement is wrong as ancient Indian
paintings have been found at a number of places besides Ajanta. Fourthly, the

author does not put diacritical marks in translitering Sanskrit words, e.g. Mahavira,
Siddhartha for Mahdvtra, Siddhartha respectively, to mention a few cases only. In

spite of these defects this book shows that the author has a genuine and enthusiastic

admiration for the subject which she treats and it may be hoped that she will make
necessary changes in its second edition and that she w^d erelong produce other works
of far greater interest.

Charu Chandra Das Gupta.
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M. WINTBRNITZ

The news of the death of Dr. M. Winternitz was very shocking

to the literary world. He was a great scholar of Indology and

Ethnology and his books bear ample testimony to his wide learning

and sound judgment. He was a student of the renowned orientalist

Dr. Biihler and an able assistant of the late Prof. Max Muller. His

monumental work entitled ‘ Geschichte der Indischen Litteratur ’

(History of Indian Biterature) will be ever remembered by all those

interested in the subject. Besides, he wrote several books and

contributed many thoughtful papers to Indian and European
Journals. It was he who started two well-known Journals at

Prague

—

Indologica Prageusia and Archiv Orientalni—and it was in

these Journals that he published many important contributions

to Indian thought. Though very learned he was entirely free from
pride. He was simple, active, S3mipathetic and he used to take

genuine interest in the progress of Indological researches. We
deeply regret we have lost a sincere friend and a well-wisher of our

Indian Culture. It will be very difficult to fill his place in near

future. May his soul rest in peace

!

B. C. Law.
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